William Gould, a Stanford University law professor who was appointed to head the NLRB by President Bill Clinton, has his doubts about this complaint. "It's perfectly reasonable for a company to want to avoid strikes," he told me.

In his view, the board's general counsel "is wrong when he says the company can't divert work from a union facility when it can't get a no-strike clause, so long as it offers some other means to resolve differences. I don't infer from that anti-union animus, which is prohibited."


outrageous, if he really said it!

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov
Here it is.
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Subcommittee:

I appear before you today as the Acting General Counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, having been appointed to this position by President Obama on June 21, 2010. For the 38 years before my appointment, I have served as a career civil servant in many positions throughout the Agency, ranging from field examiner, staff attorney, supervisory attorney, and finally, as a member of the Senior Executive Service.

I would like to start by acknowledging that workers in North Charleston are feeling vulnerable and anxious because they are uncertain as to what impact any final decision may have on their employment with Boeing. These are difficult economic times, and I truly regret the anxiety this case has caused them and their families. The issuance of the complaint was not intended to harm the workers of South Carolina, but rather, to protect the rights of workers, regardless of where they are employed, to engage in activities protected by the National Labor Relations Act, without fearing discrimination. Boeing has every right to manufacture planes in South Carolina, or anywhere else, for that matter, as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations.

This complaint was issued only after the parties failed to informally resolve this dispute. I personally met with the parties and I tried for three months to facilitate a settlement of the case. I remain open to playing a constructive role in assisting the parties to settle this dispute without the costs and uncertainties associated with extended litigation. I believe that, given the parties’ longstanding bargaining relationship, a settlement would serve the
interests of the parties and the workers and would promote industrial peace. In the absence of a mutually acceptable settlement, however, both Boeing and the Machinists Union have a legal right to present their evidence and arguments in a trial and to have those issues be decided by the Board and federal courts.

I would like to begin by describing briefly the relevant regulatory framework and the role of the Office of General Counsel within that framework. The National Labor Relations Act divides responsibility over private-sector labor relations between the National Labor Relations Board and the General Counsel of the Board. The Board adjudicates cases in accordance with the procedures set forth in the Act itself, the Administrative Procedures Act, and the Constitution. The Office of the General Counsel serves as a prosecutor of labor law violations in such cases.

The Office of the General Counsel was created by the Taft-Hartley Amendments of 1947. Under Section 3(d) of the amended Act, the General Counsel has “final authority”, on behalf of the Board, with respect to the investigation and prosecution of unfair labor practice complaints. In order to ensure that the newly-established General Counsel of the NLRB would have both the independence and resources necessary to make final, unreviewable decisions in typically heated labor and management controversies, Section 3(d) also provided that, with the exception of administrative law judges and legal assistants to Board members, General Counsel “shall exercise general supervision over all attorneys employed by the Board” and would have general supervision “over the officers and employees in the regional offices.” Like my predecessors, I have gone to
great lengths to ensure that all unfair labor practice charges, which must be initiated by private parties, are fairly considered, relying on "findings, reasons, precedents, checks through appeals and through internal supervision, and procedural protections." See K. Davis, *Discretionary Justice* 207 (1969).

To that end, all charges filed with our regional offices are carefully and impartially investigated to determine whether there is reasonable cause to believe that, under the Board’s precedents, an unfair labor practice has been committed. Fairness to the parties and sound development of the law weighs in favor of presenting these types of cases to the Board for decision, subject to review by the courts. See Kenneth C. McGuinness, *Effect of the Discretionary Power of the General Counsel on the Development of the Law*, 29 Geo. Wash. L.Rev. 385, 397 (1960). I would not be fulfilling my responsibilities if I turned a blind eye to evidence that an unfair labor practice may have occurred. I took an oath to enforce the National Labor Relations Act and to protect workers from unlawful conduct.

The General Counsel’s concern with fairness to the parties does not end with the issuance of the complaint. The Supreme Court has recognized that the Act and the Board’s rules are designed to ensure that proceedings are conducted in a manner that respects the private rights of the charging party and the charged party. *Automobile Workers v. Scofield*, 382 U. S. 205, 217-221 (1965).
The Supreme Court has also recognized that “Congress intended to create an officer independent of the Board to handle prosecutions, not merely the filing of complaints.”

*NLRB v. United Food & Comm. Workers Un.*, 484 U.S. 112, 127 (1987) (emphasis in original). Thus, throughout the proceeding, the General Counsel remains master of the complaint and the charging party is not permitted to pursue alternative theories of a violation without the consent of the General Counsel. *See, e.g., Teamsters, Local 282 (E.G. Clemente Contracting Corp.),* 335 NLRB 1253, 1254 (2001). Throughout the proceedings, the General Counsel is responsible to ensure that the prosecution of the case is justified by the facts and law. As such, it remains open to the General Counsel to make concessions on issues of fact or law and to pursue settlement discussions with the charged party -- even over the objections of the charging party.

For all these reasons, the actual fairness of the proceedings before the Board -- and, equally important, the perception that the Board’s administrative processes are fair -- vitally depends on the public and the parties retaining the confidence that the General Counsel is carrying out his prosecutorial responsibilities on the basis of the facts and law in the case, and is not making decisions on the basis of political or other matters not properly before the Board.

As you know, the Boeing hearing began on Tuesday of this week before an administrative law judge in Seattle, Washington. I am actively involved in overseeing the Boeing litigation and in strategic decisions necessary for the prosecution of this case. My obligation to protect the independence of the Office of the General Counsel and the
integrity of the enforcement process restricts my ability to offer insight into the decision-making here. I hope you will share my commitment that these proceedings not be construed as an effort by the Congress to exert pressure or attempt to influence my prosecutorial decisions in this case, which have been and will continue to be made based on the law and the merits and in a manner which protects the due process rights of the litigants.

I come here voluntarily out of respect for the oversight role of Congress. I will do my best to answer your questions, consistent with my obligations to the parties and to the American public with respect to the ongoing Boeing case. The adjudicatory process must be fair and impartial so that the parties’ due process rights, which are guaranteed by the Constitution, are preserved. Our American legal system of justice is guided by these fundamental principles.
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Committee:

I appear before you today as the Acting General Counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, having been appointed to this position by President Obama on June 21, 2010. For the 38 years before my appointment, I have served as a career civil servant in many positions throughout the Agency, ranging from field examiner, staff attorney, supervisory attorney, and finally, as a member of the Senior Executive Service.

I would like to start by acknowledging that workers in North Charleston are feeling vulnerable and anxious because they are uncertain as to what impact any final decision may have on their employment with Boeing. These are difficult economic times, and I truly regret the anxiety this case has caused them and their families. The issuance of the complaint was not intended to harm the workers of South Carolina, but rather, to protect the rights of workers, regardless of where they are employed, to engage in activities protected by the National Labor Relations Act, without fearing discrimination. Boeing has every right to manufacture planes in South Carolina, or anywhere else, for that matter, as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations.

This complaint was issued only after the parties failed to informally resolve this dispute. I personally met with the parties and I tried for three months to facilitate a settlement of the case. I remain open to playing a constructive role in assisting the parties to settle this dispute without the costs and uncertainties associated with extended litigation. I believe that, given the parties’ longstanding bargaining relationship, a settlement would serve the
interests of the parties and the workers and would promote industrial peace. In the absence of a mutually acceptable settlement, however, both Boeing and the Machinists Union have a legal right to present their evidence and arguments in a trial and to have those issues be decided by the Board and federal courts.

I would like to begin by describing briefly the relevant regulatory framework and the role of the Office of General Counsel within that framework. The National Labor Relations Act divides responsibility over private-sector labor relations between the National Labor Relations Board and the General Counsel of the Board. The Board adjudicates cases in accordance with the procedures set forth in the Act itself, the Administrative Procedures Act, and the Constitution. The Office of the General Counsel serves as a prosecutor of labor law violations in such cases.

The Office of the General Counsel was created by the Taft-Hartley Amendments of 1947. Under Section 3(d) of the amended Act, the General Counsel has “final authority”, on behalf of the Board, with respect to the investigation and prosecution of unfair labor practice complaints. In order to ensure that the newly-established General Counsel of the NLRB would have both the independence and resources necessary to make final, unreviewable decisions in typically heated labor and management controversies, Section 3(d) also provided that, with the exception of administrative law judges and legal assistants to Board members, General Counsel “shall exercise general supervision over all attorneys employed by the Board” and would have general supervision “over the officers and employees in the regional offices.” Like my predecessors, I have gone to
great lengths to ensure that all unfair labor practice charges, which must be initiated by private parties, are fairly considered, relying on "findings, reasons, precedents, checks through appeals and through internal supervision, and procedural protections." See K. Davis, *Discretionary Justice* 207 (1969).

To that end, all charges filed with our regional offices are carefully and impartially investigated to determine whether there is reasonable cause to believe that, under the Board’s precedents, an unfair labor practice has been committed. Fairness to the parties and sound development of the law weighs in favor of presenting these types of cases to the Board for decision, subject to review by the courts. See Kenneth C. McGuiness, *Effect of the Discretionary Power of the General Counsel on the Development of the Law*, 29 Geo. Wash. L.Rev. 385, 397 (1960). I would not be fulfilling my responsibilities if I turned a blind eye to evidence that an unfair labor practice may have occurred. I took an oath to enforce the National Labor Relations Act and to protect workers from unlawful conduct.

The General Counsel’s concern with fairness to the parties does not end with the issuance of the complaint. The Supreme Court has recognized that the Act and the Board’s rules are designed to ensure that proceedings are conducted in a manner that respects the private rights of the charging party and the charged party. *Automobile Workers v. Scofield*, 382 U. S. 205, 217-221 (1965).
The Supreme Court has also recognized that “Congress intended to create an officer
independent of the Board to handle prosecutions, not merely the filing of complaints.”

original). Thus, throughout the proceeding, the General Counsel remains master of the
complaint and the charging party is not permitted to pursue alternative theories of a
violation without the consent of the General Counsel. *See, e.g., Teamsters, Local 282
*(E.G. Clemente Contracting Corp.)*, 335 NLRB 1253, 1254 (2001). Throughout the
proceedings, the General Counsel is responsible to ensure that the prosecution of the case
is justified by the facts and law. As such, it remains open to the General Counsel to make
concessions on issues of fact or law and to pursue settlement discussions with the charged
party -- even over the objections of the charging party.

For all these reasons, the actual fairness of the proceedings before the Board -- and,
equally important, the perception that the Board’s administrative processes are fair --
vitally depends on the public and the parties retaining the confidence that the General
Counsel is carrying out his prosecutorial responsibilities on the basis of the facts and law
in the case, and is not making decisions on the basis of political or other matters not
properly before the Board.

As you know, the Boeing hearing began on Tuesday of this week before an
administrative law judge in Seattle, Washington. I am actively involved in overseeing
the Boeing litigation and in strategic decisions necessary for the prosecution of this case.
My obligation to protect the independence of the Office of the General Counsel and the
integrity of the enforcement process restricts my ability to offer insight into the decision-making here. I hope you will share my commitment that these proceedings not be construed as an effort by the Congress to exert pressure or attempt to influence my prosecutorial decisions in this case, which have been and will continue to be made based on the law and the merits and in a manner which protects the due process rights of the litigants.

I come here voluntarily out of respect for the oversight role of Congress. I will do my best to answer your questions, consistent with my obligations to the parties and to the American public with respect to the ongoing Boeing case. The adjudicatory process must be fair and impartial so that the parties’ due process rights, which are guaranteed by the Constitution, are preserved. Our American legal system of justice is guided by these fundamental principles.
LEADING THE NEWS

NLRB
House Panel Conducts Boeing Field Hearing But Breaks Little New Ground on Controversy
The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee June 17 held a much-anticipated field hearing on the National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. over the company’s establishment of a 787 Dreamliner production line...

NEWS

Age Discrimination
Ex-Employee Awarded $103,363 in Front Pay
A former employee who was awarded $87,670 in compensatory damages by a jury on allegations that his employer violated the Missouri Human Rights Act by considering his age as a factor in firing him during a reduction-in-force is entitled to a...

Child Labor
Bill Introduced to Align Agriculture With Child Labor Law in Other Industries
Rep. Lucille Roybal-Allard (D-Calif.) June 16 announced the introduction of the Children’s Act for Responsible Employment (CARE Act), which she said would remove the agriculture industry’s exception from child labor laws. ...

Discrimination
Court Declines to Reopen Race Bias Claim Based on Supreme Court ‘Cat’s Paw’ Ruling
Denying a former federal employee’s motion to reconsider his race discrimination claims, a federal district court in Washington, D.C., June 14 ruled that a recent U.S. Supreme Court decision recognizing use of the "cat's paw"...

Employment
Obama Launches Marketing Initiative
To Lure Overseas Investors, Spur Job Growth
President Obama has launched the SelectUSA Initiative to combat the nation's 9.1 percent unemployment rate by encouraging foreign and domestic firms to invest in the United States....

ERISA
Among Amara Decision’s Effects Will Be Decrease in Class Actions, Speakers Say
There will be a decrease in the number of employee benefit class actions involving equitable estoppel because of the U.S. Supreme Court's recent decision in CIGNA Corp. v. Amara, a senior staff attorney for AARP Foundation Litigation...

Immigration
Lofgren Immigration Bill Addresses Green Cards, H-1B and L-1 Visa Programs
Legislation (H.R. 2161) that, among other immigration-related provisions, would allow U.S. companies to seek green cards for advanced degree graduates in certain fields and would allow certain entrepreneurs to seek green cards was introduced...

Labor Law
Secret Ballot Union Election Bill Signed by Tennessee Gov. Haslam
RALEIGH, N.C.—Union representation elections in Tennessee must be conducted by secret ballot under a bill (H.B. 1747) signed into law by Gov. Bill Haslam (R) June 16....

OFCCP
DOL Says Comment Period for OFCCP’s VEVRAA Proposal to Be Extended to July 11
The comment period for a proposal issued by the Labor Department's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs to revise rules regarding federal contractors' affirmative action and equal employment opportunity obligations...

OFCCP
ThyssenKrupp Subsidiary Agrees to Settle OFCCP Sex Discrimination in Hiring Claim
ThyssenKrupp Elevator Manufacturing Inc. (TKE) has agreed to pay $288,333 to settle allegations by the Labor Department's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs that the company discriminated against a class of 248 female...

Pensions
PBGC Adds Union Assistant to Advisory Panel
The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation announced June 16 that David S. Blitzstein was sworn in as a member of the PBGC Advisory Committee....

Retail Stores
Group of Wal-Mart Employees Forms New Organization With UFCW Support
Nearly 100 Wal-Mart Stores Inc. workers, who are part of Organization United for Respect at Wal-Mart (OUR Wal-Mart), a
new 501(c)5 nonprofit organization, traveled June 16 to Wal-Mart's Bentonville, Ark., corporate headquarters to...

**Retiree Benefits**

**Employers Rethinking Retiree Health Care, Have Concerns About Health Law Burden**

SAN FRANCISCO—Employers anticipate increased compliance burdens but see health insurance exchanges as an opportunity to get out of the pre-65 retiree health benefit business, panelists said June 16 at an insurance industry conference....

**Safety & Health**

**Republican Budget Cuts Could Threaten To Shut Down Some State Plans, Official Says**

Proposed cuts to the fiscal year 2012 budget for the Labor Department's Occupational Safety and Health Administration threaten to shut down some state workplace safety programs, Kevin Beauregard, chairman of the Occupational Safety...

**Teamsters**

**Candidate for IBT President Files Lawsuit Against Hoffa Over 1989 Consent Decree**

A 1989 consent decree establishing measures to combat corruption within the International Brotherhood of Teamsters is no longer needed and IBT General President James Hoffa's failure to terminate it has resulted in millions of dollars...

**Unfair Labor Practices**

**Labor Board Invites Filing of Amicus Briefs On NLRA Status of Class Arbitration Waivers**

The National Labor Relations Board June 16 invited interested organizations to file briefs in an unfair labor practice case presenting the question whether an employer violated federal labor law by maintaining and enforcing an employment...

**Unfair Labor Practices**

**NLRB 3-0 Orders Hawaii Hotel to Bargain, Reinstall Workers, Pay Negotiating Expenses**

The National Labor Relations Board June 14 found that a Waikiki hotel had violated federal labor law and ordered the employer to stop unfair labor practices, recognize and bargain with the employees' union for an initial contract, rescind...

**SPECIAL REPORT**

**Safety & Health**

**Comments Say POV Proposal Lacks Specifics, Violates Due Process, Will Be Costly to Mines**

Commenters are finding many faults with a proposal by the Mine Safety and Health Administration to revamp the pattern of violations process by which the agency holds the most risky mines accountable, with mine operators complaining that the...

**CONFERENCE REPORT**
Immigration
Mayorkas: USCIS Committed to Addressing Challenges of Legal Immigration Processing
SAN DIEGO—The Department of Homeland Security's U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services is "committed to addressing the challenges" posed by administering the nation's legal immigration system and is making...

ECONOMIC NEWS

Employment
Unemployment Rate Declined in 24 States In May, but 27 States Lost Jobs, BLS Says
The unemployment rate declined in 24 states in May, rose in 13 states and the District of Columbia, and held steady in 13 states, the Labor Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics said June 17....

BNA INSIGHTS

Whistleblower Protection Under the SEC's New Dodd-Frank Regulations: A Practical Guide for Employers
On May 25, 2011, the Securities and Exchange Commission issued its final rules implementing the whistleblower provisions of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (101 DLR AA-1, 5/25/11). Those rules provide employees...
LEADING THE NEWS

First Amendment
Free Speech Clause’s ‘Public Concern’ Test Applies to Employees’ Petition Clause Claims

Public employees who sue under the Civil Rights Act of 1871 (42 U.S.C. §1983) claiming retaliation in violation of the petition clause of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution must show that, as under the First Amendment’s...

Labor Law
Justices Decline to Review Conviction Of UAW Official Charged With Conspiracy
The U.S. Supreme Court June 20 declined to review a federal appeals court decision upholding the conviction of a former United Auto Workers official on charges of conspiracy to violate labor laws and extort jobs from General Motors Corp. in...

Sex Discrimination
Justices Hand Wal-Mart a Big Victory, Reversing Sex Bias Class Certification
Reversing a federal appeals court decision certifying a massive sex discrimination class action against Wal-Mart Stores Inc., a divided U.S. Supreme Court June 20 ruled that the female plaintiffs failed to satisfy the requirements of Rule...

NEWS

Airlines
Frontier Pilots Approve Contract Extension That Includes Concessions, Equity Stake
DENVER—Members of the Frontier Airline Pilots Association ratified a new labor agreement June 17 that provides them with an equity stake in the flagging Denver airline but also came with deep concessions. ...
Disabilities

**Boss's Negative Comments About Employee With Dyslexia Fuel Rehabilitation Act Claims**

A former Army employee with dyslexia can proceed with her claims under the Rehabilitation Act that she was fired because of her disability, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of California ruled June 1 (McCoy v. Dep't of Army, ...)

Discrimination

**University Ordered to Pay $364,500 for Bias Against Chinese-American Female Professor**

BOSTON—The Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination June 15 announced that it had taken the “unprecedented step” of ordering a public university to promote an associate professor and also to pay $364,500...

Employment

**Chamber Report Highlights Strategies States Use to Stay Competitive, Create Jobs**

A report released June 20 by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce discusses specific strategies that all 50 states are using to remain competitive, restore jobs, and bolster economic growth. ...

Entertainment

**SAG, AFTRA Members Meet To Map Out Details of Possible Merger**

Members of the Screen Actors Guild and the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists held a weekend meeting to discuss details of a possible merger of the two entertainment unions, SAG and AFTRA announced June 19. ...

FLSA

**Businesses Challenge Tip Credit Notice Rule, Claiming DOL Failed to Give Notice of Change**

Business groups representing restaurants and other eating and drinking establishments filed a lawsuit June 16 in federal district court in Washington, D.C., alleging that the Labor Department recently implemented a final regulation making...

Labor Law

**OLMS Proposes Rule to Expand Reporting Of Persuader Agreements on LM-10s and 20s**

A proposed rule from the Labor Department's Office of Labor-Management Standards would revise the interpretation of "advice" to expand the requirements for reporting persuader agreements between employers and labor relations...

Manufacturing

**General Electric Reaches Tentative Contracts With Unions That Represent 15,200 Workers**

The International Union of Electrical Workers, an affiliate of the Communications Workers of America, and the United Electrical Workers June 19 reached tentative agreement with the General Electric Co. on four-year national contracts...
Mining
UMW Members Ratify Agreement With BCOA; Union to Take Same Pact to Other Operators
Members of the United Mine Workers have overwhelmingly ratified a new five and one-half year agreement with the Bituminous Coal Operators Association, the union announced late June 17....

Railroads
Smaller Freight Rail Unions Frown On Tentative Railroad Pact Reached by UTU
Following the release of details of a tentative collective bargaining agreement reached between the largest of the 13 unions representing freight railroad workers and the employers' bargaining team, the remaining unions June 16 announced...

Retail Stores
Workers at Long Island Target Store Reject UFCW Representation as Charges Filed
Workers at a Target Corp. retail store in Valley Stream, N.Y., June 17 voted 137-95 to reject representation by the United Food and Commercial Workers, a National Labor Relations Board official told BNA June 20. ...

Safety & Health
Dole, Foreign Agricultural Workers Reach Tentative Settlement on Pesticide Exposure
LOS ANGELES—Dole Food Co. Inc. has agreed to settle pesticide exposure claims filed by more than 5,000 agricultural workers in Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Honduras, an attorney representing the plaintiffs told BNA June 17 (Abarca v....

Safety & Health
MSHA Issues Final Rule for Rock Dust To Reduce Likelihood of Coal Mine Explosions
Operators of underground bituminous coal mines must ensure that rock dust contains higher concentrations of combustible material as a way to reduce the likelihood of mine explosions, the Labor Department’s Mine Safety and Health...

Trade
Greenspan Questions Jobs Focus In Trade Policy, Kirk Stresses Benefits
Former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan June 17 questioned the focus on employment in trade policy at a roundtable discussion while U.S. Trade Representative Ron Kirk stressed the importance of trade-related job creation to make...

Unemployment Insurance
DOL Gives $48.7 Million to Assess UI Recipients
The Labor Department will provide $48.7 million in funding for 37 states and the District of Columbia to implement re-employment and eligibility assessments for beneficiaries of unemployment insurance, DOL announced June 20....

Unfair Labor Practices
Board Allows Limited Boeing Case Role
To South Carolina Workers Who Filed Motion
The National Labor Relations Board ruled June 20 that three workers from Boeing Co.’s South Carolina aircraft plant should be allowed a limited opportunity to participate in the unfair labor practice case in which Acting General Counsel...

Whistleblowers
City Worker’s Whistleblower Claim
Not Ripe for Dismissal, District Court Decides
A senior contract specialist for the city of Washington, D.C., who was selected for a reduction in force after he made multiple complaints about fraudulent and wasteful government contracts, may proceed with his claim under the District of...

Work Stoppages
UNITE HERE Conducts One-Day Strike
At Hyatt Regency Chicago Over Stalled Talks
UNITE HERE Local 1 June 20 began a one-day strike at the Hyatt Regency Chicago in protest over stalled collective bargaining for renewal of a labor contract that expired 20 months ago and against outsourced work and alleged dangerous working...

SPECIAL REPORT

Hiring
Using Social Media During Hiring Process
Seen Exposing Employers to Bias Claims
While social media tools such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn allow employers to access vast amounts of information about job applicants, hiring managers who even casually use these tools to gather information about a prospective employee...

CONFERENCE REPORT

Immigration
Attorneys Outline Specific Issues Facing Small Employers in the Immigration Context
SAN DIEGO—Small businesses are likely to be inexperienced in the complexities of hiring immigrant workers, and attorneys should be prepared to help them navigate the process, speakers said June 17 at the American Immigration Lawyers...

Immigration
Attorneys Say L-1B and B-1 Visa Issues Among ‘Hottest’ in Business Immigration Law
SAN DIEGO—Several visa concerns—including the processing of L-1B visas and the use of B-1 visas in lieu of H-1B visas—top the list of "hottest" issues in business immigration law, speakers said June 16 at the American...
**TEXT**

**Supreme Court Denies Review in Three Labor, Employment Cases June 20, 2011**

Following are summaries of the three labor and employment law cases denied Supreme Court review June 20, 2011.

**U.S. Supreme Court Decision in Duryea v. Guarnieri**

**U.S. Supreme Court Decision in Wal-Mart Stores Inc. v. Dukes**

**CONFERENCE CALENDAR**

**Calendar of Events**

---
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Report overview:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Media Type</th>
<th>Hits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key Individuals</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>14 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - Additional US Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>6 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - Blog Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>1 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - International Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>2 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - Major Outlets</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>3 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Additional US Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>59 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Blog Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>9 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - International Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>10 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Major Outlets</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>28 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Prominent Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>9 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfair Labor Practices</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>4 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections
  TheState.com – 06/21/11 07:26 –
  155 other sources (Idaho Statesman, KTUL.com, ...)
  Words matched: Brian Hayes
  WASHINGTON — Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

  ...has been a perennial problem.” The board's lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued
a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections - AP Politics
The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be displayed properly. We recommend using a current version of Internet Explorer, or other modern browser.

Words matched: Brian Hayes
The Associated Press WASHINGTON (AP) - Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...has been a perennial problem." The board's lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

South Carolina worker sues federal govt over possible loss of his job
Renew America – 06/21/11 05:42 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Barack Obama's interference in the business operations of Boeing new Dreamliner manufacturing project will likely cause thousands of workers in South Carolina to lose their jobs.

...Friday, National Labor Relations Board's acting general counsel Lave Solomon could not provide a House Oversight Committee hearing any proof...

Rules would speed up union elections
KMOV.com – 06/21/11 04:32 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...has been a perennial problem." The board's lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

APNewsBreak: Rules Would Speed Up Union Elections
Wpxi.com – 06/21/11 04:22 –
2 other sources (WSB-TV, WFTV Channel 9)
Words matched: Brian Hayes
WASHINGTON -- Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...has been a perennial problem." The board's lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

Ballongska undersöka rymdexplosion
Expressen – 06/21/11 04:21 –
Words matched: Mark Pearce
KIRUNA. Rekordballongen, kallad Pathfinder, blir dubbelt så stor som Globen. Om den kommer upp till avsedd höjd, fyra mil ovan jord, vill säga. En enda liten fettfläck på höljet kan nämligen förstöra alltsammans.

...mätningar av röntgenstrålning från en neutronstjärna tidigare, säger projektledaren Mark Pearce, professor i astropartikelfysik vid KTH i Stockholm.
Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...has been a perennial problem.” The board's lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

Pressofatlanticcity.com – 06/21/11 03:23 –

Lecturer wins fund Fellowship

La Trobe University – 06/21/11 01:15 –

MINISTER TO VISIT CLAREGALWAY FLOODING AREAS

Galway City Tribune – 06/20/11 21:01 –

Job first, product later

Daily Press (AP) – 06/20/11 09:52 –

Letters to the Editor

Richmond Times-Dispatch (AP) – 06/19/11 14:16 –
Lafe Solomon

NLRB lawsuit seeks to expand government powers

Editor Times-Dispatch: While The Economist magazine described it as the "loony left complaint against America's biggest exporter," Ann Hodges praised the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), in her Op/Ed column, "Boeing Should Try Its Case in Court," within days of the complaint's filing, NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon, in an interview with The New York Times, claimed that several...
STREAMLINED PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATION AND SOLICITATION FOR COMMERCIAL ITEMS—AS SUPPLEMENTED WITH ADDITIONAL INFORMATION INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE.

...Eligible Veterans; 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights under the National Labor Relations Act; 52.223-18, Contractor Policy to Ban Text...

---

**NLRA Blog Mentions**

- **‘Boeing’s Threat to American Enterprise’**
  The Corner - National Review Online Blog – 06/20/11 17:11 –
  Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act
  ...is the title of Thomas Geoghegan’s piece today in the Wall Street Journal. There’s much in the article to comment upon, but I’ll confine myself to his observation that “there’s little bar to a runaway shop if the CEO is careful with his public statements.
  ...the union in violation of Section 8(a)(5) of the National Labor Relations Act. As former NLRB chairman William Gould says, the General Counsel...

---

**Legislative Update for the Week of June 13, 2011**

Global Employment Law – 06/20/11 18:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Union “Salting” Bill Reintroduced in the House Rep. Steve King (R-IA) reintroduced legislation that would amend the National Labor Relations Act to allow employers to refuse to hire undercover union organizers, commonly known as “salts.
...King (R-IA) reintroduced legislation that would amend the National Labor Relations Act to allow employers to refuse to hire undercover union...

---

[N股市360]《时代周刊》:共和党主流意识的博弈
股市360股票网 – 06/20/11 17:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

---

**Today in Labor History June 20 Taft-Hartley vetoed by Truman, 34 people are killed 1,300 arrested,**
Democratic Underground – 06/20/11 20:44 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Today in Labor History June 20 Taft-Hartley vetoed by Truman, 34 people are killed 1,300 arrested,
...activists and students of labor. Covers such topics as the National Labor Relations Act, unfair labor practices, the collective bargaining relationship.

---

**FDR’s New Deal - How America stumbled into Socialism**
Newsvine – 06/20/11 19:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
"In America, the average man has not yet the faintest idea of what socialism means. It is, therefore, conceivable that the logic of facts may drive him to into it before he can shrink back in terror.
...production and devastated black tenant farmers who needed work. The National Labor Relations Act (1935) gave unions monopoly bargaining power...

---

**Boeing’s Threat to U.S. Enterprise**
RealClearPolitics – 06/20/11 16:00 –

---

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA STREAMLINED PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATION AND SOLICITATION FOR COMMERCIAL ITEMS—AS SUPPLEMENTED WITH ADDITIONAL INFORMATION INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE.

...Eligible Veterans; 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights under the National Labor Relations Act; 52.223-18, Contractor Policy to Ban Text...
Conservatives are in an uproar that the general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board has filed an unfair labor charge against Boeing. It seems the president of Boeing was unwise enough to blurt out that his company would move a production line to South Carolina as payback for past strikes by machinists in Seattle. It's a dead bang violation of the National Labor Relations Act, even if it comes as a surprise to Republicans and many...

Sen. Lamar Alexander: Putting a national asset on trial
The Leaf Chronicle – 06/21/11 07:44 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
All eyes turned to Seattle on June 14 when one of our nation's greatest assets and contributors to our economic future was put on trial for investing, creating, hiring, and innovating at a time when we are in the middle of an economic recession and more than 9 percent of American workers can’t find...complaint brought by the President's appointed Acting General Counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, or NLRB, that Boeing's decision to...

APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections
TheState.com – 06/21/11 07:26 –
172 other sources (Idaho Statesman, KTUL.com, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.
...campaigns. A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...

June 21
New Deal 2.0 – 06/21/11 07:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
What you need to know to navigate today's most critical debates. Click here to receive the Daily Digest via e-mail. Expanding the Employment Discrimination Defense Manual (HuffPo) Naomi Cahn and Nancy Levit review the Supreme Court's decision to block a class-action lawsuit brought by Wal-Mart's f...tears. In the Crosshairs (TAP) For decades, the National Labor Relations Board uncontroversially enforced the Depression-era law that helped...

APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections - AP Politics - The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be displayed properly. We recomm
The Charleston Gazette – 06/21/11 06:48 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is expected to irritate Republicans and business groups who have complained about the board's pro-labor actions.
...recomm A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal...

APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections - AP Politics
The Charleston Gazette – 06/21/11 06:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Associated Press WASHINGTON (AP) - Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-u...campaigns. A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...
A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...

...businesses much less time to mount anti-union campaigns. The National Labor Relations Board plans to announce sweeping new rules today that would...

...in Washington D.C. To help the union, Obama directed his National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) to inform Boeing that it would not be allowed...

Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions...

Airbus, Boeing look to new contracts at air showLE BOURGET, France (AP) _ Airbus is jockeying with rival Boeing for new orders at the aviation industry's premier event _ and the European planemaker is hoping it doesn't see any more glitches.

Barack Obama's interference in the business operations of Boeing new Dreamliner manufacturing project will likely cause thousands of workers in South Carolina to lose their jobs.

Democrats sing union song
Charles Krauthammer: Democrats sing union song Under the pressure of dire economic conditions and of the consequences of stifling three valued allies, Obama appeared ready to relent – only to put up a last-minute roadblock.
Three Boeing workers in South join NLRB case

Herald Net – 06/21/11 04:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at the Boeing Co.’s North Charleston plant were allowed Monday to have limited roles in a federal labor dispute over the company’s 787 passenger jet line.

New rules for union elections

My Atl Tv – 06/21/11 04:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON (AP) - Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules that would dramatically shorten up the time frame for union elections. The move would make it easier for unions to organize new members, and give businesses much less time to mount anti-union campaigns.

APNewsBreak: Rules Would Speed Up Union Elections

Wpxi.com – 06/21/11 04:22 –
2 other sources (Foxreno.com, WTOV9.Com)
WASHINGTON -- Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

APNewsBreak: Rules Would Speed up Union Elections

WSLS 10 – 06/21/11 04:16 –
1 other source (WJBF News Channel 6)
WASHINGTON -- WASHINGTON (AP) Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules that would dramatically shorten up the time frame for union elections.

APNewsBreak: Time for union elections would speed up under proposed rules

Tyler Paper (AP) – 06/21/11 03:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Associated Press WASHINGTON (AP) -- Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

AP Business NewsBrief at 3:23 a.m. EDT

TMNet.com – 06/21/11 03:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
(Associated Press Via Acquire Media NewsEdge) APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union electionsWASHINGTON (AP) _ Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to...
Target workers reject union
Ohio.com – 06/21/11 03:32 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Organized labor to contest vote results at store in New York
...have followed all the policies and procedures that are outlined by the National Labor Relations Board in a completely lawful manner,” Snyder...

A Debate Reopened
Inside Higher Ed – 06/21/11 03:26 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
When graduate students teach some classes as instructors while also taking others as students, what are they, exactly -- workers or students? This question has been at the heart of a series of National Labor Relations Board decisions over the past 10 years that have tried to determine whether or no...

Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new
Pressofatlanticcity.com – 06/21/11 03:23 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.
...campaigns. A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...

Gregoire, Boeing boss attend Paris Air Show
The Spokesman-Review – 06/21/11 03:13 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Governor’s 10-day trip to Europe includes talks with BMW officials...

NLRB oversteps on Boeing jobs
The Journal Gazette – 06/21/11 03:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The opening of a manufacturing plant with nearly 1,000 jobs should be cause for celebration. But Boeing Co.’s $1 billion facility in South Carolina has met a different, less welcome response.

APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections
Juneau Empire – 06/21/11 03:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
-- WASHINGTON -- Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules that would dramatically shorten up the time frame for union elections. The move could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and give businesses much less time to mount anti-union campaigns.
...give businesses much less time to mount anti-union campaigns. The National Labor Relations Board plans to announce the new rules on Tuesday. The...
1,000 jobs should be cause for celebration. But Boeing Co. s $ 1

Krauthammer: Union owned and operated
Daily Camera (AP) – 06/21/11 03:00 –
1 other source (STAugustine.com)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
"Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama last week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

NLRB tried to save America from dumb, unskilled Southern workers
Newsodrome – 06/21/11 02:24 –
Words matched: NLRB
Excuses. I had to check my paper copy of the Wall Street Journal today to make sure this wasn’t some elaborate prank. Then I double-checked what year it is, to make sure I hadn’t been slingshotted around the sun and found myself back in 1975.

How Boeing helped save the Heritage
TheState.com – 06/21/11 00:55 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
HILTON HEAD — When the time came last week to thank the sponsors who saved the Heritage golf tournament, Gov. Nikki Haley reached under the podium and pulled out not one but two tartan jackets.

Unlimited new Internet domain names get OK
TheState.com – 06/21/11 00:55 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Internet minders voted Monday to allow virtually unlimited new domain names based on themes as varied as company brands, entertainment and political causes, in the system’s biggest shake-up since it started 26 years ago.

Business Briefs
Post and Courier (AP) – 06/21/11 00:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Value trumps Greece’s woes, fueling broad stock rise NEW YORK -- Investors largely put aside their concerns about the Greek financial crisis Monday and focused instead on value.

Labor Board Says It Has Acted Appropriately Against Boeing
Aero-News Network – 06/21/11 00:18 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Defends Its Actions In A Congressional Field Hearing In SC An official of the NLRB says the board has acted appropriately in taking action against Boeing for opening an assembly plant in right-to-work South Carolina.

Charles Krauthammer: Union owned and operated
Winston-Salem Journal – 06/21/11 00:06 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON -- "Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Barack Obama recently, enjoying a nice chuckle about the
WASHINGTON -- "Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama this week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

"...facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats -- including one former union..."

**Krauthammer: Obama is union owned, operated**

GoErie.com – 06/21/11 00:01 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

WASHINGTON -- "Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama this week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

"...facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats including one former union..."

**CHARLES KRAUTHAMMER: Democrats need unions and unions need Democrats**

New Haven Register – 06/20/11 23:49 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

31 SHOVEL-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Barack Obama last week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

"...facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats including one former union..."

**Are unions good for sports?**

Howard Bloom – 06/20/11 23:16 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

**North America should look to Germany’s economic example**

TheRecord.com – 06/20/11 23:05 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

**3 Boeing employees allowed roles in NLRB suit**

SCNOW (AP) – 06/20/11 22:07 –

29 other sources (WIS News 10, TheState.com, ...)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.'s North Charleston plant have been allowed limited roles in a federal labor dispute over the company's 787 jet line.

3 Boeing employees allowed roles in NLRB suit COLUMB... employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.’s North ...

**Commerce secretary nominee faces tough road**

Charleston Daily Mail – 06/20/11 21:47 –

1 other source (Saturday Gazette-Mail)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

ARCHIVE PHOTO () - (HAS TRIM) By Jim Puzzanghera Los Angeles Times (MCT)

WASHINGTON - Tapping a respected Southern California businessman as the next commerce secretary seemed an astute move by President Barack Obama to mend fences with corporate America, but former Edison International Chief Ex...promised to hold up the nomination until Obama speaks out against a National Labor Relations Board complaint that accuses Boeing Co. of building a...
respected Southern California businessman as the next commerce secretary seemed an astute move by President Barack Obama to mend fences with corporate America, but former Edison International Chief Executive John Bryson still faces ...promised to hold up the nomination until Obama speaks out against a National Labor Relations Board complaint that accuses Boeing Co. of building a...

![Commerce secretary nomine faces tough road - AP Featured News](Translate)

**The Charleston Gazette** – 06/20/11 21:26 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

The Associated Press ARCHIVE PHOTO () - (HAS TRIM) By Jim Puzzanghera Los Angeles Times (MCT) WASHINGTON - Tapping a respected Southern California businessman as the next commerce secretary seemed an astute move by President Barack Obama to mend fences with corporate America, but former Edison...promised to hold up the nomination until Obama speaks out against a National Labor Relations Board complaint that accuses Boeing Co. of building a...

![Fight between labor and Boeing puts Obama in a bind](Translate)

**Daily Me** – 06/20/11 21:04 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

Meanwhile, Obama rode into office with broad support from labor. His campaign organization helped coordinate protests for public employees when their bargaining rights were at stake in Wisconsin and other states. ...articles) Track-It Republican Party (1561 articles) Track-It National Labor Relations Board (72 articles) Track-It Industry Term Boeing 787 Dreamliner...

![3 Boeing Employees Allowed Roles in Nlrb Suit](Translate)

**WSPA News Channel 7** – 06/20/11 20:23 –

3 other sources (WJBF News Channel 6, WSAV TV, ...)  

**Words matched:** Nlrb, National Labor Relations Board, NLRB COLUMBIA, S.C. -- COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.'s North Charleston plant have been allowed limited roles in a federal labor dispute over the company's 787 jet line.  

3 Boeing Employees Allowed Roles in Nlrb Suit COLUMBIA, S.C. -- COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing ...

![Ex-Attorney Claims NAACP Retaliation](Translate)

**My Fox Houston** – 06/20/11 19:43 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

HOUSTON - An attorney claims her contract was canceled and she was left jobless after speaking up at the Houston branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.  

...Conflict of Facts == We've obtained transcripts from the National Labor Relations Board where Jackson filed her complaint against the NAACP .

![andName Seyfarth Shaw Partners to Top 100 List of the Nation's Most Powerful Employment Attorneys06/20/2011](Translate)

**Press Release Point** – 06/20/11 19:24 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

CHICAGO (June 20, 2011) — Seyfarth Shaw LLP is pleased to announce the selection of three of its partners, Lisa Damon from the firm's Boston office and Camille Olson and Jeremy Sherman from the Chicago office, to the fourth annual Human Resource Executive magazine and Lawdragon top 100 list of "The Nation's Most Powerful Employment Attorneys". Marshall Babson was named to the top 20 breakout...

![NY Target store workers reject unionization](Translate)

**Ventura County Star (AP)** – 06/20/11 19:18 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

NEW YORK — NEW YORK (AP) - Workers at a Target store in New York voted against joining the country's largest retail union Friday night, but the union said it would press on and broaden its push to represent the company's workers nationwide.  

...followed all the policies and procedures that are outlined by the National Labor
Wal-Mart Effect Gives Lift To Stock Market After Supreme Court Delivers Defeat for Frivolous Class-Action Lawsuits

The New York Sun – 06/20/11 17:27 –
Words matched: NLRB

The Wal-Mart victory handed down by the Supremes today is a great win for all business, and a huge defeat for frivolous class-action lawsuits. This business victory by Wal-Mart is so bullish, I believe it drove up stocks today, with the Dow finishing 76 points higher.

...and the Paycheck Fairness Act. You gonna love it. After the dreadful NLRB lawsuit against Boeing’s freedom to choose -- which is part of the...

McNerney confident on union dispute

iStockAnalyst – 06/20/11 17:03 –
1 other source (Investor Point)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Jun. 20, 2011 (UPI NewsTrack) -- PARIS, June 20 (UPI) -- Boeing Co.’s (NYSE:BA) top executive said the firm would prevail in a union dispute concerning use of an airplane factory in South Carolina.

...Association of Machinists has filed a complaint with the U.S. National Labor Relations Board, which has proposed Boeing move work from a non-union...

Thomas Geoghegan: Boeing's Threat to American Enterprise

Daily Me – 06/20/11 16:44 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

By THOMAS GEOGHEGAN[1] Conservatives are in an uproar that the general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board has filed an unfair labor charge against Boeing.

Conservatives are in an uproar that the general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board has filed an unfair labor charge against Boeing.

Boeing CEO is Confident of Winning Labor Case

MyFoxPhilly – 06/20/11 16:29 –
8 other sources (MyFoxTwinCities.com, My Fox Tampa Bay, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Published : Monday, 20 Jun 2011, 4:29 PM EDT (Wall Street Journal) - LE BOURGET, France -- Boeing Co. CEO Jim McNerney said Monday that he is confident that the company will win its battle with its main union over the decision to build an airplane factory in South Carolina.

...reach a settlement but nothing was immediately resolved. The US National Labor Relations Board has proposed that Boeing shift work from its nonunion...

NY Target employees vote against union

RetailingToday.com – 06/20/11 16:02 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Allegations of illegality and intimidation are par for the course whenever union organizers lose an election, so it should have come as no surprise when workers at a Target in Valley Stream, N.

intimidation and illegal acts by Target management, and he called on the NLRB to direct a new election and order Target to cease what he called ,

A big day for Walmart’s NY push

Crain’s New York Business – 06/20/11 13:03 –
Words matched: NLRB

The campaign to keep New York City Walmart-free suffered three significant blows in the last few days. They bring the inevitable resolution of this high-profile controversy several steps closer.

...illegal--just harmful to the union's cause. Even if the NLRB acts , the result is unlikely to change: The union lost because unionization simply...
Best housing board reflects residents 

On December 31, 2010, my tenure as a commissioner for Kinston Housing Authority Board of Commissioners was over. This was bittersweet.

...company is under attack from the Obama administration and the National Labor Relations Board for locating the facility in South Carolina instead...

Albert Shanker, president of the United Federation of Teachers from 1964 to 1984 as well as president of the American Federation of Teachers from 1974 to 1997, once famously said, “When school children start paying union dues, that’s when I’ll start representing the interests of school children.

...in Seattle, has protested the move, and last week the National Labor Relations Board filed suit against Boeing, alleging Boeing built its new...

...at protecting rights of all workers The complaint the U.S. National Labor Relations Board issued against the Boeing Co. April 20 has touched off a storm of comment and controversy, much of it wrong.

...a production facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats, including one former...

"Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama this week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

...production facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats -- including one former...
Letters to the Editor

Richmond Times-Dispatch (AP) – 06/19/11 14:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NLRB lawsuit seeks to expand government powers Editor Times-Dispatch: While The Economist magazine described it as the "loony left complaint against America's biggest exporter," Ann Hodges praised the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), in her Op/Ed column, "Boeing Should Try Its Case in Court,"

Left's New 'Cure' For Weak Economy: Hike Social Security Benefits

Capital Hill - Investors.com – 06/21/11 07:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The lackluster recovery is in another "soft patch." The federal government is running trillion dollar deficits. It is time for bold action. Or we could stop worrying and go insane.

...its knees, starting with the South. Specifically, he addressed the National Labor Relations Board's effort to close a new Boeing (BA) Dreamliner...

Professors and the Unionization of Graduate Students

The Chronicle of Higher Education Blogs – 06/21/11 04:22 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Here is a notice from Peter Schmidt in the Chronicle about a decision by an official at the National Labor Relations Board that opens the door to considering graduate students university employees, thus clearing them to unionize.

...in the Chronicle about a decision by an official at the National Labor Relations Board that opens the door to considering graduate students university...

APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections

Quality Networking – 06/21/11 03:28 –
1 other source (Wenpub2.com)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

WASHINGTON (AP) — Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...campaigns. A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...

APNewsBreak: Time for union elections would speed up under proposed rules

Wenpub2.com – 06/21/11 03:23 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...campaigns. A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...

The Spokesman-Review - Blogs – 06/20/11 21:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Gov. Chris Gregoire is in Paris this week, talking up Boeing at the biennial air show and talking up Washington as a place for the aerospace giant’s next assembly line.

...expand in Everett. That's now the subject of a National Labor Relations Board complaint by the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace...

The Roundup for June 20, 2011

Firedoglake – 06/20/11 17:30 –
Words matched: NLRB

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...campaigns. A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...
I’m still sitting on at least a half-dozen stories from Netroots Nation, which I’ll trickle out for you over the rest of the week. I’m balancing them with news as it develops.

...use some inflation right now. While Democrats and Republicans spar over the NLRB case against Boeing, the judge in the case is trying to get...

'Boeing’s Threat to American Enterprise'
The Corner - National Review Online Blog – 06/20/11 17:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

... is the title of Thomas Geoghegan’s piece today in the Wall Street Journal. There’s much in the article to comment upon, but I’ll confine myself to his observation that “there’s little bar to a runaway shop if the CEO is careful with his public statements.

...plant in South Carolina constitutes a runaway shop remediable by an NLRB restoration order. That presumption is problematic. Save for an appearance...

NLRB tried to save America from dumb, unskilled Southern workers
Hot Air – 06/20/11 16:53 –
Words matched: NLRB

I had to check my paper copy of the Wall Street Journal today to make sure this wasn’t some elaborate prank. Then I double-checked what year it is, to make sure I hadn’t been slingshotted around the sun and found myself back in 1975. NLRB tried to save America from dumb, unskilled Southern workers I had to check my paper copy of the Wall Street Journal today to make sure this...

NLRB faces double-edged decision
The Whited Sepulchre – 06/18/11 23:31 –
Words matched: NLRB

NLRB faces double-edged decision The Washington Times

APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections
Yahoo! Singapore Finance – 06/21/11 03:09 –
4 other sources (Yahoo! News Philippines, Yahoo! Singapore News, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

WASHINGTON (AP) — Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules that would dramatically shorten the time frame for union elections. The move could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and give businesses much less time to mount anti-union campaigns.

...give businesses much less time to mount anti-union campaigns. The National Labor Relations Board plans to announce the new rules on Tuesday. The...

Labor Board Says It Has Acted Appropriately Against Boeing
Aero-News Network – 06/21/11 00:37 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Defends Its Actions In A Congressional Field Hearing In SC An official of the NLRB says the board has acted appropriately in taking action against Boeing for opening an assembly plant in right-to-work South Carolina.

...Actions In A Congressional Field Hearing In SC An official of the NLRB says the board has acted appropriately in taking action against Boeing for...
Commerce secretary nominee John Bryson becomes pawn in political chess match

As Bryson, the former Edison International CEO, heads into a Senate hearing, his confirmation is tied up in the hyper-partisan wrangling that has left dozens of nominees on hold.

Are unions good for sports?

North America should look to Germany's economic example

3 Boeing employees allowed roles in NLRB suit

PARIS, June 20 (UPI) -- Boeing Co.'s top executive said the firm would prevail in a union dispute concerning use of an airplane factory in South Carolina.

...Association of Machinists has filed a complaint with the U.S. National Labor Relations Board, which has proposed Boeing move work from a non-union...

Target workers at New York store reject union

Workers at a Target Corp discount store in New York voted to reject union representation in what would have been the first unionized Target store in the country, while union officials vowed to press for another election.

...already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board, according to an agency spokesman, and...

Boeing employees allowed roles in NLRB suit

Boeing employees allowed roles in NLRB suit (R&D Magazine via BioPortfolio)

Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.'s North Charleston plant were allowed on Monday to have limited roles in a federal labor dispute over the company's 787 passenger jet line.

Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.'s...
Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.’s North Charleston plant were allowed on Monday to have limited roles in a federal labor dispute over the company’s 787 passenger jet line.

Boeing employees allowed roles in NLRB suit Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.’s North Charleston plant were allowed...

- **Rules would speed up union elections**
  - *Democratic Underground* – 06/21/11 06:21 –
  - 1 other source (KMOV.com)
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
    
    Rules would speed up union elections
    
    ...campaigns. A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...

- **APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections**
  - *Breitbart* – 06/21/11 05:35 –
  - 39 other sources (Times Union, Seattlepi.com, …)
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
    
    WASHINGTON (AP) - Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.
    
    ...campaigns. A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...

- **Three Boeing workers in South join NLRB case**
  - *AllVoices* – 06/21/11 03:53 –
  - Words matched: NLRB
    
    National Right to Work Legal Defense Foundation, which is helping the employees with their legal case. Boeing, claiming the Chicago-based manufacturer located a new 787 passenger aircraft assembly line in South Carolina -- a right-to-work state -- to retaliate against Washington state union workers.
    
    Three Boeing workers in South join NLRB case National Right to Work Legal Defense Foundation, which is helping the employees with their legal ...

- **APNewsBreak: Time for union elections would speed up under proposed rules**
  - *Washington Post* – 06/21/11 03:52 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
    
    WASHINGTON — Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.
    
    ...campaigns. A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...

- **APNewsBreak: Rules Would Speed Up Union Elections**
  - *WSB-TV* – 06/21/11 03:51 –
  - 1 other source (WFTV Channel 9)
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
    
    WASHINGTON -- Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.
    
    ...campaigns. A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...

- **APNewsBreak - Rules Would Speed Up Union Elections**
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
    
    WASHINGTON (AP) — Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules that would dramatically shorten up the time frame for union elections. The move could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and give businesses much less time to mount anti-union campaigns.
...give businesses much less time to mount anti-union campaigns. The National Labor Relations Board plans to announce the new rules on Tuesday. The...

The Observer Forum
CharlotteObserver.com – 06/21/11 00:54 –
Words matched: NLRB
In response to "CMS dupes Mecklenburg citizens, commissioners on budget" (June 19 For the Record); Passionate parents, not paid advocates, wrote Cooksey Good grief! Commissioner Neil Cooksey, take a deep breath. ...accountable; we need them" (June 20 Forum): With Boeing, NLRB paying back unions for political support The key issue in Boeing versus the NLRB isn't...

Commerce secretary nominee faces tough road
The Seattle Times – 06/21/11 00:38 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Tapping a respected Southern California businessman as the next commerce secretary seemed an astute move by President Obama to mend fences with corporate America, but former Edison International Chief Executive John Bryson still faces a rocky road for confirmation. ...

to hold up the nomination until Obama speaks out against a National Labor Relations Board complaint that accuses Boeing of building a nonunion...

Fight between labor and Boeing puts Obama in a bind
Washington Post – 06/20/11 23:39 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. — With the federal government’s labor board stepping into a bitter fight between aerospace giant Boeing and its main union, President Obama faces a political quandary because of his administration’s close ties to both sides. ...

at stake in Wisconsin and other states. And he has reshaped the National Labor Relations Board, which enforces labor laws and has moved to a...

WashPost Backs Boeing in NLRB/Union Fight Over New Plant
Road Runner – 06/20/11 23:33 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Washington Post has added its voice to those condemning the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) for backing unions trying to prevent Boeing from opening a new plant in South Carolina. "Washington Post Backs Boeing in NLRB/Union Fight Over New Plant Washington Post has added its voice to those condemning the National Labor Relations Board...

Obama gets very cozy with labor as 2012 nears
Kansas City – 06/20/11 23:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
President Barack Obama, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his $1 trillion stimulus, said: “Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected. ...

production facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats one is a former union...

Attorney General Olens joins bi-partisan coalition against NLRB recent action
Examiner.com - Georgia – 06/20/11 21:06 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
(Paulding County, Georgia) – Attorney General Sam Olens last week, on behalf of the state, joined a bi-partisan, 16-state coalition in filing an amicus brief opposing the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) recent action attempting to block a business’ expansion which would create new, non-union "Attorney General Olens joins bi-partisan coalition against NLRB recent action (Paulding County, Georgia) Attorney General Sam Olens last week ,

Boeing's Existential Moment: 'Duopoly With Airbus Is Over' As Labor Dispute Looms
Zimbio – 06/20/11 20:54 –
NLRB tried to save America from dumb, unskilled Southern workers
Free Republic – 06/20/11 20:35 –

I had to check my paper copy of the Wall Street Journal today to make sure this wasn’t some elaborate prank. Then I double-checked what year it is, to make sure I hadn’t been slingshotted around the sun and found myself back in 1975.

NLRB tried to save America from dumb, unskilled Southern workers I had to check my paper copy of the Wall Street Journal today to make sure this...

Florida Gov. Scott says regulations stifle jobs
Sun-Sentinel.com – 06/20/11 20:08 –

WASHINGTON— Gov. Rick Scott told business leaders and fellow governors on Monday that government regulations are choking business expansion in Florida and depriving the state of new jobs.

...state to the less-unionized state of South Carolina. The National Labor Relations Board has filed suit against Boeing, accusing the aeronautics...

Keeping Redneck Hick Southerners from Taking Manufacturing Jobs
Associated Content – 06/20/11 19:04 –

COMMENTARY | Thomas Geoghegan, apparently a big supporter of labor unions, has weighed in on the controversy over the NLRB attempting to stop Boeing from using a manufacturing plant in South Carolina.

...of labor unions, has weighed in on the controversy over the NLRB attempting to stop Boeing from using a manufacturing plant in South Carolina.

3 Boeing employees allowed roles in NLRB suit
CharlotteObserver.com – 06/20/11 18:47 –

6 other sources (Seattlepi.com, NOLA.com, ...)

COLUMBIA, S.C. Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.’s North Charleston plant were allowed on Monday to have limited roles in a federal labor dispute over the company’s 787 passenger jet line.

3 Boeing employees allowed roles in NLRB suit COLUMBIA, S.C. Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.’s North Charleston...

'Once You Plant Your Flag In A Union State, You Can Never Leave'
Townhall.com – 06/20/11 17:48 –

Rep. Darrell Issa is on fire. Amidst the NLRB-Boeing court case that officially began in Seattle last Tuesday, members of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Relations held a hearing in South Carolina on Friday to investigate whether the National Labor Relations Board abused its authority.

...Can Never Leave’ Rep. Darrell Issa is on fire. Amidst the NLRB-Boeing court case that officially began in Seattle last Tuesday, members of the...

3 SC Boeing employees allowed limited roles in NLRB lawsuit over 787 passenger jet line
The Republic (AP) – 06/20/11 17:16 –

COLUMBIA, S.C. — Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.’s North Charleston plant were allowed on Monday to have limited roles in a federal labor dispute over the company’s 787 passenger jet line.

3 SC Boeing employees allowed limited roles in NLRB lawsuit over 787 passenger
Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.'s North Charleston plant were allowed on Monday to have limited roles in a federal labor dispute over the company's 787 passenger jet line.

MEG KINNARD COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) – Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing...
plant the aerospace company opened in South Carolina said he regrets the fear the dispute has caused workers there about their jobs.

... - Jun 17, 2011 The Machinists39 Catch 22: Boeing Employee Files NLRB Charge.
Nearing completion image - Building a Boeing 777 - CNET News Boeing...

Boeing still undecided on small airplane strategy
Zimbio – 06/20/11 12:13 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The first Boeing 787 for Ethiopian Airlines is seen in production in front of the 13th 787 for All Nippon Airways on Thursday, June 2, 2011 in Boeing's wide-body plant in Everett, Wash.

Boeing asked a Seattle judge to dismiss a case brought by the National Labor Relations Board that Our friends over at Airliners.net have snagged...

NLRB Prominent Mentions
APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections - AP Politics - The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be displayed properly. We recom
The Charleston Gazette – 06/21/11 06:48 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is expected to irritate Republicans and business groups who have complained about the board's pro-labor actions.

3 Boeing employees allowed roles in NLRB suit
GreenvilleOnline.com (AP) – 06/21/11 05:59 –
1 other source (yahoo! 7 Finance)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board has decided to allow the employees to file a brief in the case once an NLRB hearing in the case is completed, according to the National Right to Work Legal Defense Foundation, which is helping the employees with their legal case.

A Debate Reopened
Inside Higher Ed – 06/21/11 03:26 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
When graduate students teach some classes as instructors while also taking others as students, what are they, exactly -- workers or students? This question has been at the heart of a series of National Labor Relations Board decisions over the past 10 years that have tried to determine whether or no

Labor Board Says It Has Acted Appropriately Against Boeing
Aero-News Network – 06/21/11 00:18 –
Words matched: NLRB
Defends Its Actions In A Congressional Field Hearing In SC An official of the NLRB says the board has acted appropriately in taking action against Boeing for opening an assembly plant in right-to-work South Carolina.

Thomas Geoghegan: Boeing’s Threat to American Enterprise
Daily Me – 06/20/11 16:44 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
By THOMAS GEOGHEGAN[1] Conservatives are in an uproar that the general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board has filed an unfair labor charge against Boeing.

GUEST COLUMN: Complaint vs. Boeing aimed at protecting rights of all workers
The Delaware County Daily Times – 06/20/11 04:33 –
The complaint the U.S. National Labor Relations Board issued against the Boeing Co. April 20 has touched off a storm of comment and controversy, much of it wrong.

Top GOPer Attacks Judicial Principles Of Our Founding Fathers In Campaign To Handcuff NLRB

Conservatives are in a froth because the National Labor Relations Board attorneys are merely pursuing a legal case against Boeing for shifting plans for a new factory to a state with weak labor laws to blunt the ability of its unionized to go on strike. Last week, House Oversight and Government Reform

Boeing Battle: Was Dreamliner Move to SC Legal or Strike Retaliation?

Boeing Battle: Was Dreamliner Move to SC Legal or Strike Retaliation? A new $750 million Boeing factory in South Carolina is at the heart of a controversial National Labor Relations Board case.

Letters to the Editor

NLRB lawsuit seeks to expand government powers Editor Times-Dispatch: While The Economist magazine described it as the "loony left complaint against America's biggest exporter," Ann Hodges praised the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), in her Op/Ed column, "Boeing Should Try its Case in Court."

Unfair Labor Practices

Hyatt Workers Strike for Pay, Benefits

Dozens of Hyatt Regency Chicago employees started their work week not by clocking in but by picketing. Unite Here Local 1 members held up picket signs and chanted outside the hotel, 151 E. ...hotel chain blamed Unite Here for forcing it to file an unfair labor practice claim after negotiations broke down after 20 months, according ...
COLUMBIA, S.C. — Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.'s North Charleston plant were allowed on Monday to have limited roles in a federal labor dispute over the company's 787 passenger jet line.

...the Machinists at the North Charleston plant, has also filed an unfair labor practice against the union. In her declaration, Cynthia Ramaker ...
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LEADING THE NEWS

Negligence
Supreme Court 5-4 Finds FELA Injury Claims Do Not Require Showing of 'Proximate Cause'
The U.S. Supreme Court June 23 held 5-4 that the Federal Employers' Liability Act, which renders railroads liable for worker injuries or deaths resulting "in whole or in part" from employer negligence, does not require an injured...

NEWS

Airlines
FAA Training Rule Comment Period Extended
The Federal Aviation Administration has extended the public comment period on proposed rules designed to overhaul training of airline pilots, flight attendants, and dispatchers, according to a notice published June 23 in the Federal Register...

Arbitration
Arbitrator Orders RNs in New York Hospitals To Begin Making Premium Contributions
More than 14,500 registered nurses represented by the New York State Nurses Association at 40 hospitals and nursing homes in the New York City area will be required to begin making premium contributions for their health insurance, under an...

Civil Rights
One-Stop Center Job Ads Should Not Exclude Applicants with Criminal Records, NELP Says
Labor Department one-stop centers in three states have posted job advertisements that discriminate against job applicants with criminal backgrounds in violation of the Workforce Investment Act and Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act,...
ERISA
Company and Its Owner Found Liable For Failing to Pay Benefit Contributions
An elevator company and its owner are liable for failing to pay employee benefit contributions to several multiemployer funds as required by the terms of a collective bargaining agreement, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District...

ERISA
Ninth Circuit Rules ERISA Benefit Actions Not Limited Against Plan and Administrators
Entities other than an Employee Retirement Income Security Act plan or plan administrator may be sued in ERISA benefit actions under the law’s civil enforcement provision, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, sitting en banc,...

Federal Employees
AFGE Wins Runoff Election to Represent 43,000 Federal Airport Screeners at TSA
Approximately 43,000 federal airport screeners employed by the Transportation Security Administration will be represented by the American Federation of Government Employees, based on the results of a runoff election announced by the...

Immigration
E-Verify Provision of Immigration Law Upheld by Oklahoma’s Supreme Court
AUSTIN, Texas—A provision in a 2007 Oklahoma immigration law requiring use of E-Verify, the federal employment verification system, does not violate the state constitution, the Oklahoma Supreme Court ruled June 14 (Thomas v. Henry,...

Immigration
House Judiciary Committee Advances Bill To Reauthorize Nurse Guestworker Program
The House Judiciary Committee June 23 approved a bill (H.R. 1933) to reauthorize for three years the H-1C temporary visa program for foreign nurses who work in areas with professional shortages....

Immigration
Louisiana Gov. Jindal Signs E-Verify Requirement Bill
HOUSTON—Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal (R) June 23 signed legislation (H.B. 646) into law requiring employers to verify citizenship and employment eligibility, and setting civil penalties or suspending licenses or permits of businesses...

Manufacturing
IUE, UE Conference Boards Recommend Ratification of Tentative Contract With GE
The conference boards of the United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America and the International Union of Electronic Workers, an affiliate of the Communications Workers of America, have voted to endorse tentative four-year national....
**NLRA**

**Judge Bars Chicago Convention Centers From Imposing Controversial Work Rules**

CHICAGO—Union-represented carpenters, decorators, and electricians working in Chicago convention venues will perform their duties without the labor directive imposed by Illinois last year, following a federal judge's ruling...

**OFCCP**

**OFCCP Rescinds Scheduling Letters in Midwest**

The Labor Department’s Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs has rescinded 860 scheduling letters sent June 3 to federal contractors within the agency's Midwest region, a DOL spokesman June 22 told BNA...

**Pregnancy Discrimination**

**Pregnant Cop Forced to Take Leave Can Pursue PDA, Retaliation Claims**

A female police officer in Texas who was placed on involuntary medical leave and then terminated while pregnant can proceed with pregnancy discrimination and retaliation claims under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, but cannot proceed...

**Retail Stores**

**RWDSU Members Ratify Macy's Contract, Raising Hourly Wages $3.05 in New York**

Members of Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union Local 1-S have voted by a 10-1 ratio of members voting to ratify a new five-year collective bargaining agreement with Macy's covering some 4,000 workers at four Macy's department...

**State Laws**

**Michigan Residents’ Complaint Targets Law Empowering Unelected Emergency Managers**

A recently enacted Michigan law permitting the state's governor to appoint emergency managers to replace the governments of municipalities in dire financial straits violates the Michigan Constitution, according to a lawsuit filed...

**Unfair Labor Practices**

**ALJ Grants NLRB’s Petition To Revoke Boeing’s Document Subpoena**

SEATTLE—An administrative law judge June 23 rejected an attempt by Boeing Co. attorneys to turn the tables on National Labor Relations Board attorneys by seeking through subpoenaa wide range of documents that would reveal the identity...

**Unfair Labor Practices**

**Court Enforces NLRB Back Pay Order, Finding Adequate Mitigation of Damages**

Ruling in a case that has spanned more than a decade, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit June 23 enforced a National Labor Relations Board back pay order in favor of two New Jersey warehouse company employees fired in 1999 (NLRB
Women
Bill Would Create Program to Advance Low-Income Women Into Higher-Wage Jobs
Legislation (bill numbers not available) that would create a $100 million federal grant program to help recruit and retain low-income women in high-demand, high-wage occupations was introduced June 23 in the House and the Senate.

ALSO IN THE COURTS

Also in the Courts: A Roundup of Recent Labor and Employment Rulings

ECONOMIC NEWS

Unemployment Insurance
First-Time UI Claims Increase 9,000
To 429,000 in Latest Week, ETA Reports
The number of jobless workers filing individual unemployment insurance claims increased by 9,000 in the week ended June 18, following a decrease of 10,000 the preceding week, as revised, according to seasonally adjusted figures released...

TEXT

NLRB's Weekly Summary of Cases, Dated June 13-17, 2011

U.S. Supreme Court Decision in CSX Transportation Inc. v. McBride

BNA INSIGHTS

EEOC Moves Toward Guidance Addressing Leave As a Reasonable Accommodation Under the ADA
Recently, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission held a public meeting on the topic of reasonable accommodations and leaves of absence under the Americans with Disabilities Act, with the expectation of issuing written guidance on...
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- **NLRB Holds Union’s Display of Inflatable Rat at Secondary Employer to be Lawful**
  - *Words matched:* Brian Hayes

On May 26, 2011, the National Labor Relations Board ruled that a union did not violate the National Labor Relations Act ("Act") when it displayed a 16-foot inflatable rat on public property near a hospital worksite where a non-union contractor was installing an HVAC system.

...otherwise interfere with the business of the hospital." *Dissenting member Brian Hayes found the display to be coercive and, therefore, unlawful.*
NLRB’s GOP Member Slams Secretive Process In Pro-Union Election Ruling
Lucianne.com – 06/23/11 12:44 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
Lost in the clamor over Tuesday’s proposed National Labor Relations Board rules for labor elections was how surprising the action was in the first place.

In his official dissent, the NLRB’s lone Republican appointee, Brian Hayes, claimed that the board’s majority skipped numerous steps that would...

Just Shut It
Mackinac Center – 06/23/11 10:11 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
The Obama administration moves to silence employers

...shorten that time period down to two, maybe three weeks. (NLRB member Brian Hayes, the lone dissenter, lays out his concerns here.) The timing...

SC gov wants labor board-Boeing complaint dropped
KFVS12 – 06/23/11 07:49 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon

...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board’s general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to...

Stacking the deck for unions (Barack Obama radicalizes labor relations)
Free Republic – 06/23/11 04:32 –
Words matched: Craig Becker
With the 2012 election season already under way and the president's poll numbers continuing to sink, Team Obama is desperately trying to shore up his labor-union base, courtesy of the now heavily radicalized National Labor Relations Board.

...office, Obama has packed the NLRB with veteran union activists, like Craig Becker, previously the SEIU's top lawyer and associate general counsel...

FOLLOW THE MONEY for June 22, 2011
LexisNexis – 06/22/11 15:40 –
Words matched: Craig Becker
Eric Bolling Juan Williams, Ann Coulter, Thaddeus McCotter, Jeff Landry, John Gibson, Monica Crowley, George Allen, John Nygren ERIC BOLLING, FBN ANCHOR: Tonight on FOLLOW THE MONEY.

...side of the argument. BOLLING: Now, the NLRB, the latest appointment, Craig Becker. He was a recess appointment if I'm not mistaken about a year...

NLRB allows local Boeing employees to intervene in labor dispute
Gsa Business – 06/22/11 11:34 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
The National Labor Relations Board has partially granted the appeal of three local Boeing Co. employees to intervene in the NLRB’s case against the aerospace company.

...appealed the judge's decision, arguing that acting general counsel Lafe Solomon's prosecution of Boeing and remedy violates their rights under...

NLRA Additional US Mentions to the top

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM, TRAINING, INSPECTION/TESTING AND INSTALLATION
Federal Business Opportunities – 06/23/11 14:41 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
REVISED SOLICITATION (TO UPDATE THE REQUIREMENTS) REMOVED ITEM NUMBER 14: “NO VENDOR WAS ABLE TO MEET THIS REQUIREMENT, AND REMOVED ITEM NUMBER 22: “THE REQUIREMENT FOR AN ADDITIONAL FOUR (4) YEARS OF MAINTENANCE SERVICE.
Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA

**NLRB Holds Union’s Display of Inflatable Rat at Secondary Employer to be Lawful**

Varnum Law – 06/23/11 13:09 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

On May 26, 2011, the National Labor Relations Board ruled that a union did not violate the National Labor Relations Act ("Act") when it displayed a 16-foot inflatable rat on public property near a hospital worksite where a non-union contractor was installing an HVAC system.

2011, the National Labor Relations Board ruled that a union did not violate the National Labor Relations Act ("Act") when it displayed a 16-foot...

**Physical Property Measurement System Turnkey with 9 Tesla and Cryocooler system with Cryograde en-Free System Upgrade**

Federal Business Opportunities – 06/23/11 11:09 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for a two part Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS). The first part consists of the measurement system which contains a 9 Tesla magnet and has a 1.

...Disabilities FAR 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act FAR 52.223-18, Contractor Policy to Ban Text...

**W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch**

State Journal – 06/23/11 08:57 –

5 other sources (WVNS-TV, 12 WBOY-TV, ...)

Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA

Jack Merinar, a labor and employment attorney at Steptoe & Johnson’s Bridgeport office, said the case will decide what is protected speech when businesses are dealing with unions.

...unions. One West Virginia attorney said the suit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing is a case everyone should watch.

This battle was legally allowed under the nation’s long-established National Labor Relations Act. Likewise, our first contract and all of our...

**Letter: Union contract keeps patients safe, too**

SalemNews.com – 06/23/11 05:10 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

The Salem News Thu Jun 23, 2011, 05:00 AM EDT To the editor: How disappointing it was to read your June 10 editorial opinion ("Nurses have unreal expectations") regarding the effort of the nurses at Northeast to secure language that will keep our union and union contract in place.

This battle was legally allowed under the nation’s long-established National Labor Relations Act. Likewise, our first contract and all of our...

**Injunction imposed blocking McCormick Pl. reforms**

Quad-City Times – 06/22/11 18:45 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

A judge has issued an injunction barring enforcement of state-imposed work-rule changes at Chicago’s McCormick Place convention center. U.S. District Judge Ronald Guzman issued the permanent injunction Wednesday in a case involving Local 727 of the Teamsters and the Chicago Regional Council of Carp.

...legislators’ action overturned collective bargaining rights in violation of the National Labor Relations Act. One rule tossed gave exhibitors the right...

**NLRB allows local Boeing employees to intervene in labor dispute**

Gsa Business – 06/22/11 11:34 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

The National Labor Relations Board has partially granted the appeal of three local Boeing Co. employees to intervene in the NLRB’s case against the aerospace company.

...a prosecution of Boeing and remedy violates their rights under the National Labor Relations Act. The North Charleston employees said they don...
Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA

McCormick Place suffers big setback as federal judge issues permanent injunction that blocks labor rule changes

WGN Radio – 06/22/11 07:40 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Convention center's hopes for reprieve dashed, and fears grow that trade shows may cancel; unions say they want to talk, negotiate.

Guzman ruled in March that the National Labor Relations Act pre-empts states from enacting legislation that would interfere...
US Senate Committee on Health Education Labor & Pensions – 06/23/11 14:16

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Joe Brenckle 202-224-2465 WASHINGTON, D.C. – During a hearing today on the middle class, Senator Mike Enzi (R-Wyo.), Ranking Member on the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions (HELP) Committee, said that many hardworking Americans are suffering and the Administration’s economic policies are...Administration s so-called independent boards and agencies, like the National Labor Relations Board, have stretched their authority in order to tilt...

‘Card check’ Boost unions, Workers Union
Breaking News – 06/23/11 14:13 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The problem with the bills ‘card check’, such as SB 104, that California Democrats continue to send to the governor they allow trade unions, non-union workers. ...joblessness To restore jobs, U.S. has to ramp up exports The NLRB vs. Boeing Since 1975, workers have been able to choose whether to organize ,

The PJ Tatler » Obama’s political decision to release some of the nation’s strategic reserves
Pajamas Media – 06/23/11 13:41 –
Words matched: NLRB
Obama’s political decision to release some of the nation’s strategic reserves President Obama entered the US into the Libya conflict on the pretext of defending human rights, while ignoring even worse human rights abuses taking place in Iran and Syria. ...ideology drive his administration s actions, from the EPA to the NLRB to ObamaCare and the Democrats stubborn insistence on raising taxes to pay...

Manufacturing Policy Hearing: Republicans, Corps Say Taxes, Regulations, Government, Democracy Bad
Campaign for America’s Future – 06/23/11 13:29 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
AARP Tells Members They Won’t Fight Social Security Benefit Cuts ...as we can. Finally someone said we need to get rid of the National Labor Relations Board "to lower labor costs. Sobotka As always , Frank Sobotka...

Fisher & Phillips Managing Partner Roger Quillen Named to "Top 100 Most Powerful Employment Attorney
PR-Canada.net – 06/23/11 13:26 –
1 other source (PR-USA)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NLRB Proposes To "Streamline" Representation Process
Varnum Law – 06/23/11 13:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board ("NLRB") published proposed rules on June 22, 2011 governing the procedures in union representation cases. In a representation case before the NLRB, typically the union files a petition with the NLRB requesting a secret ballot election to determine whether employee
NLRB Proposes To "Streamline" Representation Process The National Labor Relations Board ("NLRB") published proposed rules on June 22, 2011 governing...

NLRB Holds Union’s Display of Inflatable Rat at Secondary Employer to be Lawful
Varnum Law – 06/23/11 13:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
On May 26, 2011, the National Labor Relations Board ruled that a union did not violate the National Labor Relations Act ("Act") when it displayed a 16-foot inflatable rat on public property near a hospital worksite where a non-union contractor was installing an HVAC system.
NLRB Holds Union’s Display of Inflatable Rat at Secondary Employer to be Lawful On May 26, 2011, the National Labor Relations Board ruled that...
NLRB’s GOP Member Slams Secretive Process In Pro-Union Election Ruling

Lost in the clamor over Tuesday’s proposed National Labor Relations Board rules for labor elections was how surprising the action was in the first place.

NLRB’s GOP Member Slams Secretive Process In Pro-Union Election Ruling Lost in the clamor over Tuesday’s proposed National Labor Relations Board...

USW Hails Consent Order Achieved By NLRB Following Decade-Plus Struggle at Kentucky River Medical Center

PITTSBURGH, June 23, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- The United Steelworkers (USW) today lauded the proposed consent order entered by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and the Kentucky River Medical Center in Jackson, Ky.

USW Hails Consent Order Achieved By NLRB Following Decade-Plus Struggle at Kentucky River Medical Center PITTSBURGH, June 23, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ --

Union files for election at Ikea’s first U.S. factory

NEW YORK — A labor union looking to organize Ikea’s first American factory has asked the government to allow workers to vote on whether they want representation.

Union files for election at Ikea’s first U.S. factory

Just Shut It

The Obama administration moves to silence employers

Just Shut It

Live Hearing

The Obama administration moves to silence employers

Live Hearing

W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch

Jack Merinar, a labor and employment attorney at Steptoe & Johnson’s Bridgeport

W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch
office, said the case will decide what is protected speech when businesses are dealing with unions.

W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch

Jack Merinar, a labor and employment attorney at Steptoe & Johnson's Bridgeport office, said the...
President Barack Obama's pick to head the Commerce Department is criticizing a federal lawsuit against the Boeing Co. over the aerospace giant's decision to locate a new plant in South Carolina. Obama commerce nominee criticizes NLRB complaint against Boeing President Barack Obama's pick to head the Commerce Department is criticizing...
Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA

boilerplate and the subtle use of the race card — was irrefutable. And, second, when one adds in the National Labor Relations Board roguery, the presidential quips about the wealthy being buying and hiring. And, second, when one adds in the National Labor Relations Board roguery, the presidential quips about the wealthy being...
When I think of treason I usually conjure up a visual of spies, espionage and the selling of state secrets by those who would destroy our way of life, our very country for either money or power. Scandalous. Let's lump Transportation safety in that category also. NLRB is the latest to infringe on a business' right to manage within the...

Fisher & Phillips Managing Partner Roger Quillen Named to "Top 100 Most Powerful Employment Attorney"
PR-Canada.net – 06/23/11 13:26 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

USW Hails Consent Order Achieved By NLRB Following Decade-Plus Struggle at Kentucky River Medical Center
Webindia123.com – 06/23/11 12:08 –
8 other sources (FinRoad - The Financial Market Network, Global Investor, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

George Pataki, ex-NY governor, closer to joining 2012 GOP race
Cafe Mom – 06/23/11 15:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

USW Hails Consent Order Achieved By NLRB Following Decade-Plus Struggle at Kentucky River Medical Center
Pittsburgh Business Times – 06/23/11 14:11 –
5 other sources (Philadelphia Business Journal, PR Newswire, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Former Union Leader Says Obama Ultimately May Ease Tax Rule
Bloomberg Businessweek – 06/23/11 13:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

June 23 (Bloomberg) -- Andy Stern, former head of the fastest-growing U.S. labor union and a close ally of President Barack Obama, predicted the White House will drop its opposition to the easing of tax rules to encourage companies with overseas profits to return the cash to the U....
NLRB Should Back Off Unfair Union-Vote Plan
RealClearPolitics – 06/23/11 12:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Here we go again. Rule changes proposed this week by the National Labor Relations Board that would make it easier for unions to organize are yet another effort to tilt the playing field in favor of labor.

Enough Is Enough: Congress Must Step In
Townhall.com – 06/23/11 12:26 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
On Tuesday, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) delivered more payback to union bosses at the expense of workers rewarding President Obama’s top political contributors and in the process sacrificing worker freedoms and jobs.

NLRB’s GOP Member Slams Secretive Process In Pro-Union Election Ruling
Free Republic – 06/23/11 12:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Lost in the clamor over Tuesday’s proposed National Labor Relations Board rules for labor elections was how surprising the action was in the first place. NLRB’s GOP Member Slams Secretive Process In Pro-Union Election Ruling

ORGANIZED CRIME AND THE LABOR UNIONS
Newsvine – 06/23/11 11:30 –
Words matched: NLRB
Organized crime has had union ties for a long time. The most significant result of organized crime influence over the labor unions is the resulting political influence. ...candidates. Judges and prosecutors must curry their favor. Unions need to be cleaned up before the NLRB make moves like this. Seeded by RV in GB#1

Government blocking jobs
Politico – 06/23/11 06:28 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A job is essential to achieving the American dream. But today, there are millions of Americans out of work. We continue to wait for the economy to bounce back, and start creating the jobs to keep America strong.

A good case against Boeing
Free Republic – 06/23/11 06:04 –
Words matched: NLRB
[snip] In its October 2009 quarterly conference call to shareholders, Boeing used unequivocal language when it proposed moving work on the 787 Dreamliner to South Carolina because of “strikes happening every three to four years in Puget Sound...that we can’t afford to have a work stoppage every three years. The NLRB is not claiming, as columnist George F. Will has argued, that moving...

Stacking the deck for unions (Barack Obama radicalizes labor relations)
Free Republic – 06/23/11 04:32 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
With the 2012 election season already under way and the president’s poll numbers continuing to sink, Team Obama is desperately trying to shore up his labor-union base, courtesy of the now heavily radicalized National Labor Relations Board. Since taking office, Obama has packed the NLRB...
NLRB Prominent Mentions

NLRB Proposes To "Streamline" Representation Process
Varnum Law – 06/23/11 13:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board ("NLRB") published proposed rules on June 22, 2011 governing the procedures in union representation cases. In a representation case before the NLRB, typically the union files a petition with the NLRB requesting a secret ballot election to determine whether employee

NLRB Holds Union’s Display of Inflatable Rat at Secondary Employer to be Lawful
Varnum Law – 06/23/11 13:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
On May 26, 2011, the National Labor Relations Board ruled that a union did not violate the National Labor Relations Act ("Act") when it displayed a 16-foot inflatable rat on public property near a hospital worksite where a non-union contractor was installing an HVAC system.

NLRB’s GOP Member Slams Secretive Process In Pro-Union Election Ruling
Lucianne.com – 06/23/11 12:44 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Lost in the clamor over Tuesday’s proposed National Labor Relations Board rules for labor elections was how surprising the action was in the first place.

USW Hails Consent Order Achieved By NLRB Following Decade-Plus Struggle at Kentucky River Medical Center
Human Rights Today – 06/23/11 12:04 –
16 other sources (KGO-TV ABC-7 - Mediaweb site.net, News Blaze, ...) Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB PITTSBURGH, June 23, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- The United Steelworkers (USW) today lauded the proposed consent order entered by the
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and the Kentucky River Medical Center in Jackson, Ky.

USW Hails Consent Order Achieved By NLRB Following Decade-Plus Struggle at Kentucky River Medical Center

House panel takes up NLRB complaint against Boeing

NLRB files complaint against Lindsey Graham

NLRB allows local Boeing employees to intervene in labor dispute

Union files for election at Swedwood

State issues complaint against SVMH alleging unfair labor practices

A good case against Boeing
Sound.
...to right-to-work states constitutes prima facie evidence of unfair labor practices.
Contrary to what Boeing chief executive Jim McNerney and...
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**Judge mulls lawsuit over Idaho anti-union law**
A judge could rule this week on whether Idaho’s newest anti-union laws should be stalled until a lawsuit plays out in federal court. The laws, intended to weaken the power of labor organizations in Idaho, were passed during the 2011 legislative session and go into effect July 1.

...power to regulate interstate commerce, and it has done so in the National Labor Relations Act. The Idaho law is the state of Idaho’s attempt ...

Harold Meyerson: Protecting undocumented workers

LimaOhio.com – 06/27/11 09:49 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Nearly every day for three years, Josue Melquisedec Diaz reported to work by going to a New Orleans street corner where contractors, subcontractors and people fixing up their places went to hire day laborers.

...agricultural and domestic workers accorded the right to unionize under the National Labor Relations Act (though farm workers have won this right...

Court considers blocking new anti-union laws

The Spokesman-Review - Blogs – 06/27/11 11:27 –
Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act

A federal judge is now pondering whether Idaho’s newest anti-union laws should be blocked while they’re challenged in court, the Associated Press reports; the two laws, intended to weaken the power of labor organizations in Idaho, were passed during the 2011 legislative session and are scheduled to...

Congress power to regulate interstate commerce, and it has done so in the National Labor Relations Act. The Idaho law is the state of Idaho’s...

"Bipartisan" CBO peddling Obama’s low growth hoax

Axcess News – 06/27/11 15:32 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The economy is skidding, and President Obama is fresh out of “progressive” fixes. To create the appearance of action, the President promotes education, even though millions of recent graduates are working at venues like Starbucks, and taps the strategic petroleum reserve, when stalling growth has a...

...President Obama’s thumb-on-the-scale-for-unions National Labor Relations Board are causing manufacturers, who are enjoying some new growth, to...

Bank Exec Charged with Embezzling $19M

MSG – 06/27/11 15:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Obama administration is considering a fleetwide average of ... A closely watched Iowa poll has found that former Massachusetts... The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) dodged a bullet last ... WikiLeaks leader Julian Assange is bringing in two of the.

...A closely watched Iowa poll has found that former Massachusetts The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) dodged a bullet last WikiLeaks leader...

"Bipartisan" CBO Peddling Obama’s Low Growth Hoax

Axcess News – 06/27/11 15:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The economy is skidding, and President Obama is fresh out of "progressive" fixes. To create the appearance of action, the President promotes education, even though millions of recent graduates are working at venues like Starbucks, and taps the strategic petroleum reserve, when stalling growth has a...

...President Obama’s thumb-on-the-scale-for-unions National Labor Relations Board are causing manufacturers, who are enjoying some new growth, 

Roane County 911 Service Restored
Emergency calls had to be routed through another county while crews worked to restore a cut cable.

...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program

W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch

Legal Issues Abound When it Comes to Marcellus ...

Industry Week – 06/27/11 14:19 –

Written comments accepted until Aug. 22

NLRB Issues July 1 Deadline to Speak on Measures to Streamline Union Elections

Written comments accepted until Aug. 22 'Do you want to weigh ...

RedState – 06/27/11 14:00 –

...extremists controlling the U.S. Department of Labor and the National Labor Relations Board conducted a coordinated attack on America's job creators.

...Democrats want more. The Obama Administration is also taking heat for its National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) job-crushing effort to block...

The Daily Reflector – 06/27/11 13:16 –

WK5 GOP Jobs Plan: Getting Government Out of the Way of Small Businesses

(WK5 Note: You know... instead of focus on "dependency", welfare queens/johns and all other mob segments no matter the excuse, that is nonproductive.

Democrats want more. The Obama Administration is also taking heat for its National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) job-crushing effort to block...

Carol Muniz got the grant through the Toyota Tapestry program.

...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program

W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch

Legal Issues Abound When it Comes to Marcellus ...

State Journal – 06/27/11 13:08 –

Carol Muniz got the grant through the Toyota Tapestry program.

...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program

W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch

Legal Issues Abound When it Comes to Marcellus ...

Engine Malfunction Causes Chopper to Land on Martins Ferry Road

The chopper was fixed and moved off of the roadway, authorities said.

...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program

W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch

Legal Issues Abound When it Comes to Marcellus ...

Kanawha County Artery Back Open After Accident

U.S. Route 61 was closed near Handley because of a coal truck accident.

...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program

W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch

Legal Issues Abound When it Comes to Marcellus ...

Circumventing Congress: Failed Dream Act Mandated by ICE Director

The director of Immigration and Customs Enforcement has made official the Obama administration's declaration that the DREAM Act — the amnesty bill for illegal aliens — is now federal law, despite the bill's having failed in the Senate last year.

...Attorneys or Department of Justice, the Department of Labor, or National Labor Relations Board, among others. Hilariously, Morton wrote...
2 Schools Compete for Prizes

State Journal – 06/27/11 12:36 –

Two Lincoln County grade schools are in the running for prize money from Big Lots. ...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program3. W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch4. Legal Issues Abound When it Comes to Marcellus ...

Jeep, Dump Truck Collide on Ohio State Route 7

State Journal – 06/27/11 12:36 –

The driver of both vehicles were transported, authorities said. ...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program3. W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch4. Legal Issues Abound When it Comes to Marcellus ...

Sires Statement in Support of National Labor Relations Board Proposal

Politics and Technology – 06/27/11 12:31 –

Jun 27, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Washington, D.C.-- Today, Congressman Sires issued the following statement on the National Labor Relations Board proposal regarding the process for union organizing elections: "I believe that all workers should be abl

Streamlining the Union Certification Process Reduces Worker Harassment

News Blaze – 06/27/11 11:12 –

Newswise - ITHACA, N.Y. - Federal regulators need to streamline the process for unionization because the most serious anti-union intimidation is in full swing by the time the petition for collective bargaining representation is filed, according to a new study by researchers at Cornell and Columbia u

Like Chauncey Gardiner, Obama Is Profoundly Aloof

Rasmussen Reports – 06/27/11 10:14 –

A Commentary by Michael Barone ...wanted to double exports in five years has nothing to say about his National Labor Relations Board appointee's attempt to shut down a $1 billion...

Progressive Breakfast

Campaign for America's Future – 06/27/11 09:57 –

The 'Texas Miracle' Is A Mirage ...and earn about half as much." Breakfast Sides Conservatives attack NLRB proposal for fairer union elections as another attempt at EFCA. The Hill :

Sen. Cardin: New NLRB Rules Afford Workers the Right to Vote

AFL-CIO – 06/27/11 09:31 –

Share Speaking on the Senate floor, Maryland Sen. Ben Cardin (D) eloquently described why new rules proposed by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) last week would help level the playing field for financially struggling workers and their families.

Sen. Cardin: New NLRB Rules Afford Workers the Right to Vote Share Speaking on the Senate floor, Maryland Sen. Ben Cardin (D) eloquently described ...
Agency meddles in Boeing affair

LancasterOnline.com – 06/27/11 08:53 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The Democrat-dominated National Labor Relations Board's meddling into the business decisions of Boeing, the nation's largest manufacturer, is troublesome.

Woolsey Supports Commonsense NLRB Election Reforms

TMCnet.com – 06/27/11 08:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Jun 27, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Rep. Lynn Woolsey issued the following statement in response to the National Labor Relations Board revisions to the union election process: "Working people in this country have a fundamental right to bargain collectively. Woolsey Supports Commonsense NLRB Election Reforms Jun 27, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Rep. Lynn...

Weekly Standard: Unionized States Of America?

WAMC Northeast Public Radio – 06/27/11 08:11 –
1 other source (Vermont Public Radio)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Unionized labor is at the center of contentious party debates and, most recently, the center of airline employee debates. Following the appointment by the president of two pro-unioners to the National Mediation Board some anti-union pundits are questioning the president's agenda. just as the folks who run the Department of Labor and control the National Labor Relations Board are his people. So he's responsible for elevating...

CBO Sells Obama's Low-Growth Hoax: Opinion

Yahoo! Finance Canada – 06/27/11 07:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

NLRB Blog Mentions

Late June NLRB overreach roundup

Doug Ross @ Journal – 06/27/11 11:34 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, nlrb
Boeing headquarters, Chicago The first day of summer has passed, the days are getting shorter, but the NLRB overreach continues. From Investor's Business Daily: Unwilling to let a private company freely run its business, the Obama administration, through its appointees on the National Labor Relat Late June NLRB overreach roundup Boeing headquarters, Chicago The first day of summer has passed, the days are getting shorter, but the NLRB ...

Court considers blocking new anti-union laws

The Spokesman-Review - Blogs – 06/27/11 11:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
A federal judge is now pondering whether Idaho's newest anti-union laws should be blocked while they're challenged in court, the Associated Press reports; the two laws, intended to weaken the power of labor organizations in Idaho, were passed during the 2011 legislative session and are scheduled to ...

Krauthammer's Take

The Corner - National Review Online Blog – 06/27/11 11:10 –
Words matched: NLRB
From Friday night's Fox News All-Stars.
...bipartisan success at reining in benefits for public employees and the NLRB's efforts to speed up the timetable for unionization elections in...

- **Sen. Cardin: New NLRB Rules Afford Workers the Right to Vote**
  - **UnionSmart** – 06/27/11 10:04 –
  - **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - Speaking on the Senate floor, Maryland Sen. Ben Cardin (D) eloquently described why new rules proposed by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) last week would help level the playing field for financially struggling workers and their families. 
  - **Sen. Cardin: New NLRB Rules Afford Workers the Right to Vote Speaking on the Senate floor, Maryland Sen. Ben Cardin (D) eloquently described ...**

- **Boeing-NLRB Fight Provides Grand Forum for Useless Political Saber-Rattling**
  - **Seattle Weekly Blogs** – 06/27/11 10:00 –
  - **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - It seems that every politician in Washington these days wants to wade into the fight between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing over the aircraft maker's decision to build a non-union plant in South Carolina.
  - **Boeing-NLRB Fight Provides Grand Forum for Useless Political Saber-Rattling It seems that every politician in Washington these days wants to...**

- **The Morning Plum**
  - **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - * Could GOP accept defense cuts as part of deficit compromise? Lori Montgomery and Paul Kane have the read of the morning: House Republicans are now entertaining defense cuts as an area of compromise that is more likely than tax hikes to prove acceptable to Republicans. ...and pro business groups are escalating their attacks on the National Labor Relations Board for proposing reduced litigation and other union representation...

- **Workbook: How to compromise on a compromise**
  - **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - In general, debt deals consist of spending cuts to make conservatives happy and tax increases to make liberals happy. But given the narrowing space for compromise, we're going to need to go even more specific than that: we're going to need spending cuts that make liberals happy and tax increases that...to failed "card check" legislation, reports Kevin Bogardus: "The National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) proposed rules that could speed up union..."

- **High Impact Diaries: June 26, 2011**
  - **Daily Kos** – 06/26/11 20:55 –
  - **Words matched:** NLRB
  - Welcome to Redpalaceskyeaglebullbluesox (user_id 313844) who registered at 2011-06-27 04:33:27 EDT, the most recent of 57 in the preceding 24 hours. Yesterday 149 Kogs posted 168 diaries of which 164 were recommended at least once by a cadre of 2126 recommending readers and viewed by 5840; 100 dia ...jotter 11:57 38 29 58 121 0.38 Republicans continue to flip out over NLRB doing its job Laura Clawson 22:00 39 29 21 133 0.33 Israel Threatens ...

---

**CBO Sells Obama's Low-Growth Hoax: Opinion**
- **Yahoo! Singapore Finance** – 06/27/11 08:00 –
  - 2 other sources (Yahoo! Finance Canada, Yahoo! News Philippines)
  - **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
  - The following commentary comes from an independent investor or market observer as part of TheStreet's guest contributor program, which is separate from the company's news coverage. 
  - ...President Obama's thumb-on-the-scale-for-unions National Labor Relations


*Board* are causing manufacturers, who are enjoying some new growth, to...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NLRB</th>
<th>Major Outlets</th>
<th>to the top</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>As 2012 Approaches, We Still Don't Know What Obama Stands For</strong>&lt;br&gt; FoxNews.com – 06/27/11 13:59 –&lt;br&gt; Words matched: NLRB</td>
<td>President Obama has finally agreed to weigh in on the debt ceiling talks. High time too. Much of the time, the Obama presidency drifts in the breeze, with all the gravitas of an inflated beach ball.&lt;br&gt; ...the EPA on utilities and energy producers. Labor unions losing ground? Set the NLRB on Boeing. The list goes on and on. Rarely a day goes by...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mr. Bernanke’s dismal tidings</strong>&lt;br&gt; Free Republic – 06/27/11 13:22 –&lt;br&gt; Words matched: National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td>Two big changes; one big mess. In 2008, Americans elected Democrat Barack Obama president, exhibiting stunning naivete in their willingness to believe his &quot;hope and change&quot; rhetoric.&lt;br&gt; ...administrations have produced. Consider, for example, the increasingly toxic National Labor Relations Board. The NLRB famously has tried to block the...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Retailer plays on workers’ fears of losing jobs to flush union bid</strong>&lt;br&gt; Free Republic – 06/27/11 13:14 –&lt;br&gt; Words matched: National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td>From the moment the election was set to determine whether a Target Corp. store would be unionized for the first time, the company got very tough, very fast.&lt;br&gt; ...those same charges and others into formal objections in an appeal with the National Labor Relations Board to get a new election. &quot;This is only...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Long Summer For Boeing, Labor Agency</strong>&lt;br&gt; Road Runner – 06/27/11 12:18 –&lt;br&gt; Words matched: NLRB</td>
<td>The NLRB administrative law judge who is hearing the case ruled against Boeing’s subpoena request for the NLRB’s internal communications related to its investigation.&lt;br&gt; A Long Summer For Boeing, Labor Agency The NLRB administrative law judge who is hearing the case ruled against Boeing’s subpoena request for...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NLRB and Boeing: A Long Summer Ahead</strong>&lt;br&gt; Road Runner – 06/27/11 12:18 –&lt;br&gt; Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
<td>Melanie Trotman The National Labor Relations Board dodged a bullet last week in the formal hearing about its labor-law violation complaint against Boeing Co. NLRB and Boeing: A Long Summer Ahead Melanie Trotman The National Labor Relations Board dodged a bullet last week in the formal hearing about...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weekly Standard: Unionized States Of America?</strong>&lt;br&gt; Road Runner – 06/27/11 11:40 –&lt;br&gt; 1 other source (National Public Radio)</td>
<td>The Obama administration is working with the Cloud2 Commission to assess standards in area such as ubiquitous encryption of data in flight and at rest with simple key management.&lt;br&gt; ...NMB, just as the folks who run the Department of Labor and control the National Labor Relations Board are... Full Article at NPR Pelosi: Tax cuts...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kick Off: NYRB’s recent stretch has club’s Estonian fuming</strong>&lt;br&gt; Road Runner – 06/27/11 11:40 –&lt;br&gt; Words matched: National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td>The Obama administration is working with the Cloud2 Commission to assess...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
standards in area such as ubiquitous encryption of data in flight and at rest with
simple key management.
...NMB, just as the folks who run the Department of Labor and control the National
Labor Relations Board are... Full Article at NPR Pelosi: Tax cuts...

Congressional committee hearing on NLRB's Boeing complaint this Friday
The U.S. House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform has an active
interest in the latest developments regarding Boeing and its labor practices, and of
their relativity to South Carolina, too.
Congressional committee hearing on NLRB's Boeing complaint this Friday The U.S.
House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform has an active ...

Questioning takes partisan tone in NLRB-Boeing lawsuit hearing
With partisan shots, Congressional members on Friday opened the hearing over the
National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing's decision to locate a
Dreamliner manufacturing facility in South Carolina.
Questioning takes partisan tone in NLRB-Boeing lawsuit hearing With partisan
shots, Congressional members on Friday opened the hearing over the...

SC Gov., NLRB counsel to testify at Boeing hearing
A congressional committee investigating a National Labor Relations Board complaint
against Boeing Co.
SC Gov., NLRB counsel to testify at Boeing hearing A congressional committee
investigating a National Labor Relations Board complaint against ...

NLRB lawyer on the hot seat
Gov. Nikki Haley speaks during the ribbon cutting ceremony of the Boeing South
Carolina Final Assembly Building on June 10.
NLRB lawyer on the hot seat Gov. Nikki Haley speaks during the ribbon cutting
ceremony of the Boeing South Carolina Final Assembly Building on...

USA: NLRB election proposal draws union praise, GOP flak
The board would also postpone lawsuits on voter eligibility until after votes are cast,
and would force employers to provide an entire voter list soon after the election is
scheduled.
USA: NLRB election proposal draws union praise, GOP flak The board would also
postpone lawsuits on voter eligibility until after votes are cast,

He May Not Have Kept His Promise And Walked With Them But Obama Is On
Their(Our) Side On This One
He May Not Have Kept His Promise And Walked With Them But Obama Is On
Their(Our) Side On This One
...23, 2011 | Posted by Deaniac83 When President Obama's National Labor
Relations Board stopped Boeing from illegally punishing its employees for...

Obama 2012 has 300,000+ donors - Bachmann today: 'We can't afford four
more years of Obama' - New Josh Bolten firm - Brian Stelter writing book on
morning-show wars - Teddy White goes digital
Politico – 06/27/11 08:55 –
Obama 2012 has 300,000+ donors - Bachmann today: 'We can't afford four
more years of Obama' - New Josh Bolten firm - Brian Stelter writing book on
morning-show wars - Teddy White goes digital
ELEVATOR POINT: The more Bachmann is attacked, the more it helps her.
BULLETIN: THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) - International Criminal Court judges
issue arrest warrant for Moammar Gadhafi.
...for POLITICO, Defending Virginians' right to work: The National Labor Relations
Board's complaint against Boeing's locating some production...

CBO Sells Obama's Low-Growth Hoax: Opinion
Yahoo! Finance US – 06/27/11 08:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The following commentary comes from an independent investor or market observer
as part of TheStreet's guest contributor program, which is separate from the
company's news coverage.
...President Obama's thumb-on-the-scale-for-unions National Labor Relations
Board are causing manufacturers, who are enjoying some new growth, to...

Geithner's Big Idea: Small Business Should Be Smaller
Free Republic – 06/27/11 06:43 –
Words matched: NLRB
My wife is a woman of vision and for years we have thought about owning a small
business. She's met with the SBA in our town and with several companies that offer
franchises.
...right to work state, but that doesn't seem to be slowing down the NLRB in South
Carolina. And now Turbo Tim Geithner wants to hike taxes on small...

Service union to rally at Inglewood Ralphs
Los Angeles Business Journal – 06/27/11 00:28 –
Words matched: NLRB
Enlarge Image The Service Employees International Union Service Employees
International Latest from The Business Journals NLRB ripped on union electionsLabor Relations Board business groups spar over union election
issueBusiness rips NLRB proposal to speed union elections Follow this company
...Service Employees International Union Latest from The Business Journals NLRB
ripped on union electionsLabor Relations Board business groups spar...

NLRB Prominent Mentions

Bank Exec Charged with Embezzling $19M
MSG – 06/27/11 15:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Obama administration is considering a fleetwide average of ... A closely watched
Iowa poll has found that former Massachusetts... The National Labor Relations
Board (NLRB) dodged a bullet last ... WikiLeaks leader Julian Assange is bringing in
two of the.

The Latest From Obama’s Labor Dept: “You Might Be Union Busting If...”
RedState – 06/27/11 14:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Last week, the union extremists controlling the U.S. Department of Labor and the
National Labor Relations Board conducted a coordinated attack on America's job
creators.

Sires Statement In Support of National Labor Relations Board Proposal
Politics and Technology – 06/27/11 12:31 –
1 other source (TMCnet.com)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Jun 27, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via
COMTEX) -- Washington, D.C.-- Today, Congressman Sires issued the following
statement on the National Labor Relations Board proposal regarding the process for
union organizing elections: "I believe that all workers should be abl

Sen. Cardin: New NLRB Rules Afford Workers the Right to Vote
Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA

AFL-CIO – 06/27/11 09:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Share Speaking on the Senate floor, Maryland Sen. Ben Cardin (D) eloquently described why new rules proposed by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) last week would help level the playing field for financially struggling workers and their families.

Agency meddles in Boeing affair
LancasterOnline.com – 06/27/11 08:53 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The Democrat-dominated National Labor Relations Board's meddling into the business decisions of Boeing, the nation's largest manufacturer, is troublesome.

Woolsey Supports Commonsense NLRB Election Reforms
TMCnet.com – 06/27/11 08:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Jun 27, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Rep. Lynn Woolsey issued the following statement in response to the National Labor Relations Board revisions to the union election process: "Working people in this country have a fundamental right to bargain collectively.

Unfair Labor Practices

Retailer plays on workers' fears of losing jobs to flush union bid
Free Republic – 06/27/11 13:14 –
Words matched: unfair labor practice
From the moment the election was set to determine whether a Target Corp. store would be unionized for the first time, the company got very tough, very fast. "...the edge." In New York, UFCW Local 1500 has filed unfair labor practice charges against Target for threatening to fire a union supporter for...
News Report from Meltwater News

Report overview:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Media Type</th>
<th>Hits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key Individuals</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>10 in 1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - Additional US Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>11 in 1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - Blog Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>2 in 1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - International Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>2 in 1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - Major Outlets</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>2 in 1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Additional US Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>74 in 1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Blog Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>17 in 1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - International Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>17 in 1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Major Outlets</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>35 in 1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Prominent Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>14 in 1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfair Labor Practices</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>4 in 1 day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key Individuals to the top

- **Mercyhurst College to Host Global Intelligence Forum in Dungarvan, County Waterford**
  - **Waterford County Local Authorities** – 06/29/11 05:23 –
  - **Words matched:** Brian Hayes
  - The goal of the three-day summit is to explore how leaders in national security, business, law enforcement and government can effectively establish and use the intelligence process to reduce uncertainty and enhance decision-making in an increasingly globalized world.
  - *Lt. General Seán McCann, Chief of Staff, Irish Defence Forces,* Brian Hayes TD, *Minister of State at the Department of Finance,* and Stephen Myers,

- **Ann Coulter's "Demonic" UNDERstated the direness of America's situation**
  - **Renew America** – 06/28/11 22:12 –
  - **Words matched:** Craig Becker
  - The stealth socialists' ongoing transformation of America must be rejected and reversed because they reject America's traditional values and exceptionalism.
  - ...SEIU and ACORN founder Wade Rathke by appointing radical former SEIU lawyer Craig Becker to the National Labor Relations Board. Upon Becker’s...

- **Warren County police blotter: Greenwich Township drug arrest, Phillipsburg thefts**
  - **Lehigh Valley News** – 06/28/11 21:39 –
  - **Words matched:** Craig Becker
  - Here's a roundup of Warren County police news: GREENWICH TOWNSHIP: A North Plainfield, N.J., man faces drug charges following a June 12 traffic stop in Greenwich Township, according to police.
  - ...block of Heckman Street was shattered with a rock Saturday, according to police.
  - Craig Becker Jr., 24, and Nathan Becker, 21, both of the first...

- **Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and that Obama shares blame**

Your contact person:
- Name: Ryan Kerlew
- Email: ryan.kerlew@meltwater.com
- Phone: (917)677-5455
...his state thousands of jobs. Republicans have long criticized the NLRB. Craig Becker, a former top union lawyer, was nominated to the board but...

AED: Administration Proposes Pro-Union Rules
ForconstructionPros.com – 06/28/11 18:17 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
Confirming the business community's worst fears, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and the Department of Labor (DoL) are once again using the rulemaking process to circumvent Congress to implement big labor's policy priorities. ...across the country." In his dissent to the NPRM, Board Member Brian Hayes summarized the Board's action stating, "The principal purpose for this...

NLRB Rule Would Burden Employers with Fast-Track Union Elections
Free Republic – 06/28/11 16:03 –
Words matched: Wilma Liebman, Terence Flynn, Craig Becker, Brian Hayes
Union leaders, frustrated over their inability to sway Congress, more than ever are relying upon the National Labor Relations Board to enact stealth legislation. ...currently Democrat by a 3-1 margin. Each Democrat - Chairman Wilma Liebman, Craig Becker and Mark Gaston Pearce - have extensive experience as...

Breschi Announces 12-Man Recruiting Contingent for UNC Class of 2015
Carolina Tar Heels – 06/28/11 15:16 –
Words matched: Terence Flynn
Tar Heels sign five defenseman among 12-man class. ...graduated with high honors from Moorestown. Watch Highlights of Dane Dickey Andrew Terence Flynn-Hayes is the son of Andy and Diane Hayes. He...

Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and Obama shares blame
Los Angeles Times – 06/28/11 13:21 –
2 other sources (The 33-KDAF-TV, WGNO ABC26 New Orleans)
Words matched: Lafe Solomon, Craig Becker
Before President Obama set foot in Iowa to visit an Alcoa plant, Mitt Romney's campaign released an interview in which the former Massachusetts governor blasted the president for an National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co. which he says threatens jobs both in South Carolina and ...his state thousands of jobs. Republicans have long criticized the NLRB. Craig Becker, a former top union lawyer, was nominated to the board but...

Only €30,000 Spent On Durrow Works In 2010
Tullamore Tribune – 06/28/11 13:14 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
JUST 30,000 Euros was spent on restoration and development works at Durrow monastic site in 2010, figures obtained from the Office of Public Works reveal. ...of Public Expenditure and Reform with Special Responsibility for the OPW, Brian Hayes to discuss the future of Durrow Abbey. 'The situation for...

From National Right to Work Committee - Call Your Senators!
Gather – 06/27/11 14:41 –
Words matched: Craig Becker
Received today: Dear Marilyn, Should the U.S. Senate let President Barack Obama install radical forced-unionism zealots at the Department of Labor (DOL) without a confirmation vote? TORMORROW, the U...notably, President Obama installed former SEIU and AFL-CIO union lawyer Craig Becker as a recess appointee to the NLRB after a grassroots campaign by...

Gov. Deal's farm labor plan recalls convict leasing
Creative Loafing – 06/29/11 04:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Georgia has a shameful legacy of exploiting agricultural workers ...pesticides, intense heat and strenuous physical labor. The 1935 National Labor Relations Act and other New Deal policies designed to protect ...

Judge Denies Stay on McCormick Place Labor Ruling
Meetings And Conventions – 06/29/11 03:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
McCormick Place officials have been ordered to stop implementing work rules that were created to reduce costs for exhibitors and make Chicago a competitive destination for trade shows.
U.S. District Judge Ronald Guzman ruled that the changes violated the National Labor Relations Act and last week denied a request to keep the rules...

**NLRB denies Mulcahy appeal in Aspen Skiing Co. case**
Aspen Times (AP) – 06/29/11 03:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
ASPEN — The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has denied an appeal of its earlier decision that former Aspen Skiing Co. ski instructor was unlawfully terminated.
...editor by Lee Mulcahy was a protected concerted activity under the National Labor Relations Act. Even if the letter and emails about potential...

**Commercial Transportation Service for the North Zone Fire Cache**
Federal Business Opportunities – 06/28/11 21:33 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in FAR Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.
...[OCT 2010] FAR 52.222-40 Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (DEC 2010) FAR 52.222-41 Service Contract Act...

**National Labor Relations Board takes aim at social media**
Dolan Media Company – 06/28/11 20:42 –
Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA
by Correy Stephenson Dolan Media Newswires BOSTON, MA — Employers — including law firms — need to take a closer look at their social media policies and how they enforce those policies in light of recent actions taken by the National Labor Relations Board.
National Labor Relations Board takes aim at social media by Correy Stephenson Dolan Media Newswires BOSTON, MA — Employers including law firms...

**David Khorey Selected to Join College of Labor & Employment Lawyers**
Varnum Law – 06/28/11 18:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Varnum Partner David Khorey is one of four Michigan attorneys to become a newly-elected fellow of the prestigious College of Labor and Employment Lawyers.
...of Labor and Employment Law Subcommittee on Development of Law under the National Labor Relations Act. is a member and former chair of the State...

**72–CAMP LODGING**
Federal Business Opportunities – 06/28/11 18:11 –
Words matched: National labor Relations Act
This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.
...Persons; FAR 52.222-99 (DEV), Notification of Employee Rights under the National labor Relations Act, (Only if over $100K) FAR 52.225-1, Buy...

**78–Archery Kits**
Federal Business Opportunities – 06/28/11 14:20 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in FAR Subpart 12.6, in conjunction with FAR 13.5, as applicable, and as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.
...U.S.C. 4212). (31) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (Dec 2010) (E.O. 13496). (32) 52.222-54 ,

**U–Basic VA Human Resources Training for Administrative Officers and Program Managers**
Federal Business Opportunities – 06/28/11 13:58 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
SECTION A - CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format specified in Federal Acquisition Regulation Subpart 12.
...U.S.C. 4212). (30) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (DEC 2010) (E.O. 13496). (31) 52.222-54 ,
Persons; FAR 52.222-99 (DEV), Notification of Employee Rights under the National Labor Relations Act (Dec 2010) (E.O. 13496). __X_ (31) 52.222-54.

---

**Ground Support Equipment and Spare Parts for Support of HC-144A Aircraft**

Federal Business Opportunities – 06/28/11 12:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

---

**Programmable Semi-Rigid Coaxial Cable Stripper**

Federal Business Opportunities – 06/28/11 11:44 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
SOLICITATION F3QCCM1125A001 is issued as a request for quotation (RFQ) This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in FAR subpart 12...

---

**The NLRB's New Regulation of Social Media**

Edd Blog Online – 06/28/11 18:50 –
Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act
Most employers who operate workplaces without labor unions think that they are unaffected by the pronouncements of the National Labor Relations Board. They should think again.
...unions think that they are unaffected by the pronouncements of the National Labor Relations Board. They should think again. In a series of recent...

---

**This Week in The National Law Journal**

Blog of Legal Times – 06/27/11 08:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Interest in Public Interest: Careers in public interest law are attracting more and more young lawyers, Karen Sloan reports. Among the factors explaining the trend: loan forgiveness programs that help with heavy student debt loads.
...the category of communications among workers that are protected by the National Labor Relations Act, according to an analysis by two Holland...

---

**[Harold Meyerson] Protecting undocumented workers in U.S.**

미디어 다음 – 06/29/11 07:14 –
1 other source (The Korea Herald)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Nearly every day for three years, Josue
...agricultural and domestic workers accorded the right to unionize under the National Labor Relations Act (though farm workers have won this right...
Today in Labor History June 27 IWW founded, Congress passes Wagner Act, A 26-day strike of NYC hotel

Democratic Underground – 06/28/11 21:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Today in Labor History June 27 IWW founded, Congress passes Wagner Act, A 26-day strike of NYC hotel
...is an injury to all.* - 1905 Congress passes the National Labor Relations Act.
creating the structure for collective bargaining in the United...

AP Business NewsBrief at 7:24 a.m. EDT
TMCnet.com – 06/29/11 07:40 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
(associated Press Via Acquire Media NewsEdge) Bank of America in $8.5B mortgage settlementNEW YORK (AP) _ Bank of America and its Countrywide unit will pay $8
outraged Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. (c )

AP Business NewsBrief at 7:20 a.m. EDT
TMCnet.com – 06/29/11 07:40 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
(associated Press Via Acquire Media NewsEdge) Greek deputies set to back key austerity billATHENS, Greece (AP) _ Greek deputies are set to back more austerity measures Wednesday, as riot police clashed with protesters outside Parliament ahead of the vote on a bill that must be passed for the country
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. Recovery...

Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama
Congoo News – 06/29/11 07:24 –
201 other sources (Santa Fe New Mexican (AP), Herald Online, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON - ¼ The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama. Related readings: Outraged Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. And...

Fred F. Holroyd: Federal action against Boeing bad sign for future jobs - Op-Ed Commentaries - The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be
The Charleston Gazette – 06/29/11 07:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board issued a formal complaint against Boeing Company on April 20, alleging that Boeing transferred production of some of its 787 Dreamliner passenger airplanes from its plant in Washington State to its plant in South Carolina because the union employees in its Washington
...As a result, this website will not be The National Labor Relations Board issued a formal complaint against Boeing Company on April...

Hotel Frank Workers Are Fighting For All of Us
Beyond Chron – 06/29/11 07:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The protracted warfare at San Francisco's is a bold display of the tenacity and resilience of a small group of workers in a knock-down-drag-out fight with union-busting bosses in one of the most difficult periods for labor in decades.
...Franciscans have a very long memory. Back in February, the National Labor Relations Board conducted a trial, charging the hotel with multiple...

AP Business NewsBrief at 6:57 a.m. EDT
TMCnet.com – 06/29/11 07:08 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
(Associated Press Via Acquire Media NewsEdge) Greek opposition deputy to back austerity billATHENS, Greece (AP) _ A deputy with the opposition conservatives says she will break with her party's line and back a crucial government austerity bill
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>News Brief</th>
<th>Matched Words</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:20 a.m. EDT</td>
<td>TMCnet.com</td>
<td>AP Business NewsBrief</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td>Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. Recovery...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30 a.m. EDT</td>
<td>TMCnet.com</td>
<td>AP Business NewsBrief</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td>Democrats are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. Recovery...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:45 a.m. EDT</td>
<td>WBZ</td>
<td>After 8-year union drive, Chicago nurses to cast ballots</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td>Some nurses on Chicago's Northwest Side are set to vote Wednesday and Thursday in a closely watched union election. Since 2002, Council 31 of the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees has been trying to organize thousands of employees at Resurrection Health Care, a nonprofit...recognized the union. To gain a foothold, AFSCME asked the National Labor Relations Board to hold an election among about 290 registered nurses...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:37 a.m. EDT</td>
<td>TMCnet.com</td>
<td>AP Business NewsBrief</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td>Wal-Mart Stores is cutting gas prices by 10 cents a gallon for three months. (Associated Press Via Acquire Media NewsEdge) Wal-Mart Stores is cutting gas prices for 3 months. BENTONVILLE, Ark. (AP) Wal-Mart Stores Inc. is cutting gas prices by 10 cents a gallon for three months. America is going broke. That is a frightening statement to me and should be to every American. We see the mobs in the streets of Athens, Greece. Will it happen here? not to mention the union extremists in the Department of Labor and the National Labor Relations Board (which wants to take away 1,000 Boeing...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 a.m. EDT</td>
<td>TMCnet.com</td>
<td>AP Business NewsBrief</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td>UK faces mass strikes as civil servants feel sting. LONDON (AP) Thousands of British schools will close and travelers will face long lines at airport immigration this week when three quarters of a million workers go on strike. First blast in what un... Republics are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. Recovery...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:20 a.m. EDT</td>
<td>BigNews.biz</td>
<td>Isakson Blasts Administration Over Recent Actions</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td>'If You Say You Want to Create Jobs, Don't Stop Job Creation'...use his floor speech to criticize two recent actions by the National Labor Relations Board's decision to file suit against The...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 a.m. EDT</td>
<td>MashGet</td>
<td>Romney: Labor board case could cost Iowa jobs</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td>6 other sources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW YORK (AP) -- Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney accused the Obama administration on Monday of jeopardizing the very manufacturing jobs the Democratic president plans to promote when he visits an aluminum plant in Iowa.

"...former governor of Massachusetts, said a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing could stifle jobs at Alcoa in Iowa."

**Boeing Labor Dispute Turns Into Headache For Obama**

WHIO-TV – 06/29/11 04:14 – 7 other sources (KIRO-TV, Wpxi.com, ...)

**Boeing Labor Dispute Turns Into Headache For Obama - AP Politics - The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be displayed properly. We recom**
The Charleston Gazette – 06/29/11 03:59 –

**Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama - AP Politics**
The Charleston Gazette – 06/29/11 03:36 –

**Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama - AP**

WQAD – 06/29/11 03:15 –

**NLRB denies Mulcahy appeal in Aspen Skiing Co. case**

Aspen Times (AP) – 06/29/11 03:09 –

**AP-US-Boeing-Politics**

WSMI Radio – 06/29/11 03:00 –

**BC-US--Boeing-Politics,128**

KABB Fox San Antonio – 06/29/11 04:04 – 2 other sources (WICS ABC News Channel 20, WZTV FOX17)

WASHINGTON -- The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.

"...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The..."

**Republici**

**NLRB**

"...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. And...

"...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The..."

"...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

"...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

"...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

"...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The..."
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. And...

**A Union 'Off-Target'**

*American Thinker* – 06/29/11 02:42 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Confronted with an unwelcome intrusion, employees at a Target store in New York rejected unionization and dealt a blow to the grand plans of the UFCW. That average Americans continue to stand against these job-killing, profit-leaching forces is most encouraging.

Yes, even with its allies in the White House, the press, and the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), Americans are not fooled. And the "collective "

**Perdue's veto politics on display**

*The Herald-Sun* – 06/29/11 02:35 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

Amidst the controversy surrounding recent legislation that would have affected the North Carolina Association of Educators (NCAE), people are regrettably misinformed.

...association includes managerial employees; they do not hold National Labor Relations Board elections and have no official enforcement mechanism...

**Former GE boss Jack Welch: country needs vision**

*GoErie.com* – 06/29/11 02:15 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

, Erie Times-News jim.martin@timesnews.com Fox anchor Stuart Varney prodded, but couldn't get former General Electric Co. Chairman and Chief Executive Jack Welch to call President Barack Obama a socialist.

...paid." Welch also touched briefly on the allegations by the National Labor Relations Board that Boeing Co. illegally shifted work from union...

**Briefs: Staffing firm says Boeing labor suit could force it to close**

*TheState.com* – 06/29/11 01:33 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

CHARLESTON The owner of a Charleston staffing company says in a video released by a congressional committee that a national labor lawsuit over a South Carolina Boeing plant could force his business to close.

...the U.S. House Oversight and Government Reform Committee that the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit is an assault on the way business is...

**Coastal business | Skycoaster at NASCAR SpeedPark reopens**

*TheSunNews* – 06/29/11 01:21 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

Coastal Business MYRTLE BEACH Skycoaster reopens The Skycoaster at NASCAR SpeedPark in Myrtle Beach has reopened after a three-year hiatus. Flyers, outfitted in flight suits, can launch from as high as 109 feet in the air into a freefall swing where they can go as fast as 50 to 60 miles per hour.

...by the U.S. House Oversight and Government Reform Committee that the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit is "an assault on the way business...

**briefcase**

*Post and Courier (AP)* – 06/29/11 00:22 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Strong Nike earnings help lead stocks higher NEW YORK -- Maybe the global economy isn't in such bad shape after all. The Dow Jones industrial average rose more than 140 points Tuesday, thanks in part to signs that concerns of a global slowdown may be overblown.

or 1.5 percent, to 2,729.31. Local businessman: NLRB suit could shut him down The owner of a Charleston staffing company said in a video released...

**Letters to the Editor**

*Post and Courier (AP)* – 06/29/11 00:21 –

**Words matched:** NLRB

Skewed data As someone who has worked in education for the past six years, I felt the need to elaborate on information that the June 17 article "Psychologist says overconfidence can pose problems" does not share.

...out by writing that Boeing is a little better than the union and NLRB , but then he follows with outrageous predictions. My father was a union ...

**Labor complaint filed against Pocono Medical Center over employee firing**

*Pocono Record (AP)* – 06/29/11 00:19 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
For the Pocono Record The National Labor Relations Board has filed a formal complaint against Pocono Medical Center following a two-month investigation into the firing of an employee.

...Medical Center over employee firing For the Pocono Record The National Labor Relations Board has filed a formal complaint against Pocono Medical...

Morgantown to Consider Urban Deer Hunting
State Journal – 06/28/11 23:34 –
Words matched: NLRB
An ordinance would allow deer hunting in two locations in the city.
...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program4. W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch5. Legal Issues Abound When It Comes to Marcellus ...

President Fails To Measure Up Even To Carter:
Investor Village – 06/28/11 23:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Fails To Measure Up Even To Carter By MICHAEL BARONE Posted 05:43 PM ET Which past leader does Barack Obama most closely resemble? His admirers, not all of them liberals, used to compare him to Abraham Lincoln and Franklin Roosevelt.
...wanted to double exports in five years has nothing to say about his National Labor Relations Board appointee's attempt to shut down a $1 billion...

Romney Team Right to Fight for Jobs
RedState – 06/28/11 23:14 –
Words matched: NLRB
Romney and his team are doing exactly the right thing. They are taking on Obama, and they are using the jobs issue to do it. I dont know how long it will take the other campaigns to figure this out, but if they dont start working the jobs issue like a prize fighter on the speed bag then they may as
...the jobs message, and he is playing it just right. In tying the NLRB decision to Obama in a recent speech, he forced the White House to say that...

Ann Coulter's "Demonic" UNDERSAId the direness of America's situation
Renew America – 06/28/11 22:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The stealth socialists' ongoing transformation of America must be rejected and reversed because they reject America's traditional values and exceptionalism.
...Rathke by appointing radical former SEIU lawyer Craig Becker to the National Labor Relations Board. Upon Becker's appointment Rathke bragged :

National Labor Relations Board takes aim at social media
Dolan Media Company – 06/28/11 20:42 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
by Correy Stephenson Dolan Media Newswires BOSTON, MA -- Employers -- including law firms -- need to take a closer look at their social media policies and how they enforce those policies in light of recent actions taken by the National Labor Relations Board.
National Labor Relations Board takes aim at social media by Correy Stephenson Dolan Media Newswires BOSTON, MA -- Employers including law firms...

Charleston businessman says NLRB dispute hurts him
Tri-City Herald – 06/28/11 20:28 –
17 other sources (The Bellingham Herald (AP), The Island Packet, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
CHARLESTON, S.C. The owner of a Charleston staffing company says in a video released by a congressional committee that a national labor lawsuit over a South Carolina Boeing plant could force his business to close.
Charleston businessman says NLRB dispute hurts him CHARLESTON, S.C. The owner of a Charleston staffing company says in a video released by a...

Deadly Attack in Kabul’s Luxury Hotel; Fires, Floods Threaten U.S. Nukes
CNN.com - Transcripts – 06/28/11 20:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
THIS IS A RUSH TRANSCRIPT. THIS COPY MAY NOT BE IN ITS FINAL FORM AND MAY BE UPDATED. ELIOT SPITZER, HOST: Good evening, I'm Eliot Spitzer. Welcome to the program.
...Street, give me one example. CAIN: Let's take what the National Labor Relations Board did recently to Boeing in South Carolina. SPITZER : Right .

Poison Center Warns About Use of Pesticide and Fertilizers
State Journal – 06/28/11 19:08 –

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
Words matched: NLRB
The West Virginia Poison Center suggests taking caution when using chemicals to treat bugs and vegetation.
...Program3. Capito Introduces Bill to Prevent Drunken Driving4. W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch5. Legal Issues Abound When it Comes to Marcellus...

Listen Now! AFGE Fights Back Against Anti-worker Legislation on "Inside Government"
WJRT-TV ABC-12 - mediaweb.com – 06/28/11 19:00 –
12 other sources (Forums Digital Media Net, TickerTech.com, …)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
/PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Tune in now to AFGE's "Inside Government" as the union fights back against legislators looking to shrink the federal workforce.
...Democratic Action National Director Michael J. Wilson discussed a recent National Labor Relations Board proposal to speed up union elections. Wilson...

Letters to the Editor: June 29, 2011
Naples Daily News (AP) – 06/28/11 18:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Change Editor, Daily News: As I read the letters to the editor regarding our society I see a common theme: change. Everyone seems to want it, but they want someone else to do it, especially as the next presidential election year approaches and our economy remains stuck in reverse.
Machinists Union Local 75 has filed a complaint against Boeing with the National Labor Relations Board that has blocked a new $900 million assembly...

Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and that Obama shares blame
30online.com – 06/28/11 18:24 –
16 other sources (Congoo News, WNEP, …)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney didn’t even wait for President Obama to arrive in Iowa on Tuesday before he launched his latest attack on the president’s job policies.
...Romney campaign sent out to reporters, Romney attacked Obama for a National Labor Relations Board move against Boeing, which has built a new...

AED: Administration Proposes Pro-Union Rules
ForconstructionPros.com – 06/28/11 18:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Confirming the business community’s worst fears, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and the Department of Labor (DoL) are once again using the rulemaking process to circumvent Congress to implement big labor’s policy priorities.
...Pro-Union Rules Confirming the business community’s worst fears, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and the Department of Labor (DoL)...

Obama Is an Unnatural Disaster - Prelutsky
Investor Village – 06/28/11 18:17 –
Words matched: NLRB
Saturday, June 25, 2011 by BurtPrelutsky Unlike hurricanes, cyclones, earthquakes, floods and tsunamis, Barack Obama is the one catastrophe that the environmental cuckoos can’t blame on global warming.
why would I even consider voting for a guy whose hand-picked NLRB is trying to keep Boeing from building a plant in my state because Washington ...

Support Grows For NLRB Rule Change
AFL-CIO – 06/28/11 18:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Share Support continues to pour in for the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB’s) proposed rule designed to ensure a fair process for workers who want to vote on whether to form a union.
Support Grows For NLRB Rule Change Share Support continues to pour in for the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB’s) proposed rule designed...

Workers charge Target uses threats, illegal actions
peoplesworld – 06/28/11 17:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Workers lost a unionization vote by 137 to 85 at a Target store on New York’s Long Island June 17. The United Food and Commercial Workers, however, which had hoped it would be the first of 1,700 stores nationally to go union, is continuing the fight.
...Bruce Both, president of UFCW Local 1500. The union has asked the National
**Labor Relations Board** to set up a new election and to order Target to...

- **Pacific Beach Hotel violated U.S. labor law, agency rules (The Honolulu Star-Advertiser) - 28 Jun 03:00**
  - **Hotel Online** – 06/28/11 17:42 –
  - **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  
  By Allison Schaefer, The Honolulu Star-AdvertiserMcClatchy-Tribune Regional News June 28--Pacific Beach Hotel management is reviewing its legal options in the wake of a recent decision from the National Labor Relations Board that found the hotel violated numerous provisions of federal labor law.
  
  ...legal options in the wake of a recent decision from the National Labor Relations Board that found the hotel violated numerous provisions of federal...

- **Former DOH Workers Plead Guilty to Drug Distribution Charges**
  - **State Journal** – 06/28/11 17:24 –
  - **Words matched:** NLRB
  
  Larry Holstein, 44, and Grant McGuire II, 49, both of Kanawha County, appeared before U.S. District Judge John T. Copenhaver Jr. June 27 for charges of distributing hydrocodone, a release by the U.S. Department of Justice states.
  
  ...Program3. Capito Introduces Bill to Prevent Drunken Driving4. W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch5. Legal Issues Abound When it Comes to Marcellus...

- **New Whitepaper Details Recent Online Organizing Successes by Unions**
  - **Digital Producer Magazine** – 06/28/11 17:08 –
  - **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  
  
  ...face of the current labor-friendly administrations and pending changes to NLRB rules. Last week, the National Labor Relations Board published an...

- **The PJ Tatler » There are two different subsets of economics**
  - **Pajamas Media** – 06/28/11 16:48 –
  - **Words matched:** NLRB
  
  There are two different subsets of economics Bryan’s recent article about another "unexpected" fall in consumer confidence caused me to reflect a bit on different branches of economics.
  
  ...making? What level of consideration has been given to the impact on business of NLRB, EPA and other regulation? I don t know how to find the quantitative...

- **Webster Springs is Food Fight Finalist**
  - **State Journal** – 06/28/11 16:42 –
  - **Words matched:** NLRB
  
  Town Among Six in America Contending for Honor
  

- **Edgewood Summit Planning $15 Million Expansion**
  - **State Journal** – 06/28/11 16:16 –
  - **Words matched:** NLRB
  
  Skilled nursing, memory support services would be added.
  

- **Union Seeks New Vote at N.Y. Target**
  - **Supermarket News** – 06/28/11 16:12 –
  - **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
  
  WESTBURY, N.Y. — The union that lost a recent election to organize a New York Target store said Tuesday that it had filed objections with the National Labor Relations Board to the retailer’s conduct during the course of the election and said it would seek a new election.
  
  ...Target store said Tuesday that it had filed objections with the National Labor Relations Board to the retailer's conduct during the course of...

- **Ariz. Decision Could Impact 2012 W.Va. Supreme Court Race**
  - **State Journal** – 06/28/11 15:33 –
  - **Words matched:** NLRB
  
  Arizona's system, dealing with matching funds for Supreme Court candidates, was ruled in a 5-4 vote as unconstitutional. West Virginia has a similar bill proposing
matching funds for Supreme Court candidates, which could be greatly impacted by this decision.


Weirton, Wayne to Receive Funding for Rural Development Projects

State Journal – 06/28/11 14:51 –
Words matched: NLRB
Funds will go toward construction of 911 center and business development


Mountain State Mines Cited in May Inspections

State Journal – 06/28/11 14:50 –
Words matched: NLRB
Four West Virginia mines collected a total of 109 citations as part of the May inspections by the Mine Safety and Health Administration.


Former Toronto Drug House Refurbished, up for Auction

State Journal – 06/28/11 14:10 –
Words matched: NLRB
Community service workers united on the project, Judge Joseph Carabi said.


Legislators Need to Tackle Marcellus Shale Issue

State Journal – 06/28/11 14:10 –
Words matched: NLRB
State lawmakers have been silent on the issue, leading some local officials to take action.


Armed Robber Strikes Downtown Steubenville Rite Aid

State Journal – 06/28/11 14:10 –
Words matched: NLRB
Police are on the lookout for a white male, roughly 6-feet tall, wearing all black, a ninji type mask and carrying a weapon.


Fiesta Dinnerware Featured in New Stamps

State Journal – 06/28/11 14:10 –
Words matched: NLRB
Photo Credit: U.S. Postal Service A new set of stamps will honor 12 industrial designers whose 1920s housewares defined the look of modern America.


Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and Obama shares blame

The 33-KDAF-TV – 06/28/11 13:21 –
1 other source (WGNO ABC26 New Orleans)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Before President Obama set foot in Iowa to visit an Alcoa plant, Mitt Romney's campaign released an interview in which the former Massachusetts governor blasted the president for a National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co. which he says threatens jobs both in South Carolina and...which the former Massachusetts governor blasted the president for an National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co. which he...

Businessman Says NRLB-Boeing Dispute Hurts Him

KIRO-TV – 06/28/11 13:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
CHARLESTON, S.C. -- The owner of a Charleston staffing company says in a video released by a congressional committee that a national labor lawsuit over a South Carolina Boeing plant could force his business to close.

...by the U.S. House Oversight and Government Reform Committee that the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit is "an assault on the way business...

Clarksburg 'E-cycling' Event Makes History

State Journal – 06/28/11 12:20 –

12

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
...appointment of an ideological radical, he has colluded with the National Labor Relations Board announced proposed changes to union election process.

Ambrose: America needs better leader than Obama
Scripps News – 06/28/11 12:10 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
You look on PBS at photos of U.S. soldiers recently slain in Afghanistan, you think how awful it is, you hope something can improve things and some days later you cringe as President Obama announces a plan that will put our troops at even more risk.
...appointment of an ideological radical, he has colluded with the National Labor Relations Board in aiming to please union buddies by essentially ...

Webster Springs Up for 'Best Food' Honors
State Journal – 06/28/11 11:46 –
Words matched: NLRB
Photo Credit: Custard Stand It's part of the "Best of the Road" competition.

Real Union Enemy Isn't Boeing, It's Competition
Lucianne.com – 06/28/11 09:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The liberal writer John B. Judis, who means to offer a compliment, says it “may be the most radical thing the Obama administration has done.” He is referring to the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing Co.
...radical thing the Obama administration has done. He is referring to the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing Co. (BA) The...

Hawaii's Pacific Beach Hotel Violated U.S. Labor Law, Agency Rules
Lodging Hospitality – 06/28/11 09:21 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
From the Honolulu Star-Advertiser Hawaii's Pacific Beach Hotel Violated U.S. Labor Law, Agency Rules Pacific Beach Hotel management is reviewing its legal options in the wake of a recent decision from the National Labor Relations Board that found the hotel violated numerous provisions of federal lab...legal options in the wake of a recent decision from the National Labor Relations Board that found the hotel violated numerous provisions of federal...

Logan County Works to Recruit Hotels
State Journal – 06/28/11 07:20 –
Words matched: NLRB
After losing several hotels and motels in a matter of months, tourism groups are feeling the impact.
...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program3. W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch4. Legal Issues Abound When It Comes to Marcellus ...

Romney: Labor Board Case Could Cost Iowa Jobs
KCRG-TV9 – 06/28/11 05:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK (AP) - Republican Mitt Romney says a federal agency's lawsuit against Boeing could threaten jobs at an Iowa plant President Barack Obama is planning to visit.
...planning to visit. The former Massachusetts governor said Monday that the National Labor Relations Board’s lawsuit threatens jobs at Alcoa in Iowa ,

Quad-City area business leaders offer their advice to President Barack Obama
Quad-City Times – 06/28/11 03:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
7–Elwood "Wood" Pegram, 38, of Charleston was shot and killed around 3:30 a.m.,

A man was shot and killed around 3:30 a.m. outside of a home in Charleston.

The 'Texas Miracle' Is A Mirage

Share

Words matched:

...and earn about half as much." Breakfast Sides Conservatives attack

Rivals are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National

Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama

Quality Networking – 06/29/11 03:52 –

1 other source (Wenpub2.com)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

WASHINGTON (AP) — The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration’s economic policies.

...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

Republicans turn labor dispute with Boeing into political headache for Obama

Wenpub2.com – 06/29/11 03:12 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.

...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

Bachmann draws big crowd in South Carolina debut

CNN Political Ticker - CNN Blogs – 06/28/11 20:34 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina (CNN) - Minnesota Rep. Michele Bachmann’s debut in South Carolina as a presidential candidate drew what was unquestionably

...businesses go through Congress instead of an institution like the National Labor Relations Board, which could curtail new business investment. 

1998 Cold-Case Murder Remains a Mystery

State Journal – 06/28/11 00:07 –

Words matched: NLRB

Elwood "Wood" Pegram, 38, of Charleston was shot and killed around 3:30 a.m., Wednesday, October 22, 2008.

...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program

4. W.Va. Attorney:

State Journal

...universities. The study empirically supports a long-term effort by the National Labor Relations Board to shorten the time between the filing of a petition...

Outside View: “Bipartisan” CBO peddling Obama’s low-growth hoax

Investor Point – 06/27/11 16:34 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Jun. 28, 2011 (UPI NewsTrack) -- COLLEGE PARK, Md., June 28 (UPI) -- The U.S. economy is skidding and President Barack Obama is fresh out of "progressive" fixes.

...and Obama's thumb-on-the- scale-for-unions National Labor Relations Board are causing manufacturers, who are enjoying some new growth, to expand...

Progressive Breakfast

Campaign for America's Future – 06/27/11 09:57 –

Words matched: NLRB

The 'Texas Miracle' Is A Mirage

...and earn about half as much." Breakfast Sides Conservatives attack NLRB proposal for fairer union elections as another attempt at EFCA. The Hill :

MaximumEdge.com News - Romney: Labor board case could cost Iowa jobs

Maximum Edge – 06/27/11 07:22 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
the largest crowd of the political season to date in the key early primary state. 
...regulations coming out of Washington. She pointed specifically to the National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing, which is trying to...

**The NLRB's New Regulation of Social Media**

Edd Blog Online – 06/28/11 18:50 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Most employers who operate workplaces without labor unions think that they are unaffected by the pronouncements of the National Labor Relations Board. They should think again.

*The NLRB's New Regulation of Social Media Most employers who operate workplaces without labor unions think that they are unaffected by the pronouncements...*

**Support Grows For NLRB Rule Change**

UnionSmart – 06/28/11 18:50 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Support continues to pour in for the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB’s) proposed rule designed to ensure a fair process for workers who want to vote on whether to form a union.

*Support Grows For NLRB Rule Change Support continues to pour in for the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB's) proposed rule designed to ensure...*

**Insidious is the only description for Barack Hussein Obama!**

Open Salon – 06/28/11 15:58 –

Words matched: NLRB

The average person can’t see it. Practically every day Barack Hussein Obama makes a decision, signs an executive order, or just simply bypasses Congress with one of his Sycophants ensconced in a regulatory agency doing harm to the United States.

...through the unelected and unapproved by Congress bureaucrats in the EPA and the NLRB 5. Clearly Obama, Pelosi and Reid lied to the American People...

**Herman Cain on CNN: 'I'm Not Gonna Answer That... I'm Not Gonna Answer That... I'm Not Gonna...’**

Daily Kos – 06/28/11 15:11 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Republican presidential contender, and former CEO of Godfather's Pizza, Herman Cain was a guest on CNN's with Eliot Spitzer on Tuesday evening. Now the shorter version, I used for my title, and that was basically the entire interview with Mr. ...Street, give me one example. CAIN: Let's take what the National Labor Relations Board did recently to Boeing in South Carolina. SPITZER : Right ... 

**George Allen: Thomas Jefferson Oppose NLRB's Tyrannical Assault on Boeing Employees**

Big Government – 06/28/11 12:11 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Virginia’s Former-Governor George Allen again rises to defend Right To Work and the principles of liberty embraced by our Founding Fathers against attacks from the Obama Administration and the acquiescent U.

*George Allen: Thomas Jefferson Oppose NLRB's Tyrannical Assault on Boeing Employees Virginia's Former-Governor George Allen again rises to defend...*

**Republicans accuse Obama of politics in Iowa visit**

The Hill - Blog – 06/28/11 10:33 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Republican leaders accused President Obama on Tuesday of being motivated by politics in his choice to visit Iowa today. Republican National Committee (RNC) Chairman Reince Priebus and Iowa GOP Chairman Matt Strawn said the president has politics in mind when he visits the Alcoa Davenport Works Fact ...faced difficulty in moving some operations to South Carolina, due to the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). “President Obama has failed to...

**Larwyn's Linx: DHS Stealth Amnesty Coverup: Even Convicted Criminals Stay**

Marathon Pundit – 06/28/11 09:28 –

Words matched: NLRB

Have a great link you'd like me to review? Drop me an email. Bloggers: you can install a Larwyn's Linx blog widget!NationDHS Stealth Amnesty Coverup: Even Convicted Criminals Stay: JW WTF: Debt Ceiling Compromise is to Slash Defense Spending?: Hot Air FEC Violation: Obama Films Campaign Ad In White ...Racism Everyone Pretends Doesn't Exist: Zilla EconomyICE Memo References NLRB as Immigration Factor: LUR The Peronist in the White House: PJM ...
NLRB International Mentions

Video: Neil’s story
Hot Air – 06/28/11 09:04 –
Words matched: NLRB
How does the current administration’s top-down economics planning impact job creation? Meet Neil Whitman, president of Dunhill Staffing Services in South Carolina, as he explains exactly how regulatory uncertainty plays into decisions to open new positions in this new video from American Job Creator.

Ex-NLRB chairman denounces partisan Obama board
Marathon Pundit – 06/27/11 22:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, nlrb
Cass Sunstein, President Obama’s regulations czar, told a group on Capitol Hill today--with a straight face, presumably—that the Bush administration was worse in regards to burdensome business regulations.

Senate won’t adjourn--recess appointments will be blocked
Marathon Pundit – 06/27/11 12:22 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, nlrb
Two of President Obama’s recent recess appointments to the National Labor Relations Board, Lafe Solomon and Craig Becker, have been making wreckage out of the economy.
...blocked Two of President Obama's recent recess appointments to the National Labor Relations Board, Lafe Solomon and Craig Becker, have been making...

Krauthammer’s Take
The Corner - National Review Online Blog – 06/27/11 11:10 –
Words matched: NLRB
From Friday night's Fox News All-Stars.
...bipartisan success at reining in benefits for public employees and the NLRB's efforts to speed up the timetable for unionization elections in...

NLRB Announces Open Meeting On New Election Rules
Workplace Prof Blog – 06/27/11 11:09 –
Words matched: NLRB
The NLRB has just announced an open meeting on their new proposed election rules. It will also cover other recommendations for other ways to improve representation procedures.

Rule would expand employers' disclosures about union organizing communications
MHA News Now Blogs – 06/27/11 10:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The Department of Labor on June 21 published a proposed rule that would expand the obligations of employers and labor relations consultants to disclose any agreements or arrangements to persuade employees about the right to organize and bargain collectively.

NLRB proposes process to speed up union elections
MHA News Now Blogs – 06/27/11 10:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board on June 22 published a proposed rule that would change the process for filing and processing petitions for union representation of employees, essentially speeding up the time between filing a petition and holding an election.

Boeing labour dispute a headache for Obama
Express Buzz – 06/29/11 07:40 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON: The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a
WASHINGTON: The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.

...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...
Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama
Star-Telegram.com – 06/29/11 06:54 –
48 other sources (CharlotteObserver.com, Seattlepi.com, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

Boeing Labor Dispute Turns Into Headache For Obama
WWSB-TV – 06/29/11 03:55 –
1 other source (WFTV Channel 9)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — The government’s labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration’s economic policies.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

Republicans turn labor dispute with Boeing into political headache for Obama
Washington Post – 06/29/11 03:36 –
1 other source (The Associated Press)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

Boeing Labor Dispute Turns Into Headache For Obama
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON (AP) — The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

What owners, players want in new CBA
Sports - ESPN – 06/29/11 02:32 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
As we watch the sandglass of time expire in the existing collective bargaining agreement between the NBA and the National Basketball Players Association, there does not appear to be much hope of a resolution prior to midnight ET Friday.
...hand, let's look at what has gone on outside the negotiations: NLRB filing On May 24, the NBPA filed an unfair labor practice complaint with the...

Tuesday, June 28 2011
Bloomberg – 06/28/11 22:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Today, the Greek government will try to push through Parliament an austerity package to avert a default on billions of euros in government debt. Success, though, will only postpone an unsavory choice that the euro area’s leaders will face sooner or later: Let Greece go and put both the European expe...thing the Obama administration has done. He is referring to the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing Co. Op-Eds Shilling :

Listen Now! AFGF Fights Back Against Anti-worker Legislation on "Inside Government"
Business Journals – 06/28/11 21:08 –
4 other sources (Washington Business Journal, PR Newswire, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON June 28 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Tune in now to AFGE's "Inside Government" as the union fights back against legislators looking to shrink the federal work force.
...Democratic Action National Director Michael J. Wilson discussed a recent National Labor Relations Board proposal to speed up union elections . Wilson...
Michele Bachmann checks the Boeing box
Politico – 06/28/11 20:53 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C.—It only took Michele Bachmann five minutes in her first South Carolina speech as a presidential candidate to attack the National Labor Relations Board for trying to block Boeing from opening a new plant in the state. 
...first South Carolina speech as a presidential candidate to attack the National Labor Relations Board for trying to block Boeing from opening a...

LA Times: Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and that Obama shares blame
Democrat Underground – 06/28/11 20:44 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
LA Times: Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and that Obama shares blame
...Romney campaign sent out to reporters, Romney attacked Obama for a National Labor Relations Board move against Boeing, which has built a new...

House passes two more jobs bills as part of GOP plan for America’s job creators
Examiner.com - Georgia – 06/28/11 20:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
(Paulding County, Georgia) – A report by the Georgia GOP states that as part of the GOP Plan for America’s Job Creators, the House passed two more jobs bills last week: a bill eliminating permit delays that stifle energy production and one streamlining the patent process to help America’s innovators.
...more. Furthermore, the Obama Administration is also taking heat for its National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) job-crushing effort to block...

New Whitewpaper Details Recent Online Organizing Successes by Unions
San Francisco Chronicle – 06/28/11 20:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Norcross, GA (PRWEB) June 28, 2011 Employee communications company Projections, Inc. has today released a whitepaper titled, "Organized Labor's Secret Online Weapons: And 5 Things You Can Do Now to Defend Your Company" with all-new updated information.
...face of the current labor-friendly administrations and pending changes to NLRB rules. Last week, the National Labor Relations Board published an...

Romney: Labor board case could cost Iowa jobs
Times Union – 06/28/11 20:31 –
3 other sources (The Washington Times, RealClearPolitics, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK (AP) — Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney accused the Obama administration on Monday of jeopardizing the very manufacturing jobs the Democratic president plans to promote when he visits an aluminum plant in Iowa.
...former governor of Massachusetts, said a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing could stifle jobs at Alcoa in Iowa.

Michele Bachmann: 2012 will be about Obama
Politico – 06/28/11 20:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C.—Michele Bachmann arrived at her first South Carolina campaign stop since declaring her presidential candidacy in a brand new campaign bus.
...tipped her hat to all three with talk about the family, the National Labor Relations Board’s controversial Boeing decision, and her role on the...

S.C. businessman says NLRB-Boeing dispute hurts him
The Asbury Park Press (AP) – 06/28/11 18:19 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
CHARLESTON, S.C. — The owner of a Charleston staffing company says in a video released by a congressional committee that a national labor lawsuit over a South Carolina Boeing plant could force his business to close.
S.C. businessman says NLRB-Boeing dispute hurts him CHARLESTON, S.C. The owner of a Charleston staffing company says in a video released by a...

Listen Now! AFGE Fights Back Against Anti-worker Legislation On "Inside Government"
The Street – 06/28/11 17:03 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

NLRB-FOIA-00002367
WASHINGTON, June 28, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Tune in now to AFGE's "Inside Government" as the union fights back against legislators looking to shrink the federal work force.

Democratic Action National Director Michael J. Wilson discussed a recent National Labor Relations Board proposal to speed up union elections. Wilson

**DINE: Industry strife doesn't need demagogues**
The Washington Times – 06/28/11 16:50 –

**NLRB Rule Would Burden Employers with Fast-Track Union Elections**
Free Republic – 06/28/11 16:03 –

**Union-Busting Tactics More Pervasive Than Previously Thought: Study**
The Huffington Post – 06/28/11 15:48 –

**Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and that Obama shares blame**
Orlando Sentinel – 06/28/11 14:01 –

**The Peronist in the White House**
Free Republic – 06/28/11 13:57 –

**Charleston businessman says NLRB dispute hurts him**
Seattlepi.com – 06/28/11 13:56 –

**Oversight committee makes NLRB-Boeing fight personal**
Daily Caller – 06/28/11 13:56 –

**Obama Extends Helping Hand to Businesses**
Kiplinger – 06/28/11 13:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
As the 2012 election looms, the White House tries to mend fences by delaying
government rules that might lead to layoffs and cut investment.
...of hours that long-haul truckers must rest between shifts. The National Labor
Relations Board will also remain firmly on the side of workers.

**Weekends Mean More Work for Many Americans**
Fox Business – 06/28/11 13:40 –
Words matched: NLRB
Sleeping late on a Saturday or Sunday doesn’t seem to be an option for more than
one-third of working Americans. According to a recent survey from the National
Labor Relations Bureau, 35% of the nation’s workforce doesn’t have the weekend
off.
...men have historically clocked more hours than women, and according to the NLRB
still work on average 40 minutes more per day than women.

**Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and Obama shares blame**
Los Angeles Times – 06/28/11 13:21 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Before President Obama set foot in Iowa to visit an Alcoa plant, Mitt Romney’s
campaign released an interview in which the former Massachusetts governor blasted
the president for an National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing
Co. which he says threatens jobs both in South Carolina an
...which the former Massachusetts governor blasted the president for an National
Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co. which he...

**NYT: (Obama’s) N.L.R.B. Rules Would Streamline Unionizing**
Democratic Underground – 06/28/11 12:29 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NYT: (Obama’s) N.L.R.B. Rules Would Streamline Unionizing
...21, 2011 In a move that pleased labor unions, the National Labor Relations
Board proposed new rules on Tuesday to speed up unionization elections.

**Charleston businessman says he fears to close company if NLRB succeeds in Boeing suit**
The Republic (AP) – 06/28/11 12:06 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
CHARLESTON, S.C. — The owner of a Charleston staffing company says in a video
released by a congressional committee that a national labor lawsuit over a South
Carolina Boeing plant could force his business to close.
Charleston businessman says he fears to close company if NLRB succeeds in Boeing suit CHARLESTON, S.C. The owner of a Charleston staffing...

**Mitt Romney: ‘Obama Will Cost This Company Jobs,’ Company: ‘No, He Won’t’**
TPMDC – 06/28/11 10:56 –
Words matched: NLRB
Mitt Romney took a dig at President Obama for visiting an Alcoa plant in Iowa,
saying the White House’s labor appointees will soon force them to lay off workers.
...independent agency whose members are appointed by the White House. The NLRB
recently sided with unions in Washington State who claim that a new...

**Republicans accuse Obama of politics in Iowa visit**
The Hill – 06/28/11 10:33 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Republican leaders accused President Obama on Tuesday of being motivated by
politics in his choice to visit Iowa today. Republican National Committee (RNC)
Chairman Reince Priebus and Iowa GOP Chairman Matt Strawn said the president
has politics in mind when he visits the Alcoa Davenport Works Fact
...faced difficulty in moving some operations to South Carolina, due to the National
Labor Relations Board (NLRB). “President Obama has failed to...

**Mitt Romney: Labor board case could cost Iowa jobs**
Boston Herald (AP) – 06/28/11 09:56 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney accused the Obama
administration on Monday of jeopardizing the very manufacturing jobs the
Democratic president plans to promote when he visits an aluminum plant in Iowa.
...former governor of Massachusetts, said a lawsuit filed by the National Labor
Relations Board against Boeing could stifle jobs at Alcoa in Iowa.

**Labor Board Case Could Cost Iowa Jobs**
Aol Jobs – 06/28/11 09:25 –

[Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA]
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
By THOMAS BEAUMONT NEW YORK -- Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney accused the Obama administration on Monday of jeopardizing the very manufacturing jobs the Democratic president plans to promote when he visits an aluminum plant in Iowa.

...former governor of Massachusetts, said a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing could stifle jobs at Alcoa in Iowa.

Pacific Beach Hotel violated U.S. labor law, agency rules
Honolulu Star-Advertiser – 06/28/11 08:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The hotel is ordered to reinstate workers and pay back wages and union expenses ...legal options in the wake of a recent decision from the National Labor Relations Board that found the hotel violated numerous provisions of federal...

Deadly Attack in Kabul's Luxury Hotel; Fires, Floods Threaten U.S. Nukes
LexisNexis – 06/28/11 01:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Eliot Spitzer, Tom Foreman Bette Dam, Erin Cunningham, James Rubin, Patricia Degennaro, Michio Kaku, Herman Cain, Saiz Ahmed At least eight people dead in an attack on Kabul's Intercontinental Hotel by Taliban insurgents. ...Street, give me one example. CAIN: Let's take what the National Labor Relations Board did recently to Boeing in South Carolina. SPITZER: Right.

Obama's Choice on Jobs: Politics or Policy
Yahoo! Finance US – 06/27/11 17:08 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Bill George is a professor of management practice at Harvard Business School and a former chairman and chief executive of Medtronic. He is the author of four best-selling books, including "True North.

...5,000 jobs. But there is a problem: Mr. Obama's National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing to stop production for locating in a right-to-work...

From National Right to Work Committee - Call Your Senators!
Gather – 06/27/11 14:41 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Received today: Dear Marilyn, Should the U.S. Senate let President Barack Obama install radical forced-unionism zealots at the Department of Labor (DOL) without a confirmation vote? TOMORROW, the U.

...officials at key positions at DOL and other federal agencies like the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and National Mediation Board (NMB).

NLRB Prominent Mentions

Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama
Congoo News – 06/29/11 07:24 –
14 other sources (GreenvilleOnline.com (AP), WTOC 11, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON -¼. The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama. Related readings: Outraged Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant.

Fred F. Holroyd: Federal action against Boeing bad sign for future jobs - Op-Ed Commentaries - The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be
The Charleston Gazette – 06/29/11 07:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The National Labor Relations Board issued a formal complaint against Boeing Company on April 20, alleging that Boeing transferred production of some of its 787 Dreamliner passenger airplanes from its plant in Washington State to its plant in South Carolina because the union employees in its Washington...

Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama - AP Politics - The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be displayed properly. We recom
The Charleston Gazette – 06/29/11 03:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
From congressional hearings to presidential debates, outraged Republicans are
keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant.

**NLRB denies Mulcahy appeal in Aspen Skiing Co. case**

**Aspen Times (AP) – 06/29/11 03:09 –**

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

ASPEN — The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has denied an appeal of its earlier decision that former Aspen Skiing Co. ski instructor was unlawfully terminated.

**Labor complaint filed against Pocono Medical Center over employee firing**

**Pocono Record (AP) – 06/29/11 00:19 –**

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

For the Pocono Record The National Labor Relations Board has filed a formal complaint against Pocono Medical Center following a two-month investigation into the firing of an employee.

**National Labor Relations Board takes aim at social media**

**Dolan Media Company – 06/28/11 20:42 –**

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

by Correy Stephenson Dolan Media News wires BOSTON, MA -- Employers -- including law firms -- need to take a closer look at their social media policies and how they enforce those policies in light of recent actions taken by the National Labor Relations Board.

**AED: Administration Proposes Pro-Union Rules**

**ForconstructionPros.com – 06/28/11 18:17 –**

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Confirming the business community's worst fears, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and the Department of Labor (DoL) are once again using the rulemaking process to circumvent Congress to implement big labor's policy priorities.

**Support Grows For NLRB Rule Change**

**AFL-CIO – 06/28/11 18:14 –**

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Share Support continues to pour in for the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB's) proposed rule designed to ensure a fair process for workers who want to vote on whether to form a union.

**Pacific Beach Hotel violated U.S. labor law, agency rules (The Honolulu Star-Advertiser) - 28 Jun 03:00**

**Hotel Online – 06/28/11 17:42 –**

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

By Allison Schaefer, The Honolulu Star-AdvertiserMcClatchy-Tribune Regional News June 28-Pacific Beach Hotel management is reviewing its legal options in the wake of a recent decision from the National Labor Relations Board that found the hotel violated numerous provisions of federal labor law.

**Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and that Obama shares blame**

**Congoo News – 06/28/11 16:45 –**

1 other source (FOX 13)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Before President Obama set foot in Iowa to visit an Alcoa plant, Mitt Romney's campaign released an interview in which the former Massachusetts governor blasts the president for a National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co.

**Union Seeks New Vote at N.Y. Target**

**Supermarket News – 06/28/11 16:12 –**

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

WESTBURY, N.Y. — The union that lost a recent election to organize a New York Target store said Tuesday that it had filed objections with the National Labor Relations Board to the retailer's conduct during the course of the election and said it would seek a new election.

**Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and Obama shares blame**

**The 33-KDAF-TV – 06/28/11 13:21 –**

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Before President Obama set foot in Iowa to visit an Alcoa plant, Mitt Romney's campaign released an interview in which the former Massachusetts governor blasted the president for an National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co. which he says threatens jobs both in South Carolina an

**Real Union Enemy Isn’t Boeing, It’s Competition**
The liberal writer John B. Judis, who means to offer a compliment, says it “may be the most radical thing the Obama administration has done.” He is referring to the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing Co.

From the Honolulu Star-Advertiser Hawaii’s Pacific Beach Hotel Violated U.S. Labor Law, Agency Rules

The hotel is ordered to reinstate workers and pay back wages and union expenses...legal fees.” The NLRB, a federal agency that investigates unfair labor practices, upheld most provisions that were outlined in an earlier decision.

In the last half-century of American organized labor, the deck has rarely been so stacked against workers, say labor historians. When it comes to union-busting, employers’ tactics are more pervasive than previously thought, according to a new working study produced by the Institute for Social and E...
LEADING THE NEWS

Supreme Court
Senate Panel Discusses Wal-Mart Case As Part of High Court’s ‘Pro-Business’ Tilt
A Senate Democratic leader June 29 decried the U.S. Supreme Court’s recent decisions in Wal-Mart Stores Inc. v. Dukes and AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion as the latest examples of a pro-business court intent on denying individual...

NEWS

AFL-CIO
Podhorzer Named AFL-CIO Political Director
Michael Podhorzer, the acting political director of the AFL-CIO, has been named to direct the federation’s political program, AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka announced June 28....

Agriculture
California Governor Vetoes Bill Giving Farmworkers Card Check Option
SACRAMENTO, Calif.—As dozens of farmworkers held a vigil outside his office, Gov. Jerry Brown (D) vetoed a bill (S.B. 104) an hour before his midnight deadline June 28 that would have given them the option of using a card check election...

Airlines
Flight Attendants at United Continental Pick AFA Over IAM as Post-Merger Union
Flight attendants at United Continental Holdings Inc. have chosen the Association of Flight Attendants-Communications Workers of America over the International Association of Machinists to represent them in collective bargaining,...

Discrimination
No Retaliation Claim for Worker Who Witnessed Sex in the Closet
The retaliation complaint of a former grounds worker, who alleged he was subjected to sexual harassment when he witnessed a supervisor having sex with another employee in a supply closet and was fired after he complained about the incident,…

Employment
Former President Clinton, AFL-CIO Announce Job Creation Partnership
CHICAGO—President Bill Clinton, together with the leadership of the AFL-CIO, announced a major job creation initiative June 29 that will invest assets from union pension funds into national infrastructure projects, facilitate…

Equal Pay Act
New Orleans Anesthesiologist Can Keep Pay Offered as Bonus for Post-Katrina Extra Work
A federal appeals court June 28 affirmed a judgment awarding an anesthesiologist Equal Pay Act (EPA) damages after finding that a hospital failed to prove that it had acceptable reasons for paying a male physician, but not the plaintiff, a bonus…

FMLA
Durbin, Maloney Offer Bill to Allow Workers To Take Leave for Same-Sex Spouse, Others
Assistant Senate Majority Leader Richard Durbin (D-Ill.) and Rep. Carolyn Maloney (D-N.Y.) recently introduced legislation (H.R. 2364) that would allow employees to take unpaid leave to care for a same-sex spouse or partner, parent-in-law,…

Government Contracts
DOD Final Rule Extends Prohibition On Mandatory Arbitration of Title VII Claims
The Defense Department June 29 issued a final rule extending an existing restriction on the use of mandatory arbitration agreements for contracts in excess of $1 million (76 Fed. Reg. 38,047)....

Government Contracts
Rule Would Ensure Contractor Employees Are Aware of Definition of 'Sexual Assault'
The Defense Department June 29 issued a final rule to amend the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement to ensure contractor employees accompanying U.S. Armed Forces are made aware of the department's definition of sexual…

Health Care Employees
Kaleida, Three Unions Reach Agreement On Contract for 8,000 Workers in Buffalo
Kaleida Health Care and three unions June 28 reached tentative agreement on a new two-year master contract for some 8,000 workers at five hospitals and other facilities in Buffalo, N.Y., just hours before a strike authorization vote was scheduled...

Hiring
June Help-Wanted Ads Decline by 99,700
To Nearly 4.4 Million, Conference Board Says
The number of online help-wanted ads declined in June by 99,700, or about 2.2 percent, to nearly 4.4 million, the Conference Board said June 29....

Immigration
Obama Calls for Immigration Overhaul, Does Not Support Stand-Alone E-Verify Bill
President Obama June 29 reiterated his support for a comprehensive immigration bill and made clear that he does not support stand-alone E-Verify legislation....

Job Training
DOL Awards $84 Million in Farmworker Jobs Grants
The Labor Department has awarded $83,941,360 in grants through the National Farmworker Jobs Program to provide career training and housing assistance to migrant and seasonal farmworkers, DOL announced June 29....

NAFTA
DOT Not Expected to Make Wholesale Changes to Mexico Trucking Proposal
The Transportation Department will clarify and tweak some matters in its planned cross-border trucking pilot program with Mexico but does not anticipate "wholesale changes" to what was proposed, a DOT official said June 29....

New Publications
BNA Books Publishes Pregnancy Discrimination Act Volume

NLRA
Bill Proposes Eliminating NLRB Jurisdiction Over Tribal-Owned Concerns on Indian Lands
Rep. Kristi Noem (R-N.D.) offered legislation (H.R. 2335) June 23 that would amend the National Labor Relations Act to exclude tribal-owned enterprises on Indian lands from the definition of an "employer" under the federal labor...
the adoption of MEPs by small employers, a benefits...

*Safety & Health*

**Jury Acquits Two Companies in 2007 Deaths Of Workers at Colorado Hydroelectric Plant**

DENVER—A federal jury June 28 found two companies not guilty of criminal violations of occupational safety and health laws in the 2007 deaths of five workers in a fire at a Georgetown, Colo., hydroelectric plant (United States v. Xcel...)

*Safety & Health*

**MSHA Officials Reveal Massey Kept Two Sets Of Safety Records for Upper Big Branch Mine**

Massey Energy Co. kept two sets of records on safety hazards at its Upper Big Branch mine, where 29 miners died in April 2010, top officials of the Labor Department’s Mine Safety and Health Administration revealed at a June 29 briefing...

*Unfair Labor Practices*

**President Obama Comments on Boeing Case: Firms Free to Relocate, Must Follow the Law**

President Barack Obama commented briefly on the highly publicized National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. in a White House press conference June 29....

**SPECIAL REPORT**

*Safety & Health*

**Comments on Musculoskeletal Disorder Recordkeeping Proposal Show Deep Divisions**

Business interests, labor groups, and public interest advocates are deeply divided over how the Labor Department's Occupational Safety and Health Administration should proceed with its proposed recordkeeping rule and whether it...

**CONVENTION REPORT**

*Teamsters*

**Card-Check Agreement Announced at IBT Meeting At UPS Freight**

LAS VEGAS—The International Brotherhood of Teamsters June 28 announced at its 28th international convention that it had reached a voluntary card check agreement with UPS Freight, allowing the union to gather signatures of clerks...

*Teamsters*

**Teamsters Delegates Approve Resolutions On Political Action Committee, Elections**

LAS VEGAS—Delegates to the convention of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters June 29 approved two resolutions related to the union's political activities, including a resolution supporting, among other things, the...
Collective Bargaining

Review of 2011 Bargaining Data Shows
Average First-Year Wage Hike of 1.4 Percent

An analysis of collective bargaining data compiled by BNA through June 27 for all settlements showed that the average first-year wage increase was 1.4 percent, compared with 1.6 percent in the comparable period of 2010. The median first-year...

Major Settlements Reported to Date in 2011
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Key Individuals

- **Romanian Man Sentenced to 48 Months in Prison for Role in International Fraud Scheme Involving Online Auction Websites**
  - **TMCnet.com** – 06/30/11 07:01 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - Jun 30, 2011 (JUSTICE DEPARTMENT DOCUMENTS AND PUBLICATIONS/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Wednesday, June 29, 2011
  - Romanian Man Sentenced to 48 Months in Prison for Role in International Fraud Scheme Involving Online Auction Websites WASHINGTON -- A Romanian man was sentenced today to 48 months in prison for his role in moving and hiding the illicit proceeds of an international fraud scheme, announced Assistant Attorney General Lanny A.
  - ...Chicago case is being prosecuted by Assistant U.S. Attorney Brian Hayes with the Northern District of Illinois. The Washington case is being...

- **Obama passes NLRB buck**
  - Post and Courier (AP) – 06/30/11 00:51 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - President Barack Obama called it a "good thing" Wednesday that Boeing decided to put a new aircraft plant in the United States instead of in a foreign nation.
  - ...hide behind the "independent agency" excuse for NLRB acting general counsel
Lafe Solomon’s far-fetched case against Boeing. However, the president...

**Pro-union rulings stir up debate**

**Kansas City** – 06/29/11 23:25 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Organized labor has lost a lot of clout over the last decade but recently received some power boosts. The National Labor Relations Board last week proposed regulations that would give labor a better chance to win union-organizing elections. ...an unfair labor charge filed in April by the board’s chief lawyer. Lafe Solomon, acting as the agency’s top prosecutor, charged Boeing Corp.

**Government ‘convinced’ IMF under Lagardere will back cut in bailout rate**

**Irish Times** – 06/29/11 19:45 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes

THE GOVERNMENT is “absolutely convinced” the International Monetary Fund will remain supportive of a reduction in the cost of Ireland’s bailout under the leadership of Christine Lagarde, Minister of State for Finance Brian Hayes has said. ...bailout under the leadership of Christine Lagarde, Minister of State for Finance Brian Hayes has said. Ms Lagarde, who stepped down as France s...

**NLRB launches review of Los Angeles and Winston Salem regional offices, part of restructuring study**

**Democratic Underground** – 06/29/11 18:17 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon

NLRB launches review of Los Angeles and Winston Salem regional offices, part of restructuring study ...making the best use of new technologies, Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon announced today. The review was prompted by the recent retirements ...

**Obama dodges question on NLRB’s Boeing suit**

**Lucianne.com** – 06/29/11 20:55 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon

During his press conference, President Obama just dodged a question about whether the suit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing was contributing to a bad regulatory environment that was hurting businesses. ...filed by Obama’s appointed (but unconfirmed) pick for general counsel, Lafe Solomon, but Obama hasn't directly addressed the suit. Asked about it...

**Manager urged to clarify future of A&E at St Columcille’s Hospital**

**Dublin People** – 06/29/11 17:38 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes

THERE have been calls on Health Minister James Reilly to clarify the Government's position on the future of services at St Columcille’s Hospital in Loughlinstown. ...s. in an adjournment debate in the Dail on Thursday (June 16) Deputy Brian Hayes (FG), speaking on behalf of Minister Reilly, said: There is...

**Obama Says ‘Balanced Approach’ Needed to Reduce Deficit**

**Bloomberg Businessweek** – 06/29/11 14:58 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon

(Updates with Obama remarks on economy, debt ceiling, beginning in first paragraph.) June 29 (Bloomberg) -- President Barack Obama cast his disagreements with Republicans in deficit negotiations as a struggle between the interests of hedge-fund managers and corporate jet owners against those of the ...because labor and management can't come to a sensible agreement. Lafe Solomon, the National Labor Relations Board's acting general counsel, filed...

**Deficit Fight Pits Fund Chiefs vs. Elderly: Obama**

**Bloomberg** – 06/29/11 14:43 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon

President Barack Obama cast his disagreements with Republicans in deficit negotiations as a struggle between the interests of hedge-fund managers and corporate jet owners against those of the elderly and college students as he pressed
congressional leaders to accept tax increases.

...because labor and management can’t come to a sensible agreement. Lafe Solomon, the National Labor Relations Board’s acting general counsel, filed...

**Boeing Complaint: Obama Declines To Back Own Labor Board (VIDEO)**
The Huffington Post – 06/29/11 13:59 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
WASHINGTON -- At a press conference today, President Obama was asked for his take on the controversial spat between the federal labor board and the Boeing Company.

...had an existing workforce of unionized employees. The general counsel, Lafe Solomon, alleged that Boeing’s move was illegal retaliation against...

**Boeing, NLRB, and Obama’s Proxy**
Seattle Weekly – 06/29/11 11:32 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
The labor fight no one wants to be left out of.

...Congress have threatened to derail the appointment confirmation of NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon. Meanwhile, Rep. Darrell Issa (R -Also Not...

**Around the greens - June 29**
North Wales Chronicle – 06/29/11 10:49 –
1 other source (North Wales Pioneer)
Words matched: Brian Hayes
Welsh Counties League THIS WEEK the Welsh Counties League paired St Asaph against hosts Conway in what looked a tight game, the visitors higher up the table in the last game before the turn in the fixtures.

with Andy Jones returning the only winning card 21-13 against Esclusham captain Brian Hayes. The home side had the game in the bag with a Geoff...

**S.C. Immigration Law Will Burden Businesses**
Free Times – 06/29/11 09:10 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
BY DAN COOK It’s not just illegal immigrants who will bear the brunt of South Carolina’s new immigration law — it’s also local law enforcement agencies and businesses.

...April 20th, Senator Lindsey Graham communicated with NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon in one or more attempts to pressure him not to do...
Collective bargaining is a right, not a privilege!

peoplesworld – 06/29/11 17:42 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Today, We Are Ohio, a coalition of unions and other supporters of worker rights, filed nearly 1.3 million signatures to force a repeal referendum on Ohio Gov. ..."entitlement." The governor must not have read U.S. labor law. The National Labor Relations Act, which has been the law of the land since 1935, says it...

Jerry Brown, who once advanced farm workers rights, vetoes a bill that would’ve eased unionization

Southern California Public Radio – 06/29/11 16:47 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Mail Print Comment (2) Back during his first turn as governor, Jerry Brown signed the 1975 historic Agricultural Labor Relations Act that established collective bargaining rights for California’s farm workers. ...given the right to organize themselves, having been left out of the National Labor Relations Act enacted in 1935; in signing California’s law,

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE TRAINING

Federal Business Opportunities – 06/29/11 15:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

COMBINED SYNOPSIS/SOLICITATION PURCHASE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE TRAINING (i) This is a combined solicitation/synthesis for a commercial item prepared in accordance with the format in FAR Subpart 12.


34--Computerized Numerically Controlled (CNC) 3 Axis Vertical Turning and Boring Machines

Federal Business Opportunities – 06/29/11 15:02 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

The Naval Sea Systems Command, Washington, DC has a requirement for two (2) Computerized Numerically Controlled (CNC) 3 Axis Vertical Turning and Boring Machines.

...Eligible Veterans 52.222-40 Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act 52.223-18 Contractor Policy to Ban Text Messaging...

ABC PRAISES BILL TO PROTECT WORKERS AND EMPLOYERS FROM UNION ABUSE

ABC – 06/29/11 13:54 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

ABC June 24 praised the introduction of the Truth in Employment Act of 2011 (H.R. 2153) by Rep. Steve King (R – Iowa). The measure would amend the National Labor Relations Act to make clear that an employer is not required to hire any person who is not a "bona fide applicant" because the applicant i

...Rep. Steve King (R Iowa). The measure would amend the National Labor Relations Act to make clear that an employer is not required to hire any...

X–WCPAC

Federal Business Opportunities – 06/29/11 11:58 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
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Q–Medical Assistant

Federal Business Opportunities – 06/29/11 11:53 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Federal Business Opportunities – 06/29/11 09:17 –</th>
<th>06/29/11 09:17 – Federal Business Opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Act</td>
<td>Please read the entire solicitation carefully before submitting your quote. Quote not conforming to the specifications herein will be disqualified and discarded. 793). (vii) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (DEC 2010) (E.O. 13496). Flow down required in...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Act</td>
<td>PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE: Services required herein shall be for a one year period with four one-year pre-priced options for renewal, as follows: Base Year: June 01, 2011 through September 30, 2011 Option Period Year 1: October 01, 2012 through September 30, 2013 Option Period Year 2: October 01, 201...U.S.C. 4212). [[(30) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (DEC 2010) (E.O. 13496). [ (31) 52.222-54,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obama on NLRB/Boeing Case: In General, Companies Have the “Freedom to Relocate”</th>
<th>06/29/11 12:02 – Obama on NLRB/Boeing Case: In General, Companies Have the “Freedom to Relocate”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA</td>
<td>President Obama was asked today about the decision by the National Labor Relations Board with respect to Boeing, and you can see his answer above. He said that the NLRB is an independent agency and that there's a pending judicial matter. ...Relocate President Obama was asked today about the decision by the National Labor Relations Board with respect to Boeing, and you can see his...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Act</td>
<td>Nearly every day fo...agricultural and domestic workers accorded the right to unionize under the National Labor Relations Act (though farm workers have won this right...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pro-union rulings stir up debate</th>
<th>06/29/11 23:25 – Pro-union rulings stir up debate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Act</td>
<td>Organized labor has lost a lot of clout over the last decade but recently received some power boosts. The National Labor Relations Board last week proposed regulations that would give labor a better chance to win union-organizing elections. ...agency s top prosecutor, charged Boeing Corp. with violating the National Labor Relations Act after Boeing s CEO let slip that a production line...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scott Walker: Collective Bargaining Is an “Expensive Entitlement.” Um, No</th>
<th>06/29/11 00:09 – Scott Walker: Collective Bargaining Is an “Expensive Entitlement.” Um, No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act</td>
<td>Scott Walker, the man who lit the fuse of 2011’s nationwide union protests, made the not-so-shocking admission that his administration &quot;had not built enough of the case&quot; to slash collective bargaining rights for public...trade unions for the protection of his interests. Then there's the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) here in the US, which &quot;explicitly grants...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
ABC PRAISES BILL TO PROTECT WORKERS AND EMPLOYERS FROM UNION ABUSE

ABC – 06/29/11 13:54 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
ABC June 24 praised the introduction of the Truth in Employment Act of 2011 (H.R. 2153) by Rep. Steve King (R – Iowa). The measure would amend the National Labor Relations Act to make clear that an employer is not required to hire any person who is not a "bona fide applicant" because the applicant i

Unions Harassing Boeing Via Government

RedState – 06/30/11 07:18 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Reported foxnews.com recently: ‘Republicans are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing and get out of the way of job creation, though Democrats argue Boeing is violating the law by retaliating against union employees.
...Reported foxnews.com recently: Republicans are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing and get...

Cut, Cap, and Balance

Daylife – 06/30/11 06:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
There are simply no greater job destroyers than rogue agencies such as the Environmental Protection Agency, which is hell-bent on imposing job-crushing energy restrictions that Congress already rejected; the National Labor Relations Board (staffed by.
which is hell-bent on imposing job-crushing energy restrictions that Congress already rejected; the National Labor Relations Board (staffed by...

Online Only: America needs better leader than Obama

Irondequoit Post – 06/30/11 05:14 –
1 other source (MPNnow)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Canandaigua, N.Y. — You look on PBS at photos of U.S. soldiers recently slain in Afghanistan, you think how awful it is, you hope something can improve things and some days later you cringe as President Obama announces a plan that will put our troops at even more risk.
...appointment of an ideological radical, he has colluded with the National Labor Relations Board in aiming to please union buddies by essentially ...

Morning Briefing for June 30, 2011

RedState – 06/30/11 04:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
RedState Morning Briefing For June 30, 2011 Go to www.RedStateMB.com to get the Morning Briefing every morning at no charge. 1. Give What You Can 2. ...against Obama s stimulus program. 3. Obama Gingerly Weighs In On NLRB Attack On Boeing Jobs 4. Strategic Petroleum Reserve to be Renamed The ...

UPDATE 1-Obama weighs in on Boeing dispute, pushes jobs

MashGet – 06/30/11 03:19 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Wed Jun 29, 2011 7:57pm EDT * Says wants to keep domestic airplane industry strong WASHINGTON, June 29 (Reuters) - U.S. President Barack Obama said on Wednesday companies should have the freedom to relocate their factories to create jobs, but he declined to comment on a government dispute with Boe ...
...[A.N] over a new non-union plant. In April, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) lodged a complaint against Boeing, saying its decision to...

ICE Agents Siam Obama Administration’s Immigration Policy

Family Security Matters – 06/30/11 03:13 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Jim Kouri, CPP Print This E-mail This ShareThis Comments (0) Last year, Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents’ union officials throughout the nation issued a unanimous no confidence vote in that agency's Director John Morton on behalf of ICE officers, agents and employees nationwide citing ...command -- such as the Environmental Protection Agency, the National Labor Relations Board, and other government entities -- President Barack...
...appointment of an ideological radical, he has colluded with the Teamsters. Three victorious National Labor Relations Board trials later, McCaw is still appealing ...

ICE agents slam Obama immigration policy
Renew America – 06/30/11 01:58 –
1 other source (Canada Free Press)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Last year, Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents’ union officials throughout the nation issued a unanimous no confidence vote in that agency's Director John Morton on behalf of ICE officers, agents and employees nationwide citing gross mismanagement within the Agency as well as efforts within I...his command such as the Environmental Protection Agency, the National Labor Relations Board, and other government entities President Barack Obama...

Obama passes NLRB buck
Post and Courier (AP) – 06/30/11 00:51 –
NLRB
President Barack Obama called it a “good thing” Wednesday that Boeing decided to put a new aircraft plant in the United States instead of in a foreign nation. Obama passes NLRB buck President Barack Obama called it a "good thing " Wednesday that Boeing decided to put a new aircraft plant in the United ...

America needs a better leader than Obama
PhillyBurbs.com – 06/30/11 00:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
You look on PBS at photos of U.S. soldiers recently slain in Afghanistan, you think how awful it is, you hope something can improve things, and some days later you cringe as President Barack Obama announces a plan that will put our troops at even more risk.
...appointment of an ideological radical, he has colluded with the National Labor Relations Board in aiming to please union buddies by essentially ...

Boeing becomes headache for Obama
TheState.com – 06/30/11 00:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Dispute draws criticism; president says plant shouldn't have to close
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. Obama...

Obama steps into Boeing situation: NLRB's unpopular lawsuit an unwanted distraction
Post and Courier (AP) – 06/30/11 00:23 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON -- The government's labor dispute over Boeing Co.'s North Charleston aircraft plant is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.
Obama steps into Boeing situation: NLRB's unpopular lawsuit an unwanted distraction WASHINGTON -- The government's labor dispute over Boeing...

Lawyers asking $1.1M for Lake View condo
BlockShopper Chicago – 08/30/11 00:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Jonathan M. Weis and Lisa Weis have listed for sale a four-bedroom, 3.5-bath condo at 745 W. Buckingham Pl. in Lake View for $1.1 million. The Weises paid $800,000 for the condo in Aug.
...Law. Ms. Weis is a labor law attorney. She has worked with the National Labor Relations Board. She has a B.S. degree from Cornell University and...

To The Point: NLRB exceeds authority in assault on Boeing Company
Daily Reveille – 06/30/11 00:13 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Like most federal agencies, the National Labor Relations Board has grossly expanded its authority to address labor issues outside of its original, legitimate jurisdiction.
To The Point: NLRB exceeds authority in assault on Boeing Company Like most federal agencies, the National Labor Relations Board has grossly...
Lockout is coming to NBA, and it'll be here for some time
Tri-City Herald – 06/30/11 00:01 –
2 other sources (Fresno Bee, The Island Packet)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
LOS ANGELES Only a last-ditch negotiating session Thursday on a new collective bargaining agreement stands between the NBA and the midnight EDT deadline when it could lock out its players.
Why would the union go to court? A court, or the National Labor Relations Board, might rule in its favor, as the federal court in Minnesota...

McKinley Critical of EPA’s Deadline For Coal-Fired Power Plants
State Journal – 06/29/11 22:36 –
Words matched: NLRB
The freshman Congressman says the forced compliance on emissions will have a devastating effect on the Mountain State.

Drilling Debate Heats Up in W.Va.
State Journal – 06/29/11 22:19 –
Words matched: NLRB
Photo Credit: The State Journal file photo As Morgantown and other cities craft their own Marcellus shale drilling policies, lawmakers say they are committed to passing a regulatory bill, possibly as soon as August.

Leaders Need to Lead In Marcellus Debate
State Journal – 06/29/11 22:19 –
Words matched: NLRB
Whether you agree or disagree with Morgantown's ban on hydraulic fracturing within one mile of city limits, the fact the ordinance was needed indicates state lawmakers are passing the buck.

Obama says US companies need freedom to relocate
KFVS12 – 06/29/11 22:16 –
162 other sources (The Island Packet, Idaho Statesman, ...
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Posted: Wednesday, June 29, 2011 12:47 PM EST Updated: Wednesday, June 29, 2011 1:07 PM EST WASHINGTON (AP) - President Barack Obama says it would defy common sense for Boeing Co.
...was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...

Boeing labor dispute causing problems for White House
InsideBayArea.com – 06/29/11 22:01 –
2 other sources (Pasadena Star-News (AP), Press-Telegram (AP))
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

Obama dodges question on NLRB's Boeing suit
Lucianne.com – 06/29/11 20:55 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
During his press conference, President Obama just dodged a question about whether the suit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing was contributing to a bad regulatory environment that was hurting businesses.
Obama dodges question on NLRB's Boeing suit During his press conference , President Obama just dodged a question about whether the suit filed...

Press Conference by the President
EIN Presswire – 06/29/11 20:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
East Room 11:40 A.M. EDT THE PRESIDENT: Good morning, everybody. Have a seat, please. I just want to say a few words about the economy before I take your questions.
...repeatedly cites is the regulatory environment. So do you think that the NLRB
complaint against Boeing, that this has created some of the --

ITV Studios Producer Wrongfully Terminated For Supporting WGAE – Deadline.com
Daily Me – 06/29/11 19:57 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The National Labor Relations Board has issued a formal complaint against ITV Studios, the company behind such TV series as The First 48 and Four Weddings, charging that it wrongfully terminated a longtime producer for his support of the .
...Producer Wrongfully Terminated For Supporting WGAE Deadline.com The National Labor Relations Board has issued a formal complaint against ITV...

Transcript of Obama press conference
The News-Gazette – 06/29/11 19:42 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Here is a transcript of a press conference today by President Obama. Transcript provided by the White House. THE PRESIDENT: Good morning, everybody. Have a seat, please.
...repeatedly cites is the regulatory environment. So do you think that the NLRB complaint against Boeing, that this has created some of the --

Want to read President Obama's speech? It's right here!
WHP-TV 21 – 06/29/11 19:39 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
PRESS CONFERENCE BY THE PRESIDENT East Room 11:40 A.M. EDT THE PRESIDENT: Good morning, everybody. Have a seat, please. I just want to say a few words about the economy before I take your questions.
...repeatedly cites is the regulatory environment. So do you think that the NLRB complaint against Boeing, that this has created some of the --

Obama frames 2012 campaign
Union Leader – 06/29/11 19:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Barack Obama's 2012 message will revolve around what his aides call “the contrast” — a portrayal of Obama as a responsible, moderate adult harassed by peevish and infantile Republicans.
...unions and conservatives, Obama refused to weigh in on the National Labor Relations Board s complaint alleging that Boeing located a new plant...

Obama on NLRB/Boeing Case: In General, Companies Have the “Freedom to Relocate”
BuzzTracker – 06/29/11 19:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
President Obama was asked today about the decision by the National Labor Relations Board with respect to Boeing, and you can see his answer in the video. Obama on NLRB/Boeing Case: In General, Companies Have the Freedom to Relocate President Obama was asked today about the decision by the National ...

Right-To-Work States Working
Yahoo! Finance Canada – 06/29/11 19:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Obama on Boeing: US companies need freedom to relocate
The Island Packet – 06/29/11 18:54 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON — President Barack Obama says it would defy common sense for Boeing Co. to have to shut down a new aircraft plant or lay off workers as a result of a labor dispute with the government.
...was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...

Pocono Wednesday: $20 sandpaper caper, gas rollback, turtle love
Pocono Record (AP) – 06/29/11 18:39 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Well, this person's escape from police custody didn't last so long. The man is back in custody after a brief manhunt in Smithfield Township on Wednesday — and it was all prompted by an alleged theft of $20 in sandpaper.
...was targeted because she spoke out against management. Now the National Labor Relations Board is getting involved. Several items on the police...

Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Words matched</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Kevin Drum’s Guest Bloggers Upholding The [ahem] Fine Standards He Has Created There | The Liberty Papers                          | 06/29/11 18:33| National Labor Relations Board                                 | Obama: keep this group (and their web sites) in mind when they target your just cause. They are [ahem] credible and clueless as himself.  
...to the scholars at Cornell University Law School. Or as the National Labor Relations Board's website puts it, the NLRA protects employees rights... |
...was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...

**MSHA Update Cites Conflicting Hazard Reports at UBB**

*State Journal* – 06/29/11 16:03 –

*Words matched:* NLRB

A small amount of methane ignited a coal dust explosion, officials said. **...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program**

3. **W.Va. Attorney:** NLRB’s Kevin Stricklin said no one should have died in the UBB mine explosion in April 2010. **...in the UBB mine explosion in April 2010.**

**Herman Cain reveals economic plan**

*Investor Village* – 06/29/11 15:49 –

*Words matched:* NLRB

Herman Cain announced an economic plan Wednesday that includes eliminating taxes on capital gains. The former CEO of Godfather’s Pizza turned presidential candidate, known for usually speaking in generalities when it comes to policy, came out with the plan while stumpng in South Carolina. **...in the UBB mine explosion in April 2010.**

**Obama says US companies, like Boeing, need freedom to relocate within US**

*Lucianne.com* – 06/29/11 15:44 –

*Words matched:* National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Washington - President Barack Obama says it would defy common sense for Boeing Co. to have to shut down a new aircraft plant or lay off workers as a result of a labor dispute with the government. **...in the UBB mine explosion in April 2010.**

**Obama has to end tax breaks for Millionaires**

*Breaking News* – 06/29/11 15:23 –

*Words matched:* National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

- The president said tax breaks for oil companies and "millionaires and billionaires" must end, if the country is about to get his house tax in order. **...in the UBB mine explosion in April 2010.**

**Obama discusses Boeing plant relocation during news conference**

*Krem.com (AP)* – 06/29/11 15:07 –

*Words matched:* National Labor Relations Board

President Obama on Wednesday commented about a recent controversial Boeing plant relocation, saying, "If jobs are being created here in the United States, let’s make sure we are encouraging that. Obama responded to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...

**MSHA: Coal Dust Caused UBB Mine Disaster Not Methane Gas**

*State Journal* – 06/29/11 15:01 –

*Words matched:* NLRB

MSHA's Kevin Stricklin said no one should have died in the UBB mine explosion in April 2010. **...in the UBB mine explosion in April 2010.**

**NLRB proposes new rule that would hurt job creation**

*Daily Me* – 06/29/11 14:35 –

*Words matched:* National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Last week, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) proposed a new rule that, if implemented, will make hiring workers in America more difficult for businesses. **...in the UBB mine explosion in April 2010.**

**Obama Says US Companies Need Freedom To Relocate**

*Foxreno.com* – 06/29/11 13:52 –

*5 other sources (KIRO-TV, Wpxi.com, ...)*

*Words matched:* National Labor Relations Board

Updated: 9:40 am PDT June 29, 2011 WASHINGTON -- President Barack Obama says it would defy common sense for Boeing Co. to have to shut down a new aircraft plant or lay off workers as a result of a labor dispute with the government. **...in the UBB mine explosion in April 2010.**
Obama covers several issues at news conference

WASHINGTON -- President Barack Obama is calling on Congress to extend a payroll tax cut for one more year to boost the economy.

...was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...

W.Va. 46th Again in Business Ranking

Mountain State Improves Position in Seven of Ten Categories

...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program3. W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch4. Legal Issues Abound When it Comes to Marcellus ...

Obama Says Boeing, U.S. Companies Need Freedom To Relocate

WASHINGTON -- President Barack Obama says it would defy common sense for Boeing Co. to have to shut down a new aircraft plant or lay off workers as a result of a labor dispute with the government.

...was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...

Columns

The Fiscal Times – 06/29/11 13:07 –

Mitt Romney has this going for him: he is a proven turnaround artist. The former governor of Massachusetts cut his professional teeth at Bain Capital, a company specializing in making sick companies well and underperforming assets valuable.

...new rounds of rules and regulations. The energized staffs at the EPA, NLRB, OSHA, FDA and other agencies seem convinced that the country s woes...

BC-.US-Obama-Boeing, 1st Ld,122

WZTV FOX17 – 06/29/11 13:01 –

Obama says US companies need freedom to relocate Eds: APNewsNow; Adds photo. With AP Photos. WASHINGTON (AP) -- President Barack Obama says it would defy common sense for Boeing Co.

...was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
Boeing Labor Dispute Becomes Headache For Obama

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.

...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant.

Business group to GOP candidates: Turn up heat on the NLRB

A pro-business group asked Republican presidential candidates to make attacks on the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) a centerpiece of their campaigns.

Business group to GOP candidates: Turn up heat on the NLRB

A pro-business group asked Republican presidential candidates to make attacks on the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) a centerpiece of their campaigns.

Obama Holds News Conference from East Room of the White House

THIS IS A RUSH TRANSCRIPT. THIS COPY MAY NOT BE IN ITS FINAL FORM AND MAY BE UPDATED. BARACK OBAMA, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES: Good morning, everybody.

...repeatedly cites is the regulatory environment. So do you think that the NLRB complaint against Boeing -- that that has created some of the --

Boeing, NLRB, and Obama's Proxy

The labor fight no one wants to be left out of.

The labor fight no one wants to be left out of. It seems that every politician in Washington (the city, not the...

The PJ Tatler » Uh-oh: Gov. Jerry Brown vetoes card-check legislation

Uh-oh: Gov. Jerry Brown vetoes card-check legislation A sign of sanity in Sacramento? Gov. Jerry Brown vetoed a bill Tuesday that would have made it far easier for farmworkers to join labor unions, 36 years after making history in his first term by signing a law giving the low-wage employees the r...

Hotel Frank Workers are Fighting for All of Us

Beyond Chron http://www.beyondchron.org/news/index.php?itemid=9302 Talking Union http://talkingunion.wordpress.com/2011/06/29/hotel-frank-workers-are-fighting-for-all-of-us The protracted warfare at San Francisco's Hotel Frank is a bold display of the tenacity and resilience of a small group of wo...

Labor Dispute Turns Into Headache For Obama

...Franciscans have a very long memory. Back in February, the National Labor Relations Board conducted a trial, charging the hotel with multiple...

I n d y B a y

Sacramento? Gov. Jerry Brown vetoed a bill Tuesday that would have made it far easier for farmworkers to join labor unions, 36 years after making history in his first term by signing a law giving the low-wage employees the r

Pajamas Media

...fruits including about $5,000 from farm organizations. Obama s NLRB is suing a couple of states that have passed anti-card-check legislation.

State Journal – 06/29/11 12:21 –

One seat per district would mean closer relationships between constituents and delegates, Chamber officials said.

...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program

W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch

Legal Issues Abound When it Comes to Marcellus...
S.C. Immigration Law Will Burden Businesses
Free Times – 06/29/11 09:10 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
BY DAN COOK It’s not just illegal immigrants who will bear the brunt of South Carolina’s new immigration law — it’s also local law enforcement agencies and businesses.
Lindsey Graham because of his alleged role in trying to force the National Labor Relations Board to drop its case against Boeing. The union alleges...

Reader to Union Lawyer: Workers Should Work
Free Times – 06/29/11 09:10 –
**Words matched:** NLRB
Bring the Troops Home BY FREE TIMES READERS This letter is in response to that from Mr. Christopher Corson, general counsel (lawyer) of the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (union) entitled “NLRB’s Boeing Complaint is Legitimate” (Sound Off, June 22).
...the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (union) entitled NLRB s Boeing Complaint is Legitimate (Sound Off, June 22).

Congressman Robert Hurt’ Washington Report
WPVCA.COM – 06/29/11 09:01 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Over the past two and a half years, the administration has imposed several unnecessary government regulations and mandates on the private sector that have destroyed jobs, stifled innovation, and slowed our economic recovery.
...recent and troubling example of this is the latest move by the unelected National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) to block Boeing from building a new...

Union-Busting Tactics solon Pervasive Than Thought: Study
Breaking News – 08/29/11 08:54 –
**Words matched:** NLRB
- In the last half-century of American organized labor, the deck has rarely been so stacked against workers, say labor historians. When it comes to union-busting, employers’ tactics are more pervasive than previously thought, according to a new working study produced by the Institute for Social an and, Bronfenbrenner continued, the most recent data drawn from the NLRB s document database of unfair labor practices, shows 57 percent of employers ...

Boeing labor dispute headache for Obama
KSDK – 06/29/11 07:57 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
By SAM HANANEL Associated Press WASHINGTON (AP) - The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. And...

Obama calls for settlement in NLRB case against Boeing in S. Carolina
Herald Net – 06/29/11 06:43 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
It would defy common sense for Boeing to have to close its new plant, he says.
Obama calls for settlement in NLRB case against Boeing in S. Carolina It would defy common sense for Boeing to have to close its new plant, he...

Coldwater factory to pay employees in settlement of labor board case
The Daily Standard – 06/29/11 04:02 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
COLDWATER - A local company has paid more than $81,000 in employee backpay for obstructing workers’ attempts to unionize last year. Basic Grain Products of Coldwater also agreed to orders from the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) to post notices in the plant and hold employee meetings about the...
...year. Basic Grain Products of Coldwater also agreed to orders from the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) to post notices in the plant and...

America needs better leader than Obama
Santa Maria Times – 06/29/11 03:00 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
You look on PBS at photos of U.S. soldiers recently slain in Afghanistan, you think
how awful it is, you hope something can improve things and some days later you cringe as President Obama announces a plan that will put our troops at even more risk.

...appointment of an ideological radical, he has colluded with the National Labor Relations Board in aiming to please union buddies by essentially ...

A lockout is coming to NBA and it'll be here for some time

WGN Radio – 06/29/11 02:18 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The players' union and owners will meet Thursday, but don't expect a new collective bargaining agreement until both sides start missing paychecks in September.

...Stern. Why would the union go to court? A court, or the National Labor Relations Board, might rule in its favor, as the federal court in Minnesota...

Letters to the Editor

Post and Courier (AP) – 06/29/11 00:21 –

Words matched: NLRB

Skewed data As someone who has worked in education for the past six years, I felt the need to elaborate on information that the June 17 article *Psychologist says overconfidence can pose problems* does not share.

...out by writing that Boeing is a little better than the union and NLRB, but then he follows with outrageous predictions. My father was a union ...

Listen Now! AFGE Fights Back Against Anti-worker Legislation on "Inside Government"

Las Vegas Review - Mediawebsite.net – 06/28/11 08:03 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Tune in now to AFGE's "Inside Government" as the union fights back against legislators looking to shrink the federal work force.

...Democratic Action National Director Michael J. Wilson discussed a recent National Labor Relations Board proposal to speed up union elections. Wilson ...

Keep the jobs here

Quad-City Times – 06/28/11 02:03 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

I certainly hope that a vital message you carry away from this visit to the American heartland is that American prosperity fundamentally depends on Americans working to produce, distribute, and sell raw materials and products in an open market.

...many airplanes Boeing will not sell to the world while your National Labor Relations Board challenges Boeing's expansion into South Carolina .

Daily Kos: Late afternoon/early evening open thread

Daily Me – 06/27/11 20:46 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

What you missed on Sunday Kos ... DemFromCT interviewed[1] Connecticut Governor Dannel Malloy on jobs, unions and taking the long view on getting his job done.

...view on getting his job done. Republicans are up in arms against the National Labor Relations Board, but as... You might also be interested in...

Workers to Pocono Medical Center: You Can't Do That!

SEIU - Blog – 06/30/11 08:37 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

We should file this one under: "Can they really do that?" The short answer should be: "Only if we let them." How Pocono Medical Center (PMC) thought it would get away with flagrant disregard for the law, no one knows, but what we do know is that they're busted and going to trial on August 15th.

...that they're busted and going to trial on August 15th. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has filed a formal complaint against PMC for...

NLRB fight is land mine in reelection

The Hill - Blog – 06/30/11 05:45 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, nlrb

President Obama broke his silence Wednesday on the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) controversial complaint against Boeing, implicitly criticizing the decision.

NLRB fight is land mine in reelection President Obama broke his silence Wednesday on the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) controversial ...
Another request for repudiation in the U.S. Senate race, from Allen to Kaine
Roanoke - Blog – 06/29/11 20:45 –

In May we linked to political analyst Bob Holsworth’s prediction that a U.S. Senate race between former Virginia Govs. George Allen and Tim Kaine would involve the “request for repudiation” as a campaign tactic.

...Allen on Sunday in which Allen weighed against allegations by the National Labor Relations Board that the Boeing Co. illegally moved jobs from...

Obama Hints Boeing, Union Should Settle Their Differences
WSJ Blogs – 06/29/11 19:40 –

After weeks of silence on the NLRB-Boeing fight, President Barack Obama strongly hinted that Boeing Co. and its union in Washington state should settle their differences for the sake of jobs and corporate investment.

Union Should Settle Their Differences After weeks of silence on the NLRB -Boeing fight, President Barack Obama strongly hinted that Boeing Co. 

Va. GOP presses Kaine on NLRB Boeing case
The Hill - Blog – 06/29/11 18:36 –

Former Democratic National Committee Chairman, and 2012 U.S. Senate candidate, Tim Kaine should weigh in on the National Labor Relations Board’s effort to stop airplane manufacturer Boeing from building a new plant in South Carolina, a pair of Virginia Republicans said Wednesday.

Va. GOP presses Kaine on NLRB Boeing case Former Democratic National Committee Chairman, and 2012 U.S. Senate candidate, Tim Kaine should weigh...

PICKET: President Obama, Boeing is expanding not ‘re-locating’
The Washington Times – 06/29/11 18:11 –

President Barack Obama held a press conference at the White House on Wednesday afternoon and took questions from reporters who asked about a range of issues from the debt ceiling talks to Libya to the ATF controversy to the lawsuit the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) filed against Boeing recently. 

...debt ceiling talks to Libya to the ATF controversy to the lawsuit the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) filed against Boeing recently. Mr. 

Transcript of Obama News Conference
WSJ Blogs – 06/29/11 17:59 –

Here is the White House transcript of President Barack Obama’s news conference on Wednesday. PRESS CONFERENCE BY THE PRESIDENT East Room June 29,2011 11:40 A. 

...repeatedly cites is the regulatory environment. So do you think that the NLRB complaint against Boeing, that this has created some of the is an...

As GOP pounces, Kaine weighs in on Boeing labor dispute

On the same day President Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board’s lawsuit against Boeing, his close friend and political ally, former Virginia governor Timothy M.

...labor dispute On the same day President Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board s lawsuit against Boeing, his close friend and...

New NLRB union election rules do no harm
The Hill - Blog – 06/29/11 15:55 –

The National Labor Relations Board recently issued a proposed change in its rules for conducting union certification elections in which employees vote in favor of or against representation by a union.

New NLRB union election rules do no harm The National Labor Relations Board recently issued a proposed change in its rules for conducting union...

Breaking Down Obama’s News Conference
FoxNews America’s Election HQ - Politics Blog – 06/29/11 15:33 –

President Obama held his third solo press conference of the year Wednesday morning in the East Room of the White House. Taking questions on a variety of topics from ten reporters for just over an hour, he started the news conference with a statement on the deficit and job creations.
As we noted, the NLRB is accepting comments on its proposed election rules. Tom Words matched: Kochan (MIT) and Ellen Dannin (Penn. State) are offering to accept comments and provide a summary of all them to the NLRB--a great way to present academic views on the proposals in a manageable form.

Clearinghouse for NLRB Election Rule Comments From friend of the blog, Tom Kochan (MIT), on an opportunity for labor ...
During his press conference, President Obama just dodged a question about whether the suit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing was contributing to a bad regulatory environment that was hurting businesses.

*Obama dodges question on NLRB’s Boeing suit during his press conference, President Obama just dodged a question about whether the suit filed...*

**Obama weighs in on NLRB Boeing case**
*The Hill - Blog – 06/29/11 12:31 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

President Obama weighed in on the National Labor Relations Board's legal complaint against airplane manufacturer Boeing for the first time Wednesday, saying he hoped the company and union officials could resolve their differences.

*Obama weighs in on NLRB Boeing case President Obama weighed in on the National Labor Relations Board’s legal complaint against airplane manufacturer...

**Obama: Republican Leaders Must Bend on Taxes**

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

1:05 p.m. | Updated President Obama said Wednesday that he believed Republicans would concede to tax increases as part of a deficit reduction package in time to avoid a default on the nation's debt, and voiced exasperation at the lack of progress in negotiations between the administration and Congress.

*...track. The president declined to comment on a controversial decision by the National Labor Relations Board to go by court to contest a decision by...

**Obama on NLRB/Boeing Case: In General, Companies Have the “Freedom to Relocate”**
*Firedoglake – 06/29/11 12:02 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

President Obama was asked today about the decision by the National Labor Relations Board with respect to Boeing, and you can see his answer above. He said that the NLRB is an independent agency and that there's a pending judicial matter.

*Obama on NLRB/Boeing Case: In General, Companies Have the Freedom to Relocate President Obama was asked today about the decision by the National ...*

**Will Google+ Kill Facebook?**
*Manpower Employment Blawg – 06/29/11 11:44 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

Not unexpectedly, the impact of social media (SM) on HR was all the buzz at SHRM this year. As I shared in my presentation yesterday, Facebook is the absolute undisputed heavyweight champion of the HR SM world.

*...sneak preview of Google+. With plaintiffs lawyers, the National Labor Relations Board and others increasingly targeting employer use of Facebook, ...*

**Live blog from Obama’s press conference**
*CNN Political Ticker - CNN Blogs – 06/29/11 11:17 –*

**Words matched:** NLRB

(CNN) - President Barack Obama will hold a news conference Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. ET in the East Room of the White House. Follow live updates below. 11:28 a.m. ...be curious to hear if Obama defends his labor board's job-killing actions. #NLRB #Boeing 11:17 a.m. ET @rolandsmartin: I expect Obama to be asked ...

**Morning Bell: Five Ways Obama Is Circumventing the Legislative Branch**
*The Foundry Blog – 06/29/11 09:29 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

For all of candidate Barack Obama’s campaign rhetoric promising to respect Congress’s authority to draft the nation’s laws, President Obama has demonstrated a persistent pattern of circumventing the legislative branch via administrative fiat whenever his agenda stalls.

*...unions is another Obama Administration objective. On June 21, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) announced plans to dramatically reduce the...

**Business group to GOP candidates: Turn up heat on the NLRB**
*The Hill - Blog – 06/29/11 09:25 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, nlrb

A pro-business group asked Republican presidential candidates to make attacks on the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) a centerpiece of their campaigns.

*Business group to GOP candidates: Turn up heat on the NLRB A pro-business group asked Republican presidential candidates to make attacks on the ...*

**President Obama Sets News Conference This Morning**

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
President Obama will take questions from reporters this morning as Greece faces the threat of immediate economic turmoil, terrorists struck overnight in the capitol of Afghanistan and the deadline nears for a deal to raise America’s debt ceiling.

...that country? * Does Mr. Obama support the move by his National Labor Relations Board to force Boeing to move workers out of a construction plant...

Finally, Obama weighs in on NLRB vs. Boeing
President Barack Obama Steven Goldsmith Associate Editor Email: sgoldsmith@bizjournals.com Critics... .

Statement by Pawlenty on Obama and NLRB
This afternoon in a truth-challenged press conference, President Obama essentially said his hands were tied in regards to the NLRB harrassment of Boeing, stating the board was "independent."

IBEW Local 347 Won a Unionization Vote in August, But the Battle Continues For a Contract
The members of International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) Local 347 scored a 69-62 union-forming victory in an August 2010 election. Still, as of June this year, the contract between the nascent union and Trinity Structural Towers had not been formed.

WFI statement on Obama and Boeing complaint
From a WFI press release: The Workforce Fairness Institute (WFI) today issued the following response to President Obama’s statement regarding the complaint filed against the Boeing Company by his National Labor Relations Board (NLRB): "In a breath-taking display, President Obama pled ignorance abo...

NLRB overreach continues stretching out
More overreach. First from the Wisconsin State Journal: When Democrats ran the state Capitol in Madison last legislative session, they expanded the collective bargaining power of public workers.

The Morning Plum
* Could GOP accept defense cuts as part of deficit compromise? Lori Montgomery and Paul Kane have the read of the morning: House Republicans are now
entertaining defense cuts as an area of compromise that is more likely than tax hikes to prove acceptable to Republicans.

...and pro business groups are escalating their attacks on the National Labor Relations Board for proposing reduced litigation and other union representation...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NLRB International Mentions</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>American legislative independence</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| China Social Science Net – 06/30/11 02:56 – | Words matched: NLRB
| 尧华琳* 摘要 |  |
| 作为美国“独特的制度”，规制机构在美国行政法和政府规制实践中，有着独特的法律和政治地位。本文讨论了美国独立规制机构的历史演进，成立国家劳资关系委员会(NLRB), 对劳资关系加以管理 |  |
| **Barack Obama: the US will cut corporate taxes in order to boost investment** |  |
| 理财  06/30/11 02:00 – | Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
| --奥巴马表示不提高债务上限将造成不可预计的严重后果-- |  |
| 奥巴马称不提高债务上限将抑制就业增长 --奥巴马称企业应有迁移的自由 |  |
| 美国总统奥巴马(Barack Obama) |  |
| 首次间接就美国国家劳工关系局(National Labor Relations Board)同波音公司(Boeing Co.) | in south |  |
| **Barack Obama: the US will cut corporate taxes in order to boost investment** |  |
| 华尔街日报(繁体) – 06/30/11 00:31 – | Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
| 正文 評議 更多美國的文章 » 投稿 打印 轉發 MSN推薦 博客引用 分享到新浪微博 |  |
| 分享到搜狐微博 轉播到騰訊微博 美國總統奧巴馬(Barack Obama) |  |
| 間接地就美國國家勞工關係局(National Labor Relations Board)同波音公司(Boeing Co.) | in south |  |
| **Barack Obama: the US will cut corporate taxes in order to boost investment** |  |
| 华尔街日报 – 06/30/11 00:02 – | Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
| 美国总统奥巴马(Barack Obama)周三表示，任何削减美国赤字的协议都必须包括税收方面的举措，他还对共和党试图保护富人税赋减免政策的做法进行了抨击。 |  |
| 奥 |  |
| **Teamsters consolidate Republic Airway’s unions; National Mediation Board faces test with Delta case** |  |
| Centre For Asia Pacific Aviation – 06/29/11 21:02 – | Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
| In what is to be the leading edge of a trend with airline holding companies, the International Brotherhood of Teamsters (IBT) won representation for all pilots at the six airlines within Republic Airways Holdings, consolidating representation under a single union. |  |
| pro-union changes to government labour bodies such as the National Labor Relations Board, a supposedly independent government agency charged with... |  |
| **UPDATE 1-Obama weighs in on Boeing dispute, pushes jobs** |  |
| XE – 06/29/11 19:33 – | Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
|  |  |
| **Right-To-Work States Working** |  |
| Yahoo! Finance Canada – 06/29/11 19:09 – |  |
Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama

Ctv.ca – 06/29/11 17:54 – 1 other source (The Globe and Mail)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The case - which could drag on for years - has become an unwanted distraction for Obama as he tries to mend relations with the business community and contend with polls that show growing public disapproval over his handling of the economy.

...was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...
In recent years, efforts to revise federal labor law in ways that would favor unions have focused on the highly controversial Employee Free Choice Act (EFCA). The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), as many feared it might, has proposed new election rules governing the conduct of NLRB representation elections. The National Labor Relations Board Board’s proposed new election rules The NLRB’s proposed new election rules The NLRB’s proposed new election rules...
Pro-union rulings stir up debate
Road Runner – 06/30/11 00:13 –
1 other source (Kansas City)
Words matched: NLRB
The election proposals came on top of the NLRB’s unprecedented lawsuit against an employer that moved jobs from a union plant to a nonunion one, and a groundbreaking decision that protected a worker’s right to speak ill of her employer on Facebook.
...rulings stir up debate The election proposals came on top of the NLRB’s unprecedented lawsuit against an employer that moved jobs from a union...
Obama doesn't take stand on Union Labor in South Carolina Boeing NLRB

Democratic Underground – 06/29/11 20:00 –

Obama doesn't take stand on Union Labor in South Carolina Boeing NLRB Union Dispute.

Obama's Absurd Press Conference

RushLimbaugh – 06/29/11 19:29 –

Obama's Labor Board Defends Workers, Conservatives Freak Out

Democratic Underground – 06/29/11 19:24 –

Todo en Labor History June 29 FDR establishes NLRB, IWW strikes Weyerhauser, SCOTUS rules on CWA

Other voices: Don't let NLRB usurp Congress' role

TwinCities.com – 06/29/11 20:51 –

Other voices: Don’t let NLRB usurp Congress’ role MADISON, WIS. - When Democrats ran the state Capitol in Madison last legislative session, they expanded the collective bargaining power of public workers.

UPDATE 1-Obama weighs in on Boeing dispute, pushes jobs

Reuters Bonds – 06/29/11 19:57 –

* Obama says relocating in U.S. is good for jobs * Says wants to keep domestic airplane industry strong (Updates with quotes, background on dispute) By Jeff Mason WASHINGTON, June 29 (Reuters) - U.

NLRB proposal aims for fairness


The U.S. Chamber of Commerce claims that a National Labor Relations Board proposal to modernize and streamline union elections would tilt the playing field in favor of organized labor ("NLRB proposes fast-tracking union votes," Web, June 21).

NLRB proposal aims for fairness The U.S. Chamber of Commerce claims that a National Labor Relations Board proposal to modernize and streamline...
Obama dodges on gays and war

Politico – 06/29/11 19:24 –
Words matched: NLRB
Here’s a rundown of President Obama’s press conference at the White House on Wednesday: -- Does Obama support gay marriage publicly yet? No. "I'm not going to make news on that today," he told The Wall Street Journal’s Laura Meckler.

...NBC’s Chuck Todd pressed him. -- Does Obama have anything to say on the NLRB-Boeing dispute? Not much: It’s an independent agency. It's going...

NLRB files complaint vs. ITV, says WGAE

AllVoices – 06/29/11 19:10 –
1 other source (Variety)
Words matched: NLRB
Board has issued a formal complaint against ITV/Kirstall for allegedly firing an unidentified producer for his support of the guild’s efforts to organize ITV employees.

NLRB files complaint vs. ITV, says WGAE Board has issued a formal complaint against ITV/Kirstall for allegedly firing an unidentified producer...

Job, Income Gains Much Higher in Right-To-Work States

Investor’s Business Daily – 06/29/11 19:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint vs. Boeing’s new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: "right-to-work" laws.

...In Right-To-Work States The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint vs. Boeing’s new South Carolina production...

Right-To-Work States Working

Yahoo! Finance US – 06/29/11 19:09 –
1 other source (Seeking Alpha)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint vs. Boeing’s new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: "right-to-work" laws.

Right-To-Work States Working The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint vs. Boeing's new South Carolina...

Jobs, Income Data Show Right-To-Work States Working

Investor’s Business Daily – 06/29/11 19:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint vs. Boeing’s new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: "right-to-work" laws.

...Right-To-Work States Working The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint vs. Boeing's new South Carolina...

Press Conference by the President

The White House – 06/29/11 19:04 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
East Room 11:40 A.M. EDT THE PRESIDENT: Good morning, everybody. Have a seat, please. I just want to say a few words about the economy before I take your questions.

...repeatedly cites is the regulatory environment. So do you think that the NLRB complaint against Boeing, that this has created some of the --

Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama

Washington Examiner – 06/29/11 18:50 –
6 other sources (Boston Herald (AP), The Asbury Park Press (AP), ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The government’s labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.

...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. Obama...

Herman Cain unveils economic plan

Free Republic – 06/29/11 18:33 –
1 other source (Daily Caller)
Words matched: NLRB
Herman Cain announced an economic plan Wednesday that includes eliminating
taxes on capital gains. The former CEO of Godfather’s Pizza turned presidential candidate, known for usually speaking in generalities when it comes to policy, came out with the plan while stumpimg in South Carolina.

...South Carolina and how federal interference, most recently with the NLRB, impedes job creation. Cain’s business experience also includes serving...

- **Labor expert outlines legal issues around lockout**
  Sporting News – 06/29/11 18:24 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  Alongside the basics of how the NBA will be run in the future, there are a number of legal issues that are lingering around the potential lockout. We asked John Hancock Jr.
  ...law for more than 30 years, to explain some of them. NLRB complaint. The union filed a complaint with the federal government’s National Labor...

- **NLRB launches review of Los Angeles and Winston Salem regional offices, part of restructuring study**
  Democratic Underground – 06/29/11 18:17 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  NLRB launches review of Los Angeles and Winston Salem regional offices, part of restructuring study
  NLRB launches review of Los Angeles and Winston Salem regional offices, part of restructuring study

- **Mitt Romney: Seven Rules That Can Revive Our Economy**
  Business Insider – 06/29/11 17:47 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Obama Chastises GOP over Taxes, Debt Deadlock Wal-Mart Cuts Gas Prices to Help Consumers Greece Passes Austerity Bill, Avoids Default Home Contracts Up in May: A Promising Sign Minnesota Faces Government Shutdown Mitt Romney has this going for him: He is a proven turnaround artist.
  ...new rounds of rules and regulations. The energized staffs at the EPA, NLRB, OSHA, FDA and other agencies seem convinced that the country’s woes...

- **More Obama Soak-the-Rich Rhetoric**
  CNBC – 06/29/11 17:35 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  As I wrote yesterday, Democrats are obsessed with repealing the Bush tax cuts, especially the upper-end. They could use a 12-step program and a Higher Power.
  the president did seem to side with Boeing BA [ ] in the NLRB dispute about adding jobs in South Carolina and the state of Washington. Obama ...

- **Obama Withholds From Criticizing NLRB In Boeing Case, But Says Company Should Be Free To Move**
  Business Insider – 06/29/11 16:43 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  President Barack Obama today addressed the ongoing dispute between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing. He did not bend to Republican pressure to criticize the independent agency for trying to prevent the opening of the aerospace giant’s new South Carolina factory.
  Obama Withholds From Criticizing NLRB In Boeing Case, But Says Company Should Be Free To Move President Barack Obama today addressed the ongoing...

- **Obama's Press Conference Full of Inaccuracies (and a outright lie or two)**
  Free Republic – 06/29/11 15:51 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Obama gave his first press conference in 3 months due to pressure from his own party to get involved in the debt ceiling issue. His performance illustrates why he doesn’t like giving them too often.
  and they also need to follow the law.* (referring to the Boeing/NLRB kerfuffle) - Is it illegal now to open a new plant in South Carolina? How?

- **Boeing shouldn't have to shut down S.C. plant, Obama says**
  Seattlepi.com – 06/29/11 15:48 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  President Barack Obama says it would defy common sense for Boeing to have to shut down a new aircraft plant or lay off workers as a result of a labor dispute with the government.
  ...was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...

- **Obama Says ‘Balanced Approach’ Needed to Reduce Deficit**
  Translation

26
Obama Dodges Question About Unions And Boeing

Obama says US companies need freedom to relocate

Obama Says US Companies Need Freedom to Relocate

Deficit Fight Pits Fund Chiefs vs. Elderly: Obama

Boeing Complaint: Obama Declines To Back Own Labor Board (VIDEO)

Obama: Congress Should Extend Payroll Tax Cut

Highlights of Obama's Press Conference

Obama Dodges Question About Unions And Boeing

Obama Says US Companies Need Freedom to Relocate
...was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...

**NLRB proposes new rule that would hurt job creation**

Daily Caller – 06/29/11 12:51 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Last week, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) proposed a new rule that, if implemented, will make hiring workers in America more difficult for businesses.

NLRB proposes new rule that would hurt job creation Last week, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) proposed a new rule that, if implemented...

**Obama says US companies, like Boeing, need freedom to relocate within US**

The Republic (AP) – 06/29/11 12:37 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

WASHINGTON — A President Barack Obama says it would defy common sense for Boeing Co. to have to shut down a new aircraft plant or lay off workers as a result of a labor dispute with the government...

...was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...

**President Obama Demands Action From House GOP on Jobs, Taxes**

TPMDC – 06/29/11 12:37 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

President Obama opened up his press conference with jabs at Congress for failing to pass a series of bills aimed at creating jobs and at Republicans for refusing to end tax breaks on the wealthy.

Obama declined to weigh in on a legal dispute between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing over whether a manufacturing line they opened...

**Bachmann meets S.C. voters on bus tour**

Washington Post – 06/29/11 10:04 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

CHARLESTON, S.C. -- Rep. Michele Bachmann is mingling with Republican voters in this key primary state Wednesday, trying to capitalize on the momentum her upstart presidential campaign has built in recent weeks.

Bachmann voiced support for Boeing, which is the subject of a National Labor Relations Board complaint for moving a plant from Washington state to...

**Business to GOP presidential candidates: Turn up heat on NLRB**

The Hill – 06/29/11 09:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

A pro-business group asked Republican presidential candidates to make attacks on the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) a centerpiece of their campaigns.

Business to GOP presidential candidates: Turn up heat on NLRB A pro-business group asked Republican presidential candidates to make attacks on...

**A welcome tilt**

Boston Herald (AP) – 06/29/11 09:02 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The National Labor Relations Board is only trying to level the playing field after eight years of anti-union policies under President Bush ("NLRB tilts field," June 26).

A welcome tilt The National Labor Relations Board is only trying to level the playing field after eight years of anti-union policies under President...

**NBA collective bargaining agreement scheduled to expire**

LexisNexis – 06/29/11 08:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

NBA collective bargaining agreement scheduled to expire, unless a new deal can be agreed, with failure to reach agreement possibly leading to a lockout next season.

...Basketball Players Association filed an unfair labor charge with the National Labor Relations Board late last month looking for an injunction...

**Administration's Labor Dispute With Boeing Hampers Obama Biz Outreach**

FoxNews.com – 06/29/11 08:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

WASHINGTON -- The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.

...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...
There are simply no greater job destroyers than rogue agencies such as the National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, when it could rule in its favor, as the federal court in Minnesota...

Why would the union go to court? A court, or the National Labor Relations Board, might rule in its favor, as the federal court in Minnesota...

...labor unions and conservatives, Obama refused to weigh in on the National Labor Relations Board's complaint alleging that Boeing located a new...

...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

Boeing-NLRB labor dispute turns into headache for Obama The government’s labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.

Boeing-NLRB labor dispute turns into headache for Obama The government’s labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for...

Scott Walker: Collective Bargaining Is an "Expensive Entitlement." Um, No Mother Jones – 06/29/11 00:09 –

Scott Walker, the man who lit the fuse of 2011’s nationwide union protests, made the not-so-shocking admission that his administration "had not built enough of the case" to slash collective bargaining rights for public employees.

Wisconsin Republican Governor Scott Walker told the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel that he has not built enough of the case to slash collective bargaining rights for public employees.

According to the scholars at Cornell University Law School. Or as the National Labor Relations Board's website puts it, the NLRA "protects employees..."
Environmental Protection Agency, which is hell-bent on imposing job-crushing energy restrictions that Congress already rejected; the National Labor Relations Board (staffed by).

**To The Point: NLRB exceeds authority in assault on Boeing Company**
**Daily Reveille** – 06/30/11 00:13 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Like most federal agencies, the National Labor Relations Board has grossly expanded its authority to address labor issues outside of its original, legitimate jurisdiction.

**Obama says US companies need freedom to relocate**
**The Island Packet** – 06/29/11 21:56 –
5 other sources (GreenvilleOnline.com (AP), TheSunNews, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON — Obama says companies need to have the freedom to relocate work, though they must follow the law when doing so. The president was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally retaliating.

**Boeing labor dispute causing problems for White House**
**Pasadena Star-News (AP)** – 06/29/11 21:49 –
1 other source (Press-Telegram (AP))
Words matched: NLRB
NLRB lawsuit throws monkey wrench into South Carolina expansion.

**Obama dodges question on NLRB’s Boeing suit**
**Lucianne.com** – 06/29/11 20:55 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
During his press conference, President Obama just dodged a question about whether the suit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing was contributing to a bad regulatory environment that was hurting businesses.

**ITV Studios Producer Wrongfully Terminated For Supporting WGAE**
**Deadline.com**
Daily Me – 06/29/11 19:57 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The National Labor Relations Board has issued a formal complaint against ITV Studios, the company behind such TV series as The First 48 and Four Weddings, charging that it wrongfully terminated a longtime producer for his support of the.

**Obama on NLRB/Boeing Case: In General, Companies Have the “Freedom to Relocate”**
**BuzzTracker** – 06/29/11 19:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Obama was asked today about the decision by the National Labor Relations Board with respect to Boeing, and you can see his answer in the video.

**Right-To-Work States Working**
**Yahoo! Finance Canada** – 06/29/11 19:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

**Boeing labor dispute headache for Obama**
**Seattle DJC Newspaper** – 06/29/11 18:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant.

**Obama: 'Companies Should Have The Freedom To Relocate'**
**Aero-News Network** – 06/29/11 18:20 –
Words matched: NLRB
President Angers NBAA By Equating People Earning Over $250,000 With "Jet Owners" In a news conference Wednesday, President Obama seemed to distance himself from the NLRB's position on where Boeing should build Dreamliners, but a line about tax breaks for "Jet Owners" drew an immediate, strident re

**Obama Breaks Silence about Boeing v. NLRB Labor Dispute**
**WNBF-AM** – 06/29/11 17:22 –
2 other sources (1250 AM WTMA, News/Talk 760 WJR)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
(WASHINGTON) -- President Obama broke his silence Wednesday about the dispute between Boeing and the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) over a
The court case is now being heard by an administrative…

In Contest to Find Worst Boss, Don't Look for the Union Label
FoxNews.com – 06/29/11 19:59 –
Words matched: unfair labor practice
When it comes to bad boss stories, the AFL-CIO wants to hear all about them -- hosting a contest in which the most abused worker wins a weeklong vacation. ...record of mistreating its employees that it has had more than 250 unfair labor practice complaints against it in the past three years. In an...

Congressmen ask U.S. Labor Secretary to compel Kravis Center to settle with union
The Palm Beach Post (AP) – 06/29/11 18:50 –
Words matched: unfair labor practices
WEST PALM BEACH — U.S. Reps. Alcee Hastings, D-Miramar, and Ted Deutch, D-Boca Raton, have asked U.S. Labor Secretary Hilda Solis to get involved in the long-running dispute between the Kravis Center and a stagehands union. 
...2008 upheld two lower court rulings that the center had engaged in unfair labor practices and ordered it to return to the bargaining table. Talks...

NLRB launches review of Los Angeles and Winston Salem regional offices, part of restructuring study
Democratic Underground – 06/29/11 18:17 –
Words matched: unfair labor practices
NLRB launches review of Los Angeles and Winston Salem regional offices, part of restructuring study
...their collective bargaining representative, and to prevent and remedy unfair labor practices committed by private sector employers and unions.

Contra Costa Times editorial: Brown was right to veto unbalance labor bill
Contra Costa Times – 06/29/11 05:00 –
Words matched: unfair labor practices
GOV. JERRY Brown deserves considerable credit for demonstrating an independence from his union backers by vetoing an undemocratic and unbalanced labor bill.
...penalties. It permitted steep civil penalties against farmers who engage in unfair labor practices, but there was no similar penalty for union organizers...
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**Latest Developments**

**ALJ Denies Boeing Bid to Dismiss Complaint, Allowing Trial of Unfair Labor Practice Issues**

*Posted June 30, 2011, 4:09 P.M. ET*

The National Labor Relations Board administrative law judge hearing Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon's allegations that Boeing Co. unlawfully transferred jetliner production work from Washington state to South Carolina June 30 denied the airplane manufacturer's motion to dismiss the complaint (Boeing Co., NLRB ALJ, No. 19-CA-32431, 6/30/11).

ALJ Clifford H. Anderson said it is rare to dismiss unfair labor practice allegations in an NLRB proceeding before the board’s general counsel has even begun to introduce evidence. He further observed that Boeing has not yet established facts to support its argument that Solomon has taken out of context the allegedly unlawful comments Boeing executives made about the opening of the South Carolina plant.

Anderson rejected Boeing's challenge to Solomon's allegation that the company illegally discriminated against union-represented employees in Washington when it built a second assembly line for 787 Dreamliners at a nonunion site in South Carolina. Boeing argued there could be no finding that it violated the National Labor Relations Act without proof that building the South Carolina line adversely affected the Washington workers represented by the International Association of Machinists, but the ALJ disagreed, finding that NLRB precedent could support Solomon's claim of unlawful discrimination.

Finally, the ALJ refused to strike from the administrative complaint Solomon's request that Boeing be ordered to have the second Dreamliner assembly line handled by the unionized workers in Washington rather than the nonunion workforce in South Carolina. Anderson observed that the acting general counsel has not disputed the company's right to oppose the requested remedy as unduly burdensome, but the ALJ said it would be inappropriate to issue a pretrial ruling that would preclude the parties from making a full record on the question of remedial relief to be ordered if the complaint against Boeing is sustained.

Eleventh Circuit Reinstates Fired White Supervisor's Reverse Race Bias Claims

Posted June 30, 2011, 2:23 P.M. ET

A white supervisor fired by a Lockheed-Martin Corp. subsidiary for forwarding to another employee a racially insensitive “joke” e-mail disparaging African Americans may pursue federal law race discrimination claims based on evidence the company disciplined black employees less harshly for similar offenses, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit ruled today (Smith v. Lockheed-Martin Corp., 11th Cir., No. 09-15428, 6/30/11).

In reversing a district court's grant of summary judgment, the Eleventh Circuit said Anthony Mitten's failure to identify black supervisors who were treated more leniently for comparable offenses was not fatal to his race discrimination claims under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the Civil Rights Act of 1866 (42 U.S.C. § 1981).

The U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Georgia had reasoned that Mitten, who was fired in 2005 by Lockheed-Martin Aeronautics Co. for violating a “zero-tolerance” policy against “transmission of ethnic slurs or racial comments,” failed to establish a prima facie case of discrimination because he could not identify a black comparator who was treated more leniently. Although Mitten did identify two black employees who received only temporary suspensions for sending similarly racially offensive e-mails, the district court found that those employees were not similarly situated to Mitten because they were not supervisors who have heightened obligations to prevent and report violations of Lockheed's internal anti-discrimination policies.

The Eleventh Circuit, however, ruled that Mitten produced adequate circumstantial evidence of disparate discipline of white and black employees for similar offenses to establish a prima facie case of race discrimination and raise triable claims under Title VII and Section 1981.

Among other things, the court said, a reasonable jury could find that adverse media publicity about shootings at a Lockheed plant in Meridian, Miss., and a pending Equal Employment Opportunity Commission investigation of an alleged racially hostile work environment at Lockheed may have contributed to management firing Mitten as an example of taking a hard line against racial harassment. A jury should resolve whether racial considerations contributed to Mitten's termination while black employees were disciplined less harshly for using racist speech, the appeals court said.


First Circuit Interprets 'Calendar Year' for Setting Caps on Damages Under Title VII

Posted June 30, 2011, 4:15 P.M. ET

A federal district court abused its discretion when it reduced to $50,000 a $300,000 sexual harassment jury verdict in favor of a female former construction worker in Puerto Rico by using the calendar year in which the damages were awarded as the relevant time period for determining damage caps under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit ruled June 29 in an issue of first impression (Hernandez-Miranda v. Empresas Diaz Masso Inc., 1st Cir., No. 10-1639, 6/29/11).

Under 42 U.S.C. § 1981a(b)(3), the appellate court said, damage caps in Title VII claims involving intentional discrimination range from $50,000 to $300,000 depending on the number of employees an employer has "in each of 20 or more calendar weeks in the current
or preceding calendar year.”

Reversing and remanding the U.S. District Court for the District of Puerto Rico, the First Circuit joined the Fourth, Fifth, and Seventh Circuits in interpreting Section 1981a(b)(3)'s reference to the “current” calendar year as meaning the time period of the alleged discrimination, and not the time period in which the jury entered its verdict.

To reach its conclusion, the appellate court relied on judicial interpretations of the phrase “current or preceding calendar year” in 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(b), a parallel provision in Title VII that limits the definition of an “employer,” as meaning the year of discrimination. Additionally, the court said its interpretation of “current” calendar year “best serves” Title VII’s purpose of “encouraging resolution of disputes before litigation commences.” Such purpose, it said, is “best advanced by providing clarity and certainty as to the size of potential damage awards from the outset of a dispute.”

In the instant case, the First Circuit said, the district court applied a $50,000 damage cap to the $300,000 awarded to Edna Hernandez-Miranda based on employer Empresas Diaz Masso Inc.'s (DM) employment of 25 individuals in 2008, the year of the jury verdict. However, the court said, Hernandez-Miranda alleged sexual harassment that occurred in 2004, when DM had approximately 247 employees. Based on that employee figure, a $200,000 damage cap instead should apply to Hernandez-Miranda's award, the appellate court held.

Chief Judge Sandra L. Lynch wrote the court's opinion, joined by Judges Juan R. Torruella and Eugene E. Siler.


**Fired Supervisor's `Cat's Paw' Claim Failed With No Intent, Causation Proof, Court Says**

*Posted June 30, 2011, 5:39 P.M. ET*

A former supervisor in an Iowa hog-processing plant did not prove he was retaliated against for seeking accommodations for an injured worker under the "cat's paw" theory of employer liability because he did not show that an intermediate supervisor had any retaliatory animus, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit held June 28 (Diaz v. Tyson Fresh Meats Inc., 8th Cir., No. 10-1472, 6/28/11).

Affirming summary judgment for Tyson Fresh Meats Inc. on the claim brought under the Iowa Civil Rights Act, Judge D.P. Marshall said there was "some tension" in James Diaz's assertion of the cat's paw theory in this case. "We need not, however, resolve the doctrinal tension in Diaz's case because his cat's paw theory fails on its own terms," the court concluded.

The undisputed evidence showed that Diaz's supervisor, Tom Hanson, may have lied during an investigation into the failure to accommodate the injured worker, but Hanson's actions were intended to protect himself from discipline, not to dupe a neutral decisionmaker into making a discriminatory decision, the court said.

Even if Hanson had set up Diaz to be fired, the court said, the plant manager's decision to fire Diaz was "untainted" because it was based on Diaz's admission that he did not honor work restrictions set by a company nurse.

A full report will appear in the next issue of Daily Labor Report. Click here for the latest
issue.
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Overtime
California Justices Say State Overtime Laws Apply to Employees Residing in Other States
The California Labor Code's overtime provisions apply to three nonresident Oracle Corp. instructors for work performed in the state, and these claims may serve as predicates for claims under the state's unfair competition law,...

Disabilities
Fired Supervisor's 'Cat's Paw' Claim Failed With No Intent, Causation Proof, Court Says
A former supervisor in an Iowa hog-processing plant did not prove he was retaliated against for seeking accommodations for an injured worker under the "cat's paw" theory of employer liability because he did not show that an intermediate...

Energy
White House Announces Commitments For Energy-Efficient Building Retrofitting
CHICAGO—Building on a White House budget proposal seeking to retrofit thousands of commercial buildings with energy-efficient technologies, the Obama administration unveiled June 30 a related initiative that will solicit large-scale,...

ERISA
Citing Amara, DOL Urges Seventh Circuit To OK Money Damages for Fiduciary Breach
The Labor Department filed an amicus brief June 13 urging the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit to hold that under a recent U.S. Supreme Court ruling monetary damages can be awarded under Section 502(a)(3) of the Employee Retirement...
Court Affirms Ruling Against Employees
Challenging Payment Policies for ESOPs
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit June 28 upheld a lower federal court decision that former employees of a seafood company who alleged that the company wrongfully revised the payment policy of its employee stock ownership plan...

Federal Employees
AFGE Certified as Airport Screener Union
The Federal Labor Relations Authority has certified that more than 43,000 federal airport screeners employed by the Transportation Security Administration will be represented by the American Federation of Government Employees, AFGE...

Federal Employees
OPM Withdraws, Revises Interim Regulations
On Calculating FEHBP Premiums Using MLR
The Office of Personnel Management has withdrawn an interim rule and replaced it with a revised interim rule on the agency’s planned use of a medical loss ratio threshold to calculate premiums for community-rated plans in the Federal...

FLSA
Georgia Food Distributor to Pay Employees $312,000
A federal court in Georgia has ordered Chueng Kong Holding Inc., doing business as wholesale food distributor United Food, and its owner to pay $311,905 to 41 employees for minimum wage and overtime violations, the Labor Department announced...

FLSA
Judge Rules Sprinkler Installers May Proceed
With FLSA Claims for Daily Warehouse Work
Five fire sprinkler company pipefitters may proceed to trial with their Fair Labor Standards Act claims for unpaid wages for time spent loading and unloading supplies at a company warehouse and traveling between the warehouse and job sites,...

Immigration
Conservatives Speak Out Against
Bill to Mandate E-Verify for New Hires
Not all conservatives support mandatory E-Verify legislation, and some say such a bill would burden businesses without addressing the underlying immigration problems in the United States, speakers said during a June 30 teleconference...

Immigration
Michigan Dairy Farm, Owners Plead Guilty
To Immigration Violations, to Pay $2.7 Million
LANSEND, Mich.—A Michigan dairy farm and its owners pleaded guilty to charges of employing illegal immigrants and agreed to pay over $2.7 million in fines, according to a plea agreement filed June 28 in the U.S. District Court for the...

International Labor
Canada Average Earnings Up 0.7 Percent
In April as Payroll Jobs Rise 0.2 Percent
OTTAWA—Canadian workers' average weekly earnings increased 0.7 percent in April, a turnaround from the revised 0.2 percent decrease in March and the 0.2 percent decrease in February, Statistics Canada reported June 30....

Manufacturing
IUE-CWA, UE Members Ratify Contract
With General Electric by 70 Percent Vote
Members of United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America and the International Union of Electronic Workers, an affiliate of the Communications Workers of America, have voted by 70 percent of those voting to ratify four-year national...

NLRB
NLRB Studying Possible Office Reorganizations
The National Labor Relations Board announced June 29 that it is engaged in a study of the agency's organization and structure in its Washington, D.C., headquarters and its regional offices located throughout the United States. ...

Race Discrimination
Court Rules Fired White Supervisor
Raises Triable Race Discrimination Claims
A white supervisor fired by a branch of Lockheed-Martin Corp. for forwarding to another employee a racially insensitive "joke" e-mail disparaging African Americans may pursue federal race discrimination claims based on evidence...

Representation Elections
Senators Seek NLRB Delay of Rules Meeting,
While House Panel Sets Hearing Next Week
Three Republican senators told National Labor Relations Board Chairman Wilma B. Liebman in a letter June 30 that the board's announcement of a July 18 public meeting on a notice of proposed rulemaking concerning representation case procedures...

Sexual Harassment
First Circuit Says 'Current' Calendar Year
Is Year of Discrimination for Title VII Caps
A federal district court abused its discretion when it reduced to $50,000 a $300,000 sexual harassment jury verdict in favor of a female former construction worker in Puerto Rico by using the calendar year in which the damages were awarded as...

Sexual Orientation
WLAD Sexual Orientation Amendment Applies
Prospectively Only, State Appeals Court Holds
A state university employee raised a jury issue of sexual orientation harassment with allegations that her supervisor mistreated her after finding out she is gay, the Washington Court of Appeals ruled June 27, although her claim ultimately...

Sick Leave
Philadelphia Mayor Nutter Vetoes Paid Sick Leave Mandate for Businesses
PHILADELPHIA—Philadelphia Mayor Michael A. Nutter (D) June 28 vetoed a proposed ordinance that would have required all businesses in the city with more than five employees to provide workers with paid sick leave to take care of their...

Steel
USW, Allegheny Technologies Reach Accord for 3,000
The United Steelworkers and Allegheny Technologies Inc. (ATI) June 30 announced that they have reached tentative agreement on new four-year contracts covering some 3,000 employees at the company’s Allegheny Ludlum stainless steel...

Trade
Republicans Block FTA Mock Markup; Hatch Objects to Inclusion of TAA, Process
Republican Senate Finance Committee members boycotted and successfully blocked a June 30 “mock” markup hearing on three pending free trade agreements, with ranking member Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) blasting the planned inclusion...

Unfair Labor Practices
ALJ Denies Boeing Bid to Dismiss Complaint, Allowing Trial of Unfair Labor Practice Issues
The National Labor Relations Board administrative law judge hearing Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon's allegations that Boeing Co. unlawfully transferred jetliner production from Washington state to South Carolina June 30...

ALSO IN THE COURTS

Also in the Courts: A Roundup of Recent Labor and Employment Rulings

CONVENTION REPORT

Teamsters
Delegates to IBT Convention Nominate Hoffa, Pope, Gereg for General President
LAS VEGAS—Delegates to the 28th convention of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters June 30 nominated James P. Hoffa, Sandy Pope, and Fred Gereg as candidates for the office of international general president. ...

Teamsters
UAW’s King Tells IBT Delegates to Mobilize Members in Advance of 2012 Election
LAS VEGAS—United Auto Workers President Bob King told delegates to the International Brotherhood of Teamsters’ convention June 29 that the two unions were in strong solidarity with each other, and that union leaders must educate...
ECONOMIC NEWS

Economic Outlook

Growth to Improve to 3.2 Percent in 2012, As Jobless Rate Declines, BNA Survey Finds
After a weak first half of the year, U.S. economic growth will strengthen in the remainder of 2011 and in 2012, supported by lower energy prices, improved consumer confidence and job growth, and rising business investment and exports, according...

Unemployment Insurance

First-Time UI Claims Edge Down 1,000 To 428,000 in Latest Week, ETA Reports
The number of jobless workers filing individual unemployment insurance claims decreased by 1,000 in the week ended June 25 following an increase of 9,000 the preceding week, according to seasonally adjusted figures released June 30 by the...
The case against Dominique Strauss-Kahn is on the verge of collapse as investigators have uncovered major holes in the credibility of the housekeeper who charged that he attacked her in a Manhattan hotel in May.

Another Area Girds for Revolt as Sudan Approaches a Split

Despite an agreement signed only days ago to bring peace to central Sudan, the country seems to be sliding inexorably toward war.

U.S. Will Widen 2 C.I.A. Inquiries Into Jail Deaths

The Justice Department announced Thursday that it is opening a full criminal investigation into the deaths of two detainees who died in American custody.

"Just lie flat, or you could get killed."

NAGWA MUSA KONDA, director of an aid organization in Sudan, on surviving bombing raids on opposition forces.
N.Y. / REGION

VIDEO: Without Words
Jack Agueros, a New York poet with Alzheimer’s disease, has lost the ability to read and write, but still has moments of lucidity.

City Room: Slowly, Alzheimer’s Erases a Poet’s Gifts and Memories

OPINION

ROOM FOR DEBATE
Why Did Wild Nail Polish Go Mainstream?
The neon green and copper metallic you see at the office is not going away. What happened to women’s ideas about beauty?

WORLD

Coalition of Factions From the Streets Fuels a New Opposition in Syria
By ANTHONY SHADID
Local Coordination Committees have become the wild cards in what is shaping up as a potentially decisive stage in Syria’s protest movement.

Western Funds Are Said to Have Managed Libyan Money Poorly
By DAVID ROHDE
Prominent investment funds managed hundreds of millions of dollars in Qaddafi regime assets, charging tens of millions of dollars in fees and producing low returns, according to a document.

Britain Sends Supplies to Libyan Rebels
By DAVID JOLLY
The British military has provided body armor, police uniforms, and high visibility vests and T-shirts, Foreign Minister William Hague said in a written statement to Parliament.

U.S.

Plan Issued to Save Northern Spotted Owl
By WILLIAM YARDLEY
Twenty years after the northern spotted owl was listed as a threatened species, the federal government offered a plan to prevent the bird from going extinct.

Mob Figure May Unearth Corruption of Lawmen
By MICHAEL COOPER and RICHARD A. OPPEL Jr.
Now that James (Whitey) Bulger is back in custody, the question is whether the longtime informant will squeal again.

Bulger Racketeering Case Dropped for Murder Case

A Safety Valve for Inmates, the Arts, Fades in California
By ADAM NAGOURNEY
Inmates act out their anger and fear on stage in the only two prison arts programs left in California, where most such programs have disappeared in budget cuts.

Slide Show: Commedia Dell’Arte as Prison Therapy

* More World News »

* More U.S. News »
BUSINESS

Boeing Labor Dispute Is Making New Factory a Political Football
By STEVÉN GREENHOUSE
The challenge to a new Boeing plant in North Charleston by a union in Seattle has turned into a political firefight between the foes and partisans of organized labor.

Two Rulings Find Cuts in Public Pensions Permissible
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH
The dismissal of suits by retired public workers in Colorado and Minnesota may embolden other states and cities to use pension reductions as a tool to help balance their budgets.

THE BIG PICTURE
Local Laws Fighting Fat Under Siege
By STEPHANIE STROM
At the behest of restaurateurs, state legislatures are passing laws that override local antiobesity ordinances.

SPORTS

Some Players Waiting for Tennis Shot Clock
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY
Some of today’s stars intentionally engage in slow play, a strategy that could come to an end with the installation of a mandate to get the ball back in play by a set time.

TOUR DE FRANCE
Contador Chases a Title He Might Lose in Court
By JULIET MACUR
A hearing scheduled for Aug. 1-3 will determine whether Alberto Contador should be barred from competing, and if he will have to give up his 2010 Tour title.

Arts Beat Video: New York Asian Film Festival

ARTS

The Sounds of Silence
By DAN BARRY
New York City is chockablock with shelters of solitude, some hidden and some in plain sight, that invite pause, reflection, even wonder; somehow the noise heightens the silence.

A Restorative Racket
By CHARLES McGRATH
New York noise, from the dawn chorus of the garbage trucks to the basso continuo of the traffic, can be restorative.

A Rogue Film Festival Earns Respect (Sort Of)
By MIKE HALE
Now celebrating its 10th anniversary, the New York Asian Film Festival offers a solid blend of high-quality movies along with the hyperbolic and fantastic.
MOVIES

MOvie review | 'LARRY CROWNe'

Stymied in Middle Age, Reaching for a New Life
By STEPHEN HOLDEN
In "Larry Crowne" Tom Hanks and Julia Roberts are grown-ups who more or less act their age as they overcome monetary and emotional setbacks.

MOvie review | 'TRANSFORMeRS: DARK OF THE MOON'

One Small Step for Man, One Giant Leap for Autobots
By A. O. SCOTT
"Transformers: Dark of the Moon" is among Michael Bay's best movies and by far the best 3-D sequel ever made about gigantic toys from outer space.

ARTS & LEISURE

The Team Player Who Blends Into the Comedy
By JONAH WEINER
A former sitcom star and Teen Wolf, Jason Bateman has become a consummate ensemble player.

EDITORIALS

EDITORIAL

Ethics, Politics and the Law
The Supreme Court must address doubts about its legitimacy as guardian of the rule of law.

EDITORIAL

The Libya Campaign
We are all impatient to see an end to the fighting in Libya, but this is no time for NATO to back down.

EDITORIAL

Lies and Truth About Upper Big Branch
Big Coal must learn its lesson. A yearlong federal inquiry found a chain of safety neglect. Congress should pass urgently needed legislation to prevent further disasters.

EDITORIAL

Speaker Quinn on Marriage
When the speaker of the New York City Council, one of the nation's most prominent openly gay officials, talks about marriage equality in New York State, it's personal.

OP-ED

OP-ED CONTRIBUTor

The Price of Liberty: Weeds
By RICHARD MABEY
When America won independence, the British left behind a covert occupation force in the shape of its streetwise, opportunistic weeds.

OP-ED COLUMNIST

To the Limit
By PAUL KRUGMAN
It isn't at all unthinkable that the battle to raise the federal debt ceiling could end in failure.

OP-ED COLUMNIST

Smells Like School Spirit
By DAVID BROOKS
Between Diane Ravitch and the education reformers lies a middle way, one which keeps the tests, but
places them in the service of a clear mission.

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR
Practicing Medicine Can Be Grimm Work
By VALERIE GRIBBEN
Fairy tales helped me understand the suffering of my patients.

ON THIS DAY
On July 1, 1997, Hong Kong reverted to Chinese rule after 156 years as a British colony.
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Key Individuals

**Lehigh Valley is Portland cement industry's birthplace**

* Aggregate Research Industries – 07/01/11 03:46 –
  *Words matched:* Craig Becker
  The Portland cement industry for the United States was born in the Lehigh Valley. A narrow, but deep band of limestone arcs just below the ground from eastern Berks County, through upper Lehigh and Northampton counties to western Warren County, according to the book "The Lehigh Valley Cement Indust...County: Essroc originated as Coplay Cement in 1866, according to Craig Becker, senior vice president of human resources at Essroc. The original...

**Margaret's Musings: Cast out the whole 'bloody' lot**

* Hudson Star-Observer – 07/01/11 03:42 –
  *Words matched:* Craig Becker
  If you think I am talking about voting out the recalled senators you are wrong. I am talking about Wisconsinites having the strength and fortitude to cast out the outside interests who invaded our state in February and remain fostering their own agenda, which is concerned with power on a national le...Obama appointees to the National Labor Relations Board is former SEIU lawyer Craig Becker. The NLRB is suing Boeing, an American company, because...

**Ghost - The Musical**

* musicalzentrale - Musical-Guide – 07/01/11 00:17 –
  *Words matched:* Mark Pearce
  Liebe ist stärker als der Tod
  ... - Ivan de Freitas Subway Ghost - Adebayo Bolaji Hospital Ghost - Mark Pearce
  Clara - Lisa Davina Phillip Louise - Jenny Fitzpatrick Ensemble :

**Obama Gives 1000 Jobs the Silent Treatment**

* ABBA Network – 06/30/11 19:17 –
  *Words matched:* Lafe Solomon
  Obama Gives 1,000 Jobs the Silent Treatment NRCC – Pressed yesterday about the
National Labor Relations Board’s actions to destroy jobs in South Carolina, President Obama “dodged” the issue, claiming that “it’s an independent agency” despite the fact that he has appointed three out of its four curr...in South Carolina, National Labor Relations Board acting general counsel Lafe Solomon couldn’t provide evidence that Boeing opening a non-union...

Obama passes NLRB buck

Military & Aerospace Electronics – 06/30/11 19:04 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
President Barack Obama called it a “good thing” Wednesday that Boeing decided to put a new aircraft plant in the United States instead of in a foreign nation. ...hide behind the “independent agency” excuse for NLRB acting general counsel Lafe Solomon’s far-fetched case against Boeing. However, the president...

Obama’s labor union problem

Daylife – 06/30/11 13:51 –
1 other source (CNN)
Words matched: Craig Becker
That’s a big financial hit. Changing the rules is a strategy also deployed by the higher-profile National Labor Relations Board, where the President opted for a recess appointment of union lawyer Craig Becker after it became clear his confirmation would. ...Relations Board, where the President opted for a recess appointment of union lawyer Craig Becker after it became clear his confirmation would...

New labor rules could help IKEA workers’ organizing effort in Virginia

Southern Studies – 06/30/11 13:16 –
Words matched: Wilma Liebman
By Jenny Brown and Mischa Gaus, Labor Notes The IKEA furniture factory in Danville, Va., is hot in the summer, but workers can expect it to be even hotter this year. ...a gift to “Big Labor.” “Today,” replied Board Chair Wilma Liebman, “the Board is routinely criticized for doing what the statute requires it...

Nominations Submitted to the Senate

[National Labor Relations Board] – 06/30/11 08:53 –
Words matched: Craig Becker
(Daily Compilation of Presidential Documents Via Acquire Media NewsEdge) Administration of Barack Obama, 2011 June 17, 2011 The following list does not include promotions of members of the Uniformed Services, nominations to the Service Academies, or nominations of Foreign Service Officers. ...remainder of the term expiring September 19, 2011, vice Ron Silver. Craig Becker, of Illinois, to be a member of the National Labor Relations...

Signature of the Joint Council of Europe/OECD Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters

Revenue – 06/30/11 08:53 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
The Minister of State at the Department of Finance, Mr. Brian Hayes TD, at a special signing ceremony at the OECD today, signed, on behalf of the Government, the Joint Council of Europe/OECD Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters. ...Tax Matters The Minister of State at the Department of Finance, Mr. Brian Hayes TD, at a special signing ceremony at the OECD today, signed,

The helmet debate

Australian Cyclist – 06/30/11 05:56 –
Words matched: MARK PEARCE, Mark Pearce
This has gone on long enough. When will we grasp the fact that mandatory helmets for cyclists has nothing to do with safety? It has everything to do with politicians exercising their power over the masses. perhaps the removal of these types from the gene pool may not be such a bad thing. MARK PEARCE Pacific Haven, Qld Mark Pearce: Pacific Haven, QLD

Pro-union rulings stir up debate

The Sacramento Bee – 06/30/11 04:00 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
KANSAS CITY, Mo. -- Organized labor has lost a lot of clout in the past decade but recently received some power boosts. The National Labor Relations Board last week proposed regulations that would give labor a better chance to win union-organizing elections.
...an unfair labor charge filed in April by the board’s chief lawyer. *Lafe Solomon*, acting as the agency’s top prosecutor, charged Boeing Corp.

### NLRA Additional US Mentions

#### AG Abbott opposes federal interference with job creation

**Star Community Newspapers** – 07/01/11 07:35 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

AUSTIN -- Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott filed an amicus brief on behalf of a bipartisan, 16-state coalition that opposes the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) proposal to punish employers for creating new jobs in right-to-work states. ...proposal explains that the general counsel has not only misapplied the **National Labor Relations Act**, but has threatened economic development and job...

#### Aspen Skico, Mulcahy end bitter feud — for now

**Aspen Times (AP)** – 07/01/11 03:28 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

ASPEN — Aspen Skiing Co. and former ski instructor Lee Mulcahy have reached an agreement to end their long, bitter labor dispute. Both parties signed a proposed settlement agreement arranged by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) on a handful of outstanding issues in the fight, which started Likewise, Skico does not admit in any way that it violated the **National Labor Relations Act** by signing the agreement. The bottom line for Skico ,

#### Nearly every day for three years, Josue

**Pressofatlanticcity.com** – 07/01/11 00:01 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Nearly every day for three years, Josue Melquisedec Diaz reported to work by going to a New Orleans street corner where contractors, subcontractors and people fixing up their places went to hire day laborers. ...agricultural and domestic workers accorded the right to unionize under the **National Labor Relations Act** (though farm workers have won this right...
This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.

...(SEP 2010); 52.222-40 Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (DEC 2010); 52.222-54 Employment Eligibility Verification...

**U--Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) Educational Outreach in Michigan**

**Federal Business Opportunities** – 06/30/11 10:13 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.

...(SEP 2010); 52.222-40 Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (DEC 2010); 52.222-54 Employment Eligibility Verification...

**Q--Medical Assistant**

**Federal Business Opportunities** – 06/29/11 11:53 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.

...(MAR 2000) 52.222-40 Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (Dec 2010) 52.222-42 STATEMENT OF EQUIVALENT RATES...

**Jerry Brown's Betrayal of Cesar Chavez, UFW Stains His Legacy**

**California Progress Report** – 07/01/11 03:27 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Beyond Chron For all of his lurches to the right, disdain for public input, and refusal to work collaboratively, California Governor Jerry Brown has always been defended by those who appreciated his support for Cesar Chavez and the farmworkers movement.

...gives farmworkers the same labor rights most other workers got from the National Labor Relations Act in 1935. While Jerry Brown is criticized as...

**Pro-union rulings stir up debate**

**The Sacramento Bee** – 06/30/11 04:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

KANSAS CITY, Mo. -- Organized labor has lost a lot of clout in the past decade but recently received some power boosts. The National Labor Relations Board last week proposed regulations that would give labor a better chance to win union-organizing elections.

...agency's top prosecutor, charged Boeing Corp. with violating the National Labor Relations Act after Boeing's CEO said that a production line...

**AG Abbott opposes federal interference with job creation**

**Star Community Newspapers** – 07/01/11 07:35 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

AUSTIN -- Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott filed an amicus brief on behalf of a bipartisan, 16-state coalition that opposes the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) proposal to punish employers for creating new jobs in right-to-work states.

...on behalf of a bipartisan, 16-state coalition that opposes the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) proposal to punish employers for creating...

**NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal**

**GoDanRiver.com (AP)** – 07/01/11 07:15 –

54 other sources (York Dispatch, Wapo.com, ...)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

NEW YORK (AP) -- The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article Title</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Matched Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal (AP)</td>
<td>Rocket News – 07/01/11 07:07 –</td>
<td>NBA, labor practices, commissioner, NBA, unfair bargaining practices, league.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>В США бывшего сотрудника ООН обвинили в мошенничестве</td>
<td>Russian Los Angeles – 07/01/11 06:57 –</td>
<td>unfair labor charge, league, National Labor Relations Board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA lockout begins with no end in sight</td>
<td>Monterey country – 07/01/11 05:00 –</td>
<td>unfair labor charge, league, National Labor Relations Board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA joins NFL, locks out players after failing to reach a new labor deal</td>
<td>Tyler Paper (AP) – 07/01/11 04:30 –</td>
<td>unfair labor charge, league, National Labor Relations Board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA: Labor talks go into deep freeze</td>
<td>The Register-Guard – 07/01/11 03:59 –</td>
<td>unfair labor charge, league, National Labor Relations Board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal</td>
<td>Juneau Empire – 07/01/11 03:41 –</td>
<td>unfair labor charge, league, National Labor Relations Board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have</td>
<td>Pressofatlanticcity.com – 07/01/11 03:30 –</td>
<td>unfair labor charge, league, National Labor Relations Board.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There’s no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...
NEW YORK — The NBA locked out its players Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second pro sports league shut down by labor strife.

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...
NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach deal (AP)

Rocket News – 07/01/11 01:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK – The NBA locked out its players Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second pro sports league shut down by labor strife.

Another lockout begins

THonline.com – 07/01/11 01:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NBA owners fail to come to an agreement with the players’ union, sending another major American sport into a work stoppage.

Boeing’s attempt to kill suit fails: Judge says it’s too early to reject NLRB’s case

Post and Courier (AP) – 07/01/11 00:47 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The federal government has notched the first significant ruling in the high-profile dispute between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing Co. The judge presiding over the case on Thursday denied the aircraft maker's request to have the complaint tossed out.

Pro Basketball: Locked out

TheCourier.com (AP) – 07/01/11 00:39 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
By BRIAN MAHONEY AP Basketball Writer NEW YORK -- The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a new facility.

Judge denies Boeing motion

TheSunNews – 07/01/11 00:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Company loses fight to toss out lawsuit

Lockout will be a lengthy one

TheState.com – 07/01/11 00:09 –
Words matched: NLRB
Questions abound on dance between players, owners

Corporate Jets and Tax Breaks

JEWISH WORLD REVIEW – 07/01/11 00:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Obama’s core message in his Wednesday press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. “You go talk to your constituents and ask them, ‘Are you willing to compromise your kids' safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?’” This was just one example.

NEW YORK - The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**Westerly Hospital to post notices regarding union activities, bargaining**

TheDay.com (AP) – 07/01/11 00:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Westerly - For the third time in three years, Westerly Hospital has posted notices pledging that it will not interfere with union activities, will bargain in good faith with employee unions and will respect union rights.

...are the result of a settlement the hospital reached with the National Labor Relations Board in a case involving unfair labor practice charges...

**No deal: NBA players locked out**

The Marietta Daily Journal – 07/01/11 00:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

NEW YORK - The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**NBA lockout begins today**

The Bulletin (AP) – 06/30/11 23:55 –

55 other sources (KTSA, WSVN 7NEWS, ...)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

AP Basketball Writer NEW YORK (AP) -- The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**NBA to lock out players after no new deal**

The Bulletin (AP) – 06/30/11 23:55 –

55 other sources (KTSA, WSVN 7NEWS, ...)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

AP Basketball Writer NEW YORK (AP) -- The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they feared guaranteed they'd keep

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**NBA locks out its players**

StAugustine.com – 06/30/11 23:53 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Games could be missed for first time since 1998

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**UPDATE 2-Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint**

TD Waterhouse - Markets & Research – 06/30/11 23:48 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

**NBA lockout begins after players, owners fail to reach new labour deal**

570 News – 06/30/11 23:41 –

7 other sources (Lethbridge Herald, News 1130 Radio, ...)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

**Judge denies Boeing's motion to dismiss lawsuit claiming union retaliation**

The Telegram – 06/30/11 23:32 –

15 other sources (The Prince Albert Daily Herald, The News - New Glasgow, ...)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

**Rutter Hobbs & Davidoff Labor & Employment Legal Team in LA Available to Discuss Critical Issues for Employers as Companies Begin to Hire**

News 25 – 06/30/11 23:28 --

49 other sources (KNOE 8 News, NewsChannel 10, ...)
to hire and/or re-hire again. According to Wendy Lane and Olivia Goodkin, members of the labor and employment team at Los Angeles-based law firm Rutter Hobbs & Davidoff, this is an ideal time for California companies to...liable for what their employees post on social media, the National Labor Relations Board has recently filed a number of complaints against employers...

- **MaximumEdge.com News - NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach deal**
  - Maximum Edge – 06/30/11 23:14 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

- **Congressman Fattah Declares Support for Proposed NLRB Rule**
  - NewsChannel 10 – 06/30/11 23:08 –
  - 17 other sources (KSWO, Human Rights Today, ...)
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

  /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Congressman Chaka Fattah (D-PA) issues the following statement on a new rule proposed by the National Labor Relations Board for representation elections in the workplace: (Logo: http://photos.
  
  Congressman Fattah Declares Support for Proposed NLRB Rule /PRNewswire - USNewswire/ -- Congressman Chaka Fattah (D-PA) issues the following statement...

- **NBA Armageddon 2011: and so it begins**
  - Howard Bloom – 06/30/11 23:08 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

- **Federal judge won't dismiss Boeing lawsuit**
  - The Augusta Chronicle – 06/30/11 22:58 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

  Decision viewed as early victory for government
  ...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

- **It's Official: NBA to lock out players after no new deal**
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

  NEW YORK — The NBA’s thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron’s move to Miami and Dirk’s title in Dallas couldn’t hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren’t interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they’d keep...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

- **NBA To Lock Out Players After No New Deal**
  - WIBW – 06/30/11 22:06 –
  - 1 other source (Wpxi.com)
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

  The NBA’s thrilling season came with a high price tag. ...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

- **NBA to lock out players after no new deal**
  - Juneau Empire – 06/30/11 21:47 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

  -- NEW YORK — The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

- **Senate candidates speak to Fla. newspapers editors**
  - Naples Daily News (AP) – 06/30/11 21:44 –
  - 3 other sources (Crestview News Bulletin, Beaumont Enterprise (AP), ...)
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

  ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP) — One of the first forums with all four Republican candidates for U.S. Senate was held Thursday, with little disagreement in opinions or ideas. ...would like to cut spending in the Environmental Protection Agency, the National...
A judge on Thursday denied Boeing's attempt to have a National Labor Relations Board case against it dismissed. The NLRB has accused Boeing of choosing to locate a new plant in South Carolina instead of Washington state in retaliation for strikes by unionized workers there. **Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB lawsuit** A judge on Thursday denied Boeing's attempt to have a National Labor Relations Board case...

**NLRB judge won't dismiss Boeing complaint**
BuzzTracker – 06/30/11 19:37 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
share: digg facebook twitter The National Labor Relations Board complaint that Boeing illegally retaliated against workers in Washington by putting its second 787 Dreamliner assembly line in South.

**Obama Gives 1000 Jobs the Silent Treatment**
ABBA Network – 06/30/11 19:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Obama Gives 1,000 Jobs the Silent Treatment NRCC – Pressed yesterday about the National Labor Relations Board's actions to destroy jobs in South Carolina, President Obama "dodged" the issue, claiming that "it's an independent agency" despite the fact that he has appointed three out of its four curr...1,000 Jobs the Silent Treatment NRCC Pressed yesterday about the National Labor Relations Board's actions to destroy jobs in South Carolina.

**Obama passes NLRB buck OPINION**
Military & Aerospace Electronics – 06/30/11 19:04 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
President Barack Obama called it a "good thing" Wednesday that Boeing decided to put a new aircraft plant in the United States instead of in a foreign nation.

**Judge denies Boeing's request; labor complaint moves forward**
Herald Net – 06/30/11 18:37 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A federal labor complaint against the Boeing Co. will go forward after an administrative law judge denied on Thursday the company's request to drop the complaint. ...the company's request to drop the complaint. The National Labor Relations Board has accused Boeing of retaliating against its Machinists for...

**500 More Kaiser Professionals Unite for Good Jobs, Quality Services...**
Finwin – 06/30/11 18:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
500 More Kaiser Professionals Unite for Good Jobs, Quality Services Across California in SEIU-UHW Jun. 30, 2011 Business Editors/Labor Writers LOS ANGELES—(BUSINESS WIRE)—Jun. ...problems on the job." The election, certified Thursday afternoon by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), was conducted by a "card check "

**Judge: Sorry Boeing, labor case goes forward**
Ohio Standard – 06/30/11 18:24 –
3 other sources (Albuquerque News, Toronto Telegraph, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON — A judge has denied Boeing Co.'s request to dismiss a federal lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina. The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson allows the National Labor Relations Board to move ahead in presenting its case against...

**Graham on the NLRB Lawsuit against Boeing**
United States Senator Lindsey Graham – 06/30/11 18:17 –
Words matched: NLRB
WASHINGTON — U.S. Senator Lindsey Graham (R-South Carolina) today made this statement on the decision by an administrative law judge to deny The Boeing Company's motion to dismiss the NLRB lawsuit. Graham on the NLRB Lawsuit against Boeing WASHINGTON U.S. Senator Lindsey Graham (R-South Carolina) today made this statement on the decision...

**Enzi, Hatch and Isakson Call on NLRB to Delay “Quickie Union Election” Rule**
IKEA stacks deck against union backers
peoplesworld – 06/30/11 17:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
DANVILLE, Va. - Only days after the Machinists union petitioned the National Labor Relations Board for an election to see if a majority of workers want a union at Swedwood Danville, an IKEA furniture maker, the company has rigged the process against its workers.

Crowley Applauds National Labor Relations Board’s Proposed Voting Rules
Politics and Technology – 06/30/11 17:33 –
1 other source (TMCnet.com)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Jun 30, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Queens, NY -- Today, Congressman Joe Crowley (D-Queens, the Bronx) released the following statement supporting the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) proposed rule change to streamline the union election process.

Federal judge refuses to toss out NLRB lawsuit against Boeing
Post and Courier (AP) – 06/30/11 17:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The judge assigned to the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against Boeing Co. today denied the aircraft maker's request to have the case tossed out.

Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint
Thomson Reuters News and Insight – 06/30/11 17:10 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
CHICAGO, June 30 (Reuters) - A government complaint over Boeing Co's new non-union 787 assembly plant in South Carolina will go forward, an administrative law judge ruled on Thursday.

NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal
KSWT News 13 – 06/30/11 16:34 –
7 other sources (FOX 28, KMPH Fox 26, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Thursday, June 30, 2011 3:34 PM EST Updated: Friday, July 1, 2011 3:34 AM EST
By BRIAN MAHONEY AP Basketball Writer NEW YORK (AP) - The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while.

NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach deal
KNOE 8 News – 06/30/11 16:34 –
8 other sources (WSET.com, KWWL.com, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Thursday, June 30, 2011 3:34 PM EST Updated: Friday, July 1, 2011 12:24 AM EST
By BRIAN MAHONEY AP Basketball Writer NEW YORK (AP) - The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag.

Boeing Labor Case Goes Forward After Judge Denies Request To Dismiss
Zmarter – 06/30/11 16:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case
Juneau Empire – 06/30/11 16:06 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

-- WASHINGTON — A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co.’s request to toss out a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.

...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

In Boeing labor dispute, a political conflagration

In Boeing labor dispute, a political conflagration
The Bulletin (AP) – 06/30/11 16:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Tensions flare as union seeks to force company to move new production facility to Washington
...cause celebre among Republican lawmakers and presidential hopefuls, the National Labor Relations Board has accused Boeing of illegally setting up...

Former United Nations Employee Charged in Connection with a $100,000 Fraud Scheme Involving Concurrent Jobs

Former United Nations Employee Charged in Connection with a $100,000 Fraud Scheme Involving Concurrent Jobs
The Judicial View – 06/30/11 15:37 –
1 other source (The United States Department of Justice)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Department of Justice
...as a result of holding jobs at the U.N. and the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) at the same time, announced Assistant Attorney General...

NBA locks out players after CBA expires

NBA locks out players after CBA expires
CSNPhilly.com – 06/30/11 15:28 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The Associated PressNEW YORK -- The NBA locked out its players Friday, a long-expected move that put the 2011-12 season in jeopardy and came as the NFL is trying to end its own work stoppage that began in March.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

NLRB Breathes New Life into Federal Labor Law

NLRB Breathes New Life into Federal Labor Law
Law Journal Newsletters – 06/30/11 15:24 –
Words matched: NLRB

By now, everyone knows discrimination and harassment are illegal in the workplace. 
NLRB Breathes New Life into Federal Labor Law By now, everyone knows discrimination and harassment are illegal in the workplace. But how many...

LowCountry 9.12

LowCountry 9.12
Summerville Journal Scene – 06/30/11 15:21 –
Words matched: NLRB

Summerville Journal Scene © Rep. Tim Scott will be the guest speaker at the LowCountry 9.12 Project on Tuesday, July 5. Rep. Scott, who was a speaker at the recent Boeing/NLRB hearing, is expected to talk about the hearing and the economy.
July 5. Rep. Scott, who was a speaker at the recent Boeing/NLRB hearing, is expected to talk about the hearing and the economy. The meetings are...

Judge Denies Boeing Motion To Dismiss Labor Case

Judge Denies Boeing Motion To Dismiss Labor Case
KIRO-TV – 06/30/11 15:20 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

WASHINGTON — A judge has denied Boeing Co.’s request to dismiss a federal lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.

The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson allows the National Labor Relations Board to move ahead in presenting its case against...

Judge Won't Dismiss Boeing Labor Case

Judge Won't Dismiss Boeing Labor Case
Manufacturing.net – 06/30/11 15:01 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

WASHINGTON (AP) – A judge has denied Boeing Co.’s request to dismiss a federal lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.

The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson allows the National Labor Relations Board to move ahead in presenting its case against...
UPDATE 1-Obama weighs in on Boeing dispute, pushes jobs

TD Waterhouse - Markets & Research – 06/30/11 14:16 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

BC-US--Boeing-Labor,128

WICS ABC News Channel 20 – 06/30/11 13:59 –

1 other source (WZTV FOX17)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case By SAM HANANEL Associated Press WASHINGTON (AP) -- A judge has denied Boeing Co.'s request to dismiss a federal lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.

The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson allows the National Labor Relations Board to move ahead in presenting its case against...

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labour case

Chronicle Journal – 06/30/11 13:53 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Obama's labor union problem

Daylife – 06/30/11 13:51 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

That's a big financial hit. Changing the rules is a strategy also deployed by the higher-profile National Labor Relations Board, where the President opted for a recess appointment of union lawyer Craig Becker after it became clear his confirmation would...

...the rules is a strategy also deployed by the higher-profile National Labor Relations Board, where the President opted for a recess appointment...

Digest of Other White House Announcements [Daily Compilation of Presidential Documents]

TMCnet.com (Australia) – 06/30/11 13:45 –

6 other sources (Latin America - IP Communications, Europe - IP Communications, ...)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board (Daily Compilation of Presidential Documents Via Acquire Media NewsEdge)

Administration of Barack Obama, 2011 June 17, 2011 The following list includes the President's public schedule and other items of general interest announced by the Office of the Press Secretary and not included elsewhere in this...nominate Lafe E. Solomon to be General Counsel at the National Labor Relations Board. The President announced his intention to nominate Terence...

A judge has denied Boeing Co.'s request to dismiss

Pressofatlanticcity.com – 06/30/11 13:41 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

A judge has denied Boeing Co.'s request to dismiss a federal lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.

The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson allows the National Labor Relations Board to move ahead in presenting its case against...

Boeing Case Could Doom Staffing Firm

Staffing Industry Analysts – 06/30/11 13:26 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Government legal action against Boeing could force a South Carolina staffing firm out of business, the owner said June 17 during testimony to the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee...

...testimony to the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee. The National Labor Relations Board sued Boeing in April, charging that the...

Aviation Industry Calls Obama Tax Plan "Cynical"

WOWO News Talk 1190 AM – 06/30/11 13:17 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Is corporate jet tax break good for America? General aviation employs 1.2 million Americans and generates $150 billion a year in revenue. President Obama praises it as one of America's industries that still maintains an advantage over other countries' manufacturers.

Obama said, as he called on Boeing, union workers and the National Labor
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3 years of Obama surrounding himself with these progressive...

**In our view: NLRB Case Weaker**
The Columbian – 06/30/11 09:34 –
*Words matched:* National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Obama addresses Boeing issue, and he doesn’t sound supportive of the feds
*In our view: NLRB Case Weaker Obama addresses Boeing issue, and he doesn’t sound supportive of the feds Finally, on Wednesday, President Barack ...*

**Obama weighs in on Boeing dispute, pushes jobs**
Q13 Fox – 06/30/11 09:19 –
*Words matched:* National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Obama said companies should have the freedom to relocate
*...over a new non-union plant. In April, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) lodged a complaint against Boeing, saying its decision to...*

**Ambrose: An indictment of Obama**
Milford Daily News – 06/30/11 08:11 –
*2 other sources (The Dedham Transcript, The MetroWest Daily News)*
*Words matched:* National Labor Relations Board
You look on PBS at photos of U.S. soldiers recently slain in Afghanistan, you think how awful it is, you hope something can improve things and some days later you cringe as President Obama announces a plan that will put our troops at even more risk.
*...appointment of an ideological radical, he has colluded with the National Labor Relations Board in aiming to please union buddies by essentially ...*

**Obama failing to lead, and the nation suffers**
Sentinel and Enterprise (AP) – 06/30/11 06:32 –
*Words matched:* National Labor Relations Board
By JAY AMBROSE You look on PBS at photos of U.S. soldiers recently slain in Afghanistan, you think how awful it is, you hope something can improve things and some days later you cringe as President Obama announces a plan that will put our troops at even more risk.
*...appointment of an ideological radical, he has colluded with the National Labor Relations Board in aiming to please union buddies by essentially ...*

**NBA joins NFL in lockout**
Cincinnati.com – 06/30/11 06:29 –
*Words matched:* National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There’s no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.
*...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...*

**AMBROSE: Obama needs to be a leader**
The Times Herald – 06/30/11 06:20 –
*Words matched:* National Labor Relations Board
0 You look on PBS at photos of U.S. soldiers recently slain in Afghanistan, you think how awful it is, you hope something can improve things and some days later you cringe as President Obama announces a plan that will put our troops at even more risk.
*...appointment of an ideological radical, he has colluded with the National Labor Relations Board in aiming to please union buddies by essentially ...*

**Online Only: America needs better leader than Obama**
Wayne Post – 06/30/11 05:14 –
*Words matched:* National Labor Relations Board
Canandaigua, N.Y. — You look on PBS at photos of U.S. soldiers recently slain in Afghanistan, you think how awful it is, you hope something can improve things and some days later you cringe as President Obama announces a plan that will put our troops at even more risk.
*...appointment of an ideological radical, he has colluded with the National Labor Relations Board in aiming to please union buddies by essentially ...*

**NBA: League in lockout after sides fail to reach deal**
New Haven Register – 06/30/11 02:55 –
*Words matched:* National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — The NBA’s thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron’s move to Miami and Dirk’s title in Dallas couldn’t hide a simple fact: Owners insisted
they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep... filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

**NBA Lockout Begins As Sides Fail To Reach Deal**

WHIO-TV – 06/30/11 02:46 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

NEW YORK -- The NBA locked out its players Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second pro sports league shut down by labor strife.

... filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**America needs better ruler than Obama**

Kearney Hub (AP) – 06/29/11 17:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

You look on PBS at photos of U.S. soldiers recently slain in Afghanistan, you think how awful it is, you hope something can improve things and some days later you cringe as President Obama announces a plan that will put our troops at even more risk.

... appointment of an ideological radical, he has colluded with the National Labor Relations Board in aiming to please union buddies by essentially ...

**The Executive Branch vs. competitiveness**

The Daily Tribune Online – 06/29/11 13:37 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The National Labor Relations Board, part of the executive branch of the federal government, has a problem with Boeing building the 787 Dreamliner passenger jet in South Carolina, a right-to-work state.

The Executive Branch vs. competitiveness The National Labor Relations Board, part of the executive branch of the federal government, has a problem...
NEW YORK (AP) — The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor.

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

Lockout on for NBA
San Antonio Express-News - Blogs – 07/01/11 03:03 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
By Mike Monroe and Jeff McDonald mikemonroe@express-news.net In his five months as a vice president of the National Basketball Players Association, Spurs forward Matt Bonner has been through enough bargaining sessions to cross one potential post-playing career job off his list.

...said. Meanwhile, the union also awaits a ruling by the National Labor Relations Board on an unfair labor practices complaint it filed weeks ago.

NLRB Wins Round Over Boeing
Talking Points Memo – 06/30/11 22:44 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson has denied Boeing's motion to dismiss the lawsuit brought by the National Labor Relations Board.

NLRB Wins Round Over Boeing Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson has denied Boeing's motion to dismiss the lawsuit brought by the National...
A judge on Thursday denied Boeing's attempt to have a National Labor Relations Board case against it dismissed. The NLRB has accused Boeing of choosing to locate a new plant in South Carolina instead of Washington state in retaliation for strikes by unionized workers there.

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB lawsuit A judge on Thursday denied Boeing’s attempt to have a National Labor Relations Board case...

More Obama Soak-the-Rich
Bizblogger – 06/30/11 18:20 –
Words matched: NLRB
As I wrote yesterday, Democrats are obsessed with repealing the Bush tax cuts, especially the upper-end. They could use a 12-step program and a Higher Power. ...plus side, the president did seem to side with Boeing in the NLRB dispute about adding jobs in South Carolina and the state of Washington. Obama...

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case
Quality Networking – 06/30/11 15:56 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co.’s request to toss out a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina. ...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

Former U.N. security worker charged with wire fraud
Washington Examiner - Blogs – 06/30/11 15:49 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A former United Nations and National Labor Relations Board employee is charged with fraudulently obtaining more than $100,000 in salary payments from the two agencies.

...worker charged with wire fraud A former United Nations and National Labor Relations Board employee is charged with fraudulently obtaining more...

NLRB judge won't dismiss Boeing complaint
seattlepi.com Blogs – 06/30/11 14:56 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board complaint that Boeing illegally retaliated against workers in Washington by putting its second 787 Dreamliner assembly line in South Carolina can go ahead, a judge ruled Thursday.

NLRB judge won't dismiss Boeing complaint The National Labor Relations Board complaint that Boeing illegally retaliated against workers in Washington...

Obama June 29, 2011 press conference transcript
Chicago Sun-Times Blogs – 06/30/11 10:57 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
THE WHITE HOUSE Office of the Press Secretary

For Immediate Release June 29, 2011 PRESS CONFERENCE BY THE PRESIDENT East Room 11:40 A.

...repeatedly cites is the regulatory environment. So do you think that the NLRB complaint against Boeing, that this has created some of the --

End of June NLRB overreach round up
Marathon Pundit – 06/30/11 10:49 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, nlrb
Boeing HQ, Chicago When I started doing these NLRB-Boeing entries, the chill of April (I'm in Illinois) was still in the air. And now June ends--but the overreach continues.

End of June NLRB overreach round up Boeing HQ, Chicago When I started doing these NLRB-Boeing entries, the chill of April (I'm in Illinois) was...

Tompkins Workers’ Center Wins Major Workers Rights Case Against World’s Largest Hair Salon Chain
The world’s largest hair salon corporation, Regis/Cost Cutters, agrees to remove “Yellow Dog Contracts” it forced workers to sign and to provide Notices and a DVD recording informing employees of their rights (Ithaca, NY) The National Labor Relations Board has settled unfair labor practice charges against Minneapolis-based Regis/Cost Cutters.

WSJ: The ‘Revenue’ Problem Is a Slow-Growth Problem Caused by Obama Administration Policies (Also: Pethokoukis and Boehner)

BizzyBlog – 06/30/11 08:41 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

This should be so drop-dead obvious it requires no elaboration, but the Journal soldiers through it in its lead editorial this morning (bolds, italics, and numbered tags are mine): Obama’s Real Revenue Problem

Tax receipts are low because of the mediocre economic recovery.

...issue of the year, other than the anemic recovery, is the National Labor Relations Board attack on Boeing and its decision to open an aircraft plant in South Carolina.

NLRB judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss

Seattle Puget Sound Business Journal Blog – 06/30/11 01:12 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

A pall continues to hang over Boeing’s new North Charleston 787 Dreamliner plant, after an NLRB administrative law judge denied Boeing’s motion to dismiss the case against it.

NLRB judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss A pall continues to hang over Boeing’s new North Charleston 787 Dreamliner plant, after an NLRB administrative...
Japan turnaround body seeks underwriters for JAL stake sale
Aerocontact – 07/01/11 06:02 –
Words matched: NLRB
Reuters Aviation, published 45 minutes ago TOKYO, July 1 (Reuters) - Japan's state-backed Enterprise Turnaround Initiative Corp said it will pick underwriters by July 15 to sell its $4.
...unit to cut jobs - 1 hour ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint - 1 hour ago US airlines prep plane orders; AMR said to be...

NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach deal
Hürriyet Daily News and Economic Review – 07/01/11 06:01 –
1 other source (Sify)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The NBA locked out its players Friday, a long-expected move that put the 2011-12 season in jeopardy and came as the NFL is trying to end its own work stoppage that began in March.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

Finnair, Flybe to jointly buy regional carrier
Aerocontact – 07/01/11 05:18 –
Words matched: NLRB
Reuters Aviation, published 2 minutes ago HELSINKI, July 1 (Reuters) - Finnair and British budget airline Flybe will jointly buy regional carrier Finnish Commuter Airlines for 25 million euros ($35).
...to cut jobs - 58 minutes ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint - 59 minutes ago US airlines prep plane orders; AMR said to...

Lufthansa's AUA could break even - exec in paper
Aerocontact – 07/01/11 05:18 –
Words matched: NLRB
Reuters Aviation, published 4 minutes ago FRANKFURT, July 1 (Reuters) - Lufthansa unit Austrian Airlines could still break even for 2011 as cost-cutting measures start to bear fruit in the second half of the year, an executive of the unit told an Austrian newspaper.
...to cut jobs - 58 minutes ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint - 59 minutes ago US airlines prep plane orders; AMR said to...

Lockheed, Boeing in $1.1 bln US Air Force launch deal
Aerocontact – 07/01/11 04:38 –
Words matched: NLRB
Reuters Aviation, published 14 minutes ago WASHINGTON, June 30 (Reuters) - United Launch Alliance, a joint venture of Lockheed Martin Corp and Boeing Co, has won a $1.
...to cut jobs - 18 minutes ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint - 19 minutes ago US airlines prep plane orders; AMR said to...

Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint
Aerocontact – 07/01/11 04:38 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Reuters Aviation, published 19 minutes ago CHICAGO, June 30 (Reuters) - An administrative law judge has rejected Boeing Co's motion to dismiss the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against the company, the union representing Boeing workers in Washington said on Thursday.
Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint Reuters Aviation, published 19 minutes ago CHICAGO, June 30 (Reuters) - An administrative ...

Lockheed’s aeronautics unit to cut 1,500 jobs
Aerocontact – 07/01/11 04:38 –
Words matched: NLRB
Reuters Aviation, published 13 minutes ago ATLANTA, June 30 (Reuters) - The aeronautics unit of Lockheed Martin Corp, the Pentagon's No. 1 supplier by sales, said on Thursday that it plans to cut about 1,500 jobs to reduce costs in response to a flattening of U.
...to cut jobs - 18 minutes ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint - 19 minutes ago US airlines prep plane orders; AMR said to...

JAL may team with Jetstar to launch budget carrier
Aerocontact – 07/01/11 04:38 –
Words matched: NLRB
Reuters Aviation, published 9 minutes ago TOKYO, July 1 (Reuters) - Japan Airlines Corp (JAL) may team up with Australia’s Jetstar group to enter the budget airline
market in a move that could ignite airfare battles in Japan, a country known for its
expensive airports and services.
...to cut jobs - 18 minutes ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB
complaint - 19 minutes ago US airlines prep plane orders: AMR said to...

- Vietnam Airlines to buy Dung Quat refinery's jet fuel
  Aerocontact – 07/01/11 04:38 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Reuters Aviation, published 7 minutes ago HANOI, July 1 (Reuters) - Vietnam
  Airlines will soon buy jet fuel produced by Dung Quat oil refinery, the country's only
  such facility, which will meet up to a third of the national carrier's annual fuel
demand, state-run newspapers said on Friday.
  ...to cut jobs - 18 minutes ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB
complaint - 19 minutes ago US airlines prep plane orders: AMR said to...

- Alleged airline stowaway in US had cleared security
  Aerocontact – 07/01/11 04:38 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Reuters Aviation, published 16 minutes ago WASHINGTON June 30 (Reuters Life!) -
  A man charged with stowing away on a flight from New York to Los Angeles last
  Friday cleared airport security screening, the Transportation Security Administration
  confirmed on Thursday.
  ...to cut jobs - 18 minutes ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB
complaint - 19 minutes ago US airlines prep plane orders: AMR said to...

- JAL says Jetstar tie-up one possible option to enter LCC market
  Aerocontact – 07/01/11 04:38 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Reuters Aviation, published 10 minutes ago TOKYO, July 1 (Reuters) - Japan
  Airlines Corp (JAL) said on Friday a tie-up with Australia's Qantas unit Jetstar is one
  possible option for entry into the low cost carrier (LCC) market.
  ...to cut jobs - 18 minutes ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB
complaint - 19 minutes ago US airlines prep plane orders: AMR said to...

- Vietnam Airlines to expand fleet to 110 aircraft by 2015
  Aerocontact – 07/01/11 04:38 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Reuters Aviation, published 5 minutes ago HANOI, July 1 (Reuters) - National carrier
  Vietnam Airlines has sought government approval to invest $8.38 billion to expand its
  fleet, taking it to 110 aircraft by 2015 in the first phase, a state-run newspaper
  reported on Friday.
  ...to cut jobs - 18 minutes ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB
complaint - 19 minutes ago US airlines prep plane orders: AMR said to...

- Lockheed's aeronautics unit to cut jobs
  Aerocontact – 07/01/11 04:38 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Reuters Aviation, published 18 minutes ago ATLANTA, June 30 (Reuters) -
  Lockheed Martin's aeronautics unit said on Thursday that it plans to cut about 1,500
  jobs to reduce costs.
  ...cleared security - 16 minutes ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB
complaint - 19 minutes ago US airlines prep plane orders: AMR said to...

- Hold Thomson Airways to make UK's first commercial biofuels flight
  Aerocontact – 07/01/11 04:38 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Reuters Aviation, published 11 minutes ago LONDON, July 1 (Reuters) - Thomson
  Airways will become Britain's first airline to fly customers on biofuel -- one made from
  cooking oil -- when it operates a service to Spain next month.
  ...to cut jobs - 18 minutes ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB
complaint - 19 minutes ago US airlines prep plane orders: AMR said to...

- MaximumEdge.com News - NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal
  Maximum Edge – 07/01/11 03:22 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

- Friday Newspaper Review - Irish Business News and International Stories - -
  July 01, 2011
  Finfacts – 07/01/11 03:15 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NBA lockout begins after players, owners fail to reach new labour deal
Prince George Citizen – 07/01/11 01:55 –
3 other sources (Kimberley Daily Bulletin, Cranbrook Daily Townsman, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

NBA to lock out players after no new deal | Home » Other Sections » Breaking News
The Philippine Star – 07/01/11 00:03 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

UPDATE 2-Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint
TD Waterhouse - Markets & Research – 06/30/11 23:48 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

NBA lockout begins after players, owners fail to reach new labour deal
570 News – 06/30/11 23:41 –
7 other sources (Lethbridge Herald, News 1130 Radio, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Judge denies Boeing's motion to dismiss lawsuit claiming union retaliation
The Telegram – 06/30/11 23:32 –
15 other sources (The Prince Albert Daily Herald, The News - New Glasgow, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

MaximumEdge.com News - NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach deal
Maximum Edge – 06/30/11 23:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

NBA Armageddon 2011: and so it begins
Howard Bloom – 06/30/11 23:08 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

MaximumEdge.com News - NBA to lock out players after no new deal
Maximum Edge – 06/30/11 21:13 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal
Yahoo! Malaysia – 06/30/11 19:30 –
3 other sources (Yahoo! Singapore News, Yahoo! News Philippines, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

500 More Kaiser Professionals Unite for Good Jobs, Quality Services Across California in SEIU-UHW
Quoteline – 06/30/11 19:20 –
9 other sources (Finanz Nachrichten.de, Trading-house.net, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Los Angeles--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- A group of 500 information technology

The Irish Independent reports that Department of Finance officials didn't know the "scale of the disaster being faced by the banks" even in the days leading up to the bank guarantee in September 2008, according to a damning new report.

...cause célèbre among Republican lawmakers and presidential hopefuls, the National Labor Relations Board has accused Boeing of illegally setting up...
professionals at Kaiser facilities across California overwhelmingly said yes to join Service Employees International Union, United Healthcare Workers West (SEIU-UHW) on Thurs.

...problems on the job. The election, certified Thursday afternoon by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), was conducted by a card check or...

Romney: Labor board case could cost Iowa jobs
Sify – 06/30/11 19:20 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney accused the Obama administration on Monday of jeopardizing the very manufacturing jobs the Democratic president plans to promote when he visits an aluminum plant in Iowa.

...former governor of Massachusetts, said a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) against Boeing could stifle jobs at Alcoa in Iowa.

USDOJ: Former United Nations Employee Charged in Connection with a $100,000 Fraud Scheme Involving Concurrent Jobs
7thSpace – 06/30/11 17:10 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON — A former employee of the United Nations (U.N.) was arrested today for allegedly obtaining more than $100,000 in salary payments as a result of holding jobs at the U.

...as a result of holding jobs at the U.N. and the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) at the same time, announced Assistant Attorney General...

NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach deal
Yahoo! Malaysia – 06/30/11 17:04 –
3 other sources (Yahoo! News Philippines, Yahoo! Singapore News, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK (AP) — The NBA locked out its players Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second pro sports league shut down by labor strife.

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case
Yahoo! Singapore Finance – 06/30/11 16:56 –
4 other sources (Yahoo! Singapore News, eWoss News, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON (AP) -- A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co.'s request to toss out a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.

...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint
Guardian.co.uk – 06/30/11 16:55 –
* Judge rejects Boeing's motion to dismiss NLRB complaint * Hearing set to resume on July 6 (Recasts. Adds background, judge's quote) By Kyle Peterson CHICAGO, June 30 (Reuters) - A government complaint over Boeing Co's new non-union 787 assembly plant in South Carolina will go forward, an administr.

Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint * Judge rejects Boeing's motion to dismiss NLRB complaint * Hearing set to resume on July...

Judge: Sorry Boeing, labor case goes forward
Toronto Telegraph – 06/30/11 16:47 –
1 other source (Australian Herald)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Boeing Labor Case Goes Forward After Judge Denies Request To Dismiss
Zmarter – 06/30/11 16:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

В США бывшему сотруднику ООН обвинили в мошенничестве
MixZona – 06/30/11 16:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Бывшему сотруднику Организации объединенных наций Джейффи Армстронгу (Jeffery K. Armstrong) из Вирджинии предъявлены обвинения в мошенничестве. Об этом сообщает издание Ashburn Patch.
The NLRB has announced that it will hold an open meeting on July 18, 2011 to consider input from interested parties about its recently proposed rule on the election process.

**UPDATE** Obama weighs in on Boeing dispute, pushes jobs

TD Waterhouse - Markets & Research – 06/30/11 14:16

The NLRB has announced that it will hold an open meeting on proposed rulemaking on election process. The NLRB has announced that it will hold an open meeting on July 18, 2011...
The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. "I have to agree with Stephen L. Goldstein that President Barack Obama is the most transformative president in 30 years." If he keeps on his current path, he'll transform the United States into another Greece, which has been brought to its knees by "transformative president in 30 years." If he keeps on his current path, he'll transform the United States into another Greece, which has been brought to its knees by subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep, Hubert, "You go talk to your constituents and ask them, 'Are you willing to compromise your kids' safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?'" This was just one of a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against workers who filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...
June out with a bang

CharlotteObserver.com – 07/01/11 02:23 –

Four days, 480 points. That's how the Dow Jones industrial average closed the final four days of June. Among the factors driving the week's rally: Greece cleared the final hurdle needed to receive its next installment of emergency loans, manufacturing picked up around Chicago, and Nike Inc. ...to South Carolina. It's an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans and business...

NBA owners institute lockout

NewsObserver.com – 07/01/11 02:00 –

NEW YORK -- The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

NBA Lockout Begins As Sides Fail to Reach Deal

StLToday.com (AP) – 07/01/11 01:25 –

| Loading... NEW YORK • Eighteen days after celebrating an electric championship series and a revitalizing season, the NBA is shutting down — perhaps for a very long time...
...the players, Stern said. NBA and union officials are awaiting an NLRB ruling on an unfair-labor practice complaint filed by the union in May ,

National and world business briefs

NewsOK (AP) – 07/01/11 01:06 –

National and world business briefs...

...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

Relations Board (NLRB) has relaxed the rules governing employee elections...
NBA lockout begins
The Detroit News (AP) – 07/01/11 01:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
New York — The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

National news headlines
STLtoday.com (AP) – 07/01/11 01:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
| Loading... | Senators staying on the job | The Senate will work next week instead of taking a lengthy Fourth of July recess after President Barack Obama insisted that lawmakers should stay in Washington to try to resolve the impasse over how to reduce federal deficits and raise the debt ceiling.
...to South Carolina. The ruling is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans and...

Letters to the editor, July 1
STLtoday.com (AP) – 07/01/11 01:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
| Loading... | Cofer's commitment to students is admirable | Regarding "Missouri State's president quits to return to classroom" (June 28): I admire James Cofer's choice to return to teaching to increase his contact with the student body.
...economy isn't growing. First is the decision by the National Labor Relations Board to prohibit Boeing from expanding its operations into South...

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case
Pittsburgh Tribune Review – 07/01/11 00:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A judge has denied Boeing Co.'s request to dismiss a federal lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.
The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson allows the National Labor Relations Board to move ahead in presenting its case against...

NBA Lockout 2011: Lockout Begins As Sides Fail To Reach Deal
The Huffington Post – 07/01/11 00:13 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK -- The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

NBA locks out players after no deal
9News.com – 07/01/11 00:07 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK (AP) - The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd k
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

NBA locks out players; both sides prepare for long off-season
Mass Live – 07/01/11 00:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
By BRIAN MAHONEY Associated Press NEW YORK -- The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach deal
My San Antonio (AP) – 06/30/11 23:17 –
1 other source (Newsvine)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK (AP) — The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd...

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**NBA to lock out players after no new deal**

*IndyStar.com* – 06/30/11 23:01 –

27 other sources (Sl.com, Breitbart, ...)

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

NEW YORK — The NBA’s thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron’s move to Miami and Dirk’s title in Dallas couldn’t hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren’t interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they’d keep

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

**Now it’s the NBA in lockout**


**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

All league business, including free agency, is put on hold

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

**June's most competitive Senate races**

*Politico* – 06/30/11 22:42 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Nevada inches upward and Utah makes its debut: Here’s the June edition of POLITICO’s Monthly 10 — our ever-evolving rankings of the most competitive Senate contests in the country.

...Democratic National Committee chairman, stayed tight-lipped on a National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing over the company's right...

**NBA to lock out players at 12:01 EDT Friday**

*Sporting News* – 06/30/11 22:35 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

NEW YORK— The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep I

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

**Boeing Dispute Becomes Political Football in South Carolina**


**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. — Boeing's gigantic new $750 million airplane factory here is the pride of South Carolina, the biggest single investment ever made in a state that is far more associated with old-line textile mills than state-of-the-art manufacturing.

...cause célébre among Republican lawmakers and presidential hopefuls, the National Labor Relations Board has accused Boeing of illegally setting up...

**Boeing loses ruling in labor dispute**

*Chron.com* – 06/30/11 21:25 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

WASHINGTON — A federal judge Thursday denied Boeing Co.'s request to toss out a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.

...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

**Boeing Loses Motion In Union Lawsuit**

*Road Runner* – 06/30/11 20:17 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

Boeing Loses Motion In Union Lawsuit The National Labor Relations Board (NRLB) judge hearing the case ruled against what he called Boeing’s "impassioned "

**Singers, Musicians Want City Opera’s George Steel to Go, Company to Stay**

*Bloomberg* – 06/30/11 20:03 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
In a protest as melodious as it was rueful, New York City Opera musicians and singers took to the sidewalk outside Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts to pan General Manager George Steel’s plan to vacate the David H. Koch Theater and move other stage managers and a dancer, has sought an injunction from the National Labor Relations Board to block the move and charge NYCO with unfair

500 More Kaiser Professionals Unite for Good Jobs, Quality Services Across California in SEIU-UHW

Breitbart.com: Business Wire – 06/30/11 19:05 –

3 other sources (Business Wire, Yahoo! Finance US, ...)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

A group of 500 information technology professionals at Kaiser facilities across California overwhelmingly said “yes” to join Service Employees International Union, United Healthcare Workers West (SEIU-UHW) on Thurs.

...problems on the job. & The election, certified Thursday afternoon by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), was conducted by a “card check”

Boeing Loses Key Motion In Union Lawsuit

My Fox New York – 06/30/11 19:03 –

1 other source (Myfoxdc.com)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

(NewsCore) - WASHINGTON – Boeing was dealt a blow Thursday in its effort to make a union complaint against the company go away. The National Labor Relations Board (NRLB) judge hearing the case ruled against what he called Boeing's "impassioned" motion to dismiss it.

...effort to make a union complaint against the company go away. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) judge hearing the case ruled against what...

Judge Denies Boeing Motion to Dismiss Labor Case

FoxNews.com – 06/30/11 19:01 –

1 other source (The New York Times)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

A judge has denied Boeing Co.’s request to dismiss a federal lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.

The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson allows the National Labor Relations Board to move ahead in presenting its case against...

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB lawsuit

Democratic Underground – 06/30/11 18:17 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB lawsuit

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB lawsuit Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB lawsuit Source: The Hill A judge on Thursday denied...

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case

Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (AP) – 06/30/11 18:12 –

37 other sources (The News Tribune, NewsChannel5.com, ...)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

...A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co.’s request to toss out a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.

...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

Judge Rules For NLRB Over Boeing, Graham Piping Mad

TPMDC – 06/30/11 18:02 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

A federal judge denied Boeing’s motion to dismiss a National Labor Relations Board lawsuit that charged the aerospace giant with unfairly penalizing Washington workers’ collective bargaining rights by moving a new production line to South Carolina.

Judge Rules For NLRB Over Boeing, Graham Piping Mad A federal judge denied Boeing’s motion to dismiss a National Labor Relations Board lawsuit...

Rutter Hobbs & Davidoff Labor & Employment Legal Team in LA Available to Discuss Critical Issues for Employers as Companies Begin to Hire

Hawaii News Now – 06/30/11 17:13 –

3 other sources (The Sacramento Bee, PR Newswire, ...)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

...Employers across many sectors are gaining confidence and starting
to hire and/or re-hire again. According to Wendy Lane and Olivia Goodkin, members of the labor and employment team at Los Angeles-based law firm Rutter Hobbs & Davidoff, this is an ideal time for California companies to...liable for what their employees post on social media, the National Labor Relations Board has recently filed a number of complaints against employers.

- **Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint**
  - Chicago Tribune – 06/30/11 16:53 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - A government complaint over Boeing's new non-union 787 assembly plant in South Carolina will go forward, an administrative law judge ruled Thursday. "I find the motion is without merit and should be denied in its entirety," Judge Clifford Anderson said in his ruling.
  - Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint A government complaint over Boeing's new non-union 787 assembly plant in South Carolina...

- **After Final Bid to Reach Deal Fails, N.B.A. Heads for a Shutdown**
  - The New York Times – 06/30/11 16:43 –
  - Words matched: NLRB
  - Eighteen days after celebrating an electric championship series and a revitalizing season, the National Basketball Association is shutting down — perhaps for a very long time. . . . . . .
  - Negotiators for the owners and the players unions made a final attempt to broker a new labor deal Thursday afternoon, but they separated possibly in the next two weeks. The union is also awaiting an NLRB ruling on its unfair-labor-practice complaint, which could change the parameters...

- **4 Republican US Senate candidates speak to Florida newspapers editors in St. Petersburg**
  - The Republic (AP) – 06/30/11 16:35 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. — One of the first forums with all four Republican candidates for U.S. Senate was held Thursday, with little disagreement in opinions or ideas.
  - ...would like to cut spending in the Environmental Protection Agency, the National Labor Relations Board and possibly the military. "There should be...

- **Big Labor, Bill Nelson and the NLRB in Assault on Pro-Job Florida**
  - Human Events – 06/30/11 16:26 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - I doubt many Floridians have even heard of the National Labor Relations Board. I doubt many of them know that under President Obama, this unelected board of bureaucrats and political appointees is doing the bidding of Big Labor, or that it has the power to kill jobs in America.
  - Big Labor, Bill Nelson and the NLRB in Assault on Pro-Job Florida I doubt many Floridians have even heard of the National Labor Relations Board.

- **Judge denies Boeing's request to drop labor complaint**
  - AllVoices – 06/30/11 16:19 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - The National Labor Relations Board has accused Boeing of retaliating against its Machinists for strikes in Washington when the company decided to establish a second 787 line in South Carolina.
  - Judge denies Boeing's request to drop labor complaint The National Labor Relations Board has accused Boeing of retaliating against its Machinists...

- **Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB case**
  - Free Republic – 06/30/11 16:11 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - A judge dismissed airplane manufacturer Boeing's attempt to have a National Labor Relations Board case against it dismissed Thursday. The NLRB has alleged Boeing chose to locate a new plant to build 787 airplanes in South Carolina instead of Washington state in retaliation for strikes by unionized.
  - Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB case A judge dismissed airplane manufacturer Boeing's attempt to have a National Labor Relations Board...

- **Tim Kaine, Quickly Echoing Obama on NLRB**
  - Road Runner – 06/30/11 15:55 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - Tim Kaine, to address the National Labor Relations Board decision barring Boeing from moving operations to a plant in South Carolina. It is a classic divide-the-opposition move; Virginia is a right-to-work state, and unions are neither particularly.
  - Tim Kaine, Quickly Echoing Obama on NLRB Tim Kaine, to address the National
Judge denies Boeing’s motion to dismiss lawsuit claiming union retaliation
The Associated Press – 06/30/11 15:47 –
1 other source (The Republic (AP))

WASHINGTON (AP) -- A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co.’s request to toss out a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina. ...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

NLRB judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss
St. Louis Business Journal – 06/30/11 15:42 –
1 other source (Business Journals)

Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson on Thursday denied Boeing’s request to dismiss the case against it before the National Labor Relations Board.

UPDATE 1-Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint

* Judge rejects Boeing's motion to dismiss NLRB complaint * Hearing set to resume on July 6 CHICAGO, June 30 (Reuters) - An administrative law judge has rejected Boeing Co's (BA) motion to dismiss a National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against it before the National Labor Relations Board.

With Talks Deadlocked, N.B.A. Heads for a Shutdown

About two weeks after celebrating an electric championship series and a revitalizing season, the N.B.A. is shutting down — perhaps for a very long time.

...complaint, filed by the National Basketball Players Association, is pending with the National Labor Relations Board. Like the N.F.L. Players Association,

Judge Denies Boeing Motion For Dismissal In Labor Lawsuit
Business Insider – 06/30/11 14:28 –

A federal judge has refused to dismiss the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing in response to the opening of the aerospace giant's new production line in South Carolina.

...In Labor Lawsuit A federal judge has refused to dismiss the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing in response to the opening...

Top questions as lockout looms
Sl.com – 06/30/11 13:47 –

With the NBA's collective bargaining agreement set to expire at midnight tonight, a lockout appears all but certain. Here are the most pressing issues facing the league as players and owners convene one last time before the deadline: 1) What would a lockout mean? It would mean that the NBA and its

Congressman Fattah Declares Support for Proposed NLRB Rule
Washington Business Journal – 06/30/11 13:03 –

4 other sources (Business Journals, PR Newswire, ...)

WASHINGTON, June 30, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Congressman Chaka Fattah (D-PA) issues the following statement on a new rule proposed by the National Labor Relations Board for representation elections in the workplace: (Logo: http://photos/)

Congressman Fattah Declares Support for Proposed NLRB Rule WASHINGTON, June 30, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Congressman Chaka Fattah (D-PA)

Obama's labor union problem
CNN – 06/30/11 12:59 –

, senior editor-at-large FORTUNE -- How many ways are there to sidestep Congress'
refusal to make it easier for unions to organize? Let us count them.
...the rules is a strategy also deployed by the higher-profile National Labor
Relations Board, where the President opted for a recess appointment...

The president and the unions: The community organizer isn't a labor organizer
The Seattle Times – 06/30/11 12:50 –
Words matched: NLRB
The dominant media theme is that President Obama "is on the defensive" because of
the NLRB ruling that Boeing broke the law by moving some 787 production to a
non-union plant in North Charleston in direct retaliation against unions in the Puget
Sound.
...theme is that President Obama "is on the defensive" because of the NLRB ruling
that Boeing broke the law by moving some 787 production to a non-union...

NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal
Newsvine – 06/30/11 11:18 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a
while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players
early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second
major pro sport shut down by labor strife.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations
Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

Aviation Industry Assails Obama for 'Cynical' Call to End Corporate Jet Tax
Break
FoxNews.com – 06/30/11 10:44 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
General aviation employs 1.2 million Americans and generates $150 billion a year in
revenue. President Obama praises it as one of America's industries that still
maintains an advantage over other countries' manufacturers.
Obama said, as he called on Boeing, union workers and the National Labor
Relations Board to resolve a contentious dispute that's dragged on for...

In our view: NLRB Case Weaker
Road Runner – 06/30/11 09:59 –
Words matched: NLRB
In mid-May, The Columbian asked three questions in an editorial: Why doesn't the
federal government work this hard to keep jobs from moving overseas? Why did it
take the NLRB more than a year to oppose Boeing's decision? And why was
President Barack.
In our view: NLRB Case Weaker In mid-May, The Columbian asked three questions
in an editorial: Why doesn't the federal government work this hard...

Sensible streamlining
Boston Herald (AP) – 06/30/11 08:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board’s proposed regulatory amendments, by avoiding
unnecessary litigation and delays and taking advantage of modern technologies,
would lessen the costs of regulation ("NLRB tilts field," June 26).
Sensible streamlining The National Labor Relations Board's proposed regulatory
amendments, by avoiding unnecessary litigation and delays and...

Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama
9News.com – 06/30/11 08:54 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON (AP) - The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into
a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a
fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National
Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. Obama...

aquatic food chain examples
Zimbio – 06/30/11 08:46 –
Words matched: NLRB
aquatic food chain examples talk to myself like that too. This is sadly not
exaggerated AT ALL. Yeah, the Even though the level at the lower levels of the food
chain (often referred Tree vs Rock A more realistic depiction of who eats whom is
called a food web; an example Others (e.
...appeared This section further discusses aquatic food chains. Regional NLRB
Decision Holds Manhattan College Is Example from Florida aquatic food...
The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint vs. Boeing's new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: "right-to-work" laws. 

Job's, Income Data Show Right-To-Work States Working

Free Republic – 06/30/11 08:37 –

The company voluntarily settled 18 of the...past decade but recently received some power boosts. The National Labor Relations Board last week proposed regulations that would give labor a better chance to win union-organizing elections. 

NBA lockout begins as owners, players fail to reach deal

Detroit Free Press – 06/30/11 00:27 –

The players' union and owners will meet Thursday, but don't expect a new collective bargaining agreement until both sides start missing paychecks in September. 

A lockout is coming to NBA and it'll be here for some time

Sun-Sentinel.com – 06/29/11 23:07 –

...Stern. Why would the union go to court? A court, or the National Labor Relations Board, might rule in its favor, as the federal court in Minnesota... 

Labor-board case against Boeing puts Obama on defensive

The Seattle Times – 06/29/11 22:29 –

The NLRB allegation that Boeing retaliated against its unionized work force in Washington by opening a new production line for its 787 airplane in South Carolina, a right-to-work state, has prompted criticism by the GOP and business.

President Obama's Press Conference

RealClearPolitics – 06/29/11 15:45 –

I just want to say a few words about the economy before I take your questions. 

AG Abbott opposes federal interference with job creation

Star Community Newspapers – 07/01/11 07:35 –

AUSTIN -- Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott filed an amicus brief on behalf of a bipartisan, 16-state coalition that opposes the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) proposal to punish employers for creating new jobs in right-to-work states. 

NYT: Finally, Nurses Are Set to Vote on Unionizing

Democratic Underground – 06/30/11 07:50 –

Democratic Underg...
NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal
**NewsTimes.com (AP)** – 07/01/11 03:33 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's goal was to avoid meaningful negotiation until a lockout was in place.

Aspen Skico, Mulcahy end bitter feud — for now
**Aspen Times (AP)** – 07/01/11 03:28 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Aspen — Aspen Skiing Co. and former ski instructor Lee Mulcahy have reached an agreement to end their long, bitter labor dispute. Both parties signed a proposed settlement agreement arranged by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) on a handful of outstanding issues in the fight, which started

Boeing's attempt to kill suit fails: Judge says it's too early to reject NLRB's case
**Post and Courier (AP)** – 07/01/11 00:47 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
The federal government has notched the first significant ruling in the high-profile dispute between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing Co. The judge presiding over the case on Thursday denied the aircraft maker's request to have the complaint tossed out.

UPDATE 2-Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint
**TD Waterhouse - Markets & Research** – 06/30/11 23:48 –
**Words matched:** NLRB

Congressman Fattah Declares Support for Proposed NLRB Rule
**NewsChannel 10** – 06/30/11 23:08 –
**17 other sources** (KSWO, TickerTech.com, ...)
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
/PRAnewswire-USNewswire/ -- Congressman Chaka Fattah (D-PA) issues the following statement on a new rule proposed by the National Labor Relations Board for representation elections in the workplace: (Logo: http://photos.

The NLRB got it right on Boeing
**Bangor Daily News** – 06/30/11 20:48 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected.

NLRB Knows if the Pope Is Catholic
**The Wall Street Journal Asia** – 06/30/11 20:02 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Regarding Patrick J. Reilly's "Are Catholic Colleges Catholic Enough?" (Houses of Worship, June 24): So the National Labor Relations Board now has the authority to determine whether or not a college is Catholic? If it, in its theological wisdom, can do that then what stops it from determining an ind

Boeing Loses Key Motion in Union Lawsuit
**My Fox Los Angeles** – 06/30/11 19:48 –
**7 other sources** (My Fox Atlanta, My Fox Houston, ...)
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
(NewsCore) - WASHINGTON -- Boeing was dealt a blow Thursday in its effort to make a union complaint against the company go away. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) judge hearing the case ruled against what he called Boeing's "impassioned" motion to dismiss it.

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB lawsuit
**Lucianne.com** – 06/30/11 19:40 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A judge on Thursday denied Boeing's attempt to have a National Labor Relations Board case against it dismissed. The NLRB has accused Boeing of choosing to locate a new plant in South Carolina instead of Washington state in retaliation for strikes by unionized workers there.

NLRB judge won't dismiss Boeing complaint
**BuzzTracker** – 06/30/11 19:37 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
share: digg facebook twitter The National Labor Relations Board complaint that Boeing illegally retaliated against workers in Washington by putting its second 787
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### Obama Gives 1000 Jobs the Silent Treatment
**ABBA Network** – 06/30/11 19:17 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Obama gives 1,000 jobs the silent treatment NRCC – Pressed yesterday about the National Labor Relations Board’s actions to destroy jobs in South Carolina, President Obama “dodged” the issue, claiming that “it’s an independent agency” despite the fact that he has appointed three out of its four curr

### Boeing Fails To Chuck NLRB Union Row Over 787s
**Law 360** – 06/30/11 19:12 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

-- Boeing Co. on Thursday failed in its bid to throw out a complaint from the National Labor Relations Board that it retaliated against union employees, with an administrative law judge ruling that the company’s motion to dismiss was meritless.

### Graham on the NLRB Lawsuit against Boeing
**United States Senator Lindsey Graham** – 06/30/11 18:17 –
**Words matched:** NLRB

WASHINGTON – U.S. Senator Lindsey Graham (R-South Carolina) today made this statement on the decision by an administrative law judge to deny The Boeing Company’s motion to dismiss the NLRB lawsuit.

### IKEA stacks deck against union backers
**peoplesworld** – 06/30/11 17:35 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

DANVILLE, Va. - Only days after the Machinists union petitioned the National Labor Relations Board for an election to see if a majority of workers want a union at Swedwood Danville, an IKEA furniture maker, the company has rigged the process against its workers.

### Crowley Applauds National Labor Relations Board’s Proposed Voting Rules
**Politics and Technology** – 06/30/11 17:33 –
**1 other source (TMCnet.com)**

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Jun 30, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Queens, NY -- Today, Congressman Joe Crowley (D-Queens, the Bronx) released the following statement supporting the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) proposed rule change to streamline the union election process.

### Federal judge refuses to toss out NLRB lawsuit against Boeing
**Post and Courier (AP)** – 06/30/11 17:27 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

The judge assigned to the National Labor Relations Board’s lawsuit against Boeing Co. today denied the aircraft maker’s request to have the case tossed out.

### LowCountry 9.12
**Summerville Journal Scene** – 06/30/11 15:21 –
**Words matched:** NLRB

Summerville Journal Scene © Rep. Tim Scott will be the guest speaker at the LowCountry 9.12 Project on Tuesday, July 5. Rep. Scott, who was a speaker at the recent Boeing/NLRB hearing, is expected to talk about the hearing and the economy.

### Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case
**GreenvilleOnline.com (AP)** – 06/30/11 14:48 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson allows the National Labor Relations Board to move ahead in presenting its case against Boeing in a Seattle hearing room.

### Obama’s labor union problem
**Daylife** – 06/30/11 13:51 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

That’s a big financial hit. Changing the rules is a strategy also deployed by the higher-profile National Labor Relations Board, where the President opted for a recess appointment of union lawyer Craig Becker after it became clear his confirmation would.

### Boeing: Still not cleared for takeoff
**WorldMag.com** – 06/30/11 13:04 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The government’s labor board is suing Boeing Co. for opening a new production line
for its 787 airplane in South Carolina, a right-to-work state. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) claims the aerospace giant made the move to punish its unionized workforce in Washington state for past strikes.

- **Labor board proposes changes in unionization process**
  Feedstuffs – 06/30/11 12:03 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has proposed revisions to unionizing rules that could shorten the time between a call for a vote to unionize and the actual election, which would decrease the time available for employers to respond to representation issues.

- **Obama weighs in on Boeing dispute**
  Poten & Partners – 06/30/11 11:47 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - Washington Times (DC) June 30—In his first public comments on a simmering labor-management battle, President Obama Wednesday appeared to sympathize with aerospace giant Boeing in its fight with labor unions and the National Labor Relations Board over a major new nonunion manufacturing plant in S

- **EDITORIAL: NLRB Case Weaker**
  Poten & Partners – 06/30/11 11:45 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - Columbian (Vancouver, WA) June 30—Finally, on Wednesday, President Barack Obama had something to say about the National Labor Relations Board's brash action against Boeing.

- **Jobs, Income Data Show Right-To-Work States Working**
  Lucianne.com – 06/30/11 10:47 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint vs. Boeing’s new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: "right-to-work" laws.

- **The Executive Branch vs. competitiveness**
  The Daily Tribune Online – 06/29/11 13:37 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  The National Labor Relations Board, part of the executive branch of the federal government, has a problem with Boeing building the 787 Dreamliner passenger jet in South Carolina, a right-to-work state.

---

**Unfair Labor Practices**

- **NBA locked out; season in jeopardy**
  Boston.com – 07/01/11 01:44 –
  Words matched: unfair labor practices
  Any hopes the NBA and its Players Association would avoid the same path as their NFL brethren were squelched yesterday afternoon when the sides agreed to disagree on a new collective bargaining agreement, and the owners instituted the second lockout in league history. which would allow individual players to file lawsuits against the league for unfair labor practices, i.e. not allowing willing employees to work.

- **Singers, Musicians Want City Opera’s George Steel to Go, Company to Stay**
  Bloomberg – 06/30/11 20:03 –
  Words matched: unfair labor practices
  In a protest as melodious as it was rueful, New York City Opera musicians and singers took to the sidewalk outside Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts to pan General Manager George Steel’s plan to vacate the David H. ...National Labor Relations Board to block the move and charged NYCO with unfair labor practices because the union wasn’t consulted. To contact the...

- **With Talks Deadlocked, N.B.A. Heads for a Shutdown**
  Words matched: unfair labor practices
  About two weeks after celebrating an electric championship series and a revitalizing season, the N.B.A. is shutting down — perhaps for a very long time. ...and labor complaints that further muddy the situation. An unfair labor practices complaint, filed by the National Basketball Players Association,

- **Top questions as lockout looms**
  Sl.com – 06/30/11 13:47 –
With the NBA's collective bargaining agreement set to expire at midnight tonight, a lockout appears all but certain. Here are the most pressing issues facing the league as players and owners convene one last time before the deadline: 1) What would a lockout mean? It would mean that the NBA and its
...CBA, the players' association could also continue to pursue the unfair labor practices charge it filed in May with the National Labor Relations ...
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- **Drumcree Orangemen meet with Paterson**
  - Topix – 07/03/11 16:31 –
  - Words matched: Mark Pearce
  - Optional Credit: Photo Mark Pearce/Presseye.com Orange Order parade to and from Drumcree Church of Ireland in Portadown Co. Northern Ireland –4rd July 2010

- **Quasirandom Ramblings**
  - American Scientist – 07/03/11 15:29 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - Random numbers have a peculiar power, even when they are only pseudo- or quasirandom
  - Effective in many places where randomness is called for. They may even outperform their pseudorandom cousins in certain circumstances. **Brian Hayes**

- **Something wicked**
  - New Bern Sun Journal (AP) – 07/02/11 21:12 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - Creeping Socialism has been the hallmark of the Obama administration and the NLRB (National Labor Relations Board) is just another cog in the wheel. Consider this: in 2009, the Boeing airline manufacturer announced it would open a plant in South Carolina, providing employment for 1,000 men and women. The **NLRB comes into all of this when their acting general counsel, Lafe Solomon, filed a complaint against Boeing to stop the building of the...**

- **Landry Presides Over House, Blocks Recess Appointments**
  - Free Republic – 07/02/11 08:00 –
  - Words matched: Craig Becker
WASHINGTON, DC – Continuing his efforts to prevent President Obama from making another recess appointment, Congressman Jeff Landry (R, LA-03) today presided over a pro forma session in the United States House of Representatives. ...to Washington. The last recess appointment President Obama made was Craig Becker to the National Labor Relations Board. Becker's nomination was...
AG Abbott opposes federal interference with job creation
Star Community Newspapers – 07/04/11 03:04 –
1 other source (Star Community Newspapers)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
AUSTIN -- Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott filed an amicus brief on behalf of a bipartisan, 16-state coalition that opposes the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) proposal to punish employers for creating new jobs in right-to-work states. ...proposal explains that the general counsel has not only misapplied the National Labor Relations Act, but has threatened economic development and job...

Arbitration Is Being Used To Settle Business Disputes, Reducing Costs
Small Business Digest – 07/02/11 15:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
The cost of legal action often deters smaller companies from seeking legal redress. Many firms are turning to arbitration as a more cost effective way of settling disputes. ...by the U.S. Congress and the judicial system. The National Labor Relations Act requires a union to communicate with the Federal Mediation and...

Lawyer As Employer: Firms Aren't Exempt From Employment Law Issues
Connecticut Law Tribune – 07/01/11 20:32 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Conduct a self-audit on handbooks, hiring, harassment and other topics ...on social media activity? Does such guidance comply with the National Labor Relations Act? Additionally, state and federal law requires employers...

Arbitrary Waveform Generator
Federal Business Opportunities – 07/01/11 19:36 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Arbitrary Waveform Generator Combined/ Synopsis Solicitation IAW FAR 12.603 This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in FAR Subpart 12. 793). (vii) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (DEC 2010) (E.O. 13496). Flow down required in...

July 2011 Volume 17 Number 3
Migration Dialogue – 07/01/11 19:33 –
Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA
UFW: Card Check, ALRB The National Park Service is considering the significance of 80 sites in California and Arizona for protection because of their importance to Cesar Chavez and the United Farm Workers, including the 40 Acres compound west of Delano, the Nuestra Señora Reina de La Paz retreat in ...encourage Brown to sign the bill. SB 104 would amend the Agricultural Labor Relations Act to provide a "majority sign-up" alternative to secret-ballot...

U–Dale Carnegie Courses to train and support the Command's goal of training individuals and develop future leaders
Federal Business Opportunities – 07/01/11 13:54 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice. ...U.S.C. 4212). ____ (30) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (DEC 2010) (E.O. 13496). ____ (31) 52.222-54 ,

Hotel, Dining, and AV
Federal Business Opportunities – 07/01/11 13:51 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Hotel, Dining, and Audio/Visual Event Production, located at Baltimore Inner Harbor, Maryland SBA Administrative Officers Training and Managers' Training REQUIRED EVENT DATES FOR THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS TRAINING: • August 1-5, 2011 • August 8-12, 2011 • "To Be Determined" (an alternate only if ...Fees (Dec 2004) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (Dec 2010) 52.223-18, Contractor Policy to Ban...

Judge Halts McCormick Place Convention Reforms in Chicago
Successful Meetings – 07/01/11 13:20 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Three months after he ruled them illegal, a federal judge has ordered Chicago's McCormick Place convention center to cease implementing cost-saving labor reforms that were passed in May 2010 by the Illinois state Legislature. ...at McCormick Place. According to the unions, the National Labor Relations Act prohibits state legislatures from enacting changes to collective...
Texas Attorney General Opposes Federal Interference With Job Creation, States’ Right-To-Work Laws

The Metropolitan Corporate Counsel – 07/01/11 12:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

The Editor offers excerpts from a press release from the office of Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott regarding opposition to the NLRB’s challenge to Boeing’s expansion into a right-to-work state.

...proposal explains that the general counsel has not only misapplied the National Labor Relations Act, but has threatened economic development and job...

TAO-CLASS BUY FOR CENTRIFUGAL OWS

Federal Business Opportunities – 07/01/11 10:07 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format prescribed in Subpart 12.6 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.

...Union Dues, 52.222-40 Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act 52.222-50 Combating Trafficking in Persons (FEB...

Aspen Skiing Co., Mulcahy end bitter feud — for now

Aspen Times (AP) – 07/01/11 08:23 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Company and former ski instructor sign NLRB settlement agreement

Likewise, Skico does not admit in any way that it violated the National Labor Relations Act by signing the agreement. The bottom line for Skico,

Jerry Brown’s Betrayal of Cesar Chavez, UFW Stains His Legacy

Beyond Chron – 06/30/11 07:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

For all of his lurches to the right, disdain for public input, and refusal to work collaboratively, California Governor Jerry Brown has always been defended by those who appreciated his support for Cesar Chavez and the farmworkers movement.

...gives farmworkers the same labor rights most other workers got from the National Labor Relations Act in 1935. While Jerry Brown is criticized as...

NLRA Blog Mentions

Independence Day: Independence or Interdependence?

Open Salon – 07/01/11 21:44 –
1 other source (Firedoglake)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

I haven’t watched the annual Macy’s fireworks display in New York Harbor since I moved out of Jersey City several years ago. Typically it’s the largest fireworks display in the country.

...the workers right to choose collective bargaining provision in the the National Labor Relations Act is being denied across the country in state...

Unions in Decline? National Labor Relations Board to the Rescue!

TLNT – 07/01/11 09:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

By John D. McLachlan The failure of the Employee Free Choice Act to become law does not mean that unions are giving up, or that their elected and appointed officials are throwing in the towel on their efforts to increase unions’ ever-shrinking share of the American work force.

...positive whether certain individuals are supervisors within the meaning of the National Labor Relations Act or not. Obviously if you guess wrong...

NLRA International Mentions

The Labor Board is giving employees more rights to complain

Lexology – 07/01/11 07:55 –
Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act

Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) grants employees the right to "engage in...concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection.

...Board is giving employees more rights to complain Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) grants employees the right to "engage...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>Additional US Mentions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boeing Case Could Doom Staffing Firm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
*Staffing Industry Analysts* – 07/04/11 07:41 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Government legal action against Boeing could force a South Carolina staffing firm out of business, the owner said June 17 during testimony to the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee. 
...testimony to the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee. The *National Labor Relations Board* sued Boeing in April, charging that the...

| NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach deal | 
77 WABC – 07/04/11 07:04 –
10 other sources (Morning Sentinel Online, Portland Press Herald, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK (AP) — The NBA locked out its players Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second pro sports league shut down by labor strife.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the *National Labor Relations Board* for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

| Senate candidates speak to editors | 
Bradenton.com – 07/04/11 04:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
ST. PETERSBURG -- One of the first forums with all four Republican candidates for U.S. Senate was held last Thursday, with little disagreement in opinions or ideas.
...like to cut spending in the Environmental Protection Agency, the *National Labor Relations Board* and possibly the military. There should be no...

| AG Abbott opposes federal interference with job creation | 
Star Community Newspapers – 07/04/11 03:04 –
1 other source (Star Community Newspapers)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
AUSTIN -- Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott filed an amicus brief on behalf of a bipartisan, 16-state coalition that opposes the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) proposal to punish employers for creating new jobs in right-to-work states.
...on behalf of a bipartisan, 16-state coalition that opposes the *National Labor Relations Board*’s (NLRB) proposal to punish employers for creating...

| Obama and the Second American Revolution | 
American Thinker – 07/04/11 02:31 –
Words matched: NLRB
On July 4th we should remember that our revolution was not a conflict to enshrine human liberty. Britain, not America, promulgated the 1628 Petition of Rights.
...manufactured polling data to the contrary). Even worse, the NLRB is fighting to prevent Boeing for locating some production operations in more...

| NFL Armageddon 2011: what’s next | 
Howard Bloom – 07/04/11 02:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

| Week in Review | 
Post and Courier (AP) – 07/04/11 01:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Local Boeing workers get close look at Dreamliner Hundreds of local Boeing employees left their work stations midday last Monday for the blazing concrete outside, where they stood for an hour, gladly, for a chance to meet the plane they’re building.
...first significant ruling in the high-profile dispute between the *National Labor Relations Board* and Boeing. The judge presiding over the case...

| Moot ends six decades of law in WNY | 
Buffalo Law Journal – 07/04/11 00:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
By MATT CHANDLER mchandler@bizjournals.com | 716-541-1654 To say Richard Moot is a throwback to another era would be an understatement. The third-generation trial lawyer retired last week at the tender age of 92, closing the book on a career that began in 1946 when he graduated from Harvard Law Sc
...dispute with plant foremen who wanted to organize a union. The *National Labor Relations Board* said they could, but Bell argued that they were...
Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case
Connecticut Post – 07/03/11 15:50 –
3 other sources (NewsTimes.com (AP), Stamford Advocate, …)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co.’s request to toss out a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina. ...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

Texas, The Jobs Engine
Breaking News – 07/03/11 11:11 –
Words matched: NLRB
- Conservative and Liberal Hagel dispute it the story, but one thing is certain about the Lone Star State Besch fligung success The number is real conservatives and liberals there Hagel dispute the story...for California s agricultural workers President Obama tips his hand on Boeing and the NLRB A win for Wal-Mart, and all workers U Visa debate :

The decline of small business optimism
Progress-Index – 07/03/11 10:47 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Ants. They are the unwelcome summer guests. The plight of the summer picnic. One tiny mistake - one lemonade left unfinished, one cookie crumb fallen on a checked blanket - is the surest way to put a damper on any summer afternoon. ...by, and rightfully belonging to the business itself. The National Labor Relations Board claims Boeing broke federal labor laws when it decided...

Boeing labor pains continue
TheSunNews – 07/03/11 08:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Union's anger a headache for Obama
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. Obama...

National commentary: The budget
Herald Times Reporter – 07/03/11 06:33 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Emphasis on corporate jets won't fly
...company is being told by Obama's union-hack-packed National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina.

Boeing: Poster child for crony capitalism
Hartford Business.com – 07/03/11 03:24 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Poor Boeing. Poor, poor Boeing. In April, the National Labor Relations Board challenged the corporation's intention to manufacture 787s in right-to-work South Carolina.
...Poor Boeing. Poor, poor Boeing. In April, the National Labor Relations Board challenged the corporation's intention to manufacture 787s in right-to-work...

NLRB wants to dictate company's location
News-Record.com – 07/03/11 03:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
I am dumbstruck by the National Labor Relations Board's pretense of having the power to tell a private company in which state it can open a factory. I am referring to the Boeing Co.
NLRB wants to dictate company's location I am dumbstruck by the National Labor Relations Board's pretense of having the power to tell a private...

Pro-union rulings a boost for organized labor
The Wichita Eagle and Kansas.com – 07/03/11 02:48 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Organized labor has lost a lot of clout in the past decade but recently received some power boosts. The National Labor Relations Board last month proposed regulations that would give labor a better chance to win union-organizing elections.
...past decade but recently received some power boosts. The National Labor Relations Board last month proposed regulations that would give labor...

What are we supposed to be happy about?
SlidellSentry.com – 07/03/11 01:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Somehow we have all become accustomed to the price of gasoline zooming up, then gradually coming down again. We all gripe when a single cucumber at the grocery store costs 65 cents.

...meltdown in a month? We're supposed to be happy when Obama's National Labor Relations Board sues Boeing to stop it from adding thousands of jobs in South Carolina, providing employment for 1,000 men and women.

Obama's whining about corporate jets and tax breaks is totally incoherent. President Obama's core message in his Wednesday press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. "You go talk to your constituents and ask them, 'Are you willing to compromise your kids' safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?'" This was just one company is being told by Obama's union-hack-packed National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina.

NFL labor outcome could play role in NBA

Los Angeles Times As the NBA lockout took hold Friday, legal experts said the NFL's four-month-long labor dispute and going antitrust case would play a key role in determining the next steps in pro basketball's labor stoppage.

...players might choose to decertify. Yet another wild card is the National Labor Relations Board. Last month the NBA players union filed an unfair...

Right-to-work states have a quality workforce

It's not exactly news that labor unions are struggling badly in today's modern economy. Widespread gains in workplace protections and the precarious situation of many union pension plans have rendered unions far less attractive to American workers.

...bailout of the automakers and continuing most recently with his National Labor Relations Board's prosecution of Boeing for expanding its manufacturing...

Obama's whining about corporate jets and tax breaks is totally incoherent

President Obama's core message in his Wednesday press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. "You go talk to your constituents and ask them, 'Are you willing to compromise your kids' safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?'" This was just one company is being told by Obama's union-hack-packed National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina.

The lockout has begun, and so has the posturing

LOS ANGELES Oh, no, am I here all alone? Actually, the world didn't end when the NBA locked its players out. The NBA didn't even end, even if it felt as if was about to as darkness moved across the land.

The NBA has perfect cover. Players, seeking relief through the National Labor Relations Board, could also decertify and file an antitrust suit...

Something wicked

Creeping Socialism has been the hallmark of the Obama administration and the NLRB (National Labor Relations Board) is just another cog in the wheel. Consider this: in 2009, the Boeing airline manufacturer announced it would open a plant in South Carolina, providing employment for 1,000 men and women.

...Creeping Socialism has been the hallmark of the Obama administration and the NLRB (National Labor Relations Board) is just another cog in the...

Locked out

The NBA locked out its players Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second pro sports league this year shut down by labor strife.

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board...
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<td><strong>Former United Nations Employee Charged in Connection with a $100,000 Fraud Scheme Involving Concurre</strong></td>
<td>Canada Free Press</td>
<td>07/02/11 11:04–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Administrative Judge Rules Against Boeing and South Carolina</strong></td>
<td>New American</td>
<td>07/02/11 10:22–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Transcript:**

- For unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA... (Q&A on progress of NFL labor talks)
- A new study demonstrates why the National Labor Relations Board's proposed union representation election reform[1] is important. The study[2], by Cornell's Kate Bronfenbrenner and Columbia's Dorian Warren, found that 47 percent of serious New study reinforces need for proposed NLRB union election reforms (New study reinforces need for proposed NLRB union election reforms)
- Hotel Frank Picket Line (Hotel Frank Picket Line)
- VDH's Private Papers:: The Evidence of Populism Bankrupt (VDH's Private Papers:: The Evidence of Populism Bankrupt)
- Workers should have right to vote for union representation (Workers should have right to vote for union representation)
- Judge Blocks Boeing's Proposed Move of Some 787 Production to S.C. (Judge Blocks Boeing's Proposed Move of Some 787 Production to S.C.)
- Former United Nations Employee Charged in Connection with a $100,000 Fraud Scheme Involving Concurre (Former United Nations Employee Charged in Connection with a $100,000 Fraud Scheme Involving Concurre)
- Administrative Judge Rules Against Boeing and South Carolina (Administrative Judge Rules Against Boeing and South Carolina)

**Additional Information:**

- The Delaware County Daily Times: Whether they’re in Pennsylvania or anywhere in the country, working people who want to vote on whether to have a union in their workplace should get a fair chance to vote. (Workers should have right to vote for union representation)
- The National Labor Relations Board is taking steps to bring critically needed fairness and... (Workers should have right to vote for union representation)

**Notes:**

- Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...
- But for his NFL obligations, and they would push for the National Labor Relations Board to have jurisdiction over any disputes arising from the... (Q&A on progress of NFL labor talks)
- ...and other workers, and has fired Union organizers. The National Labor Relations Board recently prosecuted the hotel for violating federal labor... (Hotel Frank Picket Line)
- ...buying and hiring. And, second, when one adds in the National Labor Relations Board rogery, the presidential quips about the wealthy... (VDH's Private Papers:: The Evidence of Populism Bankrupt)
- ...laws or unemployment compensation laws be unfair to other states? The National Labor Relations Board, one of the many quasi-legislative, quasi-judicial... (Judge Blocks Boeing's Proposed Move of Some 787 Production to S.C.)
Letters: Forming a union is a right for workers
Appleton Post Crescent (AP) – 07/02/11 07:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Whether they’re in the Fox Valley or anywhere else, working people who want to form a union in their workplace should get a fair chance to vote. Not only is this a simple concept, it’s a basic right we hold dear in this country: the right to vote. 
...slow, legal maze that often blocks them completely. Now the National Labor Relations Board is taking steps, through common sense reforms, to...

10 Ways to Save the Economy: Obama Assails Business Community’s ‘Complaining’ on Regulations
MyFoxPhilly – 07/02/11 03:04 –
1 other source (My Fox Phoenix)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
“Keep in mind,” President Obama cautioned reporters halfway through his hour-long news conference Wednesday morning, “that the business community is always complaining about regulations. 
...they should. A bit later, while discussing Boeing’s battle with the National Labor Relations Board over the site of a new plant, Obama said he...

NBA in lockout after sides fail to reach new deal
The News-Examiner – 07/02/11 02:08 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There’s no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife. 
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

Letters: Responding to the union bashers
Richmond Times-Dispatch (AP) – 07/02/11 01:30 –
Words matched: NLRB
Responding to the union bashers Editor Times-Dispatch: When it comes to union-bashing, recent diatribes in your newspaper by Pete Schaumber Charles Krauthammer and Catherine Cabe hit all of the points one would expect to hear in the midst of a union election. 
...in the midst of a union election. Schaumber a Bush appointee to the NLRB, perpetuates the lie that the Employee Free Choice Act (EFCA) would...

NFL labor outcome could be a bellwether for NBA dispute
WGN Radio – 07/02/11 00:52 –
3 other sources (RedEye: Chicago’s, Aberdeen News, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Sports law experts say NBA players’ union may be waiting for a federal appeals court’s ruling in NFL lockout case before determining next move. Decertification and an antitrust suit remain possibilities. 
...“might choose to decertify.” Yet another wild card is the National Labor Relations Board. Last month the NBA players union filed an unfair labor...

Judge Rebuffs Boeing In NLRB Filing
Aero-News Network – 07/02/11 00:13 –
Words matched: NLRB
Administrative Law Judge Dismisses Boeing’s Motion To Dismiss An administrative law judge in Chicago has rejected out of hand Boeing’s motion to dismiss the government’s complaint against the planemaker for opening an assembly plant in right-to-work South Carolina. 
Judge Rebuffs Boeing In NLRB Filing Administrative Law Judge Dismisses Boeing’s Motion To Dismiss An administrative law judge in Chicago has ...

Biden to Teamsters: You Protect the Middle Class
Sun Herald – 07/01/11 22:10 –
18 other sources (KGO-TV ABC-7 - Mediawebsite.net, KSWO, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
LAS VEGAS, July 1, 2011 -- Vice President Addresses Teamsters’ 28th International Convention LAS VEGAS, July 1, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Vice President Joe Biden said today at the Teamsters’ 28th International Convention that unions are the only institution protecting the middle class from a worker misclassification, stopping the war on workers, supporting the National Labor Relations Board and preserving jobs and standards. . Founded in...
Players, owners far apart on new deal
Daily Record (AP) – 07/01/11 20:40 –
1 other source (MyCentralJersey.com)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There’s no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife. ...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

President Obama on the NLRB’s complaint against Boeing
Daily Me – 07/01/11 20:32 –
Words matched: NLRB
At his Wednesday press conference, President Obama addressed the NLRB’s complaint against Boeing. I would have liked to hear a stronger general statement about the importance of upholding laws that protect workers; as David Dayen[1] writ. President Obama on the NLRB’s complaint against Boeing At his Wednesday press conference, President Obama addressed the NLRB’s complaint against...

Lockout also for NBA now
NWTN Today – 07/01/11 19:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK (AP) — The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There’s no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early this morning when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife. ...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal
Daily lowegan – 07/01/11 19:14 –
17 other sources (NewsChannel 10, WSVN 7NEWS, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — NEW YORK (AP) — The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There’s no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife. ...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

U.N. Security Chief Was Double-Dipping, Feds Say
Court House News – 07/01/11 18:56 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
(CN) - A former United Nations employee was indicted for allegedly concealing his two concurrent jobs as a security officer at both the U.N. and National Labor Relations Board. ...jobs as a security officer at both the U.N. and National Labor Relations Board. The indictment, unsealed Thursday, charges Jeffery Armstrong...

Washington state at 1:30 p.m.
The Wentachee World – 07/01/11 18:54 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Washington state at 1 a.m. The Seattle bureau can be reached at (800) 552-7694 or (206) 682-1812. The photo supervisor is at (206) 682-4801 or (800) 552-7694. ...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

Obama’s Amnesty for Illegals Sidesteps the Law Again
Investor Village – 07/01/11 18:32 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
by Roger Hedgecock (more by this author) Posted 07/01/2011 ET The only announced Democrat candidate for President has repeatedly called for complete immigration reform while consistently failing to enforce the federal immigration laws on the books now. ...failure of cap-and-trade legislation to pass Congress. His National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has relaxed the rules governing employee elections...

NBA lockout begins after players, owners fail to reach new labour deal
TheSpec.com – 07/01/11 17:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Back Pay Approved for Fired Union Organizers
Court House News – 07/01/11 16:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
(CN) - Two forklift operators deserve back pay after they were illegally fired for their union organizing in 1999, the 3rd Circuit ruled, upholding a National Labor Relations Board award.
...union organizing in 1999, the 3rd Circuit ruled, upholding a National Labor Relations Board award. In 2000 an administrative law judge ordered...

NBA joins NFL, locks out players after failing to reach a new labor deal
CBS 58 – 07/01/11 16:22 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NBA latest...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

Judge backs labor board over Boeing
peoplesworld – 07/01/11 16:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A federal judge threw out a motion by Boeing to dismiss a National Labor Relations Board lawsuit that charged the company with illegally punishing union workers in the state of Washington by moving a new production line to South Carolina.
...federal judge threw out a motion by Boeing to dismiss a National Labor Relations Board lawsuit that charged the company with illegally punishing...

The NLRB’s bid to remain relevant | Michael Paarlberg
Albuquerque News – 07/01/11 15:38 –
3 other sources (Ohio Standard, Daylife, ...)
Words matched: NLRB
Protest signs at a union rally in April 2011, in Cleveland, Ohio. The NLRB’s new rules for union recognition battles largely codify practices unions had already established with companies where they have been strong enough to make any headway.
The NLRB’s bid to remain relevant | Michael Paarlberg Protest signs at a union rally in April 2011, in Cleveland, Ohio. The NLRB’s new rules ...

NBA lockout begins as labor, management fail to reach an agreement
Southern California Public Radio – 07/01/11 15:10 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Mail Print Comment The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife after the NFL.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

NBA lockout begins after sides fail to reach deal
CTV Toronto – 07/01/11 15:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Rutter Hobbs & Davidoff Labor & Employment Legal Team in LA Available to Discuss Critical Issues for Employers as Companies Begin to Hire
AEC Newsroom – 07/01/11 14:44 –
2 other sources (Forums Digital Media Net, Benzinga)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) July 01, 2011 Employers across many sectors are gaining confidence and starting to hire and/or re-hire again. According to Wendy Lane (http://www.
...liable for what their employees post on social media, the National Labor Relations Board has recently filed a number of complaints against employers...

Judge denies Boeing’s motion to dismiss NLRB case
Gsa Business – 07/01/11 14:34 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The administrative law judge overseeing the National Labor Relations Board’s case against Boeing Co. over its North Charleston plant denied the company’s request to dismiss the case this week because he said he wants to hear the evidence first.
Judge denies Boeing’s motion to dismiss NLRB case The administrative law judge overseeing the National Labor Relations Board’s case against Boeing...
NBA lockout begins, it could be a long one

mySNews.com – 07/01/11 14:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK (AP) — The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There’s no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

Nurses reject union at Resurrection

WGN Radio – 07/01/11 14:02 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Nurses at Our Lady of the Resurrection Medical Center in Chicago rejected union representation by the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Workers (AFSCME) Council 31, the hospital and union confirmed this morning, saying the election was supervised by U.S. labor officials from the National Labor Relations Board. The focus at OLR now is to put this divisive...

NBA enters lockout

The World Link (AP) – 07/01/11 14:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK -- The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There’s no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early today when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

Former Rocket Shane Battier takes to Twitter to dispute NBA lockout

Khou.com (AP) – 07/01/11 13:47 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
HOUSTON—Former Rocket Shane Battier took to Twitter late Thursday, using some humor to voice his displeasure with the current NBA lockout situation. "Dear @NBA, the lockout hasn’t even started and I already miss your loving touch.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

NBA to lock out players after no new deal

Daily-jeff.com (AP) – 07/01/11 13:46 –
5 other sources (MinotDailyNews.com, The Daily Mining Gazette, ...) 
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK -- The NBA’s thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron’s move to Miami and Dirk’s title in Dallas couldn’t hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren’t interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they’d
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

ICE agents slam Obama immigration policy

Magic City Morning Star – 07/01/11 13:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Last year, Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents’ union officials throughout the nation issued a unanimous no confidence vote in that agency's Director John Morton on behalf of ICE officers, agents and employees nationwide citing gross mismanagement within the Agency as well as efforts within I
...command -- such as the Environmental Protection Agency, the National Labor Relations Board, and other government entities -- President Barack...

Now, it's the NBA's turn

The Hawk Eye – 07/01/11 13:24 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
League locks out players, puts next season in jeopardy.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

The PJ Tatler » Obama’s Big Labor pains

Pajamas Media – 07/01/11 13:14 –
Words matched: NLRB
Obama’s Big Labor pains Kristen Soltis calls The One out for his attempted dodge on the NLRB vs Boeing case: Boeing, which simply made a business decision to open new operations in a state with right-to-work laws, contends that NLRB’s suit will
cause thousands of layoffs and the closing of a $750
...pains Kristen Soltis calls The One out for his attempted dodge on the NLRB vs
Boeing case: Boeing, which simply made a business decision to open...

- NBA to lock out its players after no new deal is reached
  Brattleboro Reformer (AP) – 07/01/11 13:00 –
  1 other source (The Original Vermont Observer)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK - The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move
to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they
were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in
subsidi"ng a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations
Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

- Circuit Backs Reproach of Anti-Union Measures
  Court House News – 07/01/11 12:46 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
CHICAGO (CN) - The National Labor Relations Board was correct to denounce a
Midwestern construction materials supplier for trying to marginalize its workers' union
through unfair labor practices, the 7th Circuit ruled.
...of Anti-Union Measures CHICAGO (CN) - The National Labor Relations Board
was correct to denounce a Midwestern construction materials supplier...

- Constitutional powers
  Mountain Democrat – 07/01/11 12:36 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
On the 235th anniversary of our country’s Declaration of Independence we celebrate
that document and especially its words, "We hold these truths to be self-evident, that
all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
inalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Lib
...legislation that would eliminate secret ballots for union formation, his National
Labor Relations Board is doing a backdoor version of card check .

- NBA lockout begins after sides can’t reach deal
  Casa Grande Valley Newspaper (AP) – 07/01/11 12:32 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron’s
move to Miami and Dirk’s title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they
were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in
subsidi"ng a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations
Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

- NBA owners in lock step with football
  HometownAnnapolis.com – 07/01/11 12:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK (AP) - The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a
while. Find Us On Facebook There's no telling when basketball will be back.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations
Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

- Facebook, Twitter And Social Media In The Workplace - Is The NLRB Your
  "Friend"?
  The Metropolitan Corporate Counsel – 07/01/11 12:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Patricia A. Dunn and Kye Pawlenko Jones Day Patricia A. Dunn is Of Counsel and
Kye Pawlenko is an Associate in the Washington office of global law firm Jones Day. 
Facebook, Twitter And Social Media In The Workplace - Is The NLRB Your "Friend"?
Patricia A. Dunn and Kye Pawlenko Jones Day Patricia A. Dunn ...

- Texas Attorney General Opposes Federal Interference With Job Creation,
  States’ Right-To-Work Laws
  The Metropolitan Corporate Counsel – 07/01/11 12:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Editor offers excerpts from a press release from the office of Texas Attorney
General Greg Abbott regarding opposition to the NLRB's challenge to Boeing's
expansion into a right-to-work state.
...release from the office of Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott regarding
opposition to the NLRB's challenge to Boeing's expansion into a right -to-work...

- ALI-ABA Looks At Developments In Employment Law At Obama's Mid-Term
NBA locks out players today

The Paris Post-Intelligencer – 07/01/11 11:53 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK (AP) — The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There’s no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

Decertification election set for Omnova workers

The Commercial Dispatch – 07/01/11 11:34 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A decertification election has been set in the Omnova Solutions labor dispute, which has dragged on for more than a year. And until the National Labor Relations Board sorts out who is eligible to cast a ballot, everyone gets to vote.

which has dragged on for more than a year. And until the National Labor Relations Board sorts out who is eligible to cast a ballot, everyone...

Survey: Half of local companies have social-media policy

Westfair Online – 07/01/11 11:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Five months ago, the U.S. Army published its social media handbook online. For once, the Army was a little late getting to the front lines. More than half of area businesses surveyed have a social media policy in place, according to OperationsInc and Performance Solutions Group, with the Stamford c

...of the employer and an individual s privacy rights. The National Labor Relations Board is pursuing multiple cases against employers who fired...

NBA lockout begins

DailyComet.com – 07/01/11 11:00 –
6 other sources (TheSpec.com, Tbnewswatch.com, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — The NBA locked out its players Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second pro sports league shut down by labor strife.

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

Said and Unsaid

Columbia Journalism Review – 07/01/11 10:50 –
Words matched: NLRB
Which topics the press asks about—and which ones it doesn’t—at Obama’s press conferences

...marriage, the constitutionality of the War Powers Act, the NLRB s complaint against Boeing, whether deficit talks hinder job creation efforts ,

NBA locks players out early Friday as agreement expires

The Telegraph – 07/01/11 10:47–
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK (AP) — The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There’s no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

NBA lockout officially begins

Vegasinsider.com – 07/01/11 10:41 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Share NEW YORK (AP) - The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There’s no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.
NBA: Lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal
InsideBayArea.com – 07/01/11 10:38 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK -- The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.

Former UN security worker charged with $100,000 fraud
TwoCircles – 07/01/11 10:10 –
Words matched: NLRB
By IANS/RIA Novosti, Moscow: An ex-UN employee has been arrested for allegedly holding jobs at the UN and the National Labour Relations Board (NLRB) as well, the US Department of Justice website said.

No End In Sight For Boeing’s S.C. Labor Case
Manufacturing Business Technology – 07/01/11 10:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co.’s request to toss out a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss case
The Columbian – 07/01/11 09:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON - A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co.’s request to toss out a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington to South Carolina.

‘I remember that paper,’ say workers in Utah coal mine towns
The Militant – 07/01/11 09:13 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
PRICE, Utah—“I quit along with an entire crew in protest of what they did,” a worker in nearby East Carbon told us, describing what happened when new management at a machine shop where he had worked cut wages from $21 to $14 an hour.

Hurt Reports to the 5th District
Southside Messenger – 07/01/11 09:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Over the past two and a half years, the Administration has imposed several unnecessary government regulations and mandates on the private sector that have destroyed jobs, stifled innovation, and slowed our economic recovery.

Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint
Q13 Fox – 07/01/11 08:36 –
WASHINGTON — A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co.’s request to dismiss a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.

NLRB says Boeing moved 787 plant as retaliation against unions...
NBA locks out its players with a solid chance there won’t be any pro basketball next season. 
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

**NBA lockout begins as sides unable to reach deal**
Yes Network – 07/01/11 00:42 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep losing more. 
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

**NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal**
Columbia Daily Herald – 06/30/11 23:53 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — The NBA’s thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron’s move to Miami and Dirk’s title in Dallas couldn’t hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren’t interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they’d keep losing more. 
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

**Congressman Fattah Declares Support for Proposed NLRB Rule**
WGEM.com – 06/30/11 19:40 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
/PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Congressman Chaka Fattah (D-PA) issues the following statement on a new rule proposed by the National Labor Relations Board for representation elections in the workplace: (Logo: http://photos.

**Letter: No question, America worse off due to Democrats' policies**
TC Palm (AP) – 06/30/11 19:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Gary Seraydarian, Vero Beach Letter: No question, America worse off due to Democrats’ policies John Ciccarelli (June 20 letter, “Better off today? Did you forget?”) should recheck his facts. 
...Carolina, a right-to-work state. The Democrat-controlled National Labor Relations Board is trying to stop the relocation and employment of 2,000...

**Boeing Loses Key Motion In Union Lawsuit**
My Fox Tampa Bay – 06/30/11 19:03 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
(NewsCore) - WASHINGTON -- Boeing was dealt a blow Thursday in its effort to make a union complaint against the company go away. The National Labor Relations Board (NRLB) judge hearing the case ruled against what he called Boeing’s "impassioned" motion to dismiss it.
...effort to make a union complaint against the company go away. The National Labor Relations Board (NRLB) judge hearing the case ruled against what...

**NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal**
WAFF.com – 06/30/11 16:34 –
20 other sources (KLFY TV 10, KUSI, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Thursday, June 30, 2011 3:34 PM EST Updated: Friday, July 1, 2011 8:42 AM EST
By BRIAN MAHONEY AP Basketball Writer NEW YORK (AP) - The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**NBA locks out players after failing to reach deal**

The Bulletin (AP) – 06/30/11 16:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — The NBA locked out its players Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second pro sports league shut down by labor strife.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**NBA Lockout Begins As Sides Fail To Reach New Deal**

WHIO-TV – 06/30/11 15:08 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK -- The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case**

KSNT News 13 – 06/30/11 14:53 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Thursday, June 30, 2011 1:53 PM EST Updated: Thursday, June 30, 2011 6:43 PM EST By JOSHUA FREED and SAM HANANEL Associated Press WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co. ...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

**Unnecessary regulations have destroyed jobs**

WPCVA.COM – 06/30/11 13:54 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Robert Hurt - House of Representatives, 5th District Over the past two-and-a-half years, the administration has imposed several unnecessary government regulations and mandates on the private sector that have destroyed jobs, stifled innovation and slowed our economic recovery.
...recent and troubling example of this is the latest move by the unelected National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) to block Boeing from building a new...

**NBA joins NFL in lockout**

cincinnati.com | nky.com – 06/30/11 13:37 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**Boeing Case Could Doom Staffing Firm**

Staffing Industry Analysts – 06/30/11 13:26 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Government legal action against Boeing could force a South Carolina staffing firm out of business, the owner said June 17 during testimony to the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee. ...testimony to the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee. The National Labor Relations Board sued Boeing in April, charging that the...

**NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach deal**

Herald Net – 06/30/11 12:33 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — The NBA locked out its players Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second pro sports league shut down by labor strife.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**500 More Kaiser Professionals Unite for Good Jobs, Quality Services Across California in SEIU-UHW**

FierceHealthcare – 06/30/11 11:30 –
Mitt Romney has this going for him: he is a proven turnaround artist. The former GOP governor of Massachusetts cut his professional teeth at Bain Capital, a company specializing in making sick companies well and underperforming assets valuable.

...problems on the job. The election, certified Thursday afternoon by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), was conducted by a card check or...

**NBA: League in lockout after sides fail to reach deal**

*New Haven Register* – 06/30/11 02:55 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

NEW YORK — The NBA’s thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk’s title in Dallas couldn’t hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren’t interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they’d keep... filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

**Obama says US companies need freedom to relocate**

*Live5News.com* – 06/29/11 13:46 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 12:46 PM EST Updated: Wednesday, June 29, 2011 1:08 PM EST WASHINGTON (AP) - President Barack Obama says it would defy common sense for Boeing Co...
...was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...

**How America just lost 1 million green(ish) jobs to Europe**

*Grist* – 06/29/11 13:14 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Most underplayed economic story of the week: European aircraft manufacturer Airbus "trounced" the traditional U.S. behemoth Boeing at the Paris Air Show, booking a record $50 billion more in orders for new planes.

... (yes, that's three years ago), and because the National Labor Relations Board is asking questions about Boeing's decision to move some operations...

**Columns**

*The Fiscal Times* – 06/29/11 13:07 –

Words matched: NLRB

Mitt Romney has this going for him: he is a proven turnaround artist. The former governor of Massachusetts cut his professional teeth at Bain Capital, a company specializing in making sick companies well and underperforming assets valuable.

...new rounds of rules and regulations. The energized staffs at the EPA, NLRB, OSHA, FDA and other agencies seem convinced that the country's woes...

**Robert Hurt**

*WPCVA.COM* – 06/29/11 11:38 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Over the past two-and-a-half years, the administration has imposed several unnecessary government regulations and mandates on the private sector that have destroyed jobs, stifled innovation and slowed our economic recovery.

...recent and troubling example of this is the latest move by the unelected National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) to block Boeing from building a new...

**NLRB Blog Mentions**

**week ending July 2**

*Genius of Insanity World* – 07/02/11 05:51 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Fed's Balance Sheet Expands To $2.869 Trillion In Latest Week - The U.S. Federal Reserve's balance sheet expanded in the latest week as the central bank came close to wrapping up its Treasury- buying program aimed at shoring up the economy.

...be reduced to the shortest number of days possible. Hey, the NLRB Proposed a Good, Progressive Idea! - Something kind of progressive just happened...

**New study reinforces need for proposed NLRB union election reforms**

*Daily Kos* – 07/02/11 02:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

A new study demonstrates why the National Labor Relations Board's proposed union representation election reform is important. The study, by Cornell's Kate Bronfenbrenner and Columbia's Dorian Warren, in nine of eleven years for which the
On The NLRB recently eliminated a Bush-Board era rule on make-whole relief. The traditional rule...
First of July

Have a great link you'd like me to review? Drop me an email. Bloggers: you can install a Larwyn's Linx blog widget! Nation Obama's New ACORN Grant; Did He Violate Federal Law?

Larwyn's Linx: Obama's New ACORN Grant; Did He Violate Federal Law?


Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NLRB judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss

The House has planned a few key hearings during next week's abbreviated schedule, including one that will explore what Republicans say is an anti-business proposal from the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB).

Featured House hearings: members to hear testimony on NLRB

The House has planned a few key hearings during next week's abbreviated schedule, including one that will explore what Republicans say is an anti-business proposal from the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB).

Is Obama Souring on the NLRB's Case against Boeing?

Reason Magazine – 07/01/11 12:03

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Is Obama Souring on the NLRB's Case against Boeing?

The New York Times' Steven Greenhouse reports on the continuing political fallout from the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) controversial case against Boeing, which charges the airline manufacturer with illegally retaliating against its unionized Washington state workforce by opening a new fa

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB lawsuit

The Whited Sepulchre – 07/01/11 11:21

Words matched: NLRB

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB lawsuit

CriticalMASS Top 10 Reads of the Week - July 1, 2010

First of July NLRB-NMB overreach roundup

Marathon Pundit – 07/01/11 11:17

Words matched: NLRB, nlrb

First of July NLRB-NMB overreach roundup

For those that have not heard yet, Obama National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has told Boeing that it cannot build a manufacturing plant in South Carolina, a right-to-work state.

...Embroasses Dems Over Boeing For those that have not heard yet, Obama National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has told Boeing that it cannot build...
President Obama on the NLRB’s complaint against Boeing

At his Wednesday press conference, President Obama addressed the NLRB’s complaint against Boeing. I would have liked to hear a stronger general statement about the importance of upholding laws that protect workers; as David Dayen writes: However, unlike his would-be Republican challengers, Obama...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Words matched</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Want Jobs and Higher Salaries? Move to a Right-to-Work State</td>
<td>Doug Ross @ Journal</td>
<td>06/30/11 03:12</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
<td>Translate, Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama Breaks Silence About Boeing v. NLRB Labor Dispute</td>
<td>The Note - ABC News</td>
<td>06/29/11 14:29</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
<td>Translate, Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian-origin US governor has a high profile, and higher hopes</td>
<td>Express India</td>
<td>07/03/11 16:23</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td>Translate, Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There Are No Socialists</td>
<td>The Political and Business Daily</td>
<td>07/03/11 14:30</td>
<td>NLRB</td>
<td>Translate, Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former United Nations Employee Charged in Connection with a $100,000</td>
<td>Canada Free Press</td>
<td>07/02/11 11:04</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td>Translate, Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia grounds Singapore’s Tiger Airways over safety</td>
<td>Reuters Aviation</td>
<td>07/02/11 08:45</td>
<td>NLRB</td>
<td>Translate, Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Обзор основных событий 1 июля 2011 года.</td>
<td>Big Bord.net</td>
<td>07/02/11 07:41</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
<td>Translate, Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal</td>
<td>Puerto Rico Daily Sun</td>
<td>07/02/11 03:18</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td>Translate, Share</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NLRB International Mentions to the top

- NFL Armageddon 2011: what’s next
  - Howard Bloom – 07/04/11 02:00 – National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

- Indian-origin US governor has a high profile, and higher hopes
  - Columbia KIM SEVERSON Nikki Haley, at 39 the nation’s youngest governor, loves her iPod. When she signed a long-fought bill to bring more transparency to legislative voting, the Black Eyed Peas blasted through the Capitol rotunda here. plant that Boeing opened in North Charleston in June. The National Labor Relations Board sued the aeronautics giant over the plant, contending...

- There Are No Socialists
  - Two unconnected developments were announced this past week. President Obama is releasing oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, despite the absence of a global embargo or horrific natural disaster - and despite a litany of assertions from 2008 that drilling and increa...

- Former United Nations Employee Charged in Connection with a $100,000 Fraud Scheme Involving Concurre
  - Canada Free Press – 07/02/11 11:04 – National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

- Australia grounds Singapore’s Tiger Airways over safety
  - Reuters Aviation, published 1 hour ago CANBERRA, July 2 (Reuters) - The Australian government's airline safety regulator said it has grounded the local operations of Singapore's budget carrier Tiger Airways Holding Ltd. ...

- Обзор основных событий 1 июля 2011 года.
  - Big Bord.net – 07/02/11 07:41 – National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

- NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal
  - Puerto Rico Daily Sun – 07/02/11 03:18 – National Labor Relations Board
AP/Marc Humphrey In this June 9, 2011, photo, Dallas Mavericks’ Dirk Nowitzki shoots during Game 5 of the NBA Finals basketball series against the Miami Heat in Dallas.

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

- Former UN security worker charged with $100,000 fraud
  India Vision – 07/02/11 02:32 –
  17 other sources (Japan Herald, MSN News, ...)
  Words matched: NLRB
  Moscow - An ex-UN employee has been arrested for allegedly holding jobs at the UN and the National Labour Relations Board (NLRB) as well, the US Department of Justice website said.
  ...allegedly holding jobs at the UN and the National Labour Relations Board (NLRB) as well, the US Department of Justice website said. The NLRB...

- Former United Nations Employee Charged in Connection with a $100,000 Fraud Scheme Involving Concurrent Jobs
  Webnewswire.com – 07/02/11 01:30 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  WASHINGTON A former employee of the United Nations (U.N.) was arrested today for allegedly obtaining more than $100,000 in salary payments as a result of holding jobs at the U. as a result of holding jobs at the U.N. and the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) at the same time, announced Assistant Attorney General Lanny...

- Judge Rebuffs Boeing In NLRB Filing
  Aero-News Network – 07/02/11 00:19 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Administrative Law Judge Dismisses Boeing’s Motion To Dismiss An administrative law judge in Chicago has rejected out of hand Boeing’s motion to dismiss the government’s complaint against the planemaker for opening an assembly plant in right-to-work South Carolina.
  Judge Rebuffs Boeing In NLRB Filing Administrative Law Judge Dismisses Boeing’s Motion To Dismiss An administrative law judge in Chicago has ...

- NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach deal
  Saudi Gazette – 07/01/11 21:38 –
  2 other sources (Arab News, The Score)
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  NEW YORK: The NBA locked out its players Friday, a long-expected move that put the 2011-12 season in jeopardy and came as the NFL is trying to end its own work stoppage that began in March.
  ...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

- Cyber attacks outpace global response, U.S. warns
  Aerocontact – 07/01/11 20:18 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Reuters Aviation, published 22 minutes ago VIENNA, July 1 (Reuters) - The technical sophistication of cybercriminals is swamping the world’s ability to cope, a top U. ...
  ...unit to cut jobs - 15 hours ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint - 15 hours ago US airlines prep plane orders; AMR said to...

- Warnings sounded over precipitous U.S. defense cuts
  Aerocontact – 07/01/11 20:18 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Reuters Aviation, published 20 minutes ago WASHINGTON, July 1 (Reuters) - Cuts in defense spending as part of President Barack Obama’s bid to trim the $1. ...
  ...unit to cut jobs - 15 hours ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint - 15 hours ago US airlines prep plane orders; AMR said to...

- UPS freight division to boost rates
  Aerocontact – 07/01/11 20:18 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Reuters Aviation, published 22 minutes ago ATLANTA, July 1 (Reuters) - United Parcel Service’s freight division said on Friday it plans a rate increase averaging 6. ...
  ...unit to cut jobs - 15 hours ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint - 15 hours ago US airlines prep plane orders; AMR said to...

- Biden to Teamsters: You Protect the Middle Class
Former UN security worker charged with USD 100,000 fraud

NewKerala.com – 07/01/11 10:46 –
Words matched: NLRB

The NLRB's bid to remain relevant | Michael Paarlberg

Toronto Telegraph – 07/01/11 14:02 –
Words matched: NLRB

The NLRB's bid to remain relevant

G2 - Guardian.co.uk – 07/01/11 14:00 –
Words matched: NLRB

The labour relations regulator is in activist mode, but that only serves to highlight the neglect of successive administrations

The NLRB's bid to remain relevant The labour relations regulator is in activist mode, but that only serves to highlight the neglect of successive...

Finnair, Flybe to buy Finnish regional carrier

Aerocontact – 07/01/11 11:18 –
Words matched: NLRB

Finnair, Europe's largest regional airline, and Flybe have together agreed to buy Finland's biggest domestic carrier Finnish Commuter Airlines (FCA) for 25 million euros ($35.4 million). 

...unit to cut jobs - 6 hours ago Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint - 6 hours ago US airlines prep plane orders; AMR said to...

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
An ex-UN employee has been arrested for allegedly holding jobs at the UN and the National Labour Relations Board (NLRB) as well, the US Department of Justice website said.

...allegedly holding jobs at the UN and the National Labour Relations Board (NLRB) as well, the US Department of Justice website said.

### EADS to expand in Indonesia via JV with state planemaker

**Aerocontact** – 07/01/11 09:04 –
Words matched: NLRB

Reuters Aviation, published 30 minutes ago

JAKARTA, July 1 (Reuters) - Airbus parent EADS plans to expand in Indonesia through a joint venture with state planemaker Dirgantara Indonesia, though Europe's largest aerospace firm is not planning acquisitions in the country or Asia, said EADS executive

...unit to cut jobs - 4 hours ago

Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint - 4 hours ago

US airlines prep plane orders; AMR said to...

### Garuda Indonesia to buy 4 Airbus 330s this year-minister

**Aerocontact** – 07/01/11 09:04 –
Words matched: NLRB

Reuters Aviation, published 28 minutes ago

JAKARTA, July 1 (Reuters) - Indonesian flag carrier Garuda Indonesia plans to buy four Airbus 330 aircraft this year, industry minister M.

...unit to cut jobs - 4 hours ago

Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint - 4 hours ago

US airlines prep plane orders; AMR said to...

### NBA lockout begins

**TheSpec.com** – 07/01/11 09:03 –

1 other source (Tbnewswatch.com)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

### NLRB proposes significant representation election changes that, if finalized, likely will aid unionization efforts

**Lexology** – 07/01/11 07:55 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NLRB proposes significant representation election changes that, if finalized, likely will aid unionization efforts

The National Labor Relations Board...

### Former UN security worker charged with $100,000 fraud

**Yahoo! Singapore News** – 06/30/11 23:36 –

1 other source (Yahoo! Malaysia)

Words matched: NLRB

Moscow, July 1 (IANS/RIA Novosti) An ex-UN employee has been arrested for allegedly holding jobs at the UN and the National Labour Relations Board (NLRB) as well, the US Department of Justice website said.

...allegedly holding jobs at the UN and the National Labour Relations Board (NLRB) as well, the US Department of Justice website said.

### Biden to Teamsters: You Protect the Middle Class

**Webindia123.com** – 06/30/11 19:20 –

1 other source (FinRoad - The Financial Market Network)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Vice President Addresses Teamsters' 28th International Convention LAS VEGAS, July 1, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Vice President Joe Biden said today at the Teamsters' 28th International Convention that unions are the only institution protecting the middle class from assault by concentrated powe

worker misclassification, stopping the war on workers, supporting the National Labor Relations Board and preserving jobs and standards. Founded in...

### The NLRB's bid to remain relevant | Michael Paarlberg

**Australian Herald** – 06/30/11 16:10 –

Words matched: NLRB

Protest signs at a union rally in April 2011, in Cleveland, Ohio. The NLRB's new rules for union recognition battles largely codify practices unions had already established with companies where they have been strong enough to make any headway.

The NLRB's bid to remain relevant | Michael Paarlberg

Protest signs at a union rally in April 2011, in Cleveland, Ohio. The NLRB's new rules...

### Teamsters consolidate Republic Airways’ unions; National Mediation Board faces test with Delta case

**Centre For Asia Pacific Aviation** – 06/30/11 07:16 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
In what is to be the leading edge of a trend with airline holding companies, the International Brotherhood of Teamsters (IBT) won representation for all pilots at the six airlines within Republic Airways Holdings, consolidating representation under a single union.

...pro-union changes to government labour bodies such as the National Labor Relations Board, a supposedly independent government agency charged with...

NLRB’s counsel updates regions on immigration issues in NLRB proceedings
Lexology – 06/29/11 12:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
On June 7, 2011, Richard A Siegel, Associate General Counsel of the National Labor Relations Board (“NLRB”), issued a memorandum (“Siegel Memo”) to all regional offices that contained guidance on how to address the immigration status of employees involved in representation cases and unfair labor pra

NLRB’s counsel updates regions on immigration issues in NLRB proceedings On June 7, 2011, Richard A Siegel, Associate General Counsel of the...

Nikki Haley’s rise raises tensions back home
Politico – 07/04/11 04:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Even before she was sworn in, Nikki Haley was a political star, a sought after presidential primary endorsement and a buzzed about vice presidential contender. ...

...all come calling even latching onto her pet issue of attacking the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing she s put the first-in-the-South...

Plane truth is presidential demagoguery
Boston Herald (AP) – 07/04/11 00:20 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Barack Obama’s core message in his Wednesday press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. “You go talk to your constituents and ask them, ‘Are you willing to compromise your kids’ safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?’” This was Well, that company is being told by Obama’s union-hack-packed National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new plant in South Carolina, because...

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case
Times Union – 07/03/11 15:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co.’s request to toss out a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina. ...

Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

In life, you get what you negotiate, says union president
NorthJersey.com – 07/03/11 02:41 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Here are the facts of working life, according to Harvey Whille: “You don’t get what you have coming to you. You don’t get what you deserve. You don’t get what you have earned. ...

...federal Employee Free Choice Act in 2008 and 2009, but the National Labor Relations Board last week released a pro-union proposal that could...

Is U.S. headed the way of Greece? Letters
NOLA.com – 07/03/11 02:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The so-called "PIIGS" -- acronym for Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece and Spain -- are either on the verge of bankruptcy, or bankrupt, like Greece. Their bloated governments and overspending over the years have led them to this dire situation.

Obama-care, EPA stopping Shell Oil from drilling in Alaska, the National Labor Relations Board trying to stop Boeing from operating a new plant in...

Gov. Haley has high profile and higher hopes
CharlotteObserver.com – 07/03/11 02:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
COLUMBIA Nikki Haley, at 39 the nation’s youngest governor, loves her iPod. When she signed a long-fought bill to bring more transparency to legislative voting, the Black Eyed Peas blasted through the Capitol rotunda here. ...

...plant that Boeing opened in North Charleston in June. The National Labor Relations Board
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Words matched</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forces work against economic freedoms</td>
<td>Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (AP)</td>
<td>07/03/11</td>
<td>00:11</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The NLRB's bid to remain relevant</td>
<td>Michael Paarlberg</td>
<td>Topix</td>
<td>07/02/11</td>
<td>21:03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina's Young Governor Has a High Profile and Higher Hopes</td>
<td>Free Republic</td>
<td>07/02/11</td>
<td>18:51</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Horrible' director behaves otherwise</td>
<td>Boston.com</td>
<td>07/02/11</td>
<td>18:25</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q&amp;A on progress of NFL labor talks</td>
<td>Los Angeles Times</td>
<td>07/02/11</td>
<td>17:43</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM FARMER / ON THE NFL Q&amp;A on progress of NFL labor talks</td>
<td>The Baltimore Sun</td>
<td>07/02/11</td>
<td>17:43</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lingering issues need solving in NBA lockout</td>
<td>Road Runner</td>
<td>07/02/11</td>
<td>17:16</td>
<td>NLRB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Hey, who are you people? We're closed. It's a national holiday." “Exactly why we're here. It's July Fourth, and we're who it's all about -- the People. ...again it's not here. And won't get here unless ordered by the National Labor Relations Board, now controlled by leftist ... er, that is, liberal..."
...you have the Lakers at $110 million and Sacramento at $45 million. **NLRB** status. There is an outstanding complaint by the... Full Article at Sporting...

- **Phila.'s New Media charter school contends it's not a public school**
  - **Road Runner** – 07/02/11 17:16 –
  - 1 other source (Philly.com)
  - **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
  - The Chicago Mathematics and Science Academy Charter School - one of 120 schools nationwide inspired by the teachings of Turkish imam Fethullah Gulen - asserted in papers filed with the National Labor Relations Board that it is not a public school or "a...teachings of Turkish imam Fethullah Gulen - asserted in papers filed with the National Labor Relations Board that it is not a public school or "a..."

- **Merit has little to do with Obama's policy positions**
  - **Road Runner** – 07/02/11 17:16 –
  - **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
  - To be fair, Alcoa's biggest customers are the big manufacturers of commercial jets - like Boeing. Well, that company is being told by Obama's National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina, because to do...
  - **Boeing. Well, that company is being told by Obama's National Labor Relations Board** that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina.

- **Station request for sanctions against Culinary backed**
  - **Road Runner** – 07/02/11 17:16 –
  - 1 other source (ReviewJournal.com (AP))
  - **Words matched:** NLRB
  - Murzl said the Culinary Union's deception was another chapter in "the union's campaign of lies." "The union lied to the judge, the NLRB and the public," she said.
  - **Union's campaign of lies." "The union lied to the judge, the NLRB and the public," she said. But an attorney for UNITE HERE saw it differently.**

- **Judge denies Boeing's motion to dismiss NLRB case**
  - **Topix** – 07/02/11 15:37 –
  - **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - The administrative law judge overseeing the National Labor Relations Board's case against Boeing Co.
  - **Judge denies Boeing's motion to dismiss NLRB case** The administrative law judge overseeing the National Labor Relations Board's case against...

- **NFL labor outcome could be a bellwether for NBA dispute**
  - **Boston Herald (AP)** – 07/02/11 10:12 –
  - 5 other sources (Orlando Sentinel, The Baltimore Sun, ...)
  - **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - LOS ANGELES — As the NBA lockout took hold Friday, legal experts said the NFL's four-month-long labor dispute and ongoing antitrust case would play a key role in determining the next steps in pro basketball's labor stoppage.
  - "might choose to decertify." Yet another wild card is the National Labor Relations Board. Last month the NBA players union filed an unfair labor...

- **Right-to-work states have better workforces, too**
  - **Washington Examiner** – 07/02/11 08:05 –
  - **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
  - It's not exactly news, but labor unions are struggling badly in today's modern economy. Widespread gains in workplace protections and the precarious situation of many union pension plans have rendered unions far less important and far less attractive to American workers.
  - **the bailout of the automakers and continuing most recently with his National Labor Relations Board's persecution of Boeing for expanding its...**

- **Landry Presides Over House, Blocks Recess Appointments**
  - **Free Republic** – 07/02/11 08:00 –
  - **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
  - WASHINGTON, DC – Continuing his efforts to prevent President Obama from making another recess appointment, Congressman Jeff Landry (R, LA-03) today presided over a pro forma session in the United States House of Representatives.
  - Last recess appointment President Obama made was Craig Becker to the National Labor Relations Board. Becker's nomination was rejected by the...**

- **NBA lockout begins Players, owners fail to reach a deal**
  - **LexisNexis** – 07/02/11 07:23 –
  - **Translate**
RUSH: So Obama delays this sorry excuse for a press conference in order to...
A 'Policy' of demogic dishonesty

New York Post — 07/01/11 22:26 –

President Obama's core message in his Wednesday press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. "You go talk to your constituents and ask them, 'Are you willing to compromise your kids' safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?'" This was just on that company is being told by Obama's union-hack-packed National Labor Relations Board that it can't open a new manufacturing plant in South...

Lockout on for NBA

LexisNexis – 07/01/11 22:25 –

Mike Monroe and Jeff McDonald, STAFF In his five months as a vice president of the National Basketball Players Association, Spurs forward Matt Bonner has been through enough bargaining sessions to cross one potential post-playing career job off his list.

...said. Meanwhile, the union also awaits a ruling by the National Labor Relations Board on an unfair labor practices complaint it filed weeks ago.

This one could last a while Players, owners far apart on issues -BYLN- By

Brian Mahoney AP Basketball Writer

LexisNexis – 07/01/11 21:19 –

NEW YORK The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep lo

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

Biden to Teamsters: You Protect the Middle Class

PR Newswire – 07/01/11 19:12 –

4 other sources (ShareBuilder, MarketWatch, ...)

NEW YORK (AP) - LeBron’s move to Miami and Dirk’s title in Dallas couldn’t hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren’t interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they’d keep lo

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

NBA owners in lock step with football; Lockout hits pro basketball

LexisNexis – 07/01/11 18:24 –

NEW YORK (AP) - The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early this morning when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

Rutter Hobbs & Davidoff Labor & Employment Legal Team in LA Available to Discuss Critical Issues for Employers as Companies Begin to Hire

AllVoices – 07/01/11 16:17 –

2 other sources (San Francisco Chronicle, PRWeb)

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor cas

Democratic Underground – 07/01/11 15:11 –

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor cas

...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

Boeing's attempt to kill suit fails: Judge says it's too early to reject NLRB's case

Seeking Alpha – 07/01/11 14:18 –

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...
Obama’s One Hundred and Twenty Seventh Week in Office “The List” for 6/29/2011

Why LeBron James is to blame for the NBA lockout
Chicago Sun-Times – 07/01/11 13:47 –

Why LeBron James is to blame for the NBA lockout
Chicago Sun-Times – 07/01/11 13:47 –

President Obama's core message in his Wednesday press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. "You go talk to your constituents and ask them, 'Are you willing to compromise your kids' safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?'" This was just one

NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal
9News.com – 07/01/11 11:53 –

NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal
9News.com – 07/01/11 11:53 –

Corporate jets and tax breaks
Orlando Sentinel – 07/01/11 13:25 –

Corporate jets and tax breaks
Orlando Sentinel – 07/01/11 13:25 –

Nurses reject union at Resurrection
Chicago Tribune – 07/01/11 09:48 –

Nurses reject union at Resurrection
Chicago Tribune – 07/01/11 09:48 –

The List, Obama's One Hundred and Twenty Seventh Week in Office
Free Republic – 07/01/11 09:27 –

The List, Obama's One Hundred and Twenty Seventh Week in Office
Free Republic – 07/01/11 09:27 –

New York (AP) – The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

Obama seeks to avoid Boeing-labor battle
USA Today – 07/01/11 12:14 –

Obama seeks to avoid Boeing-labor battle
USA Today – 07/01/11 12:14 –

NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal
Minnesota Public Radio – 07/01/11 10:25 –

NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal
Minnesota Public Radio – 07/01/11 10:25 –

This was just one

...company is being told by Obama's union-hack-packed National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina,

...have made a cause celebre of the recent decision by the National Labor Relations Board blocking Boeing from opening an airplane plant in South...
## NBA lockout begins after collective bargaining agreement expiry

**LexisNexis** – 07/01/11 09:03 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
U.S: NBA lockout begins after collective bargaining agreement with the National Basketball Players Association expired yesterday. Talks involving owners, the league, and the union took place - with one final meeting held in New York yesterday - but foundered on topics incl revenue sharing and salary...caps, with the union filing an unfair labor charge with the National Labor Relations Board in late May looking for an injunction against the...

## NBA in lockout after sides fail to reach new deal

**NOLA.com** – 07/01/11 08:53 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
BC-BKN–NBA Labor, 15th Ld-Writethru,1776 NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach deal Eds: Recasts. Adds background on lockouts in 1994. AP Video. This story is part of AP's general news and sports services. ...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

## Corporate Jets and Tax Breaks

**RealClearPolitics** – 07/01/11 07:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Obama's core message in his Wednesday press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. "You go talk to your constituents and ask them, 'Are you willing to compromise your kids' safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?" This was just one...company is being told by Obama's union-hack-packed National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina ,

## NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal: Video

**Cleveland.com** – 07/01/11 06:32 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK, New York - The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife. ...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

## National and world business briefs

**NewsOK (AP)** – 07/01/11 01:06 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
National and world business briefs
...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

## National news headlines

**STLToday.com (AP)** – 07/01/11 01:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
| Loading... Senators staying on the job The Senate will work next week instead of taking a lengthy Fourth of July recess after President Barack Obama insisted that lawmakers should stay in Washington to try to resolve the impasse over how to reduce federal deficits and raise the debt ceiling. 
...to South Carolina. The ruling is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans and...

## NBA: Lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal

**Contra Costa Times** – 06/30/11 20:33 –
1 other source (San Jose Mercury News)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK – The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife. ...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

## Stakes high for Boeing in NLRB fight

**Portland Business Journal** – 06/30/11 19:27 –
Boeing is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.

The stakes are high for both Boeing Co. and the state of South Carolina as the National Labor Relations Board ponders whether Boeing illegally set up a new 787 production line in that southern state to avoid union strikes.

Stakes high for Boeing in NLRB fight The stakes are high for both Boeing Co. and the state of South Carolina as the National Labor Relations Board ponders whether Boeing illegally set up a new 787 production line in the state to avoid union strikes.

KLINE: IF THE PRESIDENT WILL NOT HOLD THE NLRB ACCOUNTABLE, CONGRESS WILL 

Andrew Napolitano, Juan Williams, Caroline Heldman, Chris Cotter, Kmele Foster

LEXISNEXIS – 06/30/11 12:48 –

Do Democrats or Republicans Blink First in Debt Ceiling Debate; Amazon.com Dropped 10,000 California Online Affiliates as the State Tax Debate Rages; Judge Denies Boeing Request to Dismiss NLRB Lawsuit; Federal Reserve Passes Debt Card Cap that Will


JUDGE ANDREW NAPOLITANO, HOST: The march towards liberty starts now.

State Tax Debate Rages; Judge Denies Boeing Request to Dismiss NLRB Lawsuit; Federal Reserve Passes Debt Card Cap that Will And Andrew Napolitano ,

Obama's Amnesty for Illegals Sidesteps the Law Again

Roger Hedgecock Our dictator President has ruled his education and amnesty agenda for illegal aliens into place, and defied the will of Congress and the people, by refusing to prosecute those who sneak across the border.

...State Tax Debate Rages; Judge Denies Boeing Request to Dismiss NLRB Lawsuit; Federal Reserve Passes Debt Card Cap that Will Andrew Napolitano ,

LOU DOBBS TONIGHT for June 30, 2011

Roger Hedgecock Our dictator President has ruled his education and amnesty agenda for illegal aliens into place, and defied the will of Congress and the people, by refusing to prosecute those who sneak across the border.

...failure of cap-and-trade legislation to pass Congress. His National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has relaxed the rules governing employee elections...

Obama says US companies need freedom to relocate

San Francisco Chronicle – 06/29/11 23:05 –

Obama was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...

Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama

San Francisco Chronicle – 06/29/11 23:02 –

...Boeing's request to toss out a highly criticized lawsuit by the National Labor Relations Board. That ruling is an early victory for the NLRB,

...failure of cap-and-trade legislation to pass Congress. His National Labor Relations Board has relaxed the rules governing employee elections...

...State Tax Debate Rages; Judge Denies Boeing Request to Dismiss NLRB Lawsuit; Federal Reserve Passes Debt Card Cap that Will Andrew Napolitano ,

...failure of cap-and-trade legislation to pass Congress. His National Labor Relations Board has relaxed the rules governing employee elections...

...failure of cap-and-trade legislation to pass Congress. His National Labor Relations Board has relaxed the rules governing employee elections...

...failure of cap-and-trade legislation to pass Congress. His National Labor Relations Board has relaxed the rules governing employee elections...
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NLRB Prominent Mentions</th>
<th>to the top</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AG Abbott opposes federal interference with job creation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Community Newspapers – 07/04/11 03:04 –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 other source (Star Community Newspapers)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSTIN -- Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott filed an amicus brief on behalf of a bipartisan, 16-state coalition that opposes the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) proposal to punish employers for creating new jobs in right-to-work states.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing: Poster child for crony capitalism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartford Business.com – 07/03/11 03:24 –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor Boeing. Poor, poor Boeing. In April, the National Labor Relations Board challenged the corporation's intention to manufacture 787s in right-to-work South Carolina.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB wants to dictate company's location</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News-Record.com – 07/03/11 03:17 –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am dumbstruck by the National Labor Relations Board's pretense of having the power to tell a private company in which state it can open a factory. I am referring to the Boeing Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-union rulings a boost for organized labor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Wichita Eagle and Kansas.com – 07/03/11 02:48 –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized labor has lost a lot of clout in the past decade but recently received some power boosts. The National Labor Relations Board last month proposed regulations that would give labor a better chance to win union-organizing elections.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Something wicked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Bern Sun Journal (AP) – 07/02/11 21:12 –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creeping Socialism has been the hallmark of the Obama administration and the NLRB (National Labor Relations Board) is just another cog in the wheel. Consider this: in 2009, the Boeing airline manufacturer announced it would open a plant in South Carolina, providing employment for 1,000 men and women.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New study reinforces need for proposed NLRB union election reforms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Me – 07/02/11 16:27 –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A new study demonstrates why the National Labor Relations Board's proposed union representation election reform[1] is important. The study[2], by Cornell's Kate Bronfenbrenner and Columbia's Dorian Warren, found that 47 percent of serious.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President Obama on the NLRB's complaint against Boeing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Me – 07/01/11 20:32 –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: NLRB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At his Wednesday press conference, President Obama addressed the NLRB's complaint against Boeing. I would have liked to hear a stronger general statement about the importance of upholding laws that protect workers; as David Dayen[1] writ.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.N. Security Chief Was Double-Dipping, Feds Say</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court House News – 07/01/11 18:56 –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board (CN) - A former United Nations employee was indicted for allegedly concealing his two concurrent jobs as a security officer at both the U.N. and National Labor Relations Board.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Pay Approved for Fired Union Organizers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court House News – 07/01/11 16:35 –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board (CN) - Two forklift operators deserve back pay after they were illegally fired for their union organizing in 1999, the 3rd Circuit ruled, upholding a National Labor Relations Board award.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge backs labor board over Boeing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peoplesworld – 07/01/11 16:15 –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The NLRB’s bid to remain relevant</td>
<td>Michael Paarlberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge denies Boeing’s motion to dismiss NLRB case</td>
<td>Gsa Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing’s attempt to kill suit fails: Judge says it’s too early to reject NLRB’s case</td>
<td>Poten &amp; Partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The PJ Tatler » Obama’s Big Labor pains</td>
<td>Pajamas Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circuit Backs Reproach of Anti-Union Measures</td>
<td>Court House News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Attorney General Opposes Federal Interference With Job Creation, States’ Right-To-Work Laws</td>
<td>The Metropolitan Corporate Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decertification election set for Omnova workers</td>
<td>The Commercial Dispatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former UN security worker charged with $100,000 fraud</td>
<td>TwoCircles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspen Skiing Co., Mulcahy end bitter feud — for now</td>
<td>Aspen Times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congressman Fattah Declares Support for Proposed NLRB Rule</td>
<td>WGEM.COM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unfair Labor Practices

- **NFL labor outcome could be a bellwether for NBA dispute**
  - *Boston Herald* (AP) – 07/02/11 10:12 –
  - *5 other sources* (Orlando Sentinel, The Baltimore Sun, ...)
  - Words matched: unfair labor practices
  - LOS ANGELES — As the NBA lockout took hold Friday, legal experts said the NFL’s four-month-long labor dispute and ongoing antitrust case would play a key role in determining the next steps in pro basketball’s labor stoppage.
  - ...Labor Relations Board. Last month the NBA players union filed an unfair labor practices complaint against the league with the NRLB, alleging “harsh...”

- **Lockout on for NBA**
  - *LexisNexis* – 07/01/11 22:25 –
  - Words matched: unfair labor practices
  - Mike Monroe and Jeff McDonald, STAFF In his five months as a vice president of the National Basketball Players Association, Spurs forward Matt Bonner has been through enough bargaining sessions to cross one potential post-playing career job off his list.
  - ...also awaits a ruling by the National Labor Relations Board on an unfair labor practices complaint it filed weeks ago, a decision that could change...

- **Station request for sanctions against Culinary backed**
  - Words matched: unfair labor practices, unfair labor practice
  - An administration law judge has ruled in favor of Station Casinos LLC’s request for sanctions against the Culinary Workers Union Local 226, but the union’s unfair labor practice case against the locals gaming company will continue.
  - ...the Culinary Workers Union Local 226, but the union’s unfair labor practice case against the locals gaming company will continue. Judge Geoffrey...

- **Wedding photograph albums Why Its Important To Avoid Blood Diamonds In Calgary Engagement Rings**
  - *Zimbio* – 07/01/11 12:37 –
  - Words matched: unfair labor practices
  - Why its important to avoid blood diamonds in Calgary engagement rings is a popular topic. Kimberly Process (KP) strains under recent events while public awareness grows.
  - ...producers in member countries formally accepted this need for restraint of unfair labor practices. Larger Issue Is Slavery The larger issue should...

- **Editorial: UFW 'card-check' bill reached too far**
  - *The Sacramento Bee* – 07/01/11 03:00 –
  - Words matched: unfair labor practices
  - During his first term as governor, 36 years ago, Jerry Brown became a hero of the farmworker movement when he signed the landmark Agricultural Labor Relations Act.
  - ...Valley. In 2006, the ALRB determined that Giumarra engaged in unfair labor practices by threatening workers with loss of their jobs and financial...
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Key Individuals

Cloudium Systems wins LEAP award for cloud-based IP
Silicon Republic – 07/05/11 05:29 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
Set up three years ago, Cloudium Systems has won the ‘Best IP’ award at the LEAP Business Awards 2011 for its innovative cloudAccel and cloudRDP technology. ...Hickey, CEO, Cloudium Systems; Mayor of Limerick Maria Byrne; Minister Brian Hayes, TD; Dr Maria Hinfelaar, president, LIT; and Peter Shelley ,

Ireland signs OECD convention to fight offshore tax evasion
Irish Examiner.com – 07/04/11 21:23 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
IRELAND has further tightened up its offshore tax evasion protection by signing up to the Joint Council of Europe/OECD multilateral convention on mutual administrative assistance in tax matters. ...information on tax matters. Minister of State at the Department of Finance Brian Hayes signed the convention for Ireland at a ceremony in the OECD s...

NLRA - Additional US Mentions

The Week: July 5-7, 2011
The Daily Page – 07/05/11 07:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Summer embarks upon its second half this week. The calendar includes: the Elver Park Fireworks, and an Independence Day-themed edition of Concerts on the Square; The Glass Menagerie at APT; the “Signs of Protest” show opening; and, live music from Caustic, Dave Alvin & The Guilty Ones, Ray LaMontagne
Tuesday 7.5 NOTEWORTHY: President Franklin D. Roosevelt signs National Labor Relations Act, 1935. BIRTHDAYS: Band guitarist/songwriter Robbie...
On July 5, 1811, Venezuela became the first South American country to declare independence from Spain.

In Montboudif. In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard...
Chord Overstreet, who plays heartthrob transfer student Sam Evans on "Glee," won't be returning to the hit television series for its third season, according to TV Line.

Nearly every day for three years, Josue Melquisedec Diaz reported to work by going to a New Orleans street corner where contractors, subcontractors and people fixing up their places went to hire day laborers.

Nearby, agricultural and domestic workers accorded the right to unionize under the National Labor Relations Act (though farm workers have won this right...)

Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011 with 179 to follow. The moon is waxing. The morning stars are Mercury and Saturn. The evening stars are Jupiter, Neptune, Uranus, Mars and Venus.

In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act, permitting labor unions to organize for the purposes of collective bargaining.

On this day in 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act, permitting labor unions to organize for the purposes of collective bargaining.

Today's Highlight in History: On July 5, 1811, Venezuela became the first South American country to declare independence from Spain.

...in Montboudif. In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard...
| The almanac |
| United Press International – 07/05/11 03:30 – |
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Act |
| Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011 with 179 to follow. The moon is waxing. The morning stars are Mercury and Saturn. The evening stars are Jupiter, Neptune, Uranus, Mars and Venus. |

| Today in History |
| Forbes.com – 07/05/11 00:25 – |
| 4 other sources (Townhall.com, The Sacramento Bee, ...) |
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Act |
| Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011. There are 179 days left in the year. Today's Highlight in History: On July 5, 1811, Venezuela became the first South American country to declare independence from Spain. |
| ...in Montboudif. In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard... |

| Today in History - Jul. 5 |
| Charter – 07/05/11 00:00 – |
| 1 other source (Road Runner) |
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Act |
| Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011. There are 179 days left in the year. Today's Highlight in History: On July 5, 1811, Venezuela became the first South American country to declare independence from Spain. |
| ...in Montboudif. In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard... |

| Happy 5th! |
| Statesman.com – 07/04/11 19:51 – |
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Act |
| Ken Herman, Commentary |
| President Franklin D. Roosevelt on July 5, 1935, signed into law the National Labor Relations Act, a landmark in U.S. labor relations. Here’s... |

| HOTEL, DINING, AND AV |
| Scottrade – 07/04/11 19:36 – |
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Act |
| FedBizOpps NOTICE TYPE: Combine Solicitation DATE POSTED: 01-JUL-11 |
| OFFICE ADDRESS: Small Business Administration; Office of Chief Financial Officer-Acquisition Division; SBA Contracting; 409 Third Street, S. |
| ...Fees (Dec 2004) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (Dec 2010) 52.223-18, Contractor Policy to Ban... |

| People: Chord Overstreet dropped from 'Glee' |
| Contra Costa Times – 07/04/11 00:45 – |
| 1 other source (San Jose Mercury News) |
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Act |
| Chord Overstreet, who plays heartthrob transfer student Sam Evans on "Glee," won't be returning to the hit television series for its third season, according to TV Line. |
| ...Salvation Army in London. 1935: President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. 1946: The bikini, created by Louis Reard... |

| NLRB Additional US Mentions to the top |
| Corporate jets and tax breaks |
| Fosters.com – 07/05/11 04:25 – |
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Board |
| President Obama's core message in his Wednesday press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans, "You go talk to your constituents and ask them, 'Are you willing to compromise your kids' safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?'" This was just one |
| ...company is being told by Obama's union-hack-packed National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina... |

| PRO-CON: IS LABOR BOARD RIGHT ABOUT BOEING PLANT? |
| The Wichita Eagle and Kansas.com – 07/05/11 03:18 – |
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB |
| Business, politicians and the media have made much of the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected. |
...PLANT? Business, politicians, and the media have made much of the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has...
by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina. The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson allows the National Labor Relations Board to move ahead in presenting its case against...

**Moot ends six decades of law in WNY**

Buffalo Law Journal – 07/04/11 00:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

By MATT CHANDLER mchandler@bizjournals.com | 716-541-1654 To say Richard Moot is a throwback to another era would be an understatement. The third-generation trial lawyer retired last week at the tender age of 92, closing the book on a career that began in 1946 when he graduated from Harvard Law School.

...dispute with plant foremen who wanted to organize a union. The National Labor Relations Board said they could, but Bell argued that they were...

**Coke prices trigger economic concern**

The Daily News – 07/03/11 02:07 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Somehow we have all become accustomed to the price of gasoline zooming up, then gradually coming down again. We all gripe when a single cucumber at the grocery store costs 65 cents.

...meltdown in a month? We re supposed to be happy when Obama’s National Labor Relations Board sues Boeing to stop it from adding thousands of jobs in...

---

**Happy Independence Day From Jeff Duncan**

FITSNews – 07/04/11 10:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Hey guys, I wanted to write to wish you all a very happy and safe Independence Day weekend. On July 4th 1776 the people of this nation declared their independence from the repressive and tyrannical government of England.

ObamaCare, Cap & Trade, regulations from the EPA, lawsuits from the NLRB, our national debt, government spending, terrorism, lack of border security, Coke prices tri...greatest economic concern

---

**South Carolina Boeing Employee Hits Machinist Union with Federal Charge for Illegal Retaliation**

Doug Ross @ Journal – 07/04/11 09:40 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Washington, DC (June 15, 2011) – A Charleston-area Boeing Corporation (NYSE: BA) employee has filed a federal unfair labor practice charge against the union behind the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) high-profile case against Boeing.

...has filed a federal unfair labor practice charge against the union behind the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) high-profile case against...

---

**Dark days and few rays of light**

Doug Ross @ Journal – 07/04/11 09:38 –
Words matched: NLRB

from TL in Exile If A Patriot, Also A Criminal By TL Davis Quote: "I have not been posting as much lately. What has there been to write about anyway? The Birther Issue? I think Obama is a bad president, an opinion that has been borne out through his handling of the economic crisis.

...rulings of the court, destroy whole industries, direct the NLRB to bring charges against companies who do not place their manufacturing plants...

---

**Michael Barone: "Obama is Chauncey Gardiner"**

Doug Ross @ Journal – 07/04/11 09:36 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Chance? Or maybe Change? Poor Barry can’t catch a break today! Michael Barone: Conservative critics have taken to comparing him, as you might imagine, with Jimmy Carter.

...wanted to double exports in five years has nothing to say about his National Labor Relations Board appointee’s attempt to shut down a $1 billion...

---

**English-To-English Translation**

Doug Ross @ Journal – 07/04/11 09:32 –
Words matched: NLRB

Fox News reported in its Grapevine segment last evening that Progressive hero and duly elected member of Congress Dennis Kucinich disclaimed giving embarrassingly panegyric praise to the Syrian thugocrat and dictator Bashar Assad – by claiming the English language publication of his English word
...labor and management can't come to a sensible agreement. [On NLRB's
tyrannical action against Boeing relocation from a union state to a right...

Weekend Links
Doug Ross @ Journal – 07/04/11 09:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Sorry about missing the last couple of weeks. No real excuses because they all
sound lame. I attempt to do better in the future. Of course, like many of the weekend
links I have posted in the past, this one is getting posted Monday night.
Another reason why 2012 can't come soon enough. The whole National Labor
Relations Board and their stopping Boeing from building the 787 Dreamliner...

Obama: Unions Above Job Growth (UPDATE)
Doug Ross @ Journal – 07/04/11 09:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Obama Administration continues to pay back their union benefactors. A new set
of rules begin proposed by the Department of Labor and NLRB are decidedly anti-
business and heavily pro-union.
...benefactors. A new set of rules begin proposed by the Department of Labor and
NLRB are decidedly anti-business and heavily pro-union. The Department of...

NLRB International Mentions
Jobs, Income Data Show Right-To-Work States Have Advantage
Zmarter – 07/05/11 02:19 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Former United Nations Employee Charged in Connection with a $100,000
Fraud Scheme Involving Concurrent Jobs
Webnewswire.com – 07/05/11 01:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON A former employee of the United Nations (U.N.) was arrested today
for allegedly obtaining more than $100,000 in salary payments as a result of holding
jobs at the U.
...as a result of holding jobs at the U.N. and the National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB) at the same time, announced Assistant Attorney General Lanny...

NFL勞資對抗結局 NBA擺脫封館指標
世界新聞網 – 07/03/11 18:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
月已向全國勞工關係委員會(National Labor Relations Board)提出不當勞動行為 (}

NLRB Major Outlets
Obama’s positions not decided on the merits
The Columbus Dispatch (AP) – 07/05/11 03:07 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Barack Obama's core message in last Wednesday's press conference, his
first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. "You go talk to your
constituents and ask them, 'Are you willing to compromise your kids' safety so some
corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?" * This w
...company is being told by Obama's union-hack-packed National Labor Relations
Board that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina ,

Jobs won’t come until Obama goes
NJ.com – 07/05/11 03:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
To the Editor: In my opinion, there will be no surge in jobs until President Barack
Obama is defeated in 2012, a Republican president is put in charge and a
Republican-majority U.
...and long-lasting climate will exist. For instance, the National Labor Relations
Board under Obama wants to block Boeing from opening a plant...

Anti-business Obama helps GOP
Chicago Sun-Times – 07/04/11 23:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Updated: June 7, 2011 2:08AM The surge in dismal economic news demonstrates
something more than just evidence that President Barack Obama’s policies have
 failed to lift the country out of fiscal crisis.
...the administration is openly hostile to investment. Consider the National Labor Relations Board's attempt to block Boeing from building jetliners...

**Letter: Democrats are anti-business, which translates into anti-jobs**
Michigan Live – 07/04/11 20:00 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Voice: Richard Morrissett, Davison The National Labor Relations Board has filed a lawsuit against Boeing for setting up a new plant to build airplanes in South Carolina. ...translates into anti-jobs Voice: Richard Morrissett, Davison The National Labor Relations Board has filed a lawsuit against Boeing for setting up...

**FORTUNE columnist cites Delta as example in big labor's Washington agenda**
Democratic Underground – 07/04/11 17:49 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
FORTUNE columnist cites Delta as example in big labor's Washington agenda ...hostage. The piece also outlines similar moves affecting companies governed by the National Labor Relations Board. The Boeing Co., for example, has...

**Wishing big**
United Press International – 07/04/11 10:35 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations board
If wishes were inches, Republican presidential candidates would not have been in New Hampshire Monday night. If they had their druthers, the gaggle of campaigners at the CNN telecast at Saint Anselm College in Manchester, N. ...called, "the job killing organization of America." Gone: The National Labor Relations board, if former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich had his...

**Labor has 'snootful' but will stick with Obama**
Washington Examiner – 07/04/11 08:05 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
"Don't any of you guys vote Republican?" Vice President Biden said to the International Brotherhood of Teamsters convention in Las Vegas last week. "Let me put it this way: Don't come to me if you do...for labor. There is the well-known case in which the National Labor Relations Board has taken the legally dubious step of punishing Boeing for...

**Q&A on progress of NFL labor talks**
Orlando Sentinel – 07/02/11 17:43 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Times' NFL columnist Sam Farmer's Q&A gives a sense of when labor talks might end and how to tell who won. ...but for his NFL obligations, and they would push for the National Labor Relations Board to have jurisdiction over any disputes arising from the...

---

**NLRB Prominent Mentions**

**PRO-CON: IS LABOR BOARD RIGHT ABOUT BOEING PLANT?**
The Wichita Eagle and Kansas.com – 07/05/11 03:18 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
Business, politicians and the media have made much of the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected.

**Jobs, Income Data Show Right-To-Work States Have Advantage**
Zmarter – 07/05/11 02:19 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

**NLRB is simply upholding the law**
The Buffalo News (AP) – 07/05/11 00:00 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
In a June 24 editorial, "NLRB abuses authority," The News claimed that the National Labor Relations Board says Boeing can build a factory in China but not in South Carolina.

**Right-To-Work States Working and Shhh: Shanghai Taking On N.Y.**
Financial News USA – 07/04/11 14:23 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint vs. Boeing's new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: "right-to-work" laws.
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Key Individuals

- **Ireland joins fight against tax evasion**
  - **Yahoo! Finance UK** – 07/07/11 07:04 –
  - 1 other source (Telegraph.co.uk)
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - Ireland (Berlin: IIK.BE - news) is the latest country to sign up to an international convention designed to help fight tax evasion. Brian Hayes, minister of state at Ireland’s department of finance, signed up to The Multilateral Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters at a mee...

- **Moody’s hints of ratings downgrade for Ireland**
  - **All Headline News** – 07/07/11 06:38 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - Topics: Politics, Government, National Government, Economy, Business And Finance, Macro Economics, Credit And Debt Ratings agency Moody’s Investors Service is still on a credit downgrade mode.
  - ...of its rescue agreement with the EU and IMF, Irish Junior Minister **Brian Hayes** said ahead of Ireland’s talks with representatives of the IMF ,

- **€12.8m for flood project**
  - **The Clare Champion** – 07/07/11 06:15 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - The Minister for Finance, Michael Noonan, has signed an order to sanction €12.8 million for Phase 2 of the Ennis Main Drainage Scheme. Clare Fine Gael TD Pat Breen, who was advised of the order by Mr Noonan on Wednesday evening, said the project would be advanced as a matter of urgency.
  - ...added. The junior minister with responsibility for the Office of Public Works, **Brian Hayes**, will visit Ennis on Friday, July 15 to outline further...

- **Ireland May Be next to Face Junk Status after Moody’s Downgrades Portugal**

Your contact person:
- Name: Ryan Kerlew
- Email: ryan.kerlew@meltwater.com
- Phone: (917)677-5455
Ireland’s credit rating may be cut to junk by Moody’s Investors Service after Portugal yesterday lost its investment grade rating, according to analysts.

...is achieving the targets of its rescue agreement, Irish junior minister Brian Hayes said in an interview with Dublin-based broadcaster RTE, ahead...

OPW Minister Brian Hayes to visit Cork East constituency next week

M I N I S T E R f o r t h e O f f i c e o f P u b l i c W o r k s B r i a n H a y e s , T D , w i l l v i s i t t h e C o r k E a s t c o n s t i t u e n c y n e x t w e e k M I N I S T...

Ireland May Be Next to Face Junk as Moody’s Cuts Portugal

(Updates bond yields starting in third paragraph.) July 6 (Bloomberg) -- Ireland’s credit rating may be cut to junk by Moody’s Investors Service after Portugal yesterday lost its investment grade rating, according to analysts.

...is achieving the targets of its rescue agreement, Irish junior minister Brian Hayes said in an interview with Dublin-based broadcaster RTE, ahead...

Pledged allegiances: Internal support for Fine Gael candidates

BELOW ARE the members of the Fine Gael parliamentary party who have declared for one of the party’s potential candidates. The party has 76 TDs, 19 Senators and 4 MEPs.

...MITCHELL (10) Gay Mitchell, Minister Alan Shatter, Minister of State Brian Hayes, Minister of State Lucinda Creighton, John Deasy, Derek Keating,

Heritage sites for sore eyes as grateful public take advantage of a free look

THE QUEUE to get into Kilmainham Gaol yesterday was unusually long for a rainy midweek afternoon, as dozens of tourists were joined by even larger numbers of locals keen to take advantage of an initiative offering free admission to all sites run by the Office of Public Works (OPW) on the first Wedne

...national monuments by Minister of State for the Office of Public Works Brian Hayes, who yesterday expressed the hope it would serve to foster...

Beyond Boeing

The Obama labor board’s forced-unionism agenda.

...the attention. The complaint against Boeing by Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon is as preposterous as it is unprecedented, and the sought -for...

MIX: Beyond Boeing

The Obama labor board’s forced-unionism agenda.

...the attention. The complaint against Boeing by Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon is as preposterous as it is unprecedented, and the sought -for...

Federal Bank Regulators Scrutinizing Mortgage Lawsuits Against Banks, Opening New Worry For Investors, Bankers

WASHINGTON -- Federal bank regulators are scrutinizing more than 150 home loan-related lawsuits directed at lenders and mortgage companies, a top official at the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation plans to say Thursday, underscoring the threat the largest U.

...practices, according to FDIC Director of Depositor and Consumer Protection Mark Pearce’s prepared remarks for a Thursday congressional panel.

Ireland May Be Next To Face Junk As Moody’s Cuts Portugal

...is achieving the targets of its rescue agreement, Irish junior minister Brian Hayes said in an interview with Dublin-based broadcaster RTE, ahead...
Financial Advisor Magazine – 07/06/11 16:02 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
(Bloomberg News) Ireland’s credit rating may be cut to junk by Moody’s Investors Service after Portugal yesterday lost its investment grade rating, according to analysts.
...is achieving the targets of its rescue agreement, Irish junior minister Brian Hayes said in an interview with Dublin-based broadcaster RTE, ahead...

Around the greens - June 29
Rhyl Journal – 07/06/11 14:31 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
Welsh Counties League THIS WEEK the Welsh Counties League paired St Asaph against hosts Conwy in what looked a tight game, the visitors higher up the table in the last game before the turn in the fixtures.
...with Andy Jones returning the only winning card 21-13 against Esclusham captain Brian Hayes. The home side had the game in the bag with a Geoff...

Ireland May Be Next State to Face Junk Rating After Moody’s Cuts Portugal
Bloomberg – 07/06/11 10:11 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
Ireland’s credit rating may be cut to junk by Moody’s Investors Service after Portugal yesterday lost its investment grade rating, according to analysts.
...is achieving the targets of its rescue agreement, Irish junior minister Brian Hayes said in an interview with Dublin-based broadcaster RTE, ahead...

Free Access To OPW Heritage Sites
4IE - Ireland On The Internet – 07/06/11 09:06 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
Free access to all Office of Public Works (OPW) Heritage sites on the first Wednesday of every month, launches today. The Minister of State at the Department of Finance, Brian Hayes, said: “I have decided to waive the entry fee to all OPW managed heritage properties in order to stimulate an interes
...month, launches today, The Minister of State at the Department of Finance, Brian Hayes, said: I have decided to waive the entry fee to all OPW...

Christmas in July fundraiser underway
Binghamton/Oneonta - YNN – 07/06/11 08:59 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
It’s an annual fundraiser to help meet the needs of families of hospitalized children. The Ronald McDonald House of Central New York is once again seeking donations for its Christmas in July campaign.
...can go out and get them as the families come through,” said Brian Hayes, special events coordinator for the Ronald McDonald House of CNY. More...

So-Called "Independent" Agency Not Independent From President Obama
Free Republic – 07/06/11 07:17 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon, Craig Becker
Last week, when asked about the controversy surrounding the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) complaint against the Boeing Company for building a facility in the right-to-work state of South Carolina, President Obama responded that the regulatory agency was “independent.
...regulatory agency’s actions as he has appointed both Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon and Board Member Craig Becker, in addition to nominating each...

Sport
The Riverina Leader – 07/05/11 20:59 –
Words matched: Mark Pearce
BWW IT IS with a lot of sadness that we bid farewell to one of our great riding mates and true gentleman John Lehmann. John passed away at 9.30am on July 1 after a fall the previous Sunday whilst participating in our 2pm ride.
Jim Carroll 22-21 Wednesday blind draw pairs: (winners) Mick Foxall, Mark Pearce 25 points, (runners-up) Ted Worldon, Ken Chappelow, Peter Reid...

‘Well worth 58 year wait’ says Sammy
Drogheda Independent – 07/05/11 19:41 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
NORTHERN Ireland Finance minister Sammy Wilson proudly looked around the Oldbridge Estate last Friday morning and declared his 58-year wait to see it was well worth it.
...down for the first time to the Battle of the Boyne site by Brian Hayes TD, Minister of State at the Department of Finance with responsibility ...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NLRA Additional US Mentions</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>71--OFFICE FURNITURE</strong> Federal Business Opportunities – 07/06/11 17:08 – Words matched: National Labor Relations Act This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice. ...Persons: FAR 52.222-99 (DEV). Notification of Employee Rights under the National labor Relations Act. (Only if over $100K) FAR 52.225-1, Buy...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Server Systems</strong> Federal Business Opportunities – 07/06/11 15:52 – Words matched: National Labor Relations Act This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in FAR Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice. ...Veterans (Sep 2010) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (Dec 2010) 52.223-18, Contractor Policy to Ban...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>65--ETG-4000 24 CHANNEL OPTICAL TOPOGRAPHY SYSTEM</strong> Federal Business Opportunities – 07/06/11 15:45 – Words matched: National Labor Relations Act Solicitation Number: VA-260-10-RQ-1053 Notice Type: Combined Synopsis/Solicitation Synopsis: Added: July 6, 2011 (i) This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Subpart 12. ...Veterans, 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act, 52.222-54, Employment Eligibility Verification (JAN...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10--Agilent 789A/5975C GC/MS System Agilent VNMRS System</strong> Federal Business Opportunities – 07/06/11 13:35 – Words matched: National Labor Relations Act This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice. ... (Sep 2010) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (Dec 2010). 52.222-54, Employment Eligibility Verification...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental Health &amp; Safety Services</strong> Federal Business Opportunities – 07/06/11 13:20 – Words matched: National Labor Relations Act ***THIS IS AN 8(a) COMPETITIVE SET ASIDE *** This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in FAR Subpart 12. ...U.S.C. 4212). X (31) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (Dec 2010) (E.O. 13496). ___ (32) 52.222-54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teamsters launch organizing effort at FedEx Freight</strong> DC Velocity – 07/06/11 12:16 – Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act, labor relations Battle pits union against company's powerful CEO. ...Representatives that would have required FedEx workers to be governed under the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) instead of its traditional status under...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Judge Blocks Idaho Anti-Union Law</strong> AFL-CIO – 07/06/11 12:01 – Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act Share Earlier this year, the Idaho Attorney General warned Republican legislators that an anti-union bill they were pushing was likely illegal and would be overturned. ...union contractors win bids, a practice known as job targeting and permitted by the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BOISE, Idaho (AP) — A federal judge has blocked a new state law that sought to pre-empt matters already governed by the federal National Labor Relations Act.

The Idaho law sought to strip labor unions of power, ruling the measure passed this year during a flurry of anti-union zeal in the Idaho Legislature likely conflicts with federal law.

"sought to pre-empt matters already governed by the federal National Labor Relations Board. "This creates a risk of conflicting rulings from...

---

Man Without a Plan: Obama’s Short-Sighted View of U.S. Politics
Dissent – 07/06/11 11:13 –

Remember when liberals believed and conservatives feared that Barack Obama might become another Franklin D. Roosevelt? On its cover, Time depicted the president-elect smiling from the driver’s seat of a 1930s roadster, cigarette holder pointing toward the welcoming sky.

...coalition tied together both by such programs as Social Security, the National Labor Relations Act, and Medicare, and by expressing a generous...

---

71—Warehouse shelving; high density
Federal Business Opportunities – 07/06/11 09:24 –

This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.

...Persons; FAR 52.222-99 (DEV), Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (Dec 2010) (E.O. 13496). 1 (31) 52.222-54 ,

---

Judge blocks new anti-union law
Idaho Press-Tribune – 07/06/11 02:00 –

BOISE, Idaho (AP) — A federal judge has blocked a new state law that sought to strip labor unions of power, ruling the measure passed this year during a flurry of anti-union zeal in the Idaho Legislature likely conflicts with federal law.

...sought to pre-empt matters already governed by the federal National Labor Relations Board. "This creates a risk of conflicting rulings from the...

---

Judge blocks new Idaho anti-union law
Argus Observer – 07/05/11 23:42 –

BOISE — A federal judge has blocked a new state law that sought to strip labor unions of power, ruling the measure passed this year during a flurry of anti-union zeal in the Idaho Legislature likely conflicts with federal law.

...sought to pre-empt matters already governed by the federal National Labor Relations Board. This creates a risk of conflicting rulings from the...

---

Tabloid Tales of the Past
Romesentinel.com (AP) – 07/05/11 14:25 –

---
In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard.

The almanac

Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011. There are 179 days left in the year. Today's highlight in history: On July 5, 1811, Venezuela became the first South American country to declare independence from Spain.

In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard.

The bikini, created by Louis Reard.

The bikini, created by Louis Reard.

The bikini, created by Louis Reard.

The bikini, created by Louis Reard.

The bikini, created by Louis Reard.

The bikini, created by Louis Reard.

The bikini, created by Louis Reard.

The bikini, created by Louis Reard.
Michael Starr a Partner in our New York office Companies should know that online activities can trigger rights under federal labor law for even nonunion employees. 

...unions think that they are unaffected by the pronouncements of the National Labor Relations Board. They should think again. In a series of recent...

**The almanac**

**United Press International** – 07/05/11 03:30 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Act

Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011 with 179 to follow. The moon is waxing. The morning stars are Mercury and Saturn. The evening stars are Jupiter, Neptune, Uranus, Mars and Venus.


**Today in History**

**The Sacramento Bee** – 07/05/11 00:08 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Act

Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011. There are 179 days left in the year. Today's Highlight in History: On July 5, 1811, Venezuela became the first South American country to declare independence from Spain.

...in Montboudif. In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard...

**NLRB Additional US Mentions**

**A victory for the dignity of work**

**Cal Catholic Daily** – 07/07/11 03:09 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Political leaders demonize unions

...the common good and defend the dignity of work. But the National Labor Relations Board has recently taken a small but important step in leveling...

**Not your usual town hall event**

**Post and Courier (AP)** – 07/07/11 01:28 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

President responds to tweets on topics ranging from debt ceiling to unemployment who has lashed out repeatedly at President Barack Obama over the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing Co., used social media...

**NFL Armageddon 2011: time to get a deal done**

**Howard Bloom** – 07/07/11 01:08 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

**Graham pushes Boeing fight as 2012 campaign issue**

**Lucianne.com** – 07/07/11 01:08 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Republican candidates for president should make Boeing’s fight with the National Labor Relations Board over a massive new plant near Charleston, S.C., a centerpiece of their campaigns next year, Sen.

...Republican candidates for president should make Boeing's fight with the National Labor Relations Board over a massive new plant near Charleston...

**Jonah Goldberg: Corporate jet talk is all heat, no light**

**GoErie.com** – 07/07/11 00:01 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

President Obama's core message at his June 29 press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. "You go talk to your constituents and ask them, 'Are you willing to compromise your kids' safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?'" This was just one o

...company is being told by Obama's union-hack-packed National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina...

**NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal**

**OrovilleMr.com** – 07/06/11 22:27 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

...2 . 4 . » NEW YORK—The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor stri

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations
**The league that protests too much**
The Bellingham Herald (AP) – 07/06/11 20:27 – 
48 other sources (Macon, CBS42.com, ...)
Words matched: NLRB
Hidden among all the Casey Anthony hoopla on Tuesday was a New York Times report that called the NBA "fundamentally a healthy and profitable business." Titled "Calling Foul on NBA's Claims of Financial Distress," the report, which was based on estimates culled from public records by Forbes and Fina we have seen far too much intervention, from the courts and the NLRB and even the Oval Office, and, unfortunately, this intervention had ignored ...

**Quayle says Congress has abdicated its responsibilities**
Sonoran News – 07/06/11 18:54 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Need to eliminate barriers to job expansion and simplify tax code ...keep companies from fleeing the United States, Quayle brought up the NLRB's lawsuit against Boeing which built...

**Member call to discuss NLRB’s proposed process to speed union elections**
AHA News – 07/06/11 18:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The AHA and its American Society for Healthcare Human Resources Administration invite hospital members to join a July 14 conference call to learn about a National Labor Relations Board proposal to speed up the union elections process. 
*Member call to discuss NLRB’s proposed process to speed union elections The AHA and its American Society for Healthcare Human Resources Administration...*

**Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case**
Chambugers Public Opinion (AP) – 07/06/11 17:33 –
3 other sources (Monterey country, Evening Sun (AP), ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON—A judge has denied Boeing Co.'s request to dismiss a federal lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina. 
*The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson allows the National Labor Relations Board to move ahead in presenting its case against...*

**Gov. Haley asks Obama about SC jobs via Twitter**
Live5News.com – 07/06/11 15:34 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Wednesday, July 6, 2011 2:34 PM EST Updated: Wednesday, July 6, 2011 3:06 PM EST By Philip Weiss - email COLUMBIA, SC (WCTC) - As President Barack Obama was preparing for the first ever Twitter National Town Hall meeting Wednesday, South Carolina Gov. ...own. Haley asked via twitter, "Why is your administration supporting the NLRB's job killing policies in South Carolina? #AskObama" The National...

**Unions Hesitantly Support Obama for 2012**
New American – 07/06/11 15:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Unsurprisingly, the unions have indicated that they will be endorsing and supporting President Obama in 2012. However, Fox News notes that the labor movement is confronted by a diminishing membership, and that the relationship between Obama and the unions has suffered a bit, therefore making 2012 a ...agenda at the expense of the economy, Romney said, He stacked the National Labor Relations Board with some labor union stooges, and again, if you...

**SC governor asks question for Twitter Town Hall**
WTTOC – 07/06/11 15:19 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Wednesday, July 6, 2011 2:19 PM EST Updated: Wednesday, July 6, 2011 2:19 PM EST COLUMBIA, SC (WTOC) - Gov. Nikki Haley challenged President Barack
Obama on concerns relating to the National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co.

Haley challenged President Barack Obama on concerns relating to the National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co. Haley asks:

- **Alderwoods Funeral Homes, Operated By Industry Giant SCI, Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike**
  - iStockAnalyst – 07/06/11 15:00 –
  - 12 other sources (WJRT-TV ABC-12 - Mediawebsite.net, PE.com, …)

  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

  Jul. 6, 2011 (PR Newswire) -- Teamsters Local 727 Funeral Directors, Livery Drivers Set to Walk Out on July 12 CHICAGO, July 6, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- The funeral industry giant that operates four Alderwoods funeral homes in the Chicago area has forced Teamsters Local 727 to file unfair labor practice charges at the National Labor Relations Board and its employees to strike. The union-represented...

- **Five Years Since the News-Press Meltdown Began**
  - The Santa Barbara Independent – 07/06/11 13:52 –

  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

  Anniversary of Never-Ending Legal Dispute to be Marked July 28

  ...were fired for their union activities an illegal act, a National Labor Relations Board administrative judge ruled, and he ordered them reinstated.

- **Pot Tops Tweets for Obama Town Hall**
  - Next Gov – 07/06/11 12:51 –

  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

  With just 90 minutes to go before President Obama's first-ever Twitter town hall, the most retweeted question under the #Ask Obama hashtag is whether he'd consider legalizing marijuana to lower the burden on U.

  ...of Wednesday afternoon. "Why is your administration supporting the [ National Labor Relations Board's] job killing policies in South Carolina?"

- **The PJ Tatler » Obama holding 'Twitter townhall' event today**
  - Pajamas Media – 07/06/11 12:05 –

  Words matched: NLRB

  Obama holding 'Twitter townhall' event today The president is soliciting, and undoubtedly filtering, questions for today's "Twitter townhall" event, via the hashtag #AskObama.

  via the hashtag #AskObama. I've already asked him why he's allowing the NLRB to violate one of his own executive orders. I'm sure he'll snap to...

- **2011 New Employee Orientation & Training Conference**
  - Federal Business Opportunities – 07/06/11 11:38 –

  Words matched: nlrb

  Contracting Office Address: 1099 14th Street, N.W. Washington, District of Columbia 20570 United States Primary Point of Contact.: William Darren Battles, Contracting Officer Darren.

  ...United States Primary Point of Contact.: William Darren Battles, Contracting Officer Darren.Battles@nlrb.gov Phone: 2022730731 Fax: 2022730071

- **Federal judge blocks new Idaho anti-union law**
  - Magicvalley.com – 07/06/11 11:21 –

  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

  BOISE - A federal judge has blocked a new state law that sought to strip labor unions of power, ruling the measure passed this year during a flurry of anti-union zeal in the Idaho Legislature likely conflicts with federal law.

  ...Idaho sought to pre-empt matters already governed by the federal National Labor Relations Board. "This creates a risk of conflicting rulings ...

- **Summer 2011 State of Market Report**
  - LawCrossing – 07/06/11 08:54 –

  Words matched: NLRB

  Southern California (Orange County, San Diego, Los Angeles) Northern California (San Francisco, and Silicon Valley) The Northwest (Seattle, and Oregon) The Northeast (Washington, DC, New York, Boston) The Southwest (Texas, Las Vegas, Phoenix and Louisiana) The Midwest (Chicago, Wisconsin, Michigan, C years representing management in traditional labor, collective bargaining , and NLRB matters. WI Bar admission is required for these positions .

- **Here's a surprise: Idaho legislators don't know what's unconstitutional**
  - Magicvalley.com – 07/06/11 08:30 –
...the issues were Social Security, Boeing's dispute with the National Labor Relations Board and congressional redistricting. He also discussed S.C.

Judge blocks new anti-union law
Idaho Press-Tribune – 07/06/11 02:00
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
BOISE, Idaho (AP) — A federal judge has blocked a new state law that sought to strip labor unions of power, ruling the measure passed this year during a flurry of anti-union zeal in the Idaho Legislature likely conflicts with federal law.

...Idaho sought to pre-empt matters already governed by the federal National Labor Relations Board. "This creates a risk of conflicting rulings ...

Judge blocks new Idaho anti-union law
Argus Observer – 07/05/11 23:42
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
BOISE — A federal judge has blocked a new state law that sought to strip labor unions of power, ruling the measure passed this year during a flurry of anti-union zeal in the Idaho Legislature likely conflicts with federal law.

...Idaho sought to pre-empt matters already governed by the federal National Labor Relations Board. This creates a risk of conflicting rulings from...

National Labor Relations Board: Right-to-work states work
Missoulian – 07/04/11 14:59
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The business world is buzzing over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint versus Boeing’s new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: right-to-work laws.

National Labor Relations Board: Right-to-work states work The business world is buzzing over the National Labor Relations Board s complaint versus...

GOP presidential candidates raise NLRB questions in townhall
The Hill - Blog – 07/06/11 14:17
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, nlrb
Republicans took advantage of the chance to blast President Obama Wednesday before the first White House Twitter Townhall. Republican presidential candidates Mitt Romney, Tim Pawlenty and Jon Huntsman publicized South Carolina Gov. GOP presidential candidates raise NLRB questions in townhall Republicans took advantage of the chance to blast President Obama Wednesday before ...

Romney, Huntsman raise NLRB questions in townhall
The Hill - Blog – 07/06/11 14:17
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, nlrb
Republicans took advantage of the chance to blast President Obama Wednesday before the first White House Twitter Townhall. Republican presidential candidates Mitt Romney and Jon Huntsman publicized South Carolina Gov. Romney, Huntsman raise NLRB questions in townhall Republicans took advantage of the chance to blast President Obama Wednesday before the first...

Republican Guide to Jamming Obama's Twitter Town Hall
SFGate: Blogs – 07/06/11 13:38
Words matched: NLRB
You can smell the conservative nausea over President Obama's Twitter town hall, which is set to begin at 11 a.m. today, as Comrade Marinucci reports. We -- and the award-winning Shaky Hand Productions -- have witnessed these Twitter Town Halls before and we're feeling a little seasick, too.
...Administration And Take Ownership? #AskObama Was Your Commerce Nominee Right To Call NLRB’s Attempt To Destroy Boeing Jobs In SC Not The "Right Judgment?"

**NFL, Players Under Pressure To Resolve Labor Dispute**
Forbes Blogs – 07/06/11 11:36 –
*Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB*
There are a lot of balls up in the air when it comes to the NFL’s labor situation. You’ve got the complaint the NFL filed with the National Labor Relations Board. ...NFL’s labor situation. You’ve got the complaint the NFL filed with the National Labor Relations Board. Then you’ve got the Brady v. NFL case.

**Allegations that NLRB’s Craig Becker is violating Obama’s 'ethics pledge' resurface with Boeing case**
GetLiberty.org – 07/06/11 09:53 –
*Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB*
ALG Editor’s Note: In the following featured story from the Daily Caller’s Matthew Boyle, controversial NLRB member Craig Becker falls short of Obama’s ethics pledge: By Matthew Boyle National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) member Craig Becker must recuse himself from the case against Boeing or violation of the NLRB Fairness Institute educates us on the alleged “independence” of the NLRB. Last week, when asked about the controversy surrounding the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) complaint against the Boeing Company for building a facility in the right-to-work state of Idaho, the NLRB’s Craig Becker failed to recuse himself from the case. Becker’s actions are consistent with Obama’s ‘ethics pledge’

**First Boeing 787 wings arrive in North Charleston**
Seattle Puget Sound Business Journal Blog – 07/06/11 03:44 –
*Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB*
Boeing is starting to roll finished sections of the first Boeing 787 to be assembled inside the company's new North Charleston factory. Steve Wilhelm Staff Writer Email: swilhelm@bizjournals.com
...start of production is the complaint filed against Boeing through the National Labor Relations Board, by Machinists Local 751. That complaint...

**Idaho Judge Blocks Anti-Union Law That Would Prevent Job-Targeting Programs**
Daily Kos – 07/05/11 20:38 –
*Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB*
The wishes of labor supporters in Idaho came true on Friday, with a judge blocking an anti-union bill that would prevent job-targeting programs which “help union contractors submit winning bids on projects” by allowing the unions to put collected dues towards members’ wages.
...Idaho sought to pre-empt matters already governed by the federal National Labor Relations Board. This creates a risk of conflicting rulings from...

**NLRB: Not so independent**
Marathon Pundit – 07/05/11 17:34 –
*Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, nlrb*
Writing for Townhall, Fred Wszolek of the Workforce Fairness Institute educates us on the alleged "independence" of the NLRB. Last week, when asked about the controversy surrounding the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) complaint against the Boeing Company for building a facility in the right-to-work state of Idaho, the NLRB’s Craig Becker failed to recuse himself from the case. Becker’s actions are consistent with Obama’s ‘ethics pledge’

**John Truesdale**
Workplace Prof Blog – 07/05/11 15:34 –
*Words matched: NLRB*
John Truesdale, a long time NLRB employee and for several years Chairman, has died. His career at the Board spanned six decades, starting as a field examiner in Buffalo in 1948.
John Truesdale, a long time NLRB employee and for several years Chairman, has died. His career at the Board spanned six decades.

**Gould's Bargaining with Baseball: Labour Relations in an Age of Prosperous Turmoil**
Workplace Prof Blog – 07/05/11 15:34 –
*Words matched: NLRB*
William Gould (former chairman of the NLRB and professor emeritus at Stanford Law) has published: Bargaining with Baseball: Labor Relations in an Age of Prosperous Turmoil.
...an Age of Prosperous Turmoil William Gould (former chairman of the NLRB and professor emeritus at Stanford Law) has published: Bargaining with...
Bråk om jobb pressar Obama

Precis när stämningen börjat lätta på allvar mellan president Barack Obama och höjdarna i den amerikanska storföretagsvärlden dyker ett mörkt moln upp – jobbkonflikten om flygplanstillverkaren Boeings nya fabrik i South Carolina. 

...är SvD Näringslivs korrespondent i Washington Boeing anklagas av myndigheten National labor relations board, NLRB, för att ha förlagt tillverkningen ...

NFL Armageddon 2011: time to get a deal done

Howard Bloom – 07/07/11 01:08 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The league that protests too much

Times Colonist – 07/06/11 14:11 –

9 other sources (Ottawa Citizen, Edmonton Journal, ...)

Words matched: NLRB

Alderwoods Funeral Homes, Operated By Industry Giant SCI, Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike

FinRoad - The Financial Market Network – 07/06/11 13:43 –

4 other sources (Alpha Trade Finance, Digital Journal, ...)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Make your voice heard on NLRB’s proposed new rules to aid union organizing

Lexology – 07/05/11 13:30 –

Words matched: NLRB

In 2008 and 2009, employers played a critical role in defeating the Employee Free Choice Act. 

Make your voice heard on NLRB’s proposed new rules to aid union organizing In 2008 and 2009, employers played a critical role in defeating the...

Good news on the social media front

Lexology – 07/05/11 13:30 –

Words matched: NLRB

It seems that the NLRB files a complaint every month against an employer claiming an illegal reaction to a Facebook posting, taking the position that social media complaints are protected activity if they touch on topics of employee collective concern.

Good news on the social media front It seems that the NLRB files a complaint every month against an employer claiming an illegal reaction to...

Pro-Con: Is Labor Board Right About Boeing Plant?

Topix – 07/07/11 02:31 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Business, politicians and the media have made much of the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected. 

...Plant? Business, politicians and the media have made much of the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has...

Capitalism: The purest form of freedom

WND – 07/07/11 01:57 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Americans are easy prey when it comes to political distraction debates. The NLRB's outrageous attempt to block Boeing from opening a new plant in South Carolina is a distraction. 

...Americans are easy prey when it comes to political distraction debates. The NLRB's outrageous attempt to block Boeing from opening a new plant in...

12
...are easy prey when it comes to political distraction debates. The NLRB's outrageous attempt to block Boeing from opening a new plant in South Carolina is a distraction.

Rep. Raúl M. Grijalva Praises National Labor Relations Board Efforts to Modernize Union Vote Process
Democratic Underground – 07/06/11 19:41 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Rep. Raúl M. Grijalva Praises National Labor Relations Board Efforts to Modernize Union Vote Process

Beyond Boeing
The Washington Times – 07/06/11 19:18 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Obama labor board's forced-unionism agenda
...and other concerned people have correctly expressed outrage at the Obama National Labor Relations Board's persecution of the Boeing Co. for creating...

MIX: Beyond Boeing
The Washington Times – 07/06/11 19:18 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Obama labor board’s forced-unionism agenda
...and other concerned people have correctly expressed outrage at the Obama National Labor Relations Board’s persecution of the Boeing Co. for creating...

Jobs, Income Data Show Right-To-Work States Working
Newsvine – 07/06/11 19:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint vs. Boeing’s new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: "right-to-work" laws.
...Right-To-Work States Working The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint vs. Boeing's new South Carolina...

NLRB had to act against Boeing
STLtoday.com (AP) – 07/06/11 17:59 –
Words matched: NLRB
| Loading... Referencing Mr. Rich Stevens’ letter "Scared to Death", PD 7-1-11. It is against the law to retaliate against union employees who participate in a legally authorized strike against a company.
NLRB had to act against Boeing | Loading Referencing Mr. Rich Stevens' letter "Scared to Death", PD 7-1-11. It is against the law to retaliate...

Labor unions: the latest moves to empower or weaken them
Christian Science Monitor (AP) – 07/06/11 17:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Obama administration is showing support for labor unions, while some states, like Wisconsin, work to strip some of their key powers. If the job market continues to weaken, could Obama's support for unions hinder his reelection campaign?
BUT FIGHT ISN'T OVER YET Some of the latest signs: The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), an independent panel whose current four members...

Graham pushes Boeing fight as 2012 campaign issue
Road Runner – 07/06/11 17:06 –
1 other source (The Washington Times)
"This goes to the heart and soul of who we are as a party. And I think that most people are with us here." Some GOP presidential candidates — including Mitt Romney, Michele Bachmann, and Jon Huntsman — have slammed the NLRB action in campaign trips to.
...including Mitt Romney, Michele Bachmann, and Jon Huntsman have slammed the NLRB action in campaign trips to... Full Article at Washington Times

The league that protests too much
Star-Telegram.com – 07/06/11 15:41 –
After watching the trending topic #AskObama, don’t blink – you might miss 20 or so tweets. Questions from attention-seeking Republican presidential candidates and GOP congressional leaders in the middle of the debt ceiling fight are among those popping up in a steady stream of 

...Haley tweeted about her state’s labor fight between Boeing and the National Labor Relations Board, which has become a major issue for candidates...

A new University of New Hampshire poll shows Mitt Romney in the lead in the 

Firstread - MSNBC – 07/06/11 09:23 –

11 other sources (MiamiHerald.com, CharlotteObserver.com, …)

Words matched: NLRB

Hidden among all the Casey Anthony hoopla on Tuesday was a New York Times report that called the NBA "fundamentally a healthy and profitable business." Titled "Calling Foul on NBA's Claims of Financial Distress," the report, which was based on estimates culled from public records by Forbes and Fina we have seen far too much intervention, from the courts and the NLRB and even the Oval Office, and, unfortunately, this intervention had ignored ...

Alderwoods Funeral Homes, Operated By Industry Giant SCI, Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike

PR Newswire – 07/06/11 12:36 –

1 other source (Morningstar)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

CHICAGO, July 6, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- The funeral industry giant that operates four Alderwoods funeral homes in the Chicago area has forced Teamsters Local 727 to file unfair labor practice charges at the National Labor Relations Board and its employees to strike.

...forced Teamsters Local 727 to file unfair labor practice charges at the National Labor Relations Board and its employees to strike. The union-represented...

2012: Romney rakes in $18m, Gingrich $2m

Firstread - MSNBC – 07/06/11 09:23 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

A new University of New Hampshire poll shows Mitt Romney in the lead in the Granite State with 35%. Michele Bachmann is second with 12% -- followed by Ron Paul and Rudy Giuliani 7%, Rick Perry 4%, Tim Pawlenty and Sarah Palin 3%, Herman Cain and Jon Huntsman 2%, and Gingrich, Johnson, and Santorum 1 on Tuesday morning. He went on, however, to criticize the National Labor Relations Board's ruling against Boeing’s relocation of a plant to South...

Democrats Heading for the Cliff

Free Republic – 07/06/11 08:17 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Let's give the president and his base the benefit of the doubt. President Obama honestly thought that his smash-mouth press conference on Wednesday June 29th and his obsession over the Obama-Reid-Pelosi corporate jet stimulus tax credit was nothing more than good presidential leadership.

...the governing party is just plain thuggery. When you pack the National Labor Relations Board with your cronies (see Boeing) and the National ...

Pro-union rulings stir up debate

Democratic Underground – 07/06/11 07:55 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Pro-union rulings stir up debate

...last decade but recently received some power boosts. The National Labor Relations Board last week proposed regulations that would give labor...
facility in the right-to-work state of South Carolina, President Obama responded that the regulatory agency was “independent. 

...Obama Last week, when asked about the controversy surrounding the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) complaint against the Boeing Company...

United States: The NLRB’s New Regulation of Social Media
LexisNexis – 07/06/11 06:26 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Katherine Marques and Michael Starr Katherine Marquez is an Associate and Michael Starr a Partner in our New York office Companies should know that online activities can trigger rights under federal labor law for even nonunion employees.

United States: The NLRB’s New Regulation of Social Media Katherine Marques and Michael Starr Marquez is an Associate and Michael Starr ...

NFL Armageddon 2011: time to get a deal done
Howard Bloom – 07/07/11 01:08 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Graham pushes Boeing fight as 2012 campaign issue
Lucianne.com – 07/07/11 01:08 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Republican candidates for president should make Boeing’s fight with the National Labor Relations Board over a massive new plant near Charleston, S.C., a centerpiece of their campaigns next year, Sen.

Member call to discuss NLRB’s proposed process to speed union elections
AHA News – 07/06/11 18:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The AHA and its American Society for Healthcare Human Resources Administration invite hospital members to join a July 14 conference call to learn about a National Labor Relations Board proposal to speed up the union elections process.

SC governor asks question for Twitter Town Hall
WTOC – 07/06/11 15:19 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Wednesday, July 6, 2011 2:19 PM EST Updated: Wednesday, July 6, 2011 2:19 PM EST COLUMBIA, SC (WTOC) - Gov. Nikki Haley challenged President Barack Obama on concerns relating to the National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co.

Alderwoods Funeral Homes, Operated By Industry Giant SCI, Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike
iStockAnalyst – 07/06/11 15:00 –
12 other sources (WJRT-TV ABC-12 - Mediaworld.net, PE.com, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Jul. 6, 2011 (PR Newswire) -- Teamsters Local 727 Funeral Directors, Livery Drivers Set to Walk Out on July 12 CHICAGO, July 6, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- The funeral industry giant that operates four Alderwoods funeral homes in the Chicago area has forced Teamsters Local 727 to file unfair l

National Labor Relations Board: Right-to-work states work
Missoulian – 07/04/11 14:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The business world is buzzing over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint versus Boeing’s new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: right-to-work laws.

Unfair Labor Practices

Strike set for Tuesday may hit Wilmette’s Weinstein Funeral Home
Chicago Sun-Times – 07/06/11 16:36 –
Words matched: unfair labor practice
Updated: July 6, 2011 3:46PM The union representing funeral directors, embalmers and drivers at four Chicago area funeral homes, including Weinstein Funeral Home in Wilmette, has scheduled a strike for Tuesday night if a new contract agreement isn’t reached.

International-owned Alderwoods funeral homes of bad-faith bargaining in unfair
Chicago Sun-Times – 07/06/11 14:32 –

Words matched: unfair labor practice

Updated: July 6, 2011 4:50PM The union representing funeral directors, embalmers and drivers at four Chicago area funeral homes has scheduled a strike for Tuesday night if a new contract agreement isn’t reached.

International-owned Alderwoods funeral homes of bad-faith bargaining in unfair labor practice charges it says it filed against the company. The...

Alderwoods Funeral Homes, Operated By Industry Giant SCI, Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike

PR Newswire – 07/06/11 12:36 –

1 other source (Morningstar)

Words matched: unfair labor practices, Unfair Labor Practice, unfair labor practice

CHICAGO, July 6, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- The funeral industry giant that operates four Alderwoods funeral homes in the Chicago area has forced Teamsters Local 727 to file unfair labor practice charges at the National Labor Relations Board and its employees to strike.

Alderwoods Funeral Homes, Operated By Industry Giant SCI, Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike CHICAGO, July 6, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire / --
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News Report from Meltwater News

Report overview:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Media Type</th>
<th>Hits</th>
<th>Your contact person:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key Individuals</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>14 in 1 day</td>
<td>Name: Ryan Kerlew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - Additional US Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>14 in 1 day</td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:ryan.kerlew@meltwater.com">ryan.kerlew@meltwater.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - Blog Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>3 in 1 day</td>
<td>Phone: (917)677-5455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - Major Outlets</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>1 in 1 day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>NLRA - Prominent Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>2 in 1 day</td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>NLRB - Additional US Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>25 in 1 day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>NLRB - Blog Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>15 in 1 day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - International Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>2 in 1 day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Major Outlets</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>17 in 1 day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Prominent Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>8 in 1 day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key Individuals

- **Threat to flood scheme**
  - Bray People – 07/08/11 05:46 –
    - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - By MARY FOGARTY Wednesday July 06 2011 CONCERN is mounting that the long-aw... 
    - Deputy Anne Ferris tabled a Dáil question recently to Minister for State Brian Hayes... 

- **How To Create Jobs Without Spending A Dime – OpEd**
  - Eurasia Review – 07/08/11 04:22 –
    - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - By Diana Furchgott-Roth Most Americans know the biggest problem in America today: too few jobs. Yet, by executive action alone, President Obama could create more jobs without spending another dime, generating billions of additional dollars in income tax revenues for Treasury coffers. ...
    - By MARY FOGARTY Wednesday July 06 2011 CONCERN is mounting that the long-aw... 
    - Deputy Anne Ferris tabled a Dáil question recently to Minister for State Brian Hayes... 

- **Call for 'partnership' to improve health service**
  - Irish Times – 07/07/11 19:54 –
    - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - By Diana Furchgott-Roth Most Americans know the biggest problem in America today: too few jobs. Yet, by executive action alone, President Obama could create more jobs without spending another dime, generating billions of additional dollars in income tax revenues for Treasury coffers. ...
    - By MARY FOGARTY Wednesday July 06 2011 CONCERN is mounting that the long-aw... 

- **Rep. Kline considers bill to block overhaul of union election process**
  - By Diana Furchgott-Roth Most Americans know the biggest problem in America today: too few jobs. Yet, by executive action alone, President Obama could create more jobs without spending another dime, generating billions of additional dollars in income tax revenues for Treasury coffers. ...

NLRB-FOIA-00002562
The Hill – 07/07/11 19:45 –
Words matched: Wilma Liebman, Craig Becker
Rep. John Kline (R-Minn.) said Thursday that he is considering offering legislation to block new union election rules from the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) that would likely hasten labor organizing.
...NLRB will likely be reduced from four members to two. NRLB Chairwoman Wilma Liebman’s term ends this August, while board member Craig Becker who...

GOP discussing blocking Obama from making future NLRB recess appointments
Free Republic – 07/07/11 17:57 –
Words matched: Craig Becker
House Republicans have been in talks with their counterparts in the Senate about blocking President Obama from filling two upcoming vacancies to the National Labor Relations Board through recess appointments, which would leave the body deadlocked with just two members, Rep.
...the year, including that of the recess-appointed former union lawyer Craig Becker. If the vacancies are left unfilled, it would mean the board...

Joint Hearing on Federal Regulation of Mortgage Servicing
DSNews – 07/07/11 14:46 –
Words matched: Mark Pearce
At a hearing this morning, two Financial Services subcommittees came together to discuss the role of federal agencies in the creation of new mortgage servicing standards and settlements for the nation’s largest mortgage servicers on foreclosure practices.
...delinquent loans. Improving mortgage servicing will take both market reforms and regulatory reforms, said Mark Pearce of the FDIC. Krista Franks

Algoma University Moves Into New Building
Words matched: Brian Hayes

OCC to release foreclosure review results without naming banks
Housing Wire – 07/07/11 13:23 –
Words matched: Mark Pearce
Federal regulators will release findings from the upcoming mortgage servicer reviews along with the amount of financial remediation needed, leaving bank-specific information under wraps.
...servicers 200 per servicer and found possibilities of widespread problems. Mark Pearce, director of the consumer protection division at the FDIC,

UPDATE: US Consumer Bureau Says Mortgage Servicing Fixes Are A Priority
NASDAQ – 07/07/11 12:31 –
2 other sources (ADVFN, Morningstar News)
Words matched: Mark Pearce
(Adds quotes from lawmakers, details throughout.) -Consumer Bureau says it has tools to address mortgage servicing woes -Republicans raise concerns about settlement negotiations -Alabama state attorney general concerned settlement talks going too far -Witnesses call for national mortgage service
...effort to require banks to cut mortgage balances for troubled homeowners. Mark Pearce, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.’s director of consumer ...

Beyond Boeing
Road Runner – 07/07/11 12:12 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
It’s not every day that federal labor board proceedings catch the media spotlight, but there’s good reason for all the attention. The complaint against Boeing by Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon is as preposterous as it is unprecedented, and the...

How to Create Jobs Without Spending a Dime
Road Runner – 07/07/11 12:12 –
1 other source (Hudson Institute)
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
While Mr. Obama knows that burdensome regulations crimp job creation, his agencies continue to interfere with private sector job creation. Here are just a few examples.
...are just a few examples. The acting general counsel of the National Labor
**US Consumer Bureau Says Mortgage Servicing Fixes Are A Priority**

*ADVFN – 07/07/11 08:29 – 3 other sources (ADVFN India, NASDAQ, ...)*

**Words matched:** Mark Pearce

Fixing the U.S. mortgage servicing market, an enormous market plagued with allegations of shoddy home-foreclosure practices, will be one of the new U.S. ...the investigation,” Strange said in his prepared testimony. However, Mark Pearce, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.’s director of consumer ...

---

**Mr. President, pick up the phone and call in some jobs**

*Washington Examiner – 07/07/11 08:05 –*

**Words matched:** Lafe Solomon

Most Americans know America’s biggest problem: too few jobs. Yet President Obama could create more jobs by executive action, at no cost, generating billions of additional dollars in income tax revenues. ...and oil rigs lost to the region. Let's not forget that Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, wants to stop...

---

**Consumer Bureau: Mortgage Servicing Fixes a Priority**

*Fox Business – 07/07/11 00:42 –*

**Words matched:** Mark Pearce

WASHINGTON -(Dow Jones)- Fixing the U.S. mortgage servicing market, an enormous market plagued with allegations of shoddy home-foreclosure practices, will be one of the new U.

...the investigation,” Strange said in his prepared testimony. However, Mark Pearce, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.’s director of consumer ...

---

**Confidentiality clause found to be overbroad by 1st Circuit**

*Dolman Media Company – 07/07/11 18:58 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Act

by Christina Pazzanese and Thomas E. Egan Dolan Media Newswires BOSTON, MA — A temporary employment agency could not enforce a confidentiality provision barring workers from disclosing the terms of their employment to “other parties,” the 1st Circuit has ruled.

...compensation went to a prime area of concern under Section 7 [of the National Labor Relations Act], the court said. The 1st Circuit went on to...

---

**Engine Overhaul #1 Ships Service Diesel Generator USC CG GEORGE COBB (WLM-564)**

*Federal Business Opportunities – 07/07/11 18:57 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Act

This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in FAR Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.

...U.S.C. 4212). (30) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (Dec 2010) (E.O. 13496). X (31) 52.222-54 ,

---

**71--TOOL CABINETS**

*Federal Business Opportunities – 07/07/11 18:41 –*

**Words matched:** National labor Relations Act

This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.

...Persons; FAR 52.222-99 (DEV). Notification of Employee Rights under the National labor Relations Act. (Only if over $100K) FAR 52 .225-1, Buy...

---

**23--BOATMASTER ROUGH TERRAIN TRAILERS**

*Federal Business Opportunities – 07/07/11 16:28 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Act

This is a COMBINED SYNOPSIS/SOLICITATION for commercial items prepared in accordance with the information in FAR Subpart 12.6, using Simplified Acquisition Procedures under the test program for commercial items found at FAR 13.

...Veterans (SEP 2010) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (DEC 2010) 52.223-18, Contractor Policy to Ban...

---

**67--Six Channel GPS Synchronized IRIG Generator/Inserter**

*Federal Business Opportunities – 07/07/11 16:17 –*

---

---

---

---

---
Every Bargaining Agreement Is The Work Of Labor And Management

The Newtown Bee – 07/07/11 15:17 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

7/7/2011 To the Editor: Over 75 years ago, the National Labor Relations Act was enacted to mitigate the onerous and oppressive power of corporations in the private sector allied against the working man — and for many good reasons.

...7/7/2011 To the Editor: Over 75 years ago, the National Labor Relations Act was enacted to mitigate the onerous and oppressive power of corporations...

STEAM GENERATOR

Federal Business Opportunities – 07/07/11 14:55 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Military Sealift Fleet Support Command (MSFSC), Naval Station Norfolk, VA intends to award a firm-fixed price purchase order from the following notice: This is a combined synopsis / solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.

...Veterans 52.222-40 Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act 52.225-13 Restrictions on Certain Foreign Purchase...

For California’s farm workers, justice delayed

peopleworld – 07/07/11 13:13 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Ever since the right to organize was guaranteed to workers in the National Labor Relations Act, signed by President Franklin Roosevelt over 75 years ago, it has been the subject of a profound, ongoing tug-of-war.

...since the right to organize was guaranteed to workers in the National Labor Relations Act, signed by President Franklin Roosevelt over 75 years...

I Knew Abe Lincoln, Abe Lincoln Was a Friend of Mine. Mr. President, You’re No Abe Lincoln.

Dissent – 07/07/11 11:39 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

I agree with much of what Michael Kazin has to say about Obama here. But this notion, which we often hear from Obama defenders, puzzles me: For all his talk about “winning the future” (and his undeniable intellectual gifts), Obama seems to think that solving immediate problems is the key to political...

...coalition tied together both by such programs as Social Security, the National Labor Relations Act, and Medicare, and by expressing a generous...

Today in History - July 05

KTUL.com – 07/05/11 23:34 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

12:06 AM EST; ", true); Tuesday, July 5, 2011 12:06 AM EST Updated: Tuesday, July 5, 2011 12:06 AM EST By The Associated Press Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011.

...in Montboudif. In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard...

Tabloid Tales of the Past

Romesentinel.com (AP) – 07/05/11 14:25 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

July 5, 2001 The president of the Board of Education is likely to be re-elected to that position when the board holds its reorganizational meeting tonight.

...in Montboudif. In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard,
Today's Highlight in History
Pontiac Daily Leader – 07/05/11 13:41 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011. There are 179 days left in the year.

Today's Highlight in History: On July 5, 1811, Venezuela became the first South American country to declare independence from Spain.

...in Montboudif. In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard...

This day in history
Telegram.com – 07/05/11 08:40 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

In a recent editorial, The National Review states that while the government “take over” of healthcare stands out for most Americans as the Obama Administration’s most extreme act, “even more remarkable is its radicalization of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), part of its tireless campaign the Boeing complaint involves a relatively standard violation of the National Labor Relations Act (in this case, retaliation against workers..."

NLRA Blog Mentions

“Worse than Obamacare,” conservatives demonize the NLRB
The Hill - Blog – 07/07/11 16:08 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
In a recent editorial, The National Review states that while the government “take over” of healthcare stands out for most Americans as the Obama Administration’s most extreme act, “even more remarkable is its radicalization of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), part of its tireless campaign the Boeing complaint involves a relatively standard violation of the National Labor Relations Act (in this case, retaliation against workers..."

Recently Published Scholarship: ABA J. LEL
Workplace Prof Blog – 07/07/11 14:33 –
Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA


Allen Nation

Daily Kos – 07/06/11 22:03 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Back before the age of “reality” shows, Fox News and staged wrestling, television was a serious cultural medium with the courage to present real news and to reflect on our fears and anxieties through drama in an intelligent, non-vitriolic way.

...the role of the NLRB as an independent agency that enforces the National Labor Relations Act. No mention of the fact that Boeing executives have...

NLRA Major Outlets

Judge Blocks Idaho Anti-Union Law
Democratic Underground – 07/07/11 19:23 –
Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act
Judge Blocks Idaho Anti-Union Law
...union contractors win bids, a practice known as job targeting and permitted by the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA). U.S. District Judge B..."

NLRA Prominent Mentions

Every Bargaining Agreement Is The Work Of Labor And Management
The Newtown Bee – 07/07/11 15:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
7/7/2011 To the Editor: Over 75 years ago, the National Labor Relations Act was enacted to mitigate the onerous and oppressive power of corporations in the private sector allied against the working man — and for many good reasons.

For California’s farm workers, justice delayed
peoplesworld – 07/07/11 13:13 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

...
Ever since the right to organize was guaranteed to workers in the National Labor Relations Act, signed by President Franklin Roosevelt over 75 years ago, it has been the subject of a profound, ongoing tug-of-war.

**NLRB Additional US Mentions**

- **Right-to-work bill is DOA in NJ, lawmaker says**
  - *Courier-Post (AP)* – 07/08/11 07:46 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - TRENTON -- Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn't stand a chance.
  - ...system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary?" The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics ...

- **AP: Right-to-work bill is DOA in NJ, lawmaker says**
  - *Fort Mill Times* – 07/08/11 07:25 –
  - 2 other sources (TheState.com, Concord Monitor (AP))
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - TRENTON, N.J. -- Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn't stand a chance.
  - ...system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary?" The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics ...

- **VICTORY: NLRB Judge Re-instates Marc Norton!!**
  - *Beyond Chron* – 07/08/11 07:05 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - Last October, the Hotel Frank fired long-time bellman (and Beyond Chron contributor) Marc Norton -- who, along with UNITE HERE Local 2, had been organizing a boycott.
  - VICTORY: NLRB Judge Re-instates Marc Norton!! Last October, the Hotel Frank fired long-time bellman (and Beyond Chron contributor) Marc Norton ...

- **Memphis-area obituaries for July 8, 2011**
  - *The Commercial Appeal (AP)* – 07/08/11 04:38 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - MARY CATHERN ANDERSON, 57, died July 5, 2011. Visitation will be 3-6 p.m., Friday, July 8 at E. H. Ford Mortuary. Services will be 12 noon, Saturday, July 9 at Neighborhood Christian Center, 785 Jackson Ave.
  - ... (Catherine), of Washington, DC, acting general counsel for the National Labor Relations Board. Solomon was fiercely devoted to her immediate family as...

- **Alderwoods Funeral Homes, Operated By Industry Giant SCI, Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike**
  - *KGO-TV ABC-7 - Mediawebsite.net* – 07/08/11 00:46 –
  - 1 other source (MiTechNews.com)
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - CHICAGO, July 6, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- The funeral industry giant that operates four Alderwoods funeral homes in the Chicago area has forced Teamsters Local 727 to file unfair labor practice charges at the National Labor Relations Board and its employees to strike.
  - ...forced Teamsters Local 727 to file unfair labor practice charges at the National Labor Relations Board and its employees to strike. The union-represented...

- **Letters to the editor**
  - *TheSunNews* – 07/08/11 00:44 –
  - Words matched: NLRB
  - U.S. budget Where's Obama's plan to cut costs? Does anyone know Obama's plan to save or reduce the expenses of Medicare, Social Security and Medicaid.
  - ...company for building a plant in South Carolina and cry that the NLRB is demonizing the company when charging that their move here is illegal .

- **Poll: Starting Unions**
  - *Upper Michigans Source* – 07/07/11 23:14 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - Vote in the FOX UP Daily Pulse
  - ...UP Daily Pulse Poll: Starting Unions A proposal from the current National Labor Relations Board made up of three Democrats and one Republican ,

- **Wilson: Big Labor Has Faithful Friend in NLRB from the Desk of**
  - *TheSunNews* – 07/08/11 00:44 –
  - Words matched: NLRB
  - U.S. budget Where's Obama's plan to cut costs? Does anyone know Obama's plan to save or reduce the expenses of Medicare, Social Security and Medicaid.
  - ...company for building a plant in South Carolina and cry that the NLRB is demonizing the company when charging that their move here is illegal .
1. **Confidentiality clause found to be overbroad by 1st Circuit**
   - **Dolan Media Company** – 07/07/11 18:58
   - **Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
   - by Christina Pazzanese and Thomas E. Egan
   - Dolan Media Newswires BOSTON, MA – A temporary employment agency could not enforce a confidentiality provision barring workers from disclosing the terms of their employment to “other parties,” the 1st Circuit has ruled.
   - ...to other parties, the 1st Circuit has ruled. The National Labor Relations Board found that the confidentiality clause was unlawful because employees...

2. **Workers Pack Republican Hearing on NLRB Rule**
   - **AFL-CIO** – 07/07/11 18:27
   - **Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
   - Share
   - Hundreds of workers took the day off today to stand up for their right to join a union. They packed a House hearing on the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) proposed new rule designed to ensure a fair process for workers who want to vote on whether to form a union.
   - Workers Pack Republican Hearing on NLRB Rule Share Hundreds of workers took the day off today to stand up for their right to join a union. They...

3. **It’s . . . Back! The Misery Index Rides Again**
   - **JEWISH WORLD REVIEW** – 07/07/11 18:14
   - **Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board
   - Share
   - Remember the Misery Index? It tends to reappear whenever the economy exhibits a couple of unwelcome trends in unusual tandem: not just a high unemployment rate but more inflation, too.
   - ...about reducing unemployment, he’d call off his hounds at the National Labor Relations Board and get them to stop blocking that new Boeing plant...

4. **Boeing gets $1700 for a $7 part**
   - **peoplesworld** – 07/07/11 17:27
   - **Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board
   - Share
   - The Machinists union this morning called attention to a Defense Department audit that finds Boeing is overcharging the government by millions of dollars.
   - ...pricing policy comes while the company is taking flak for what the National Labor Relations Board says is its illegal, retaliatory opening of a...

5. **In brief for Profit Center on July 8, 2011**
   - **Capital Press** – 07/07/11 15:00
   - **Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board
   - Share
   - Brazil predicts larger harvest SAO PAULO (AP) -- The Brazilian government says the country’s next grain harvest is expected to be nearly 9 percent higher than the previous one.
   - ...because Idaho sought to preempt matters already governed by the federal National Labor Relations Board. Feds abandon logging increase GRANTS PASS...

6. **The PJ Tatler » Jet industry to Obama: Your demagoguery is hurting our companies**
   - **Pajamas Media** – 07/07/11 14:34
   - **Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
   - Jet industry to Obama: Your demagoguery is hurting our companies The question needs to be asked: Why does Barack Obama hate airplanes? Especially when his...
campaign bought him such a sweet ride in 2008? While his National Labor Relations Board does everything it can to scuttle airplane construction.

...campaign bought him such a sweet ride in 2008? While his National Labor Relations Board does everything it can to scuttle airplane construction...

**The PJ Tatler » Is Mitt Romney confused about which primary he’s running in?**

Pajamas Media – 07/07/11 14:13 –

*Words matched: NLRB*

Is Mitt Romney confused about which primary he’s running in? At a time when the majority of Americans have sensibly moved away from belief in anthropic global warming, Mitt Romney re-affirms his belief in it.

...owns the Obama White House, and is killing jobs in South Carolina via the NLRB while threatening state right-to-work laws? Now isn’t the time...

**Labor Talks**

Mackinac Center – 07/07/11 14:10 –

*Words matched: National Labor Relations Board*

Paul Kersey on WMKT Paul Kersey, labor policy director, was a guest on "The Greg Marshall Show" today on WMKT. He discussed several labor-related issues, including a new Freedom to Work movement in Michigan, project labor agreements, the National Labor Relations Board and Michigan’s Public Employment Relations Act.

...Freedom to Work movement in Michigan, project labor agreements, the National Labor Relations Board and Michigan’s Public Employment Relations Act.

**Thursday headlines**

Union Leader – 07/07/11 11:40 –

*Words matched: NLRB*

NEWS ************************************ New Hampshire mother charged with making meth Police say 27-year-old Alyssa Phillips was arrested Wednesday and charged with possession of narcotic drugs and endangering the welfare of a child.

...most ardent supporters." Los Angeles Auxiliary Bishop Gabino Zavala lauds NLRB rules change to make it easier to form unions Amid this bad news...

**NLRB orders Hotel Frank to reinstate Marc Norton, dump discipline against room cleaners**

Indy Bay – 07/07/11 11:20 –

*Words matched: NLRB*

Celebrate by joining us on Friday’s picket line! HOTEL FRANK PICKET LINE ACTION Geary and Mason, San Francisco Every Wednesday 3:00 PM to 5:30 PM Every Friday 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM Join us! For more information: http://www.

NLRB orders Hotel Frank to reinstate Marc Norton, dump discipline against room cleaners Celebrate by joining us on Friday’s picket line! HOTEL... .

**How to Create Jobs Without Spending a Dime**

Hudson Institute – 07/07/11 11:12 –

*Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB*

by Diana Furchtgott-Roth Most Americans know the biggest problem in America today: too few jobs. Yet, by executive action alone, President Obama could create more jobs without spending another dime, generating billions of additional dollars in income tax revenues for Treasury coffers.

...executive branch, and at "independent" agencies, such as the National Labor Relations Board, which has quasi-judicial functions. Tougher regulations...

** Progressive Caucus Co-Chair Rep. Raul M. Grijalva Praises National Labor Relations Board Effort to Modernize Union Vote Process**

Politics and Technology – 07/07/11 10:41 –

*1 other source (TMCnet.com)*


Progressive Caucus Co-Chair Rep. Raul M. Grijalva Praises National Labor Relations Board Effort to Modernize Union Vote Process Jul 07, 2011...

**Groceries, union: Any progress?**

The Press-Enterprise (AP) – 07/07/11 09:50 –

*Words matched: National Labor Relations Board*

There has been little apparent progress in the negotiations between Southern California’s three largest supermarket chains and 62,000 of its unionized workers, with the talks focused on the contentious issue of health care benefits.

...move and everybody gets hurt.” Tom Lenz, a former National Labor Relations
...can top the anti-job ferociousness of Obama's Labor Board, the
we have seen far too much intervention, from the courts and the
...entitlements we cannot fund. They stifle business with overly zealous regulators
like the NLRB and EPA, flooding our country with $8,500 tax credits to...

The manufacturing mystique
Rick Santorum is sounding a bit like Barack Obama. Sure, he included the requisite
references to "our resource-constrained environment," but when I spoke with the
former senator (and current 2012 GOP contender) in a Cedar Rapids hotel
Wednesday, he could've been beating out a more pessimistic versi
...stagnant employment and wages. One minute, Santorum condemned the National Labor Relations Board as an example of regulatory agencies co-opted...

The league that protests too much
Philadelphia, PA — Hidden among all the Casey Anthony hoopla on Tuesday was a
New York Times report that called the NBA "fundamentally a healthy and profitable business.
we have seen far too much intervention, from the courts and the NLRB and even the
Oval Office, and, unfortunately, this intervention had ignored ...

Job Creating Time, Not Twitter Time
While watching the President's Twitter townhall this week, I was struck with the
thought of if "tweeting while the jobs disappear" is the new "fiddling while Rome burns".
...can top the anti-job ferociousness of Obama's Labor Board, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). The latest from the NLRB involves a step...

Workers Pack Republican Hearing on NLRB Rule
Hundreds of workers took the day off today to stand up for their right to join a union.
They packed a House hearing on the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) proposed new rule designed to ensure a fair process for workers who want to vote on whether to form a union.
Workers Pack Republican Hearing on NLRB Rule Hundreds of workers took the day off today to stand up for their right to join a union. They packed ...

Changing the Rules of the Union Game
The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) is floating a proposal that would alter the way workplace elections are currently held. The board, made up of three Democrats and one Republican, has drafted rules that would speed up the election process and require employers to hand over information on its protests.
Changing the Rules of the Union Game The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) is floating a proposal that would alter the way workplace elections...

GOP discussing blocking Obama from making future NLRB recess appointments
House Republicans have been in talks with their counterparts in the Senate about blocking President Obama from filling two upcoming vacancies to the National Labor Relations Board through recess appointments, which would leave the body deadlocked with just two members, Rep.
GOP discussing blocking Obama from making future NLRB recess appointments

**“Worse than Obamacare,” conservatives demonize the NLRB**

The Hill - Blog – 07/07/11 16:08 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
In a recent editorial, The National Review states that while the government “take over” of healthcare stands out for most Americans as the Obama Administration’s most extreme act, “even more remarkable is its radicalization of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), part of its tireless campaign...

**Recently Published Scholarship: ABA J. LEL**

Workplace Prof Blog – 07/07/11 14:33 –
Words matched: NLRB

**We Refuse to See By Charles Payne.**

Top instabloggers -- Seeking Alpha – 07/07/11 13:37 –
Words matched: NLRB
"I close my eyes only for a moment, and then the moment’s gone all my dreams Pass before my eyes, a curiosity Dust in the wind All they do is dust in the wind Same old song Just a drop of water in an endless sea all we do crumbles to the ground, though we refuse to see Dust in the wind" -Kansas...
...other things like the incredible war on business being waged by the EPA and NLRB. Moreover, a second term would see an attack on prosperity , and...

**John Mackey: The Death of a Football and Union Legend**

Capital Games – 07/07/11 11:55 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
In death, legendary Baltimore Colts tight end John Mackey will undoubtedly be remembered for how he played the game. The 6’ 2” 230 pounder who played from 1963-1972 set the standard for his position, combining speed and power like no tight end who had ever taken the field.
...team and the NFLPA became the first sports union recognized by the National Labor Relations Board. In 1970, Mackey organized the league’s first...

**Economy Boeing Loses Another Round in NLRB Lawsuit**

Slog - The Stranger - Blog – 07/07/11 11:49 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Our local media has so far taken much less interest than the national press in the National Labor Relations Board’s landmark lawsuit against Boeing, but the case continues to move forward, and not in Boeing’s direction.

Economy Boeing Loses Another Round in NLRB Lawsuit Our local media has so far taken much less interest than the national press in the National ...

**Auto industry worker testifies on union harassment during organizing drive**

Washington Examiner - Blogs – 07/07/11 11:38 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Larry Getts was a union shop steward at a past job, so he was inclined to support unionization when labor organizers showed up at his current job at a Fort Wayne, Indiana Dana Corp.
...they were being lied to by the organizers. But if the National Labor Relations Board goes through with newly proposed rules to rapidly speed...

**Republican Senators Introduce Bill for Healthcare Freedom for Seniors**

Big Government – 07/07/11 09:01 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Seniors who are on Medicare are finding that more of their doctors are opting out of this government health insurance program. But, currently, if they choose to purchase another health insurance plan, or pay out of pocket to see a doctor, seniors must forfeit not only their present Social Security b...
...U.S. District Judge Rosemary Collyer, former general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, who heard the case, had sided with the plaintiffs...

**2 VERY different OSers; one prominent, the other, not so.**

Open Salon – 07/07/11 08:35 –
Back before the age of “reality” shows, Fox News and staged wrestling, television was a serious cultural medium with the courage to present real news and to reflect on our fears and anxieties through drama in an intelligent, non-vitiolic way. Carolina. The most egregious element was in the passage about the NLRB lawsuit against Boeing alleging that the aircraft maker has built a new...
**Behind the NLRB attacks (top GOP donors!)**

Democratic Underground – 07/07/11 19:13 –

**Words matched:** NLRB

Behind the NLRB attacks (top GOP donors!)

*Behind the NLRB attacks (top GOP donors!)*

For those following today's latest Republican hearing attacking...
Debate Obama
Road Runner – 07/07/11 12:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
It is common knowledge that the nation needs good jobs, yet Obama is doing his best to eliminate them. An example is the Obama-appointed National Labor Relations Board trying to kill 2,000 Boeing jobs in South Carolina.
...his best to eliminate them. An example is the Obama-appointed National Labor Relations Board trying to kill 2,000 Boeing jobs in South Carolina.

Obama’s Useless Twitter Town Hall
Road Runner – 07/07/11 12:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The moderators could have chosen, for example, to feature a tweet from another Republican, South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley, criticizing the administration’s handling of a dispute between Boeing and the National Labor Relations Board—but they didn’t.
criticizing the administration’s handling of a dispute between Boeing and the National Labor Relations Board but they didn’t.... Full Article...

Legislators, Academics, and Workers Stand Up for Employees’ Right to Vote
Road Runner – 07/07/11 11:51 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
D.C. – The National Labor Relations Board’s recently proposed rule to modernize union elections is a modest and positive step toward restoring a level playing field for workers and employers, according to speakers on a press call organized by American.
...Stand Up for Employees’ Right to Vote D.C. The National Labor Relations Board’s recently proposed rule to modernize union elections is a modest...

2 Large Caps With Reasonable Valuations That Have Underperformed the Market
Seeking Alpha – 07/07/11 10:47 –
Words matched: NLRB
| about: After the rally over the last seven days, bargains are not as easy to find as they were in June. Here are two large cap, well known companies that have great products, reasonable valuations, and have underperformed the S&P by at least 8% over the last 52 weeks for consideration.
...hurting its stock recently. It is currently embroiled in a nasty NLRB dispute that is temporarily keeping it from opening a line in South Carolina...

Mr. President, pick up the phone and call in some jobs
Washington Examiner – 07/07/11 08:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Most Americans know America's biggest problem: too few jobs. Yet President Obama could create more jobs by executive action, at no cost, generating billions of additional dollars in income tax revenues.
Let's not forget that Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, wants to stop Boeing from using its new aircraft...

Haley tweets
LexisNexis – 07/07/11 06:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Staff report Gov. Nikki Haley, who has lashed out repeatedly at President Barack Obama over the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing Co., who has lashed out repeatedly at President Barack Obama over the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing Co., used social media...

Laura Dresser: NLRB change is modest and needed
Madison.com – 07/07/11 05:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board has proposed a modest but important set of rule changes to the union election process. You'd be forgiven if you couldn’t tell that from reading this paper’s rant against these changes in the June 29 editorial “Don’t let NLRB usurp Congress.
Laura Dresser: NLRB change is modest and needed The National Labor Relations Board has proposed a modest but important set of rule changes to...

Obama’s Useless Twitter Town Hall
Road Runner – 07/06/11 20:24 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Brand new format, same old answers. Reams of hype, most of it delivered in 140-
character chunks, couldn’t make President Obama’s Twitter town hall on Wednesday as exciting as promised.
criticizing the administration’s handling of a dispute between Boeing and the National Labor Relations Board—but they didn’t. DAVID A. GRAHAM...

NLRB Prominent Mentions

- **Alderwoods Funeral Homes, Operated By Industry Giant SCI, Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike**
  KGO-TV ABC-7 - Mediawebsite.net – 07/08/11 00:46 – 1 other source (MiTechNews.com)
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  CHICAGO, July 6, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- The funeral industry giant that operates four Alderwoods funeral homes in the Chicago area has forced Teamsters Local 727 to file unfair labor practice charges at the National Labor Relations Board and its employees to strike.

- **Wilson: Big Labor Has Faithful Friend in NLRBFrom the Desk of**
  TMCnet.com – 07/07/11 21:14 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Jul 07, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Date: July 7, 2011 Contact: Neal Patel (202) 225-2452 Wilson: Big Labor Has Faithful Friend in NLRB (Washington, DC) - Congressman Joe Wilson (SC-02), a member of the Education and the Workforce Committee, released th

- **GOP Lawmakers Decry NLRB Plan To Hasten Union Votes**
  Law 360 – 07/07/11 20:41 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  -- Republican lawmakers on Thursday criticized a National Labor Relations Board proposal to speed up union elections, arguing it would hinder the ability of employers, particularly small businesses, to defend against organizing efforts and would interfere with worker privacy rights.

- **GOP discussing blocking Obama from making future NLRB recess appointments**
  Lucianne.com – 07/07/11 19:37 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  House Republicans have been in talks with their counterparts in the Senate about blocking President Obama from filling two upcoming vacancies to the National Labor Relations Board through recess appointments, which would leave the body deadlocked with just two members, Rep.

- **Workers Pack Republican Hearing on NLRB Rule**
  AFL-CIO – 07/07/11 18:27 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  Share Hundreds of workers took the day off today to stand up for their right to join a union. They packed a House hearing on the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) proposed new rule designed to ensure a fair process for workers who want to vote on whether to form a union.

- **GOP House Reps Decry NLRB Plan To Hasten Union Votes**
  Law 360 – 07/07/11 14:56 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  -- Republican lawmakers on Thursday criticized a National Labor Relations Board proposal to speed up union elections, arguing it would hinder the ability of employers, particularly small businesses, to defend against organizing efforts and would interfere with worker privacy rights.

- **The PJ Tatler » Jet industry to Obama: Your demagoguery is hurting our companies**
  Pajamas Media – 07/07/11 14:34 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  Jet industry to Obama: Your demagoguery is hurting our companies The question needs to be asked: Why does Barack Obama hate airplanes? Especially when his campaign bought him such a sweet ride in 2008? While his National Labor Relations Board does everything it can to scuttle airplane construction

- **Labor Talks**
  Mackinac Center – 07/07/11 14:10 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  Paul Kersey on WMKT Paul Kersey, labor policy director, was a guest on “The Greg
Marshall Show on WMKT. He discussed several labor-related issues, including a new Freedom to Work movement in Michigan, project labor agreements, the National Labor Relations Board and Michigan’s Public Employment
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- **Putting 'labor' back in NLRB**
  *Ohio Standard* – 07/11/11 06:59 –
  **Words matched:** Lafe Solomon
  Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, second left, listens to a witness testify at a House Oversight and Government Reform Committee hearing in North Charleston, South Carolina, U.S. *Putting 'labor' back in NLRB* [Lafe Solomon], acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, second left, listens to a witness testify...

- **Fionnan Sheahan: Race to the Aras has just got a lot more interesting**
  *Independent.ie* – 07/11/11 03:33 –
  **Words matched:** Brian Hayes
  LOUGH Eske in Co Donegal was the unlikely venue for the start of the campaign to make a working-class Dub the President of Ireland. Just five weeks ago, on the 31st anniversary of their marriage, Gay and Norma Mitchell were attending the wedding of Fine Gael's Dublin regional organiser Colm Jordan... *a group that included ministers Frances Fitzgerald, Alan Shatter and Brian Hayes; former minister Nora Owen; deputies Terence Flanagan and Eoghan...*

- **Let's not put Oscar behind bars again**
  *Independent.ie* – 07/11/11 00:08 –
  **Words matched:** Brian Hayes
  Public Works Minister Brian Hayes wants to put bars around Oscar Wilde's tomb at Pere Lachaise cemetery in Paris to prevent his admirers leaving lipstick traces, flowers and mementos. *Let's not put Oscar behind bars again Public Works Minister Brian Hayes wants to put bars around Oscar Wilde's tomb at Pere Lachaise cemetery...*

- **As Government Nears Accord With Banks, Questions Swirl Over Scope Of Investigation**
  *The Huffington Post* – 07/11/11 00:07 –
  1 other source (Huffington Post Canada)
Words matched: Mark Pearce
WASHINGTON — State and federal prosecutors are pressing to complete a proposed settlement with the nation’s five largest home loan companies over alleged mortgage abuses, even though they’ve only initiated a limited investigation that hasn’t examined the full extent of the alleged wrongdoing, accor...

...recover until mortgage servicing and foreclosure problems are resolved,” Mark Pearce, the FDIC’s director of depositor and consumer protection,

Race to the Aras has just got a lot more interesting
Independent.ie – 07/11/11 00:03 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
LOUGH Eske in Co Donegal was the unlikely venue for the start of the campaign to make a working-class Dub the President of Ireland. Just five weeks ago, on the 31st anniversary of their marriage, Gay and Norma Mitchell were attending the wedding of Fine Gael's Dublin regional organiser Colm Jordan...

...a group that included ministers Frances Fitzgerald, Alan Shatter and Brian Hayes; former minister Nora Owen; deputies Terence Flanagan and Eoghan...

Putting Wilde behind bars again in Paris
Irish Examiner.com – 07/10/11 20:24 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
DID you hear the latest nonsense from cloud cuckoo land by the Minister of Public Works, Brian Hayes?

...latest nonsense from cloud cuckoo land by the Minister of Public Works, Brian Hayes? He wants to put restraining bars around Oscar s tomb at...

Blur frontman set to open Cork Jazz Festival weekend
Irish Examiner.com – 07/10/11 20:19 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
BLUR frontman Damon Albarn is set to open the world-famous Guinness Cork Jazz Festival this October.

...House for the first time since 2008. This appeared in the printed version of the Irish Examiner Monday, July 11, 2011 By Brian Hayes, Curtin

Landry takes on high-profile debate
DailyComet.com – 07/10/11 07:01 –
Words matched: Craig Becker
BATON ROUGE — The Republican leadership picked U.S. Rep. Jeff Landry, who represents Terrebonne and Lafourche parishes on Capitol Hill, to serve as speaker pro tempore earlier this month to thwart the president's attempts to make recess appointments.

Landry went on to bash the president's last recess appointment, Craig Becker of the National Labor Relations Board, who was initially rejected ...

Mr. President, pick up the phone and call in some jobs
San Francisco Examiner – 07/10/11 07:00 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Most Americans know America’s biggest problem: too few jobs. Yet President Barack Obama could create more jobs by executive action, at no cost, generating billions of additional dollars in income tax revenues.

...jobs and oil rigs lost to the region. Let s not forget that Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board , wants to...

Inexplicable largesse in funding restoration of Oscar Wilde memorial despite challenging time for economy
Irish Examiner.com – 07/08/11 22:57 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
WHAT is it about Irish governments and overseas funding?

...Wilde s grandson, Minister of State for Public Service Reform Brian Hayes travelled to Paris to formalise and oversee the Government s commitment...

Ad of the Day: HP TouchPad
Adweek – 07/08/11 14:45 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
Russell Brand peddles robot butlers

...artists : Syam Sundar, Tony Barger AE Artists: Tom O Neill, Brian Hayes, Jen Stavish 3D Lead: Adam Carroll Recording Studio Lime Mixer Loren Silber...

CFPB Sets Sights On Servicers
Mortgage Orb – 07/08/11 12:26 –
Words matched: Mark Pearce
Tweet Regulation of the mortgage servicing industry will be a key priority for the
...serviced, Date replied. I think we should all share that concern. Mark Pearce, director of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. s (FDIC ) division...
THIS IS A COMBINED SYNOPSIS/SOLICITATION FOR COMMERCIAL ITEMS PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FORMAT IN FAR SUBPART 12.6-STREAMLINED PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATION AND SOLICITATION FOR COMMERCIAL ITEMS-AS SUPPLEMENTED WITH ADDITIONAL INFORMATION INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE.

...Reports on Veterans; 52.222-40 Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act; 52.223-18, Contractor Policy to Ban Text...

**NLRB Affirms AFM Jurisdiction To Bargain**
Music Industry News Network – 07/10/11 16:32 –
Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA

A three-judge panel of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has affirmed that the Musical Arts Association (MAA), which runs The Cleveland Orchestra, violated federal labor law by refusing to bargain with the American Federation of Musicians (AFM) regarding terms and conditions of employment re...AFM Jurisdiction To Bargain A three-judge panel of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has affirmed that the Musical Arts Association (MAA).

**Andy Arnold: Due process should run its course in Boeing case**
GreenvilleOnline.com (AP) – 07/10/11 02:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Boeing is accused of violating federal law by moving 1,000 jobs to South Carolina to retaliate against workers in Everett, Wash. Retaliation for exercising rights granted by the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) is illegal and has been since 1935.

...workers in Everett, Wash. Retaliation for exercising rights granted by the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) is illegal and has been since 1935.

**Blumenthal backs T-Mobile employees**
WTNH.com – 07/09/11 14:58 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Workers want to unionize, management says no

...said, The right of workers to unionize is guaranteed by the National Labor Relations Act and is critical to a healthy workforce. Employees who...

**65--this is a combine synopsis**
Federal Business Opportunities – 07/09/11 10:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.

793). (vii) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (DEC 2010) (E.O. 13496). Flow down required in...

**68--The Mission Contracting Office (MCO) Center-Fort Bragg has a requirement for the aerial application of pesticide treatment for the Red Imported Fire Ants infestation on Fort Bragg/Camp Mackall Drop Zones.**
Federal Business Opportunities – 07/08/11 16:54 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.

...with Disabilities: 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act; 52.222-41, Service Contract Act of 1965;

**Lawsuits Aim to Stop Anti-Worker Laws**
AFL-CIO – 07/08/11 16:08 –
Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act

Share The battles against anti-worker laws across the country have turned to the ballot boxes and courthouses. As voters go to the polls next week in high profile recall elections in Wisconsin, workers in other states and their lawyers will argue before judges that some anti-worker laws should be st

...win bids, a practice known as job targeting and permitted by the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA). Here are some other lawsuits under way...

**63--Maintenance of Integrated Commercial Intrusion Detection system (ICIDS-III) Automated Entry Control System/Intrusion Detection System (AECS/IDS) at Adelphi Laboratory Center (ALC) and the Blossom Point Research Facility(BPRF).**
Federal Business Opportunities – 07/08/11 16:07 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional...
Heritage Employment Report: June Jobs Will in Heat

Heritage Foundation – 07/08/11 13:44 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

WebMemo #3313 The Bureau of Labor Statistics reported today that the June unemployment rate stands at 9.2 percent and that the economy created only 18,000 jobs last month.

...tens of thousands of new jobs. Congress should also amend the National Labor Relations Act to reduce the NLRB's regulatory discretion.

House Education and the Workforce Committee Hearing

TMCnet.com – 07/08/11 13:14 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Jul 08, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Thank you for the invitation to speak today. I am pleased to get to testify on the importance and appropriateness of the National Labor Relation Board's (NLRB's) proposed rule changes for the conduct of union represen...recognition has been an authorized method of recognition since the inception of the National Labor Relations Act, beginning in the mid-1990's.

Workers Win Injunction Over Anti-Union Bill

Court House News – 07/08/11 09:17 –

Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act

BOISE (CN) - On the day it was supposed to take effect, a federal judge blocked enforcement of a state act aimed at preventing unions in Idaho from subsidizing wages to help contractors win bids, saying it conflicts with federal law.

...Council, both AFL-CIO affiliates, who maintained the law conflicts with the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA). "In this case, Plaintiffs argue that...

Clearcom Audio Video Equipment

Federal Business Opportunities – 07/08/11 08:13 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.

The burden wasn't shared. It was with great disappointment that we read of the budget signed by Gov. Chris Christie. After many speeches about shared responsibility, the burden of the balanced budget falls on the backs of the most vulnerable and least able to defend themselves.

...in private companies. This is flat-out wrong. The National Labor Relations Act of 1935 specifies that employers and union representatives are...
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| Putting "labor" back in NLRB | Translate | Archive | Share |
| Breaking News – 07/11/11 03:17 – | |
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB | |
| - New rules from the Board curtail some of the Man Be used ver, to keep workers from organizing. New rules curtail from the board some of the Man be used ver, to keep workers from organizing. | |
| Putting "labor" back in NLRB - New rules from the Board curtail some of the Man Be used ver, to keep workers from organizing. New rules curtail ... | |

| New Order to Nix Bad Regulations | Translate | Archive | Share |
| Daily Me – 07/11/11 02:54 – | |
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Board | |
| BY JARED A. FAVOLE President Barack Obama is expanding his administration's campaign against what he has referred to as "dumb" regulations by pressuring independent agencies to comb their books for outdated rules. | |
| Track-It Environmental Protection Agency (809 articles) Track-It National Labor Relations Board (90 articles) Track-It WALL STREET JOURNAL ASIA | |

| Greenberg: Misery Index makes an unwelcome reappearance | Translate | Archive | Share |
| Richmond Times-Dispatch (AP) – 07/11/11 00:22 – | |
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Board | |
| LITTLE ROCK – Remember the Misery Index? It tends to reappear whenever the economy exhibits a couple of unwelcome trends in unusual tandem: not just a high unemployment rate but more inflation, too. | |
| ...about reducing unemployment, he'd call off his hounds at the National Labor Relations Board and get them to stop blocking that new Boeing plant... | |

| Hotel Frank Picket Line | Translate | Archive | Share |
| Indy Bay – 07/11/11 00:00 – | |
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Board | |
| START DATE: Friday July 15 TIME: 12:00 PM - 12:00 PM Location Details: Hotel Frank Geary and Mason San Francisco Event Type: Protest Join the Picket Line at Hotel Frank Every Wednesday, 3pm to 5:30pm Every Friday, 1pm to 5:30pm | |
| Workers at Hotel Frank have been under attack since Wells Fargo fo...and other workers, and has fired Union organizers. The National Labor Relations Board recently found Hotel Frank guilty of violating federal... | |

| NLRB’s meddling is an abuse of power | Translate | Archive | Share |
| The Buffalo News (AP) – 07/11/11 00:00 – | |
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB | |
| A July 5 letter writer states that the National Labor Relations Board is doing the right thing in the Boeing dispute because "If indeed Boeing transferred production in reprisal for workers exercising their protected rights, the company acted in violation |
of the law. *NLRB* is meddling is an abuse of power A July 5 letter writer states that the **National Labor Relations Board** is doing the right thing in the Boeing...

| **NLRB Affirms AFM Jurisdiction To Bargain** |  
| Music Industry News Network – 07/10/11 16:32 – |  
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB |  
| A three-judge panel of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has affirmed that the Musical Arts Association (MAA), which runs The Cleveland Orchestra, violated federal labor law by refusing to bargain with the American Federation of Musicians (AFM) regarding terms and conditions of employment re |  
| *NLRB Affirms AFM Jurisdiction To Bargain* A three-judge panel of the **National Labor Relations Board** (NLRB) has affirmed that the Musical Arts... |  

| **In NLRB Hearing, Congressional Dems Ignore Worker; Reminisce of 1935** |  
| BuzzTracker – 07/10/11 16:04 – |  
| Words matched: NLRB |  
| *In NLRB Hearing, Congressional Dems Ignore Worker; Reminisce of 1935* How do unelected Obama appointed **NLRB** board members bring about Card Check... |  

| **Labor board chief who cleaned up backlog of cases dies** |  
| The Bulletin (AP) – 07/10/11 16:00 – |  
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB |  
| John Truesdale, a stalwart of the National Labor Relations Board who was called back from retirement to serve as chairman and tackled a severe backlog of cases at the core of the agency’s functions, died of cancer July 3 at a hospital in Martinsburg, W. ...up backlog of cases dies John Truesdale, a stalwart of the **National Labor Relations Board** who was called back from retirement to serve as chairman... |  

| **Covanta Of Wallingford An Example Why OSHA “Model Workplace” Program Encourages Lax Worker Safety** |  
| Connecticut Watchdog – 07/10/11 07:15 – |  
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Board |  
| 7:12 am Written by Lisa Chedekel In February 2007, David Gootkin came to the state Capitol in Hartford to testify in favor a bill prompted by his brother Robert’s death the year before at Covanta’s waste-to-energy plant in Wallingford. ...2006, also was the subject of a 2010 finding by the **National Labor Relations Board** that it had threatened and punished workers for union activities . |  

| **Landry takes on high-profile debate** |  
| DailyComet.com – 07/10/11 07:01 – |  
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Board |  
| BATON ROUGE — The Republican leadership picked U.S. Rep. Jeff Landry, who represents Terrebonne and Lafourche parishes on Capitol Hill, to serve as speaker pro tempore earlier this month to thwart the president’s attempts to make recess appointments. ...*bash the president s last recess appointment, Craig Becker of the National Labor Relations Board, who was initially rejected by the Senate, and...* |  

| **Mr. President, pick up the phone and call in some jobs** |  
| San Francisco Examiner – 07/10/11 07:00 – |  
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB |  
| Most Americans know America’s biggest problem: too few jobs. Yet President Barack Obama could create more jobs by executive action, at no cost, generating billions of additional dollars in income tax revenues. ...*a not forget that Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, wants to stop Boeing from using its new aircraft...* |  

| **Just doing its job** |  
| PhillyBurbs.com – 07/10/11 06:00 – |  
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB |  
| Some conservatives and business groups are insanely upset at the National Labor Relations Board for being what they call “hyperactive”, but they are comparing the functioning NLRB of today to the totally dysfunctional NLRB of the Bush-Cheney era. ...*its Job Some conservatives and business groups are insanely upset at the **National Labor Relations Board** for being what they call ”hyperactive”,* |  

| **Everett cop’s firing shouldn't be made into a labor battle** |  
| Herald Net – 07/10/11 04:16 – |  
| Words matched: National Labor Relations Board |  
| You can get it on a bumper sticker -- “Unions: The Folks That Brought You the... |
No podemos darnos el lujo de tener a las empresas y sus obreros discutiendo en lugar de unirse para producir los mejores productos posibles y venderlos lo más...

**Voters torn between jobs, values**
Post and Courier (AP) – 07/10/11 02:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
S.C. Republicans change focus in hard times
...Dreamliners. But it is under the threat of a suit from the National Labor Relations Board, which alleges the company illegally opened the operation in...

**America No Longer Makes Business Feel Welcome**
The Pilot – 07/10/11 00:29 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
“The business of America is business,” Calvin Coolidge famously said in the 1920s. That seemed to be true at that time and for many years afterward as America’s industrial might grew and millions of people found good-paying jobs in American industries.
...will employ more than 1,000 new workers, and the National Labor Relations Board is outrageously threatening to shut it down and force Boeing...

**Boeing execs and workers must end conflict: Obama**
Congoo News – 07/10/11 00:01 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
SEATTLE -- President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without “wasting a lot of time in court.”
... “wasting a lot of time in court.” Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a...

**NORTH AMERICA Report**
TMCnet.com – 07/09/11 23:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

It is in the midst of combating a challenge from the US National Labor Relations Board over the legality of the plant, which the International ...

**John C. Truesdale, NLRB chairman and staff member, dies at 89**
Daily Me – 07/09/11 21:24 –
Words matched: NLRB
In 1998, he returned from retirement at the request of President Bill Clinton to serve as chairman, and he was confirmed by a unanimous Senate vote in 1999.
John C. Truesdale, NLRB chairman and staff member, dies at 89 In 1998 he returned from retirement at the request of President Bill Clinton to...

**Fisher & Phillips Files Comment On NLRB Proposed Rulemaking.**
Alacra Store – 07/09/11 19:37 –
Words matched: NLRB
Source: Mondaq Business Briefing Geographic Region: North America (NOAX), United States (USA) Free Sample: Click Here to Download Format: HTML The Business & Management Practices ® (BaMP) database contains information dealing with the processes, methods and strategies of managing a business.

Fisher & Phillips Files Comment On NLRB Proposed Rulemaking. Source: Mondaq Business Briefing Geographic Region: North America (NOAX), United ...

**Did Business Titans Find President Kennedy Guilty Of Treason In The War On Organized Labor?**
Article Dashboard – 07/09/11 18:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
There were many motives for the assassination in Dallas: - JFK's firm plan to withdraw from Vietnam by the end of 1965, - JFK's peace overtures to Cuba and Russia—both Communist countries, - JFK's stated plan to tax the oil industry and further tax the undertaxed wealthy, and - JFK's refusal to...
...unions, which were backed by Washington. They felt that the National Labor Relations Board had abandoned the neutral position it had occupied under...

**Obama aboga porque Boeing solucione su conflicto laboral**
Miami Diario – 07/09/11 16:21 –
Words matched: NLRB
"No podemos darnos el lujo de tener a las empresas y sus obreros discutiendo en lugar de unirse para producir los mejores productos posibles y venderlos lo más
Workers want to unionize, management says no

---

**Dismal jobs report soured nation’s mood**

iStockAnalyst – 07/09/11 16:02 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

(Source: The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review) By Bob Bauder, The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review July 9–The news on Friday that the U.S. economy again is slumping put a damper on Ryan McNamara's plans to take on in a Pirates game.

...by agencies, such as the Environmental Protection Agency and the National Labor Relations Board, make business owners reluctant to hire. Economic...

---

**'Model Workplaces' in CT Not Always Safest**

New Haven Independent – 07/09/11 16:00 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

In February 2007, David Gootkin came to the state Capitol in Hartford to testify in favor of a bill prompted by his brother Robert's death the year before at Covanta's waste-to-energy plant in Wallingford.

...2006, also was the subject of a 2010 finding by the National Labor Relations Board that it had threatened and punished workers for union activities.

---

**Blumenthal backs T-Mobile employees**

WTNH.com – 07/09/11 14:58 –

**Words matched:** NLRB

Workers want to unionize, management says no

...the rights of workers to join the union and stop trying to delay NLRB elections with frivolous legal maneuvering. At AT&T, the unionized wireless...

---

**Obama wants Boeing, workers resolve conflict(3)**

R&D Mag – 07/09/11 11:25 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV interview aired Friday night.

..."wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV...

---

**Obama quiere que Boeing solucione su conflicto laboral**

El Nuevo Herald – 07/09/11 10:27 –

2 other sources (Yahoo! Noticias en Español, Atlantic Broadband)

**Words matched:** NLRB

Contenido Relacionado http://www.king5.com/ SEATTLE -- El presidente Barack Obama pidió una vez más a la Boeing Co. y sus obreros que solucione su desacuerdo laboral sin "perder mucho tiempo en los tribunales".

...mandatario por la demanda que presentó la Junta Nacional de Relaciones Laborales (NLRB, por sus siglas en inglés) contra la empresa por su empeño...

---

**Alderwoods Funeral Homes, Operated by Industry Giant SCI, Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike**

PublicityInsider.com - Mediawebsite.net – 07/09/11 08:27 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

CHICAGO, July 6, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- The funeral industry giant that operates four Alderwoods funeral homes in the Chicago area has forced Teamsters Local 727 to file unfair labor practice charges at the National Labor Relations Board and its employees to strike.

...forced Teamsters Local 727 to file unfair labor practice charges at the National Labor Relations Board and its employees to strike. The union-represented...

---

**Obama quiere que la Boeing y sus obreros solucionen conflicto laboral**

El Nuevo Herald – 07/09/11 08:12 –

1 other source (Yahoo! Noticias en Español)

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Contenido Relacionado http://www.king5.com/ SEATTLE -- El presidente Barack Obama pidió una vez más a la empresa aeronáutica Boeing Co. y sus obreros que soluciones el diferendo laboral sin "perder mucho tiempo en los tribunales" y que impide a la firma producir sus aviones en una nueva planta que

...incoada por el organismo federal Junta Nacional de Relaciones Laborales (National Labor Relations Board) contra la empresa por su empeño de trasladar...

---

**John Mackey: A revolutionary player on the field, a true force off of it**

Translate
"...team," and the NFLPA became the first sports union recognized by the National Labor Relations Board. In 1970, Mr. Mackey organized the league's..."

"President Obama says he hopes Boeing, workers can resolve labour conflict"
Dawson Creek Daily News – 07/09/11 06:54 –
22 other sources (Prince George Citizen, Kamloops News, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

"Obama wants Boeing, workers resolve conflict - AP Politics - The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be displayed properly. We recommend u"
The Charleston Gazette – 07/09/11 05:26 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

"Obama wants Boeing, workers resolve conflict - The State Journal-Register (AP) – 07/09/11 04:22 –"

"Right to Work — Another view"
Fosters.com – 07/09/11 03:41 –
Words matched: NLRB

"Obama wants Boeing, workers resolve conflict - AP Politics"
The Charleston Gazette – 07/09/11 03:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

"Lockout to remain in place after court decision"
Mailtribune.com (AP) – 07/09/11 02:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Los Angeles — In a decision that is significant but not surprising, the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals issued a ruling in favor of the NFL on Friday, five weeks after hearing oral arguments on whether the league could lock out its players. said Stanford law professor William B. Gould, former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board. "But both sides had to be bargaining in..."
Let us now praise No. 88
Fredericksburg.com – 07/09/11 01:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON-- In death, legendary Baltimore Colts tight end John Mackey will undoubtedly be remembered for how he played the game. The 6 foot 2 inch, 230-pounder who played from 1963-72 set the standard for his position, combining speed and power like no tight end who had ever taken the field.
...team," and the NFLPA became the first sports union recognized by the National Labor Relations Board. In 1970, Mackey organized the league's first...

NFL lockout can continue as 8th U.S. Circuit Court reverses judge
Dolan Media Company – 07/08/11 23:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
by Donna Walter Dolan Media Newswires ST. LOUIS, MO -- Score another one for the National Football League. In a 2-1 decision Friday, the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals said a federal court cannot prevent the league from locking out its employees in a labor dispute.
...real issue was a labor dispute that should be decided by the National Labor Relations Board. The players, represented before the 8th Circuit...

Obama Wants Boeing, Workers Resolve Conflict
KIRO-TV – 07/08/11 22:44 –
7 other sources (Foxreno.com, WHIO-TV, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
SEATTLE -- President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court.
..."wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV...

BC-US--Obama-Boeing,163
KABB Fox San Antonio – 07/08/11 22:19 –
1 other source (WICS ABC News Channel 20)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Obama wants Boeing, workers resolve conflict SEATTLE (AP) -- President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court.
..."wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV...

SEATTLE — President
Centre Daily Times – 07/08/11 21:47 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
SEATTLE — President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court.
..."wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV...

Sport-by-Sport Stoppages Chronology
Victoria Advocate – 07/08/11 21:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
March 31 - Player representatives of the Major League Baseball Players Association, in a 47-0 vote, authorize a strike to begin April 1. All 12 exhibition games for that day are canceled,
...two-week extension of the original strike deadline caused by a National Labor Relations Board action, players stage first midseason strike in baseball...

NFL lockout to remain in place after court decision
WGN Radio – 07/08/11 20:48 –
2 other sources (WQAD -8, Aberdeen News)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
With training camps and exhibition games on the horizon, the U.S. 8th Circuit Court of Appeals sides with the NFL in overturning a decision to lift the lockout.
said Stanford law professor William B. Gould, former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board. "But both sides had to be bargaining in...

Letter: Obama's agenda
CJOnline.com – 07/08/11 20:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
OBAMA'S AGENDA The following letter is a shortened and rewritten analysis of
...The Heritage Foundation Newsletter sent to me on June 29. This factual
article, written by Lachian Markay, describes exactly how President Obama is accomplishing his agenda by circumventing the legislative branch.

money in support of Democratic candidates. On June 21, the National Labor Relations Board announced plans to reduce the length of elections from...

**PAUL GREENBERG: Obama needs to get serious on stimulating the economy**

The Register-Guard – 07/08/11 19:42 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Remember the Misery Index? It tends to reappear whenever the economy exhibits a couple of unwelcome trends in unusual tandem: not just a high unemployment rate but more inflation, too.

...about reducing unemployment, he d call off his hounds at the National Labor Relations Board and get them to stop blocking that new Boeing plant...

**NLRB Expands July 18-19 Open Meeting on Ambush Election Proposal**

RedState – 07/08/11 19:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Attention job creators (and those who do not want a union in their work lives): If you are concerned about the Obama administration’s latest assault on America’s job creators, as well as union bosses putting more of a stranglehold on the economy through President Obama’s National Labor Relations Board

NLRB Expands July 18-19 Open Meeting on Ambush Election Proposal Attention job creators (and those who do not want a union in their work lives):

**TRENTON — Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey**

Pressofatlanticcity.com – 07/08/11 17:55 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

TRENTON — Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn’t stand a chance.

...and flow of battles over right-to-work measures. The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics giant retaliated...

**Doyle Supports Worker Rights Reforms**

TMCnet.com – 07/08/11 15:14 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Jul 08, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Washington, DC - U.S. Representative Mike Doyle issued the following statement in response to a hearing held by the House Education and the Workforce Committee earlier today.

...the Workforce Committee earlier today. "I strongly support the National Labor Relations Board's proposal to modernize and streamline its procedures...

**Statement of Congresswoman Mazie K. Hirono Supporting Fair Union Election Rules by the National Labor Relations Board**

TMCnet.com – 07/08/11 15:13 –

1 other source (Politics and Technology)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Jul 08, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Washington, Jul 7 - Thank you Mr. Chairman, Workers in Hawaii and nationwide are struggling to make ends meet.

...Mazie K. Hirono Supporting Fair Union Election Rules by the National Labor Relations Board Jul 08, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks...

**Hearing Exposes Harmful Impact of NLRB’s Proposal to Rush Union Elections**

TMCnet.com – 07/08/11 15:10 –

1 other source (Politics and Technology)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB


Hearing Exposes Harmful Impact of NLRB's Proposal to Rush Union Elections Jul 08, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks...

**Gowdy: NLRB Pursuing Activist Agenda**

TMCnet.com – 07/08/11 15:09 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Jul 08, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- WASHINGTON, D.C. - Today, Representative Trey Gowdy (SC-04) released the following statement after an Education and Workforce Committee
about reducing unemployment, he’d call off his hounds at the National Labor Relations Board and get them to stop blocking that new Boeing plant.

...and flow of battles over right-to-work measures. The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics giant retaliated...

...subsidize 324,000 abortions a year through Planned Parenthood; the National Labor Relations Board will not be able to continue to pay off Obama...

...important and appropriateness of the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB’s) proposed rule changes for the conduct of union representation...

...and flow of battles over right-to-work measures. The National Labor Relations Board seeks to foist unions on employers...

...entrepreneurs from taking risks on new ventures; and Obama’s activist National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) looks to lock out its players.

...and flow of battles over right-to-work measures. The National Labor Relations Board “but both sides had to be bargaining in...
Business leaders scorch new NLRB rules change

As expected, the National Labor Relations Board’s proposal to streamline the union voting process drew both sharp criticism and strong support in a recent hearing before the House Education and Workforce Committee.

Unions: Clarifying membership issues

After reading Ed Rendell’s letter (July 4) concerning "right-to-work" states and union membership, I felt he needed correcting on several issues. Currently, no worker has to join a union in order to keep his or her job. ...administration of the union contract. I have not followed the National Labor Relations Board/Boeing issue very closely other than being aware...

Management Responsibility to Employees Demands the Proposed NLRB Rule Change, Not Its Rejection

Back in March I penned a piece titled "Unions present best path back to prosperity[1]" (Financial Times, 3-01-11), and followed it later with a piece titled "Note to Boeing’s Jim McNerney: All we are saying is give the truth - and your u. Management Responsibility to Employees Demands the Proposed NLRB Rule Change, Not Its Rejection Back in March I penned a piece titled "Unions ...

NJ right-to-work bill is DOA, Assembly speaker says

TRENTON — Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn’t stand a chance.

...school system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary? The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics...

U.S. Rep. Condemns T-Mobile’s Anti-Union Campaign in NLRB Rule Hearing

Share During yesterday’s Republican-dominated House Education and Workforce hearing on proposed rules changes by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), working men and women packed the hearing.

Rep. Condemns T-Mobile’s Anti-Union Campaign in NLRB Rule Hearing Share During yesterday’s Republican-dominated House Education and Workforce...

Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still

Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn’t stand a chance.

...and flow of battles over right-to-work measures. The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics giant retaliated...

AP: Right-to-work bill is DOA in NJ, lawmaker says

TRENTON, N.J. — Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn’t stand a chance.

...system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary?" The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics...

Workers Win Injunction Over Anti-Union Bill

BOISE (CN) - On the day it was supposed to take effect, a federal judge blocked enforcement of a state act aimed at preventing unions in Idaho from subsidizing wages to help contractors win bids, saying it conflicts with federal law.

...protection.’ With respect to market recovery programs, the NLRB has found that
they constitute concerted protected activity under Section 7:

- **Leo Hindery, Jr.: Management Responsibility to Employees Demands the Proposed NLRB Rule Change, Not Its Rejection**
  Zmarter – 07/08/11 08:26
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

- **Letters to the editor - July 8**
  Ohio.com – 07/08/11 08:06
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  ...slow, legal maze that often blocks them completely. The National Labor Relations Board is taking steps to bring critically needed fairness and...

- **EDITORIAL: NLRB’s position in Boeing case is a real reach**
  Trading Charts – 07/08/11 04:20
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  (Florence Morning News - McClatchy-Tribune Information Services via COMTEX) -- It's no secret that South Carolina is an anti-union state. A tough, independent streak among the state's working masses, coupled with tight-fisted control by the ruling elite, has made the words "right to work" seem sacrosanct.
  EDITORIAL: NLRB's position in Boeing case is a real reach (Florence Morning News - McClatchy-Tribune Information Services via COMTEX) -- It’s...

- **President Obama Wants Boeing, Workers Resolve Conflict**
  Kake – 07/08/11 01:13
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court."
  ...of time in court." Mr. Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The president restated...

- **Letters to the editor**
  TheSunNews.com – 07/08/11 00:44
  Words matched: NLRB
  U.S. budget Where's Obama's plan to cut costs? Does anyone know Obama's plan to save or reduce the expenses of Medicare, Social Security and Medicaid. ...company for building a plant in South Carolina and cry that the NLRB is demonizing the company when charging that their move here is illegal .

- **In Perspective — Freedom has gotten softer**
  Brenham Banner-Press – 07/06/11 14:50
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  Monday was the birthday of the Land of the Free. That, at least, is what this wonderful country was called by people around the world after the Declaration of Independence and a few skirmishes with King George's mercenaries.
  ...state of Washington, the company was hauled into court by the National Labor Relations Board. The government claims that the company is trying...

**NLRB Blog Mentions**

- **To a baffled Barack Hussein Obama: It is not us, it is you!**
  Open Salon – 07/10/11 16:27
  Words matched: NLRB
  I'm sorry but you never ran as much as a Lemonade stand, you appeared out of nowhere, your first notice was pictures in Chicago publications listing you as a Kenyan running for the Senate of the United States. ...the army we bring home - Shut down the EPA and the NLRB immediately - Shut down the Energy Department immediately - Shut down the Department ...”

- **In NLRB Hearing, Congressional Dems Ignore Worker; Reminisce of 1935**
  Big Government – 07/10/11 08:54
  Words matched: NLRB
  How do unelected Obama appointed NLRB board members bring about Card Check and bypass congress and secret ballot elections? On Thursday July 7th as the House Education & Workforce Committee was trying to get to the bottom of the NLRB actions in a Capitol Hill Hearing, the National Right To Work was In NLRB Hearing, Congressional Dems Ignore Worker; Reminisce of 1935 How do unelected Obama appointed NLRB board members bring about Card Check...
Are the Feds (or the Fed) Really That Clueless?
Big Government – 07/10/11 06:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Sometimes we wonder what has become obvious to a majority of Americans really has eluded our ruling class in Washington. “We don’t have a precise read on why this slower pace of growth is persisting,” said Federal Reserve Chief Ben Bernanke at the Fed’s June 22 press conference.
...soon to be the highest in the world, and the most anti-business National Labor Relations Board in memory. Wage earners who make over $200,000 a...

It’s Always Owners vs. Workers, Even in the NFL
They Gave Us a Republic – 07/10/11 06:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The NFL owners’ lockout is likely to end this month with owners fucking over players yet again. When it does, remember this from Dave Zim at The Nation: Mackey was the first president of the NFL Players Association following the NFL-AFL merger.
...team* and the NFLPA became the first sports union recognized by the National Labor Relations Board. In 1970, Mackey organized the league’s first...

Good grief, didn’t anyone go to negotiating school? Feckless Mitch McConnell:
"Nobody is talking about not raising the debt ceiling"
Doug Ross @ Journal – 07/09/11 23:34 –
Words matched: NLRB
Hey, Mitch: if you're not prepared to walk away from the table, it's not negotiating, it's begging. McConnell discussed the debt ceiling negotiations with Brett Baier on Fox News Sunday.
It's the rest of the bloated, useless federal bureaucracy (like the EPA and the NLRB) that would have to be furloughed. And that's a bad thing?

Should Union Workers Have Dues Deducted From Paychecks?
UnionSmart – 07/09/11 21:08 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn’t stand a chance.
...and flow of battles over right-to-work measures. The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics giant retaliated...

Political Digest for July 10, 2011
Marathon Pundit – 07/09/11 05:48 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Collapse note sent to me Just finished the new book. The most politically-incorrect publication I’ve ever read. I loved it. I’m ordering 20 copies for my insensitive friends.
...this? As with all such business decisions, there were many. But the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) a five-member agency created in 1935 by...

One positive thought to hold on to
Doug Ross @ Journal – 07/09/11 03:01 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Here's one happy thought on the economy: Irwin Stelzer reminds us that a lot of what is wrong with stagnant growth and high unemployment now is fixable.
...plant. Not to be outdone in the job-stifling race, the National Labor Relations Board is challenging Boeing's right to open a new plant on the...

Cruising the Web
Doug Ross @ Journal – 07/09/11 02:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Now this would be a cool location for a luxury home. The wealthy who want a flat near London will be able to get a townhouse on the grounds of Bentley Priory, the location from which Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding planned the Battle of Britain.
...is working to block Obama from filling upcoming vacancies in the National Labor Relations Board. That would leave the board deadlocked with only...

High Impact Diaries: July 8, 2011
Daily Kos – 07/08/11 20:56 –
Words matched: NLRB
Welcome to sports08 (user_id 314589) who registered at 2011-07-09 04:33:38 EDT, the most recent of 68 in the preceding 24 hours. Yesterday 245 Kogs posted 282 diaries of which 266 were recommended at least once by a cadre of 2486 recommending readers and viewed by 5932; 140 diaries were recommended...
...106 16 12 46 0.19 House Republicans hold hearing to complain about, threaten
Five Ways Obama Tanked Employment
The Foundry Blog – 07/08/11 17:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
President Obama’s defenders are taking to the airwaves to rebut the charge that his actions have caused the dire employment figure we see today. The rebuttals mirror those the President is making, and they sure don’t lack in audacity.

...emphasizes the Labor Department’s focus on litigation against employers. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) is twisting the law into pretzels...

Rat Balloons Are Approved By The NLRB
UnionSmart – 07/08/11 14:33 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
If you have not already seen the infamous “inflatable rat” in a neighborhood near you, it is likely that you are going to see one soon. This comes as a result of a recent decision by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) finding that the use of inflatable rat-shaped balloons -- in and of itself -- Rat Balloons Are Approved By The NLRB If you have not already seen the infamous inflatable rat in a neighborhood near you, it is likely that...

Farmers Field: AEG’s Stadium Named for Insurance Company That Cheats Its Workers
Ron Kaye L.A. – 07/08/11 13:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The irony is too sweet to let slip by unnoticed. Our city officials who posture as the great defenders of working men and women and their unions are negotiating a deal with AEG to build a downtown football stadium emblazoned with giant letters promoting a company notorious for cheating its workers.

...anti-labor practices go back at least 40 years to a National Labor Relations Board ruling that upheld the right of the association of Farmers...

NLRB overreach report--version 9.2
Doug Ross @ Journal – 07/08/11 11:39 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, nlrb
Palos Heights, IL--my hometown The June unemployment figures our out--and the jobless rate increased again--it's now at 9.2 percent. Remember, the Obama administration promised that the unemployment rate would not exceed 8 percent when it was selling its since-failed economic stimulus. NLRB overreach report--version 9.2 Palos Heights, IL--my hometown The June unemployment figures our out--and the jobless rate increased again--it’s...

Morning Bell: An Economy in Panic
The Foundry Blog – 07/08/11 10:33 –
Words matched: NLRB
There’s no good way to spin the news that came out today’s monthly U.S. jobs report. The economy generated only 18,000 total new jobs, the unemployment rate increased to 9.

Obamacare, his incessant meddling in business (whether through the EPA or the NLRB) and the uncertainty those actions generate that are weighing on U.S....

U.S. Rep. Condemns T-Mobile’s Anti-Union Campaign in NLRB Rule Hearing
UnionSmart – 07/08/11 10:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
During yesterday’s Republican-dominated House Education and Workforce hearing on proposed rules changes by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), working men and women packed the hearing Rep. Condemns T-Mobile’s Anti-Union Campaign in NLRB Rule Hearing During yesterday’s Republican-dominated House Education and Workforce hearing...

Former NLRB Chief Warns Against Board’s ‘Radical’ Snap Elections Rule
The Foundry Blog – 07/08/11 10:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board on Thursday blasted a proposed rule that would expedite elections for workplace unionization, insisting the proposed rule represents a “radical manipulation of the board’s election process” and an attempt to “tilt the process in favor of organi Former NLRB Chief Warns Against Board’s Radical Snap Elections Rule A former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board on Thursday blasted...

The Fight Against the NLRB and Quickie Elections
GetLiberty.org – 07/08/11 09:57 –
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House Republicans hold hearing to complain about, threaten NLRB

By: Edward P. Shallow

The stakes just went up in the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) attack on Right to Work. The Republican freakout over the National Labor Relations Board continued this week, with the House Education and Workforce Committee holding a hearing on the NLRB's proposed rule changes to streamline elections by reducing frivolous legislation and abuses.

Have a great link you'd like me to review? Drop me an email. Bloggers: you can install a Larwyn's Linx blog widget! Nation Obama Official Lied To Congress About Clandestine Amnesty: Lid Beware of Dr. Obama, and the NMB Outlived Their Purpose?: Hideout Former White House Economic Adviser:

The Power of DeRegulation

By Diana Furchtgott-Roth

WASHINGTON-Most Americans know the biggest problem in America today: too few jobs. Yet, by executive action alone, President Obama could create more jobs without spending another dime, generating billions of additional dollars in income tax revenues for Treasury coffers.

...executive branch, and at "independent" agencies, such as the National Labor Relations Board, which has quasi-judicial functions. Tougher regulations...

Chart of the Day

Back in April, President Obama's National Labor Relations Board sued Boeing seeking to prevent the opening of a second aircraft assembly plant in South Carolina, a right to work state.

Chart of the Day Back in April, President Obama’s National Labor Relations Board sued Boeing seeking to prevent the opening of a second aircraft...
SEATTLE, 28 de julio de 2011 (NLRB) — El presidente Barack Obama pidió una vez más a la empresa aeronáutica Boeing Co. y sus obreros que resuelvan su desacuerdo laboral sin “perder mucho tiempo en los tribunales”.

...mandatario por la demanda que presentó la Junta Nacional de Relaciones Laborales (NLRB, por sus siglas en inglés) contra la empresa por su empeño...

- 07/09/11 15:33 –

El presidente estadounidense Barack Obama pidió una vez más a la empresa aeronáutica Boeing Co. y sus obreros que resuelvan el diferendo laboral sin "perder mucho tiempo en los tribunales" y que impide a la firma producir sus aviones en una nueva planta que montó en el estado de Carolina del Sur,...

...iniciada por el organismo federal Junta Nacional de Relaciones Laborales (National Labor Relations Board) contra la empresa por su empeño de...

- 07/09/11 11:32 –

SEATTLE (AP) — El presidente Barack Obama pidió una vez más a la empresa aeronáutica Boeing Co. y sus obreros que resuelvan el diferendo laboral sin "perder mucho tiempo en los tribunales" y que impide a la firma producir sus aviones en una nueva planta que montó en el estado de Carolina del Sur,...

...incoada por el organismo federal Junta Nacional de Relaciones Laborales (National Labor Relations Board) contra la empresa por su empeño de trasladar...

- 07/09/11 10:08 –

SEATTLE (AP) — El presidente Barack Obama pidió una vez más a la empresa aeronáutica Boeing Co. y sus obreros que resuelvan el diferendo laboral sin "perder mucho tiempo en los tribunales" y que impide a la firma producir sus aviones en una nueva planta que montó en el estado de Carolina del Sur,...

...incoada por el organismo federal Junta Nacional de Relaciones Laborales (National Labor Relations Board) contra la empresa por su empeño de trasladar...

- 07/09/11 11:31 –

SEATTLE (AP) — El presidente Barack Obama pidió una vez más a la empresa aeronáutica Boeing Co. y sus obreros que resuelvan el diferendo laboral sin "perder mucho tiempo en los tribunales" y que impide a la firma producir sus aviones en una nueva planta que montó en el estado de Carolina del Sur,...

...incoada por el organismo federal Junta Nacional de Relaciones Laborales (National Labor Relations Board) contra la empresa por su empeño de...

- 07/09/11 09:41 –

El presidente Barack Obama pidió una vez más a la empresa aeronáutica Boeing Co. y sus obreros que resuelvan el diferendo laboral sin "perder mucho tiempo en los tribunales". ...

...mandatario por la demanda que presentó la Junta Nacional de Relaciones Laborales (NLRB, por sus siglas en inglés) contra la empresa por su empeño...

- 07/09/11 07:35 –

El presidente Barack Obama pidió una vez más a la empresa aeronáutica Boeing Co. y sus obreros que resuelvan el diferendo laboral sin "perder mucho tiempo en los tribunales" que impide a la firma producir sus aviones en una nueva planta que montó en el estado de Carolina del Sur, donde los sindic...

...incoada por el organismo federal Junta Nacional de Relaciones Laborales...
President Obama says he hopes Boeing, workers can resolve labour conflict
Dawson Creek Daily News – 07/09/11 06:12 –
23 other sources (Prince George Citizen, Kamloops News, …)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Obama wants Boeing, workers resolve conflict
The Gulf Today – 07/09/11 04:05 –
8 other sources (Chronicle Journal, Metro - Ottawa, …)
Words matched: NLRB
SEATTLE: President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court. ...
...possible products and sell them as aggressively as possible. The NLRB alleges that Boeing retaliated against its unionized work force in Washington ...

Obama wants Boeing, workers resolve conflict(3)
BioPortfolio – 07/08/11 20:41 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
(R&D Magazine via BioPortfolio) President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court.
..."wasting a lot of time in court."Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV...

Leo Hindery, Jr.: Management Responsibility to Employees Demands the Proposed NLRB Rule Change, Not Its Rejection
Zmarter – 07/08/11 08:26 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Putting 'labor' back in NLRB
Los Angeles Times – 07/11/11 05:40 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
New rules from the board curtail some of the maneuvers used to keep workers from organizing.
Putting 'labor' back in NLRB New rules from the board curtail some of the maneuvers used to keep workers from organizing. One of Congress' responses...

Give me liberty or give me debt
WND – 07/11/11 01:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Many times in life we find ourselves at major crossroads. When we do, difficult and often painful decisions must be made. America finds itself in that very position today.
...that is why we need unions. Government departments like the National Labor Relations Board and unions will protect the people and meet their...

New Order to Nix Bad Regulations
The Wall Street Journal – 07/11/11 00:14 –
1 other source (The Wall Street Journal - World News)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Barack Obama is expanding his administration's campaign against what he has referred to as "dumb" regulations by pressuring independent agencies to comb their books for outdated rules.
...regulations. Independent agencies including the Securities and Exchange Commission and National Labor Relations Board were exempt from the rule, raising...

K N I G H T :  Obama's assault on the rule of law - Washington Times
Newsvine – 07/10/11 21:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
When Timothy F. Geithner whipped out his pocket Constitution in May to address the debt-ceiling issue, the rivers in Hades must have been packed with ice-skaters.
...White House press conference where both men trashed Arizona. Using the National Labor Relations Board as a goon squad. The NLRB sued in April...

Misery Index Climbing, Curb Spending, Taxes
Hartford Courant – 07/10/11 19:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Remember the Misery Index? It tends to reappear whenever the economy exhibits a
couple of unwelcome trends in unusual tandem: not just a high unemployment rate but more inflation, too.

...about reducing unemployment, he'd call off his hounds at the National Labor Relations Board and get them to stop blocking that new Boeing plant...

Letter: Right-wing disinformation is agenda-driven, not truth

Michigan Live – 07/10/11 17:28 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Voice: Patrick Hardin, Flint Readers of the Flint Journals ‘Your Voices’ should understand that the view expressed there are not fact checked, Sadly, this has allowed the section to become a venue for right wing, anti-worker disinformation.

...anti-jobs, Your Voices, July 5) is the latest example. The National Labor Relations Board is an independent U.S. government agency. Its purpose is...

Bears & Bulls: 'Government! & Hollywood' jobs are increased by unions

Examiner.com – 07/10/11 14:06 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

It isn’t often that an unemployment question literally puts the Fox News Bulls and Bears team in stitches but this challenge did just that Sunday: "Give me one example where unions have actually increased employment.

...dias of a union gathering enough signatures to file a petition Proposed National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) rule would force elections in 10-21...

Economic skid: Progressive fixes show no signs of working

Sun-Sentinel.com – 07/10/11 04:19 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The economy is skidding, and President Obama is fresh out of "progressive" fixes. To create the appearance of action, the President promotes education, even though millions of recent graduates are working at venues like Starbucks, and taps the strategic petroleum reserve, when stalling growth has a

...President Obama’s thumb-on-the-scale-for-unions National Labor Relations Board are causing manufacturers, who are enjoying some new growth, to...

Payne: Obama’s War on Jobs

The Detroit News (AP) – 07/10/11 01:17 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

June’s backward slide to 9.2 percent unemployment - just 18,000 jobs were created - at a time when Americas is two years into recovery, should come as no surprise.

...economist Sean McAlinden. -The War on Boeing Obama appointees at the National Labor Relations Board have opened a new front against Boeing, one the...

Editorial: Get to work creating jobs

The Detroit News (AP) – 07/10/11 01:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Current approach isn't working, so let's try something different. Another distressing jobs report should move the Obama administration and Congress toward a far different approach to putting Americas back to work.

...protested a sharp tilt in favor of unions at Obama’s National Labor Relations Board. Job creators are looking for assurance that the federal...

Two Lockouts That Have Different Playbooks


Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The N.F.L.’s labor dispute commenced in March with all of the subtlety of an eight-man blitz. Within hours, the players had dissolved their union and sued the league, and the owners had imposed a lockout.

...alternative is to seek an advantage through labor law, and specifically through the National Labor Relations Board. In May, the N.F.L. players...

NFL, players get closer to deal that would end lockout


Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Aaron Kuriloff and Eben Novy-Williams (Bloomberg) -- Negotiators for National Football League owners and players are close to agreeing on how to divide a projected S9.

...practices. The league countered that the dispute is governed by the National Labor Relations Board and the court lacked jurisdiction to issue the injunction .

N.B.A. Lockout Puts Prospective Players on Hold


Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA

NLRB-FOIA-00002603
The N.F.L.'s labor dispute commenced in March with all of the subtlety of an eight-man blitz. Within hours, the players had dissolved their union and sued the league, and the owners had imposed a lockout.  

...alternative is to seek an advantage through labor law, and specifically through the National Labor Relations Board. In May, the N.B.A. players...

**Obama wants Boeing, workers resolve conflict**

9News.com – 07/09/11 10:51 –

32 other sources (CBS MoneyWatch.com, Jacksonville.com (AP), ...)

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

SEATTLE (AP) - President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court. ..."wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV...

**Obama quiere que Boeing solucione su conflicto laboral**

Chron.com – 07/09/11 09:32 –

2 other sources (Charter, MSN Latino)

**Words matched:** NLRB

El presidente Barack Obama pidió una vez más a la Boeing Co. y sus obreros que solucionen su desacuerdo laboral sin "perder mucho tiempo en los tribunales". ...mandatario por la demanda que presentó la Junta Nacional de Relaciones Laborales (NLRB, por sus siglas en inglés) contra la empresa por su empeño...

**John Mackey: A revolutionary player on the field, a true force off of it**

Chicago Tribune – 07/09/11 08:00 –

1 other source (The Baltimore Sun)

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

Former Colts tight end made his most lasting contributions as head of the players union

...team," and the NFLPA became the first sports union recognized by the National Labor Relations Board. In 1970, Mr. Mackey organized the league's...

**Obama quiere que la Boeing y sus obreros solucionen conflicto laboral**

MSN Latino – 07/09/11 07:33 –

1 other source (Chron.com)

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

SEATTLE (AP) — El presidente Barack Obama pidió una vez más a la empresa aeronáutica Boeing Co. y sus obreros que soluciones el diferendo laboral sin "perder mucho tiempo en los tribunales" y que impide a la firma producir sus aviones en una nueva planta que montó en el estado de Carolina del Sur, d

...incidencia por el organismo federal Junta Nacional de Relaciones Laborales (National Labor Relations Board) contra la empresa por su empeño de trasladar...

**The Economic Uncertainty Caused by Political Uncertainty**

ArticlesBase.com – 07/09/11 03:55 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

Although every single economic enhancement program launched by this administration has been a failure, you do have to give it credit for trying since the failures happened is so many different ways: - Failure Type 1 - these failures spent a lot of taxpayer money to incentivize economic behavior tha

...give them to Americans. However, the Obama administration via the National Labor Relations Board has intervened and sued Boeing over the move.

**Dismal jobs report sours nation's mood**

Pittsburgh Tribune Review – 07/09/11 03:25 –

1 other source (Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (AP))

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

The news on Friday that the U.S. economy again is slumping put a damper on Ryan McNamara's plans to take in a Pirates game. McNamara, 21, of Grove City will graduate next year from Indiana University of Pennsylvania with a degree in communications, and he said the outlook for a local job was bad.

...by agencies, such as the Environmental Protection Agency and the National Labor Relations Board, make business owners reluctant to hire. Economic...

**Lawmaker: N.J. unions needn't sweat right-to-work bill**

Philly.com – 07/09/11 03:15 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

TRENTON - Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight last month over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature, are being told a new antunion bill doesn't stand a chance.

...system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary?" The National Labor
Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics...

Scorecard: By the numbers
TwinCities.com – 07/09/11 01:29 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
...two-week extension of the original strike deadline caused by a National Labor Relations Board action, players stage first midseason strike in baseball...

Obama Wants Boeing, Workers Resolve Conflict
WSB-TV – 07/08/11 21:59 –
3 other sources (The New York Times, WFTV Channel 9, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
SEATTLE — President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court.
..."wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV...

President Obama says he hopes Boeing, workers can resolve labor conflict
1 other source (The Republic (AP))
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
SEATTLE — President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court.
...without wasting a lot of time in court. Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV...

Sport-by-Sport Stoppages Chronology
My San Antonio (AP) – 07/08/11 21:53 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
BASEBALL 1972 March 31 — Player representatives of the Major League Baseball Players Association, in a 47-0 vote, authorize a strike to begin April 1.
...two-week extension of the original strike deadline caused by a National Labor Relations Board action, players stage first midseason strike in baseball...

Details released on July 18-19 open meeting about proposed election rule amendments
Democratic Underground – 07/08/11 21:49 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Details released on July 18-19 open meeting about proposed election rule amendments
...and advocacy communities have registered to make presentations at the National Labor Relations Board's open meeting on its recently-proposed...

John C. Truesdale, NLRB chairman and staff member, dies at 89
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
John C. Truesdale, a stalwart of the National Labor Relations Board who was called back from retirement to serve as chairman and tackled a severe backlog of cases at the core of the agency’s functions, died of cancer July 3 at a hospital in Martinsburg, W.
John C. Truesdale, NLRB chairman and staff member, dies at 89 John C . Truesdale, a stalwart of the National Labor Relations Board who was called...

Five Ways Obama Tanked Employment
Free Republic – 07/08/11 19:24 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
President Obama's defenders are taking to the airwaves to rebut the charge that his actions have caused the dire employment figure we see today. The rebuttals mirror those the President is making, and they sure don’t lack in audacity.
...emphasizes the Labor Department’s focus on litigation against employers . The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) is twisting the law into pretzels...

NLRB finds merit in union charge
My San Antonio (AP) – 07/08/11 18:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board has “found merit” to a charge made by the union representing striking workers at San Antonio flour mill C.H. Guenther & Son Inc.
NLRB finds merit in union charge The National Labor Relations Board has found merit to a charge made by the union representing striking workers...
National Labor Relations Board and the court lacked jurisdiction to issue the injunction.

No, but you also see the government and whether it's the National Labor Relations Board and the court lacked jurisdiction to issue the injunction.

"Obviously this appears to be a great victory for the owners," said Stanford law professor William B. Gould, former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board.

"But both sides had to be bargaining in..."

"Obviously this appears to be a great victory for the owners," said Stanford law professor William B. Gould, former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board.

"But both sides had to be bargaining in..."

"Obviously this appears to be a great victory for the owners," said Stanford law professor William B. Gould, former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board.

"But both sides had to be bargaining in..."

"Obviously this appears to be a great victory for the owners," said Stanford law professor William B. Gould, former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board.

"But both sides had to be bargaining in..."

"Obviously this appears to be a great victory for the owners," said Stanford law professor William B. Gould, former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board.

"But both sides had to be bargaining in..."

"Obviously this appears to be a great victory for the owners," said Stanford law professor William B. Gould, former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board.

"But both sides had to be bargaining in..."

"Obviously this appears to be a great victory for the owners," said Stanford law professor William B. Gould, former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board.

"But both sides had to be bargaining in..."
Republicans have been in talks with their counterparts in the Senate...

- **The List, Obama's One Hundred and Twenty Eighth Week in Office**
  Free Republic – 07/08/11 10:57 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Obama's One Hundred and Twenty Eighth Week in Office "The List" for 7/7/2011 It's 3am and Nobody's There Flashback: Terrorist Mark Rudd's Warning on the Destruction of America's Defenses The House of Representatives voted to forbid the Pentagon from providing military equipment, training, advice...With Gay Activists? Obama tries to distance himself from the NLRB Board he himself appointed ICE Memo Reveals new Obama Administration Plan to...

- **Right-to-work bill is DOA in NJ, lawmaker says**
  Philly.com – 07/08/11 10:13 –
  4 other sources (Seattlepi.com, The Seattle Times, ...)
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  TRENTON, N.J. - Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn't stand a chance.
  ...and flow of battles over right-to-work measures. The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics giant retaliated...

- **Lawmaker says anti-union bill is DOA in N.J.**
  NorthJersey.com – 07/08/11 09:13 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn't stand a chance.
  ...system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary? The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics...

- **NJ right-to-work bill is DOA, Assembly speaker says**
  The Asbury Park Press (AP) – 07/08/11 08:59 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  TRENTON — Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn't stand a chance.
  ...school system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary? The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics...

- **It's...Back! The Misery Index Rises Again**
  Free Republic – 07/08/11 08:49 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  Remember the Misery Index? It tends to reappear whenever the economy exhibits a couple of unwelcome trends in unusual tandem: not just a high unemployment rate but more inflation, too.
  ...about reducing unemployment, he'd call off his hounds at the National Labor Relations Board and get them to stop blocking that new Boeing plant...

- **House Education and the Workforce Committee Hearing: "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Worker's Free Choice."; Testimony by Peter Schaumber, Former Chairman, National Labor Relations Board**
  LexisNexis – 07/08/11 08:21 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  "...Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Worker's Free Choice."; Testimony by Peter Schaumber, Former Chairman, National Labor Relations Board

- **AP: Right-to-work bill is DOA in NJ, lawmaker says**
  Seattlepi.com – 07/08/11 07:18 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn't stand a chance.
  ...system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary? The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics...

- **Fox News All-Stars**
  LexisNexis – 07/08/11 00:53 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  Bret Baier, Charles Krauthammer, Jonah Goldberg, Kirsten Powers (BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) BARACK OBAMA, (D) PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES: The economy

---

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA

NLRB-FOIA-00002607
Progress toward a new N.F.L. labor deal slowed Friday when a federal appeals court gave the league a narrow victory, ruling that its lockout of players could continue. ...rookies and free agents. William Gould, the former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board and now a professor at Stanford Law School, said...

HEARING EXPOSES HARMFUL IMPACT OF NLRB'S PROPOSAL TO RUSH UNION ELECTIONS
LexisNexis – 07/07/11 11:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
JOHN KLINE, REPRESENTATIVE, HOUSE For Immediate Release Hearing Exposes Harmful Impact of NLRB's Proposal to Rush Union Elections Contact: Press Office (202) 226-9440 July 7, 2011 WASHINGTON, D. HEARING EXPOSES HARMFUL IMPACT OF NLRB'S PROPOSAL TO RUSH UNION ELECTIONS JOHN KLINE, REPRESENTATIVE, HOUSE For Immediate Release Hearing Exposes ...

Putting 'labor' back in NLRB
Ohio Standard – 07/11/11 06:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, second left, listens to a witness testify at a House Oversight and Government Reform Committee hearing in North Charleston, South Carolina, U.

NLRB’s meddling is an abuse of power
The Buffalo News (AP) – 07/11/11 00:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
A July 5 letter writer states that the National Labor Relations Board is doing the right thing in the Boeing dispute because “if indeed Boeing transferred production in reprisal for workers exercising their protected rights, the company acted in violation of the law.

NLRB Affirms AFM Jurisdiction To Bargain
Music Industry News Network – 07/10/11 16:32 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A three-judge panel of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has affirmed that the Musical Arts Association (MAA), which runs The Cleveland Orchestra, violated federal labor law by refusing to bargain with the American Federation of Musicians (AFM) regarding terms and conditions of employment re

Labor board chief who cleaned up backlog of cases dies
The Bulletin (AP) – 07/10/11 16:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
John Truesdale, a stalwart of the National Labor Relations Board who was called back from retirement to serve as chairman and tackled a severe backlog of cases at the core of the agency’s functions, died of cancer July 3 at a hospital in Martinsburg, W.

Just doing its job
PhillyBurbs.com – 07/10/11 06:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Some conservatives and business groups are insanely upset at the National Labor Relations Board for being what they call "hyperactive", but they are comparing the functioning NLRB of today to the totally dysfunctional NLRB of the Bush-Cheney era.

Obama wants Boeing, workers resolve conflict(3)
R&D Mag – 07/09/11 11:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV interview aired Friday night.
The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be displayed properly. We recommend you upgrade to the latest version of Internet Explorer.

Obama wants Boeing, workers resolve conflict - AP Politics

President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV interview aired Friday night. The president restated an earlier comment that "businesses should be able to locate wherever they want to operate" and have to follow the law.

NLRB Expands July 18-19 Open Meeting on Ambush Election Proposal

Attention job creators (and those who do not want a union in their work lives): If you are concerned about the Obama administration's latest assault on America's job creators, as well as union bosses putting more of a stranglehold on the economy through President Obama's National Labor Relations Board's proposed rule changes, you're invited to attend an open meeting to hear new rules proposed by the National Labor Relations Board.

Hearing Exposes Harmful Impact of NLRB's Proposal to Rush Union Elections

The hearing on the harmful impact of the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) proposed rule changes for the conduct of union elections drew both sharp criticism and strong support in a recent hearing before the House Education and Workforce Committee.

Business leaders scorch new NLRB rules change

As expected, the National Labor Relations Board's proposal to streamline the union voting process drew both sharp criticism and strong support in a recent hearing before the House Education and Workforce Committee.


AFL-CIO - 07/08/11 09:55 -

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Share
Share During yesterday’s Republican-dominated House Education and Workforce hearing on proposed rules changes by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), working men and women packed the hearing.
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Key Individuals to the top

- **Calls for update on future of Connolly Barracks in Longford**
  Shannonside – 07/12/11 04:55 –
  Words matched: Brian Hayes
  A Longford Westmeath Fianna Fail TD is calling on the Government to stop dragging its heals on Connolly Barracks in Longford. It's over a month since the Minister for State for Public Service Reform and the Office of Public Works Brian Hayes came down to review the site.
  ...for State for Public Service Reform and the Office of Public Works Brian Hayes came down to review the site. The Minister was also presented ...

- **Man pleads guilty to charges in fatal crash**
  Observer-Reporter.com (AP) – 07/12/11 04:00 –
  Words matched: Brian Hayes
  By Linda Metz, Staff writer lmetz@observer-reporter.com Kenneth L. Lloyd Jr.
  Monday pleaded guilty to having consumed both alcohol and marijuana prior to crashing his car on Toll 43, killing his girlfriend, 24-year-old Erin Myers.
  ...Fallowfield Township Oct. 10, 2009. According to state police Trooper Brian Hayes, Lloyd was traveling southbound when his car went off the right...

- **La Trobe Uni podcasts sharing Gaga-like rankings**
  Heidelberg Leader – 07/12/11 02:30 –
  Words matched: Mark Pearce
  WHAT do Lady Gaga and La Trobe University have in common? Both are topping the charts on iTunes. The Bundoora university has become the online music distributor’s No.
  ...downloaded list. La Trobe’s director of media and communications, Mark Pearce, said when the uni’s podcasts featured on the iTunesU homepage ...

- **Runaway board**
  Fredericksburg.com – 07/12/11 00:51 –
  Words matched: Craig Becker
  Remember card check? It's baaaaack!
...parties. President Obama’s nomination for the swing vote, Craig Becker (associate general counsel of the Service Employees International Union).

The budget will be harsh — and Enda can’t deny it
Irish Examiner.com – 07/11/11 20:45 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
JUST a few short weeks ago, as the Government marked its first 100 days in office with a press conference, Taoiseach Enda Kenny stressed that there would be no income tax increases in December’s budget.
...the €3.6bn originally intended. And his junior minister at finance, Brian Hayes, has suggested cutting as much as possible. “It may well be sensible...

Week of
ProFootballTalk - NBC Sports – 07/11/11 00:29 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
MONDAY: Zakk & Jack/FOX Sports Radio (8:00 a.m. ET); Brian Hayes/TSN Radio 1050 Toronto (10:30 a.m. ET). TUESDAY: Armando Salguero and Larry Milian/WFTL FL.
Week of MONDAY: Zakk & Jack/FOX Sports Radio (8:00 a.m. ET); Brian Hayes/TSN Radio 1050 Toronto (10:30 a.m. ET). TUESDAY: Armando Salguero and...

Court won't keep McCormick Place reforms in place
Belleville News-Democrat – 07/11/11 23:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
CHICAGO -- A federal appeals court has rejected a request by McCormick Place officials to keep labor changes in effect while they appeal a ruling the changes violated federal law.
...the legislators’ action overturned collective bargaining rights in violation of the National Labor Relations Act. Although the U. S. Court of...

McCormick Place loses bid for time
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
McCormick Place officials today lost their attempt to keep state-imposed labor changes in place at the convention center while they pursue an appeal of a federal court ruling against them.
U.S. District Judge Ronald Guzman ruled in March that the National Labor Relations Act pre-empts states from enacting legislation that interferes...

Federal appeals court refuses to keep McCormick Place reforms in place during legal battle
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
CHICAGO — A federal appeals court has rejected a request by McCormick Place officials to keep labor changes in effect while they appeal a ruling the changes violated federal law.
...the legislators’ action overturned collective bargaining rights in violation of the National Labor Relations Act. Although the U. S. Court of...

McCormick Place can't keep work rules, court says
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Today's Headlines 7/11/2011 McCormick Place can't keep work rules, court says.
Boyden taps insider Trina Gordon for CEO Illinois Realtors group had wrong home sale prices: report Stocks slide on Europe's debt woes Radio vet Steve Dahl turns to paid podcasting Illinois gets $10 mil.
...temporary injunction, ruling that the MPEA's new rules violated the National Labor Relations Act by interfering with the ability of private-sector...

48--Parts Kit, Valve
Federal Business Opportunities – 07/11/11 17:40 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial supplies prepared in accordance with the format in FAR Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.
...on Veterans; 52.222-40 Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act, 52.223-18 Contractor Policy to Ban Text Messaging ...
The legislators' action overturned collective bargaining rights in violation of the National Labor Relations Act. Although the U. S. Court of...
Uncertainty keeps economy from creating new U.S. jobs
Daily World – 07/12/11 03:36 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
It wasn't a great start to a Friday. The latest employment numbers came out, and they didn't paint a pretty picture. According to the Labor Department, nonfarm jobs rose by only 18,000 in June, woefully short of the 90,000 economists had predicted.
...U.S. are non-union. Obama's appointees to the National Labor Relations Board continue to try to muscle through pro-union regulations that Congress...

Labor Relations Expert Oliver Bell Selected to Present Before the NLRB: Opposes Adverse Employee Impact of Proposed Changes to Union Election Procedures
American Banking News – 07/12/11 05:52 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Labor Relations Expert Oliver Bell Selected to Present Before the NLRB: Opposes Adverse Employee Impact of Proposed Changes to Union Election Procedures
Oliver J. Labor Relations Expert Oliver Bell Selected to Present Before the NLRB: Opposes Adverse Employee Impact of Proposed Changes to Union Election Procedures

Utah's Huntsman passes on SC senator's pledge - AP Politics
The Charleston Gazette – 07/12/11 03:28 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Associated Press GREER, S.C. (AP) - Former Utah Gov. Jon Huntsman, who would like to be the Republican nominee in the White House race, said Tuesday he's not about to sign the spending limit pledge that a South Carolina senator has turned into a threshold test for 2012 presidential hopefuls see...
...Huntsman tapped another topic that blew out of South Carolina: the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing Co. The NLRB claims that...

Utah's Huntsman passes on SC senator's pledge
Saturday Gazette-Mail – 07/12/11 03:17 –
2 other sources (The Patriot Ledger (AP), DailyComet.com)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
GREER, S.C. (AP) - Former Utah Gov. Jon Huntsman, who would like to be the Republican nominee in the White House race, said Tuesday he's not about to sign the spending limit pledge that a South Carolina senator has turned into a threshold test for 2012 presidential hopefuls seeking his support.
...Huntsman tapped another topic that blew out of South Carolina: the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing Co. The NLRB claims that...

Utah's Huntsman passes on SC senator's pledge - AP Politics - The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be displayed properly. We recommend
The Charleston Gazette – 07/12/11 03:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Cut, Cap and Balance pledge has been gaining political clout. Eight GOP presidential candidates have signed it, as have four governors, 12 U.S. senators and 35 House members.
...Huntsman tapped another topic that blew out of South Carolina: the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing Co. The NLRB claims that...

Haley under fire for N.Y. trip: Fundraising event held at time of veto vote
Post and Courier (AP) – 07/12/11 01:00 –
COLUMBIA -- Gov. Nikki Haley's most recent campaign disclosure report released Sunday reveals that she raised nearly $32,000 from mostly out-of-state sources while she was in New York late last month.

...made several recent trips to Washington, including some to fight the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the Boeing Co. The governor's...

---

**Runaway board**

Fredericksburg.com – 07/12/11 00:51 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Remember card check? It's baaaack!

...interest groups that I've ever seen." He's talking about the National Labor Relations Board's cozy relationship with Big Labor. By law, the NLRB...

---

**Utah's Huntsman passes on S.C. senator's pledge**

Post and Courier (AP) – 07/12/11 00:20 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

GREER -- Former Utah Gov. Jon Huntsman, who would like to be the Republican nominee in the White House race, said Tuesday he's not about to sign the spending limit pledge that a South Carolina senator has turned into a threshold test for 2012 presidential hopefuls seeking his support.

...Huntsman tapped another topic that blew out of South Carolina: the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing Co. The NLRB claims that...

---

**Haley says budget will get back to basics**

TheState.com – 07/12/11 00:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Gov. Nikki Haley said she will use her first executive budget in January to take a "back-to-basics" approach to a range of issues vital to the long-term future of the state.

...schools. As she has in the past, Haley roundly criticized the National Labor Relations Board for its suit against Boeing for locating a 787 Dreamliner...

---

**Democrats lambaste S.C. Gov. Nikki Haley for private New York visit**

TheSunNews.com – 07/12/11 00:08 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

COLUMBIA -- Gov. Nikki Haley's most recent campaign disclosure report released Sunday reveals that she raised nearly $32,000 from mostly out-of-state sources while she was in New York late last month.

...made several recent trips to Washington, including some to fight the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the Boeing Co. The governor's...

---

**Ideologues have ruined government**

Roanoke Times (AP) – 07/12/11 00:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Ideologues of all persuasions seldom compromise their goals. Just look at what those in Washington D.C., have put into place in less than 30 months. Obamacare:

Although the president promised that current health care coverage could be retained, a McKinsey Survey of companies finds that 30 percent m

...pension funds were given billions in stimulus money, and the National Labor Relations Board has been packed with union lawyers who rule against...

---

**UNSHARED SACRIFICE**

NYC Independent Media Center – 07/11/11 23:10 –
Words matched: NLRB

NYC union construction workers make major adjustments to our wages for the benefit of the developers...

...be able to do this by one-contractor-at-a-time NLRB elections, we need to organize areawide strikes against all of the scab contractors in a...

---

**Himes embraces role of TV talking head, debuts on "Squawk Box"**

Stamford Advocate – 07/11/11 21:53 –
3 other sources (NewsTimes.com (AP), Greenwich Time, ...) Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

INGLEWOOD CLIFFS, N.J. -- He'll never be confused with CNBC's other Jim, the loud mouthed, stock picking Jim Cramer. But Jim Himes is becoming a commodity for television bookers, especially on the financial talk show circuit, where the second-term congressman from Connecticut is becoming a go-to vo

...to a recent complaint filed against Boeing Co. by the National Labor Relations Board alleging that the aviation giant opened an assembly line...

---

**NLRB Plans Conference at Posh DC Hotel on the Taxpayers’ Dime**


In a 34-page decision, Judge Lee R. West said an investigation would interfere with the tribe’s inherent sovereignty. He issued a preliminary injunction that prohibits the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) from looking into allegations raised by the International Brotherhood of Teamsters.

Roby Questions Altered Union Election Plan Proposed by the National Labor Relations Board in Committee Hearing
Politics and Technology – 07/11/11 17:19 –

The AHA and its American Society for Healthcare Human Resources Administration affiliate will testify at a July 18 public hearing on a proposed rule that would speed up the union election process. AHA/ASHHRA to testify at NLRB hearing on proposed speedy elections rule The AHA and its American Society for Healthcare Human Resources Administration...
GOP bashes labor board  peaslesworld – 07/11/11 12:24 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON - Ruling Republicans on the intensely ideological House Education and the Workforce Committee seized on a National Labor Relations Board proposal to streamline union election processes to once again bash the agency and organized labor.
...ideological House Education and the Workforce Committee seized on a National Labor Relations Board proposal to streamline union election processes to...

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Boeing's mirror 787 final assembly site in S.C. is only the start
...strike-proofing production have led to a complaint by the National Labor Relations Board, which accuses the jet maker of illegally retaliating...

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Washington Times Republican candidates for president should make Boeing’s fight with the National Labor Relations Board over a massive new plant near Charleston, S...
...Republican candidates for president should make Boeing s fight with the National Labor Relations Board over a massive new plant near Charleston ,

Dead Mega Debt Deal Lowers Expectations  MyFoxPhilly – 07/11/11 11:04 –
1 other source (My Fox Phoenix)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Obama to Talk About Debt Negotiations With Lowered Expectations "Despite good-faith efforts to find common ground, the White House will not pursue a bigger debt reduction agreement without tax hikes.
the Dodd/Frank financial regulation, EPA, and now the National Labor Relations Board. And of course the uncertainty over Obamacare and taxes .

The PJ Tatler » President whose party failed to produce a budget, now demanding budget deal with GOP that includes tax increases  Pajamas Media – 07/11/11 09:46 –
Words matched: NLRB
President whose party failed to produce a budget, now demanding budget deal with GOP that includes tax increases The weekend’s budget meetings didn’t go smoothly.
...private policy-making arm, from the EPA to the FCC to the NLRB, pushing national policy far to the left of anything Congress has been willing ...

NLRB election procedure 'broken,' says IU Maurer School of Law expert in Congressional testimony  Indiana University – 07/11/11 09:34 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
NLRB election procedure 'broken,' says IU Maurer School of Law expert in Congressional testimony FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE BLOOMINGTON, Ind. -- The...

Congressional hearing finds fault with proposed rule to shorten NLRB election period  CCH's Employment Law Daily – 07/11/11 09:00 –
Words matched: NLRB
In a contentious hearing that saw one witness attacked as a union-buster, the US House Committee on Education and the Workforce explored the ramifications of the NLRB’s proposed rule that would shorten the period between a union representation petition and election.
Congressional hearing finds fault with proposed rule to shorten NLRB election period In a contentious hearing that saw one witness attacked as...

Baca Statement on National Labor Relations Board Proposal to Modernize Workplace Elections  TMClnet.com – 07/11/11 08:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Jul 11, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Washington, DC - Congressman Joe Baca (D-Rialto) issued the following statement today, regarding the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB)
recently released proposal to improve workplace elections by ensuring a fair
Baca Statement on National Labor Relations Board Proposal to Modernize
Workplace Elections Jul 11, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications
/ContentWorks...
Secretary's secret spreadsheet that specifies who gets paid and who gets bounced if the debt ceiling ain't raised: As the Bipartisan Policy Center confirms: The BPC study found that the United States is likely to hit t...see. You mean we'd have to furlough: Eric Holder? The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), which is waging war on Boeing and other private...
The Obama administration bolstered sales reporting requirements for gun dealers in border states on Monday. Rep. Darrell Issa, House oversight committee chairman, said these new reporting requirements are just an effort to deflect attention from the ongoing Operation Fast and Furious scandal. "Firearms from lawful commerce to criminals and criminal organizations. (NLRB breaking Obama's rule on quickie union elections, senator says.)"

"...bodies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Labor Relations Board, excluded from the effort among federal departments..."

"...Sen. Lindsey Graham's call to make a major campaign issue of the National Labor Relations Board's attempt to prevent the opening of Boeing Co.'s..."

"...bodies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Labor Relations Board, excluded from the effort among federal departments..."

"Any 2012 GOP presidential candidate who doesn't heed fellow Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham's call to make a major campaign issue of the National Labor Relations Board's attempt to prevent the opening of Boeing Co. will risk losing their positions..."

"...had with the union, the union could file a complaint to the National Labor Relations Board, he said, adding that whether the board upholds it..."

"...bodies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Labor Relations Board, excluded from the effort among federal departments..."

"...bodies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Labor Relations Board, excluded from the effort among federal departments..."
The looming debt limit deadline has spurred widespread speculation of some sort of ... "wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV interview aired Friday night.

Obama wants Boeing, workers resolve conflict

Topix – 07/11/11 15:47 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court," following a lawsuit the National Labor Relations Board filed against the company.

..."wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV...

The Debt Ceiling and Years of the Locusts

Seeking Alpha – 07/11/11 13:45 –

Words matched: NLRB

The looming debt limit deadline has spurred widespread speculation of some sort of grand bargain on taxes and spending. I consider it likely that some deal will be announced and that the limit will be raised.

...these are only the most visible things. From the EPA to the NLRB to whatever government agency you can name, regulators are raising both costs...

Union says hospital not bargaining in good faith

Buffalo Business First – 07/11/11 12:22 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Bertrand Chaffee Hospital Bertrand Chaffee Hospital Latest from the Business Journals Springville picket focuses on labor Bertrand Chaffee union seek new dealEmerling named Dealer of Year finalist Follow this company and the adjacent Jennie B.

...SEIU United Healthcare Workers East the charges filed with the National Labor Relations Board cite the facilities failure to bargain in good...

Dead Mega Debt Deal Lowers Expectations

FoxNews.com – 07/11/11 11:23 –

1 other source (Myfoxdc.com)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Obama to Talk About Debt Negotiations With Lowered Expectations "Despite good-faith efforts to find common ground, the White House will not pursue a bigger debt reduction agreement without tax hikes."

the Dodd/Frank financial regulation, EPA, and now the National Labor Relations Board. And of course the uncertainty over Obamacare and taxes .

LeClairRyan Webinar to Focus on Implications of NLRB and DOL Actions in Support of Organized Labor

Auto Motix – 07/11/11 09:55 –

2 other sources (PR Newswire, The Sacramento Bee)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

By LeClairRyan RICHMOND, Va., July 11, 2011 /PRNewswire/ -- The implications of recent National Labor Relations Board and Department of Labor actions in support of organized labor will be the focus of a free webinar on August 4 from noon to 1:00 p.

LeClairRyan Webinar to Focus on Implications of NLRB and DOL Actions in Support of Organized Labor By LeClairRyan RICHMOND, Va., July 11, 2011...

The jobs debacle: Here's why it's so bad

CBS News – 07/11/11 09:37 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

(The Weekly Standard) This is a tale of two cities. Well, two streets, Wall Street and Main Street, with a stop on Pennsylvania Avenue along the way. On Wall Street all is cheery, if you don't count the investment banks that are faced with rising costs, lower incomes, and the need to pare staffs.

Alabama plant. Not to be outdone in the job-stifling race, the National Labor Relations Board is challenging Boeing's right to open a new plant on...

Putting Labor Back in the NLRB

RealClearPolitics – 07/11/11 08:34 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

One of Congress' responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations
Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between employers and workers to negotiate the terms and conditions of employment.

**Putting Labor Back in the NLRB**

One of Congress' responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages...

### What's a Catholic school? National Labor Relations Board shouldn’t decide (but they do).

**Free Republic** – 07/11/11 06:24 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Which schools are Catholic and which are not? And who decides? Even the Church’s modern-day efforts to assert itself as the arbiter — beginning with the 1990 apostolic constitution “Ex Corde Ecclesiae” — have proven somewhat controversial, despite the clear reading of canon law: “[N]o university ma

**What’s a Catholic school? National Labor Relations Board shouldn’t decide (but they do).** Which schools are Catholic and which are not? And who...

### NLRB Plans Conference at Posh DC Hotel on the Taxpayers’ Dime

**Free Republic** – 07/11/11 05:01 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Perhaps it's because the union extremists at the National Labor Relations Board have 40% less work than their predecessors in 2001, yet have nearly $67 million more in their budget that they now have money to blow on an August conference in Washington, D.

**NLRB Plans Conference at Posh DC Hotel on the Taxpayers’ Dime** Perhaps it's because the union extremists at the **National Labor Relations Board**...

### NLRB breaks Obama's rule on 'quickie' union elections, Senate Republican says

**Free Republic** – 07/11/11 04:15 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Senate Republicans ripped into the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) for ignoring a new executive order from President Barack Obama regarding to “quickie” union elections.

**NLRB breaks Obama's rule on quickie union elections, Senate Republican says**

**Senate Republicans ripped into the National Labor Relations Board**...

### NLRB Trying to overturn law that allows for a secret ballot on union membership - continuing saga

**Free Republic** – 07/11/11 02:25 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

In June, the Obama National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) proposed new union certification election rules designed to grease the skids to force workers under union-boss control.

**NLRB Trying to overturn law that allows for a secret ballot on union membership - continuing saga**

In June, the Obama **National Labor Relations** ...

### COMMITTEE LEADERS WELCOME OBAMA EFFORT TO PROD INDEPENDENT AGENCIES TO IDENTIFY JOB-SMOTHERING RED TAPE MOVE COMES ON HEELS OF OVERSIGHT HEARING THAT SHINED THE SPOTLIGHT ON INDEPENDENT AGENCIES’ REGULATORY REGIME

**LexisNexis** – 07/11/11 01:16 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

States News Service WASHINGTON The following information was released by the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Energy and Commerce: Energy and Commerce Committee leaders welcomed today's action by President Obama to encourage independent government agencies to identify and weed out outda ...independent agency had submitted a regulatory review, and that review by the **National Labor Relations Board** amounted to a one page document. July 12 ,

### NLRB Prominent Mentions

**Press Release: Labor Relations Expert Oliver Bell Selected to Present Before the NLRB: Opposes Adverse Employee Impact of Proposed Changes to Union Election Procedures**

**American Banking News** – 07/12/11 05:52 –

**Words matched:** NLRB

Labor Relations Expert Oliver Bell Selected to Present Before the NLRB: Opposes Adverse Employee Impact of Proposed Changes to Union Election Procedures Oliver J.
In a contentious hearing that saw one witness attacked as a union-buster, the US 
Witnesses at a House Education and the Workforce Committee hearing about the 
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) ignored the Executive Order issued today that called for more public 
actions in support of organized labor will be the focus of a free webinar on August 4
from noon to 1:00 p.

The Washington Times Republican candidates for president should make Boeing's 
fight with the National Labor Relations Board over a massive new plant near 
Charleston, S.

Graham Pushes Boeing Fight As 2012 Campaign Issue By Tim Devaney
Paramus Post – 07/11/11 11:18 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The Washington Times Republican candidates for president should make Boeing’s 
fight with the National Labor Relations Board over a massive new plant near 
Charleston, S.

Congressional hearing finds fault with proposed rule to shorten NLRB election period
CCH’s Employment Law Daily – 07/11/11 09:00 –
Words matched: NLRB
In a contentious hearing that saw one witness attacked as a union-buster, the US 
House Committee on Education and the Workforce explored the ramifications of the 
NLRB’s proposed rule that would shorten the period between a union representation petition and election.

Baca Statement on National Labor Relations Board Proposal to Modernize Workplace Elections
TMConn.com – 07/11/11 08:35 –

WASHINGTON – Ruling Republicans on the intensely ideological House Education 
and the Workforce Committee seized on a National Labor Relations Board proposal to alter union election procedures to once again bash the agency and organized labor.

The implications of recent National Labor Relations Board and Department of Labor actions in support of organized labor will be the focus of a free webinar on August 4 from noon to 1:00 p.

Judge blocks NLRB investigation into Chickasaw Nation casino
Indianz.com – 07/11/11 17:15 –
Words matched: NLRB
In a 34-page decision, Judge Lee R. West said an investigation would interfere with the tribe’s inherent sovereignty. He issued a preliminary injunction that prohibits the NLRB from looking into allegations raised by the International Brotherhood of Teamsters.

NLRB Ignores Executive Order and Rushes “Quickie Union Election” Rules Into Place
US Senate Committee on Health Education Labor & Pensions – 07/11/11 17:02 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Joe Brenckle 202-224-2465 WASHINGTON, D.C. – Senator Mike Enzi (R-Wyo.), Ranking Member on the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions (HELP) Committee, said he was disappointed to see the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) ignore the Executive Order issued today that called for more public 
actions in support of organized labor.

Perhaps it’s because the union extremists at the National Labor Relations Board 
have 40% less work than their predecessors in 2001, yet have nearly $67 million more in their budget that they now have money to blow on an August conference in Washington, D.

In a 34-page decision, Judge Lee R. West said an investigation would interfere with the tribe’s inherent sovereignty. He issued a preliminary injunction that prohibits the NLRB from looking into allegations raised by the International Brotherhood of Teamsters.

Joe Brenckle 202-224-2465 WASHINGTON, D.C. – Senator Mike Enzi (R-Wyo.), Ranking Member on the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions (HELP) Committee, said he was disappointed to see the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) ignore the Executive Order issued today that called for more public 
actions in support of organized labor.

Perhaps it’s because the union extremists at the National Labor Relations Board 
"Christians For The Constitution" G O P b a s h e s l a b o r b o a r d
Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA

Congressman Joe Baca (D-Rialto) issued the following statement today, regarding the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) recently released proposal to improve workplace elections by ensuring a fair

Unfair Labor Practices

SCI-Operated Alderwoods Funeral Homes Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike
Sun Herald – 07/11/11 14:23 –

Unfair Labor Practices, Unfair Labor Practice, unfair labor practice

CHICAGO, July 11, 2011 -- Teamsters Local 727 Funeral Directors, Livery Drivers

Set to Walk Out Tuesday; Union to Hold Rally

CHICAGO, July 11, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Service Corporation International (NYSE: SCI), the funeral industry giant that owns four Alderwoods funeral homes in the Chi

SCI-Operated Alderwoods Funeral Homes Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike

CHICAGO, July 11, 2011 -- Teamsters Local 727 Funeral Directors, Livery...
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Key Individuals

- **Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records**
  Chicago Tribune – 07/13/11 07:24 –
  28 other sources (Road Runner, Belleville News-Democrat, ...)
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues ...

- **EDITORIAL: Obama should back Boeing’s job creation**
  New Haven Register – 07/13/11 05:32 –
  1 other source (New Haven Register)
  Words matched: Craig Becker, Wilma B. Liebman, Mark Pearce
  1 President Barack Obama may try, but he can’t walk away from an attempted radical reinterpretation of labor laws he set in motion. If this attempt is successful, it would drive more jobs overseas, seriously harm the economy and Boeing, the nation's largest exporter.
  ...with labor union lawyers. On his first day in office, Obama appointed Wilma B. Liebman as chairwoman of the NLRB. Liebman is a former attorney ...

- **Many tax preparers don’t register in U.S.**
  Herald Net – 07/13/11 04:43 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  About 100,000 paid tax preparers worked on 2011 returns but did not follow new rules requiring them to register with the Internal Revenue Service, the agency said Tuesday.
  ...Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe ...
**Solomon, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues ...**

**UAE ambassador meets Irish Minister of State**
WAM - Emirates News Agency – 07/13/11 04:31 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
WAM Dubai, July 13th, 2011 (WAM) -- UAE Ambassador to Ireland Khaled Nasser Lootah called on Irish Minister of State for Public Sector Reform Brian Hayes at his office.
...Nasser Lootah called on Irish Minister of State for Public Sector Reform Brian Hayes at his office. During the meeting, they discussed bilateral ...

**Records demanded in Boeing case**
The Spokesman-Review – 07/13/11 03:22 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
GOP congressman threatens NLRB with subpoenas
...Relations Board’s chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues ...

**NRLB may have to release Boeing records**
Aiken Standard – 07/13/11 00:50 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Associated Press Tweet COLUMBIA -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National La
...Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues ...

**NLRB may have to show records: Congressional panel set to use subpoenas in Boeing inquiry**
Post and Courier (AP) – 07/13/11 00:23 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
COLUMBIA -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over Boeing's North Charleston 787 assembly plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National La
...Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues ...

**Congress could release records of Boeing probe**
The Augusta Chronicle – 07/12/11 22:25 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
COLUMBIA -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National La
...Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues ...

**NLRB Threatened With Subpoena Over Boeing Documents**
Fox Business – 07/12/11 18:43 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
A Congressional committee threatened to subpoena the National Labor Relations Board seeking documents related to a controversial complaint filed by the regulatory agency against aerospace giant Boeing (NYSE: BA).
...agency for the information. In a letter to NLRB acting general counsel Lafe Solomon, the committee wrote, in order to fulfill the Committee s...

**US House chairman may use subpoenas to compel NLRB to release documents on SC Boeing probe**
Rockford Register Star (AP) – 07/12/11 18:33 –
3 other sources (Daily Reporter, Daily Journal, ...)
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National La
...Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues ...

**Taoiseach and Minister for Finance to Attend Oireachtas Committee**
Houses of the Oireachtas – 07/12/11 17:42 –
Oversight committee demands NLRB documents on Boeing suit

Daily Caller – 07/12/11 17:17 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

House oversight committee chairman Rep. Darrell Issa demanded Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) provide his committee with all internal communications about the ongoing case against The Boeing Company.

...communications about the ongoing case against The Boeing Company. NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon has provided Issa a team with some, but all of the...

Congress may force release of NLRB’s Boeing records

The Seattle Times – 07/12/11 17:02 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

The chairman of a congressional committee probing the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant says he may use subpoenas...R-Calif., tells National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) general counsel Lafe Solomon in a letter Tuesday that he will use subpoena power if necessary...

House Panel May Subpoena NLRB For Boeing Probe Documents -CNBC

ADVFN India – 07/12/11 15:27 –

3 other sources (ADVFN, NASDAQ, ...)

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

The U.S. House of Representatives Oversight and Government Reform Committee might subpoena the National Labor Relations Board if it doesn't hand over documents related to its investigation of a decision by Boeing Co.

...didn't comply, according to CNBC. The NLRB's general counsel, Lafe Solomon, in April filed a complaint that claimed Boeing decided to locate a 787...

Nominations Submitted to the Senate [Daily Compilation of Presidential Documents]

TMN.com – 07/12/11 11:49 –

Words matched: Craig Becker

(Daily Compilation of Presidential Documents Via Acquire Media NewsEdge)

Administration of Barack Obama, 2011 June 24, 2011 The following list does not include promotions of members of the Uniformed Services, nominations to the Service Academies, or nominations of Foreign Service Officers.

...remainder of the term expiring September 19, 2011, vice Ron Silver. Craig Becker, of Illinois, to be a member of the National Labor Relations ...

Ghost the Musical Original Cast Recording to Be Released July 18; Free Streaming On Facebook Begins July 12

TheaterMania.com – 07/12/11 10:30 –

Words matched: Mark Pearce

The original cast recording of Ghost the Musical will be available for purchase in the U.K. and digital download on July 18. , In anticipation of the album's release, the recording will be streamed on the show's Facebook page, beginning July 12.

Ivan de Freitas (Willie Lopez), Adebayo Bolaji (Subway Ghost), Mark Pearce (Hospital Ghost), Lisa Davina Phillip (Clara), and Jenny Fitzpatrick ...

NLA Additional US Mentions

Boeing case should have been tossed

TheSunNews.com – 07/13/11 00:52 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Re Boeing-NLRB dispute On June 30, Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson ruled against Boeing's request to dismiss the frivolous and meretricious action brought by the National Labor Relations Board at the behest of the Machinists Union, which represents employees at Boeing's Washington State

...work under collective bargaining agreements is a federal law, specified in the National Labor Relations Act. The "right-to-work" aspect merely...

McCormick Place union accepts new labor rules: report

Chicago Real Estate Daily – 07/12/11 19:43 –

1 other source (Chicago Business)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Air France, Alitalia suspend flights to O'Hare McCormick Place union accepts new labor rules: report Groupon begins travel discounts with Expedia Booth startups net $85 million — a record for U of C biz school Groupon offers first car deal Jewel facing $75,000 OSHA fine for warehouse lapses View AI
...federal judge ruled in March that the labor reforms violate the National Labor Relations Act. The Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority.

12--Fire Department Bunker Pants and Coats Gear
Federal Business Opportunities – 07/12/11 18:44 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.
...FEB 2009 52.222-99 (Dev) Notification of Employee Rights under the National Labor Relations Act (DEVIATION 2010-00013) JUN 2010 52 .225-13 Restrictions...

59--Long Range Antenna System
Federal Business Opportunities – 07/12/11 16:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.
...U.S.C. 4212); 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (Dec 2010) (E.O. 13496); 52.223-18 , Contractor...

Quinn may call back lawmakers to take up McCormick Place rules
WGN Radio – 07/12/11 15:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Gov. Pat Quinn says lawmakers may need to return to Springfield again this summer to take up changes to labor rules at McCormick Place. Quinn said action is needed after an appeals court ruled Monday that new regulations governing work at the convention center should not be kept in place as officia
U.S. District Judge Ronald Guzman ruled in March that the National Labor Relations Act pre-empts states from enacting legislation that interferes...

Putting 'labor' back in NLRB
Enquirer Herald – 07/12/11 13:47 –
5 other sources (Merced Sun Star, Tri-City Herald, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act's, National Labor Relations Act
The following editorial appeared in the Los Angeles Times on Monday, July 11: One of Congress' responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between employers and workers to negotiate the terms and conditions of employment.
One of Congress' responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between...

Copy Stand and Lighting
Federal Business Opportunities – 07/12/11 12:24 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items in accordance with the format in FAR Subpart 12.6, Streamlined Procedures for Evaluation and Solicitation for Commercial Items, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.
...U.S.C. 4212), X (28) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights Under the National Labor Relations Act (Dec 2010) (E.O. 13496), (29) 52.222-54, ...

Can You Punish Employees For Things They Say on Facebook?
Rasmussen Reports – 07/12/11 10:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
A Commentary By Cliff Ennico
...to discipline employees. For example: -- The federal National Labor Relations Act affords both nonunion and unionized employees the right to...

Court won't keep McCormick Place reforms in place
WLS 890AM – 07/12/11 08:32 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
CHICAGO (AP) - A federal appeals court has rejected a request by McCormick Place officials to keep labor changes in effect while they appeal a ruling the changes violated federal law.
...the legislators' action overturned collective bargaining rights in violation of the National Labor Relations Act. Although the U. S. Court of...
We haven't seen this much public attention paid to the National Labor Relations Act and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board has not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the panel's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board has not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the NLRB's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the panel's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the NLRB's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the panel's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the NLRB's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the panel's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the NLRB's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the panel's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the NLRB's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the panel's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the NLRB's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the panel's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the NLRB's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the panel's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the NLRB's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the panel's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the NLRB's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

...whether the NLRB is properly carrying out its mandate under the (National Labor Relations Act) and, in turn, using taxpayer dollars appropriately.
...the legislators’ action overturned collective bargaining rights in violation of the National Labor Relations Act. Although the U. S. Court of...

Putting 'labor' back in NLRB
The Sacramento Bee – 07/12/11 08:18 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act's, National Labor Relations Act
The following editorial appeared in the Los Angeles Times on Monday, July 11: One of Congress' responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between employers and workers to negotiate the terms and conditions of employment.
One of Congress' responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between...

NLRA Prominent Mentions

Putting 'labor' back in NLRB
Enquirer Herald – 07/12/11 13:47 –
5 other sources (Merced Sun Star, Tri-City Herald, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
The following editorial appeared in the Los Angeles Times on Monday, July 11: One of Congress' responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between employers and workers to negotiate the terms and conditions of employment.

NLRA Additional US Mentions

Union leaders don't heed worker needs
Daily Herald – 07/13/11 05:58 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Boeing Corporation has built a new very large building for the production of their new 787 Dreamliner. Guess who wants to prevent the opening of this new business that will hire 1,000 new employees? The National Labor Relations Board has been convinced by the union hierarchy that a major company sho...
...this new business that will hire 1,000 new employees? The National Labor Relations Board has been convinced by the union hierarchy that a major...

EDITORIAL: Obama should back Boeing’s job creation
New Haven Register – 07/13/11 05:32 –
1 other source (New Haven Register)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
1 President Barack Obama may try, but he can’t walk away from an attempted radical reinterpretation of labor laws he set in motion. If this attempt is successful, it would drive more jobs overseas, seriously harm the economy and Boeing, the nation's largest exporter.
...largest exporter. This assault on business was launched by the National Labor Relations Board, which Obama has stacked with labor union lawyers.

Many tax preparers don't register in U.S.
Herald Net – 07/13/11 04:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
About 100,000 paid tax preparers worked on 2011 returns but did not follow new rules requiring them to register with the Internal Revenue Service, the agency said Tuesday.
...to hand over documents, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general...

Records demanded in Boeing case
The Spokesman-Review – 07/13/11 03:22 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
GOP congressman threatens NLRB with subpoenas
Records demanded in Boeing case GOP congressman threatens NLRB with subpoenas COLUMBIA, S. C. The chairman of a congressional committee investigating...

Gingrich to House: Don't give in
Post and Courier (AP) – 07/13/11 03:18 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Former U.S. Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich said congressional Republicans will make a fundamental mistake if they cave into President Barack Obama's threat not to mail Social Security checks to elderly Americans.
...care reform, the Dodd-Frank Act reforming Wall Street and the National Labor Relations Board for its legal dispute against Boeing’s process for...

**Cut the Damn Spending!**

American Thinker – 07/13/11 02:27 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

It's time to cut the damn spending! This means taking a commonsense approach to America's priorities and eliminating outdated programs that have long past served their original purposes and exist only out of habit and to protect their bureaucracies. ...addressing those outliers. The Labor Department today uses it National Labor Relations Board to hand down unconstitutional rulings such as the...

**Jay Ambrose: President Obama treats treaties badly**

Abilene Reporter-News (AP) – 07/13/11 00:55 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

You believe in this president, right? You still think Barack Obama, if not exactly the saint you once venerated, is way ahead of the Republicans, which is to say, you have missed the kiss-the-unions joke of tying highly needed trade treaties to a job-training boondoggle.

...energy-diminishing phantom chasing, the Obama-snare health plan and a berserk National Labor Relations Board now headed by a wild-eyed radical. None...

**Boeing case should have been tossed**

TheSunNews.com – 07/13/11 00:52 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Re Boeing-NLRB dispute On June 30, Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson ruled against Boeing's request to dismiss the frivolous and meretricious action brought by the National Labor Relations Board at the behest of the Machinists Union, which represents employees at Boeing's Washington State Boeing case should have been tossed Re Boeing-NLRB dispute On June 30, Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson ruled against Boeing’s request ...

**NRLB may have to release Boeing records**

Aiken Standard – 07/13/11 00:50 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Associated Press Tweet COLUMBIA -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the Na...documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB...

**NLRB may have to show records: Congressional panel set to use subpoenas in Boeing inquiry**

Post and Courier (AP) – 07/13/11 00:23 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

COLUMBIA -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over Boeing's North Charleston 787 assembly plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National La...NLRB may have to show records: Congressional panel set to use subpoenas in Boeing inquiry COLUMBIA -- The chairman of a congressional committee ...

**Letters to the Editor**

Richmond Times-Dispatch (AP) – 07/13/11 00:02 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NLRB seeks to make life easier for workers Editor Times-Dispatch: Despite the onslaught of political attacks on the National Labor Relations Board the board has made clear that it is committed to its mission of upholding and improving the laws that protect working families in Virginia and across t...Letters to the Editor NLRB seeks to make life easier for workers Editor Times-Dispatch: Despite the onslaught of political attacks on the National ...

**Guards picket at Backus**

TheDay.com (AP) – 07/13/11 00:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Norwich - An activity never seen outside The William W. Backus Hospital in its 118-year history took place Tuesday when the union representing security guards and other support staff staged a picket in protest of the hospital's stance during recent contract negotiations.

...filed unfair labor practice charges on the contract negotiations with the National Labor Relations Board. In documents filed with the NLRB, the...
### President Obama treats trade treaties badly
*Evansville Courier & Press (AP) – 07/12/11 23:21 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

You believe in this president, right? You still think Barack Obama, if not exactly the saint you once venerated, is way ahead of the Republicans, which is to say, you have missed the kiss-the-unions joke of tying highly needed trade treaties to a job-training boondoggle.

...energy-diminishing phantom chasing, the Obama-snare health plan and a berserk

*National Labor Relations Board* now headed by a wild-eyed radical. None...

### Congress could release records of Boeing probe
*The Augusta Chronicle – 07/12/11 22:25 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

COLUMBIA — The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board...

*documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board’s chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB...*

### Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records
*Belleville News-Democrat – 07/12/11 19:13 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

COLUMBIA, S.C. -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board...

*Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records COLUMBIA, S.C. -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor...*

### Stocks Fell despite Fed Minutes; EU Contagion Fears Dominate (AA, AAPL, AMAT, BA, CSCO, FAST, GOOG, INTC, MCHP, NVLS, SLW, XOM)
*TradersHuddle.com – 07/12/11 18:37 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

New York, July 12th (TradersHuddle.com) – Stocks fell for the third straight session on EU contagion concerns after shrugging off the latest FOMC meeting minutes in which Fed officials raised the possibility of further easing if the economy continues to slowdown.

...fell as the saga over the complaint filed against Boeing on the National Labor Relations Board for building a non-union aircraft factory in South...

### Oversight committee demands NLRB documents on Boeing suit (Daily Caller)
*Enterprise Post News – 07/12/11 18:37 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Daily Caller -- House oversight committee chairman Rep. Darrell Issa demanded Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) provide his committee with all internal communications about the ongoing case against The Boeing Company.

*Oversight committee demands NLRB documents on Boeing suit (Daily Caller ) Daily Caller House oversight committee chairman Rep. Darrell Issa demanded ...*

### US House chairman may use subpoenas to compel NLRB to release documents on SC Boeing probe
*Rockford Register Star (AP) – 07/12/11 18:33 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board...

*US House chairman may use subpoenas to compel NLRB to release documents on SC Boeing probe COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) -- The chairman of a congressional ...*

### Obama fires blanks on economy
*PennEnergy – 07/12/11 16:20 –*

**Words matched:** NLRB

Oil prices hovered around $95 a barrel Monday - about where they were two weeks ago when President Barack Obama ordered the release of 30 million barrels of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve to force down fuel costs.

...regulations on business, the administration's hostility to oil drilling and coal, the

*NLRB’s assault on Boeing's new plant in right-to-work South...*
Momentum Grows for NLRB Rule Changes
AFL-CIO – 07/12/11 16:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Share Momentum is building as the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) gears up to hold hearings next week on its proposed rule designed to ensure a fair process for workers who want to vote whether to form a union.

Utah’s Huntsman passes on SC senator’s pledge
KVUE.com – 07/12/11 16:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
GREER, S.C. (AP) — Former Utah Gov. Jon Huntsman, who would like to be the Republican nominee in the White House race, said Tuesday he’s not about to sign the spending limit pledge that a South Carolina senator has turned into a threshold test for 2012 presidential hopefuls seeking his support.

As Unionization Becomes Easier, Projections Releases New Resources to Help Employers Connect with Employees
Forums Digital Media Net – 07/12/11 16:01 –
3 other sources (Politics and Technology, TMNet.com, …)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Norcross, GA (PRWEB) July 12, 2011 Today, employee communications company Projections, Inc. announced the launch of their new Employee Communication Resources page on their website, which will serve as a clearinghouse for information on promoting positive employee relations and remaining union-free.

House Panel May Subpoena NLRB For Boeing Probe Documents -CNBC
Morningstar News – 07/12/11 15:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
DOW JONES NEWSWIRES The U.S. House of Representatives Oversight and Government Reform Committee might subpoena the National Labor Relations Board if it doesn’t hand over documents related to its investigation of a decision by Boeing Co.

The PJ Tatler » Dem pollster Pat Caddell wonders if Obama has any idea what he’s doing
Pajamas Media – 07/12/11 14:41 –
Words matched: NLRB
Dem pollster Pat Caddell wonders if Obama has any idea what he’s doing Pat Caddell was Jimmy Carter’s pollster, but since those days he has kind of seen the light.

Putting 'labor' back in NLRB
Enquirer Herald – 07/12/11 13:47 –
5 other sources (Merced Sun Star, Tri-City Herald, …)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The following editorial appeared in the Los Angeles Times on Monday, July 11: One of Congress’ responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between employers and workers to negotiate the terms and conditions of employment.

NLRB Holds Interviews On NBA Players’ Charge
Local 10 – 07/12/11 13:29 –
16 other sources (TheDenverChannel.com, WCYB.com, …)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NLRB Reviewing Conduct Of Owners
NLRB Holds Interviews On NBA Players’ Charge NLRB Reviewing Conduct Of Owners By: SportsDirect Courtesy of National Basketball Association The...
CWA: “We’ve had no choice but to fight”

peoplesworld – 07/12/11 13:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
LAS VEGAS - Carolyn Wade didn't go looking for a fight, but she's in the middle of a big one. Some call it a war on workers. "We've had no choice but to fight," Wade said.
"The president makes a difference," he said, pointing to a National Labor Relations Board that is willing to enforce national labor law as an...

Digest of Other White House Announcements [Daily Compilation of Presidential Documents]

TMCom.net (Australia) – 07/12/11 12:58 –
6 other sources (Europe - IP Communications, South Africa, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Administration of Barack Obama, 2011 June 24, 2011 The following list includes the President's public schedule and other items of general interest announced by the Office of the Press Secretary and not included elsewhere in this...
...nominate Lafe E. Solomon to be General Counsel at the National Labor Relations Board. The President announced his intention to nominate Terence...

Ambrose: Obama treating treaties badly

Scripps News – 07/12/11 11:55 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
You believe in this president, right? You still think Barack Obama, if not exactly the saint you once venerated, is way ahead of the Republicans, which is to say, you have missed the kiss-the-unions joke of tying highly needed trade treaties to a job-training boondoggle.
...energy-diminishing phantom chasing, the Obama-snare health plan and a berserk National Labor Relations Board now headed by a wild-eyed radical. None...

Nominations Submitted to the Senate [Daily Compilation of Presidential Documents]

TMCom.net – 07/12/11 11:49 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
(Daily Compilation of Presidential Documents Via Acquire Media NewsEdge)
Administration of Barack Obama, 2011 June 24, 2011 The following list does not include promotions of members of the Uniformed Services, nominations to the Service Academies, or nominations of Foreign Service Officers.
...expired. Terence Francis Flynn, of Maryland, to be a member of the National Labor Relations Board for the term of 5 years expiring August 27, 2015.

Steward Holy Family Hospital RNs Vote by 70 Percent for Union

Representation by Massachusetts Nurses Association

KGO-TV ABC-7 - Mediawebsite.net – 07/12/11 11:26 –
13 other sources (iSTockAnalyst, Hal Eisner.com - Mediawebsite.net, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
/PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Culminating a two-year effort to win union representation to improve patient care, registered nurses at Steward Holy Family Hospital voted last night by 70 percent to join the Massachusetts Nurses Association/National Nurses United (MNA/NNU), the state and nation's pre-emi...
...a 70 percent margin in a secret ballot election conducted by the National Labor Relations Board. MNA will represent 357 RNs at the hospital which...

Economists Are at a Loss; So Are Jobs

New American – 07/12/11 10:59 –
Words matched: NLRB
Once the awful job numbers announced by the Bureau of Labor Statistics...
http://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.nr0.htm job numbers were digested, it was clear that the clairvoyant economists looking into their crystal balls were dead wrong – again.
...most successful business dampen enthusiasm for startups - Obama s NLRB foists unions onto employers and employees The only surprising thing about...

Time to de-fund the NLRB and begin an ethics investigation

Investor Village – 07/12/11 10:42 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NLRB breaks Obama’s rule on ‘quickie’ union elections, Senate Republican says
By Matthew Boyle - The Daily Caller | The Daily Caller – 16 hrs ago tweet0 Email Print
Senate Republicans ripped into the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) for ignoring a new executive order from President Barack Obama
Obama asks regulators to scrub outdated rules

The Coloradoan (AP) – 07/12/11 10:39

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

President Barack Obama issued an executive order urging independent government agencies to eliminate regulations that hinder business growth, though the administration has no real power to enforce the order.

...Securities and Exchange Commission, the Federal Communications Commission and the National Labor Relations Board. In response to a question from the...

Lynton Band turns to NLRB for aid in dispute with casino union

Indianz.com – 07/12/11 09:05

Words matched: NLRB

The tribe asked the NLRB for help with a union that represents 200 employees at Casino San Pablo. The two sides are locked in a dispute over a new contract.

Lynton Band turns to NLRB for aid in dispute with casino union The tribe asked the NLRB for help with a union that represents 200 employees at...

Gingrich in Iowa City calls for cuts to environmental and labor programs

The Daily Iowan – 07/12/11 08:20

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

GOP presidential-nomination hopeful Newt Gingrich lambasted several federal groups, including the Environmental Protection Agency and the National Labor Relations Board, which he called a “rogue operation,” during a speech on campus Monday.

...several federal groups, including the Environmental Protection Agency and the National Labor Relations Board, which he called a rogue operation ,

Executive order issued to independent agencies

The Coloradoan (AP) – 07/12/11 07:52

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

President Barack Obama issued an executive order urging independent government agencies to eliminate regulations that hinder business growth, though the administration has no real power to enforce the order.

...Securities and Exchange Commission, the Federal Communications Commission and the National Labor Relations Board. In response to a question from the...

Himes embraces role of TV talking head, debuts on 'Squawk Box'

Trading Charts – 07/12/11 07:30

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

(Connecticut Post - McClatchy-Tribune Information Services via COMTEX) -- ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS, N.J. -- He'll never be confused with CNBC's other Jim, the loud mouthed, stock-picking Jim Cramer.

...to a recent complaint filed against Boeing Co. by the National Labor Relations Board alleging that the aviation giant opened an assembly line...

Backus security guards picket outside hospital

TheDay.com (AP) – 07/12/11 00:00

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Norwich -- Members of the union representing security guards and other support staff at The William W. Backus Hospital picketed along Washington Street this morning and planned to do so again this afternoon to protest what they say is the hospital's failure to bargain in good faith toward a contract.

...unfair labor practice charges about the contract negotiations with the National Labor Relations Board. The last negotiating session took place...

House Oversight Panel May Subpoena NLRB for Boeing Documents

MashGet – 07/11/11 23:06

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

A U.S. House committee said it may subpoena the National Labor Relations Board for documents related to a complaint filed against Boeing Co. (BA) for building a non-union aircraft factory in South Carolina.

House Oversight Panel May Subpoena NLRB for Boeing Documents A U.S. House committee said it may subpoena the National Labor Relations Board for...

Brasch Words DECONSTRUCTING THE GOP’S BEST LIES

American Reporter – 07/11/11 19:17

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

BLOOMSBURG, Pa. -- The chairman of the Republican National Committee has begun an irreversible descent into fear-bound paranoia and functional amnesia
following his post-traumatic hysteria over the overwhelming victory of Democrats in the 2008 election and the nation's definitive repudiation of Repu ...

...spent eight years trying to destroy unions by emasculating the National Labor Relations Board, reducing the effectiveness of the Department of...

Dear Dr. Dollar:

Dollars & Sense – 07/12/11 18:33 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The main narrative that I hear in mainstream press is that U.S. workers are being undercut and eventually displaced by global competition. I think this narrative has a tone of inevitability, that low wages and job loss are driven by huge impersonal forces that we can't do much about. Is this right?

...some of the political decisions that have undermined labor's strength: The National Labor Relations Board has not done its job. In the 50s, 60s ,

Rep. Issa presses NLRB for Boeing case documents

The Hill - Blog – 07/12/11 17:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, nlrb
The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board has not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the panel's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

Rep. Issa presses NLRB for more Boeing case documents

The Hill - Blog – 07/12/11 17:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, nlrb
The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board has not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the NLRB's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

Rep. Issa presses NLRB for more Boeing case documents

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board has not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the NLRB's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

Issa wants more documents from NLRB in Boeing investigation

The Hill - Blog – 07/12/11 17:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, nlrb
The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the NLRB's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

Issa wants more documents from NLRB in Boeing investigation

The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board had not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the NLRB's case against airplane manufacturer Boeing.

Momentum Grows for NLRB Rule Changes

UnionSmart – 07/12/11 17:04 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Momentum is building as the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) gears up to hold hearings next week on its proposed rule designed to ensure a fair process for workers who want to vote on whether to form a union.

Momentum Grows for NLRB Rule Changes Momentum is building as the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) gears up to hold hearings next week on...

Connected SC Family Steps up for Huntsman

FoxNews America's Election HQ - Politics Blog – 07/12/11 16:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Jon Huntsman continued his swing through upstate South Carolina on Tuesday and rolled out new, "coveted" endorsements in his run for president. Additional members of the Campbell family, regarded as political establishment, are joining the fold.

...a new plant in South Carolina which has been the target of a National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) complaint. Over at the endorsement event in...
Recent NLRB Rulings Complicate Employer-Worker Relations
TLNT – 07/12/11 10:55 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
By Marc Bloch Labor always has been a big supporter of the Democratic Party. Lately, with little to show for that support, it’s reflected in the fact that the current private sector unionization rate is less than 7 percent. Recent NLRB Rulings Complicate Employer-Worker Relations By Marc Bloch Labor always has been a big supporter of the Democratic Party. Lately,

NLRB Lacks Jurisdiction Over Indian Casino, District Court Rules
Workplace Prof Blog – 07/12/11 10:13 –
Words matched: NLRB
Thanks to Matthew Fletcher (MSU) for forwarding word of Chickasaw Nation v. NLRB, decided yesterday, in which the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Oklahoma ruled that the NLRB lacks jurisdiction over tribal gaming facilities operated by the Chickasaw Nation.

Timothy Geithner should go
The Hill - Blog – 07/12/11 10:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Last week Lawrence H. Tribe, the professor of constitutional law at Harvard, wrote in The New York Times that Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner’s suggestion that Section 4 of the 14th Amendment, known as the “public debt clause,” provides “false hope of a legal answer that obviates the need for a ...storm victims in Virginia and Texas? Is that why the National Labor Relations Board acted so swiftly against South Carolina in the notorious ...

Wonkblog: Why liberals should thank Eric Cantor
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
I knew the White House wanted a compromise on the debt ceiling. I just didn’t expect them to do quite so much, well, compromising. Here’s what appears to have been in the $4 trillion deal they offered the Republicans: A two-year increase in the Medicare eligibility age.

Independent agencies--including the Securities and Exchange Commission and National Labor Relations Board--were exempt from the rule, raising...

Subpoena sought in Boeing NLRB case
Seattle Puget Sound Business Journal Blog – 07/12/11 06:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The chairman of the congressional committee scrutinizing the National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Boeing Latest from The Business Journals Can Boeing make money on Air Force tanker after bid boosts?Precision-Primus deal could launch new growth platformReport: Iraq to buy 36 F-16 j ...Subpoena sought in Boeing NLRB case The chairman of the congressional committee scrutinizing the National Labor Relations Board complaint against...

Congressmen Step Up to Spearhead the T-Mobile Union-Busting Backlash
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The raging debate over the jurisdiction of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) reached new decibels last weekend during a House Education and Workforce hearing on the board’s proposed rules changes that would streamline the unionization process, disallowing “unscrupulous employers to control t ...Union-Busting Backlash The raging debate over the jurisdiction of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) reached new decibels last weekend during...

NLRB International Mentions

EFCA is dead – long live the NLRA! The NLRB seeks to expand existing law without amendments
Lexology – 07/13/11 02:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
We haven’t seen this much public attention paid to the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) since the mid-1980s when, it seems, a newly appointed Republican majority of Members reversed course in a number of important cases that had been decided by the Democratic majority Members during the 1960s a EFCA is dead long live the NLRA! The NLRB seeks to expand existing law without
### NLRB Major Outlets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Outlet</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Source(s)</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>House Panel May Subpoena NLRB For Boeing Probe Documents</strong></td>
<td>CNBC</td>
<td>07/12/11</td>
<td>1 other source (ADVFN)</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steward Holy Family Hospital RNs Vote by 70 Percent for Union</strong></td>
<td>FinRoad - The Financial Market Network</td>
<td>07/12/11</td>
<td>3 other sources (Sys.Con Canada, Digital Journal, ...)</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>As Unionization Becomes Easier, Projections Releases New Resources</strong></td>
<td>Digital Journal</td>
<td>07/12/11</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records</strong></td>
<td>Chicago Tribune</td>
<td>07/13/11</td>
<td>6 other sources (Road Runner, Seattlepi.com, ...)</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Freeport-McMoRan workers end strike at Indonesian gold mine</strong></td>
<td>Business Journals</td>
<td>07/13/11</td>
<td></td>
<td>NLRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stop Killing Jobs Now: An Action Plan</strong></td>
<td>Human Events</td>
<td>07/13/11</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paul Greenberg: The misery index rides again</strong></td>
<td>NewsOK (AP)</td>
<td>07/13/11</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Justin Bieber pictures 2011 March</strong></td>
<td>Zimbio - Interactive Magazine</td>
<td>07/13/11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
...unemployment. Let's fire the entire federal Education Department, the EPA, the Food and Drug Administration called on Congress Tuesday to make the laws that govern the global prescription drug economy stronger. There's only so much the FDA can do under the current law," said Deborah Autor, an FDA compliance director. 

...unemployment. Let's fire the entire federal Education Department, the EPA, the Food and Drug Administration called on Congress Tuesday to make the laws that govern the global prescription drug economy stronger. There's only so much the FDA can do under the current law," said Deborah Autor, an FDA compliance director. 

The prez is clueless -- and we're all jobless

THE ISSUE: Whether Pres. Obama's economic policies will lead to more jobs for Americans. *** Aren't we all clueless about jobs ("Clueless About Jobs," Editorial, July 9)? After all, if mankind could manage the economy, the Soviet Union would still be in business.

...unemployment. Let's fire the entire federal Education Department, the EPA, the Food and Drug Administration called on Congress Tuesday to make the laws that govern the global prescription drug economy stronger. There's only so much the FDA can do under the current law," said Deborah Autor, an FDA compliance director. 

Office calls for more congressional oversight on global drug economy

The Food and Drug Administration called on Congress Tuesday to make the laws that govern the global prescription drug economy stronger. "There's only so much the FDA can do under the current law," said Deborah Autor, an FDA compliance director.

...Health Group, said in a statement. (Oversight committee demands NLRB documents on Boeing suit) Now, in a global pharmaceutical economy where ...
...unfair labor practices charge it filed against the NBA with the National Labor Relations Board to include an allegation that the league canceled...

House Panel May Subpoena NLRB For Boeing Probe Documents -CNBC
NASDAQ – 07/12/11 15:13 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
DOW JONES NEWSWIRES The U.S. House of Representatives Oversight and Government Reform Committee might subpoena the National Labor Relations Board if it doesn't hand over documents related to its investigation of a decision by Boeing Co.

House Panel May Subpoena NLRB For Boeing Probe Documents -CNBC DOW JONES NEWSWIRES The U.S. House of Representatives Oversight and Government...

As Unionization Becomes Easier, Projections Releases New Resources to Help Employers Connect with Employees
San Francisco Chronicle – 07/12/11 14:50 –
1 other source (PRWeb)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Norcross, GA (PRWEB) July 12, 2011 Today, employee communications company Projections, Inc. announced the launch of their new "Employee Communication Resources" page on their website, which will serve as a clearinghouse for information on promoting positive employee relations and remaining union-free...relations and remaining union-free. Just two weeks ago, the National Labor Relations Board published an official "Notice of Proposed Rulemaking."

$160 million in escrow money to be returned to players
NBA – 07/12/11 13:13 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Escrow money withheld from all NBA players' paychecks each season will be returned to them this offseason for the first time, providing a $160 million infusion of cash in the midst of the league's labor lockout.

...declined to comment after the players' union amended its National Labor Relations Board claim against the league to include the cancellation...

NLRB Holds Interviews On NBA Players' Charge
Click On Detroit – 07/12/11 11:04 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NLRB Reviewing Conduct Of Owners
NLRB Holds Interviews On NBA Players' Charge NLRB Reviewing Conduct Of Owners The National Labor Relations Board interviewed between seven and...

Steward Holy Family Hospital RNs Vote by 70 Percent for Union Representation by Massachusetts Nurses Association
PR Newswire – 07/12/11 10:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
-MUEN, Mass., July 12, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Culminating a two-year effort to win union.../ Download image METHUEN, Mass., July 12, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Culminating a two-year effort to win union representation to improve patient care, registered nurses at Steward Holy Family Hospital voted last night by 70 percent....a 70 percent margin in a secret ballot election conducted by the National Labor Relations Board. MNA will represent 357 RNs at the hospital which...

Putting 'labor' back in NLRB
Road Runner – 07/12/11 09:25 –
1 other source (The Sacramento Bee)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The act has been undermined in recent decades by rules from a National Labor Relations Board hostile to union organizing and too ready to accept the claims of businesses that they are beset by hard-charging labor officials.

Putting 'labor' back in NLRB The act has been undermined in recent decades by rules from a National Labor Relations Board hostile to union organizing...

San Pablo Casino workers irked over no raises
San Francisco Chronicle – 07/12/11 09:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Casino San Pablo might be drawing all aces these days, but luck may have run out for its workers. Cocktail waitresses, bartenders, floor walkers and other union members are locked in a contract stalemate with the tribe that owns the booming East Bay gambling hub.

...voted yes on the contract. The tribe then petitioned the National Labor Relations...
Boise such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Labor Relations Board, excluded from the effort among federal departments...

Letters to the Editor: July 13, 2011
Washington Examiner – 07/12/11 08:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Even liberals in Arlington want to balance the budget I attended Rep. Jim Moran’s budget workshop Monday night in Ballston and was stunned by the number of concerned Northern Virginians who were committed to cutting billions of dollars in government spending in an effort to balance the budget and r....learn how to live in peace with each other. Bernard Helinski Baltimore NLRB has become a political tool for liberals Re: “Obama wants Boeing .

National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Union leaders don't heed worker needs
Daily Herald – 07/13/11 05:58 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Boeing Corporation has built a new very large building for the production of their new 787 Dreamliner. Guess who wants to prevent the opening of this new business that will hire 1,000 new employees? The National Labor Relations Board has been convinced by the union hierarchy that a major company sho

Records demanded in Boeing case
The Spokesman-Review – 07/13/11 03:22 –
Words matched: NLRB
GOP congressman threatens NLRB with subpoenas

Boeing case should have been tossed
TheSunNews.com – 07/13/11 00:52 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Re Boeing-NLRB dispute On June 30, Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson ruled against Boeing's request to dismiss the frivolous and meretricious action brought by the National Labor Relations Board at the behest of the Machinists Union, which represents employees at Boeing's Washington State

NLRB may have to release Boeing records
Aiken Standard – 07/13/11 00:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Associated Press Tweet COLUMBIA -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the Na

NLRB may have to show records: Congressional panel set to use subpoenas in Boeing inquiry
Post and Courier (AP) – 07/13/11 00:23 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
COLUMBIA -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over Boeing's North Charleston 787 assembly plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National La
**Letters to the Editor**

**Richmond Times-Dispatch (AP) – 07/13/11 00:02 –**

NLRB seeks to make life easier for workers Editor Times-Dispatch: Despite the onslaught of political attacks on the National Labor Relations Board the board has made clear that it is committed to its mission of upholding and improving the laws that protect working families in Virginia and across the nation.

**Congress could release records of Boeing probe**

**The Augusta Chronicle – 07/12/11 22:25 –**

COLUMBIA -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board.

**Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records**

**Belleville News-Democrat – 07/12/11 19:13 –**

6 other sources (Ventura County Star (AP), Tri-City Herald, ...)

COLUMBIA, S.C. -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board.

**Oversight committee demands NLRB documents on Boeing suit (Daily Caller)**

**Enterprise Post News – 07/12/11 18:37 –**

Daily Caller – House oversight committee chairman Rep. Darrell Issa demanded Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) provide his committee with all internal communications about the ongoing case against The Boeing Company.

**US House chairman may use subpoenas to compel NLRB to release documents on SC Boeing probe**

**Rockford Register Star (AP) – 07/12/11 18:33 –**

2 other sources (Daily Reporter, Daily Journal)

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board.

**Ruling in labor dispute bolsters Chickasaws**

**The Journal Record – 07/12/11 17:29 –**

COLUMBIA, S.C. -- A federal judge’s ruling in a labor fight between the Chickasaw Nation and the National Labor Relations Board is a major victory for the tribe and could buttress tribal sovereignty claims in its fight over Sardis Lake, the tribe’s attorney said Tuesday.

**Momentum Grows for NLRB Rule Changes**

**AFL-CIO – 07/12/11 16:05 –**

Share Momentum is building as the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) gears up to hold hearings next week on its proposed rule designed to ensure a fair process for workers who want to vote on whether to form a union.

**House Panel May Subpoena NLRB For Boeing Probe Documents -CNBC**

**Morningstar News – 07/12/11 15:11 –**

DOW JONES NEWSWIRE The U.S. House of Representatives Oversight and Government Reform Committee might subpoena the National Labor Relations Board if it doesn't hand over documents related to its investigation of a decision by Boeing Co.

**NLRB Holds Interviews On NBA Players' Charge**

**Local 10 – 07/12/11 13:29 –**

16 other sources (TheDenverChannel.com, WCYB.com, ...)

NLRB Reviewing Conduct Of Owners

**Time to de-fund the NLRB and begin an ethics investigation**

**Investor Village – 07/12/11 10:42 –**

2 other sources (Ventura County Star (AP), Tri-City Herald, ...)

NLRB-FOIA-00002655
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NLRB breaks Obama’s rule on ‘quickie’ union elections, Senate Republican says
Matthew Boyle - The Daily Caller | The Daily Caller – 16 hrs ago tweet Email Print

Senate Republicans ripped into the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) for ignoring a new executive order from President Barack Obama.

**Lynton Band turns to NLRB for aid in dispute with casino union**

Indianz.com – 07/12/11 09:05 –

The tribe asked the NLRB for help with a union that represents 200 employees at Casino San Pablo. The two sides are locked in a dispute over a new contract.

**Gingrich in Iowa City calls for cuts to environmental and labor programs**

The Daily Iowan – 07/12/11 08:20 –

GOP presidential-nomination hopeful Newt Gingrich lambasted several federal groups, including the Environmental Protection Agency and the National Labor Relations Board, which he called a “rogue operation,” during a speech on campus Monday.

**House Oversight Panel May Subpoena NLRB for Boeing Documents**

MashGet – 07/11/11 23:06 –

A U.S. House committee said it may subpoena the National Labor Relations Board for documents related to a complaint filed against Boeing Co. (BA) for building a non-union aircraft factory in South Carolina.

---

**Unfair Labor Practices**

**PLI Publishes Labor Management Law Answer Book 2011-12**

KXXV-TV News Channel 25 – 07/12/11 13:42 –

10 other sources (AZTV7/Cable 13, ABC 5 WOI-DT News, ...)

Words matched: unfair labor practice


...employers; protected and unprotected activity; duty to bargain; unfair labor practice case procedures; and regulation of union dues and administration.

**NLRB Holds Interviews On NBA Players’ Charge**

KJCT8.com – 07/12/11 10:26 –

Words matched: unfair labor practice

NLRB Reviewing Conduct Of Owners

...10 witnesses in relation to the NBA Players Association’s unfair labor practice charge against the NBA, the Sports Business Journal reported...

---
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Latest Developments

House Panel Clears Spending Bill That Would Give EEOC No Increase for FY 2012

Posted July 13, 2011, 4:55 P.M. ET

The House Appropriations Committee today approved a fiscal year 2012 Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies spending bill that would give the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission a $366.5 million budget for the next fiscal year, the same as its current funding level.

By voice vote, the committee cleared an approximately $50.6 billion omnibus measure (bill number not yet available) that covers the Justice Department, the Commerce Department, the National Science Foundation, NASA, and other miscellaneous federal agencies, including EEOC and the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

EEOC currently is operating on a $366.5 million budget under a bill signed by President Obama in April that funds the federal government through Sept. 30, 2011, the end of fiscal 2011 (72 DLR A-16, 4/14/11). President Obama earlier this year proposed a $385.5 million budget for EEOC for fiscal 2012, which would be an increase of about $19 million from the agency's current funding level (30 DLR B-5, 2/14/11).

The civil rights commission would receive $8 million for fiscal 2012 under the House committee's bill, a drop from its current funding level of approximately $9.4 million. The president had requested $9.4 million for the civil rights commission for fiscal 2012.


House Panel Presses NLRB for Documents, Calling Boeing Case Disclosures Incomplete

Posted July 13, 2011, 3:15 P.M. ET

Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Calif.), chairman of the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee, told National Labor Relations Board Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon in a July 12 letter that Solomon has not satisfied committee requests for documents concerning an unfair labor practice complaint against Boeing Co., and warned that the committee will...
consider the use of “compulsory process” if the documents are not turned over to the panel within two weeks.

Solomon has submitted some documentation to the panel, which last month held a hearing in South Carolina on the controversial Boeing case, but the acting general counsel has resisted giving the committee other case-related documents. He told Issa in a June 29 letter that premature disclosure of information not yet released in the administrative proceeding “could seriously compromise the litigation and result in an unfair advantage to one litigant over another.”

Issa wrote that he appreciates Solomon’s concern for the due process rights of litigants but disagrees with NLRB’s assertion of various objections to disclosing documents related to the Boeing case. He set a July 26 deadline for NLRB to produce “the entirety of the documents requested” by the committee.


**Claimants’ Employment Status Under FLSA, State Law Is Jury Question, Court Rules**

*Posted July 13, 2011, 5:08 P.M. ET*

Whether three DirecTV Inc. satellite television technicians are employees or independent contractors under the Fair Labor Standards Act and Louisiana law is a jury question, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana has held (Lang v. DirecTV Inc., E.D. La., No. 10-1085, 7/12/11).

The court July 12 denied the summary judgment motion of DirecTV and one of its home service providers, JP&D Digital Satellite Systems Inc., on the prospective FLSA collective action alleging minimum wage, overtime, retaliation, and recordkeeping violations brought by Christian Lang, Larry Tucker, and E. Dwayne Humphrey. The court also refused to grant summary judgment to the companies on the technicians’ proposed class action for alleged violations of the Louisiana Wage Payment Act.

Responding to the companies’ argument that the technicians were independent contractors not covered by the federal and state statutes, the court decided that genuine issues of material fact exist regarding the level of control that the companies exerted over the technicians, the extent to which the companies controlled the technicians’ opportunities for profit, and the technicians’ ability to exercise initiative in their work.

The opinion was signed by Judge Sarah S. Vance.


**Global Unions File OECD Complaint Against Deutsche Telekom for 'Union Busting’**

*Posted July 13, 2011, 5:23 P.M. ET*

The Communications Workers of America, the UNI Global Union federation, and the German-based ver.di union have alleged that Deutsche Telekom AG, the parent company of T-Mobile USA, has violated the guidelines of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development through a campaign to undermine U.S. employees' efforts to join a union.
The complaint filed in Germany yesterday with the OECD alleges breaches of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises by Deutsche Telekom through “management conduct designed to undermine and frustrate employees’ efforts to choose union representation freely and to deny employees their rights to collective bargaining.”

The unions urged OECD to resolve the issues and ensure the company allows all of its workers worldwide to participate in union activities. “We urge you to use your good offices to make Deutsche Telekom aware of its obligations under the OECD MNE Guidelines, encourage it to insist that its U.S. ... subsidiaries adhere to the same high level of corporate responsibility it exhibits in Germany, and urge it to reform their practices,” the three union organizations requested in the complaint.

To resolve the T-Mobile situation, CWA, ver.di, and UNI proposed that the German contact point investigate the extent to which Deutsche Telekom has abridged the rights of the freedom of association and collective bargaining in the United States, and if Deutsche Telekom is been found to have abridged those rights, the contact point should issue a statement detailing the specific violations and require Deutsche Telekom to communicate to all U.S. workers regarding freedom of association, explaining their rights to choose union membership. The unions also called for Deutsche Telekom to sign a global agreement with UNI Global Union that guarantees labor rights for its workers worldwide.
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- **Ennis Flood Scheme to continue in September**
  The Clare Champion – 07/14/11 05:55 –
  Words matched: Brian Hayes
  WORK on phase two of the Ennis Flood Relief Scheme, which last week had €12.8 million in funding sanctioned by the Minister for Finance, is expected to begin in September.
  ...Fergus. Junior Minister with responsibility for the Office of Public Works, **Brian Hayes**, will visit Ennis this Friday to outline further details of...

- **No coal comfort … but foresight is warming**
  The Sydney Morning Herald – 07/14/11 05:29 –
  Words matched: Mark Pearce
  LETTERS Australia has done well out of coal, even though so much of the profit has gone overseas. But like it or not, as the world gradually wakes up to the implications of climate change, there will be a shift away from burning fossil fuels, and modern, clean, renewable technologies such as solar.
  ...misinformation, whingeing and division in this country in the meantime. **Mark Pearce** Richmond Many traditional investors deride the rise of the ethical investment...

- **Newt Gingrich wants Boeing lawsuit gone**
  The Post and Courier (AP) – 07/14/11 01:57 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  GOP presidential hopeful says Obama has authority to end NLRB case now
  ...their own money,” he said. The NLRB and General Counsel **Lafe Solomon** sued Boeing in April, saying it had illegally retaliated against unionized ...

- **NLRB’s Boeing records pursued**
  TheState.com – 07/14/11 00:28 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  Congress is preparing to issue subpoenas to get the information
  ...Relations Board’s chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel **Lafe**
Solomon, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues...

- **Keep the heat on NLRB**
  - The Post and Courier (AP) – 07/14/11 00:18 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  
  Congressman Darrell Issa is still trying to find out why the National Labor Relations Board filed a wildly overreaching legal complaint against Boeing three months ago.

  ...hearing here to demand answers from, among others, NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon. Then on Tuesday, Rep. Issa set a July 26 deadline...

- **Issa talks tough to NRLBv - threatens "compulsory process"**
  - Investor Village – 07/13/11 21:20 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  
  House oversight committee chairman Rep. Darrell Issa demanded Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) provide his committee with all internal communications about the ongoing case against The Boeing Company.

  ...communications about the ongoing case against The Boeing Company. NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon has provided Issa's team with some, but all of the...

- **Tax part of partners Bill passes stage two**
  - Irish Times – 07/13/11 19:36 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  
  SEANAD REPORT: MINISTER OF State for Finance Brian Hayes said he believed it was in the public interest that the State encourage people to live together and that the wish of those in loving relationships would have them recognised through civil partnerships or marriage.

  ...Bill passes stage two SEANAD REPORT: MINISTER OF State for Finance Brian Hayes said he believed it was in the public interest that the State...

- **Gingrich: Obama could halt NLRB case against Boeing immediately**
  - The Post and Courier (AP) – 07/13/11 14:31 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  
  GOP presidential contender Newt Gingrich toured the Boeing plant in North Charleston today and afterward called on President Obama to remove the National Labor Relations Board general counsel and the complaint challenging the company's expansion to South Carolina.

  ...their own money,” he said. The NLRB and general counsel Lafe Solomon sued the airplane giant in April, saying it had illegally retaliated against...

- **Offalians urged to take advantage of OPW Free Days**
  - Offaly Independent – 07/13/11 12:02 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  
  Fine Gael TD for Laois/Offaly Marcella Corcoran-Kennedy is urging locals to take advantage of the OPW’s Free Days, which allows visitors entry to otherwise ticketed OPW attractions for free on the first Wednesday of each month. Clonmacnoise is one of the sites covered by the scheme that's part of a

  ...that's part of a tourism initiative announced by Minister for State Brian Hayes. This is a fantastic opportunity for families and independent travellers...

- **Congress May Force NLRB To Release Boeing Docs**
  - Manufacturing.net – 07/13/11 10:41 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  
  COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor

  ...Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues...

- **Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records**
  - Chicago Real Estate Daily – 07/13/11 09:32 –

  ComEd power outages linger for thousands Cook County Hospital narrows CEO choice to 3 Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records Oak Forest Hospital plan set for public hearing Quinn to sign bill boosting Leucadia's coal-to-gas plant Allscripts Healthcare Solutions expects Q2 to top estimates

  ...Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues...
One of Congress’ responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between employers and workers to negotiate the terms and conditions of employment.

Law professors argue Div.1 athletics is full-time job

Is playing big-time college sports an extracurricular activity or a job? Two law professors at Michigan State University, Robert and Amy McCormick, think it is definitely a job for football and basketball players on athletic scholarships at Division I schools.

...for former general counsel of the NLRB. I think that neither the National Labor Relations Act nor common law supports their position that student-athletes...

Automatic Cell Profiling System

The Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences (USU), located in Bethesda, MD on the National Naval Medical Campus (NNMC), has a requirement for an Automatic Cell Profiling System with specifications as detailed below.

71--Installation of Bi-PartingAccordion System Partitions

This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.

99--Preparation of Tissues

This is a combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in Subpart 12.6, as supplemented with additional information included in this notice.

Cranial Helmets

The 97th Contracting Squadron hereby issues the following combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items prepared in accordance with the format in FAR subpart 12.

793). (vii) 52.222-40, Notification of Employee Rights under the National Labor Relations Act, (Only if over $100K) FAR 52.225-1; Buy...
Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between employers and workers to negotiate the terms and conditions of employment.

**Ten Reasons Why Even American Liberals Should Root for the GOP**

JEWSH WORLD REVIEW – 07/14/11 03:43 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

1) Incredibly weak recovery: President Barack Obama’s tax/spend/regulation policy — "stimulus"; continuation of TARP; bank, insurance company and auto industry bailouts; "quantitative easing" (aka the printing of money); cash for clunkers; minimum wage hikes; new regulatory rules on businesses; trip ...

**Time to end lockout: players and league**

Canada East – 07/14/11 04:20 –

1 other source (Telegraphjournal.com)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

...like this," he said. Asked about the fuss over the National Labor Relations Board investigating aircraft maker Boeing Co. for opening a plant...

**Newt Gingrich wants Boeing lawsuit gone**

The Post and Courier (AP) – 07/14/11 01:57 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

GOP presidential hopeful says Obama has authority to end NLRB case now ...

**Misguided redistricting plan would muffle tri-county’s voice**

The Post and Courier (AP) – 07/14/11 01:19 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

On June 29, Senate Democrats teamed with 10 Republican senators to pass a misguided congressional redistricting plan that would do long-term damage to the tri-county area's representation on South Carolina’s congressional delegation. ...

**NBA Armageddon 2011: Billy Hunter sends memo to players**

Howard Bloom – 07/14/11 01:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

...all of you have to do is read his comment regarding the National Labor Relations Board ruling that Boeing illegally moved jobs from the state...

**There's no magic potion for job creation, GE chief says**

TheState.com – 07/14/11 00:28 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

GREENVILLE — The chairman of President Barack Obama’s jobs and competitiveness council said Wednesday there is no magic potion to jobs creation, but the panel is devising pragmatic plans to put people back to work.

...like this, he said. Asked about the fuss over the National Labor Relations Board investigating aircraft maker Boeing Co. for opening a plant...

**NLRB’s Boeing records pursued**

TheState.com – 07/14/11 00:28 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

...believes. All you have to do is read his comment regarding the National Labor Relations Board, which officially encourages collective...
Congress is preparing to issue subpoenas to get the information.

**Serve the Public, Not Union Bosses**

The Intelligencer / Wheeling News-Register – 07/14/11 00:23 –

President Barack Obama's preoccupation with pleasing labor unions reached the absurd a long time ago. In his quest for the millions of dollars in campaign contributions and millions of votes union bosses control, Obama has made it clear what the unions want, the unions get - even if it is bad for most other Americans. The National Labor Relations Board's attempt to block Boeing from constructing a new plant...

**House Committee May Subpoena NLRB Documents In Boeing Case**

Aero-News Network – 07/14/11 00:20 –

July 26th Set As Deadline For Handover Of Information The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee says it may have to subpoena documents it has requested from the NLRB relating to a complaint against Boeing. House Committee May Subpoena NLRB Documents In Boeing Case July 26th Set As Deadline For Handover Of Information The House Oversight and Government ...

**Keep the heat on NLRB**

The Post and Courier (AP) – 07/14/11 00:18 –

Congressman Darrell Issa is still trying to find out why the National Labor Relations Board filed a wildly overreaching legal complaint against Boeing three months ago. Keep the heat on NLRB Congressman Darrell Issa is still trying to find out why the National Labor Relations Board filed a wildly overreaching ...

**No magic potion**

The Post and Courier (AP) – 07/14/11 00:17 –

General Electric CEO: Practical job creation plan in works...like this.” he said. Asked about the fuss over the National Labor Relations Board investigating aircraft maker Boeing Co. for opening a plant...

**GrayRobinson Attorney Elected Chair Of The 11th Judicial Circuit Nominating Commission**

Citybizlist – 07/13/11 23:42 –

Marlene Quintana MIAMI, FL -- Marlene Quintana, of the Miami office of GrayRobinson, P.A., was recently elected to serve as Chair of the 11th Circuit Judicial Nominating Commission (JNC) for a one-year term. ...statutes. She has also represented employers in matters before the National Labor Relations Board, the Public Employers Relations Commission, the...

**TV union plans protest over new contract**

Pjstar.com – 07/13/11 23:15 –

Rally will be at UAW Local 974, near the WEEK/WHOI property ...time. "We could legally challenge (the contract) with the National Labor Relations Board. We wanted to have another bargaining meeting (with...

**BURR: NLRB backs Boeing assault with new attack**

Ohio Standard – 07/13/11 21:28 –

Boeing how - and where - to create jobs, the captured agency is already warning of its next target: the 6 million businesses, large and small, within the . BURR: NLRB backs Boeing assault with new attack Boeing how - and where - to create jobs, the captured agency is already warning of its next target :

**Issa talks tough to NRLBv - threatens "compulsory process"**

Investor Village – 07/13/11 21:20 –

House oversight committee chairman Rep. Darrell Issa demanded Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) provide his committee with all internal communications about the ongoing case against The Boeing Company. ...oversight committee chairman Rep. Darrell Issa demanded Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) provide his committee with all...
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<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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<td>NBA Will Return $160 Million To Players</td>
<td>07/13/11</td>
<td>41 other sources (WHIO-TV, KXLY920, ...)</td>
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<td>Words matched: National Labor relations Board</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>...has brought an unfair labor practice charge against owners to the National Labor relations Board, which reportedly has interviewed up to 10 witnesses...</td>
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<td>26 other sources (The Telegraph, WHEC-TV, ...)</td>
</tr>
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<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
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<td>GREENVILLE — The chairman of President Barack Obama's jobs and competitiveness council said Wednesday there is no magic potion to jobs creation, but the panel is devising pragmatic plans to put people back to work. ...like this,&quot; he said. Asked about the fuss over the National Labor Relations Board investigating aircraft maker Boeing Co. for opening a plant...</td>
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<td>07/13/11</td>
<td></td>
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<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
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<td>GREENVILLE, S.C. — The chairman of President Barack Obama's jobs and competitiveness council said Wednesday there is no magic potion to jobs creation, but the panel is devising pragmatic plans to put people back to work. ...like this,&quot; he said. Asked about the fuss over the National Labor Relations Board investigating aircraft maker Boeing Co. for opening a plant...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law professors argue Div.1 athletics is full-time job</td>
<td>07/13/11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
<td></td>
<td>Is playing big-time college sports an extracurricular activity or a job? Two law professors at Michigan State University, Robert and Amy McCormick, think it is definitely a job for football and basketball players on athletic scholarships at Division I schools. ...the university, says Robert McCormick, who was an attorney for the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) under Jimmy Carter. These young men...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC SPEAKS OUT AGAINST NLRB-PROPOSED “AMBUSH” ELECTIONS</td>
<td>07/13/11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
<td></td>
<td>ABC July 6 submitted a letter opposing a recent National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) proposed rule to shorten union election timeframes as part of an Education and the Workforce Committee hearing titled, “Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers’ Free ABC SPEAKS OUT AGAINST NLRB-PROPOSED AMBUSH ELECTIONS ABC July 6 submitted a letter opposing a recent National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) proposed...</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>Aerospace Manufacturing and Design</td>
<td>07/13/11</td>
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<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tom Grasson Nearly 18 months after an announcement by Boeing to build a new plant at a non-union facility in North Charleston, SC, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has filed a complaint saying Boeing may have violated federal labor law. ...plant at a non-union facility in North Charleston, SC, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has filed a complaint saying Boeing may have...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Players and league agree it time to end lockout</td>
<td>07/13/11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
<td></td>
<td>NEW YORK (Reuters) - The National Football League and some of the game's top...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
quarterbacks agreed on Wednesday it is time to reach an agreement to end a four-month-old lockout rather than risk disrupting the start of the 2011 season.

...it through the lockout. Also pending is a ruling by the National Labor Relations Board on an unfair labor charge brought in February by league...

- **JAY AMBROSE: Commentary ... Obama treats unratted trade treaties very badly**
  - Naples Daily News (AP) – 07/13/11 14:47 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - You believe in this president, right? You still think Barack Obama, if not exactly the saint you once venerated, is way ahead of the Republicans, which is to say, you have missed the kiss-the-unions joke of tying highly needed trade treaties to a job-training boondoggle.
  - ...energy-diminishing phantom chasing, the Obama-snare health plan and a berserk National Labor Relations Board now headed by a wild-eyed radical. None...

- **Gingrich: Obama could halt NLRB case against Boeing immediately**
  - The Post and Courier (AP) – 07/13/11 14:31 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - GOP presidential contender Newt Gingrich toured the Boeing plant in North Charleston today and afterward called on President Obama to remove the National Labor Relations Board general counsel and the complaint challenging the company's expansion to South Carolina.
  - Gingrich: Obama could halt NLRB case against Boeing immediately GOP presidential contender Newt Gingrich toured the Boeing plant in North Charleston...

- **US Chamber: Obama's Regulatory Review Doesn't Go Far Enough**
  - Morningstar News – 07/13/11 12:19 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - WASHINGTON -(Dow Jones)- President Barack Obama's campaign against what he referred to as "dumb" federal rules doesn't go far enough to rein in the government's regulatory reach, the U.
  - ...agencies--such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Labor Relations Board--to review their existing regulations and get...

- **Congress May Force NLRB To Release Boeing Docs**
  - Manufacturing.net – 07/13/11 10:41 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Board.
  - Congress May Force NLRB To Release Boeing Docs COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor ...

- **Labor Board gives information on presentations relating to proposed election rule change**
  - CCH's Employment Law Daily – 07/13/11 09:16 –
  - Words matched: NLRB, nrb
  - More than 60 speakers from the business, labor, academic and advocacy communities have registered to make presentations at the NLRB's July 18 and 19 open meeting addressing the recently proposed election rule amendments, the Board has announced.
  - academic and advocacy communities have registered to make presentations at the NLRB s July 18 and 19 open meeting addressing the recently proposed ...

- **Ambrose:Job treaties sleight of hand**
  - The Milford Daily News – 07/13/11 08:01 –
  - 2 other sources (The MetroWest Daily News, The Dedham Transcript)
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - You believe in this president, right? You still think Barack Obama, if not exactly the saint you once venerated, is way ahead of the Republicans, which is to say, you have missed the kiss-the-unions joke of tying highly needed trade treaties to a job-training boondoggle.
  - ...energy-diminishing phantom chasing, the Obama-snare health plan and a berserk National Labor Relations Board now headed by a wild-eyed radical. None...

- **Look for Obama to continue dance around Boeing case**
  - The Times and Democrat – 07/13/11 07:00 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - THE ISSUE: NLRB complaint against Boeing OUR VIEW: President could help put end to case, but he won't President Obama recently weighed in on the National
Labor Relations Board's legal complaint against airplane manufacturer Boeing for the first time, saying he hoped the company and union officials

*Look for Obama to continue dance around Boeing case THE ISSUE: NLRB complaint against Boeing OUR VIEW: President could help put end to case*

**U.S. Could Lose Competitive Edge Without Investments**  
*Business and Commercial Aviation – 07/13/11 04:51 –*

By Jennifer Michels If the U.S. does not invest in aerospace and technology soon— not to mention find a way to attract more students into engineering—it risks losing its competitive edge as the leading country for aviation and aerospace in the world, says Jim Albaugh, president and CEO of Boeing Commercial Aerodynamics... 

*he was surprised at the decision earlier this month by the National Labor Relations Board’s administrative law judge to reject Boeing’s motion...*

**YOUR WORLD WITH NEIL CAVUTO: Interview With California Congressman Darrell Issa**  
*Alacra Store – 07/13/11 01:41 –*

CHRIS COTTER, GUEST HOST: All right, I mentioned going to break that Newt Gingrich had already made calls to the president to put an immediate halt to this NLRB case against Boeing.

...had already made calls to the president to put an immediate halt to this NLRB case against Boeing. Well, now the president's head of his Council...

**Job creation and uncertainty**  
*SlidellSentry.com – 07/13/11 01:17 –*

It wasn’t a great start to a Friday. The latest employment numbers came out on July 8, and they certainly didn’t paint a pretty picture. According to the Labor Department, nonfarm jobs rose by only 18,000 in June, woefully short of the 90,000 economists had predicted.

...U.S. are non-union. Obama’s appointees to the National Labor Relations Board continue to try to muscle through pro-union regulations that Congress...

**Letters to the Editor**  
*Richmond Times-Dispatch (AP) – 07/13/11 00:02 –*

NLRB seeks to make life easier for workers Editor Times-Dispatch: Despite the onslaught of political attacks on the National Labor Relations Board the board has made clear that it is committed to its mission of upholding and improving the laws that protect working families in Virginia and across the country.

*Letters to the Editor NLRB seeks to make life easier for workers Editor Times-Dispatch: Despite the onslaught of political attacks on the National Labor Relations Board...*

**If unemployment stays high, Obama can kiss D.C. goodbye**  
*Baldwin County NOW – 07/12/11 15:05 –*

*Commentary*

...administration that demonizes business; an administration that installs an National Labor Relations Board that sues a company for expanding to...
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Players and league agree it is time to end lockout
Khaleej Times – 07/13/11 15:32 –
12 other sources (Windsor Star, Calgary Herald, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The National Football League and some of the game’s top quarterbacks agreed on Wednesday it is time to reach an agreement to end a four-month-old lockout rather than risk disrupting the start of the 2011 season.
...it through the lockout. Also pending is a ruling by the National Labor Relations Board on an unfair labor charge brought in February by league...

GE head Jeff Immelt: No magic potion on jobs
The Economic Times – 07/13/11 15:03 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
GREENVILLE: The chairman of President Barack Obama's jobs and competitiveness council said Wednesday there is no magic potion to jobs creation, but the panel is devising pragmatic plans to put people back to work.
...this," he said. Asked about the fuss over the National Labor Relations Board investigating aircraft maker Boeing Co. for opening a plant in...

US Chamber: Obama's Regulatory Review Doesn't Go Far Enough
ADVFN India – 07/13/11 12:34 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Barack Obama's campaign against what he referred to as "dumb" federal rules doesn't go far enough to rein in the government's regulatory reach, the U. ...agencies--such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Labor Relations Board--to review their existing regulations and get...

GE head Immelt: No magic potion on jobs
Yahoo! Malaysia – 07/13/11 06:20 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP) — The chairman of President Barack Obama's jobs and competitiveness council said Wednesday there is no magic potion to jobs creation, but the panel is devising pragmatic plans to put people back to work.
...like this," he said. Asked about the fuss over the National Labor Relations Board investigating aircraft maker Boeing Co. for opening a plant...

Hyundai-Rotem workers end walkout over heat, lack of water
Menafn.com – 07/12/11 21:28 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Jun 11, 2011 (The Philadelphia Inquirer - McClatchy-Tribune Information Services via COMTEX) -- Workers returned Friday to a South Philadelphia factory after walking off the job on Thursday to protest a lack of water and air conditioning.
...Korean managers and American workers, prompting complaints to the National Labor Relations Board about abusive treatment. The workers last year...

10 reasons even liberals should root for the GOP
WND – 07/14/11 01:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Incredibly weak recovery: President Barack Obama's tax/spend/regulation policy – "stimulus": continuation of TARP; bank, insurance company and auto industry bailouts; "quantitative easing" (aka the printing of money); cash for clunkers; minimum-wage hikes; new regulatory rules on businesses; triplin
...Second Amendment and the legality of Obamacare. Boeing vs. the National Labor Relations Board: In a recent press conference, Obama falsely called...

Editorial: Obama administration labor rule changes unfair to employers
The Detroit News (AP) – 07/14/11 01:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Obama administration's labor relations agencies are embarked on an aggressive campaign to change the rules of collective bargaining with a clear goal of boosting private-sector union membership.
Fairness requires that it be amended to do so. Meanwhile, the National Labor Relations Board, which oversees union issues in other industries , is...

Panel focusing on practical steps to create jobs
The Seattle Times – 07/13/11 21:49 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The chairman of President Obama's jobs and competitiveness council, GE Chairman Jeffrey Immelt, said the panel is devising pragmatic plans to put people back to work.
Billy Hunter sends memo to players

ESPN – 07/13/11 19:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

NBA players association executive director Billy Hunter sent a memo to all players Tuesday saying he supports all members of the union in their attempts to play elsewhere.

...promising to continue negotiations with the NBA and work with the National Labor Relations Board to protect the players' rights. Hunter ends...

General Electric CEO Immelt says there is no magic potion on jobs but urges private hiring

Washington Post – 07/13/11 18:35 –
1 other source (The Republic (AP))

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

GREENVILLE, S.C. — The chairman of President Barack Obama’s jobs and competitiveness council said Wednesday there is no magic potion to jobs creation, but the panel is devising pragmatic plans to put people back to work.

...like this, he said. Asked about the fuss over the National Labor Relations Board investigating aircraft maker Boeing Co. for opening a plant...

Time To Cut, Cap And Balance National Labor Relations Board

Investor's Business Daily – 07/13/11 18:22 –
1 other source (Free Republic)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

On the average workday the National Labor Relations Board spends more than $1 million, ostensibly to protect employees' right to collectively bargain — or not — as is their choice.

Time To Cut, Cap And Balance National Labor Relations Board On the average workday the National Labor Relations Board spends more than $1 million ,

NBA Will Return $160 Million To Players

KTVU – 07/13/11 18:14 –
5 other sources (WFTV Channel 9, Click On Detroit, ...)

Words matched: National Labor relations board

Keeping Money Was Sign Of Bad Faith For Negotiators

...has brought an unfair labor practice charge against owners to the National Labor relations Board, which reportedly has interviewed up to 10 witnesses...

Burr: NLRB backs Boeing assault with new attack

The Washington Times – 07/13/11 17:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

It's another blow to America's job creators

Burr: NLRB backs Boeing assault with new attack It s another blow to America s job creators Even as the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB )

NLRB backs Boeing assault with new attack

The Washington Times – 07/13/11 17:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

It’s another blow to America’s job creators

NLRB backs Boeing assault with new attack It s another blow to America s job creators Even as the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB ) is pilloried...

Attorney General Closes Humane Society Investigation

Hartford Courant – 07/13/11 17:53 –
1 other source (Hartford Courant)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The Hartford Courant 5:35 p.m. EDT, July 13, 2011 NEWINGTON —— Attorney General George Jepsen has closed a 30-month investigation into alleged financial mismanagement by the Connecticut Humane Society and said Wednesday no further action will be taken against the organization...

...the society has yet to be settled. Last month a National Labor Relations Board administrative judge ruled that two society workers were illegally...

Immel: 'Way in Support' of Boeing in NLRB Battle

Fox Business – 07/13/11 17:49 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

General Electric (GE) chief executive Jeffrey Immelt offered a bit of impromptu support Wednesday for another corporate giant and some-time competitor Boeing (BA).
NBA's Hunter backs playing in Europe in memo

ABC Owned Television Stations – 07/13/11 16:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NBA players association executive director Billy Hunter sent a memo to all players Tuesday saying he supports all members of the union in their attempts to play elsewhere.
...promising to continue negotiations with the NBA and work with the National Labor Relations Board to protect the players' rights. Hunter ends...

Support Keeps Coming for NLRB Rule Change
Topix – 07/13/11 16:02 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Support continues to pour in for the National Labor Relations Board's A proposed rule designed to ensure a fair process A for workers who want to vote on whether to form A a union.
Support Keeps Coming for NLRB Rule Change Support continues to pour in for the National Labor Relations Board's A proposed rule designed to...

GE head Immelt: No magic potion on jobs
Star-Telegram.com – 07/13/11 14:38 –
1 other source (Forbes.com)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
GREENVILLE, S.C. — The chairman of President Barack Obama's jobs and competitiveness council said Wednesday there is no magic potion on jobs creation, but the panel is devising pragmatic plans to put people back to work.
...like this," he said. Asked about the fuss over the National Labor Relations Board investigating aircraft maker Boeing Co. for opening a plant...

Players and league agree it is time to end lockout
FoxNews.com – 07/13/11 14:38 –
2 other sources (Hartford Courant, Fox 31 KDVR)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK (Reuters) - The National Football League and some of the game's top quarterbacks agreed on Wednesday it is time to reach an agreement to end a four-month-old lockout rather than risk disrupting the start of the 2011 season.
...it through the lockout. Also pending is a ruling by the National Labor Relations Board on an unfair labor charge brought in February by league...

US Chamber: Obama's Regulatory Review Doesn't Go Far Enough
NASDAQ – 07/13/11 12:47 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON -(Dow Jones)- President Barack Obama's campaign against what he referred to as "dumb" federal rules doesn't go far enough to rein in the government's regulatory reach, the U.
...agencies--such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Labor Relations Board--to review their existing regulations and get...

Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records
Topix – 07/13/11 12:14 –
2 other sources (Topix, Free Republic)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board's chief.
Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South...

Boeing boosts Air Force tanker costs
Words matched: NLRB
Boeing Co. Boeing Co. Latest from The Business Journals Boeing staffs upNLRB documents eyed in Boeing caseCongress may subpoena NLRB documents in Boeing case Follow this company has boosted the costs for the U.
...Boeing staffs upNLRB documents eyed in Boeing caseCongress may subpoena NLRB documents in Boeing case Follow this company has boosted the costs ...

Congress May Force NLRB To Release Boeing Docs
Road Runner – 07/13/11 11:37 –

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley, a persistent union critic, has asked GOP presidential hopefuls stumping in the state -- home to the first-in-the-South Republican primary -- to weigh in on the dispute.

**NLRB Prominent Mentions**

- **Newt Gingrich wants Boeing lawsuit gone**
  - The Post and Courier (AP) – 07/14/11 01:57 –
  - Words matched: NLRB
  - GOP presidential hopeful says Obama has authority to end NLRB case now

- **House Committee May Subpoena NLRB Documents In Boeing Case**
  - Aero-News Network – 07/14/11 00:20 –
  - Words matched: NLRB
  - July 26th Set As Deadline For Handover Of Information The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee says it may have to subpoena documents it has requested from the NLRB relating to a complaint against Boeing.

- **Keep the heat on NLRB**
  - The Post and Courier (AP) – 07/14/11 00:18 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - Congressman Darrell Issa is still trying to find out why the National Labor Relations Board filed a wildly overreaching legal complaint against Boeing three months ago.

- **Issa talks tough to NLRBv - threatens "compulsory process"**
### Investor Village — 07/13/11 21:20 —
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

House oversight committee chairman Rep. Darrell Issa demanded Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) provide his committee with all internal communications about the ongoing case against The Boeing Company.

### ABC SPEAKS OUT AGAINST NLRB-PROPOSED “AMBUSH” ELECTIONS
**ABC — 07/13/11 15:02 —**
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

ABC July 6 submitted a letter opposing a recent National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) proposed rule to shorten union election timeframes as part of an Education and the Workforce Committee hearing titled, “Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers’ Free

### Companies have rights too
**Aerospace Manufacturing and Design — 07/13/11 14:58 —**
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Tom Grasson Nearly 18 months after an announcement by Boeing to build a new plant at a non-union facility in North Charleston, SC, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has filed a complaint saying Boeing may have violated federal labor law.

### Gingrich: Obama could halt NLRB case against Boeing immediately
**The Post and Courier (AP) — 07/13/11 14:31 —**
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

GOP presidential contender Newt Gingrich toured the Boeing plant in North Charleston today and afterward called on President Obama to remove the National Labor Relations Board general counsel and the complaint challenging the company's expansion to South Carolina.

### Walgreen plans $2-bil. share buyback, hikes dividend
**Chicago Business — 07/13/11 11:27 —**
**Words matched:** NLRB

Today's Headlines 7/13/2011 Walgreen plans $2-bil. share buyback, hikes dividend Allstate Q2 disaster losses total $2.3 billion, worst in 6 years ComEd power outages linger for thousands Cook County Hospital narrows CEO choice to 3 Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records Oak Forest Hospital

### Allstate Q2 disaster losses total $2.3 billion, worst in 6 years
**Chicago Business — 07/13/11 11:18 —**
**Words matched:** NLRB

Today's Headlines 7/13/2011 Allstate Q2 disaster losses total $2.3 billion, worst in 6 years ComEd power outages linger for thousands Cook County Hospital narrows CEO choice to 3 Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records Oak Forest Hospital plan set for public hearing Quinn to sign bill boo

### Congress May Force NLRB To Release Boeing Docs
**Manufacturing.net — 07/13/11 10:41 —**
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor

### Oak Forest Hospital plan set for public hearing
**Chicago Real Estate Daily — 07/13/11 09:33 —**
**Words matched:** NLRB

ComEd power outages linger for thousands Cook County Hospital narrows CEO choice to 3 Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records Oak Forest Hospital plan set for public hearing Quinn to sign bill boosting Leucadia's coal-to-gas plant Allscripts Healthcare Solutions expects Q2 to top estimates

### Allscripts Healthcare Solutions expects Q2 to top estimates
**Chicago Real Estate Daily — 07/13/11 09:33 —**
**Words matched:** NLRB

ComEd power outages linger for thousands Cook County Hospital narrows CEO choice to 3 Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records Oak Forest Hospital plan set for public hearing Quinn to sign bill boosting Leucadia's coal-to-gas plant Allscripts Healthcare Solutions expects Q2 to top estimates

### ComEd power outages linger for thousands
**Chicago Real Estate Daily — 07/13/11 09:33 —**
1 other source (Chicago Business)
Meltwater News Inc. is a global specialist in online media monitoring. We help more than 17,000 of the world’s most admired companies and organizations keep track of business critical information published online. Founded in Norway in 2001 we have grown to 50 offices in Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, North America and South America. Meltwater News is fully owned by its...
founders and employees.

Meltwater is headquartered at 50 Fremont St, San Francisco, California, USA, 94105. This report has been configured for you by a consultant at Meltwater News. To find out more please contact your consultant using their direct contact details at the top of this mail report. If you wish to unsubscribe you can also contact your consultant, or contact us using the link below.
From a Congressional Quarterly reporter, in case this sheds any light on the amendment:

They say it: "Strengthen the existing protection in the National Labor relations Act of state right-to-work law to ensure that state laws cannot be pre-empted by union contracts or the NLRB. It provides necessary clarity to prevent the NLRB from moving forward in their case against Boeing or attempting a similar strategy against other companies. It updates the current law with the following:

Nothing in the Act shall be construed to limit the application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise places restraints upon, agreements between labor organizations and employers, or that require the payment of dues or fees to such organizations, a condition of employment either before or after hiring."

Hi Lauren,

I realize I was mistaken. I'd gotten the idea that this was a national right to work bill from another reporter; it turns out that's not what this is. We're trying to figure out exactly what it would do.

Hey Nancy -- Thanks for helping me out with this. I really appreciate it!

For the daily story about Sens. Alexander and Graham’s right-to-work legislation, I'd love to get a comment on the ramifications of the language, both for labor and for the NLRB. Something similar to what we talked about over the phone: That this is an attempt to mandate all states adopt right-to-work policies. That this legislation is really nothing new and has been introduced by the GOP many times before.

To give you a better sense of what I'm looking into for my feature story: I'm writing about the natural oscillation of the board and it's pro-union vs. pro-business decisions depending on which party is controlling the White House. My argument is that the Boeing case provides ammunition to those that are trying to prove the NLRB has an activist agenda, but in reality, the NLRB under Obama is no more pro-union than it was pro-business under the previous Bush administration. The NLRB is also under much greater scrutiny on the whole due to the larger labor environment. I would
love to get a comment about the natural progression of the board becoming politicized, and how it's historically seesawed between pro-union and pro-business decisions based on the administration.

Thanks so much and please let me know if you have any questions! I'm on my cell today: 617-633-0425

Best,
Lauren

Lauren Smith
Staff Writer
lsmith@cq.com
(o): 202-650-6604 **please note new number!
(m): 617-633-0425

Congressional Quarterly
77 K St., NE
Washington, DC 20002

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This e-mail may contain confidential material. If you are not an intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies. It may also contain personal views which are not the views of CQ Roll Call or its owner, The Economist Group. We may monitor e-mail to and from our network. For company information go to http://legal.economistgroup.com.
AMENDMENT NO.________  Calendar No._____

Purpose: To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor Act to clarify the applicability of such Act with respect to States that have right to work laws in effect.


S. 493

To reauthorize and improve the SBIR and STTR programs, and for other purposes.

Referred to the Committee on _________________ and ordered to be printed

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT intended to be proposed by Mr. ALEXANDER
(for himself and Mr. GRAHAM)

Viz:

1. At the appropriate place, insert the following:

2. SEC. ___ . PROTECTION OF RIGHT TO WORK.

3. (a) APPLICABILITY OF NLRA TO STATE RIGHT TO

4. WORK LAWS.—Section 14 of the National Labor Relations Act (29 U.S.C. 164) is amended by striking subsection (b) and inserting the following:

7. “(b) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to limit

8. the application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise places restraints upon, agreements between labor or-

9. ganizations and employers that make membership in the
labor organization, or that require the payment of dues
or fees to such organization, a condition of employment
either before or after hiring.”

(b) APPLICABILITY OF RAILWAY LABOR ACT TO
STATE RIGHT TO WORK LAWS.—Title II of the Railway
Labor Act (45 U.S.C. 181 et seq.) is amended by adding
at the end the following:

“SEC. 209. EFFECT ON STATE RIGHT TO WORK LAWS.

“Nothing in this Act shall be construed to limit the
application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise
places restraints upon, agreements between labor organi-
zations and carriers that make membership in the labor
organization, or that require the payment of dues or fees
to such organization, a condition of employment either be-
fore or after hiring.”
Wow – did you see this part? What do they mean???
The Complaint is *ultra vires* because the Acting General Counsel of the NLRB
did not lawfully hold the office of Acting General Counsel at the time he directed that the
Complaint be filed.

_Nancy Cleeland_
_NLRB Director of Public Affairs_
_(202) 273-0222_
_nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov_

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 3:35 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: FW: The Boeing Company, 19-CA-32431
I have to say, it is impressive to watch their response.

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nrb.gov

No clue; perhaps Obama will have to testify in support of the appointment?

Wow – did you see this part? What do they mean??
The Complaint is *ultra vires* because the Acting General Counsel of the NLRB
did not lawfully hold the office of Acting General Counsel at the time he directed that the
Complaint be filed.

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nrb.gov

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 3:35 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: FW: The Boeing Company, 19-CA-32431
News

South Carolina Boeing Employee Files Retaliation Charge Against Machinist Union

Big Government

Murray claims that the union's current charges against Boeing and the resulting Obama appointee National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) General Counsel Lafe Solomon's complaint against Boeing that would eliminate over 1000 existing jobs in South Carolina ...

See all stories on this topic »

Tip: Use site restrict in your query to search within a site (site:nytimes.com or site:.edu). Learn more.
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SC Governor Nikki Haley ups criticism of Obama over NLRB suit
Daily Caller
By Amanda Carey South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley had some new, choice words for President Obama Thursday in a conference call with reporters about the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit with Boeing. The governor slammed the president for his ...
See all stories on this topic »

Herman Cain: Obama's NLRB 'A Direct Assault on the Free Market System'
ChicagoNow (blog)
Presidential candidate Herman Cain (R) recently spoke with FOX Business Network's (FBN) Neil Cavuto about the dispute between the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and Boeing and its impact on the United States economy. Cain said what the NLRB is ...
 See all stories on this topic »

Tatler exclusive: Massive business coalition steps up to fight NLRB, Big Labor...
Pajamas Media
A coalition of 86 national business associations, and 131 state and local organizations is stepping up to oppose the Obama administration's National Labor Relations Board's efforts to impose “card check” and other anti-business efforts, the Tatler has ...
See all stories on this topic »

Preview: U.S. Oversight Committee to discuss Boeing labor lawsuit
WCBD
By Cleve Bryan Friday afternoon the US House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform will hold full committee field hearing to discuss the labor lawsuit against Boeing. Why: To examine factors behind the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) ...
See all stories on this topic »
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From: Google Alerts [googlealerts-noreply@google.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2011 2:45 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board

News 3 new results for National labor relations board

Haley: Congressional pressure good in Boeing fight
The Seattle Times
Haley, a Republican, spoke a day ahead of her expected testimony before the US House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, which is meeting Friday in North Charleston to probe a National Labor Relations Board lawsuit. The federal board sued ...
See all stories on this topic »

United Tech exec sees Boeing winning in NLRB fight
Forbes
By STEPHEN SINGER, 06.16.11, 02:31 PM EDT The chief financial officer of United Technologies Corp. said Thursday that Boeing Co. will ultimately prevail in its battle with the National Labor Relations Board over the plane-maker's decision to build a ...
See all stories on this topic »

American Labor's Next Target
Huffington Post
In recent days, the UFCW has filed numerous charges with the National Labor Relations Board accusing the company of "unlawful denial of access to the store, unlawful dress code policy, unlawful no solicitation policy, unlawful use of social media ...
See all stories on this topic »
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News

1 new result for National labor relations board

Boeing CEO tapped to lead Business Roundtable
The Hill (blog)
McNerney's company has been embroiled in a National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) complaint alleging that the company decided to build a plant that would produce 787 airplanes in South Carolina in retaliation for labor strikes by workers at its Puget ...
See all stories on this topic »
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| News          | 2 new results for National labor relations board |

**Question of the Day**

*Washington Times*

Sixteen states filed a brief opposing the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) effort to block the Boeing Co. from building a new manufacturing facility in South Carolina. The NLRB initiated proceedings against Boeing to prevent the company from ...

See all stories on this topic »

**Letters show NLRB lawyer's reluctance to come to North Charleston**

*Charleston Regional Business*

By Matt Tomsic The US House oversight committee and National Labor Relations Board General Counsel Lafe Solomon haggled over Solomon's participation in Friday's committee hearing in North Charleston. The hearing, entitled “Unionization Through ...
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From: Google Alerts [googlealerts-noreply@google.com]
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2011 12:18 AM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board

News 3 new results for National labor relations board

**NLRB threatens Boeing's job growth in Texas, other states**
San Antonio Express
Considering the job opportunities associated with the Dreamliner's success, it seems inconceivable that federal labor regulators would attempt to thwart Boeing's expansion plans. But that is precisely what the National Labor Relations Board is ...
See all stories on this topic »

**Stage set for tense union vote at NY Target**
Minneapolis Star Tribune
Meanwhile, each side has filed legal complaints against the other with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). Target accused the union and its supporters of making "racial" and "antigay" statements, threatening other employees during phone calls ...
See all stories on this topic »

**Abbott, Texas join right-to-work coalition**
The Gonzales Cannon
By Gonzales Cannon News Services AUSTIN – Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott this week filed an amicus brief on behalf of a bipartisan, 16-state coalition that opposes the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) proposal to punish employers for ...
See all stories on this topic »
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News

Congressional panel probes National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing
Washington Post
By AP, NORTH CHARLESTON, SC — A congressional panel is holding a hearing in South Carolina on a National Labor Relations Board complaint against aircraft manufacturer Boeing over a non-union jet assembly line built in the state. ...
See all stories on this topic »
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House panel takes up NLRB complaint against Boeing
Seattle Post Intelligencer
MEG KINNARD, AP COLUMBIA, SC (AP) — Republicans and Democrats jockeyed Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board's suit against Boeing Co. The board sued the Chicago-based aircraft ... See all stories on this topic »
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Congressional hearing on NLRB Boeing lawsuit underway after peaceful protest
Charleston Post Courier
That's how today's US Congressional hearing opened, before the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee probed the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing for building its North Charleston plant in a right-to-work state. ...
See all stories on this topic »

IAM Charges GOP Senator with Ethics Violations in Boeing Case
Business Wire (press release)
Lindsey Graham's conduct and statements regarding the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) pending complaint against the Boeing Company. The IAM letter cites potentially unethical efforts by Sen. Graham and others to pressure NLRB Acting General ... See all stories on this topic »

Regional News 6/17/11
KMAS
House panel takes up NLRB complaint vs. Boeing A congressional committee is holding a hearing on the National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing. The US House Committee on Oversight and Government convenes Friday in North Charleston with ...
See all stories on this topic »
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SC gov wants labor board-Boeing complaint dropped
Fox News
Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing. Haley and 15 other GOP governors wrote to the board's general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on Thursday saying the probe ...
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GOP Presses NLRB to Drop Case Against Boeing, as Dems Accuse Company of ...
Fox News
(AP) Republicans are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing and get out of the way of job creation, though Democrats argue Boeing is violating the law by retaliating against union employees. The NLRB has ...
See all stories on this topic »

NLRB lawyer: Boeing complaint 'not intended to harm the workers of SC'
The Hill (blog)
By Keith Laing - 06/17/11 04:24 PM ET National Labor Relations Board General Counsel Lafe Solomon defended the panel's complaint against airplane manufacturer Boeing at a meeting of the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee. ...
See all stories on this topic »

L.I. Target Workers Take Union Vote
Wall Street Journal (blog)
Both the union and Target have filed complaints with the National Labor Relations Board saying that each side employed illegal and unfair measures to sway voters. The union filed a complaint about a flier circulated by store management that implied the ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Obama, Labor Board Have 'Holding Pattern On Free Enterprise': Republicans
Huffington Post
called a special field session in South Carolina to probe a recent complaint brought by the labor board's acting general counsel against
the Boeing Company. Issa took the unusual step of urging the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) general counsel, ...
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**News**

**Labor Board Defends Boeing Actions**  
Wall Street Journal  
By LOUISE RADNOFSKY NORTH CHARLESTON, SC—A National Labor Relations Board official defended the organization's actions against Boeing Co. for the plane maker's decision to build a 787 Dreamliner factory in non-union South Carolina. NLRB acting general ...
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**Daley can't defend Obama's 'indefensible' economic policies**  
Daily Caller  
The Workforce Fairness Institute's Fred Wszolek told The Daily Caller that Daley's lackluster performance is even more questionable when comes to the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and its campaign against the Boeing Company. The NLRB has gone ...
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House committee hearing on NLRB suit against Boeing
San Francisco Chronicle
The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that an NLRB complaint against Boeing Co. is aimed at protecting the rights of workers everywhere. The NLRB is suing the aeronautics giant alleging the ...
See all stories on this topic »

NH closing in on a repeal of union dues rule
Boston Globe
Hearings began this week on a complaint that the National Labor Relations Board filed against Boeing, after the company moved production of its 787 Dreamliner plane from a unionized plant in Washington state to a nonunion plant in South Carolina. ...
See all stories on this topic »
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McConnell Accuses White House of Extremism on Trade And Jobs

But this is all about simmering GOP anger over stalled free trade deals -- and outright fury over the dispute between Boeing and the National Labor Relations Board regarding the company's new 787 Dreamliner plant in South Carolina. ...
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Authorities should protect workers, not union bosses
Spartanburg Herald Journal
The union complained to the National Labor Relations Board, which has since sued Boeing. The union claims that Boeing’s decision to locate an assembly line in South Carolina is retaliation against strikes in its Seattle-area plants that hurt Boeing’s...
See all stories on this topic »
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Legislators give Haley 'B-' grade for first session

Nikki Haley earns her best marks for working with lawmakers and challenging federal policies that she thinks are not in South Carolina's interest – such as a recent National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing's North Charleston plant,...
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**AIRSHOW-Boeing says may have decision on 737 by yr-end**

Reuters

Albaugh also addressed a complaint lodged against the company by the **National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)** claims Boeing decided to open new operations for 787 wide-body assembly in non-union South Carolina to punish the International Association of ... 
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**Labor** Complaint Against Boeing Opposed by Haslam
Missouri News Horizon
Bill Haslam is among 16 Republican governors to sign a letter to the **National Labor Relations Board** asking it to dismiss its complaint against aircraft maker Boeing, which plans to operate a plant in South Carolina. Like Tennessee, South Carolina is a ...
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Boeing's Threat to American Enterprise

Wall Street Journal

By THOMAS GEOGHEGAN Conservatives are in an uproar that the general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board has filed an unfair labor charge against Boeing. It seems the president of Boeing was unwise enough to blurt out that his company would...
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**NLRB faces double-edged decision**

Washington Times

“If the NLRB had its way, then once you plant your flag in a union state, then you can never leave,” said Rep. Trey Gowdy, South Carolina Republican, of the ramifications for businesses. By Tim Devaney NORTH CHARLESTON, SC | The National Labor ... See all stories on this topic »
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**Think Big: For labor law, we have to go back to the future**

Daily Kos

In short, the act would have: 1) allowed employees to choose a union through majority signup, rather than through **National Labor Relations Board**-run elections, which are often fraught with employer threats and firings; 2) allowed unions to request ...
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**Your Handy Guide To Obama Board's Attack on Workplace Democracy**

Big Government

A hot topic, of course, is the **NLRB**'s threat to kill jobs at a Boeing plant in South Carolina (because of which legislators are considering the Job Protection Act). But, sadly, there are many other concerns on the horizon, including “project labor ...
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The Machinists' Catch 22: Boeing Employee Files NLRB Charge Against Union

RedState
Since President Obama's NLRB announced its prosecution of the Boeing Company some weeks ago for its opening a second 787 assembly line in South Carolina, the media and politicians have had much to say about the NLRB's attack on business, Right to Work ...
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Boeing Production to 'Stay Ramped Up': CEO

CNBC.com
The general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has filed an unfair labor charge against Boeing, after the company announced that it would move a production line to South Carolina. “This will probably have long legs,” McNerney said. ...
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The Machinists’ Catch 22: Boeing Employee Files NLRB Charge Against Union
RedState
Since President Obama’s NLRB announced its prosecution of the Boeing Company some weeks ago for its opening a second 787 assembly line in South Carolina, the media and politicians have had much to say about the NLRB’s attack on business, Right to Work ...
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Boeing Production to ‘Stay Ramped Up’: CEO
CNBC.com
The general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has filed an unfair labor charge against Boeing, after the company announced that it would move a production line to South Carolina. “This will probably have long legs,” McNerney said. ...
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Boeing CEO Is Confident of Winning Labor Case

Wall Street Journal
Chairman and Chief Executive Jim McNerney said he is confident that the company will prevail in its legal battle with the US National Labor Relations Board over the company's decision to build a commercial-airplane factory in South Carolina. ...
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NYU Teaching Assistants' Unionization Hopes Get a Boost

New York Times (blog)
Many graduate teaching assistants at New York University and a dozen other private universities are spoiling to unionize, but they have been frustrated by a 2004 ruling from the National Labor Relations Board saying they cannot unionize because they ...
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Target Store Votes Against Unionization

The Consumerist
The United Food and Commercial Workers filed a complaint with the National Labor Relations board saying that Target had banned workers from wearing buttons in support of the union and from talking about the working conditions at the store on online ...
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Issa condemns NLRB on Boeing dispute: 'Far in excess of their mandate'

Daily Caller
By Jeff Poor - The Daily Caller Republican House Oversight Committee Chairman Darrell Issa has joined the chorus crying foul over what seems to be an aggressive overreach by the Obama administration's National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) in declaring ...
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South Carolina, Boeing Officials Grilled on NLRB Controversy
Fox News
Members of Congress in South Carolina today holding a field hearing into the NLRB's complaint that Boeing is illegally hiring non-union workers at its plant there. South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley going to bat for Boeing. The labor board's chief ...
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Boeing's Existential Moment: 'Duopoly With Airbus Is Over' As Labor Dispute Looms
Forbes (blog)
At a cross-roads, Boeing is gearing up to fight a two-front war as it locks horns with the US National Labor Relations Board over its decision to open a plant in South Carolina while the company determines how to deal with increased competition from ...
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Boeing CEO is Confident of Winning Labor Case
MyFox Phoenix
The US National Labor Relations Board has proposed that Boeing shift work from its nonunion factory in South Carolina to union facilities in Washington state, an idea the company rejected. McNerney in the interview said he will not yield on the ...
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An Update on Social Media and Employee Discipline

JD Supra (press release)
A few months back, we reported that the National Labor Relations Board (Board) had issued a complaint against a company for disciplining an employee because she posted insulting remarks about her supervisor on her Facebook page. ...
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‘Once You Plant Your Flag In A Union State, You Can Never Leave’

Town Hall
Amidst the NLRB-Boeing court case that officially began in Seattle last Tuesday, members of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Relations held a hearing in South Carolina on Friday to investigate whether the National Labor Relations Board ...
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Fight between labor and Boeing puts Obama in a bind

Washington Post
And he has reshaped the National Labor Relations Board, which enforces labor laws and has moved to a more pro-union stance after years of siding with employers under President George W. Bush. The dispute has escalated in recent months with a suit ...
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Rules would speed up union elections
USA Today
Bruce Smith, AP On June 17, 2011, Lafe Solomon, the acting general counsel for the National Labor Relations Board, testifies during a US House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform field hearing on an NLRB complaint against Boeing. ...
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Washington Post editorial board condemns Obama's NLRB, favors Boeing
Daily Caller
737 assembly facility is shown in Renton, Wash. on Tuesday, June 14, 2011, Boeing asked a Seattle judge to dismiss a case brought by the National Labor Relations Board that accuses the plane maker of breaking the law when it built a non-union ...
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Fox Still Misrepresenting NLRB's Case Against Boeing
Media Matters for America
Fox News has repeatedly suggested that the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) is engaging in unlawful or "anti-American" activity by filing a complaint against Boeing for deciding to build a new plant in the "right to work" state of South Carolina. ...
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NLRB Rules Would Streamline Unionizing
New York Times
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE In a move that will undoubtedly please labor unions, the National Labor Relations Board on Tuesday morning proposed new rules to speed up unionization elections, largely by streamlining various procedures. The labor board wants to ...
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Key GOP lawmaker slams administration labor organizing plan
Washington Times
By David R. Sands The chairman of the House Education and the Workforce Committee harshly attacked on Tuesday proposed new rules from the National Labor Relations Board designed to drastically shorten the period workers have to consider a vote to join ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Boeing labor spat bubbles up in Paris

Reuters

In April, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) lodged a complaint in an administrative law court, saying that Boeing's decision to open a 787 wide-body assembly away from its Washington state home base was meant to punish the International...
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Boeing labor spat bubbles up in Paris

Reuters

In April, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) lodged a complaint in an administrative law court, saying that Boeing's decision to open a 787 wide-body assembly away from its Washington state home base was meant to punish the International ... See all stories on this topic »
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**Boeing labor spat bubbles up in Paris**

Reuters

In April, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) lodged a complaint in an administrative law court, saying that Boeing's decision to open a 787 wide-body assembly away from its Washington state home base was meant to punish the International ...
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President Obama In A Tough Spot On Boeing-NLRB Case
Business Insider
This afternoon, the National Labor Relations Board will file a counter-motion to keep the case in court. At issue is whether Boeing's decision to open the South Carolina plant constitutes retaliation against the The International Association of ...
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Labor Board to Speed Up Union Elections
Wall Street Journal
By MELANIE TROTTRMAN The National Labor Relations Board Tuesday said it plans to overhaul the rules governing union-organizing elections in ways that will shorten the time it takes to hold a vote, the latest in a series of moves by federal agencies that ...
See all stories on this topic »

Hoffa Praises NLRB for Proposing Fairer Elections
PR Newswire (press release)
WASHINGTON, June 21, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Teamsters General President Jim Hoffa today said the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) proposed a common-sense rule to make sure workers have the basic right to vote. The NLRB would eliminate ...
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AFL-CIO, local labor leader blast Boeing hearing
Charleston City Paper
by Chris Haire Last Friday, members of the US House Oversight and Government Reform Committee gathered together to discuss a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing. And inside those chambers, Congressional Democrats and ...
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Attorney General Olens joins bi-partisan coalition against NLRB recent action
Examiner.com
(Paulding County, Georgia) – Attorney General Sam Olens last week, on behalf of the state, joined a bi-partisan, 16-state coalition in filing an amicus brief opposing the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) recent action attempting to block a ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Obama Commerce pick hits fed fight with Boeing
The Associated Press
Republicans asked Bryson about the National Labor Relations Board's suit against Boeing, which accuses the aircraft builder of opening a plant in South Carolina in retaliation against union workers in Washington state who went on strike in 2008. Sen. ...
See all stories on this topic »

3 Boeing employees allowed roles in NLRB suit
Bluffton Today
s North Charleston plant were allowed on Monday to have limited roles in a federal labor dispute over the company's 787 passenger jet line. The National Labor Relations Board has decided to allow the employees to file a brief in the case once an NLRB ...
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Plane Falsehoods: Krauthammer Continues To Misinform About Boeing's Alleged ...
Media Matters for America
Previously, Fox News contributor Charles Krauthammer misinformed the public on a National Labor Relations Board complaint that Boeing illegally moved jobs away from a unionized facility, claiming that "paying off the unions to [President Obama] is more ...
See all stories on this topic »

National news briefs
STLtoday.com
In a move that pleases labor unions, the National Labor Relations Board proposed on Tuesday new rules to speed up unionization elections, largely by streamlining procedures. The labor board wants to tighten up the process by ensuring that employers, ...
See all stories on this topic »

PRESS DIGEST - Wall Street Journal - June 22
Reuters
The National Labor Relations Board Tuesday proposed the most sweeping changes to the federal rules governing union organizing elections since 1947, giving a boost to unions that have long called for the agency to give employers less time to fight ...
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NLRB asks judge to deny Boeing's request to dismiss labor complaint

HeraldNet
The National Labor Relations Board asked a judge Tuesday to deny the Boeing Co.'s request to dismiss a complaint that claims the jetmaker retaliated against its Machinists in Washington state. The labor board filed a federal complaint in April, ...
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Hoffa Praises NLRB for Proposing Fairer Elections
Sacramento Bee
By International Brotherhood of Teamsters WASHINGTON, June 21, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewsWire/ -- Teamsters General President Jim Hoffa today said the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) proposed a common-sense rule to make sure workers have the basic ...
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Panetta a 100-0 pick for Pentagon

Boston Globe

The National Labor Relations Board has accused Boeing of opening a plant in South Carolina in retaliation against union workers in Washington state, who went on strike in 2008. At the hearing, Republican senators complained about the NLRB suit. ...
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**Projections Releases 'Ultimate Defense Kit' in Light of Proposed **NLRB** Rules**
Benzinga
The **NLRB** proposed new union election rules today that will shorten the petition-to-election time frame; make it more difficult for companies to communicate with their employees, and making it easier for unions to gain new members. ...
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**White House To Rig Rules For Big Labor, says Coalition for a Democratic Workplace**
PR Newswire (press release)
It appears that the White House made its latest sop to Big Labor by proposing dramatic federal rule changes within the Department of Labor and the ostensibly independent National Labor Relations Board (**NLRB**), all with the goal of silencing employers ...
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**Rep. Issa Threatens to Eliminate National Labor Relations Board Over Boeing ...**
ABC News
Darrell Issa, center, chairs a House Oversight and Government Reform Committee hearing on a complaint made against Boeing Co. by the National Labor Relations Board (**NLRB**), in North Charleston, South Carolina, on June 17, 2011. ...
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NLRB Pushes New Rules to Facilitate Unionization
TPMDC
Last week, the National Labor Relations Board made headlines when it filed a controversial complaint against Boeing aircraft for moving a plant from Washington to South Carolina. According to the complaint Boeing was violating labor laws by allegedly ...
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Projections Releases 'Ultimate Defense Kit' in Light of Proposed NLRB Rules
San Francisco Chronicle (press release)
Today, the National Labor Relations Board published an official Notice of Proposed Rulemaking which will drastically shorten the timeframe from when a union files a petition for election and the actual date of election. Under current rules, elections ...
See all stories on this topic »

Union files unfair labor practice charge against The Doctors Clinic
Kitsap Sun
By Rachel Pritchett Contract talks between The Doctors Clinic and United Food & Commercial Workers Local 21 have taken a turn for the worse, with the union on Monday filing an unfair labor practice charge with the National Labor Relations Board against ...
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Obama Agencies Announce Massive Attack on American Job Creators
Fox News (blog)
Earlier this week, the union extremists in Obama's Department of Labor and the "independent" National Labor Relations Board (the same agency that may cause 1000 Boeing employees in South Carolina to lose their jobs) launched an all-out offensive ...
See all stories on this topic »
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A good case against Boeing
Washington Post
By Kate Bronfenbrenner, Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected. The board was right to bring the complaint, because the law is on its ... See all stories on this topic »

Union files for election at Swedwood
GoDanRiver.com
By Tara Bozick A machinists union petitioned the National Labor Relations Board for an election to see if a majority of workers wants a union at Swedwood Danville, an Ikea furniture-maker. The International Association of Machinists and Aerospace ... See all stories on this topic »
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A good case against Boeing

By Kate Bronfenbrenner

Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected. The board was right to bring the complaint, because the law is on its side, and such complaints are a step in the right direction.

Do you love D.C.? Get the insider’s guide to where to stay, what to do and where to eat. Go to www.washingtonpost.com/gog for your guide to D.C. now.
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W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch

By Andrea Lannom One West Virginia attorney said the suit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing is a case everyone should watch. The suit stems from a decision made by Boeing to produce its Dreamliner jets in South Carolina, ...
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Editorial: NLRB should back off plan to shorten union-vote time

By The Denver Post Rule changes proposed this week by the National Labor Relations Board that would make it easier for unions to organize are yet another effort to tilt the playing field in favor of labor. The new rules would drastically shorten the ...
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These are strange times in U.S. labor relations, and they are getting stranger by day. The past two weeks have seen several important developments in the bizarre ongoing saga between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing, which has become a cause célèbre for conservative politicians and pundits, even forming part of the discussion during the New Hampshire Republican presidential debate, with former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich calling for abolition of the labor board.

So what happened? First, after more than a year of construction, Boeing opened its new billion-dollar facility in North Charleston, S.C., which will act as a final assembly plant for the 787 Dreamliner, widely considered the future of commercial aviation. Then, the NLRB started its administrative law judge hearing that will decide the fate of the complaint issued by the acting general counsel, which accuses Boeing of breaking the law by moving work from a unionized plant in Washington state to a non-union plant in South Carolina in retaliation for strike action at the union plant.

Adding to the drama, South Carolina Sen. Lindsey Graham announced that he would block President Obama's nomination for secretary of Commerce — despite the nominee being a member of Boeing's board of directors — until the president states publicly that Boeing is an "ethical" corporation. Then Boeing refused a settlement offer from the machinists union that involved keeping the disputed work in South Carolina.

Congressional Republicans, meanwhile, called a hearing of the House Oversight Committee in Charleston to "discuss" the NLRB's actions. With considerable reluctance, Lafe Solomon, the acting general counsel who issued the complaint, testified at the hearing only after Republicans threatened to subpoena him if he refused to appear. Republicans accused the NLRB of waging "class" and "regional" warfare, attacked Solomon for "prosecutorial misconduct" and quizzed him about the case — a clear threat to due process. So much for Southern hospitality.

Conservative politicians and pundits have tried to make this dispute about anything other than the key question: Did Boeing violate the law? Fox News has run stories on South Carolina workers with headlines like: "What would you do if the government tried to kill your job?" But South Carolina is not the issue — the legal issues would be identical if Boeing had transferred the jobs to the moon.

The NLRB is not telling a private company where it can and cannot do business. Under U.S. law, Boeing has a right to transfer work from Washington to South Carolina for good reasons, bad reasons, or no reason at all. But it is not allowed to transfer work for discriminatory reasons — in this case, retaliation for Washington workers exercising their right to strike.

Boeing has claimed that the NLRB complaint takes out of context remarks on the motivation behind the transfer of work. The comments in question are about as clear as one could imagine. The "overriding factor" in the decision to locate the jobs in South Carolina, Boeing's EVP explained, was the need to avoid further work stoppages.
In its defense, Boeing states that, not only has it not cut jobs in Washington, but it actually has added new jobs. True, but these new jobs involve "rework" and "out of sequence work" needed to remedy ongoing problems in Boeing's complex and dysfunctional global supply chain. When the supply-chain problems are fixed, the jobs will disappear.

Boeing also states that the South Carolina jobs are new jobs, which will surprise the workers on the 'surge line" in Washington state who are doing final assembly work on the Dreamliner, and whose work will be wound down as the South Carolina plant becomes fully functional.

So what is this really about? Though they would never say so, it is about Republicans' visceral hatred of the current NLRB and the workplace rights it protects. Republicans have been looking for an issue with which to attack the NLRB since their sweeping election victories last November. Several previous attempts floundered, but Boeing has provided red meat for those who would like to destroy the last vestiges of workers' rights in America.

If Boeing reads the situation right, it will settle this dispute. Based on the evidence so far, it probably will lose based on the legal issues. But the Republicans who have used the Boeing dispute as a pretext to attack the NLRB will never settle. For them, there always will be another reason to attack the agency mandated with protecting the right to form unions. For it is that basic right on which they have really declared war.

John Logan is professor and director of Labor Studies at San Francisco State University.
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Boeing, the NLRB and the GOP
San Francisco Chronicle (blog)
By John Logan These are strange times in US labor relations. First there is the bizarre on-going saga between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing, which has become a cause celebre for conservative politicians and pundits, even forming part of ...
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Are Catholic Colleges Catholic Enough?
Wall Street Journal
By PATRICK J. REILLY It's not just Boeing that the National Labor Relations Board is picking on: For the second time this year, the NLRB has ruled against a Catholic college. The Chicago office of the NLRB said that St. Xavier University had failed to ...
See all stories on this topic »

Pro-Labor Progressives Should Support The AT&T - T-Mobile Merger
Huffington Post (blog)
This led to charges before the National Labor Relations Board, which were just recently settled with the company being required as part of the settlement to tell employees they actually did have free speech rights on their own social networking pages. ...
See all stories on this topic »

New DOL Rule Would Require More Disclosure of Employer Consultants
National Legal and Policy Center
The proposal, whose public comment period ends August 22, was followed Tuesday by an even more ambitious proposal by the National Labor Relations Board to allow unions to hold "quickie" workplace elections, the latter of which will be discussed in a ...
See all stories on this topic »

Proxy Advisory Firm Institutional Shareholder Services Now a Conduit for Big Labor
American Spectator (blog)
By Kevin Mooney on 6.23.11 @ 12:06PM Since the inception of the Obama Administration, free market groups have done an effective job of exposing the perfidy the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), the National Mediation Board (NMB) and other ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Regis loses labor fight
Minneapolis Star Tribune
The National Labor Relations Board ruled the chain had to post notices in stores saying workers had the right to form a union. The National Labor Relations Board Thursday said hair stylists and other employees for Regis Corp. and its related chain of...
See all stories on this topic »

Noem bill would ban national labor board from tribal businesses
Daily Republic
D., introduced legislation Thursday to clarify that the National Labor Relations Board does not have jurisdiction over tribally owned businesses on reservation land as a matter tribal sovereignty. In 2004 the National Labor Relations Board, ...
See all stories on this topic »

NLRB files response to Boeing's motion to dismiss
Bizjournals.com (blog)
The National Labor Relations Board on June 22 filed its response to Boeing's motion to dismiss the case against it, which threatens Boeing's ability to operate its new plant in Charleston, SC, to manufacture 787 Dreamliners. Boeing now has until noon...
See all stories on this topic »
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The Plane Truth: Unions Don't Equal Quality
Huffington Post (blog)
There's been a lot of overheated rhetoric around the pending National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)/Boeing matter, in which the NLRB is considering whether Boeing's attempt to move plane production to South Carolina from Washington State, because of the ...
See all stories on this topic »

Regis Required to Disclose Union Rights to Workers
Twin Cities Business (blog)
Under a settlement with the National Labor Relations Board, Regis is required to post notices and play a DVD at its stores informing workers of their right to union representation. In order to settle charges alleging unfair labor practices, ...
See all stories on this topic »
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<tr>
<td><strong>NLRB abuses authority</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Buffalo News

By News Editorial Board The National Labor Relations Board, dominated by Democratic appointees, says airplane manufacturer Boeing can build a new plant in China, but not in South Carolina. The expanded plant in China will provide jobs to more than 1000 ...
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Congressional Republicans meddle with NLRB case that involves Boeing
Los Angeles Times
The NLRB is months, if not years, away from determining whether Boeing built a manufacturing plant in South Carolina to punish its unionized workers in Everett, Wash. But that hasn't halted the GOP's brazen campaign of interference. ...
See all stories on this topic »

Another labor sop: Bum's rush
Tribune Review
The National Labor Relations Board's proposed new rules that would unduly hurry along workplace union-certification elections -- to unions' advantage -- constitute the latest NLRB sop to Big Labor. Depriving workers of sufficient time to thoroughly ...
See all stories on this topic »
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News

NLRB shows bias — again
Charleston Post Courier
Two months ago, the National Labor Relations Board’s acting general counsel did organized labor's bidding by filing a far-fetched complaint against Boeing. Last week, the board itself revealed a clear pro-union -- and anti-business -- bias. ...

See all stories on this topic »
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**NLRB and Boeing: A Long Summer Ahead**
Wall Street Journal (blog)
By Melanie Trotman The National Labor Relations Board dodged a bullet last week in the formal hearing about its labor-law violation complaint against Boeing Co., an initial step in a hearing that is expected to last through the summer. ...
See all stories on this topic »
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**NLRB to change union elections**

Fort Wayne Journal Gazette

The National Labor Relations Board announced the new rules Tuesday, saying the current rules build in unnecessary delays and encourage wasteful litigation. The proposal is expected to irritate Republicans and business groups who have complained about ...
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**Labor disputes simmer on several fronts, and no one seems to be turning down ...**

Chicago Tribune

It's the National Labor Relations Board accusing Chicago-based Boeing of establishing a plant in nonunion South Carolina for assembly of its 787 Dreamliner in retaliation against its unionized Washington state workers who went on strike in 2008. ...

See all stories on this topic »
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Republicans continue to flip out over NLRB doing its job
Daily Kos
by Laura Clawson for Daily Kos
The great Republican NLRB freakout of 2011 is a little hard to write about, because by explaining what's going on in a way that makes it more interesting than watching paint dry, you've almost certainly done the ...

See all stories on this topic »

NLRB election proposal draws union praise, GOP flak
Workday Minnesota
WASHINGTON - A National Labor Relations Board proposal to set standards and timetables for union recognition elections drew praise from union leaders and flak from Minnesota Congressman John Kline, the Republican who chairs the House Education and the ...

See all stories on this topic »

Where is the key element of retaliation in the Boeing labor case?
Washington Post
But that promise of sunnier labor days is an ingredient in a business decision, not a recipe for retaliation. With a listless economy stymied in part by intrusive government, the National Labor Relations Board's decision to challenge Boeing comes at ...

See all stories on this topic »

Defending Virginians' right to work
Seattle Post Intelligencer
The National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing's locating some production facilities in South Carolina is an attack on the founding principles of our country. It's also an attack on the freedom and competitiveness of every state with ...

See all stories on this topic »
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Subject: Congressional Republicans meddle with NLRB case that involves Boeing
To: "Martin Arlook"
Date: Sunday, June 26, 2011, 8:15 PM

Check out this article from LA Times:
In the quaint old days, even the most ravenous publicity hounds in Congress would hold off announcing a big investigation until they had something to investigate. As is shown by the furor enveloping a National Labor Relations Board case involving Boeing Co., those days are gone.
To read the full article, click on this link or copy and paste it into your browser: http://www.latimes.com/la-fi-hiltzik-20110626,0,1298701.column
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Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board
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NLRB Sues Boeing For Building New Plant In A Right-To-Work State

U.S. Election News

The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) wants those jobs given to Washington state where right-to-work statutes do not exist, and are suing Boeing Co. on the pretext that the company's new location was a purposeful retaliation against Washington ...

See all stories on this topic »
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Cornell expert: Labor relations board got it right on Boeing
Syracuse.com (blog)
Kate Bronfenbrenner of Cornell University argues that the NLRB must act, or cede control of the workplace to employers. By Kate Bronfenbrenner Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint ...
See all stories on this topic »

Weekly Standard: Unionized States Of America?
NPR
If it's a tool of organized labor, it will go along. Obama won't play a direct role in the decision. But he created the pro-labor majority on the NMB, just as the folks who run the Department of Labor and control the National Labor Relations Board are ...
See all stories on this topic »

Boeing-NLRB Fight Provides Grand Forum for Useless Political Saber-Rattling
Seattle Weekly (blog)
27 2011 at 7:00 AM It seems that every politician in Washington these days wants to wade into the fight between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing over the aircraft maker's decision to build a non-union plant in South Carolina. ...
See all stories on this topic »
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Romney: Labor board case could cost Iowa jobs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Associated Press</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romney, the former governor of Massachusetts, said a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing could stifle jobs at Alcoa in Iowa, which provides materials for the airline manufacturer's 787 Dreamliner.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;This Boeing decision in ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">See all stories on this topic »</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Agency Meddles In Boeing Affair**                                  |                                               |
| Military & Aerospace Electronics                                    |                                               |
| The Democrat-dominated National Labor Relations Board's meddling into the business decisions of Boeing, the nation's largest manufacturer, is troublesome. The NLRB claims that Washington State-based Boeing built a $750 million airplane factory in ... |                                               |
| [See all stories on this topic »](#)                                 |                                               |

| **NLRB Issues July 1 Deadline to Speak on Measures to Streamline Union Elections** |                                               |
| IndustryWeek                                                        |                                               |
| By Jill Jusko Do you want to weigh in publicly on the National Labor Relations Board's proposed rule to streamline union election campaigns? The federal agency will hold an open meeting July 18 at its Washington headquarters to receive public comments, ... |                                               |
| [See all stories on this topic »](#)                                 |                                               |
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NLRB, politicized
Pueblo Chieftain
THE NATIONAL Labor Relations Board has run amok with a majority of appointees by President Barack Obama. The NLRB has been trying to stop Boeing from opening a new airliner production facility in South Carolina on the premise that it would be a ... See all stories on this topic »
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Real Union Enemy Isn't Boeing, It's Competition: Ramesh Ponnuru
Bloomberg
He is referring to the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing Co. The company wants to produce airplanes in a nonunionized plant in South Carolina rather than a unionized one in Washington state, in part because of repeated strikes at ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Proposed NLRB Rule Would Put Union Elections on Fast Track; Burden Employers
National Legal and Policy Center
Union leaders, frustrated over their inability to sway Congress, more than ever are relying upon the National Labor Relations Board to enact stealth legislation. The board, now with a Democratic majority, seems willing to oblige them. ...
See all stories on this topic »

Charleston businessman says NLRB dispute hurts him
The Seattle Times
Dunhill Staffing president Neil Whitman says in the video released Tuesday by the US House Oversight and Government Reform Committee that the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit is "an assault" on the way business is done in America. ...
See all stories on this topic »
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**Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and Obama shares blame**
Los Angeles Times
Before President Obama set foot in Iowa to visit an Alcoa plant, Mitt Romney's campaign released an interview in which the former Massachusetts governor blasted the president for a National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co. which ...

See all stories on this topic »

**Oversight committee makes NLRB-Boeing fight personal**
Daily Caller
The House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform put a name and face to the NLRB-Boeing fight Tuesday with the launch of its “Voices of Recovery.” The first video features Neil Whitman, president of a South Carolina staffing company, ...

See all stories on this topic »

**New Whitepaper Details Recent Online Organizing Successes by Unions**
San Francisco Chronicle (press release)
Last week, the National Labor Relations Board published an official Notice of Proposed Rulemaking which will drastically shorten the timeframe from when a union files a petition for election to the date employees vote. In a June 22nd article, ...

See all stories on this topic »
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcoa disputes Romney's claim about job loss</td>
<td>Romney in a telephone interview on Monday said that National Labor Relations Board's actions against aircraft manufacturer Boeing Co. could result in job losses nationally and in Iowa. Boeing is accused of trying to move its Washington-based assembly ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bachmann checks the Boeing box

Politico
By JAMES HOHMANN | 6/28/11 8:53 PM EDT MYRTLE BEACH, SC—It only took Michele Bachmann five minutes in her first South Carolina speech as a presidential candidate to attack the National Labor Relations Board for trying to block Boeing from opening a ...
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Boeing Labor Dispute Turns Into Headache For Obama

WJTV
From congressional hearings to presidential debates, outraged Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The NLRB says Boeing retaliated against its unionized ...

See all stories on this topic »

A Union 'Off-Target'

American Thinker
Yes, even with its allies in the White House, the press, and the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), Americans are not fooled. And the "collective" repulsion of unionization is increasing. Like employees of the Target chain, most do not want, ...
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Obama weighs in on NLRB's Boeing case; says U.S. can't afford labor fights
The Hill (blog)
By Keith Laing - 06/29/11 12:31 PM ET President Obama weighed in on the National Labor Relations Board's legal complaint against airplane manufacturer Boeing for the first time Wednesday, saying he hoped the company and union officials could resolve ...
See all stories on this topic »

NLRB proposes new rule that would hurt job creation
Daily Caller
By Michael Whalen Last week, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) proposed a new rule that, if implemented, will make hiring workers in America more difficult for businesses. The proposed rule would allow union bosses to hold workplace elections ...
See all stories on this topic »

With Election Rule, Labor Board Takes Half Step Forward
Labor Notes
But that harrowing pre-election period could be shortened if a set of rules proposed by the National Labor Relations Board is enacted later this summer. Employers typically delay elections for weeks by appealing rulings on procedural matters, ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Obama declines to criticize NLRB for Boeing ruling but says companies should ...
Los Angeles Times
But he declined to criticize a recent National Labor Relations Board ruling that alleged Boeing Co. opened a non-union assembly plant in South Carolina in retaliation for union strikes at its facilities in Washington state. Weighing in for the first ...
See all stories on this topic »

New rules: The NLRB and OLMS give labor law a long-overdue makeover
The Hill (blog)
First, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) issued a proposed rule change to get rid of the worst cases of delay in union representation elections. The current system of elections allows employers to delay votes for months or longer. ...
See all stories on this topic »
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As GOP pounces, Kaine weighs in on Boeing labor dispute
Washington Post (blog)
By Ben Pershing On the same day President Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against Boeing, his close friend and political ally, former Virginia governor Timothy M. Kaine (D), also weighed in for the first time on the ...
See all stories on this topic »

New NLRB union election rules do no harm
The Hill (blog)
By Raymond Hogler - 06/29/11 03:55 PM ET The National Labor Relations Board recently issued a proposed change in its rules for conducting union certification elections in which employees vote in favor of or against representation by a union. ...
See all stories on this topic »

Labor expert outlines legal issues around lockout
SportingNews.com
We asked John Hancock Jr., an attorney for Butzel Lang who has specialized in labor law for more than 30 years, to explain some of them. NLRB complaint. The union filed a complaint with the federal government's National Labor Relations Board in late ...
See all stories on this topic »
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This message was sent to you by Exemption 6 - Privacy, as a service of The Seattle Times http://www.seattletimes.com.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Boeing-NLRB labor dispute turns into headache for Obama

The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration’s economic policies.
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NLRB fight is land mine in reelection
The Hill (blog)
By Ian Swanson - 06/30/11 05:45 AM ET President Obama broke his silence Wednesday on the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) controversial complaint against Boeing, implicitly criticizing the decision. In measured comments, Obama said he didn't ...
See all stories on this topic »
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### News

**Va. GOP presses Kaine on NLRB Boeing case**

By Keith Laing - 06/29/11 06:36 PM ET

**In our view: NLRB Case Weaker**

By The Columbian
Finally, on Wednesday, President Barack Obama had something to say about the **National Labor Relations Board's** [brash action against Boeing](https://thehill.com/blogs/breaking-news-blog/the-hill/120206-former-dem-national-committee-chairman-tim-kaines-efforts-to-stop-airplane-manufacturer-boeing-from-building-a-new-plant?utm_source=snailmail&utm_medium=email&utm_term=nlrb-foia-00002769)
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Big Labor, Bill Nelson and the NLRB in Assault on Pro-Job Florida
Human Events
by Adam Hasner I doubt many Floridians have even heard of the National Labor Relations Board. I doubt many of them know that under President Obama, this unelected board of bureaucrats and political appointees is doing the bidding of Big Labor, ...
See all stories on this topic »

Labor board proposes changes in unionization process
Feedstuffs
The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has proposed revisions to unionizing rules that could shorten the time between a call for a vote to unionize and the actual election, which would decrease the time available for employers to respond to ...
See all stories on this topic »

President Obama tips his hand on Boeing and the NLRB
Los Angeles Times
Business groups and their allies in Washington have been trying for weeks to get President Obama to denounce the complaint that the National Labor Relations Board brought against Boeing, to no avail. A reporter put the question to Obama directly on ...
See all stories on this topic »

Obama's labor union problem
CNN
Changing the rules is a strategy also deployed by the higher-profile National Labor Relations Board, where the President opted for a recess appointment of union lawyer Craig Becker after it became clear his confirmation would be blocked by Republicans ...
See all stories on this topic »

Top questions as lockout looms
SI.com
While negotiating for a new CBA, the players' association could also continue to pursue the unfair labor practices charge it filed in May with the National Labor Relations Board. In its charge, the players contend that the NBA, by seeking considerable ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Boeing Labor Dispute Is Making New Factory a Political Football
New York Times
In a case that has enraged South Carolinians and become a cause célèbre among Republican lawmakers and presidential hopefuls, the National Labor Relations Board has accused Boeing of illegally setting up shop in South Carolina because of past strikes ...
See all stories on this topic »

Aspen Skico, Mulcahy end bitter feud — for now
Aspen Times
ASPEN — Aspen Skiing Co. and former ski instructor Lee Mulcahy have reached an agreement to end their long, bitter labor dispute. Both parties signed a proposed settlement agreement arranged by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) on a handful of ...
See all stories on this topic »

NBA: Labor talks go into deep freeze
The Register-Guard
The union had previously filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's goal was to avoid meaningful negotiation until a lockout was in place. ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Former UN security worker charged with $100000 fraud
RIA Novosti
MOSCOW, July 1 (RIA Novosti) - A former UN employee has been arrested for allegedly obtaining more than $100000 in salary as a result of holding jobs at the UN and the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) at the same time, the website of the US ...
See all stories on this topic »

Rules would make it easier to form union
Milwaukee Business Journal
Businesses and unions are at odds over proposed National Labor Relations Board rule changes that aim to streamline union organizing elections. The NLRB in Washington, DC, has proposed some of the most sweeping changes to the federal rules governing ...
See all stories on this topic »

In Boeing labor dispute, a political conflagration, Tensions flare as union ...
Bend Bulletin
Boeing workers Wayne Gravot, right, and Jeff Sparwasser train in the company's final assembly building, in Charleston, SC The National Labor Relations Board has accused Boeing of illegally setting up shop in South Carolina because of past strikes by ...
See all stories on this topic »

Westerly Hospital to post notices regarding union activities, bargaining
TheDay.com
Hung at 13 locations in the hospital, the notices are the result of a settlement the hospital reached with the National Labor Relations Board in a case involving unfair labor practice charges filed by the union representing nurses and allied ...
See all stories on this topic »

What Gov. Brown didn't do for California's agricultural workers
Los Angeles Times
The measure would empower unions and, more specifically, the now-dominant UFW, the board said, and is not the right solution to the problem. The changes proposed by the National Labor Relations Board would be a better fix. ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Is Obama Sourcing on the NLRB's Case against Boeing?
Reason Online (blog)
The New York Times' Steven Greenhouse reports on the continuing political fallout from the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) controversial case against Boeing, which charges the airline manufacturer with illegally retaliating against its... See all stories on this topic »

Settlement in NLRB Facebook Case Sends a Message
JD Supra (press release)
There, the NLRB alleged that AMR unlawfully: 1) promulgated and implemented a social media policy, and 2) terminated employee Dawnmarie Souza for insulting her supervisor on Facebook and inciting responses from other employees. The NLRB brought this... See all stories on this topic »
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Obama seeks to avoid Boeing-labor battle
USA Today
Republicans have made a cause celebre of the recent decision by the National Labor Relations Board blocking Boeing from opening an airplane plant in South Carolina. South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley, a Republican, held Obama responsible in an interview ...
See all stories on this topic »
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NFL labor outcome could be a bellwether for NBA dispute
Los Angeles Times
Yet another wild card is the National Labor Relations Board. Last month the NBA players union filed an unfair labor practices complaint against the league with the NLRB, alleging "harsh, inflexible and grossly regressive 'takeaway' demands" by NBA ...
See all stories on this topic »

Judge denies Boeing's motion to dismiss NLRB case
Charleston Regional Business
The administrative law judge overseeing the National Labor Relations Board's case against Boeing Co. over its North Charleston plant denied the company's request to dismiss the case this week because he said he wants to hear the evidence first. ...
See all stories on this topic »

NLRB Judge Denies Boeing Motion to Dismiss Case
Wall Street Journal (blog)
By Melanie Trotman Boeing Co. was dealt a blow Thursday in its effort to make the NLRB's complaint against the company go away. The National Labor Relations Board judge hearing the case ruled against what he called Boeing's “impassioned” motion to ...
See all stories on this topic »
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From: Google Alerts [googlealerts-noreply@google.com]
Sent: Saturday, July 02, 2011 2:02 AM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board

News

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB case
The Hill (blog)
By Keith Laing - 06/30/11 05:31 PM ET A judge on Thursday denied Boeing's attempt to have a National Labor Relations Board case against it dismissed. The NLRB has accused Boeing of choosing to locate a new plant in South Carolina instead of Washington ...
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1

NLRB-FOIA-00002776
Administrative Judge Rules Against Boeing and South Carolina
The New American
The National Labor Relations Board, one of the many quasi-legislative, quasi-judicial, and quasi-executive monstrosities that make a mockery of the separation of powers, has attempted to block the proposed move of some of Boeing's production of its new ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Labor has 'snooeful' but will stick with Obama

Washington Examiner

There's no doubt the Obama administration has used the full powers of the executive branch to do favors for labor. There is the well-known case in which the National Labor Relations Board has taken the legally dubious step of punishing Boeing for ...
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Allegations that NLRB's Craig Becker is violating Obama's 'ethics pledge ...
Daily Caller
By Matthew Boyle - The Daily Caller National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) member Craig Becker must recuse himself from the case against Boeing or violate President Barack Obama's ethics pledge, critics say. A union affiliated with Becker's former ...
See all stories on this topic »

Mitt Romney praises labor at NH town hall
Politico
The former Massachusetts governor was responding to a question from a participant who criticized a recent National Labor Relations Board ruling against Boeing's decision to locate a plant in South Carolina, a right-to-work state, instead of in ...
See all stories on this topic »
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To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board

News

1 new result for National labor relations board

NLRB pleases unions by strangling economy
Tbo.com
COM President Barack Obama is trying to tiptoe around the National Labor Relations Board's effort to block Boeing Co. from opening a $750 million plant in South Carolina and bringing that state nearly 1000 jobs. The president has good reason to want to ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Romney, Huntsman raise **NLRB** questions in townhall

The Hill (blog)

Nikki Haley's question to Obama: Why is your administration supporting the **NLRB's** job killing policies in South Carolina?   
#AskObama The field of Republican presidential candidates have spoken out about the **National Labor Relations Board's** (NLRB)...

See all stories on this topic »
Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
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From: Google Alerts [googlealerts-noreply@google.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 4:16 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board

News 2 new results for National labor relations board

Graham pushes Boeing fight as 2012 campaign issue
Washington Times
The aerospace giant is battling an order by the National Labor Relations Board, now dominated by Mr. Obama's appointees, that aims to prevent a massive new manufacturing plant near Charleston from opening. “From a Republican point of view, ...
See all stories on this topic »

Sen. Lindsey Graham Calls NLRB "Government Overreaching at its Worst"
The Washington Times
http://www.washingtontimes.com Sen. Lindsey Graham (R.S.C.) discusses the political impact of Boeing's fight with the National Labor Relations Board over opening a new plant in Charleston, SC.
See all stories on this topic »
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>News</th>
<th>2 new results for National labor relations board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case</strong>&lt;br&gt;San Jose Mercury News&lt;br&gt;The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson allows the National Labor Relations Board to move ahead in presenting its case against Boeing in a Seattle hearing room. The NLRB alleges that Boeing violated labor laws by opening a new</td>
<td>See all stories on this topic »</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Labor unions: the latest moves to empower or weaken them</strong>&lt;br&gt;Christian Science Monitor&lt;br&gt;At stake could be the health of job creation, the tone of US workplaces, and the power of labor in national politics. •The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), an independent panel whose current four members include three Obama appointees,</td>
<td>See all stories on this topic »</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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From: Google Alerts [googlealerts-noreply@google.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 7:12 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board

News 2 new results for National labor relations board

Boeing dispute hits national political stage
MyNorthwest.com
(AP Photo/File) A republican senator from South Carolina is trying to thrust Boeing's dispute with the National Labor Relations Board onto the national political stage. "This is much bigger than South Carolina," Sen. Lindsey Graham said Wednesday of an ...
See all stories on this topic »

Jet industry to Obama: Your demagoguery is hurting our companies
Pajamas Media
While his National Labor Relations Board does everything it can to scuttle airplane construction in South Carolina, he's busy trashing corporate jets in ways that are impacting their ability to recover from the recession. It's as if the president wants ...
See all stories on this topic »
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From: Google Alerts [googlealerts-noreply@google.com]
Sent: Friday, July 08, 2011 12:55 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board

News

3 new results for National labor relations board

Former NLRB Chief Warns Against Board's 'Radical' Snap Elections Rule
Heritage.org (blog)
A former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board on Thursday blasted a proposed rule that would expedite elections for workplace unionization, insisting the proposed rule represents a “radical manipulation of the board's election process” and an ...
See all stories on this topic »

EDITORIAL: NLRB's position in Boeing case is a real reach
SCNow
It should come as no surprise then that old SC has become the bloodiest of battlegrounds in the ugliest of labor disputes now on the national radar. The National Labor Relations Board's action to bring Boeing to heel is focused on the aircraft maker's ...
See all stories on this topic »

Business leaders scorch new NLRB rules change
Hr Morning
As expected, the National Labor Relations Board's proposal to streamline the union voting process drew both sharp criticism and strong support in a recent hearing before the House Education and Workforce Committee. Michael Lotito, a lawyer for the firm ...
See all stories on this topic »
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President Obama says he hopes Boeing, workers can resolve labor conflict

Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV interview aired Friday night. The president restated an earlier comment that “businesses should be able to locate wherever they want to operate” ...
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President Obama says he hopes Boeing, workers can resolve labor conflict

Washington Post

Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV interview aired Friday night. The president restated an earlier comment that “businesses should be able to locate wherever they want to operate” …

See all stories on this topic »
Due process should run its course in Boeing case

Greenville News
Retaliation for exercising rights granted by the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) is illegal and has been since 1935. The General Counsel for National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) believes there is a preponderance of the evidence to prove his ...
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**Everett cop's firing shouldn't be made into a labor battle**

HeraldNet

It was the bloodiest battle in Northwest labor history. To this day, our region's labor history is being written. We've recently seen news of a National Labor Relations Board complaint, alleging that the Boeing Co. was punishing Machinists for striking ...  
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President Obama says he hopes Boeing, workers can resolve labor conflict

By Associated Press

SEATTLE — President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without “wasting a lot of time in court.”

Do you love D.C.? Get the insider's guide to where to stay, what to do and where to eat. Go to www.washingtonpost.com/gog for your guide to D.C. now.

© 2010 The Washington Post Company | Privacy Policy
Boeing-union fight could spill over into Tennessee

The Tennessean
The clash between labor unions and businesses is a deep-rooted skirmish, creating fault lines that have helped to shape America's political landscape. The latest quarrel is that between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing Corp., and though it ...
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Graham Pushes Boeing Fight As 2012 Campaign Issue By Tim Devaney
ParamusPost.com
By Mel Fabrikant Monday, July 11, 2011, 11:18 AM EDT Republican candidates for president should make Boeing's fight with the National Labor Relations Board over a massive new plant near Charleston, SC, a centerpiece of their campaigns next year, Sen. ...
See all stories on this topic »

GOP bashes labor board
People's World
WASHINGTON - Ruling Republicans on the intensely ideological House Education and the Workforce Committee seized on a National Labor Relations Board proposal to streamline union election processes to once again bash the agency and organized labor.
...
See all stories on this topic »

New Order to Nix Bad Regulations
Wall Street Journal
Independent agencies—including the Securities and Exchange Commission and National Labor Relations Board—were exempt from the rule, raising concerns in the business community that many of the regulations it deemed unneeded would be left untouched.
...
See all stories on this topic »
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To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board

News

1 new result for National labor relations board

Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records
The Seattle Times
In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon, Republican US Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues that Congress has the right to supersede attorney-client privilege in gathering information about the communications between the NLRB and Boeing, ...
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From: Google Alerts [googlealerts-noreply@google.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 11:10 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board

News

House Oversight Panel May Subpoena NLRB for Boeing Documents
Bloomberg
By Stephanie Armour - Tue Jul 12 20:19:57 GMT 2011 A US House committee said it may subpoena the National Labor Relations Board for documents related to a complaint filed against Boeing Co. (BA) for building a non-union aircraft factory in South ...
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Rep. Issa presses NLRB for Boeing case documents
The Hill (blog)
By Keith Laing - 07/12/11 05:11 PM ET The chairman of the House Oversight Committee said Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board has not provided all the documents the committee requested for its investigation of the panel's case against ...
See all stories on this topic »
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From: Google Alerts [googlealerts-noreply@google.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 1:30 AM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board

News
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NLRB Threatened With Subpoena Over Boeing Documents
Fox Business
By Dunstan Prial A Congressional committee threatened to subpoena the National Labor Relations Board seeking documents related to a controversial complaint filed by the regulatory agency against aerospace giant Boeing (NYSE: BA). The NLRB, which ...
See all stories on this topic »

NLRB Holds Interviews On NBA Players' Charge
KMGH Denver
The National Labor Relations Board interviewed between seven and 10 witnesses in relation to the NBA Players Association's unfair labor practice charge against the NBA, the Sports Business Journal reported Monday night. The union alleges that the ...
See all stories on this topic »
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From: Google Alerts [googlealerts-noreply@google.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 5:08 AM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board

News

Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records
Bluffton Today
Darrell Issa, R-California, tells National Labor Relations Board general counsel Lafe Solomon in a letter Tuesday he will use subpoena power if necessary to compel Solomon to release communications about its investigation. The NLRB sued Boeing in April...
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Look for Obama to continue dance around Boeing case

The Times and Democrat

President Obama recently weighed in on the National Labor Relations Board's legal complaint against airplane manufacturer Boeing for the first time, saying he hoped the company and union officials could resolve their differences. ...
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From: Google Alerts [googlealerts-noreply@google.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 2:32 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board

News
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The Real Issue in the Boeing Case: The Right to Strike
In These Times
By Joe Burns To Republicans presidential candidates, the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) decision to issue a complaint against the Boeing corporations shows a pro-labor administration run amuck. To many labor supporters, the decision signals an ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 4:52 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board

News

Gingrich: Obama could halt NLRB case against Boeing immediately
Charleston Post Courier
GOP presidential contender Newt Gingrich toured the Boeing plant in North Charleston today and afterward called on President Obama to remove the National Labor Relations Board general counsel and the complaint challenging the company's expansion to ...
See all stories on this topic »

GE CEO Jeff Immelt 'way in support of Boeing' in labor dispute
Greenville News
CEO Jeff Immelt said in Greenville today that he sides with The Boeing Co. in its dispute with the National Labor Relations Board involving a new aircraft plant in North Charleston. Immelt, who also chairs a council that advises President Obama on job ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 6:49 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Google Alert - National labor relations board

News
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NLRB backs Boeing assault with new attack
Washington Times
By Geoffrey Burr Even as the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) is pilloried by the editorial pages of mainstream newspapers from coast to coast for its ridiculous efforts to tell Boeing how - and where - to create jobs, the captured agency is ...
See all stories on this topic »
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Boeing freezes 787 production line in place for fifth time

Boeing insists first delivery in September still on track.
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Keep the heat on NLRB
Charleston Post Courier
Congressman Darrell Issa is still trying to find out why the National Labor Relations Board filed a wildly overreaching legal complaint against Boeing three months ago. And while the California Republican's critics accuse him of political motives, ...
See all stories on this topic »

Editorial: Obama administration labor rule changes unfair to employers
The Detroit News
The legislation creating the National Mediation Board allows for no court challenge of the agency's findings. Fairness requires that it be amended to do so. Meanwhile, the National Labor Relations Board, which oversees union issues in other industries, ...
See all stories on this topic »

EDITORIAL: Obama should back Boeing's job creation
Torrington Register Citizen
This assault on business was launched by the National Labor Relations Board, which Obama has stacked with labor union lawyers. On his first day in office, Obama appointed Wilma B. Liebman as chairwoman of the NLRB. Liebman is a former attorney for the ...
See all stories on this topic »
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GE chief backs Boeing in labor dispute

Greenville News
KEN OSBURN/Staff The leader of General Electric Co. said in Greenville on Wednesday that he sides with The Boeing Co. in its dispute with the National Labor Relations Board involving a new aircraft plant in North Charleston. ...

See all stories on this topic »

Serve the Public, Not Union Bosses

Wheeling News Register
The National Labor Relations Board's attempt to block Boeing from constructing a new plant in South Carolina, because union bosses in Washington state disapprove, has been one demonstration of that. Last week another surfaced. ...

See all stories on this topic »
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Nancy
You have turned this into a fine product. I think it strikes exactly the right tone.

Ellen

Ellen Farrell
Deputy Associate General Counsel
Division of Advice, NLRB
202-273-3810
Ellen.Farrell@nrb.gov

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:36 AM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.; Mattina, Celeste J.; Abruzzo, Jennifer; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Wagner, Anthony R.
Subject: latest news release

Attached is the latest, and perhaps final, version of the Boeing release with some nice additions by Rich and Celeste. Fact sheet will be coming soon. We'll link to that in the release if it's ready. Thanks everyone.
Microsoft Outlook

From: Cleeiland, Nancy
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:04 AM
To: Farrell, Ellen
Subject: RE: latest news release

Thanks a lot Ellen!

From: Farrell, Ellen
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 9:32 AM
To: Cleeiland, Nancy
Subject: RE: latest news release

Nancy
You have turned this into a fine product. I think it strikes exactly the right tone.

Ellen

Ellen Farrell
Deputy Associate General Counsel
Division of Advice, NLRB
202-273-3810
Ellen.Farrell@nrb.gov

From: Cleeiland, Nancy
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:36 AM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.; Mattina, Celeste J.; Abruzzo, Jennifer; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Wagner, Anthony R.
Subject: latest news release

Attached is the latest, and perhaps final, version of the Boeing release with some nice additions by Rich and Celeste. Fact sheet will be coming soon. We'll link to that in the release if it's ready. Thanks everyone.
Just got this message back from the top producer on CNN’s State of the Union. I sent him a copy of the fact check and explained a little more about our concerns. He may offer to do another show. We’ll see.

Nancy Cleeland  
NLRB Director of Public Affairs  
(202) 273-0222  
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

Tom Bettag

Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
From: Cleeland, Nancy  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.  
Subject: CNN questions on correction

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland  
NLRB Director of Public Affairs  
(202) 273-0222  
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM  
To: Cleeland, Nancy  
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:
1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom
On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring/> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nrb.gov

From: Tom Betteg [mailto:Tom.Betteg@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.
You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us
to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say,
and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear
after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth
of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and
there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen.
Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Thanks all,

Exemption 5

---

_Nancy Cleeeland_
_NLRB Director of Public Affairs_
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeeland@nrb.gov

---

_Jose P. Garza_
_Special Counsel for_
_Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs_
_National Labor Relations Board_
202-273-0013

From: Cleeland, Nancy  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.  
Subject: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland  
NLRB Director of Public Affairs  
(202) 273-0222  
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Betttag [mailto:Tom.Betttag@turner.com]  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM  
To: Cleeland, Nancy  
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom
On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Betag [mailto:Tom.Betag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.
You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Thanks for the great ideas everyone. I will try to consolidate them into a couple of answers and circulate them for suggestions.

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nrb.gov
On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the
process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:

Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
From a Congressional Quarterly reporter, in case this sheds any light on the amendment:

They say it: "Strengthen the existing protection in the National Labor relations Act of state right-to-work law to ensure that state laws cannot be pre-empted by union contracts or the NLRB. It provides necessary clarity to prevent the NLRB from moving forward in their case against Boeing or attempting a similar strategy against other companies. It updates the current law with the following:

Nothing in the Act shall be construed to limit the application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise places restraints upon, agreements between labor organizations and employers, or that require the payment of dues or fees to such organizations, a condition of employment either before or after hiring."

Hi Lauren,

I realize I was mistaken. I'd gotten the idea that this was a national right to work bill from another reporter; it turns out that's not what this is. We're trying to figure out exactly what it would do.

Hey Nancy -- Thanks for helping me out with this. I really appreciate it!

For the daily story about Sens. Alexander and Graham's right-to-work legislation, I'd love to get a comment on the ramifications of the language, both for labor and for the NLRB. Something similar to what we talked about over the phone: That this is an attempt to mandate all states adopt right-to-work policies. That this legislation is really nothing new and has been introduced by the GOP many times before.

To give you a better sense of what I'm looking into for my feature story: I'm writing about the natural oscillation of the board and it's pro-union vs. pro-business decisions depending on which party is controlling the White House. My argument is that the Boeing case provides ammunition to those that are trying to prove the NLRB has an activist agenda, but in reality, the NLRB under Obama is no more pro-union than it was pro-business under the previous Bush administration. The NLRB is also under much greater scrutiny on the whole due to the larger labor environment. I would
love to get a comment about the natural progression of the board becoming politicized, and how it's historically seesawed between pro-union and pro-business decisions based on the administration.

Thanks so much and please let me know if you have any questions! I'm on my cell today: 617-633-0425

Best,
Lauren

Lauren Smith
Staff Writer
lsmith@cq.com
(o): 202-650-6604 **please note new number!
(m): 617-633-0425

Congressional Quarterly
77 K St., NE
Washington, DC 20002

This e-mail may contain confidential material. If you are not an intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies. It may also contain personal views which are not the views of CQ Roll Call or its owner, The Economist Group. We may monitor e-mail to and from our network. For company information go to http://legal.economistgroup.com.
AMENDMENT NO.__________ Calendar No._____

Purpose: To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor Act to clarify the applicability of such Act with respect to States that have right to work laws in effect.


S. 493

To reauthorize and improve the SBIR and STTR programs, and for other purposes.

Referred to the Committee on ______________________ and ordered to be printed

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT intended to be proposed by Mr. ALEXANDER
(for himself and Mr. GRAHAM)

Viz:

1  At the appropriate place, insert the following:

2 SEC. ___ . PROTECTION OF RIGHT TO WORK.

3  (a) APPLICABILITY OF NLRA TO STATE RIGHT TO

4 WORK LAWS.—Section 14 of the National Labor Rela-

5 tions Act (29 U.S.C. 164) is amended by striking sub-

6 section (b) and inserting the following:

7 “(b) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to limit

8 the application of any State law that prohibits, or other-

9 wise places restraints upon, agreements between labor or-

10 ganizations and employers that make membership in the
labor organization, or that require the payment of dues
or fees to such organization, a condition of employment
either before or after hiring.”.

(b) APPLICABILITY OF RAILWAY LABOR ACT TO
STATE RIGHT TO WORK LAWS.—Title II of the Railway
Labor Act (45 U.S.C. 181 et seq.) is amended by adding
at the end the following:

“SEC. 209. EFFECT ON STATE RIGHT TO WORK LAWS.

“Nothing in this Act shall be construed to limit the
application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise
places restraints upon, agreements between labor organi-
zations and carriers that make membership in the labor
organization, or that require the payment of dues or fees
to such organization, a condition of employment either be-
fore or after hiring.”.
Hi - hope the talk went well.

You probably know that Sens Alexander and Graham introduced an amendment to section 14 of the NLRA. They say it would prevent something like the Boeing complaint from being issued. Wanted you to see it. Reporters are asking for comment, but I think we should say [Exemption 5 & 7(A)]

From: Lauren Smith [LaurenSmith@cqrollcall.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:12 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: RE: question for daily story

Here is a copy of the amendment:

They say it: "Strengthen the existing protection in the National Labor relations Act of state right-to-work law to ensure that state laws cannot be pre-empted by union contracts or the NLRB. It provides necessary clarity to prevent the NLRB from moving forward in their case against Boeing or attempting a similar strategy against other companies. It updates the current law with the following:

Nothing in the Act shall be construed to limit the application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise places restraints upon, agreements between labor organizations and employers, or that require the payment of dues or fees to such organizations, a condition of employment either before or after hiring."

Hi Lauren,

I realize I was mistaken. I'd gotten the idea that this was a national right to work bill from another reporter; it turns out that's not what this is. We're trying to figure out exactly what it would do.

Hi Lauren,

I realize I was mistaken. I'd gotten the idea that this was a national right to work bill from another reporter; it turns out that's not what this is. We're trying to figure out exactly what it would do.

From: Lauren Smith [LaurenSmith@cqrollcall.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:03 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: question for daily story

Hey Nancy -- Thanks for helping me out with this. I really appreciate it!

For the daily story about Sens. Alexander and Graham's right-to-work legislation, I'd love to get a comment on the ramifications of the language, both for labor and for the NLRB. Something similar to what we talked about over the phone:
That this is an attempt to mandate all states adopt right-to-work policies. That this legislation is really nothing new and has been introduced by the GOP many times before.

To give you a better sense of what I'm looking into for my feature story: I'm writing about the natural oscillation of the board and it's pro-union vs. pro-business decisions depending on which party is controlling the White House. My argument is that the Boeing case provides ammunition to those that are trying to prove the NLRB has an activist agenda, but in reality, the NLRB under Obama is no more pro-union than it was pro-business under the previous Bush administration. The NLRB is also under much greater scrutiny on the whole due to the larger labor environment. I would love to get a comment about the natural progression of the board becoming politicized, and how it's historically seesawed between pro-union and pro-business decisions based on the administration.

Thanks so much and please let me know if you have any questions! I'm on my cell today: 617-633-0425

Best,

Lauren

Lauren Smith
Staff Writer
lsmith@cq.com
(e): 202-650-6604 **please note new number!**
(m): 617-633-0425

Congressional Quarterly
77 K St., NE
Washington, DC 20002

---

This e-mail may contain confidential material. If you are not an intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies. It may also contain personal views which are not the views of CQ Roll Call or its owner, The Economist Group. We may monitor e-mail to and from our network. For company information go to http://legal.economistgroup.com.
AMENDMENT NO._______  Calendar No._____

Purpose: To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor Act to clarify the applicability of such Act with respect to States that have right to work laws in effect.


S. 493

To reauthorize and improve the SBIR and STTR programs, and for other purposes.

Referred to the Committee on ________________ and ordered to be printed

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT intended to be proposed by Mr. ALEXANDER (for himself and Mr. GRAHAM)

Viz:

1 At the appropriate place, insert the following:

2 SEC. ___. PROTECTION OF RIGHT TO WORK.

3 (a) APPLICABILITY OF NLRA TO STATE RIGHT TO WORK LAWS.—Section 14 of the National Labor Relations Act (29 U.S.C. 164) is amended by striking subsection (b) and inserting the following:

4 “(b) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to limit the application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise places restraints upon, agreements between labor organizations and employers that make membership in the
labor organization, or that require the payment of dues
or fees to such organization, a condition of employment
either before or after hiring.”.

(b) APPLICABILITY OF RAILWAY LABOR ACT TO
STATE RIGHT TO WORK LAWS.—Title II of the Railway
Labor Act (45 U.S.C. 181 et seq.) is amended by adding
at the end the following:

“SEC. 209. EFFECT ON STATE RIGHT TO WORK LAWS.

“Nothing in this Act shall be construed to limit the
application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise
places restraints upon, agreements between labor organi-
zations and carriers that make membership in the labor
organization, or that require the payment of dues or fees
to such organization, a condition of employment either be-
fore or after hiring.”.
CQ ROLL CALL
From: Garza, Jose
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 2:18 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Re: comment on boeing letter?

Lafe, do you have time to meet with me and Nancy this afternoon? Sometime before 4?

Getting a lot of questions from the hill and the press.

Sorry to be a bother.
Exemption 5 & 7(A)
From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 3:35 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: FW: The Boeing Company, 19-CA-32431
Attachments: ANS.19-CA-032431.Boeing_Answer_Final_19-CA-032431[1].PDF
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
REGION 19

THE BOEING COMPANY

and

Case 19-CA-32431

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
MACHINISTS AND AEROSPACE
WORKERS DISTRICT LODGE 751, affiliated
with
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
MACHINISTS AND AEROSPACE
WORKERS

ANSWER

Respondent The Boeing Company (“Boeing”), by their undersigned attorneys, for their Answer to the Complaint and Notice of Hearing (“Complaint”) filed by the Acting General Counsel of the National Labor Relations Board (“NLRB”), states as follows:

GENERAL DENIAL

Except as otherwise expressly stated herein, Boeing denies each and every allegation contained in the Complaint, including, without limitation, any allegations contained in the preamble, headings, or subheadings of the Complaint, and Boeing specifically denies that it violated the National Labor Relations Act (“NLRA”) in any of the manners alleged in the Complaint or in any other manner. Pursuant to Section 102.20 of the Board’s rules, averments in the Complaint to which no responsive pleading is required shall be deemed as denied. Boeing expressly reserves the right to seek to amend and/or supplement its Answer as may be necessary.
DEFENSES

Without assuming any burden of proof, persuasion or production not otherwise legally assigned to it as to any element of the claims alleged in the Complaint, Boeing asserts the following defenses.

1. The Complaint and each purported claim for relief stated therein fail to allege facts sufficient to state a claim upon which relief may be granted.

2. The statements cited in Paragraphs 6(a)-6(e) of the Complaint are protected statements under Section 8(c) of the NLRA and under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution and are not admissible to show any violation of the NLRA.

3. Boeing’s decision to place the second 787 assembly line in North Charleston was based upon a number of varied factors, including a favorable business environment in South Carolina for manufacturing companies like Boeing; significant financial incentives from the State of South Carolina; achieving geographic diversity of its commercial airline operations; as well as to protect the stability of the 787’s global production system. In any event, even ascribing an intent to Boeing that it placed the second line in North Charleston so as to mitigate the harmful economic effects of an anticipated future strike would not be evidence that the decision to place the second assembly line in North Charleston was designed to retaliate against the IAM for past strikes. Nevertheless, Boeing would have made the same decisions with respect to the placement of the second assembly line in North Charleston even if it had not taken into consideration the damaging impact of future strikes on the production of 787s.

4. Even if the actions described in the Complaint had constituted movement or transfer of work, which allegations Boeing expressly denies, the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers District Lodge 751, affiliated with International Association
5. Boeing has not violated Section 8(a)(3) of the NLRA as it has not discriminated in the hire, wages, tenure, or terms or conditions of employment of any Unit member.

6. Boeing’s alleged conduct was not inherently destructive of employees’ rights under the NLRA because, *inter alia*, in its collective bargaining agreement with Boeing, the IAM expressly agreed that Boeing has the right to place work in any location of its choice without the need to bargain with the IAM, and because an intent to mitigate the adverse economic impact of an anticipated future strike is not inherently destructive of protected employee rights under the NLRA.

7. Boeing has not violated Section 8(a)(1) of the NLRA as it has not interfered with, restrained, or coerced employees represented by the IAM in the exercise of their rights protected by the NLRA.

8. The remedy requested in the Complaint is impermissibly punitive and would cause an undue hardship on Boeing, its employees, and the State of South Carolina. Moreover, none of the complained of actions caused any hardship on any Boeing employees or the State of Washington.

9. The remedy requested in Paragraph 13(a) of the Complaint is impermissibly retroactive because its legal basis represents a radical and not reasonably anticipated departure from current Board and court precedent.

10. The remedy requested in Paragraph 12 of the Complaint is improper because Boeing has not violated Section 8(a)(1) of the NLRA.
11. The remedy requested in Paragraph 13(a) of the Complaint is impermissible because it does not seek a restoration of the status quo.

12. Contrary to what the Complaint alleges in Paragraph 13(b), the remedy sought in Paragraph 13(b) would effectively cause Boeing to close its assembly facility in North Charleston, South Carolina.

13. Some or all of the claims asserted in the Complaint are barred by the six month statute of limitations set forth in Section 10(b) of the NLRA.

14. The Complaint is *ultra vires* because the Acting General Counsel of the NLRB did not lawfully hold the office of Acting General Counsel at the time he directed that the Complaint be filed.

**RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC ALLEGATIONS OF THE COMPLAINT**

AND NOW, incorporating the foregoing, Boeing states as follows in response to the specific allegations of the Complaint:

Preamble: Boeing denies the allegations contained in the preamble, except to admit that District Lodge 751, affiliated with the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (“IAM”) has charged in case 19-CA-32431 that Boeing has engaged in certain unfair labor practices prohibited by the NLRA, and that the Acting General Counsel of the NLRB has issued this Complaint and Notice of Hearing based upon the IAM’s charge.

1. Boeing lacks information and knowledge sufficient to form a belief as to the allegations of Paragraph 1, except to admit that, on or around March 29, 2010, it received by regular mail a charge, designated as Case No. 19-CA-32431.

2. (a) Boeing admits the allegations of Paragraph 2(a).
(b) Boeing denies the allegations of Paragraph 2(b), except to admit that in the last twelve months its business operations resulted in gross revenues in excess of $500,000.

(c) Boeing denies the allegations of Paragraph 2(c), except to admit that during the last twelve months it received, shipped, sold and/or purchase goods at its facilities in the State of Washington valued in excess of $50,000 from places outside of the State of Washington.

(d) Boeing denies the allegations of Paragraph 2(d), except to admit that it is and has been an employer engaged in commerce.

3. Boeing admits the allegations of Paragraph 3.

4. The first sentence of Paragraph 4 states legal conclusions for which no answer is required. As to the remaining allegations in Paragraph 4, Boeing admits that the identified individuals are or were either agents or supervisors, and that they held the following positions in October 2009:

- James (“Jim”) F. Albaugh: Executive Vice President, The Boeing Company; Chief Executive Officer, Boeing Commercial Airplanes
- Scott Carson: Executive Vice President, The Boeing Company; Chief Executive Officer, Boeing Commercial Airplanes (until August 2009)
- Raymond L. Conner: Vice President and General Manager of Supply Chain Management and Operations, Boeing Commercial Airplanes
- Scott Fancher: Vice President and General Manager, Boeing 787 Dreamliner Program, Boeing Commercial Airplanes
- Frederick C. Kiga: Vice President, State and Local Government Relations and Global Corporate Citizenship for the Northwest Region, Boeing Commercial Airplanes
• Douglas P. Kight: Vice President, Human Resources, Boeing Commercial Airplanes
• W. James (“Jim”) McNerney, Jr.: Chairman of the Board, President, and Chief Executive Officer, The Boeing Company
• James Proulx: Manager, Boeing Commercial Airplanes News and Media
• Patrick (“Pat”) Shanahan: Vice President and General Manager, Airplane Programs, Boeing Commercial Airplanes
• Eugene Woloshyn: Vice President, Labor Relations, The Boeing Company

5. (a) The allegations contained in Paragraph 5(a) state legal conclusions for which no response is required, but to the extent a response is required, Boeing admits that the production and maintenance employees in Washington State constituted a “Unit” for collective bargaining purposes.

(b) The allegations contained in Paragraph 5(b) state legal conclusions for which no response is required, but to the extent a response is required, Boeing admits that the production and maintenance employees in the Portland, Oregon area constitute a “Unit” for collective bargaining purposes.

(c) Boeing admits the allegations of Paragraph 5(c).

(d) Boeing admits the allegations of Paragraph 5(d).

6. Boeing denies the introductory sentence to Paragraph 6, and specifically denies that, it “removed” or “had removed work” from its facilities in Everett, Washington or Portland, Oregon because Unit employees had struck Boeing, and also specifically denies that it threatened or impliedly threatened that those facilities would lose additional work in the event of future Unit strikes. As to the lettered subparagraphs:
(a) Boeing denies the allegations of Paragraph 6(a), except to admit that its
President, Chairman and CEO James McNerney, participated in an earnings conference call on
October 21, 2009; and Boeing specifically denies that Mr. McNerney made an “extended
statement” or any statement about moving 787 Dreamliner work to South Carolina due to
“strikes happening every three or four years in Puget Sound.” Boeing admits that the referenced
newspaper articles appeared in *The Seattle Post-Intelligencer* and *The Seattle Times*.

(b) Boeing denies the allegations of Paragraph 6(b), and further states that the
referenced October 28, 2009 memorandum speaks for itself.

(c) Boeing denies the allegations of Paragraph 6(c), except to admit that the
referenced newspaper article appeared in *The Seattle Times* on December 7, 2009.

(d) Boeing denies the allegations of Paragraph 6(d), except to admit that the
referenced newspaper article appeared in *The Puget Sound Business Journal* on December 8,
2009.

(e) Boeing denies the allegations of Paragraph 6(e), except to admit that a Seattle
Times reporter conducted a video-taped interview of Mr. Albaugh and that the tape speaks for
itself.

7.  (a) Boeing denies the allegations of Paragraph 7(a), and specifically denies that it
transferred the “second 787 Dreamliner” assembly line from its facility in Everett, Washington to
a facility to be constructed in North Charleston, South Carolina, and except to state that on
October 28, 2009, Boeing announced that it would place a new second assembly line for the 787
Dreamliner in North Charleston, South Carolina.

(b) Boeing denies the allegations of Paragraph 7(b).

(c) Boeing denies the allegations of Paragraph 7(c).
8. (a) Boeing denies the allegations of Paragraph 8(a), and specifically denies that it transferred a sourcing supply program for the 787 Dreamliner assembly line from its facilities in Portland, Oregon to North Charleston, South Carolina.
   
   (b) Boeing denies the allegations of Paragraph 8(b).
   
   (c) Boeing denies the allegations of Paragraph 8(c).


11. Boeing denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 11.

12. Paragraph 12 does not allege facts for which an answer is required, but relates the remedy sought by the Acting General Counsel and, accordingly, no response is required. However, to the extent that a response may be deemed to be necessary, Boeing denies that the Acting General Counsel is entitled to, or that the Board can order the remedy requested in Paragraph 12.

13. (a) Paragraph 13(a) does not allege facts for which an answer is required, but relates the remedy sought by the Acting General Counsel and, accordingly, no response is required. However, to the extent that a response may be deemed to be necessary, Boeing denies that the Acting General Counsel is entitled to the remedy, or that the Board can order the remedy requested in Paragraph 13(a).

   (b) Paragraph 13(b) does not allege facts for which an answer is required but merely describes what the Acting General Counsel says is not part of the remedy he is seeking. To the extent that a response may be deemed to be necessary, Boeing denies that the Acting General Counsel has correctly stated that the remedy sought in Paragraph 13(a) will not effectively cause Boeing’s assembly facility in North Charleston to shut down.
Boeing reserves the right to raise any additional defenses not asserted herein of which they may become aware through investigation, as may be appropriate at a later time.

Respectfully Submitted,

Dated: May 4, 2011

William J. Kolberg P.C.
GIBSON, DUNN & CRUTCHER LLP
1050 Connecticut Avenue N.W.
Washington, District of Columbia 20036
Telephone: 202.955.8500
Facsimile: 202.467.0539

Richard B. Hankins
MCKENNA LONG & ALDRIDGE
303 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30308
Telephone: 404.527-4000
Facsimile: 404.527-4198

Attorneys for The Boeing Company
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
REGION 19

THE BOEING COMPANY

and

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
MACHINISTS AND AEROSPACE
WORKERS DISTRICT LODGE 751, affiliated
with
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
MACHINISTS AND AEROSPACE
WORKERS

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that a copy of Respondent’s Answer was electronically served on May 4, 2011

and sent by overnight mail to the following parties:

Richard L. Ahearn
Regional Director
National Labor Relations Board, Region 19
2948 Jackson Federal Building
915 Second Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98174-1078
Richard.Ahearn@nlrb.gov

Mara-Louise Anzalone
Counsel for the Acting General Counsel
National Labor Relations Board
915 2nd Avenue, Suite 2948
Seattle, Washington 98174-1078
Mara-Louise.Anzalone@nlrb.gov
David Campbell
Carson Glickman-Flora
SCHWERIN CAMPBELL BARNARD IGLITZIN & LAVITT LLP
18 West Mercer Street, Suite 400
Seattle, Washington 98119
Campbell@workerlaw.com
Flora@workerlaw.com

Counsel for IAM

DATED this 4th day of May, 2011

Daniel J. Davis
GIBSON, DUNN & CRUTCHER LLP
1050 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20036-5303
DDavis@Gibsondunn.com
**Microsoft Outlook**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From:</th>
<th>Cleeland, Nancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sent:</td>
<td>Wednesday, May 04, 2011 3:37 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To:</td>
<td>Ahearn, Richard L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>RE: The Boeing Company, 19-CA-32431</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wow – did you see this part? What do they mean???
The Complaint is *ultra vires* because the Acting General Counsel of the NLRB did not lawfully hold the office of Acting General Counsel at the time he directed that the Complaint be filed.

*Nancy Cleeland*

*NLRB Director of Public Affairs*

*(202) 273-0222*

*nancy.cleeland@nrlb.gov*

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From:</th>
<th>Ahearn, Richard L.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sent:</td>
<td>Wednesday, May 04, 2011 3:35 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To:</td>
<td>Cleeland, Nancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>FW: The Boeing Company, 19-CA-32431</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
No clue; perhaps Obama will have to testify in support of the appointment?

R

Wow – did you see this part? What do they mean??
The Complaint is *ultra vires* because the Acting General Counsel of the NLRB did not lawfully hold the office of Acting General Counsel at the time he directed that the Complaint be filed.

*Nancy Cleeland*
*NLRB Director of Public Affairs*
*(202) 273-0222*
*nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov*

.  
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William Gould, a Stanford University law professor who was appointed to head the NLRB by President Bill Clinton, has his doubts about this complaint. "It's perfectly reasonable for a company to want to avoid strikes," he told me.

In his view, the board's general counsel "is wrong when he says the company can't divert work from a union facility when it can't get a no-strike clause, so long as it offers some other means to resolve differences. I don't infer from that anti-union animus, which is prohibited."


outrageous, if he really said it!

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov
William Gould, a Stanford University law professor who was appointed to head the NLRB by President Bill Clinton, has his doubts about this complaint. "It's perfectly reasonable for a company to want to avoid strikes," he told me.

In his view, the board's general counsel "is wrong when he says the company can't divert work from a union facility when it can't get a no-strike clause, so long as it offers some other means to resolve differences. I don't infer from that anti-union animus, which is prohibited."


outrageous, if he really said it!

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov
Now I think I've made the Machinists mad. Can I come discuss?

Nancy Cleeland  
NLRB Director of Public Affairs  
(202) 273-0222  
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov
Hi Anne,

Yes, I saw it and actually spoke with him at length as he was researching. Great job, no? How are you holding up?

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

Congressional Republicans meddle with NLRB case that involves Boeing

The NLRB is months, if not years, away from determining whether Boeing built a manufacturing plant in South Carolina to punish its unionized workers in Everett, Wash. But that hasn't halted the GOP's brazen campaign of interference.

Michael Hiltzik

June 26, 2011

In the quaint old days, even the most ravenous publicity hounds in Congress would hold off announcing a big investigation until they had something to investigate. As is shown by the furor enveloping a National Labor Relations Board case involving Boeing Co., those days are gone.

The NLRB is looking into whether Boeing chose to establish a manufacturing plant for its new 787 airliner in South Carolina to punish its unionized workers in Everett, Wash., which would be illegal. But the board is months, if not years, away from making any such determination or taking any concrete action against Boeing. An administrative law judge convened a hearing June 14, but thus far has heard not a single word of testimony.

Yet one would gather from the rhetoric that the case is shaking the republic to its foundations. A few weeks ago, Senate Republicans openly intimidated the NLRB's general counsel, a career public servant named Lafe Solomon, by threatening to kill the confirmation of his appointment.

Functioning as Boeing's full-time henchmen, they've interfered with the NLRB's work by flagrantly misrepresenting the nature of the case, its precedents and its legal underpinnings, and introducing special-interest legislation to protect the company from the board. Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Vista), who as chairman of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is striving to make himself into that chamber's outstanding hot air machine, has already held a hearing on the matter. Its very objective-sounding title: "The NLRB's Holding Pattern on Free Enterprise."
And from your elected Democrats? Silence. To paraphrase a song from "Monty Python and the Holy Grail," they've bravely turned their tails and fled.

The issues in the case arose last year when Boeing decided to build three 787s a month outside Charleston, S.C. Its existing manufacturing facility in Everett would still build seven a month.

Boeing negotiated at length with the machinists union in Everett, seeking concessions, before it decided instead to expand in South Carolina. The union subsequently filed a complaint with the NLRB, alleging that Boeing acted to punish the Everett workers for exercising their legal rights to bargain collectively and to strike. NLRB counsel Solomon spent months trying to broker a settlement between the two sides. When that failed he went ahead and filed a complaint against Boeing on April 20, citing the union allegation.

Here's the fundamental law governing the case: Every business has the right to manufacture its products anywhere it wishes. But if it moves jobs in reprisal for workers exercising their legal rights, including the right to strike, that's against the law.

There's nothing doubtful about that principle or novel in its application. There's even a legal term for it: the "runaway shop" doctrine. The key Supreme Court precedent dates from 1965. Another important ruling was handed down in appellate court in 1967 by Warren Burger, whose conservative bona fides were established two years later when he was named chief justice of the U.S. by President Nixon.

Boeing has never made it a secret that among its goals in establishing the new manufacturing line was to keep it away from the International Assn. of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, which represents the Everett workers. During a conference call in 2009, Boeing Chairman and Chief Executive Jim McNerney observed that the "modest inefficiencies" associated with manufacturing in South Carolina would be "more than overcome" by avoiding the strikes that were occurring "every three or four years" in Washington state.

Boeing's general counsel, J. Michael Luttig, told a Senate committee in May that a 2008 machinists strike that shut down the 787 line for 58 days cost the company more than $1 billion and damaged its standing with customers and investors. He said Boeing was "legitimately concerned" about the possibility of further strikes.

Those statements appear to be admissions that the factory decision was aimed against the union. But Boeing also says it was motivated by the lavish incentives offered by South Carolina, which have been estimated at $900 million — more than the construction cost of the plant. Luttig mentioned the state's "exceptional business environment." That includes its "right-to-work" law, which prohibits union membership from being a condition of employment and raises other obstacles to union organizing.

The NLRB's task is to determine how these factors played into Boeing's decision and to fashion a remedy if it finds the company's real motivation was to punish union workers. Either the union or the company can appeal an adverse decision in court.

The process won't be short or easy, even without the GOP's hysterical posturing. Rep. Issa opened his hearing (staged in the South Carolina community that hosts the Boeing plant) by announcing that the NLRB case would have "disastrous consequences." His star witnesses against the NLRB included a corporate labor attorney, a local headhunter employed by Boeing, a local Boeing employee and Alan Wilson, the attorney general of South Carolina.

Wilson took a swipe at the union, claiming that its last strike "caused customers to question whether or not to buy from Boeing ever again." That's amusing, because Boeing claims that the 787 is the fastest-selling aircraft in history and that it has 850 orders in hand.
Boeing has also confessed that when the machinists struck in 2008 the 787 was already 15 months behind schedule — chiefly because the company had outsourced engineering and parts manufacturing around the world and failed to manage that process competently.

Among the problem locations were — hello — South Carolina, where a manufacturing subcontractor turned out such wretched work that Boeing had to take over the operation, at a cost of $1 billion. If customers have any doubts about Boeing, the reason is more likely management ineptitude than union activity.

Issa and his GOP colleagues maintain that the NLRB action is a union-inspired assault on "right-to-work" states and therefore on the working person's right to be free of union oppression. So it's proper to examine the effect of "right-to-work" laws.

There's no consistent evidence that "right-to-work" laws contribute materially to economic growth. The 22 "right-to-work" states generally rank among the poorest in the nation: The only two with average household incomes higher than the U.S. median are North Dakota and Wyoming, which have tiny workforces. South Carolina ranks 45th in median household income at $41,101.

There are indications, however, that business proprietors in those states keep more of their income, meaning that less of it trickles down to workers — a clue to why managements like Boeing's may be so enamored of the South Carolinas of the world.

This is, of course, the American malady — a race to the economic bottom in which decisions are made to benefit managers and shareholders at the expense of the workforce and, indeed, the product. The trend is certainly enabled by the decline of union representation, which has shrunk from more than 20% to less than 12% just since 1983, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. This is roughly the same period in which the middle class has lost its grip on the benefits of economic growth and productivity.

And this is the trend that "right-to-work" advocates and their water carriers in the GOP seek to perpetuate. One has to ask: Why aren't President Obama and congressional Democrats pushing back, hard, against this brazen campaign of interference with the legal deliberations of an independent government agency? Or are they content to stand by while the American worker is led further down the road to serfdom?

Michael Hiltzik's column appears Sundays and Wednesdays. Reach him at mhiltzik@latimes.com, read past columns at latimes.com/hiltzik, check out facebook.com/hiltzik and follow @latimeshiltzik on Twitter.
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Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by
the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring-> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov
From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Solomon, Lafe E.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom B ettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM
To: C leeland, Nancy
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,
Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We'll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:
1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn't it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show's title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations
Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility." Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We're going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nrb.gov
Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Farrell, Ellen
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Ellen

Ellen Farrell
Deputy Associate General Counsel
Division of Advice, NLRB
202-273-3810
Ellen.Farrell@nlrb.gov

From: Solomon, Lafe E.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5
Thanks

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,
Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:
1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:
Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring-> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.
These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show's title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Thanks for the great ideas everyone. I will try to consolidate them into a couple of answers and circulate them for suggestions.

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

---

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:55 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

---

Rich

---

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 12:16 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: CNN questions on correction

---

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland
On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, “Cleeland, Nancy” <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring-> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the
process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Sophir, Jayme
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Farrell, Ellen
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Ellen Farrell
Deputy Associate General Counsel
Division of Advice, NLRB
202-273-3810
Ellen.Farrell@nlrb.gov

From: Solomon, Lafe E.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: CNN questions on correction

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,
Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:
1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a 'Fact
Check' that attempted to correct the misinformation we've seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB's statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board's authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show's title said 'NLRB rules against Boeing', it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I'm also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say,
and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:38 PM
To: Sophir, Jayme; Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlab.gov
From: Sophir, Jayme  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:01 PM  
To: Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Farrell, Ellen  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Ellen  

Ellen Farrell  
Deputy Associate General Counsel  
Division of Advice, NLRB  
202-273-3810  
Ellen.Farrell@nlsb.gov

From: Solomon, Lafe E.  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM  
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Cleeland, Nancy  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.  
Subject: CNN questions on correction
Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, “Cleeland, Nancy” <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:
Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Betttag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear
after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 5:04 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: FW: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
From: Sophir, Jayme
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Farrell, Ellen
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Ellen

Ellen Farrell
Deputy Associate General Counsel
Division of Advice, NLRB
202-273-3810
Ellen.Farrell@nlrb.gov

From: Solomon, Lafe E.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM
Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a 'Fact
Check' that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB's statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say,
and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Farrell, Ellen
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 5:04 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Sophir, Jayme; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Ellen

Ellen Farrell  
Deputy Associate General Counsel  
Division of Advice, NLRB  
202-273-3810  
Ellen.Farrell@nlrb.gov

From: Cleeland, Nancy  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:38 PM  
To: Sophir, Jayme; Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5
Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlab.gov

From: Sophir, Jayme
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

From: Farrell, Ellen
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction
Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen.
Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs
Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 5:15 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

---

Nancy Cleeland  
NLRB Director of Public Affairs  
(202) 273-0222  
nancy.cleeland@nltb.gov

---

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 5:04 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: FW: CNN questions on correction
Nancy Cleeland  
NLRB Director of Public Affairs  
(202) 273-0222  
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Sophir, Jayme  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:01 PM  
To: Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

From: Farrell, Ellen  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction
Ellen Farrell
Deputy Associate General Counsel
Division of Advice, NLRB
202-273-3810
Ellen.Farrell@nrb.gov

From: Solomon, Lafe E.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:
1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen.
Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring-> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs
Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 5:17 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 2:15 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 5:04 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: FW: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5
From: Sophir, Jayme
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

---

From: Farrell, Ellen
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

---

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov
From: Solomon, Lafe E.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

---

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: CNN questions on correction

---

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlb.gov

---

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy  
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:
1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring/> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will
continue to be. I'm a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I'm also a fan of Candy Crowley's, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

*Nancy Cleeland*

*NLRA Director of Public Affairs*

*(202) 273-0222*

*nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov*

---

**From:** Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]

**Sent:** Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM

**To:** Cleeland, Nancy

**Subject:** Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:

*Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?*

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham's statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Farrell, Ellen
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 5:24 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.; Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: Re: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Sent: Fri Apr 29 17:16:44 2011
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 2:15 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nltb.gov

Exemption 5

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 5:04 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: FW: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5
From: Sophir, Jayme
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction
From: Farrell, Ellen  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

---

Ellen Farrell  
Deputy Associate General Counsel  
Division of Advice, NLRB  
202-273-3810  
Ellen.Farrell@nlrb.gov

---

From: Solomon, Lafe E.  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM  
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

---

From: Cleeland, Nancy  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.  
Subject: CNN questions on correction
Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel –
who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 5:27 PM
To: Farrell, Ellen; Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Farrell, Ellen
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 2:24 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.; Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: Re: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Sent: Fri Apr 29 17:16:44 2011
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nrb.gov

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 5:04 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: FW: CNN questions on correction
From: Sophir, Jayme
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nltb.gov
From: Farrell, Ellen  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction
Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring-> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the
General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Liebman, Wilma B.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 6:24 PM
To: Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Farrell, Ellen
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Ellen

Ellen Farrell
Deputy Associate General Counsel
Division of Advice, NLRB
202-273-3810
Ellen.Farrell@nltb.gov

From: Solomon, Lafe E.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM

1
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: CNN questions on correction

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland  
NLRB Director of Public Affairs  
(202) 273-0222  
nancy.cleeland@nltb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM  
To: Cleeland, Nancy  
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nltb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a 'Fact
Check that attempted to correct the misinformation we've seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say,
and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Kearney, Barry J.
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2011 12:56 AM
To: Farrell, Ellen
Subject: Fw: CNN questions on correction

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Exemption 5

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

From: Kearney, Barry J.
To: Ferguson, John H.
Sent: Sat Apr 30 00:55:07 2011
Subject: Fw: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Liebman, Wilma B.
To: Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Sent: Fri Apr 29 18:23:35 2011
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Farrell, Ellen
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5
Ellen

Ellen Farrell  
Deputy Associate General Counsel  
Division of Advice, NLRB  
202-273-3810  
Ellen.Farrell@nlrb.gov

From: Solomon, Lafe E.  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM  
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Thans

Nancy Cleeland  
NLRB Director of Public Affairs  
(202) 273-0222  
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM  
To: Cleeland, Nancy  
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,
Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.
It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said “NLRB rules against Boeing”, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,
Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Betag
Elle Farrell
Deputy Associate General Counsel
Division of Advice, NLRB
202-273-3810
Ellen.Farrell@nlrb.gov

From: Kearney, Barry J.
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:39 PM
To: Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme; Szaprio, Miriam; Willen, Debra L
Subject: FW: question for daily story

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:23 PM
To: Kearney, Barry J.
Subject: FW: question for daily story

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 12:18 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: FW: question for daily story

From a Congressional Quarterly reporter, in case this sheds any light on the amendment

From: Lauren Smith [LaurenSmith@cqrollcall.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:12 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: RE: question for daily story

Here is a copy of the amendment:

They say it: “Strengthen the existing protection in the National Labor relations Act of state right-to-work law to ensure that state laws cannot be pre-empted by union contracts or the NLRB. It provides necessary clarity to prevent the NLRB from moving forward in their case against Boeing or attempting a similar strategy against other companies. It updates the current law with the following:
Nothing in the Act shall be construed to limit the application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise places restraints upon, agreements between labor organizations and employers, or that require the payment of dues or fees to such organizations, a condition of employment either before or after hiring."

From: Cleeland, Nancy [mailto:Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:05 PM
To: Lauren Smith
Subject: RE: question for daily story

Hi Lauren,

I realize I was mistaken. I'd gotten the idea that this was a national right to work bill from another reporter; it turns out that's not what this is. We're trying to figure out exactly what it would do.

From: Lauren Smith [LaurenSmith@cqrollcall.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:03 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: question for daily story

Hey Nancy -- Thanks for helping me out with this. I really appreciate it!

For the daily story about Sens. Alexander and Graham's right-to-work legislation, I'd love to get a comment on the ramifications of the language, both for labor and for the NLRB. Something similar to what we talked about over the phone: That this is an attempt to mandate all states adopt right-to-work policies. That this legislation is really nothing new and has been introduced by the GOP many times before.

To give you a better sense of what I'm looking into for my feature story: I'm writing about the natural oscillation of the board and it's pro-union vs. pro-business decisions depending on which party is controlling the White House. My argument is that the Boeing case provides ammunition to those that are trying to prove the NLRB has an activist agenda, but in reality, the NLRB under Obama is no more pro-union than it was pro-business under the previous Bush administration. The NLRB is also under much greater scrutiny on the whole due to the larger labor environment. I would love to get a comment about the natural progression of the board becoming politicized, and how it's historically seesawed between pro-union and pro-business decisions based on the administration.

Thanks so much and please let me know if you have any questions! I'm on my cell today: 617-633-0425

Best,
Lauren

Lauren Smith
Staff Writer
lsmith@cg.com
(o): 202-650-6604 **please note new number!
(m): 617-633-0425

Congressional Quarterly
77 K St., NE
Washington, DC 20002
Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon testifies at Oversight Committee field hearing in South Carolina

In his opening statement, Mr. Solomon said he would do his best to answer the questions of committee members while also protecting the due process rights of all parties in the ongoing case. “I am actively involved in overseeing the Boeing litigation and in strategic decisions necessary for the prosecution of this case,” he noted. “My obligation to protect the independence of the Office of the General Counsel and the integrity of the enforcement process restricts my ability to offer insight into the decision-making here.”

The Acting General Counsel also described the Agency’s investigative process, and his attempts to facilitate a settlement before the complaint was issued. He said, “The issuance of the complaint was not intended to harm the workers of South Carolina, but rather, to protect the rights of workers, regardless of where they are employed, to engage in activities protected by the National Labor Relations Act, without fearing discrimination. Boeing has every right to manufacture planes in South Carolina, or anywhere else, for that matter, as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations.”

Read the full statement here (in pdf).
Microsoft Outlook

Subject:    Boeing call w/ R-19
Start:     Fri 7/15/2011 1:00 PM
End:       Fri 7/15/2011 1:30 PM
Recurrence: (none)
Microsoft Outlook

From: Martin, Andrew
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2011 4:28 PM
To: Abuzzo, Jennifer; Ahearn, Richard L.; Ananthanayagam, Shanti; Arlook, Martin M.; Baniszewski, Joseph; Barker, Joseph; Becker, Craig; Blyer, Alvin P.; Bonett Jr., Edward J.; Boren, Dennis R.; Burton, Spence; Carlton, Peter J.; Chester, Robert W.; Christman Jr., Thomas J.; Cleeland, Nancy; Colwell, John F.; Cowen, William B.; Dreeben, Linda J.; Eddings-Hill, Rosalind Elaine; Englehart, Bob; Farrell, Ellen; Fedorova, Ioulia; Ferguson, John H.; Fies-Keller, Cara L.; Figueroa, Marta; Flynn, Terence F.; Franklin, Kirk; Garza, Jose; Glasser, Stephen M.; Gold, Wayne R.; Goldstein, Dawn; Gottschalk, Irving E.; Graham, David; Grant, Regina; Griffin, Jill; Guest, Matt; Habenstreit, David; Hankins, Raymond; Hayes, Brian; Heinzmann, Kym; HELTZER, LES (Hdqs); Hirozawa, Kent; Hollo, Elana R.; Hooks, Ronald K.; Hoyte, Joan E.; Hubbel, Daniel L; Jacob, Fred B.; James, Kathleen; Jones, Harry; Joseph, Gloria; Kane, Robert F.; Karsh, Aaron; Katz, Judy; Kearney, Barry J.; Kelly, David A.; Kilpatrick, Elizabeth; Kinard, Martha E.; Krafts, Andrew J.; Lee, Sydney A.; Lennie, Rachel G.; Levin, Nelson; Levitan, Daniel; Ley, Rhonda; Lieber, Margery E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Lightner, J. Michael; Lineback, Rik D.; Martin, David P.; Mattina, Celeste J.; McDermott, James J.; McKinney, M. Kathleen; Mills, Jacqueline; Moore-Duncan, Dorothy L.; Moran, Gail R.; Morgan, Terry A.; Murphy, James R.; Ohr, Peter S.; Othus, Marlin O.; Overstreet, Comele; Pearce, Mark G.; Purcell, Anne G.; Reynolds, Vanita S.; Rivchin, Julie Y.; Robinson, Miles A.; Rosenberg, Joshua; Saunders, Josh D; Schiff, Robert; Shapiro, Ken; Siegel, Richard A.; Simms, Abby; Smith, Barry F.; Solomon, Lafe E.; Sophir, Jayme; Spector, Jennifer R.; Tellem, Elbert F.; Tendrich, Robert; Thompson, Scott C.; Tuli, Manisha E.; Wagner, Anthony R.; Williams, Harold; Yaffe, Deborah; Zick, Sara L.

Subject: Legal News FYI (Boeing)

**Labor board offers to help Boeing’s 787 fight with union**

Chicago Business – 06/17/11 14:55 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Today's Headlines 6/17/2011 Labor board offers to help Boeing's 787 fight with union Durbin aims to thwart Midway, Amtrak privatizations Humana offers to extend III.  

**IAM Charges GOP Senator with Ethics Violations in Boeing Case**

Aerweb-fr.net – 06/17/11 14:57 –

18 other sources (Alamogordo Daily News, News Blaze,....)

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

WASHINGTON--(BUSINESS WIRE)--The International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM) today released a letter sent to the Senate Select Committee on Ethics calling for an investigation into South Carolina Republican Sen.  

**Primer: In Labor Board dispute with Boeing, growing controversy clouds facts**

Snohomish Times – 06/17/11 09:38 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Just months after fights to limit labor rights in Wisconsin and other states grabbed national attention, another messy labor dispute is getting headlines.  

...the case aren't Federal labor law specifically, the National Labor Relations Act protects workers from retaliation or threats of retaliation ...
| From: | Martin, Andrew |
| Sent: | Monday, June 20, 2011 9:18 AM |
| To: | Abruzzi, Jennifer; Ahearn, Richard L.; Ananthanayagam, Shanti; Arlook, Martin M.; Baniszewski, Joseph; Barker, Joseph; Becker, Craig; Blyer, Alvin P.; Bonett Jr., Edward J.; Boren, Dennis R.; Burton, Spence; Carlton, Peter J.; Chester, Robert W.; Christman Jr., Thomas J.; Cleeland, Nancy; Colwell, John F.; Cowen, William B.; Dreeben, Linda J.; Eddings-Hill, Rosalind Elaine; Englehart, Bob; Farrell, Ellen; Fedorova, Ioulia; Ferguson, John H.; Fies-Keller, Cara L.; Figueroa, Marta; Flynn, Terence F.; Franklin, Kirk; Garza, Jose; Glasser, Stephen M.; Gold, Wayne R.; Goldstein, Dawn; Gottschalk, Irving E.; Graham, David; Grant, Regina; Griffin, Jill; Guest, Matt; Habenstreit, David; Hankins, Raymond; Hayes, Brian; Heinzmann, Kym; HELTZER, LES (Hdqs); Hirozawa, Kent; Hollo, Elana R.; Hooks, Ronald K.; Hoyte, Joan E.; Hubbel, Daniel L; Jacob, Fred B.; James, Kathleen; Jones, Harry; Joseph, Gloria; Kane, Robert F.; Karsh, Aaron; Katz, Judy; Kearney, Barry J.; Kelly, David A.; Kilpatrick, Elizabeth; Kinard, Martha E.; Krafts, Andrew J.; Lee, Sydney A.; Lennie, Rachel G.; Levin, Nelson; Levitan, Daniel; Ley, Rhonda; Lieber, Margery E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Lightner, J. Michael; Lineback, Rik D.; Martin, David P.; Mattina, Celeste J.; McDermott, James J.; McKinney, M. Kathleen; Mills, Jacqueline; Moore-Duncan, Dorothy L.; Moran, Gail R.; Morgan, Terry A.; Murphy, James R.; Ohr, Peter S.; Osthuis, Marlin O.; Overstreet, Comele; Pearce, Mark G.; Purcell, Anne G.; Reynolds, Vanita S.; Rivchin, Julie Y.; Robinson, Miles A.; Rosenberg, Joshua; Saunders, Josh D; Schiff, Robert; Shapiro, Ken; Siegel, Richard A.; Simms, Abby; Smith, Barry F.; Solomon, Lafe E.; Sophir, Jayme; Spector, Jennifer R.; Tellem, Elbert F.; Tendrich, Robert; Thompson, Scott C.; Tuli, Manisha E.; Wagner, Anthony R.; Williams, Harold; Yaffe, Deborah; Zick, Lara S. |
| Subject: | Report of Charleston hearing & Tennessee secret ballot |

**House Panel Conducts Boeing Field Hearing But Breaks Little New Ground on Controversy**
The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee June 17 held a much-anticipated field hearing on the National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. over the company's establishment of a 787 Dreamliner production line...

**Labor Board Invites Filing of Amicus Briefs On NLRA Status of Class Arbitration Waivers**
The National Labor Relations Board June 16 invited interested organizations to file briefs in an unfair labor practice case presenting the question whether an employer violated federal labor law by maintaining and enforcing an employment...

**NLRB 3-0 Orders Hawaii Hotel to Bargain, Reinstate Workers, Pay Negotiating Expenses**
The National Labor Relations Board June 14 found that a Waikiki hotel had violated federal labor law and ordered the employer to stop unfair labor practices, recognize and bargain with the employees' union for an initial contract, rescind...

**Secret Ballot Union Election Bill Signed by Tennessee Gov. Haslam**
RALEIGH, N.C.—Union representation elections in Tennessee must be conducted by secret ballot under a bill (H.B. 1747) signed into law by Gov. Bill Haslam (R) June 16....

**Candidate for IBT President Files Lawsuit Against Hoffa Over 1989 Consent Decree**
A 1989 consent decree establishing measures to combat corruption within the International Brotherhood of Teamsters is no longer needed and IBT General President James Hoffa's failure to terminate it has resulted in millions of dollars...

**NLRB lawyer: Boeing suit helps all workers**
The Seattle Times – 06/17/11 21:14 –
*Words matched: Lafe Solomon*
The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that although an NLRB complaint against Boeing may make South Carolina workers feel vulnerable and anxious, the legal action is aimed at protecting the rights of workers everywhere.

"as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations," Lafe Solomon, the agency's acting general counsel, told the House...

ADR: NLRB May Change Arbitration Deferral Standards
Connecticut Law Tribune – 06/17/11 16:32 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon, Wilma Liebman
Policy shift could affect many unfair labor practice cases
...new approach. The analysis has been completed and current General Counsel Lafe Solomon has urged the Board to modify its approach and apply a...

Andrew Martin
Librarian (Law)
National Labor Relations Board
1099 14th Street NW
Suite 800
Washington, DC 20570
(202) 273-3724
(202) 273-2906 fax
andrew.martin@nlrb.gov
From: Martin, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 8:48 AM
To: Abuzzo, Jennifer; Ahearn, Richard L.; Ananthanayagam, Shanti; Arlook, Martin M.; Baniszewski, Joseph; Barker, Joseph; Becker, Craig; Blyer, Alvin P.; Bonett Jr., Edward J.; Boren, Dennis R.; Broido, Julie; Burdick, Ruth E.; Burton, Spence; Carlton, Peter J.; Chester, Robert W.; Christman Jr., Thomas J.; Cleeland, Nancy; Colwell, John F.; Cowen, William B.; Dietz, Jessica; Dreeben, Linda J.; Eddins-Hill, Rosalind Elaine; Englehart, Bob; Farrell, Ellen; Fedorova, Ioulia; Ferguson, John H.; Fies-Keller, Cara L.; Figueroa, Marta; Flynn, Terence F.; Franklin, Kirk; Garza, Jose; Glasser, Stephen M.; Gold, Wayne R.; Goldstein, Dawn; Gottschalk, Irving E.; Graham, David; Grant, Regina; Griffin, Jill; Guest, Matt; Habenstreit, David; Hankins, Raymond; Hayes, Brian; Heinzmann, Kym; HELTZER, LES (Hdq); Hirozawa, Kent; Hollo, Elana R.; Hooks, Ronald K.; Hoyte, Joan E.; Hubbel, Daniel L.; Jacob, Fred B.; James, Kathleen; Jones, Harry; Joseph, Gloria; Kane, Robert F.; Karsh, Aaron; Katz, Judy; Kearney, Barry J.; Kelly, David A.; Kilpatrick, Elizabeth; Kinard, Martha E.; Krafts, Andrew J.; Lee, Sydney A.; Lennie, Rachel G.; Levin, Nelson; Levitan, Daniel; Ley, Rhonda; Lieber, Margery E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Lightner, J. Michael; Lineback, Rik D.; Martin, David P.; Mattina, Celeste J.; McDermott, James J.; McKinney, M. Kathleen; Mills, Jacqueline; Moore-Duncan, Dorothy L.; Moran, Gail R.; Morgan, Terry A.; Murphy, James R.; Ohr, Peter S.; Osthus, Marlin O.; Overstreet, Cornele; Pearce, Mark G.; Purcell, Anne G.; Reynolds, Vanita S.; Rivchin, Julie Y.; Robinson, Miles A.; Rosenberg, Joshua; Saunders, Josh D.; Schiff, Robert; Shapiro, Ken; Siegel, Richard A.; Simms, Abby; Smith, Barry F.; Solomon, Lafe E.; Sophir, Jayne; Spector, Jennifer R.; Telem, Elbert F.; Tendrich, Robert; Thompson, Scott C.; Tuli, Manisha E.; Wagner, Anthony R.; Williams, Harold; Yaffe, Deborah; Zick, Lara S.

Subject: Link to proposed election rules

NLRB Proposes Election Case Rule Changes
That Immediately Draw Praise and Protests
Employers and unions would be required to identify issues and formulate positions quickly in representation case proceedings under National Labor Relations Board proposed rule amendments scheduled for publication in the June 22 Federal...

From today's Federal Register:
National Labor Relations Board

PROPOSED RULES
Representation Case Procedures ,
36812–36847 [2011–15307] [TEXT] [PDF]

NLRB Official Finds NYU Graduate Students Are Employees, but Dismisses UAW Petition
An official with the National Labor Relations Board regional office in New York City June 16 dismissed a petition filed by a local of the United Auto Workers seeking an election among some 1,800 teaching and research assistants at New York University,...

Court Says Claim That UAW Breached Duty In Assignments at Chrysler Plants Not Triable
A group of Chrysler machine repairmen in Toledo, Ohio, who allege that the United Auto Workers and UAW Local 12 breached the duty of fair representation by favoring millwrights and electricians failed to show that some of their claims were timely...

Boeing hearing amounts to little more than political theater
Charleston City Paper – 06/21/11 14:44 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
On June 17, Lafe Solomon, chief acting legal counsel for the National Labor Relations Board, was summoned to North Charleston under the threat of a subpoena.
...hearing amounts to little more than political theater On June 17, Lafe Solomon, chief acting legal counsel for the National Labor Relations Board, 

**NLRB Success Shows Value Of Recess Appointments**
Campaign for America's Future – 06/21/11 15:36 –
Words matched: Craig Becker, Brian Hayes, Mark Pearce
AARP Tells Members They Won't Fight Social Security Benefit Cuts
...seats on the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). Both appointees, Craig Becker and Mark Pearce, are Democrats nominees. A third nominee, Brian...

**N.L.R.B. Rules Would Streamline Unionizing**
The New York Times – 06/21/11 08:55 –
Words matched: Wilma B. Liebman, Brian Hayes
In a move that will undoubtedly please labor unions, the National Labor Relations Board announced on Tuesday morning that it was proposing new rules to speed up unionization elections, largely by streamlining various procedures.
...that the new proposals will be controversial, the board’s chainwoman, Wilma B. Liebman, said in a statement. That controversy is unfortunate...

**Graham scoffs at ethics complaint filed by Boeing union**
GreenvilleOnline.com (AP) – 06/22/11 02:14 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
The complaint filed with a Senate ethics committee accuses Graham of improperly trying to pressure the head attorney of the National Labor Relations Board to withdraw a lawsuit against the aircraft manufacturer.
...in Seattle said Graham communicated with NLRB acting general counsel Lafe Solomon and improperly tried to pressure him to drop the complaint...

Andrew Martin
Librarian (Law)
National Labor Relations Board
1099 14th Street NW
Suite 800
Washington, DC 20570
(202) 273-3724
(202) 273-2906 fax
andrew.martin@nltb.gov
First Amendment
Free Speech Clause’s ‘Public Concern’ Test Applies to Employees’ Petition Clause Claims

Public employees who sue under the Civil Rights Act of 1871 (42 U.S.C. §1983) claiming retaliation in violation of the petition clause of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution must show that, as under the First Amendment’s...

Labor Law
Justices Decline to Review Conviction Of UAW Official Charged With Conspiracy
The U.S. Supreme Court June 20 declined to review a federal appeals court decision upholding the conviction of a former United Auto Workers official on charges of conspiracy to violate labor laws and extort jobs from General Motors Corp. in...

Sex Discrimination
Justices Hand Wal-Mart a Big Victory, Reversing Sex Bias Class Certification
Reversing a federal appeals court decision certifying a massive sex discrimination class action against Wal-Mart Stores Inc., a divided U.S. Supreme Court June 20 ruled that the female plaintiffs failed to satisfy the requirements of Rule...

NEWS
Airlines
Frontier Pilots Approve Contract Extension That Includes Concessions, Equity Stake
DENVER—Members of the Frontier Airline Pilots Association ratified a new labor agreement June 17 that provides them with an equity stake in the flagging Denver airline but also came with deep concessions. ...
Disabilities

**Boss's Negative Comments About Employee With Dyslexia Fuel Rehabilitation Act Claims**

A former Army employee with dyslexia can proceed with her claims under the Rehabilitation Act that she was fired because of her disability, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of California ruled June 1 (McCoy v. Dep't of Army,...

Discrimination

**University Ordered to Pay $364,500 for Bias Against Chinese-American Female Professor**

BOSTON—The Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination June 15 announced that it had taken the "unprecedented step" of ordering a public university to promote an associate professor and also to pay $364,500...

Employment

**Chamber Report Highlights Strategies States Use to Stay Competitive, Create Jobs**

A report released June 20 by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce discusses specific strategies that all 50 states are using to remain competitive, restore jobs, and bolster economic growth. ...

Entertainment

**SAG, AFTRA Members Meet To Map Out Details of Possible Merger**

Members of the Screen Actors Guild and the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists held a weekend meeting to discuss details of a possible merger of the two entertainment unions, SAG and AFTRA announced June 19. ...

FLSA

**Businesses Challenge Tip Credit Notice Rule, Claiming DOL Failed to Give Notice of Change**

Business groups representing restaurants and other eating and drinking establishments filed a lawsuit June 16 in federal district court in Washington, D.C., alleging that the Labor Department recently implemented a final regulation making...

Labor Law

**OLMS Proposes Rule to Expand Reporting Of Persuader Agreements on LM-10s and 20s**

A proposed rule from the Labor Department's Office of Labor-Management Standards would revise the interpretation of "advice" to expand the requirements for reporting persuader agreements between employers and labor relations...

Manufacturing

**General Electric Reaches Tentative Contracts With Unions That Represent 15,200 Workers**

The International Union of Electrical Workers, an affiliate of the Communications Workers of America, and the United Electrical Workers June 19 reached tentative agreement with the General Electric Co. on four-year national contracts...
Mining
UMW Members Ratify Agreement With BCOA; Union to Take Same Pact to Other Operators
Members of the United Mine Workers have overwhelmingly ratified a new five and one-half year agreement with the Bituminous Coal Operators Association, the union announced late June 17....

Railroads
Smaller Freight Rail Unions Frown On Tentative Railroad Pact Reached by UTU
Following the release of details of a tentative collective bargaining agreement reached between the largest of the 13 unions representing freight railroad workers and the employers' bargaining team, the remaining unions June 16 announced...

Retail Stores
Workers at Long Island Target Store Reject UFCW Representation as Charges Filed
Workers at a Target Corp. retail store in Valley Stream, N.Y., June 17 voted 137-95 to reject representation by the United Food and Commercial Workers, a National Labor Relations Board official told BNA June 20. ...

Safety & Health
Dole, Foreign Agricultural Workers Reach Tentative Settlement on Pesticide Exposure
LOS ANGELES—Dole Food Co. Inc. has agreed to settle pesticide exposure claims filed by more than 5,000 agricultural workers in Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Honduras, an attorney representing the plaintiffs told BNA June 17 (Abarca v....

Safety & Health
MSHA Issues Final Rule for Rock Dust To Reduce Likelihood of Coal Mine Explosions
Operators of underground bituminous coal mines must ensure that rock dust contains higher concentrations of combustible material as a way to reduce the likelihood of mine explosions, the Labor Department’s Mine Safety and Health...

Trade
Greenspan Questions Jobs Focus In Trade Policy, Kirk Stresses Benefits
Former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan June 17 questioned the focus on employment in trade policy at a roundtable discussion while U.S. Trade Representative Ron Kirk stressed the importance of trade-related job creation to make...

Unemployment Insurance
DOL Gives $48.7 Million to Assess UI Recipients
The Labor Department will provide $48.7 million in funding for 37 states and the District of Columbia to implement re-employment and eligibility assessments for beneficiaries of unemployment insurance, DOL announced June 20....

Unfair Labor Practices
Board Allows Limited Boeing Case Role
To South Carolina Workers Who Filed Motion
The National Labor Relations Board ruled June 20 that three
workers from Boeing Co.'s South Carolina aircraft plant should
be allowed a limited opportunity to participate in the unfair
labor practice case in which Acting General Counsel...

Whistleblowers
City Worker's Whistleblower Claim
Not Ripe for Dismissal, District Court Decides
A senior contract specialist for the city of Washington, D.C., who
was selected for a reduction in force after he made multiple
complaints about fraudulent and wasteful government
contracts, may proceed with his claim under the District of...

Work Stoppages
UNITE HERE Conducts One-Day Strike
At Hyatt Regency Chicago Over Stalled Talks
UNITE HERE Local 1 June 20 began a one-day strike at the
Hyatt Regency Chicago in protest over stalled collective
bargaining for renewal of a labor contract that expired 20
months ago and against outsourced work and alleged dangerous
working...

SPECIAL REPORT

Hiring
Using Social Media During Hiring Process
Seen Exposing Employers to Bias Claims
While social media tools such as Twitter, Facebook, and
LinkedIn allow employers to access vast amounts of information
about job applicants, hiring managers who even casually use
these tools to gather information about a prospective
employee...

CONFERENCE REPORT

Immigration
Attorneys Outline Specific Issues Facing
Small Employers in the Immigration Context
SAN DIEGO—Small businesses are likely to be inexperienced in
the complexities of hiring immigrant workers, and attorneys
should be prepared to help them navigate the process, speakers
said June 17 at the American Immigration Lawyers...

Immigration
Attorneys Say L-1B and B-1 Visa Issues
Among 'Hottest' in Business Immigration Law
SAN DIEGO—Several visa concerns—including the processing of
L-1B visas and the use of B-1 visas in lieu of H-1B visas—top
the list of "hottest" issues in business immigration law, speakers
said June 16 at the American...
Supreme Court Denies Review in Three Labor, Employment Cases June 20, 2011
Following are summaries of the three labor and employment law cases denied Supreme Court review June 20, 2011....

U.S. Supreme Court Decision in Duryea v. Guarnieri

U.S. Supreme Court Decision in Wal-Mart Stores Inc. v. Dukes

CONFERENCE CALENDAR

Calendar of Events
It’s Boeing. The Machinists filed a ULP charge when Boeing decided to build some of the 787s in SC rather than Seattle.

Good morning Lafe,

As we discussed yesterday, I am putting together bios for you and a few other facts for your meetings tomorrow. I believe you mentioned that Ms. Murray might be interested in a Lockheed Martin contract? Is that correct? I apologize – I could not remember which company you named and I have been unable to information on the issue.

I will run the backgounders by Bob and get you something this afternoon. Thanks!

Jose P. Garza
Special Counsel for
Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs
National Labor Relations Board
202-273-0013
Thank you, Lafe. I'm looking for any public statements on that issue now. I hope to have something for you to review soon.

It's Boeing. The Machinists filed a ULP charge when Boeing decided to build some of the 787s in SC rather than Seattle.

Good morning Lafe,

As we discussed yesterday, I am putting together bios for you and a few other facts for your meetings tomorrow. I believe you mentioned that Ms. Murray might be interested in a Lockheed Martin contract? Is that correct? I apologize – I could not remember which company you named and I have been unable to information on the issue.

I will run the backrounders by Bob and get you something this afternoon. Thanks!

Jose P. Garza
Special Counsel for
Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs
National Labor Relations Board
202-273-0013
Exemption 5

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nrb.gov

Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:
1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom
On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlab.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Betteg [mailto:Tom.Betteg@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.
You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us
to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say,
and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear
after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth
of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and
there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen.
Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being
“NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nrb.gov
Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Garza, Jose
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:28 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Jose P. Garza
Special Counsel for
Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs
National Labor Relations Board
202-273-0013

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nltb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements
Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:
1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said: Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring-> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.
Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From:               Cleeland, Nancy
Sent:               Friday, April 29, 2011 3:44 PM
To:                 Garza, Jose; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject:            RE: CNN questions on correction

Thanks all,

Exemption 5

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nrb.gov

From:               Garza, Jose
Sent:               Friday, April 29, 2011 3:28 PM
To:                 Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject:            RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Jose P. Garza
Special Counsel for
Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs
National Labor Relations Board
Subjects:

Subject: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland  
NLRB Director of Public Affairs  
(202) 273-0222  
nancy.cleeland@nltb.gov

From: Tom Betttag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM  
To: Cleeland, Nancy  
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We'll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being "NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom
On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

---

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.
You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us
to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say,
and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear
after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth
of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and
there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen.
Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:55 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Rich

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 12:16 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,
Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.
It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring-> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said “NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,
Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Farrell, Ellen
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 5:24 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.; Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: Re: CNN questions on correction
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From: Ahearn, Richard L.
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Sent: Fri Apr 29 17:16:44 2011
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction
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Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nltb.gov
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From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 5:04 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: FW: CNN questions on correction
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From: Sophir, Jayme  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:01 PM  
To: Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction
From: Farrell, Ellen  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Ellen Farrell  
Deputy Associate General Counsel  
Division of Advice, NLRB  
202-273-3810  
Ellen.Farrell@nrb.gov

From: Solomon, Lafe E.  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM  
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

From: Cleeland, Nancy  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.  
Subject: CNN questions on correction
Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring-> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel –
who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Garza, Jose
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 2:18 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Re: comment on boeing letter?

Lafe, do you have time to meet with me and Nancy this afternoon? Sometime before 4?

Getting a lot of questions from the hill and the press.

Sorry to be a bother.

From: Solomon, Lafe E.
To: Garza, Jose; Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: RE: comment on boeing letter?
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From: Garza, Jose
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 12:24 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.
Subject: RE: comment on boeing letter?
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From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 12:15 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose
Subject: comment on boeing letter?

Exemption 5

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov
From: Garza, Jose  
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 2:18 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy  
Subject: Re: comment on boeing letter?

Lafe, do you have time to meet with me and Nancy this afternoon? Sometime before 4?

Getting a lot of questions from the hill and the press.

Sorry to be a bother.
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From: Garza, Jose  
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 2:18 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy  
Subject: Re: comment on boeing letter? 

Lafe, do you have time to meet with me and Nancy this afternoon? Sometime before 4?  

Getting a lot of questions from the hill and the press.  

Sorry to be a bother.
Exemption 5 & 7(A)
From: Garza, Jose  
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 2:18 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy  
Subject: Re: comment on boeing letter?

Lafe, do you have time to meet with me and Nancy this afternoon? Sometime before 4?

Getting a lot of questions from the hill and the press.

Sorry to be a bother.
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Here it is.
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JUNE 17, 2011
Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Subcommittee:

I appear before you today as the Acting General Counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, having been appointed to this position by President Obama on June 21, 2010. For the 38 years before my appointment, I have served as a career civil servant in many positions throughout the Agency, ranging from field examiner, staff attorney, supervisory attorney, and finally, as a member of the Senior Executive Service.

I would like to start by acknowledging that workers in North Charleston are feeling vulnerable and anxious because they are uncertain as to what impact any final decision may have on their employment with Boeing. These are difficult economic times, and I truly regret the anxiety this case has caused them and their families. The issuance of the complaint was not intended to harm the workers of South Carolina, but rather, to protect the rights of workers, regardless of where they are employed, to engage in activities protected by the National Labor Relations Act, without fearing discrimination. Boeing has every right to manufacture planes in South Carolina, or anywhere else, for that matter, as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations.

This complaint was issued only after the parties failed to informally resolve this dispute. I personally met with the parties and I tried for three months to facilitate a settlement of the case. I remain open to playing a constructive role in assisting the parties to settle this dispute without the costs and uncertainties associated with extended litigation. I believe that, given the parties’ longstanding bargaining relationship, a settlement would serve the
interests of the parties and the workers and would promote industrial peace. In the absence of a mutually acceptable settlement, however, both Boeing and the Machinists Union have a legal right to present their evidence and arguments in a trial and to have those issues be decided by the Board and federal courts.

I would like to begin by describing briefly the relevant regulatory framework and the role of the Office of General Counsel within that framework. The National Labor Relations Act divides responsibility over private-sector labor relations between the National Labor Relations Board and the General Counsel of the Board. The Board adjudicates cases in accordance with the procedures set forth in the Act itself, the Administrative Procedures Act, and the Constitution. The Office of the General Counsel serves as a prosecutor of labor law violations in such cases.

The Office of the General Counsel was created by the Taft-Hartley Amendments of 1947. Under Section 3(d) of the amended Act, the General Counsel has “final authority”, on behalf of the Board, with respect to the investigation and prosecution of unfair labor practice complaints. In order to ensure that the newly-established General Counsel of the NLRB would have both the independence and resources necessary to make final, unreviewable decisions in typically heated labor and management controversies, Section 3(d) also provided that, with the exception of administrative law judges and legal assistants to Board members, General Counsel “shall exercise general supervision over all attorneys employed by the Board” and would have general supervision “over the officers and employees in the regional offices.” Like my predecessors, I have gone to
great lengths to ensure that all unfair labor practice charges, which must be initiated by private parties, are fairly considered, relying on "findings, reasons, precedents, checks through appeals and through internal supervision, and procedural protections." See K. Davis, Discretionary Justice 207 (1969).

To that end, all charges filed with our regional offices are carefully and impartially investigated to determine whether there is reasonable cause to believe that, under the Board’s precedents, an unfair labor practice has been committed. Fairness to the parties and sound development of the law weighs in favor of presenting these types of cases to the Board for decision, subject to review by the courts. See Kenneth C. McGuiness, Effect of the Discretionary Power of the General Counsel on the Development of the Law, 29 Geo. Wash. L.Rev. 385, 397 (1960). I would not be fulfilling my responsibilities if I turned a blind eye to evidence that an unfair labor practice may have occurred. I took an oath to enforce the National Labor Relations Act and to protect workers from unlawful conduct.

The General Counsel’s concern with fairness to the parties does not end with the issuance of the complaint. The Supreme Court has recognized that the Act and the Board’s rules are designed to ensure that proceedings are conducted in a manner that respects the private rights of the charging party and the charged party. Automobile Workers v. Scofield, 382 U. S. 205, 217-221 (1965).
The Supreme Court has also recognized that “Congress intended to create an officer independent of the Board to handle prosecutions, not merely the filing of complaints.”

_NLRB v. United Food & Comm. Workers Un._, 484 U.S. 112, 127 (1987) (emphasis in original). Thus, throughout the proceeding, the General Counsel remains master of the complaint and the charging party is not permitted to pursue alternative theories of a violation without the consent of the General Counsel. _See, e.g., Teamsters, Local 282 (E.G. Clemente Contracting Corp.),_ 335 NLRB 1253, 1254 (2001). Throughout the proceedings, the General Counsel is responsible to ensure that the prosecution of the case is justified by the facts and law. As such, it remains open to the General Counsel to make concessions on issues of fact or law and to pursue settlement discussions with the charged party -- even over the objections of the charging party.

For all these reasons, the actual fairness of the proceedings before the Board -- and, equally important, the perception that the Board’s administrative processes are fair -- vitally depends on the public and the parties retaining the confidence that the General Counsel is carrying out his prosecutorial responsibilities on the basis of the facts and law in the case, and is not making decisions on the basis of political or other matters not properly before the Board.

As you know, the Boeing hearing began on Tuesday of this week before an administrative law judge in Seattle, Washington. I am actively involved in overseeing the Boeing litigation and in strategic decisions necessary for the prosecution of this case. My obligation to protect the independence of the Office of the General Counsel and the
integrity of the enforcement process restricts my ability to offer insight into the decision-making here. I hope you will share my commitment that these proceedings not be construed as an effort by the Congress to exert pressure or attempt to influence my prosecutorial decisions in this case, which have been and will continue to be made based on the law and the merits and in a manner which protects the due process rights of the litigants.

I come here voluntarily out of respect for the oversight role of Congress. I will do my best to answer your questions, consistent with my obligations to the parties and to the American public with respect to the ongoing Boeing case. The adjudicatory process must be fair and impartial so that the parties’ due process rights, which are guaranteed by the Constitution, are preserved. Our American legal system of justice is guided by these fundamental principles.
| **From:**  | Abruzzo, Jennifer |
| **Sent:**  | Thursday, June 16, 2011 11:05 AM |
| **To:**  | Garza, Jose |
| **Attachments:**  | Solomon's Statement to Oversight Committee.pdf |
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Committee:

I appear before you today as the Acting General Counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, having been appointed to this position by President Obama on June 21, 2010. For the 38 years before my appointment, I have served as a career civil servant in many positions throughout the Agency, ranging from field examiner, staff attorney, supervisory attorney, and finally, as a member of the Senior Executive Service.

I would like to start by acknowledging that workers in North Charleston are feeling vulnerable and anxious because they are uncertain as to what impact any final decision may have on their employment with Boeing. These are difficult economic times, and I truly regret the anxiety this case has caused them and their families. The issuance of the complaint was not intended to harm the workers of South Carolina, but rather, to protect the rights of workers, regardless of where they are employed, to engage in activities protected by the National Labor Relations Act, without fearing discrimination. Boeing has every right to manufacture planes in South Carolina, or anywhere else, for that matter, as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations.

This complaint was issued only after the parties failed to informally resolve this dispute. I personally met with the parties and I tried for three months to facilitate a settlement of the case. I remain open to playing a constructive role in assisting the parties to settle this dispute without the costs and uncertainties associated with extended litigation. I believe that, given the parties’ longstanding bargaining relationship, a settlement would serve the
interests of the parties and the workers and would promote industrial peace. In the absence of a mutually acceptable settlement, however, both Boeing and the Machinists Union have a legal right to present their evidence and arguments in a trial and to have those issues be decided by the Board and federal courts.

I would like to begin by describing briefly the relevant regulatory framework and the role of the Office of General Counsel within that framework. The National Labor Relations Act divides responsibility over private-sector labor relations between the National Labor Relations Board and the General Counsel of the Board. The Board adjudicates cases in accordance with the procedures set forth in the Act itself, the Administrative Procedures Act, and the Constitution. The Office of the General Counsel serves as a prosecutor of labor law violations in such cases.

The Office of the General Counsel was created by the Taft-Hartley Amendments of 1947. Under Section 3(d) of the amended Act, the General Counsel has “final authority”, on behalf of the Board, with respect to the investigation and prosecution of unfair labor practice complaints. In order to ensure that the newly-established General Counsel of the NLRB would have both the independence and resources necessary to make final, unreviewable decisions in typically heated labor and management controversies, Section 3(d) also provided that, with the exception of administrative law judges and legal assistants to Board members, General Counsel “shall exercise general supervision over all attorneys employed by the Board” and would have general supervision “over the officers and employees in the regional offices.” Like my predecessors, I have gone to
great lengths to ensure that all unfair labor practice charges, which must be initiated by private parties, are fairly considered, relying on "findings, reasons, precedents, checks through appeals and through internal supervision, and procedural protections.” See K. Davis, *Discretionary Justice* 207 (1969).

To that end, all charges filed with our regional offices are carefully and impartially investigated to determine whether there is reasonable cause to believe that, under the Board’s precedents, an unfair labor practice has been committed. Fairness to the parties and sound development of the law weighs in favor of presenting these types of cases to the Board for decision, subject to review by the courts. See Kenneth C. McGuinness, *Effect of the Discretionary Power of the General Counsel on the Development of the Law*, 29 Geo. Wash. L.Rev. 385, 397 (1960). I would not be fulfilling my responsibilities if I turned a blind eye to evidence that an unfair labor practice may have occurred. I took an oath to enforce the National Labor Relations Act and to protect workers from unlawful conduct.

The General Counsel’s concern with fairness to the parties does not end with the issuance of the complaint. The Supreme Court has recognized that the Act and the Board’s rules are designed to ensure that proceedings are conducted in a manner that respects the private rights of the charging party and the charged party. *Automobile Workers v. Scofield*, 382 U. S. 205, 217-221 (1965).
The Supreme Court has also recognized that “Congress intended to create an officer independent of the Board to handle prosecutions, not merely the filing of complaints.”

*NLRB v. United Food & Comm. Workers Un.*, 484 U.S. 112, 127 (1987) (emphasis in original). Thus, throughout the proceeding, the General Counsel remains master of the complaint and the charging party is not permitted to pursue alternative theories of a violation without the consent of the General Counsel. See, e.g., *Teamsters, Local 282 (E.G. Clemente Contracting Corp.),* 335 NLRB 1253, 1254 (2001). Throughout the proceedings, the General Counsel is responsible to ensure that the prosecution of the case is justified by the facts and law. As such, it remains open to the General Counsel to make concessions on issues of fact or law and to pursue settlement discussions with the charged party -- even over the objections of the charging party.

For all these reasons, the actual fairness of the proceedings before the Board -- and, equally important, the perception that the Board’s administrative processes are fair -- vitally depends on the public and the parties retaining the confidence that the General Counsel is carrying out his prosecutorial responsibilities on the basis of the facts and law in the case, and is not making decisions on the basis of political or other matters not properly before the Board.

As you know, the Boeing hearing began on Tuesday of this week before an administrative law judge in Seattle, Washington. I am actively involved in overseeing the Boeing litigation and in strategic decisions necessary for the prosecution of this case. My obligation to protect the independence of the Office of the General Counsel and the
integrity of the enforcement process restricts my ability to offer insight into the decision-making here. I hope you will share my commitment that these proceedings not be construed as an effort by the Congress to exert pressure or attempt to influence my prosecutorial decisions in this case, which have been and will continue to be made based on the law and the merits and in a manner which protects the due process rights of the litigants.

I come here voluntarily out of respect for the oversight role of Congress. I will do my best to answer your questions, consistent with my obligations to the parties and to the American public with respect to the ongoing Boeing case. The adjudicatory process must be fair and impartial so that the parties’ due process rights, which are guaranteed by the Constitution, are preserved. Our American legal system of justice is guided by these fundamental principles.
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Committee:

I appear before you today as the Acting General Counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, having been appointed to this position by President Obama on June 21, 2010. For the 38 years before my appointment, I have served as a career civil servant in many positions throughout the Agency, ranging from field examiner, staff attorney, supervisory attorney, and finally, as a member of the Senior Executive Service.

I would like to start by acknowledging that workers in North Charleston are feeling vulnerable and anxious because they are uncertain as to what impact any final decision may have on their employment with Boeing. These are difficult economic times, and I truly regret the anxiety this case has caused them and their families. The issuance of the complaint was not intended to harm the workers of South Carolina, but rather, to protect the rights of workers, regardless of where they are employed, to engage in activities protected by the National Labor Relations Act, without fearing discrimination. Boeing has every right to manufacture planes in South Carolina, or anywhere else, for that matter, as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations.

This complaint was issued only after the parties failed to informally resolve this dispute. I personally met with the parties and I tried for three months to facilitate a settlement of the case. I remain open to playing a constructive role in assisting the parties to settle this dispute without the costs and uncertainties associated with extended litigation. I believe that, given the parties’ longstanding bargaining relationship, a settlement would serve the
interests of the parties and the workers and would promote industrial peace. In the absence of a mutually acceptable settlement, however, both Boeing and the Machinists Union have a legal right to present their evidence and arguments in a trial and to have those issues be decided by the Board and federal courts.

I would like to begin by describing briefly the relevant regulatory framework and the role of the Office of General Counsel within that framework. The National Labor Relations Act divides responsibility over private-sector labor relations between the National Labor Relations Board and the General Counsel of the Board. The Board adjudicates cases in accordance with the procedures set forth in the Act itself, the Administrative Procedures Act, and the Constitution. The Office of the General Counsel serves as a prosecutor of labor law violations in such cases.

The Office of the General Counsel was created by the Taft-Hartley Amendments of 1947. Under Section 3(d) of the amended Act, the General Counsel has “final authority”, on behalf of the Board, with respect to the investigation and prosecution of unfair labor practice complaints. In order to ensure that the newly-established General Counsel of the NLRB would have both the independence and resources necessary to make final, unreviewable decisions in typically heated labor and management controversies, Section 3(d) also provided that, with the exception of administrative law judges and legal assistants to Board members, General Counsel “shall exercise general supervision over all attorneys employed by the Board” and would have general supervision “over the officers and employees in the regional offices.” Like my predecessors, I have gone to
great lengths to ensure that all unfair labor practice charges, which must be initiated by private parties, are fairly considered, relying on "findings, reasons, precedents, checks through appeals and through internal supervision, and procedural protections." See K. Davis, Discretionary Justice 207 (1969).

To that end, all charges filed with our regional offices are carefully and impartially investigated to determine whether there is reasonable cause to believe that, under the Board’s precedents, an unfair labor practice has been committed. Fairness to the parties and sound development of the law weighs in favor of presenting these types of cases to the Board for decision, subject to review by the courts. See Kenneth C. McGuiness, Effect of the Discretionary Power of the General Counsel on the Development of the Law, 29 Geo. Wash. L.Rev. 385, 397 (1960). I would not be fulfilling my responsibilities if I turned a blind eye to evidence that an unfair labor practice may have occurred. I took an oath to enforce the National Labor Relations Act and to protect workers from unlawful conduct.

The General Counsel’s concern with fairness to the parties does not end with the issuance of the complaint. The Supreme Court has recognized that the Act and the Board’s rules are designed to ensure that proceedings are conducted in a manner that respects the private rights of the charging party and the charged party. Automobile Workers v. Scofield, 382 U. S. 205, 217-221 (1965).
The Supreme Court has also recognized that “Congress intended to create an officer independent of the Board to handle prosecutions, not merely the filing of complaints.” *NLRB v. United Food & Comm. Workers Un.*, 484 U.S. 112, 127 (1987) (emphasis in original). Thus, throughout the proceeding, the General Counsel remains master of the complaint and the charging party is not permitted to pursue alternative theories of a violation without the consent of the General Counsel. *See, e.g., Teamsters, Local 282 (E.G. Clemente Contracting Corp.),* 335 NLRB 1253, 1254 (2001). Throughout the proceedings, the General Counsel is responsible to ensure that the prosecution of the case is justified by the facts and law. As such, it remains open to the General Counsel to make concessions on issues of fact or law and to pursue settlement discussions with the charged party -- even over the objections of the charging party.

For all these reasons, the actual fairness of the proceedings before the Board -- and, equally important, the perception that the Board’s administrative processes are fair -- vitally depends on the public and the parties retaining the confidence that the General Counsel is carrying out his prosecutorial responsibilities on the basis of the facts and law in the case, and is not making decisions on the basis of political or other matters not properly before the Board.

As you know, the Boeing hearing began on Tuesday of this week before an administrative law judge in Seattle, Washington. I am actively involved in overseeing the Boeing litigation and in strategic decisions necessary for the prosecution of this case. My obligation to protect the independence of the Office of the General Counsel and the
integrity of the enforcement process restricts my ability to offer insight into the decision-making here. I hope you will share my commitment that these proceedings not be construed as an effort by the Congress to exert pressure or attempt to influence my prosecutorial decisions in this case, which have been and will continue to be made based on the law and the merits and in a manner which protects the due process rights of the litigants.

I come here voluntarily out of respect for the oversight role of Congress. I will do my best to answer your questions, consistent with my obligations to the parties and to the American public with respect to the ongoing Boeing case. The adjudicatory process must be fair and impartial so that the parties’ due process rights, which are guaranteed by the Constitution, are preserved. Our American legal system of justice is guided by these fundamental principles.
Most of the coverage today was, of course, related to the proposed rule. A selection of various blog postings and articles:

- Daily Kos: NLRB proposes union representation election reform
- Wall Street Journal: Labor Board to Speed Up Union Elections
  [http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304070104576399822234404508.html](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304070104576399822234404508.html)
- CNN Money: New rule would speed up union votes
- Center for American Progress: No More Lucy Pulling the Football Away: National Labor Relations Board Gets It Right on Union Elections
- Washington Post Plum Line Blog: The next big labor brawl
  [http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-line/post/the-next-big-labor-brawl/2011/03/03/AGer5ieH_blog.html](http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-line/post/the-next-big-labor-brawl/2011/03/03/AGer5ieH_blog.html)

For Boeing, the only two stories making the rounds were regarding yesterday’s order to grant limited intervenor status to three SC employees, and an ethics complaint that was filed against Sen Graham:

Response from the Machinists:

We see nothing in the President's comments that deviate from his previous position -- that it is a law enforcement action that will run its course in the courts. Any of his other statements reflect what we believe America's priorities should be -- creating jobs in America, following the law, and that workers and management need to work together to ensure America wins in global competitions. We want to thank President Obama for reminding corporations of the importance of having positive labor relations, which is what the Machinists Union strives for.

The President's comments reflect the value of American jobs and their significance to our economic recovery. The NLRB is not proposing that Boeing shut down its North Charleston operation. **Boeing is free to recall thousands of jobs it has contracted overseas to fill Charleston and other American manufacturing sites to the brim. Today, more than 3200 union represented Everett employees are working on the 787. Not a single new American job will be created if Boeing is allowed to unlawfully transfer most of those jobs to South Carolina. Let's add jobs across America.**


*Nancy Cleeland*

*NLRB Director of Public Affairs*

(202) 273-0222

*nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov*
Democrats Miller, Cummings Call for Delay or Limits on House Panel's Boeing Hearing

Posted June 16, 2011, 5:52 P.M. ET

The ranking Democrats on two House committees told Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Calif.), chairman of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, in a letter today that Issa should either delay a June 17 hearing on the National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. or instruct committee members to avoid questioning NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon on the particulars of the cases, which is now being heard by an administrative law judge.

Rep. George Miller (D-Calif.), ranking member on the House Education and the Workforce Committee, and Elijah E. Cummings (D-Md.), ranking Democrat on the Oversight committee, said that Issa has disclosed plans to question Solomon about the pending case at the June 17 field hearing the committee will hold in North Charleston, S.C.

Miller and Cummings said Issa's plans for questioning Solomon about an active case involving private litigants "indicate a serious potential for improper interference” with the unfair labor practice case, and “a disturbing regard for what that interference could mean for the due process rights” of the parties involved.

The Oversight and Government Reform Committee has announced that the subject of the June 17 hearing is to be “Unionization Through Regulation: The NLRB's Holding Pattern on Free Enterprise,” but Issa has been pressing for several weeks to have Solomon appear at the hearing to discuss the unfair labor practice complaint against Boeing that was issued April 20 with Solomon's authorization.

A spokesman for Issa told BNA today that the committee chairman will respond to the letter from Miller and Cummings, but said their comments "largely mirror" arguments that Issa had already addressed in correspondence to Solomon.

Arbitrator Must Decide Arbitrability of Sheen's Claims, California Court Rules

Posted June 16, 2011, 5:48 P.M. ET

LOS ANGELES—Actor Charlie Sheen's breach of contract and wrongful termination lawsuit filed against a producer and a studio after he was fired from the hit television sitcom Two and a Half Men must be submitted to an arbitrator to decide whether the dispute must be resolved through arbitration rather than in court, a California Superior Court judge ruled (Sheen v. Lorre, Cal. Super. Ct., No. SC111794, 6/15/11).

Judge Allan J. Goodman of the Los Angeles County Superior Court June 15 did hold that Sheen's Private Attorney General's Act (PAGA) claim is not subject to arbitration. But the judge stayed further court proceedings on the PAGA claim pending the arbitrator's decision on whether Sheen's nine other claims must be arbitrated.

Goodman's rulings came on Sheen's motion to stay arbitration; WB Studio Enterprises Inc.'s petition to compel submission of the arbitrability of the disputes to arbitration; and a petition to compel arbitration on the merits, brought by producer Chuck Lorre. Sheen asked the court to stay all proceedings before the arbitrator pending a court trial on his claims, which include breach of contract, retaliation, and violation of the California Fair Employment and Housing Act. Sheen filed suit in March.


House Republicans Revive NLRA Proposal to Eliminate Protection for Union 'Salting'

Posted June 16, 2011, 5:45 P.M. ET

Six Republican House members have introduced legislation (H.R. 2153) that would amend the National Labor Relations Act to eliminate protection for employees and job applicants who seek or obtain employment as part of a campaign to "salt" an employer's workforce with professional union organizers or other individuals who are really applying for jobs "in furtherance of other employment or agency status."

Rep. Steve King (R-Iowa) introduced the proposed Truth in Employment Act, which is identical to bills (H.R. 2808/S. 1227) that Republicans offered in June 2009 (112 DLR A-16, 6/15/09). The earlier proposals died in House and Senate committees.

The new House bill is co-sponsored by Reps. John J. Duncan (R-Tenn.), Dennis A. Ross (R-Fla.), Gary G. Miller (R-Calif.), Dan Burton (R-Ind.), and Lynn Jenkins (R-Kan.).


RWDSU, Macy's Reach Tentative Agreement Covering 4,000 Workers at New York Stores

Posted June 16, 2011, 4:27 P.M. ET

Macy's and Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union Local 1-S announced today they have reached a tentative five-year collective bargaining agreement covering more than 4,000 workers at four Macy's department stores in the New York City area.
Union members employed at Macy's flagship store in Manhattan's Herald Square will begin the ratification vote today, while members working at Macy's stores in Queens, Parkchester, and Westchester will vote June 20-22 on the proposed settlement praised by union leaders. The union negotiating committee is recommending that members vote to approve the proposal, a union spokesman told BNA.

“This is a solid contract and it reflects the fact that our workers are the true magic of Macy's,” Local 1-S President Ken Bordieri said in the union's announcement.

RWDSU President Stuart Appelbaum said the deal contains impressive gains for Macy's employees. “The workers at Macy's today are sending a clear message to working people throughout this country: when people join together in strong unions, they can fight back and win,” Appelbaum said in a statement. “While working people throughout this state and country have been under assault, the unionized workers at Macy's have been able to make impressive gains. It is a lesson that working people everywhere need to understand.”


ILO Adopts New Convention on Protection of Domestic Workers

Posted June 16, 2011, 5:27 P.M. ET

GENEVA—Representatives from governments, labor unions, and employer groups attending the International Labor Organization’s annual general assembly meeting in Geneva voted today to adopt a new global convention on the protection of domestic workers.

The United States voted with a large majority of ILO member governments in approving the new convention and accompanying recommendations, the first international instrument of its kind aimed at improving the rights and protection of household workers. Swaziland was the only government voting against the convention, while the governments of the Czech Republic, El Salvador, Malaysia, Panama, Singapore, Sudan, Thailand, and the United Kingdom abstained from the vote.

Employer groups from 15 ILO member states voted against the convention, while labor unions from all ILO member states in attendance, with the exception of Egypt, voted in favor. Under the ILO’s “tripartite” system, each of the organization’s 183 member states is represented by two government delegates, one employer delegate, and one worker delegate.

ILO director-general Juan Somavia said there were at least 53 million domestic workers around the globe, with some estimates putting the figure at up to 100 million. The great majority of these workers are women, and many are migrant workers, he noted.

Among other things, the new convention offers guidance on limiting the practice of payment in kind to domestic workers, addresses food and accommodation for live-in workers, and calls on ILO member states to ensure reasonable hours of work and sufficient hours of rest, he said.
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Congressional Republicans meddle with NLRB case that involves Boeing The NLRB is months, if not years, away from determining whether Boeing built a manufacturing plant in South Carolina to punish its unionized workers in Everett, Wash. But that hasn't halted the GOP's brazen campaign of interference.

Michael Hiltzik

June 26, 2011
Advertisement

In the quaint old days, even the most ravenous publicity hounds in Congress would hold off announcing a big investigation until they had something to investigate. As is shown by the furor enveloping a National Labor Relations Board case involving Boeing Co., those days are gone.

The NLRB is looking into whether Boeing chose to establish a manufacturing plant for its new 787 airliner in South Carolina to punish its unionized workers in Everett, Wash., which would be illegal. But the board is months, if not years, away from making any such determination or taking any concrete action against Boeing. An administrative law judge convened a hearing June 14, but thus far has heard not a single word of testimony.

Yet one would gather from the rhetoric that the case is shaking the republic to its foundations. A few weeks ago, Senate Republicans openly intimidated the NLRB's general counsel, a career public servant named Lafe Solomon, by threatening to kill the confirmation of his appointment.

Functioning as Boeing's full-time henchmen, they've interfered with the NLRB's work by flagrantly misrepresenting the nature of the case, its precedents and its legal underpinnings, and introducing special-interest legislation to protect the company from the board. Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Vista), who as chairman of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is striving to make himself into that chamber's outstanding hot air machine, has already held a hearing on the matter. Its very objective-sounding title: "The NLRB's Holding Pattern on Free Enterprise."

And from your elected Democrats? Silence. To paraphrase a song from "Monty Python and the Holy Grail," they've bravely turned their tails and fled.

The issues in the case arose last year when Boeing decided to build three 787s a month outside Charleston, S.C. Its existing manufacturing facility in Everett would still build seven a month.

Boeing negotiated at length with the machinists union in Everett, seeking concessions, before it decided instead to expand in South Carolina. The union subsequently filed a complaint with the NLRB, alleging that Boeing acted to punish the Everett workers for exercising their legal rights to bargain collectively and to strike. NLRB counsel Solomon spent months trying to broker a settlement between the two sides. When that failed he went ahead and filed a complaint against Boeing on April 20, citing the union allegation.
Here's the fundamental law governing the case: Every business has the right to manufacture its products anywhere it wishes. But if it moves jobs in reprisal for workers exercising their legal rights, including the right to strike, that's against the law.

There's nothing doubtful about that principle or novel in its application. There's even a legal term for it: the "runaway shop" doctrine. The key Supreme Court precedent dates from 1965. Another important ruling was handed down in appellate court in 1967 by Warren Burger, whose conservative bona fides were established two years later when he was named chief justice of the U.S. by President Nixon.

Boeing has never made it a secret that among its goals in establishing the new manufacturing line was to keep it away from the International Assn. of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, which represents the Everett workers. During a conference call in 2009, Boeing Chairman and Chief Executive Jim McNerney observed that the "modest inefficiencies" associated with manufacturing in South Carolina would be "more than overcome" by avoiding the strikes that were occurring "every three or four years" in Washington state.

Boeing’s general counsel, J. Michael Luttig, told a Senate committee in May that a 2008 machinists strike that shut down the 787 line for 58 days cost the company more than $1 billion and damaged its standing with customers and investors. He said Boeing was "legitimately concerned" about the possibility of further strikes.

Those statements appear to be admissions that the factory decision was aimed against the union. But Boeing also says it was motivated by the lavish incentives offered by South Carolina, which have been estimated at $900 million — more than the construction cost of the plant. Luttig mentioned the state's "exceptional business environment." That includes its "right-to-work" law, which prohibits union membership from being a condition of employment and raises other obstacles to union organizing.

The NLRB's task is to determine how these factors played into Boeing's decision and to fashion a remedy if it finds the company's real motivation was to punish union workers. Either the union or the company can appeal an adverse decision in court.

The process won't be short or easy, even without the GOP's hysterical posturing. Rep. Issa opened his hearing (staged in the South Carolina community that hosts the Boeing plant) by announcing that the NLRB case would have "disastrous consequences." His star witnesses against the NLRB included a corporate labor attorney, a local headhunter employed by Boeing, a local Boeing employee and Alan Wilson, the attorney general of South Carolina.

Wilson took a swipe at the union, claiming that its last strike "caused customers to question whether or not to buy from Boeing ever again." That's amusing, because Boeing claims that the 787 is the fastest-selling aircraft in history and that it has 850 orders in hand.

Boeing has also confessed that when the machinists struck in 2008 the 787 was already 15 months behind schedule — chiefly because the company had outsourced engineering and parts manufacturing around the world and failed to manage that process competently.

Among the problem locations were — hello — South Carolina, where a manufacturing subcontractor turned out such wretched work that Boeing had to take over the operation, at a cost of $1 billion. If customers have any doubts about Boeing, the reason is more likely management ineptitude than union activity.

Issa and his GOP colleagues maintain that the NLRB action is a union-inspired assault on "right-to-work" states and therefore on the working person's right to be free of union oppression. So it's proper to examine the effect of "right-to-work" laws.
There's no consistent evidence that "right-to-work" laws contribute materially to economic growth. The 22 "right-to-work" states generally rank among the poorest in the nation: The only two with average household incomes higher than the U.S. median are North Dakota and Wyoming, which have tiny workforces. South Carolina ranks 45th in median household income at $41,101.

There are indications, however, that business proprietors in those states keep more of their income, meaning that less of it trickles down to workers — a clue to why managements like Boeing's may be so enamored of the South Carolinas of the world.

This is, of course, the American malady — a race to the economic bottom in which decisions are made to benefit managers and shareholders at the expense of the workforce or, indeed, the product. The trend is certainly enabled by the decline of union representation, which has shrunk from more than 20% to less than 12% just since 1983, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. This is roughly the same period in which the middle class has lost its grip on the benefits of economic growth and productivity.

And this is the trend that "right-to-work" advocates and their water carriers in the GOP seek to perpetuate. One has to ask: Why aren't President Obama and congressional Democrats pushing back, hard, against this brazen campaign of interference with the legal deliberations of an independent government agency? Or are they content to stand by while the American worker is led further down the road to serfdom?

Michael Hiltzik's column appears Sundays and Wednesdays. Reach him at mhiltzik@latimes.com, read past columns at latimes.com/hiltzik, check out facebook.com/hiltzik and follow @latimeshiltzik on Twitter.
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Ballot Group, Workers Move to Intervene
In NLRB Lawsuit Against State of Arizona
A nonprofit organization that advocates state laws mandating secret ballot elections to resolve whether groups of employees want union representation June 9 filed a motion to intervene in a National Labor Relations Board lawsuit that challenges...

CWA Members OK Cincinnati Bell Contract
With 6.75 Percent Lump Sums, Pay Raises
Members of Communications Workers of America locals 4400 and 4401 have ratified by a 62 percent majority of voting members a 39-month collective bargaining agreement with Cincinnati Bell Inc. covering about 1,000 employees in positions...

UMW Tentative Pact With BCOA Would Hike
Wages $6 an Hour Over Five-and-a-Half Years
The tentative agreement reached earlier this week between the United Mine Workers and the Bituminous Coal Operators Association would provide wage increases totaling $6 an hour over the life of the five-and-a-half year contract, which would...

Unions Sue File Suit in Federal Court
Following Wisconsin High Court Ruling
CHICAGO—Just hours after the Wisconsin Supreme Court breathed new life into Gov. Scott Walker's (R) public sector collective bargaining law, a coalition of unions filed suit in federal court June 15 alleging that the controversial...

NLRB's Weekly Summary of Cases, Dated June 6-10, 2011

Boeing union case tests Democrats
Politico – 06/15/11 23:52 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A federal lawsuit against Boeing for alleged union-busting has become more than a conservative crusade; it's an uncomfortable question for 2012 Democrats in right-to-work states.
...a senator right now, I'm sorry, Nelson said. The National Labor Relations Board claims Boeing broke federal labor laws when it decided to open...

**NLRB orders Waikiki hotel workers rehired**

**KFVE The Home Team** – 06/16/11 04:45 –
*Words matched*: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

By Howard Dicus - bio | email HONOLULU (HawaiiNewsNow) - The National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Pacific Beach Hotel of Waikiki to rehire seven fired workers with back pay, affirming an earlier ruling that the hotel committed numerous violations of labor law.

**Targeting a fair union vote in Valley Stream**

**Dolan Media Company** – 06/15/11 22:36 –
*Words matched*: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

By LIBN Staff Dolan Media Newswires LONG ISLAND, NY -- Employees of a Target store in Valley Stream will vote Friday on whether they want to join a union.

...Commercial Workers Local 1500 have filed numerous charges with the National Labor Relations Board and are investigating more than a dozen more...

**Boeing Employee Files Unfair Labor Practice**

**WCBD-TV 2** – 06/15/11 22:25 –
*Words matched*: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

By N. L. R. B. North Charleston, S.C. (AP) An employee of Boeing Co. in South Carolina has filed an unfair labor practice against the union at the center of a national labor dispute.

*Denis Murray says in the complaint filed Wednesday with the National Labor Relations Board that the International Association of Machinists is...* 

**Target union vote a test for industry**

**Seeking Alpha** – 06/15/11 14:12 –
*Words matched*: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

| about: June 15--VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. -- The Target Corp. flier sporting the famous bullseye logo in the top left corner poses a troubling question for workers who this week will hold the company's first union election in 14 years.

...election," said Georgetown labor relations Prof. Douglas McCabe. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) requires that 30 percent of affected workers...
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Democrats Miller, Cummings Call for Delay Or Limits on House Panel's Boeing Hearing

The ranking Democrats on two House committees June 16 told Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Calif.), chairman of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, that he should either delay a June 17 hearing on the National Labor Relations Board complaint...

House Republicans Revive NLRA Proposal To Eliminate Protection for Union 'Salting'

Six Republican House members June 13 introduced legislation (H.R. 2153) that would amend the National Labor Relations Act to eliminate protection for employees and job applicants who seek or obtain employment as part of a campaign to "salt"...

UNITE HERE Launches Boycott in Hawaii At Hyatt Regency Waikiki as Bargaining Lags

UNITE HERE Local 5 is set to launch June 17 a consumer boycott of the Hyatt Regency Waikiki in Honolulu where the union represents 500 employees whose collective bargaining agreement expired nearly one year ago, the union announced June 16....

No Bias in Union's Refusal to Refer Worker In Hiring Hall, Tenth Circuit Determines

A black worker failed to show that race discrimination motivated his union's failure to refer him for employment after it received "no-rehire" letters about him from employers, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit...

RWDSU, Macy's Reach Tentative Agreement Covering 4,000 Workers at New York Stores

Macy's and Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union Local 1-S June 16 announced they have reached a tentative five-year collective bargaining agreement covering more than 4,000 workers at four Macy's department stores in the...

Boeing vs. labor board hearing rife with politics

Tulsa World (AP) – 06/17/11 03:32 –
Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA

**Fox Wildly Misrepresents Allegation That Boeing Engaged In Unlawful Union Busting**

*Media Matters for America – 06/16/11 16:28 –*

*Words matched: Lafe Solomon, Wilma Liebman*

Fox repeatedly spread misinformation about a case brought by the National Labor Relations Board's office of general counsel alleging that Boeing retaliated against workers in Washington state who had previously gone on strike by moving work to South Carolina. "Boeing Company." In a statement issued by NLRB acting general counsel Lafe Solomon in response to inquiries about the Boeing case, Solomon stated:

> ... Boeing Company. In a statement issued by NLRB acting general counsel Lafe Solomon in response to inquiries about the Boeing case, Solomon stated:

---

**NLRB Judge Invalidates Employer’s Mandatory Grievance Arbitration**

*TLNT – 06/16/11 17:04 –*

*Words matched: National Labor Relations Act*

Employers with mandatory arbitration policies should give them a second look in the wake of an NLRB’s judge’s ruling against a global supplier of manufacturing parts. "Resolution that the judge ruled interfered with their rights under the National Labor Relations Act. In addition, the judge ordered back pay..."

---
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Democrats Miller, Cummings Call for Delay or Limits on Boeing Hearing

The ranking Democrats on two House committees tell Rep. Issa (R-Calif.), chairman of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, that he should either delay a June 17 hearing on the National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. or instruct committee members to avoid questioning the NLRB’s acting general counsel on the particulars of the case now being heard by an administrative law judge.

Reps. Miller (D-Calif.), ranking member on the House Education and the Workforce Committee, and Cummings (D-Md.), ranking Democrat on the Oversight committee, say Issa has disclosed plans to question Acting General Counsel Solomon about the pending case at the June 17 field hearing the committee will hold in North Charleston, S.C.

Miller and Cummings say Issa’s plans for questioning Solomon about an active case involving private litigants “indicate a serious potential for improper interference” with the unfair labor practice case, and “a disturbing disregard for what that interference could mean for the due process rights” of the parties involved. But an Issa spokesman says the committee chairman already has addressed Solomon’s concerns about the hearing.

House Republicans Revive Proposal to Cut Protection for ‘Salting’

Six Republican House members introduce legislation (H.R. 2153) that would amend the National Labor Relations Act to eliminate protection for employees and job applicants who seek or obtain employment as part of a campaign to “salt” an employer’s workforce with professional union organizers or other individuals who are really applying for jobs “in furtherance of other employment or agency status.”

Rep. King (R-Iowa) introduces the proposed Truth in Employment Act, which is identical to bills (H.R. 2808/S. 1227) that Republicans offered in June 2009. The earlier proposals died in House and Senate committees.

Stating that an “atmosphere of trust and civility” is essential in labor-management relationships, the proposed legislation asserts that “[t]he tactic of using professional union organizers and agents to infiltrate a targeted employer’s workplace, a practice commonly referred to as ‘salting’ has evolved into an aggressive form of harassment not contemplated when the National Labor Relations Act was enacted and threatens the balance of rights which is fundamental to our system of collective bargaining.”

Court Denies Meatpacker’s Bid to Dismiss EEOC Bias Suit

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission may proceed with a broad discrimination suit against the meatpacking firm JBS Swift & Co. on behalf of Somali Muslim workers even though the relevant union local is not a party to the suit, a federal district court in Colorado rules (EEOC v. JBS USA LLC d/b/a JBS Swift & Co., D. Colo., No. 10-cv-02103, 6/9/11).
Continued from previous page

EEOC sued JBS Swift last year, claiming the company violated Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act by discriminating against Somali Muslim workers in Greeley, Colo., and Grand Island, Neb. EEOC charged the company with national origin, religious, and race discrimination, and two groups of current and former Greeley employees intervened. JBS Swift urged the court to dismiss EEOC’s complaint because it does include United Food and Commercial Workers Local 7 as a party.

The UFCW local is not a “required” party because the court can afford the plaintiffs requested relief even in the union’s absence, Judge Brimmer decides. EEOC has not alleged any wrongdoing by the union and does not challenge the collective bargaining agreement, the court says. To the extent JBS Swift fears an unfair labor practice charge if the court orders it to unilaterally accommodate Somali Muslim workers, the court says any relief ordered would be within the parameters of the union contract. A-13

New York City Restaurant Chain to Pay $5.1 Million in Settlement

A sandwich restaurant chain based in New York City has agreed to pay $5.1 million in back wages, damages, and penalties to settle minimum wage and overtime violations, New York Gov. Cuomo (D) announces.

The settlement with the chain known as Lenny’s: The Ultimate Sandwich is the largest on record with the state labor department, Cuomo says. The previous record was a $2.3 million settlement with the owner of the Ollie’s chain of restaurants.

From 2002 to 2008, the state says, more than 800 employees at 11 Lenny’s locations were cheated out of millions of dollars. A state labor department investigation found employees were regularly paid below the minimum wage and were not paid overtime. Employees worked 10 to 12 hours a day, six to seven days a week, at an average weekly salary of $275 per week, and under state minimum wage and overtime law, employees should have been paid at least $500 per week for the hours worked, the state says. In addition, it charges, time records kept by the employer were not accurate and wage statements were not provided to workers, as required by law. A-11

RWDSU, Macy’s Reach Tentative Pact for 4,000 at New York Stores

Macy’s and Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union Local 1-S announce they have reached a tentative five-year collective bargaining agreement covering more than 4,000 workers at four Macy’s department stores in the New York City area.

Union members employed at Macy’s flagship store in Manhattan’s Herald Square begin the ratification vote, while members working at Macy’s stores in Queens, Parkchester, and Westchester will vote June 20-22 on the proposed settlement praised by union leaders. The union negotiating committee is recommending that members vote to approve the proposal, a union spokesman tells BNA.

“This is a solid contract and it reflects the fact that our workers are the true magic of Macy’s,” Local 1-S President Ken Bordieri says in the union’s announcement. RWDSU is withholding details of the tentative contract until members are briefed about it. A-8

JUNE 17 EVENTS

EMPLOYMENT: Bureau of Labor Statistics releases regional and state employment in May, 10 a.m.
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Leading the News

Labor Law

Democrats Miller, Cummings Call for Delay Or Limits on House Panel’s Boeing Hearing

The ranking Democrats on two House committees June 16 told Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Calif.), chairman of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, that he should either delay a June 17 hearing on the National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. or instruct committee members to avoid questioning NLRB’s acting general counsel on the particulars of the case now being heard by an administrative law judge.

Rep. George Miller (D-Calif.), ranking member on the House Education and the Workforce Committee, and Elijah E. Cummings (D-Md.), ranking Democrat on the Oversight committee, said that Issa has disclosed plans to question Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon about the pending case at the June 17 field hearing the committee will hold in North Charleston, S.C.

Miller and Cummings said Issa’s plans for questioning Solomon about an active case involving private litigants “indicate a serious potential for improper interference” with the unfair labor practice case, and “a disturbing disregard for what that interference could mean for the due process rights” of the parties involved.

A spokesman for Issa told BNA in a June 16 e-mail that the committee chairman will respond to the letter from Miller and Cummings, but said their comments “largely mirror” arguments that Issa had already addressed in correspondence to Solomon.

Dispute Over June 17 Committee Hearing. The Oversight and Government Reform committee has announced that the subject of the June 17 hearing is “Unionization Through Regulation: The NLRB’s Holding Pattern on Free Enterprise.” But Issa has said the hearing will explore the decision to issue a complaint against Boeing, and he has been pressing for several weeks to have Solomon appear at the hearing to discuss the unfair labor practice complaint against Boeing that was issued April 20 with Solomon’s authorization.

The complaint alleges that Boeing unlawfully established a second assembly line for production of 787 Dreamliner aircraft at a nonunion plant in South Carolina in order to retaliate against workers in Washington state represented by International Association of Machinists District Lodge 751 who have in past years engaged in lawful strikes over contract disputes with the company (77 DLR AA-1, 4/21/11).

Solomon said that he would seek an administrative order requiring the company to add a second line for assembly of its 787 Dreamliner plane in Washington, utilizing supply lines maintained by IAM-represented workers in the Seattle area and Oregon.

An administrative law judge June 14 opened a hearing on the unfair labor practice allegations in Seattle.

The hearing is expected to last approximately six weeks, spread over a period of 2-3 months (114 DLR AA-1, 6/14/11)

The committee’s field hearing on June 17 is scheduled to take place in North Charleston, S.C., where Boeing’s nonunion facility is located.

Flurry of Letters Over Solomon Appearance. In a May 26 letter to Solomon, Issa told the acting general counsel “The Committee asks you to provide testimony about the NLRB’s action against Boeing and how its actions could impact the thousands of Boeing employees at a non-union worksite in South Carolina” (110 DLR A-1, 6/8/11).

Solomon responded in a June 3 letter that NLRB would provide public documents along with trial testimony and exhibits as they became available, but declined to appear at the hearing, stating his appearance could “threaten the rights of the parties to a fair trial” of the unfair labor practice allegations against Boeing.

Miller and Cummings said Issa’s plans for questioning Solomon about an active case involving private litigants “indicate a serious potential for improper interference” with the unfair labor practice case, and “a disturbing disregard for what that interference could mean for the due process rights” of the parties involved.

Issa replied on June 7 that the hearing would not intrude on Solomon’s decisionmaking process or legal strategy, but “will focus on how your actions against Boeing could impact the thousands of Boeing employees at a non-union worksite in South Carolina.” Issa asked Solomon to reconsider the chairman’s invitation to testify.

On June 10, Solomon wrote to Issa. Solomon noted that he had offered to provide a written statement to the committee as well as testimony by Associate General Counsel Richard A. Siegel, an agency official who was not a decisionmaker in the Boeing case but could explain NLRB’s general policies and procedures. Solomon said he would appear at the South Carolina hearing if Issa insisted, but said he “cannot and will not compromise the very legitimate interests that I have articulated in all of my communications to you.”

Issa Rejected Acting General Counsel’s Objections. Issa answered Solomon’s letter on June 14 and insisted on Solomon’s personal appearance at the hearing.
“As you know,” the committee chairman wrote to Solomon, “the NLRB is an agency that was created by Congress and is accountable to Congress. Further, taxpayers have a strong interest in how the NLRB is carrying out its legislative mandate under the NLRA.”

Addressing Solomon’s assertion that questioning him on the Boeing complaint could prejudice the rights of litigants, Issa said that the acting general counsel’s role in the litigation was not to act as a final agency decisionmaker on the merits of the unfair labor practice complaint against Boeing. Arguing that Solomon’s appearance would not affect the due process rights of the parties in the NLRB proceeding, Issa added that “to the extent that it may, such a claim is for the affected parties to raise, not the agency, in federal court after a decision has been rendered by the agency.”

Issa told Solomon that “the policy implications of your interpretation of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), coupled with the corresponding impact on jobs, are far too great for Congress to ignore.”

“As recognized by the Supreme Court,” Issa wrote, “the Committee is appropriately inquiring about your administration of an existing law.”

Miller, Cummings Express ‘Grave Concerns.’ Miller and Cummings said in their June 16 letter that they have “grave concerns” about the planned hearing.

Noting that the unfair labor practice case is now under way and is expected to go on for several months, the Democrats said that Solomon would likely be involved in decisions about the case, at least until NLRB attorneys complete their case against Boeing.

“Yet,” they wrote to Issa, “you have indicated that you plan to subject this decision-maker to questions about the active case at the hearing.”

The letter contended that Issa had pressed an “intrusive” demand for NLRB documents about the Boeing litigation and charged that the document demand and other statements by Issa “indicate that you have every intention at the upcoming hearing of pressing the very questions that put the due process rights of private parties in jeopardy.”

Miller and Cummings wrote that “There is still an opportunity for you to demonstrate some modicum of concern about the constitutional and ethical impact of what you are doing.”

Urging Issa “to be circumspect about the nature of the questions you and other Members pose to the chief prosecutor of this live case,” Miller and Cummings wrote “At a minimum, we ask that you direct Committee Members to limit all questions to Mr. Solomon to general questions about the NLRB and its processes, and not issues related to the ongoing proceeding before the Administrative Law Judge.”

In addition to Solomon, the committee has scheduled six witnesses to appear at the field hearing. Attorney Philip Miscimarra of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius in Chicago and Neil Whitman, president of Dunhill Staffing Systems in Charleston, S.C., are scheduled to appear on one panel with law professor Julius G. Getman of the University of Texas at Austin, and Cynthia Ramaker, a South Carolina Boeing worker and former union officer.

The committee is also to hear from South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley (R) and South Carolina Attorney General Alan Wilson.

House Republicans Revive NLRA Proposal To Eliminate Protection for Union ‘Salting’

Six Republican House members June 13 introduced legislation (H.R. 2153) that would amend the National Labor Relations Act to eliminate protection for employees and job applicants who seek or obtain employment as part of a campaign to “salt” an employer’s workforce with professional union organizers or other individuals who are really applying for jobs “in furtherance of other employment or agency status.”

Rep. Steve King (R-Iowa) introduced the proposed Truth in Employment Act, which is identical to bills (H.R. 2880/S. 1227) that Republicans offered in June 2009 (112 DLR A-16, 6/15/09). The earlier proposals died in House and Senate committees.

The new House bill is co-sponsored by Reps. John J. Duncan (R-Tenn.), Dennis A. Ross (R-Fla.), Gary G. Miller (R-Calif.), Dan Burton (R-Ind.), and Lynn Jenkins (R-Kan.).

Bill Proposes NLRA Amendment. Stating that an “atmosphere of trust and civility” is essential in labor-management relationships, the proposed legislation asserts that “[t]he tactic of using professional union organizers and agents to infiltrate a targeted employer’s workplace, a practice commonly referred to as ‘salting’ has evolved into an aggressive form of harassment not contemplated when the National Labor Relations Act was enacted and threatens the balance of rights which is fundamental to our system of collective bargaining.”

Stating that union organizers have sought employment with targeted employers in order to organize workers “or to inflict harm specifically designed to put non-union competitors out of business,” the bill provides that “an employer should have the right to expect job applicants to be primarily interested in utilizing the skills of the applicants to further the goals of the business of the employer.”

The legislation provides that a “balance of rights” of employers and employees should be required under federal labor law, and proposes adding a subsection to the existing NLRA Section 8(a), a provision that lists prohibited employer unfair labor practices.

H.R. 2153 would add to the NLRA provision:

“Nothing in this subsection shall be construed as requiring an employer to employ any person who seeks or has sought employment with the employer in furtherance of other employment or agency status.”

The bill has been referred to the House Committee on Education and the Workplace.

Text of the bill may be accessed at http://op.bna.com/dlrcases.nsf?Open=ldue-8hvq6g.

Federal Employees

Three-Year Agreement Between FAA, NATCA Cost $669 Million More Than Previous Pact

A 2009 collective bargaining agreement between the Federal Aviation Administration and the National Air Traffic Controllers Association will cost FAA an estimated $669 million more than it would have cost to extend a 2006 agreement, according to a report issued June 16 by the Transportation Department’s Office of Inspector General.

While the OIG found FAA’s approach to developing the estimate to be reasonable, it said several provisions in the collective bargaining agreement could escalate the agency’s additional costs beyond $669 million before September 2012, when the current three-year agreement, ratified in September 2009 (184 DLR A-4, 9/25/09) is scheduled to expire.

“In developing its estimate, FAA assumed that the retirement rate of veteran controllers and overtime usage would be comparable to historical data. However, if either of these factors varies from FAA’s projections, the portion of the cost estimate related to controller pay and benefits could be impacted. For instance, FAA projected in its 2009 Controller Workforce Plan that 779 controllers would retire in fiscal year (FY) 2010. However, the actual number of controller retirements for FY 2010 was 468. As a result of the lower retirement rate, FAA personnel costs under the 2009 CBA were $14 million higher than it initially estimated for the first year of the contract,” the report said.

Provisions Could Boost Costs. Provisions in the 2009 contract also could escalate costs beyond FAA’s estimate, the report said.

For example, it said, the OIG in 2003, looking at a 1998 collective bargaining agreement between FAA and NATCA, found hundreds of negotiated memoranda of understanding (MOUs) that resulted in $23 million in overtime costs, $1.8 million in cash awards, $30 million in additional salary incentives, and 65,000 hours in time-off awards.

There are three areas where FAA’s internal controls currently are insufficient to prevent contract cost escalations, the report said.

“First, although FAA has a detailed policy for reviewing and approving MOUs before they can be implemented, we found that some local air traffic managers and regional managers do not strictly comply with the steps specified in the policy. Second, we found that the national MOU database, FAA’s primary tool for tracking all national, regional, and local MOUs, is not yet fully operational. Finally, FAA does not have adequate controls over union participation in workgroups,” it said.

Without sufficient internal controls covering these areas, FAA risks repeating the mistakes that contributed
to some of the additional costs that occurred during the five-year term of the 1998 CBA, the report said.

The OIG recommended that FAA:

- update the contract cost estimate of the 2009 CBA annually to reflect any changes to the underlying assumptions and incorporate it into its annual budget request;
- expedite completion of an MOU database and enter all MOUs that were agreed to since the 2009 CBA was enacted;
- conduct an internal evaluation of its MOU policies and procedures to ensure that the guidelines incorporated in FAA Order 3710.18 are being followed; and
- implement formal policies and procedures to oversee the formation of controller workgroups, workgroup productivity, and the implementation of workgroup results and agreements.

**FAA in Partial Agreement.** In its response, which was included in the report, FAA fully concurred with the first three recommendations and partially concurred with the fourth.

“The Agency has met with NATCA to jointly address the appropriate and effective use of a collaborative process, including the use of workgroups. As a result of this process, the FAA and NATCA have formed a national Collaborative Work Group, and entered jointly into a formal program which requires managers and union representatives to receive structured training on the use of work groups as established in Article 48 of the parties’ CBA. This includes determining the appropriate need for workgroups, defining scope and authority, and establishing definitive measurable outcomes to be achieved,” FAA said in the report in response to the OIG’s recommendation on workgroups.

In addition, it said, FAA is working to track workgroup costs in cooperation with NATCA while also developing a formal labor strategy emphasizing the need for fiscal responsibility. “[W]e expect these measures to suffice without the need for additional formal policies and procedures,” FAA said.

**Requested by Rep. Mica.** The report was requested by Rep. John Mica (R-Fla.), chairman of the House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, who said he asked for the report because of what he said were significant cost overruns associated with the 1998 agreement between FAA and NATCA.

According to a statement from Mica, FAA’s initial cost estimate for the 1998 agreement was $200 million, but the agreement eventually required more than $1 billion in additional funds. These overruns spurred the request that the OIG issue this report now, while FAA has the opportunity to avoid repeating its earlier mistakes, he said.

“With this report, the FAA has been given fair warning that it must closely oversee the use of taxpayer money and put controls in place to avoid another $1 billion bill that we can ill afford. It is crucial that we do all we can to protect the American taxpayer and ensure that those cost overruns are not repeated with the current agreement,” Mica said.

**International Labor**

**ILO Adopts New Convention On Protection of Domestic Workers**

**GENEVA**—Representatives from governments, labor unions, and employer groups attending the International Labor Organization’s annual general assembly meeting in Geneva voted June 16 to adopt a new global convention on the protection of domestic workers.

The United States voted with a large majority of ILO member governments in approving the new convention and accompanying recommendations, the first international instrument of its kind aimed at improving the rights and protection of household workers.

Swaziland was the only government voting against the convention, while the governments of the Czech Republic, El Salvador, Malaysia, Panama, Singapore, Sudan, Thailand, and the United Kingdom abstained from the vote.

Employer groups from 15 ILO member states voted against the convention, while labor unions from all ILO member states in attendance, with the exception of Egypt, voted in favor.

Under the ILO’s “tripartite” system, each of the organization’s 183 member states is represented by two government delegates, one employer delegate, and one worker delegate.

**At Least 53 Million Domestic Workers.** ILO director-general Juan Somavia said there were at least 53 million domestic workers around the globe, with some estimates putting the figure at up to 100 million. The great majority of these workers are women, and many are migrant workers, he noted.

Among other things, the new convention offers guidance on limiting the practice of payment in kind to domestic workers, addresses food and accommodation for live-in workers, and calls on ILO member states to ensure reasonable hours of work and sufficient hours of rest, he said.

“But above all, this convention states that domestic workers are workers,” Somavia declared. They are neither servants nor members of the family. This might sound obvious, but it is not.”

“Many domestic workers today are closer to being forced laborers than workers,” he added.

**AFL-CIO’s Shuler Lauds Convention.** AFL-CIO Secretary-Treasurer Liz Shuler also welcomed the adoption of the convention.

“For far too long, domestic workers not only have faced widespread exploitation and abuse, they have been denied basic recognition as workers,” Shuler said. “This is an emotional and proud day for these workers, mainly women, who toil long, hard hours for meager wages.”

The ILO’s Manuela Tomei cautioned that the situation of domestic workers “won’t improve overnight” as a result of the adoption of the convention, and that a lot will depend on how national governments implement the agreement.

She noted that the convention contains “lots of flexible clauses” allowing for gradual implementation at the national level.
In fact, the convention gives national governments leeway to exclude categories of domestic workers from the agreement’s coverage, including workers where “special problems of a substantial nature arise.” Also excluded are workers who perform domestic work “only occasionally or sporadically.”

**Provisions of Convention.** Tomei however dismissed suggestions that the new convention was toothless, citing provisions to ensure that domestic workers are informed of their terms and conditions of employment (preferably through written contracts) and requiring governments to implement measures allowing labor inspectors (under strict conditions) to access households in order to verify compliance with domestic laws. She said these are provisions “which make a difference.”

Other specific provisions in the convention include a minimum of 24 consecutive hours of rest each week; allowing domestic workers to leave the home when not working; allowing domestic workers to keep travel and identity documents in their possession; ensuring domestic workers enjoy minimum wage coverage (where such coverage exists) and are paid directly in cash at regular intervals at least once a month; and ensuring effective access to courts, tribunals, or other dispute resolution procedures.

Tomei also said ILO members would not be starting from scratch, noting that a number of governments already have adopted regulations specifically aimed at protecting domestic workers.

“Indeed, many of the provisions that are contained in the convention are a reflection of what is already out there,” she said.

Tomei said she believed that the two national ratifications necessary to bring the convention into force would be achieved by the end of 2012.

**Religious Discrimination**

**Fired Jehovah’s Witness May Not Proceed With Discrimination Claims, Court Determines**

Michigan rehabilitation assistant and Jehovah’s Witness who was fired after missing two meetings scheduled on his days off failed to prove his religious accommodation and retaliation claims under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan ruled June 14 (Fields v. Rainbow Rehab. Ctr. Inc., E.D. Mich., No. 10-10079, 6/14/11).

Granting summary judgment to Rainbow Rehabilitation Center Inc., Judge Patrick J. Duggan found that the employer gave Leonardo Fields the options to trade shifts with co-workers and to schedule one-on-one meetings whenever he missed a training session or a monthly staff meeting scheduled for one of his requested days off. But Fields missed a training session after agreeing to attend it and failed to schedule a one-on-one meeting after missing a staff meeting, the court said. It found that Fields therefore failed to show that Rainbow fired him for failing to meet a job requirement that conflicted with his religious beliefs.

The court also granted summary judgment to Rainbow on Fields’s claim that the center retaliated against him for submitting an internal grievance by scheduling him for shifts and arranging meetings on days he requested not to work. Fields failed to show a causal link between his grievance and either allegedly retaliatory action, the court said.

**Allowed to Take Multiple Days Off Each Week.** Rainbow, which provides rehabilitation services to neurologically impaired people at a facility in Paint Creek, Mich., hired Fields in 1990 as a rehabilitation assistant responsible for patient care. About 1994, he requested that Rainbow not schedule him to work on Sundays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays to accommodate his religious beliefs and to allow him to care for his son. Fields had custody of his son on those three days each week. He asserted that Rainbow accommodated this request until June 2008.

After Rainbow suspended Fields for two days and gave him a final written warning for failing on Nov. 17, 2007, “to stay when mandated until appropriate staffing arrived and [leav­ing] the facility without permission,” he filed an internal grievance complaining that he was forced to stay beyond his scheduled shift multiple times because co-workers did not arrive on time to relieve him. A review board reduced his suspension to one day but kept the final written warning.

To address the problem of employees working beyond their shifts when replacements had not arrived, which incurred overtime costs for Rainbow, the center implemented a “fair share weekend” policy under which it required staff members to work a certain number of weekends. Fields was scheduled to work on Sunday, June 23, 2008, and on Sunday, July 6, as a result of the policy. But he swapped shifts with co-workers to avoid working on either date.

In August 2008, Fields met with his supervisor Julie Wigand and human resources director Tiffany Alexander regarding conflicts with his scheduling accommodation. Afterward, Rainbow never scheduled Fields to work on an accommodated day. In November 2008, the center approved his request to add Wednesdays as one of his accommodated days so he could go to Bible class.

Fields failed to attend a required cardiopulmonary resuscitation/first aid class on Jan. 13, 2009, a Tuesday that he and Wigand had jointly chosen for him to take the class. Fields explained that he had to stay with his son at school. As a result of the absence, Rainbow issued him a “last and final written warning with a suspension until you complete your recertification training requirements” on Jan. 19. Fields returned to work on Jan. 24 upon attending a training session.

On Jan. 27, 2009, a Thursday, Fields failed to attend a mandatory monthly staff meeting. Pursuant to Rainbow’s policy, a rehabilitation assistant who is unable to attend a training session or a staff meeting must inform a supervisor ahead of time and set up an alternative one-on-one session.

Rainbow fired Fields on Feb. 24, 2009, due to the staff meeting absence and his prior policy violations, including a December 2008 incident in which he did not properly supervise a patient and received a three-day suspension and a written warning. He proceeded to sue Rainbow, Wigand, and Alexander.
Conflict With Job Requirement Did Not Cause Firing. To show a prima facie case of religious discrimination, Fields needed to show he holds a sincere religious belief that conflicts with an employment requirement; he informed the employer about the conflicts; and he was discharged or disciplined for failing to comply with the conflicting employment requirement, the court said. It found that Rainbow did not dispute Fields's ability to satisfy the first and second elements.

Although Fields was disciplined for failing to attend a training session on one of his days off, he and Wigand had selected that date together, the court said. It found that Rainbow fired Fields after missing a staff meeting on an accommodated day because he failed to set up a one-on-one meeting with Wigand.

Pointing to Fields's ability to arrange one-on-one training as an alternative to attending meetings on his accommodated days, the court agreed with Rainbow that Fields did not make out a prima facie case of religious discrimination because he failed to show that the center fired him for noncompliance with a job requirement that clashed with his religious beliefs.

"However, even if Plaintiff established a prima facie case of discrimination, the evidence shows that Defendants in fact accommodated Plaintiff's religious beliefs throughout his employment by not scheduling him on the three and then four days each week that he sought off, allowing him to trade shifts when he was scheduled (whether intentionally or unintentionally) on one of his accommodation days, and permitting him to arrange a one-on-one meeting or training session when such meetings or sessions were scheduled on his accommodated days," the court said.

It would be unreasonable to expect an employer to schedule such staff meetings or training sessions around a single employee's accommodated days, especially when that employee can only work three days a week, the court said. It found that Rainbow provided Fields with reasonable alternatives to attending meetings or training sessions or simply working on his accommodated days by letting him arrange alternative meetings or training sessions and swap shifts with coworkers.

As to Fields's retaliation claim, he ultimately did not work either of the two Sunday shifts at issue after trading them with other employees, and he therefore was not subject to an adverse employment action, the court said. It found that Fields presented no evidence showing a causal connection between his internal grievance and Rainbow's scheduling either of the two shifts or of the staff meeting and the training session on his accommodated days.

Fields represented himself, pro se. Gregory M. Meinh of Foley & Mansfield in Ferndale, Mich., represented the defendants.

BY ELLIOTT T. DUBE

Text of the decision may be accessed at http://op.bna.com/dlrcases.nsf/r?Open=edu-8hukeg.

Pensions

ASPPA, ICI Highlight Advantages Of Broader Use of Electronic Disclosure

Allowing defined contribution pension plans to provide plan disclosure and information in an electronic format would give participants easier access to the information in a more user-friendly format, according to a white paper released June 14 by the American Society of Pension Professionals and Actuaries, and the Investment Company Institute.

The paper, Delivering ERISA Disclosure for Defined Contribution Plans: Why the Time Has Come to Prefer Electronic Delivery, compares the effectiveness of electronic and paper delivery and makes the argument that "there are large and growing advantages of electronic over paper delivery."

ASPPA and ICI submitted the paper as a supplement to their comment letters responding to the Department of Labor's call for comments to determine whether to modify current rules governing the electronic distribution of employee benefit plan information (67 DLR A-5, 4/7/11).

Access to material delivered electronically has increased dramatically, and plan information provided this way can be accessed anywhere a plan participant can access the internet, the paper said. Electronic delivery also is cost-effective and environmentally friendly, the paper said.

Additionally, the paper said the Obama administration's policy in Executive Order 13563 "decisively supports a major shift toward electronic disclosure." The order called for federal agencies to detail which existing significant regulations they will review to identify whether the regulations can be made more effective or less burdensome (11 DLR A-9, 1/18/11).

"The arc of change is overwhelmingly in the direction of electronic rather than paper delivery," the two groups said. "Now that access to electronic disclosure is widespread, and access is actually better electronically in major respects, there is a compelling case for the next regulation to permit plans to choose a default rule of electronic delivery."


Safety & Health

West Virginia Metal Plant Cited Over ‘Fine Metal’ Blast That Killed Three Workers

The Labor Department's Occupational Safety and Health Administration proposed more than $150,000 in penalties against AL Solutions Inc.'s West Virginia facility June 14 for a 2010 “fine metal” explosion that killed three workers.

The explosion occurred at the company's New Cumberland facility, which processes titanium and zirconium. The U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board is also investigating and has said it could have been a dust explosion, as both metals can autoignite at room temperature if their particle size is small enough (237 DLR A-12, 12/10/10).
The 18 citations alleged against the company include one willful violation under the general duty clause for maintaining a water suppression system that, when used in the presence of combustible metals, could actually result in an explosion. OSHA proposed a $70,000 fine for that citation.

“This tragedy could have been prevented,” David Michaels, assistant secretary of labor for occupational safety and health, said in a written statement. "It is imperative that employers take steps to eliminate hazards and provide a safe working environment.”

OSHA cited the company for 16 serious violations, including others under the general duty clause, for not maintaining a properly designed system for detecting hydrogen gas, failing to provide over-pressure protection, failing to provide personal protective equipment, and failing to safely store flammable metals.

The agency also issued one other-than-serious citation for failing to fill out an injury and illness report for an employee placed on restricted work duty for 64 days in 2009 after an injury in an unrelated incident.

Placed in Severe Violator Program. OSHA entered AL Solutions into the Severe Violators Enforcement Program as a result of the citations.

The program, begun in the spring of 2010, is intended to focus agency resources on employers that commit willful, repeat, or failure-to-abate violations involving a fatality or catastrophe; industry operations that expose workers to severe occupational hazards; exposure to highly hazardous chemicals; or “egregious” actions. The company declined to say whether it planned to challenge the citations, which it must do within 15 days.

"We are aware OSHA issued its report,” AL Solutions said in a written statement. “The accident is still under investigation and the company continues to fully cooperate with all investigators. We must defer comment until all investigations are complete.”

Particles Not Airborne. While some of the metal particles were small enough to be characterized as dusts, “OSHA findings were that the nature of the process was such that the metal was wet and not airborne,” Joanna Hawkins, a spokeswoman for OSHA Region III, told BNA in a June 15 e-mail. “The explosive component here in OSHA’s opinion was hydrogen.”

OSHA also recently initiated a national emphasis program aimed at the primary metals manufacturing industry that will focus, among other hazards, on metal dusts (107 DLR A-13, 6/3/11).

Furthermore, OSHA is continuing with its combustible dust rulemaking, the next step being the convening of a Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act panel. Among the questions OSHA will consider is whether to include metal dusts in its proposal.

BY GREG HELLMAN

International Labor

Canada Contracts Negotiated in April Produced Average Wage Gain of 2.4 Percent

OTTAWA—Major collective bargaining agreements reached in Canada during April produced average base rate wage increases of 2.4 percent, more than double the 1.1 percent average in March, Human Resources and Skills Development Canada reported June 15.

The April figure also was larger than the averages of 2.1 percent in February, the 1.2 percent in January, the 1.3 percent average for the first quarter of 2011, and the 1.8 percent average for 2010 as a whole, the department said in the latest issue of its Workplace Bulletin publication.

“Wage adjustments in April ranged from a wage freeze in three agreements—Connor Bros., division of Clover Leaf Seafoods I.P. with 750 employees in New Brunswick; government of British Columbia, with 800 nurses; and the University of Victoria with 500 instructors and lecturers—to a high of 5.8 percent for the University of Windsor, with 950 teaching assistants,” HRSD Canada said.

The April figure was based on 37 agreements covering 90,180 employees. The last time parties to those settlements negotiated, the contracts had wage increases averaging 3.5 percent and durations averaging 36.4 months. The new agreements average 34.5 months in duration.

Private Sector Contracts Gain 2.0 Percent. Private sector agreements reached in April showed average annual wage increases of 2.0 percent, down from the 2.3 percent average in March and 2.2 percent in February, but matching the 2.0 percent in January. Private sector settlements had averaged 2.2 percent in first quarter 2011 and 2.1 percent in 2010 as a whole.

Public sector agreements, meanwhile, showed average annual wage increases of 2.8 percent in April, more than double the 1.0 percent average in March and larger than the averages for 2.1 percent in February, 1.2 percent in January, 1.2 percent in first quarter 2011, and 1.6 percent in 2010 as a whole.

The larger public sector figure was due largely to 12 agreements in the Alberta education sector, which provided 21,580 teachers across the province with wage gains of 4.5 percent; in the private sector, six construction agreements, also in Alberta, provided 33,350 employees with wage adjustments averaging 2.0 percent,” HRSD Canada said.

Settlements without cost-of-living adjustments in April showed average wage growth of 2.7 percent, up from 1.1 percent in March, 1.8 percent in February, 1.2 percent in January, 1.3 percent in first quarter 2011, and 1.8 percent for 2010 as a whole. Settlements with COLA provisions showed average annual wage increases of 2.0 percent, down from the 2.7 percent in March and the 3.0 percent in first quarter 2011. The gain for 2010 as a whole was 1.9 percent.

On a sectoral basis, the largest average annual wage increases in April were reported for primary industries (3.9 percent), followed by utilities (3.4 percent), transportation (3.2 percent), education, health, and social services (3.1 percent), finance and professional services (3.0 percent), construction (2.0 percent), public administration (1.5 percent), entertainment and hospitality (1.3 percent), wholesale and retail trade (1.2 percent), and manufacturing (0.0 percent).

On a regional basis, the largest average annual wage increases in April were reported for the federal jurisdiction (3.1 percent), followed by Alberta (3.0 percent), Ontario (2.0 percent), Quebec (1.9 percent), Manitoba (1.5 percent), British Columbia (1.3 percent), Nova Scotia (1.0 percent), and New Brunswick (0.0 percent). No
settlements were reported for the remaining provinces or the territories.

BY PETER MENVASZ


Public Employees

Chicago Teachers Enter Negotiations After Losing Bargained Wage Increase

CHICAGO—The Board of Education of the Chicago Public Schools voted June 15 to rescind a previously bargained 4 percent wage increase for thousands of district employees, touching off a wave of accusations from unions representing teachers and educational support personnel and raising concerns about a possible strike later this year.

The board voted unanimously not to fund a 4 percent wage bump, scheduled to commence July 1, in a bid to trim $100 million from a massive budget deficit. The funds are desperately needed as CPS faces a projected $712 million shortfall heading into the upcoming school year. The board’s decision will affect most of CPS’s 40,000 employees, represented by seven different unions.

The wage increases were specified during the fifth and final year of the unions’ collective bargaining agreements with CPS. Three quarters of the affected workers are teachers, represented by Chicago Teachers Union (CTU) Local 1. The other unions representing CPS employees include: Local 73 of the Service Employees International Union; Local 143-143B of the International Union of Operating Engineers; Local 7 of the Fireman and Oilers; Local 1 of UNITE HERE; Local 726 of the State and Municipal Teachers, Chauffeurs and Helpers Union; and Local 134 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.

Process Calls for Negotiations. Liz Brown, a spokeswoman for CTU, said June 16 the board’s action is required under a provision in the collective bargaining agreement if it believes it does not have reasonable resources to fund the increase. Formal rejection, however, triggers processes by which the affected unions can accept the denied compensation or enter into negotiations with CPS. Brown told BNA that the seven unions signed a letter June 15 expressing their desire to commence negotiations on the issue.

But Brown stressed that the process could escalate over the course of the summer. If the parties reach an impasse, she said, the unions could authorize a strike.

Teachers have not struck the nation’s third-largest school district since 1987.

CTU President Karen Lewis said she was “appalled” by the board’s decision to shirk its duties under the contract.

“We’ve kept our promise to them. But today the newly appointed Chicago Board of Education voted to break its promise to us and not fund our four percent raises for the next and final year of our contract,” Lewis said in a memorandum to her 30,000 members. “We plan to fight the refusal to honor commitments to teachers and school professionals who help educate our children.”

New Mayor Brings Tougher Stance. At multiple levels, the board’s decision signifies a new chapter in the labor-management relationship.

The vote came during the very first meeting of a completely reconstituted school board and responded to recommendations by CPS’s new Chief Executive Officer Jean-Claude Brizard. The new board and Brizard were handpicked by Mayor Rahm Emanuel (D), who took office one month ago. While former mayor Richard Daley was often willing to invest generously to achieve long stretches of labor peace, Emanuel campaigned on a platform stressing shared sacrifice and concessions from public employee unions.

In a statement, Emanuel commended the board for its “courage” in the face of a massive budget deficit that only will be partially solved with a freeze on wages. He said the school district would do its best in the coming weeks to ensure classroom resources are spared during the budget crisis.

“I want to thank the dedicated teachers and administrators who will make the sacrifice in the interest of improving our children’s education,” Emanuel said. “I look forward to working with them to give our children the tools they need to compete and win in the economy of the future.”

Brizard took issue with suggestions by Lewis and others that CPS is attempting to balance its budget on the backs of teachers. He said the school district faces an unprecedented crisis demanding shared sacrifice from all constituencies. Moreover, CPS stressed that 74 percent of teachers would continue to receive “step increases,” rewarding them for their years of service. Another 1 percent of teachers will collect increases compensating them for earning an advanced degree.

“I have the utmost respect and admiration for teachers and all that they do for our children,” Brizard said in a statement. “But today’s Board action was taken in response to the massive financial crisis facing our system. My team is now tasked with developing a balanced budget and presenting it to the Board and the public in August and our promise remains to minimize any impacts on the classroom and our kids.”

BY MICHAEL BOLOGNA

Trade

DOL Reviewing AFL-CIO Submission Alleging Violations of U.S.-Bahrain FTA

The Labor Department’s Office of Trade and Labor Affairs in a June 16 Federal Register notice said it has accepted for review an AFL-CIO submission alleging that Bahrain has violated its obligations in the U.S.-Bahrain Free Trade Agreement (76 Fed. Reg. 35,244).

The AFL-CIO filed the submission April 21, alleging that Bahrain violated Article 15.1.1 of the FTA by failing to fulfill its obligations and commitments under the International Labor Organization Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and its follow-up on the rights of association and nondiscrimination against trade unionists.
“These allegations were supported by specific factual descriptions which, if substantiated, could demonstrate that the Government of Bahrain’s actions were inconsistent with its commitments under the Labor Chapter,” the agency said in the notice.

The FTA requires Bahrain to enforce domestic laws providing internationally recognized labor rights.

**AFL-CIO Seeks U.S. Withdrawal From FTA.** The AFL-CIO submission stated that, in light of the brutal repression in Bahrain of peaceful protest, the United States should serve notice of its withdrawal from the FTA.

“The U.S. simply should not provide preferential trade treatment to a country that has and continues to engage in well-documented widespread and serious violations of human rights, including labor rights of its citizens and residents,” the submission argued.

The AFL-CIO called on the U.S. government to immediately enter into consultations with Bahrain.

In May, U.S. Trade Representative Ron Kirk said the administration was taking the charges seriously. However, he added, “I don’t know that we would agree with the assessment that we go from A to Z in terms of saying that we’re going to pull out of the trade agreement.”

According to the notice, the affected trade unionists have tried to engage in dialogue with Bahrain’s government on the allegations contained in the AFL-CIO’s submission.

OTLA said its decision to accept the submission for review is not intended to indicate any determination on the validity of the allegations. The review will gather information so that OTLA can better understand and publicly report on the U.S. government’s views regarding whether Bahrain’s actions were consistent with the obligations set forth in the FTA’s labor chapter, the notice said.

The review will be completed and a public report is issued within 180 days unless circumstances require an extension of time, the notice said.

The U.S.-Bahrain FTA took effect in 2006 (228 DLR A-5, 11/28/06).

**AFL-CIO Applauds OTLA Move.** The AFL-CIO June 16 issued a statement applauding DOL’s decision to accept its complaint regarding the government of Bahrain’s failure to live up to its trade agreement commitments with respect to workers’ rights.

The statement said for two months, “the union movement around the world and in the United States has called on the government of Bahrain to halt its all-out attack on workers.” According to the statement, “in retaliation for peaceful protests and as part of the Bahraini government’s overall crackdown on dissent,” more than 1,700 workers have been summarily dismissed from their jobs, state-owned press and social media have been used to identify and threaten people who joined the demonstrations, union leaders have been threatened by members of the Bahraini parliament and some pro-reform activists have been arbitrarily detained, some have died in custody, and others are being tried by military courts.

“The egregious attacks on workers must end, and the Bahraini government’s systematic discrimination against and dismantling of unions must be reversed. These actions directly violate the letter and the spirit of the trade agreement,” AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka wrote. “Workers must be reinstated to their jobs and the elected union leadership must be allowed to function without fear of reprisals. Failure by the United States to intervene to support workers and their democratic institutions would make a mockery of the labor protections included in the free trade agreement.”

**National Origin**

**EEOC National Origin, Race Case Results in $125,000 Settlement**

RALEIGH, N.C.—Ricoh Americas Corp. has agreed to pay $125,000 to settle charges that three employees were subjected to harassment based on their national origin and race and were fired after they complained, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission announced June 15 (EEOC v. Ricoh Ams. Corp., M.D.N.C., No. 1:10-cv-743, settlement filed 6/15/11).

In addition to paying the compensatory damages and back pay to the three former employees, Ricoh, which denied all of EEOC’s allegations, will implement employee training, report to EEOC on any harassment complaints it receives, post its policy against harassment and provide compliance updates to the commission, according to the settlement filed in the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of North Carolina.

Ricoh Americas is based in West Caldwell, N.J., and sells and services copiers, printers, and fax machines, and provides related supplies.

**Comments on Intelligence, Work Ethic.** In its lawsuit, EEOC had alleged that James Nyema-Davies, a black Liberian, Anibal Melendez, a Puerto Rican, and Gustavo Tovar, a Colombian, were subjected to offensive national origin- and race-based harassment by their site manager at Ricoh’s site in Greensboro, N.C., in violation of Title VII of the 1984 Civil Rights Act.

The commission contended that the three employees were subjected to the offensive conduct on a daily or near-daily basis from June 2006 through October 2009.

The harassment included ongoing comments about the intelligence or work ethic of the employees’ national origin or their race, according to EEOC. The employees all complained to management about their treatment multiple times—Nyema-Davies also requested a transfer, which was denied—but the harassment continued, the commission said.

According to EEOC, the three employees were fired Nov. 2, 2009, shortly after making additional complaints about the harassment to Ricoh management.

Under the settlement agreement, Nyema-Davis and Melendez each will be paid $47,000 in compensatory damages and back pay, and Tovar will receive a total of $31,000. Ricoh also will remove any references to the EEOC’s charges and related events from their personnel files.

“Race and national origin harassment include racial or ethnic slurs or other expressions of dislike for different racial and ethnic backgrounds,” Lynette A. Barnes, regional attorney for EEOC’s office in Charlotte, N.C., said in a June 15 statement. “The EEOC is deeply committed to combating such harassment and holding em-
Retail Stores

**Company Denies Allegations.** Ricoh in a June 17 statement said it "has always been committed to ensuring that it treats all of its employees fairly and that it fosters a work environment free of harassment and discrimination, and where employees are able to raise concerns without the fear of retaliation."

"In relation to the Greensboro EEOC matter, Ricoh continues to deny the allegations contained in the Complaint," the company said. "However, consistent with our commitment to take allegations of this matter seriously, we entered into discussions with the EEOC early in the litigation in an effort to reach an amicable resolution."

It added: "It is important to note that the cornerstone of this settlement is Ricoh's continued commitment to on-going employee training. . . . Ricoh is an equal opportunity employer and remains committed to fostering a culture of diversity and inclusion."


**Retail Stores**

**RWDSU, Macy’s Reach Tentative Agreement Covering 4,000 Workers at New York Stores**

Macy’s and Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union Local 1-S June 16 announced they have reached a tentative five-year collective bargaining agreement covering more than 4,000 workers at four Macy’s department stores in the New York City area.

Union members employed at Macy’s flagship store in Manhattan’s Herald Square will begin the ratification vote June 16, while members working at Macy’s stores in Queens, Parkchester, and Westchester will vote June 20-22 on the proposed settlement praised by union leaders. The union negotiating committee is recommending that members vote for ratification, a union spokesman told BNA.

"This is a solid contract and it reflects the fact that our workers are the true magic of Macy’s," Local 1-S President Ken Bordieri said June 16 in the union’s announcement.

RWDSU President Stuart Appelbaum June 16 said the deal contains impressive gains for Macy’s employees. "The workers at Macy’s today are sending a clear message to working people throughout this country: when people join together in strong unions, they can fight back and win," Appelbaum said in a statement.

"While working people throughout this state and country have been under assault, the unionized workers at Macy’s have been able to make impressive gains. It is a lesson that working people everywhere need to understand."

RWDSU is withholding details of the tentative contract until members are briefed about it.

"Following an all-night negotiating session, Macy’s is pleased to have reached a tentative agreement with Local 1-S of the RWDSU on a new five-year agreement," Macy’s spokeswoman Elina Kazan said June 16. "We look forward to a ratification of the agreement by our associates, and to serving our customers without interruption. This tentative agreement reflects tremendous efforts by company and union negotiators over the past several weeks to reach an agreement that addresses the economic and business realities of the retailing industry, while keeping jobs at Macy’s among the best in the department store industry."

**Unanimous Strike Authorization.** RWDSU members had voted unanimously at membership meetings June 6-9 to authorize the union executive board to call a strike if a new contract was not secured by midnight on June 15. The last strike by RWDSU Local 1-S at Macy’s was in 1972, according to a union spokesman.

The union and employer negotiated June 15 through-the-out the day and night, agreed to continue talks into the next day, and by 9 a.m. announced a tentative settlement had been reached.

Speaking June 8 before the deal was reached, Appelbaum said the main issues of contention during bargaining were wages, benefits, and work hours. "Clearly Macy’s is in a position to offer decent wages, benefits, and hours—which is all that the 4,000 workers we represent want. But the company is pushing back and saying it cannot afford to do this, despite paying its executives record high compensation."

According to the union, Macy’s had sought to make work shifts available on a first-come-first-served basis, not by seniority; to reduce paid time off; to eliminate retirement benefits under the defined benefit pension plan for new employees; and to raise the employee cost of health care.

RWDSU pointed out that Macy’s is in solid financial health, earning $847 million in profits in 2010, and that the company’s credit rating recently was upgraded.

**Race Discrimination**

**No Bias in Union’s Refusal to Refer Worker In Hiring Hall, Tenth Circuit Determines**

A black worker failed to show that race discrimination motivated his union’s failure to refer him for employment after it received "no-rehire" letters about him from employers, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit ruled June 7 (Powell v. Laborers Union #1271, 10th Cir., No. 10-8087, 6/7/11).

Affirming a district court’s grant of summary judgment for Laborers’ International Union Local 1271, the appeals court, in a decision written by Judge David M. Ebel, found that George Powell failed to show that the union’s actions were a pretext for race bias. The no-rehire letters presented by the union, it said, demonstrated a "legitimate justification" for not referring Powell to the employers.

Powell claimed that on several occasions the local had passed over his name on a hiring hall list under a collective bargaining agreement with companies using temporary labor. The union explained that it did so because it had received no-rehire letters from employers directing the union not to send Powell to their worksites because of work performance problems. Powell maintained that the union’s action stemmed from race dis-
crimmination in violation of Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

Powell alleged that the union removed him from his position in the hiring list without questioning the legitimacy of the no-rehire letters. He contended that the union had vigorously opposed a no-rehire letter regarding a white laborer, but failed to investigate and challenge the letters regarding his own employment because of race bias.

In granting the union’s motion for summary judgment, the district court held that the “few isolated and fairly innocuous comments” Powell cited as direct evidence of discrimination did not demonstrate a genuine issue of fact. In addition, it ruled that Powell failed to create a triable issue of pretext with respect to the union’s legitimate justification for not referring him to employers that sent no-rehire letters.

**Work Performance Problems.** The union articulated and substantiated a justification for not referring Powell for work with P.S. Cook LLC, Gregory Piping Systems Inc., and Western Refractory Construction Inc., the court found. All three companies sent no-rehire letters requesting that Powell not be referred to their worksites because of problems associated with work performance, attendance, tardiness, and insubordination, it said.

Under the collective bargaining agreement, each employer is the judge of a union member’s qualification for work, and the letters regarding Powell left him ineligible for work with the three companies, the court observed. James Hansen, the local’s business manager, testified that Powell’s situation was unusual, in that it was uncommon for a worker to have even one such letter in his file. The combination of the collective bargaining agreement and the no-rehire letters established a legitimate, racially neutral basis for the union’s action, the court found.

Powell insisted that the no-rehire letter from P.S. Cook, which complained that he had worked only seven hours in a three-day period of 12-hour shifts overstated the nonattendance issue, in that only it had been a two-day period, some other laborers worked only eight-hour shifts, and he had asked the foreman for time off to attend to personal matters.

**Employer Perception Controls.** This line of argument was a “non-starter,” the court found, because it is a “commonplace” in employment law that the employer’s perception of employee performance controls the pretext inquiry, and can justify termination even if mistaken. Even if the no-rehire letters were groundless—which was not shown here—Powell offered no evidence to prove that the union would have known that, the court found. The three separate no-rehire letters would have been mutually corroborative as to the unsatisfactory nature of Powell’s work performance, it added.

Powell contended that union efforts to contest a no-rehire request received for a white member demonstrated that its capitulation in his own case was racially biased. It was undisputed, however, that business manager Hansen contacted the company that sent Powell’s first no-rehire letter, to attempt to persuade it to allow him to return to work, the court observed. While Hansen’s attempt was unsuccessful, it was the union’s effort, not the employer’s response, that was material, the court determined. And although it did not appear that Hansen opposed the two subsequent no-rehire letters for Powell, there also was no evidence that the union opposed successive no-rehire letters for the white employee or anyone else, the court said. Powell therefore was left without a similarly situated comparator necessary to make out a case for disparate treatment by the union, the court ruled.

Powell argued that racial comments by some employers, including Larry Gregory of Gregory Piping Systems, and Hansen’s reaction to the comments, raised an issue of discriminatory animus behind the union’s actions.

The comments were, however, of very limited significance given that it was the union’s racial bias that was relevant, not that of third parties, the appeals court found. Two of the instances were remote in time, it said, occurring three years before the events giving rise to the lawsuit. In addition, the court found, there was no evidence that Powell himself ever complained to Hansen about the incidents.

The incident that was the least indicative of racial animus, the court said, involved Gregory Piping Systems. Larry Gregory removed Powell from a worksite and sent a no-rehire letter to the union after Powell left a $40,000 Bobcat vehicle running in the field, and later was not working when Gregory felt he was supposed to be working, the court noted.

**No Bias Found.** Gregory characterized these legitimate criticisms as “acting black on me,” the court observed. While this comment was inappropriate, Gregory had legitimate grounds for the no-rehire request, which was honored by Hansen in accordance with the collective bargaining agreement, it ruled.

The court dismissed Powell’s “underdeveloped” argument that the no-rehire letters “seemed to be prepared” by the union, not by the employers. This argument was not adequate, either factually or legally, the court said.

The court also found Powell’s passing criticism of the union for its delay in telling him of the no-rehire letters insufficient to require further discussion.

Judges Scott M. Matheson Jr. and Senior Judge Monroe G. McKay joined the opinion.


Text of the decision may be accessed at http://op.bna.com/eg.nsf/r/Op$Open=iroe-8hut9x.

**International Labor**

**Solis, Ambassadors Sign Pacts to Protect Workers From Guatemala and Nicaragua**

Labor Secretary Hilda Solis and the ambassadors from Guatemala and Nicaragua June 16 signed declarations intended to help the Labor Department protect the rights of Guatemalan and Nicaraguan citizens who work in the United States.

The heads of DOL’s Wage and Hour Division and its Occupational Safety and Health Administration also signed letters of arrangement with the embassies from the two countries.
“Individuals from Guatemala and Nicaragua make important contributions to the U.S. economy, and their workplace rights should be protected,” Solis said. The Labor Department is “committed to ensuring they’re safe on the job and fully and fairly compensated for their hard work,” she said.

The declarations will enable the regional enforcement offices of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration and the Wage and Hour Division to cooperate with local Guatemalan and Nicaraguan embassies and consulates to identify vulnerable workers and distribute information to migrant workers about U.S. health, safety, and wage laws. Training also will be provided to both migrant workers and their employers.

Speaking in both English and Spanish, Solis, whose mother grew up in Nicaragua, said, “No matter how they came to this country, these workers have certain rights,” including a safe workplace and a minimum wage.

DOL already has signed similar agreements with the Mexican and Salvadoran embassies (86 DLR A-16, 5/6/10, 55 DLR A-6, 3/22/11).

Workers will be able to get information or report complaints at toll-free, confidential DOL hotlines that will be open day and night and be staffed by employees who speak Spanish as well as English.

Arbitrator Must Decide Arbitrability Of Sheen’s Claims, California Court Rules

LOS ANGELES—Actor Charlie Sheen’s breach of contract and wrongful termination lawsuit filed against a producer and a studio after he was fired from the hit television sitcom Two and a Half Men must be submitted to an arbitrator to decide whether the dispute must be resolved through arbitration rather than in court, a California Superior Court judge ruled June 15 (Sheen v. Lorre, Cal. Super. Ct., No. SC111794, 6/15/11).

Judge Allan J. Goodman of the Los Angeles County Superior Court did hold that Sheen’s Private Attorney General’s Act (PAGA) claim is not subject to arbitration. But the judge stayed further court proceedings on the PAGA claim pending the arbitrator’s decision on whether Sheen’s nine other claims must be arbitrated. Goodman acknowledged that courts have differed in their interpretation of whether even clearly written arbitration clauses require referral of the arbitrability question to arbitrators, or to courts, which he ascribed to a preference, “particularly in state courts, for open court proceedings, enforcing the state’s Constitutional right to trial by jury, and for the clear and well-understood and public procedures of trial and appeal.”

But Goodman decided that the parties to the Sheen-WB contract, and the identically worded Lorre-WB contract “intended to submit to the Arbitrator for determination the matters defined as Disputes by this carefully worded text, including the matter of arbitrability and all defenses related thereto.”

PAGA Claim Definitely Not Arbitrable. On Sheen’s PAGA claim, however, Goodman found no basis to refer it to the arbitrator. That particular cause of action seeks a remedy not belonging to any individual, but rather to the state’s Labor and Workforce Agency (LWA), which did not execute the arbitration clause at issue, the judge said.

“PAGA suits seek penalties for violations of state law,” Goodman wrote. “That a PAGA claim may be enforced in an action brought by an individual standing in for the under-staffed LWA . . . does not convert it into a private claim,” he said, concluding that such enforcement actions are exempt from the preemptive provision of the FAA that otherwise might prohibit such lawsuits.

Nevertheless, Goodman granted WB and Lorre’s request to stay trial court proceedings on the PAGA claim, pending conclusion of the proceedings before the arbitrator.

WB, in a statement e-mailed to BNA, said: “We’re very gratified by the court’s ruling enforcing the parties’ arbitration agreement.”
Howard Weitzman, an attorney for Lorre, said in an e-mail: “The court made the appropriate ruling in denying Mr. Sheen’s request to stay the arbitration in referring his lawsuit against Warner Bros. and Chuck Lorre to arbitration as his contract calls for. This matter will now proceed in an orderly fashion as the parties agreed to.”

Sheen’s lawyer, Martin D. Singer of Lavelle & Singer in Los Angeles, did not return a call seeking comment on the rulings.

By Tom Gilroy

Text of the decision may be accessed at http://op.bna.com/dlcases.nsf/r?Open=smgk-8hvptf.

Wage & Hour

New York City Restaurant Chain to Pay $5.1 Million in Record State Settlement

New York City—A sandwich restaurant chain based in New York City has agreed to pay $5.1 million in back wages, damages, and penalties to settle state minimum wage and overtime violations, New York Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo (D) announced June 14.

The settlement with the chain known as Lenny’s: The Ultimate Sandwich is the largest on record with the owner of the Ollie’s chain of nine Asian restaurants in the city (52 employees were regularly paid below the minimum wage for the hours worked, the state said. In addition, it charged, time records kept by the employer were not accurate and wage statements were not provided to employees at 11 Lenny’s locations were cheated out of millions of dollars.

A state labor department investigation found that employees were regularly paid below the minimum wage and were not paid overtime wages. Employees worked 10 to 12 hours a day, six to seven days a week, at an average weekly salary of $275 per week, the state said.

Under state minimum wage and overtime law, employees should have been paid at least $500 per week. The state said the company “has worked closely with the investigators” and “is now, and has been for some time, fully compliant” with DOL regulations.

By John Herzfeld

Immigration

Mandatory E-Verify Legislation Unlikely To Clear Senate, Become Law, Opponents Say

Opponents of legislation (H.R. 2164) that would mandate use of the federal government’s employment verification system, E-Verify, are confident the bill will not become law, officials with the Service Employees International Union said June 16.

Eliseo Medina, SEIU international secretary-treasurer, and Mitch Ackerman, SEIU international executive vice president, held a teleconference to criticize the bill, which was introduced June 14 by House Judiciary Committee Chairman Lamar Smith (R-Texas) (114 DLR A-15, 6/14/11).

“It’s a bad, bad idea that Smith had,” Medina said. “It’s bad for the economy, it’s bad for business, it’s bad for immigrants, and it’s bad for all of society.” Separately, the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) sent Smith a letter June 15 supporting the legislation.

The proposed Legal Workforce Act would require public and private sector employers to use the currently voluntary E-Verify system, which allows Social Security numbers of new hires to be checked against Social Security Administration and Homeland Security Department databases. The requirement would be phased in over three years based on the number of an employer’s employees.

Medina said the requirement will be costly and burdensome for small businesses, Ackerman said. He asserted that contractors are prone to abuse of workers by paying them below the minimum wage.

Medina said farm operations already face a shortage of workers to do menial labor such as picking tomatoes.

“People show up the day the job starts,” Medina said. “Owners do not have time to check [for verification]. Every day the owner has to wait, he is going to lose a lot of money.”

In addition, Ackerman said, the E-Verify databases are “very much inaccurate.”

The error rate is between 2 percent and 3 percent, but “when you talk about millions of people, that’s a lot of people,” Medina said. She asserted that some 80,000 undocumented workers were fired as a result of verification last year.

Boehner Has Not Taken Position. While the legislation is expected to be marked up and approved by the Judiciary Committee in the near future, House Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio) has yet to take a position on the bill. With his support, House passage would be a gone conclusion.
‘It’s an uphill battle in the House, but we’re going to give them a run for their money,’ Medina said.

The committee held a hearing on the legislation June 15 (115 DLR A-14, 6/15/11).

However, the legislation is expected to be dead in the water in the Senate, where Democrats have maintained control. “We’re confident we can stop it in the Senate,” Medina said.

**SHRM Thanks Smith.** Meanwhile, in its letter, SHRM thanked Smith for introducing the legislation.

Henry Jackson, SHRM interim president and chief executive officer, said that human resource professionals “are on the front lines of employment verification and are fully committed to only hiring work-authorized individuals.”

“We also recognize, however, that the current employment verification system is in need of real reform,” Jackson said. “The patchworks of state and local verification laws are unworkable and creating a confusing set of legal requirements for American employers and employees.”

The legislation would preempt any state laws dealing with E-Verify.

“There is also ample evidence that the employment verification system is prone to fraud, forgeries and identity theft, making it difficult, if not impossible, for an employer to differentate between the legal and illegal worker,” Jackson said.

The bill includes a provision creating a biometric pilot program with the aim of cracking down on fraud in the system. Supporters of the bill argue that a mandatory E-Verify system would open up millions of jobs for U.S. workers.


**Hotels**

**UNITE HERE Launches Boycott in Hawaii At Hyatt Regency Waikiki as Bargaining Lags**

«UNITE HERE Local 5 is set to launch June 17 a consumer boycott of the Hyatt Regency Waikiki in Honolulu where the union represents 500 employees whose collective bargaining agreement expired nearly one year ago, the union announced June 16.

Local 5 has been in sporadic labor negotiations with the Hyatt Regency Waikiki since the contract expired June 30, 2010, union spokesman Cade Watanabe said. The union and employer last engaged in bargaining for two days in early May but prior to that had not met since fall 2010, he said. The parties are scheduled to hold negotiations June 27-28.

Union-represented workers at the Hyatt Regency Waikiki “are fighting to defend and maintain their union contract standard that includes putting an end to subcontracting and providing safe working conditions for workers,” Local 5 said.

The union represents almost all nonmanagement workers at the hotel.

By an 89 percent majority of those who voted, Local 5 members June 8 approved authorization for union leaders to call for customers to refuse to book rooms, hold events, or spend money at the Hyatt on the island of Oahu. The consumer boycott will be the first since 2006 that Local 5 has launched against a major Oahu hotel, according to the union.

After the contract expired in June 2010, UNITE HERE has conducted a number of demonstrations outside the Hyatt Regency Waikiki to draw attention to its fight for a new contract. Workers participated in a civil disobedience action in July 2010 (138 DLR A-13, 7/20/10), a one-day strike in September 2010 (170 DLR A-17, 9/2/10), and numerous informational pickets and rallies.

The union intends to send letters to travel groups to communicate about the labor dispute, Watanabe said. UNITE HERE also is working to educate the local community about the importance to the Honolulu economy of keeping well-paying jobs and opportunities in the tourism industry. And union retirees will continue to demonstrate outside the hotel in leafleting action in support of the employees.

**Subcontracting Is Major Issue.** Employer subcontracting of union jobs is the biggest issue preventing the parties from reaching labor agreement, according to Watanabe. The union is seeking to stop subcontracting of night cleaning workers, accounting and finance department workers, food and beverage concession stand employees, and maintenance and engineering workers, he said.

Watanabe said the situation is particularly acute at the Hyatt Regency Waikiki, a property owned by the Goldman Sachs Group Inc. At other large hotels, Local 5 has been able to ensure that subcontracted work maintains union standards followed elsewhere in the hotel, he said. In contrast, Hyatt pays subcontracted workers who clean public areas and kitchens at night about half of the union wages of about $18 per hour paid at the hotel.

“Our basic position is that we will not allow the Hyatt Regency Waikiki to pay poverty wages in our community,” Watanabe said.

In the labor agreement Local 5 reached with Hilton Hawaiian Village Beach Resort & Spa on Waikiki Beach in Honolulu earlier this year (46 DLR A-11, 3/9/11), about 75 cleaning and food and beverage positions at the Hawaiian Village currently performed by subcontracted workers will be returned in-house to the bargaining unit by March 1, 2013.

UNITE HERE members ratified contracts with Hilton and Starwood (54 DLR A-2, 3/21/11) hotels in Honolulu in March covering about 1,500 workers and 2,800 workers, respectively, but the union has not reached agreement yet with Hyatt Hotels Corp., Marriott International Inc., and several smaller hotel properties.

Watanabe said although union and Hyatt negotiating teams have not yet reached agreement about wages and benefits, the union is confident it will be able to maintain the standards set in bargaining with Hilton and Starwood.

UNITE HERE has called for boycotts of Hyatt hotels in 17 other U.S. cities where workers are seeking union representation or are working to reach agreement on a labor contract, including San Francisco, Chicago, Indianapolis, San Diego, and Los Angeles, the union said.»
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A Hyatt representative was not immediately available for comment.

By Susan R. Hobbs

Health Care

Obama Administration Denies Employers Will Drop Health Insurance Under Health Law

The head of the federal office that regulates private health insurance told a congressional subcommittee June 15 that the Obama administration does not believe that large numbers of employers will drop employee health insurance once state insurance exchanges begin in 2014 under the health care overhaul law.

“We certainly don’t think they will, and we don’t expect that they will,” Steve Larsen, director of the Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIIO), told the House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

Rep. Henry A. Waxman (D-Calif.), ranking member of the full committee, asked Larsen about a report issued June 6 by management consulting firm McKinsey & Co. that estimated that 30 percent of employers would drop employee coverage once health insurance exchanges start in 2014 (112 DLR A-6, 6/10/11). The Obama administration has reacted sharply to the report, calling the study an “outlier.”

Larsen said other studies, including one by the RAND Corp., predicted that the number of small businesses and their employees who would have coverage “would increase significantly, thanks to the efficiencies of” the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

The hearing was a continuation of a June 2 hearing on the effect of the health care law on employment.

Baucus Demands Answers From McKinsey. On June 16, Senate Finance Committee Chairman Max Baucus (D-Mont.) sent a letter to McKinsey & Co. Global Managing Director Dominic Barton, who is based in London, calling on the company to release information on the report, calling the study an “outlier.”

Larsen said other studies, including one by the RAND Corp., predicted that the number of small businesses and their employees who would have coverage “would increase significantly, thanks to the efficiencies of” the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Larsen said other studies, including one by the RAND Corp., predicted that the number of small businesses and their employees who would have coverage “would increase significantly, thanks to the efficiencies of” the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.


Burgess asked whether contributions to health savings accounts would be counted as medical expenses under the medical loss ratio rule of the PPACA. The rule requires individual and small group health plans to spend at least 80 percent of premiums on medical expenses or quality improvements and large groups to spend at least 85 percent, or the difference must be refunded to policyholders, beginning in 2012.

“High deductible health plans are extremely popular,” Burgess said, citing increases in the number of Americans covered by them. “What kind of assurances can you give me to those millions of people who have high deductible health plans that they’ll still have access to this as a coverage option?” he asked Larsen.

According to a report released June 14 by America’s Health Insurance Plans, a group that represents the health insurance industry, more than 11.4 million Americans were covered by insurance plans eligible for health savings accounts as of January, a more than 14 percent increase since last year. Proponents of health savings account plans say the plans give consumers incentives to manage their health care costs efficiently by combining tax-favored savings accounts used to pay medical expenses with high deductible health plans.

Larsen said he was not sure how health savings account contributions would be counted under the medical loss ratio, and he promised to provide more information to the subcommittee.

But, Larsen added, the popularity of high deductible health plans “demonstrates the manner in which the current market is broken, and for many people, unaffordable.”

“Many people end up purchasing these types of policies because, frankly, that’s maybe what they can afford,” Larsen said. “It may not be what they want. I’m not sure many people want to have to pay out-of-pocket the thousands of dollars that they may have to for a high deductible plan. But in the current health care environment, pre-reform, pre-2014, that may be your option. But we find that most people actually want comprehensive coverage for their costs.”

By Sara Hansard


 Discrimination

Court Denies Meatpacker’s Bid to Dismiss EEOC Bias Suit for Somali Muslim Workers

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission may proceed with a broad discrimination suit against the meatpacking firm JBS Swift & Co. on behalf of black Somali Muslim workers even though the relevant union local is not a party to the suit, the U.S. District Court for the District of Colorado ruled June 9 (EEOC v. JBS USA LLC db/a JBS Swift & Co., D. Colo., No. 10-cv-02103, 6/9/11).

In August 2010, EEOC filed two lawsuits against JBS Swift, claiming the company violated Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act by discriminating against Somali Muslim workers at its meatpacking plants in Greeley, Colo., and Grand Island, Neb. (169 DLR A-16, 9/1/10).

EEOC alleged that JBS Swift failed to accommodate the Muslim workers’ religious beliefs by hindering their prayer breaks and Ramadan observances, and that supervisors and co-workers harassed the Somali workers by uttering vulgar epithets and throwing bones, meat, and blood at them. In September 2008, the employer locked out, suspended, and ultimately fired Somali Muslim employees in Greeley who had walked outside the plant to break their Ramadan fasts, EEOC alleged. It charged JBS Swift with unlawful national origin, religious, and race discrimination.

JBS Swift moved to dismiss EEOC’s suit regarding the Greeley plant on several grounds. The company claimed the entire case should be dismissed either because EEOC failed to join United Food and Commercial Workers Local 7, which JBS Swift contended is a necessary party to the litigation, or because EEOC failed to conciliate the discrimination charges. The company also urged the court to dismiss the claims of two groups of plaintiff-intervenors, arguing the individuals failed to exhaust their administrative remedies.

**Union Is Not a ‘Required’ Party.** Rule 12(b)(7) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure allows a court to dismiss a suit for failure to join a ‘person’ under FRCP Rule 19, Judge Phillip A. Brimmer wrote. Rule 19 requires a two-step process before dismissing a claim for failure to join an “indispensable” person, the court said. It must first determine whether the absent person is “required” for the claim to proceed, and if so, the court then must decide if it is feasible to add that person to the litigation or whether the claim must be dismissed, Brimmer wrote.

A person must be joined under Rule 19 if “in that person’s absence, the court cannot order complete relief among existing parties” or if the absent person claims an interest in the suit’s subject matter and disposing of the matter without the absent person would “impede or impair” that person’s ability to protect the interest or leave an existing party subject to “a substantial risk of incurring double, multiple, or otherwise inconsistent obligations.”

JBS Swift argued that the relief sought by EEOC—including requiring the company to accommodate Somali Muslim workers’ religious beliefs, to either rehire terminated workers with back pay or give them front pay, and an injunction against future discrimination—could not be achieved without UFCW Local 7, which represents the Greeley plant workers.

The court, however, said it could afford the relief sought by EEOC and the intervening plaintiffs even in the union’s absence. EEOC has not alleged any wrongdoing by the UFCW local, and the plaintiffs do not challenge the collective bargaining agreement between JBS Swift and the union, the court said. “[T]he relief requested by plaintiffs will not significantly impact the [collective bargaining agreement], which provides for flexible scheduling of break times and prohibits discrimination.” Brimmer wrote.

The “mere fact” that EEOC seeks reinstatement, or alternatively front pay, for the terminated Somali Muslim workers “does not make the union necessary to accord that relief,” even assuming that such relief would violate union contract seniority provisions, the court said. “Moreover, it is not clear that reinstatement of these employees would violate the CBA, as the CBA only allows for loss of seniority where an employee is discharged for cause,” Brimmer wrote.

The union is not a “required” person under Rule 19, even though it has “claimed an interest” in any possible future negotiations about break schedules and religious accommodation of bargaining unit employees, the court said. It found that the union’s articulated interest is “not patently frivolous.”

But allowing EEOC’s suit to proceed without the union as a party does not “impermissibly risk impairing the union’s ability to protect its interests,” the court said. “The union’s interest in obtaining religious accommodation for Muslim employees as required by the CBA is not impeded by this suit; rather, it is furthered by it,” Brimmer wrote.

The court acknowledged it is “a more difficult question” whether the union’s interest in representing non-Muslim employees could be impaired by EEOC’s suit. JBS Swift argued that any court-ordered religious accommodation for Muslim employees “will significantly impact non-Muslim employees” and “could result in major discord at the plant.”

The court, however, said that since the plaintiffs’ requested relief “does not substantially impact” the bargaining agreement, “it is not clear what legitimate, non-frivolous interest the union has in modifying any discord that may arise from accommodating Muslim employees.” The bargaining agreement allows JBS Swift to make such religious accommodations unilaterally as long as such accommodations do not require modification or waiver of the union contract, Brimmer wrote. “Therefore, the court concludes that the union’s ability to protect its interests is not so impeded” as to require joinder of UFCW Local 7, he wrote.

**Low Risk to Company of Conflicting Duties.** Allowing the case to proceed without the union also will not expose JBS Swift to “a substantial risk of incurring double, multiple, or otherwise inconsistent obligations,” the court said. The company expressed concern that if it unilaterally changes workplace policies regarding accommodation, it will risk unfair labor practice charges, the court observed.

But the company “has not established that the risk of such charges is substantial in light of the fact that the CBA itself directs defendant to accommodate employees’ religious practices and allows defendant to make unilateral changes in its policies to do so, provided that such changes do not waive or modify provisions of the CBA,” Brimmer wrote.

“As discussed above, were the court to grant the relief [that] plaintiffs request, it would be within the parameters of the CBA. Defendant’s fears in this regard are largely speculative.”

**EEOC Conciliation Held Sufficient.** JBS Swift argued EEOC’s complaint should be dismissed because the commission did not “conciliate in good faith” before filing suit as required by Title VII.

Under applicable U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit precedent, EEOC must make “a sincere and reasonable effort to negotiate” by providing the employer with “an adequate opportunity to respond to all charges and negotiate possible settlements,” Brimmer wrote. But the Tenth Circuit also has said that a court “should only inquire whether its minimal jurisdictional require-
ment is satisfied” when considering whether EEOC has met its conciliation obligation and should not “examine the details” of “offers and counteroffers” by the agency and employees responding to charges.

JBS Swift does not deny that EEOC attempted conciliation but rather argues that the agency’s failure to include the union precluded the possibility of an acceptable settlement, the court said. The company “provides no authority” for the proposition that EEOC was required to include the union, and it does not appear from the record regarding its interchanges with the agency that JBS Swift “truly believed” the union’s presence was necessary, Brimmer wrote.

Given that EEOC informed JBS Swift of the nature and extent of the allegations, gave the company an opportunity to respond, and informed the employer that a breakdown in conciliation could result in legal action, the court concluded the commission met its statutory obligation to conciliate.

**Mixed Rulings on Plaintiff-Intervenors.** The court issued mixed rulings on JBS Swift’s motions to dismiss the complaints of two groups of plaintiff-intervenors for failure to exhaust administrative remedies. The “Abade intervenors” consist of approximately 104 employees or former employees at Greeley who filed a Nov. 2, 2010, motion to intervene in EEOC’s suit. On Nov. 29, 2010, a group of six former employees—the “Abdulle intervenors”—filed a separate motion to intervene.

The court previously granted the motions to intervene, but JBS Swift argued that at least some of the plaintiff-intervenors’ claims must be dismissed because they never filed EEOC charges, filed untimely charges, or filed charges that were never “verified,” that is, sworn to or affirmed by the charging party.

Although the court acknowledged that many of the Abade intervenors’ charges were never verified, it ruled that the “technical” verification requirement may be waived and that JBS Swift waived this defect by responding to the substance of those charges.

As for Abade intervenors who never filed any EEOC charge, the court said it needs more information about individual claims to decide who, if anyone, may take advantage of the “single filing” rule that allows individual claimants to “piggyback” on EEOC charges filed by others with substantially similar claims.

Regarding the six Abdulle intervenors, JBS Swift argued that none of them received an EEOC right-to-sue letter before proceeding to federal court, that all their claims are time-barred, and that one of them never filed an EEOC charge.

The court said the intervenors’ claims are untimely to the extent they challenge discrete acts occurring more than 300 days prior to their filing of EEOC charges, but said their harassment claims may be viable as “continuing violations” if one act of alleged harassment occurred during the 300-day period.

The Abdulle intervenor who did not file an EEOC charge may take advantage of the “single filing” rule because his claims stem “from the same discriminatory treatment as the other intervenors’ claims,” the court said.

EEOC attorneys David A. Winston, Iris Halpern, Stephanie Struble, and William E. Moench in Denver represented the agency. Ashley McCall Kelliher and Diane S. King of King & Greisen in Denver represented the plaintiff-intervenors. Heather Fox Vickles, Raymond M. Deeny, and Walter V. Siebert of Sherman & Howard in Denver represented JBS Swift.

**Text of the decision may be accessed at http://op.bna.com/dlrcases.nsf?Open=kmgm-8hv1v.**

**Trade**

**Members of House, Labor Leaders Oppose Passage of U.S.-Colombian Trade Agreement**

Several members of Congress joined with U.S. and Colombian labor leaders June 16 in calling on the Obama administration to delay submitting implementing legislation on the U.S.-Colombia free trade agreement until there is verification that the Action Plan on Labor Rights, which was negotiated between the two countries in April, is working.

Addressing a press conference called by the AFL-CIO and the Communications Workers of America, Rep. Hank Johnson (D-Ga.) said he and 13 of his colleagues have signed on to a letter that will be sent within the next week to President Obama, telling him the agreement should not be approved until “stronger and more credible actions” are taken to protect Colombian workers’ rights. Johnson added that he expects more members to sign the letter before it is transmitted.

Johnson contended that multinational companies in Colombia are using cooperatives to subcontract workers to employ workers without giving them “any basic labor rights,” such as the right to get paid in a timely fashion. He said sometimes these workers work for weeks without a paycheck, and the paycheck they finally receive does not always reflect all the overtime hours they were required to work. This “abridges the rights of workers to organize,” he said, adding that there are “techniques in place [in Colombia] to subvert the human rights guaranteed to workers.”

**Effort to Delay Congressional Consideration.** The press conference was called as part of an effort by organized labor to delay congressional consideration of the trade agreement. Labor and some congressional Democrats are opposed to enactment of the agreement because of murders and other violence directed at labor unionists in Colombia, as well as violations of human and labor rights. The administration has not indicated when it will transmit implementing language to Congress.

CWA President Larry Cohen told the press conference that now is not the time to proceed with the FTA. He contended that “nothing has changed” in Colombia since the action plan was negotiated two months ago, adding that the killings and exploitation of workers continue. “Every week a trade unionist is killed,” he said.

A recent report released by the International Trade Union Confederation found that Colombia continues to be the most dangerous place in the world for trade unionists, with 49 trade union members murdered in Colombia last year (115 DLR A-10, 6/15/11).

Cohen maintained that until Colombia “adheres to and provides tangible progress on Action Plan goals and metrics, we fear the plan is more rhetoric than reality. We should use this time and this opportunity to
encourage true democratic reforms in Colombia before moving forward on the FTA,” he said.

AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka, who was scheduled to be at the press conference but was unable to attend, issued a statement maintaining that the action plan “does not go far enough to protect workers and ensure their safety and security.”

Trumka said passage of the FTA is not the solution to the violence in Colombia. “Once the deal is in place, we’ll lose our leverage if the violence against average Colombians begins to rise again,” he said. Noting that there have been more than 2,850 trade unionists killed in the last 25 years, Trumka said “the violence and impunity against trade unionists in Colombia is a decades long problem” that will not be solved “in a matter of weeks.”

**Elements of Action Plan.** Under the action plan, by June 15 Colombia was to launch enforcement regimes on the use of temporary service agencies to circumvent workers’ rights and the detection of collective pacts undermining the right to organize, among other things (66 DLR A-14, 4/6/11).

U.S. Trade Representative Ron Kirk announced June 13 that Colombia had met the requirements slated for completion by June 15, including securing legislation to establish criminal penalties, including imprisonment, for employers that undermine the right to organize and bargain collectively, or threaten workers who exercise those rights (113 DLR A-17, 6/13/11).

**No Evidence That Plan Is Having an Impact.** While Rep. George Miller (D-Calif.) said the trade agreement and the action plan are “a step forward,” he added that there is no “evidence on the ground that the plan is having any impact.” He contended that workers who try to form unions or are union members still experience violence, threats, and even murder. “This is something that the Congress of the United States cannot ignore, and before we give American preference to another country for trade arrangements, we need to ask if this is good for American workers and good for American values. The Colombian free trade agreement does neither,” he said.

Rep. Linda Sanchez (D-Calif.) said it is “hard to understand why Congress is considering this agreement,” adding it is not the time to do so. “We should be focusing on creating jobs,” she said, and the agreement “does not create jobs here.”

Noting that the administration has said the requirements of the action plan have been met, Sanchez contended “they do not go far enough.”

“The plan benefits transnational corporations that already repress Colombian workers,” she said, adding “nothing gets better for workers, who don’t get an equal share of the benefits this FTA could bestow.”

“Why are we rushing to approve an agreement that most workers don’t even want?” Sanchez asked, stating that her colleagues are overlooking the working conditions in Colombia. She added there is an “economic impact to workers in the United States when they have to compete with workers who are not allowed the rights to form a union” or have a minimum wage or overtime. “When corporations can move to other countries where workers can’t stand up for themselves, how can American workers compete?”

Sanchez maintained that the workers in Colombia have been attacked and killed for trying to improve their economic situation. “Without fair competition we will see more American jobs shipped overseas,” she said.

**Colombian Union Leaders Oppose FTA.** Also appearing at the press conference were several Colombian union leaders who have been meeting this week with members of Congress to tell them why they oppose the agreement.

One of those union leaders, Jose’ Dio’genes Orjela Garcia, an educator and a member of the CUT labor federation, told the press briefing that the action plan is “nothing more than a trick” to get Congress to pass the agreement. He contended that the plan “won’t stop the violence” against unionists, adding that since the plan was negotiated, at least four teachers have been murdered and three more have been threatened. “Congress should not be fooled,” he said, adding that the plan “needs to be monitored for a long time.”

Jhonsson Torres Ortis, the treasurer of Fiscal Sindicorteros, a union representing sugar cane cutters, said the action plan has not been put into practice. Recently, he said, one large company fired nine workers for trying to form a union, and other companies are using temporary workers to perform permanent work. The treaty should not be ratified, he said, because “there is no trust by the workers that it will improve their lives.”

**In Brief**

**OPM Touts Increase in Veterans Hired**

The Office of Personnel Management June 15 released a report showing an increase in the hiring of veterans in the federal government last year, despite a decrease in overall hiring.

The announcement came with the release of its report, Employment of Veterans in the Federal Executive Branch Fiscal Year 2010, the first since President Obama issued Executive Order 13518, which established the Veterans Employment Initiative and the Council on Veterans Employment.

“Through the President’s Veterans Employment Initiative, OPM and our agency partners are helping tens of thousands of veterans and their families continue their legacy of service,” OPM Director John Berry said in a statement. “These are some of the best, brightest and hardest-working Americans in the federal government. While we’ve accomplished a lot in the first year, too many veterans are still unemployed and we’re going to keep pushing to do even better going forward.”


**Lockheed Martin to Cut 1,200 Space Systems Jobs**

Lockheed Martin Corp. June 14 announced that one of its subsidiaries, Lockheed Martin Space Systems Co., would eliminate approximately 1,200 jobs by the end of 2011.

The affected positions are across the country, the Bethesda, Md.-based company said, but would be concentrated in Sunnyvale, Calif., the Delaware Valley region of Pennsylvania, and Denver. The cuts primarily will af-
effect “middle management,”’’ the company said. A Lock­
heed Martin spokesman told BNA June 16 that the
move was “not expected to seriously impact” union-
represented workers.

“This is a difficult but necessary action to improve ef­
ficiencies and make our business more competitive go­
going forward,’’ Joanne Maguire, executive vice president
of Lockheed Martin Space Systems, said in a statement.

“We will remain relentlessly focused on achieving op­
erational excellence and mission success for our cus­
tomers as we position to deliver more affordably in the
future.”

The space systems division of Lockheed Martin de­
signs and manufactures “a full spectrum of advanced-
technology systems for national security, military, civil
government, and commercial customers,’’ such as hu­
man space flight systems and satellites, the company
said. The division currently employs about 16,000 work­
ers in 12 states.

**MSHA to Hold Hearing on Work Area Exams and POV**

The Labor Department’s Mine Safety and Health Ad­
ministration will hold an additional public hearing July
12 on its proposed rules regarding work area examina-
tions and pattern of violations, MSHA’s deputy assis­
tant secretary for operations Patricia Silvey announced
June 15 at a hearing that was expected to be the final
hearing on the proposals.

The additional hearing will be held in Hazard, Ky., at
the Forum at the Hal Rogers Center at 101 Bulldog
Lane. The hearing on the work area examination rule
will begin at 8:30 a.m. and will be followed by the POV
hearing. The agency has extended until Aug. 1 the
deadline for submitting public comments on the pro­
posed rules.

The proposed work area exam rule, (75 Fed. Reg.
81,165), would require mine examiners to identify and
correct violations of mandatory health or safety stan­
dards while conducting preshift, supplemental, onshift,
and weekly safety examinations of underground coal
mines (246 DLR A-5, 12/23/10).

The proposed pattern of violations rule, (76 Fed. Reg.
5,719), would revise MSHA’s POV system. It would
eliminate the potential POV procedure, under which the
agency notifies mine operators in writing when their
mine is in danger of being placed on a pattern of viola-
tions status (20 DLR A-15, 1/31/11).
Also in the Courts

■ Disabilities—Discrimination—Hiring—D.D.C.
(Alford v. Providence Hosp., D.D.C., No. 10-132, 6/14/11)
Granting summary judgment to a hospital on a wheelchair-bound secretary’s Americans with Disabilities Act claim that it did not hire her for another position due to her disability, the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia rules she did not show the hospital’s qualifications-related reason was pretextual, as she at most showed she was only slightly more qualified than the selectee. Text at http://op.bna.com/dlrcases.nsf/r?Open=edu-8hutve.

■ Employment Contracts—State Laws—Public Employees—D.N.J.
The U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey grants a school board’s motion to dismiss an elementary school teacher’s detrimental reliance claim related to the nonrenewal of her employment contract, finding that she based her claim on representations made by a teacher and a principal who were not board members and that she did not plead a viable vicarious liability theory as to those representations. Text at http://op.bna.com/dlrcases.nsf/r?Open=edu-8hut23.

(Davis v. Skylink Ltd., S.D.W. Va., No. 11-00094, 6/15/11)
Denying in part a satellite television installation company’s motion to dismiss, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of West Virginia rules that installation and repair technicians sufficiently pleaded that the company failed to properly record employees’ work time and thus failed to pay them overtime compensation for time worked in excess of 40 hours per week in violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act. Text at http://op.bna.com/dlrcases.nsf/r?Open=jaca-8hvqk2.

■ National Origin—Retaliation—Sexual Harassment—State Laws—S.D.N.Y.
(Lartey v. Shoprite Supermarkets Inc., S.D.N.Y., No. 08 Civ. 8272, 6/14/11)
Granting summary judgment to Shoprite Supermarkets, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York rules that a supervisor from Ghana fired after a sexual harassment investigation in which he admitted hugging and touching female subordinate employees has no national origin or retaliation claim under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act or New York state law because he cannot show the employer’s asserted legitimate, nondiscriminatory reasons for firing him were a pretext. Text at http://op.bna.com/dlrcases.nsf/r?Open=kmgn-8hvnype.

■ Race Discrimination—Retaliation—Misconduct—Discharge—11th Cir.
(Watson v. Kelley Fleet Servs. LLC, 11th Cir., No. 09-16260, unpublished opinion 6/15/11)
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit affirms summary judgment for an employer on race discrimination and retaliation claims under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, finding that the employer fired an African American employee after an altercation with a co-worker based on evidence and a good-faith belief that the black employee physically threatened the co-worker. Text at http://op.bna.com/dlrcases.nsf/r?Open=ldue-8hvll8.

(Kelly v. Conco Cos., Cal. Ct. App., No. A126865, 6/6/11)
A male apprentice ironworker failed to state a same-sex sexual harassment claim under California’s Fair Employment and Housing Act for alleged sexual harassment by his supervisor because he lacked evidence that he was subjected to discrimination based on his sex, the California Court of Appeal rules. Text at http://op.bna.com/eg.nsf/r?Open=jfik-8hpmfk.
Economic News

Unemployment Insurance

First-Time UI Claims Decrease 16,000 To 414,000 in Latest Week, ETA Reports

The number of jobless workers filing individual unemployment insurance claims decreased by 16,000 in the week ended June 11 following an increase of 4,000 the preceding week, as revised, according to seasonally adjusted figures released June 16 by the Labor Department’s Employment and Training Administration.

First time UI claims totaled 414,000 in the latest week, down from 430,000 claims in the week ended June 4. The latest figure is consistent with the gradual downward trend that has occurred over the past year. One year ago, initial claims stood at 474,000.

The four-week moving average of initial UI claims, a less volatile measure, was 424,750 for the week ending June 11, unchanged from the previous week.

Initial claims “are heading in the right direction” as they fell larger than anticipated, Ryan Sweet, a senior economist at Moody’s Analytics, said.

“The four-week moving average didn’t budge, which suggests that both the labor market and the broader economy are struggling to gather momentum,” Sweet added.

When first time claimants were excluded, the number of workers filing ongoing UI claims was 3,675,000, a decrease of 21,000 from the previous week’s revised total of 3,696,000, ETA said.

The nation’s insured unemployment rate in the week ended June 4 was 2.8 percent before seasonal adjustment, a 0.1 percentage point increase from the previous week. States with the highest insured unemployment rates in the week ending May 28 were Alaska (4.9 percent), Puerto Rico (4.5 percent), Oregon (4.1 percent), and Pennsylvania (3.9 percent).

States with the largest increases in claims filed in the week ending June 4 were Wisconsin (1,528) and Tennessee (1,055). According to ETA, Tennessee attributed the increase in claims to layoffs in the service industries. Wisconsin did not provide a comment.

States with the greatest decreases in claims filed were New York (4,060), California (2,510), and Massachusetts (1,846). New York officials attributed the decrease in claims to fewer layoffs in the construction, manufacturing, and retail industries. California officials attributed the decrease in claims to a shorter workweek, as well as fewer layoffs in the service industry. Massachusetts, meanwhile, said the decrease in claims was the result of fewer layoffs in the construction and service industries.

Unadjusted ETA figures showed that nationwide 7,401,228 people filed claims for unemployment insurance benefits under all federal and state programs during the week ending May 28, a 209,116 decrease from the previous week. During the comparable week in 2010, 9,600,820 people filed UI claims.

The number of claimants receiving extended unemployment compensation in the week ended May 28 was 591,124, a drop of 27,335 from the previous week, but more than the 496,869 filings reported a year earlier.

Newly discharged veterans claiming UI benefits in the week ended May 28 totaled 35,559, which was 702 fewer than the 36,261 veterans filing claims the previous week. A year earlier, 36,039 claims were filed.

## UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE DATA FOR REGULAR STATE PROGRAMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEEK ENDING</th>
<th>Advance June 11</th>
<th>June 4</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>May 28</th>
<th>Prior Year¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Claims (SA)</td>
<td>414,000</td>
<td>430,000</td>
<td>-16,000</td>
<td>426,000</td>
<td>474,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Claims (NSA)</td>
<td>394,910</td>
<td>366,816</td>
<td>+28,094</td>
<td>381,497</td>
<td>448,305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Wk Moving Average (SA)</td>
<td>424,750</td>
<td>424,750</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>426,750</td>
<td>467,250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEEK ENDING</th>
<th>Advance June 4</th>
<th>May 28</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>May 21</th>
<th>Prior Year¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ins. Unemployment (SA)</td>
<td>3,675,000</td>
<td>3,696,000</td>
<td>-21,000</td>
<td>3,747,000</td>
<td>4,585,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ins. Unemployment (NSA)</td>
<td>3,465,277</td>
<td>3,426,345</td>
<td>+38,932</td>
<td>3,510,507</td>
<td>4,319,021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Wk Moving Average (SA)</td>
<td>3,709,000</td>
<td>3,724,250</td>
<td>-15,250</td>
<td>3,748,250</td>
<td>4,608,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ins. Unemployment Rate (SA)²</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ins. Unemployment Rate (NSA)²</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## INITIAL CLAIMS FILED IN FEDERAL PROGRAMS (UNADJUSTED)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEEK ENDING</th>
<th>June 4</th>
<th>May 28</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Prior Year¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federal Employees</td>
<td>1,778</td>
<td>2,142</td>
<td>-364</td>
<td>1,616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newly Discharged Veterans</td>
<td>2,422</td>
<td>2,316</td>
<td>+106</td>
<td>2,228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## PERSONS CLAIMING UI BENEFITS IN ALL PROGRAMS (UNADJUSTED)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEEK ENDING</th>
<th>May 28</th>
<th>May 21</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Prior Year¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular State</td>
<td>3,416,331</td>
<td>3,498,800</td>
<td>-82,469</td>
<td>4,187,580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Employees (UCFE)</td>
<td>21,564</td>
<td>23,335</td>
<td>-1,771</td>
<td>16,747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newly Discharged Veterans (UCX)</td>
<td>35,559</td>
<td>36,261</td>
<td>-702</td>
<td>36,039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUC 2008³</td>
<td>3,293,507</td>
<td>3,381,090</td>
<td>-87,583</td>
<td>4,798,099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended Benefits⁴</td>
<td>591,124</td>
<td>618,459</td>
<td>-27,335</td>
<td>496,869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Additional Benefits⁵</td>
<td>5,894</td>
<td>6,295</td>
<td>-401</td>
<td>4,975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STC / Workshare⁶</td>
<td>37,249</td>
<td>46,104</td>
<td>-8,855</td>
<td>60,511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>7,401,228</td>
<td>7,610,344</td>
<td>-209,116</td>
<td>9,600,820</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOOTNOTES

- **SA** - Seasonally Adjusted Data
- **NSA** - Not Seasonally Adjusted Data
- ¹ - Prior year is comparable to most recent data.
- ² - EUC weekly claims include first, second, third and fourth tier activity. Tier-specific EUC data can be found here: [http://ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/docs/persons.xls](http://ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/docs/persons.xls)
- ³ - Information on the EB program can be found here: [http://www.ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/extendben.asp](http://www.ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/extendben.asp)
- ⁴ - Information on states that participate and the extent of benefits can be found starting on page 4-5 of this link: [http://ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/pdf/unlawcompar2010/special.pdf](http://ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/pdf/unlawcompar2010/special.pdf)
- ⁵ - Information on STC/Worksharing can be found starting on page 4-9 of the following link: [http://ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/pdf/unlawcompar2010/special.pdf](http://ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/pdf/unlawcompar2010/special.pdf)
UNADJUSTED INITIAL CLAIMS FOR WEEK ENDED June 04, 2011

STATES WITH A DECREASE OF MORE THAN 1,000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>State Supplied Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>-4,060</td>
<td>Fewer layoffs in the construction, manufacturing, and retail industries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>-2,510</td>
<td>Shorter work week, as well as fewer layoffs in the service industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>-1,846</td>
<td>Fewer layoffs in the construction and service industries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>-1,256</td>
<td>Shorter work week due to holiday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>-1,240</td>
<td>Fewer layoffs in the agriculture, construction, manufacturing, retail, and service industries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>-1,165</td>
<td>Fewer layoffs in the construction, service and retail industries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>-1,125</td>
<td>No comment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>-1,116</td>
<td>Fewer layoffs in the manufacturing industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>-1,028</td>
<td>No comment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STATES WITH AN INCREASE OF MORE THAN 1,000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>State Supplied Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>+1,055</td>
<td>Layoffs in the service industries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>+1,528</td>
<td>No comment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon testifies at Oversight Committee field hearing in South Carolina

NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon today appeared before the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform at a field hearing in South Carolina called regarding his decision to issue a complaint against the Boeing Company on April 20.

In his opening statement, Mr. Solomon said he would do his best to answer the questions of committee members while also protecting the due process rights of all parties in the ongoing case. "I am actively involved in overseeing the Boeing litigation and in strategic decisions necessary for the prosecution of this case," he noted. "My obligation to protect the independence of the Office of the General Counsel and the integrity of the enforcement process restricts my ability to offer insight into the decision-making here."

The Acting General Counsel also described the Agency’s investigative process, and his attempts to facilitate a settlement before the complaint was issued. He said, "The issuance of the complaint was not intended to harm the workers of South Carolina, but rather, to protect the rights of workers, regardless of where they are employed, to engage in activities protected by the National Labor Relations Act, without fearing discrimination. Boeing has every right to manufacture planes in South Carolina, or anywhere else, for that matter, as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations."

Read the full statement here (in pdf).
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1
Labor board offers to help Boeing’s 787 fight with union
Chicago Business – 06/17/11 14:55 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Today's Headlines 6/17/2011 Labor board offers to help Boeing's 787 fight with union Durbin aims to thwart Midway, Amtrak privatizations Humana offers to extend ill.  
...a second assembly line in South Carolina for its 787 Dreamliner. Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board.

IAM Charges GOP Senator with Ethics Violations in Boeing Case
Aeroweb-fr.net – 06/17/11 14:57 –
18 other sources (Alamogordo Daily News, News Blaze,...)
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
WASHINGTON--(BUSINESS WIRE)--The International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM) today released a letter sent to the Senate Select Committee on Ethics calling for an investigation into South Carolina Republican Sen.  
...Sen. Graham and others to pressure NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon to drop the law enforcement proceeding against Boeing. I believe ...

Primer: In Labor Board dispute with Boeing, growing controversy clouds facts
Snohomish Times – 06/17/11 09:38 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Just months after fights to limit labor rights in Wisconsin and other states grabbed national attention, another messy labor dispute is getting headlines.  
...the case aren t Federal labor law specifically, the National Labor Relations Act protects workers from retaliation or threats of retaliation ...

Andrew Martin  
Librarian (Law)  
National Labor Relations Board  
1099 14th Street NW  
Suite 800  
Washington, DC 20570  
(202) 273-3724  
(202) 273-2906 fax  
andrew.martin@nlrb.gov
LEADING THE NEWS

NLRB

House Panel Conducts Boeing Field Hearing But Breaks Little New Ground on Controversy
The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee June 17 held a much-anticipated field hearing on the National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. over the company’s establishment of a 787 Dreamliner production line...

NEWS

Age Discrimination

Ex-Employee Awarded $103,363 in Front Pay
A former employee who was awarded $87,670 in compensatory damages by a jury on allegations that his employer violated the Missouri Human Rights Act by considering his age as a factor in firing him during a reduction-in-force is entitled to a...

Child Labor

Bill Introduced to Align Agriculture With Child Labor Law in Other Industries
Rep. Lucille Roybal-Allard (D-Calif.) June 16 announced the introduction of the Children’s Act for Responsible Employment (CARE Act), which she said would remove the agriculture industry’s exception from child labor laws. ...

Discrimination

Court Declines to Reopen Race Bias Claim Based on Supreme Court 'Cat's Paw' Ruling
Denying a former federal employee’s motion to reconsider his race discrimination claims, a federal district court in Washington, D.C., June 14 ruled that a recent U.S. Supreme Court decision recognizing use of the "cat's paw"...

Employment

Obama Launches Marketing Initiative
To Lure Overseas Investors, Spur Job Growth
President Obama has launched the SelectUSA Initiative to combat the nation's 9.1 percent unemployment rate by encouraging foreign and domestic firms to invest in the United States....

ERISA
Among Amara Decision’s Effects Will Be Decrease in Class Actions, Speakers Say
There will be a decrease in the number of employee benefit class actions involving equitable estoppel because of the U.S. Supreme Court's recent decision in CIGNA Corp. v. Amara, a senior staff attorney for AARP Foundation Litigation...

Immigration
Lofgren Immigration Bill Addresses Green Cards, H-1B and L-1 Visa Programs
Legislation (H.R. 2161) that, among other immigration-related provisions, would allow U.S. companies to seek green cards for advanced degree graduates in certain fields and would allow certain entrepreneurs to seek green cards was introduced...

Labor Law
Secret Ballot Union Election Bill Signed by Tennessee Gov. Haslam
RALEIGH, N.C.—Union representation elections in Tennessee must be conducted by secret ballot under a bill (H.B. 1747) signed into law by Gov. Bill Haslam (R) June 16....

OFCCP
DOL Says Comment Period for OFCCP’s VEVRAA Proposal to Be Extended to July 11
The comment period for a proposal issued by the Labor Department's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs to revise rules regarding federal contractors' affirmative action and equal employment opportunity obligations...

OFCCP
ThyssenKrupp Subsidiary Agrees to Settle OFCCP Sex Discrimination in Hiring Claim
ThyssenKrupp Elevator Manufacturing Inc. (TKE) has agreed to pay $288,333 to settle allegations by the Labor Department's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs that the company discriminated against a class of 248 female...

Pensions
PBGC Adds Union Assistant to Advisory Panel
The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation announced June 16 that David S. Blitzstein was sworn in as a member of the PBGC Advisory Committee....

Retail Stores
Group of Wal-Mart Employees Forms New Organization With UFCW Support
Nearly 100 Wal-Mart Stores Inc. workers, who are part of Organization United for Respect at Wal-Mart (OUR Wal-Mart), a
new 501(c)5 nonprofit organization, traveled June 16 to Wal-Mart’s Bentonville, Ark., corporate headquarters to...

Retiree Benefits
Employers Rethinking Retiree Health Care,
Have Concerns About Health Law Burden
SAN FRANCISCO—Employers anticipate increased compliance burdens but see health insurance exchanges as an opportunity to get out of the pre-65 retiree health benefit business, panelists said June 16 at an insurance industry conference....

Safety & Health
Republican Budget Cuts Could Threaten
To Shut Down Some State Plans, Official Says
Proposed cuts to the fiscal year 2012 budget for the Labor Department's Occupational Safety and Health Administration threaten to shut down some state workplace safety programs, Kevin Beauregard, chairman of the Occupational Safety...

Teamsters
Candidate for IBT President Files Lawsuit
Against Hoffa Over 1989 Consent Decree
A 1989 consent decree establishing measures to combat corruption within the International Brotherhood of Teamsters is no longer needed and IBT General President James Hoffa's failure to terminate it has resulted in millions of dollars...

Unfair Labor Practices
Labor Board Invites Filing of Amicus Briefs
On NLRA Status of Class Arbitration Waivers
The National Labor Relations Board June 16 invited interested organizations to file briefs in an unfair labor practice case presenting the question whether an employer violated federal labor law by maintaining and enforcing an employment...

Unfair Labor Practices
NLRB 3-0 Orders Hawaii Hotel to Bargain,
Reinstate Workers, Pay Negotiating Expenses
The National Labor Relations Board June 14 found that a Waikiki hotel had violated federal labor law and ordered the employer to stop unfair labor practices, recognize and bargain with the employees’ union for an initial contract, rescind...

SPECIAL REPORT

Safety & Health
Comments Say POV Proposal Lacks Specifics,
Violates Due Process, Will Be Costly to Mines
Commenters are finding many faults with a proposal by the Mine Safety and Health Administration to revamp the pattern of violations process by which the agency holds the most risky mines accountable, with mine operators complaining that the...

CONFERENCE REPORT
Immigration

Mayorkas: USCIS Committed to Addressing Challenges of Legal Immigration Processing
SAN DIEGO—The Department of Homeland Security's U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services is "committed to addressing the challenges" posed by administering the nation's legal immigration system and is making...

ECONOMIC NEWS

Employment

Unemployment Rate Declined in 24 States In May, but 27 States Lost Jobs, BLS Says
The unemployment rate declined in 24 states in May, rose in 13 states and the District of Columbia, and held steady in 13 states, the Labor Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics said June 17....

BNA INSIGHTS

Whistleblower Protection Under the SEC's New Dodd-Frank Regulations:
A Practical Guide for Employers
On May 25, 2011, the Securities and Exchange Commission issued its final rules implementing the whistleblower provisions of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (101 DLR AA-1, 5/25/11 ). Those rules provide employees...
**Microsoft Outlook**

**From:** Martin, Andrew  
**Sent:** Tuesday, June 21, 2011 8:44 AM  
**To:**  
**Subject:** Legal News FYI

---

**APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections - AP Politics - The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be displayed properly. We recomm**  
**The Charleston Gazette – 06/21/11 06:48 –  
**Words matched:** Brian Hayes  
A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is expected to irritate Republicans and business groups who have complained about the board's pro-labor actions.  
...has been a perennial problem." The board's lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

**Fight between labor and Boeing puts Obama in a bind**  
**Washington Post – 06/20/11 23:39 –  
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB  
NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. — With the federal government's labor board stepping into a bitter fight between aerospace giant Boeing and its main union, President Obama faces a political quandary because of his administration's close ties to both sides.  
...at stake in Wisconsin and other states. And he has reshaped the National Labor Relations Board, which enforces labor laws and has moved to a...

**Board Allows Limited Boeing Case Role To South Carolina Workers Who Filed Motion**  
The National Labor Relations Board ruled June 20 that three workers from Boeing Co.'s South Carolina aircraft plant should be allowed a limited opportunity to participate in the unfair labor practice case in which Acting General Counsel...

**Justices Decline to Review Conviction Of UAW Official Charged With Conspiracy**  
The U.S. Supreme Court June 20 declined to review a federal appeals court decision upholding the conviction of a former United Auto Workers official on charges of conspiracy to violate labor laws and extort jobs from General Motors Corp. in...

**Frontier Pilots Approve Contract Extension That Includes Concessions, Equity Stake**
DENVER—Members of the Frontier Airline Pilots Association ratified a new labor agreement June 17 that provides them with an equity stake in the flagging Denver airline but also came with deep concessions. ...

**SAG, AFTRA Members Meet To Map Out Details of Possible Merger**
Members of the Screen Actors Guild and the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists held a weekend meeting to discuss details of a possible merger of the two entertainment unions, SAG and AFTRA announced June 19. ...

**General Electric Reaches Tentative Contracts With Unions That Represent 15,200 Workers**
The International Union of Electrical Workers, an affiliate of the Communications Workers of America, and the United Electrical Workers June 19 reached tentative agreement with the General Electric Co. on four-year national contracts...

**UMW Members Ratify Agreement With BCOA; Union to Take Same Pact to Other Operators**
Members of the United Mine Workers have overwhelmingly ratified a new five and one-half year agreement with the Bituminous Coal Operators Association, the union announced late June 17....

**Workers at Long Island Target Store Reject UFCW Representation as Charges Filed**
Workers at a Target Corp. retail store in Valley Stream, N.Y., June 17 voted 137-95 to reject representation by the United Food and Commercial Workers, a National Labor Relations Board official told BNA June 20. ...

**UNITE HERE Conducts One-Day Strike At Hyatt Regency Chicago Over Stalled Talks**
UNITE HERE Local 1 June 20 began a one-day strike at the Hyatt Regency Chicago in protest over stalled collective bargaining for renewal of a labor contract that expired 20 months ago and against outsourced work and alleged dangerous working...

**Professors and the Unionization of Graduate Students**
The Chronicle of Higher Education Blogs – 06/21/11 04:22 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Here is a notice from Peter Schmidt in the Chronicle about a decision by an official at the National Labor Relations Board that opens the door to considering graduate students university employees, thus clearing them to unionize.
...in the Chronicle about a decision by an official at the National Labor Relations Board that opens the door to considering graduate students university...

**Commerce secretary nominee faces tough road**
The Seattle Times – 06/21/11 00:38 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Tapping a respected Southern California businessman as the next commerce secretary seemed an astute move by President Obama to mend fences with corporate America, but former Edison International Chief Executive John Bryson still faces a rocky road for confirmation.
...to hold up the nomination until Obama speaks out against a National Labor Relations Board complaint that accuses Boeing of building a nonunion...
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NLRB Proposes Election Case Rule Changes That Immediately Draw Praise and Protests

Employers and unions would be required to identify issues and formulate positions quickly in representation case proceedings under National Labor Relations Board proposed rule amendments scheduled for publication in the June 22 Federal...

From today's Federal Register:

**National Labor Relations Board**

**PROPOSED RULES**

Representation Case Procedures ,
36812–36847 [2011–15307]  
[TEXT] [PDF]

**NLRB Official Finds NYU Graduate Students Are Employees, but Dismisses UAW Petition**

An official with the National Labor Relations Board regional office in New York City June 16 dismissed a petition filed by a local of the United Auto Workers seeking an election among some 1,800 teaching and research assistants at New York University,...

**Court Says Claim That UAW Breached Duty In Assignments at Chrysler Plants Not Triable**

A group of Chrysler machine repairmen in Toledo, Ohio, who allege that the United Auto Workers and UAW Local 12 breached the duty of fair representation by favoring millwrights and electricians failed to show that some of their claims were timely...

**Boeing hearing amounts to little more than political theater**

Charleston City Paper – 06/21/11 14:44 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

On June 17, Lafe Solomon, chief acting legal counsel for the National Labor Relations Board, was summoned to North Charleston under the threat of a subpoena.
... hearing amounts to little more than political theater On June 17, Lafe Solomon, chief acting legal counsel for the National Labor Relations Board ,

NLRB Success Shows Value Of Recess Appointments
Campaign for America's Future – 06/21/11 15:36 –
Words matched: Craig Becker, Brian Hayes, Mark Pearce
AARP Tells Members They Won't Fight Social Security Benefit Cuts
... seats on the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). Both appointees, Craig Becker and Mark Pearce, are Democrats nominees. A third nominee, Brian...

N.L.R.B. Rules Would Streamline Unionizing
The New York Times – 06/21/11 08:55 –
Words matched: Wilma B. Liebman, Brian Hayes
In a move that will undoubtedly please labor unions, the National Labor Relations Board announced on Tuesday morning that it was proposing new rules to speed up unionization elections, largely by streamlining various procedures.
... that the new proposals will be controversial, the board's chairwoman, Wilma B. Liebman, said in a statement. That controversy is unfortunate .

Graham scoffs at ethics complaint filed by Boeing union
GreenvilleOnline.com (AP) – 06/22/11 02:14 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
The complaint filed with a Senate ethics committee accuses Graham of improperly trying to pressure the head attorney of the National Labor Relations Board to withdraw a lawsuit against the aircraft manufacturer.
... in Seattle said Graham communicated with NLRB acting general counsel Lafe Solomon and improperly tried to pressure him to drop the complaint ...
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Federal Court Issues Section 10(j) Injunction; Affidavits Cited Threats to UFCW Supporters
A federal district court in Ohio June 20 held that the National Labor Relations Board was entitled to a preliminary injunction requiring a poultry processor to refrain from violating provisions of federal labor law although live testimony...

Doctors Vote for SEIU Representation At Two New York City Public Hospitals
NEW YORK—More than 300 attending physicians at two New York City public hospitals will be represented by the Doctors Council affiliate of the Service Employees International Union after a vote to approve the representation, the council...

Nurses at Two Cape Cod Hospitals Ratify Pacts That Improve Staffing, Limit Overtime
BOSTON—Members of the Massachusetts Nurses Association June 21 approved new three-year contracts providing overtime limits and staffing improvements for 850 nurses at Cape Cod Hospital in Hyannis and at Falmouth Hospital....

Injunction imposed blocking McCormick PI reforms
WGEM.com – 06/22/11 19:52 –
11 other sources (The Telegraph, CBS4 RTV4 WHBF, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Wednesday, June 22, 2011 6:52 PM EST Updated: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 6:52 PM EST CHICAGO (AP) - A judge has issued an injunction barring enforcement of state-imposed work-rule changes at Chicago's McCormick Place convention center.
...legislators' action overturned collective bargaining rights in violation of the National Labor Relations Act. One rule tossed gave exhibitors the right...

Union files unfair labor practice charge against The Doctors Clinic
Kitsap Sun (AP) – 06/22/11 13:33 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
BREMERTON — Contract talks between The Doctors Clinic and United Food & Commercial Workers Local 21 have taken a turn for the worse, with the union on Monday filing an unfair labor practice charge with the National Labor Relations Board against the health care
...union on Monday filing an unfair labor practice charge with the National Labor Relations Board against the health care provider.

Former NLRB chairman: Union ‘quickie elections’ will hurt employers
Politics - Yahoo! News – 06/23/11 00:37 – 2 other sources (Daily Caller, Yahoo! News)

In a conference call today, former National Labor Relations Board Chairman Peter Schaumber said the “quickie elections” proposed by the NLRB Tuesday will hurt employers and lead to uninformed voters.

Former NLRB chairman: Union quickie elections will hurt employers In a conference call today, former National Labor Relations Board Chairman...

Union files for election at Ikea's first US factory
The Sacramento Bee – 06/22/11 04:00 –

NEW YORK -- A labor union looking to organize Ikeas first American factory has asked the government to allow workers to vote on whether they want representation.

...of Machinists and Aerospace Workers filed its request with the National Labor Relations Board on Monday along with signature cards from what...

A good case against Boeing
Washington Post – 06/21/11 20:05 –

Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected.

...Boeing Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board s complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has...
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LEADING THE NEWS

Negligence
Supreme Court 5-4 Finds FELA Injury Claims Do Not Require Showing of 'Proximate Cause'
The U.S. Supreme Court June 23 held 5-4 that the Federal Employers' Liability Act, which renders railroads liable for worker injuries or deaths resulting "in whole or in part" from employer negligence, does not require an injured...

NEWS

Airlines
FAA Training Rule Comment Period Extended
The Federal Aviation Administration has extended the public comment period on proposed rules designed to overhaul training of airline pilots, flight attendants, and dispatchers, according to a notice published June 23 in the Federal Register...

Arbitration
Arbitrator Orders RNs in New York Hospitals To Begin Making Premium Contributions
More than 14,500 registered nurses represented by the New York State Nurses Association at 40 hospitals and nursing homes in the New York City area will be required to begin making premium contributions for their health insurance, under an...

Civil Rights
One-Stop Center Job Ads Should Not Exclude Applicants with Criminal Records, NELP Says
Labor Department one-stop centers in three states have posted job advertisements that discriminate against job applicants with criminal backgrounds in violation of the Workforce Investment Act and Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act,...
**ERISA**

**Company and Its Owner Found Liable For Failing to Pay Benefit Contributions**

An elevator company and its owner are liable for failing to pay employee benefit contributions to several multiemployer funds as required by the terms of a collective bargaining agreement, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District...

**ERISA**

**Ninth Circuit Rules ERISA Benefit Actions Not Limited Against Plan and Administrators**

Entities other than an Employee Retirement Income Security Act plan or plan administrator may be sued in ERISA benefit actions under the law’s civil enforcement provision, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, sitting en banc,...

**Federal Employees**

**AFGE Wins Runoff Election to Represent 43,000 Federal Airport Screeners at TSA**

Approximately 43,000 federal airport screeners employed by the Transportation Security Administration will be represented by the American Federation of Government Employees, based on the results of a runoff election announced by the...

**Immigration**

**E-Verify Provision of Immigration Law Upheld by Oklahoma’s Supreme Court**

AUSTIN, Texas—A provision in a 2007 Oklahoma immigration law requiring use of E-Verify, the federal employment verification system, does not violate the state constitution, the Oklahoma Supreme Court ruled June 14 (Thomas v. Henry,...

**Immigration**

**House Judiciary Committee Advances Bill To Reauthorize Nurse Guestworker Program**

The House Judiciary Committee June 23 approved a bill (H.R. 1933) to reauthorize for three years the H-1C temporary visa program for foreign nurses who work in areas with professional shortages....

**Immigration**

**Louisiana Gov. Jindal Signs E-Verify Requirement Bill**

HOUSTON—Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal (R) June 23 signed legislation (H.B. 646) into law requiring employers to verify citizenship and employment eligibility, and setting civil penalties or suspending licenses or permits of businesses...

**Manufacturing**

**IUE, UE Conference Boards Recommend Ratification of Tentative Contract With GE**

The conference boards of the United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America and the International Union of Electronic Workers, an affiliate of the Communications Workers of America, have voted to endorse tentative four-year national...
NLRA

Judge Bars Chicago Convention Centers From Imposing Controversial Work Rules
CHICAGO—Union-represented carpenters, decorators, and electricians working in Chicago convention venues will perform their duties without the labor directive imposed by Illinois last year, following a federal judge's ruling...

OFCCP

OFCCP Rescinds Scheduling Letters in Midwest
The Labor Department's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs has rescinded 860 scheduling letters sent June 3 to federal contractors within the agency's Midwest region, a DOL spokesman June 22 told BNA....

Pregnancy Discrimination

Pregnant Cop Forced to Take Leave Can Pursue PDA, Retaliation Claims
A female police officer in Texas who was placed on involuntary medical leave and then terminated while pregnant can proceed with pregnancy discrimination and retaliation claims under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, but cannot proceed...

Retail Stores

RWDSU Members Ratify Macy's Contract, Raising Hourly Wages $3.05 in New York
Members of Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union Local 1-S have voted by a 10-1 ratio of members voting to ratify a new five-year collective bargaining agreement with Macy's covering some 4,000 workers at four Macy's department...

State Laws

Michigan Residents' Complaint Targets Law Empowering Unelected Emergency Managers
A recently enacted Michigan law permitting the state's governor to appoint emergency managers to replace the governments of municipalities in dire financial straits violates the Michigan Constitution, according to a lawsuit filed...

Unfair Labor Practices

ALJ Grants NLRB's Petition To Revoke Boeing's Document Subpoeana
SEATTLE—An administrative law judge June 23 rejected an attempt by Boeing Co. attorneys to turn the tables on National Labor Relations Board attorneys by seeking through subpoena a wide range of documents that would reveal the identity...

Unfair Labor Practices

Court Enforces NLRB Back Pay Order, Finding Adequate Mitigation of Damages
Ruling in a case that has spanned more than a decade, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit June 23 enforced a National Labor Relations Board back pay order in favor of two New Jersey warehouse company employees fired in 1999 (NLRB
v. St....

Women
Bill Would Create Program to Advance Low-Income Women Into Higher-Wage Jobs
Legislation (bill numbers not available) that would create a $100 million federal grant program to help recruit and retain low-income women in high-demand, high-wage occupations was introduced June 23 in the House and the Senate....

ALSO IN THE COURTS

Also in the Courts: A Roundup of Recent Labor and Employment Rulings

ECONOMIC NEWS

Unemployment Insurance
First-Time UI Claims Increase 9,000 To 429,000 in Latest Week, ETA Reports
The number of jobless workers filing individual unemployment insurance claims increased by 9,000 in the week ended June 18, following a decrease of 10,000 the preceding week, as revised, according to seasonally adjusted figures released...
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U.S. Supreme Court Decision in CSX Transportation Inc. v. McBride

BNA INSIGHTS

EEOC Moves Toward Guidance Addressing Leave As a Reasonable Accommodation Under the ADA
Recently, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission held a public meeting on the topic of reasonable accommodations and leaves of absence under the Americans with Disabilities Act, with the expectation of issuing written guidance on...
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Judge Bars Chicago Convention Centers From Imposing Controversial Work Rules
CHICAGO—Union-represented carpenters, decorators, and electricians working in Chicago convention venues will perform their duties without the labor directive imposed by Illinois last year, following a federal judge’s ruling...

ALJ Grants NLRB’s Petition To Revoke Boeing’s Document Subpoena
SEATTLE—An administrative law judge June 23 rejected an attempt by Boeing Co. attorneys to turn the tables on National Labor Relations Board attorneys by seeking through subpoena a wide range of documents that would reveal the identity...

Court Enforces NLRB Back Pay Order, Finding Adequate Mitigation of Damages
Ruling in a case that has spanned more than a decade, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit June 23 enforced a National Labor Relations Board back pay order in favor of two New Jersey warehouse company employees fired in 1999 (NLRB v. St....

NLRB’s Weekly Summary of Cases, Dated June 13-17, 2011
Kate Bronfenbrenner: The NLRB got it right on Boeing
DelawareOnline.com – 06/24/11 03:49 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected. and such complaints are a step in the right direction. The National Labor Relations Act says that it is an unfair labor practice to retaliate ...

Congresswoman Edwards Stands with NLRB Ruling Supporting Workers’ Rights
Democratic Underground – 06/23/11 21:06 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Congresswoman Edwards Stands with NLRB Ruling Supporting Workers’ Rights
...to unionize, bringing us closer to achieving the aims of the National Labor Relations Act. Our workers deserve a fair shake when determining...

**Finally, Nurses Are Set to Vote on Unionizing**

*The New York Times* – 06/24/11 00:45 –

*Words matched: National Labor Relations Board*

It’s easier to be elected president than to win a union representation election these days. I’m looking at a 2004 photo of a little-known state senator, Barack Obama, addressing a rally at a West Side Chicago church on behalf of an organizing campaign at Resurrection Health Care, a nonprofit, churc... resistance and filed 50 complaints about unfair labor practices with the National Labor Relations Board. The company voluntarily settled 18 of the...

**Akaka supports National Labor Relations Board proposed rule change**

*Hawaii 24/7* – 06/23/11 19:33 –

*Words matched: National Labor Relations Board*

MEDIA RELEASE Washington, D.C. – Senator Daniel Akaka (D-HI) issued the following statement on the National Labor Relations Board’s proposed rule change issued earlier this week that would modernize the process that workers use to decide if they want to form a union and improve the efficiency of th
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Subject: Legal news FYI

UFCW Files 27 Objections With NLRB Against Target Following Election Loss
United Food and Commercial Workers Local 1500 June 24 filed 27 objections with the National Labor Relations Board Region 29 in Brooklyn, N.Y., alleging employer misconduct after workers at a Target Corp. retail store in Valley Stream, N.Y.,...

Unanimous Board OKs Make-Whole Remedy For Unilateral Changes of Employee Benefits
A unanimous National Labor Relations Board June 22 decided the purposes of the National Labor Relations Act would be best served by returning to the board's traditional position that employees who suffer losses because of a unilateral...

Ohio Activists to Deliver Petitions Seeking Referendum to Repeal Law
CINCINNATI—Ohioans hoping to repeal S.B. 5, legislation revoking collective bargaining rights for 360,000 public employees, will march to the secretary of state's office June 29 to deliver petitions to put the question on November's...

Port Organizing Efforts Highlighted At IBT Convention; Keegel Discusses Finances
LAS VEGAS—Delegates to the convention of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters June 28 passed several resolutions that turned their attention to the union's organizing efforts, including at the nation's ports, where...

Teamsters Adopt Motions on Mexican Trucks, Trade Agreements, State Right-to-Work Laws
LAS VEGAS—Delegates to the 28th convention of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters June 27 adopted resolutions reiterating the union's opposition to free trade agreements, a proposed pilot program to further open the...
Judge Denies Stay on McCormick Place Labor Ruling
Meetings And Conventions – 06/29/11 03:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
McCormick Place officials have been ordered to stop implementing work rules that were created to reduce costs for exhibitors and make Chicago a competitive destination for trade shows.
U.S. District Judge Ronald Guzman ruled that the changes violated the National Labor Relations Act and last week denied a request to keep the rules...

NLRB denies Mulcahy appeal in Aspen Skiing Co. case
Aspen Times (AP) – 06/29/11 03:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
ASPEN — The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has denied an appeal of its earlier decision that former Aspen Skiing Co. ski instructor was unlawfully terminated.
...editor by Lee Mulcahy was a protected concerted activity under the National Labor Relations Act. Even if the letter and emails about potential...

After 8-year union drive, Chicago nurses to cast ballots
WBEZ – 06/29/11 06:53 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Some nurses on Chicago’s Northwest Side are set to vote Wednesday and Thursday in a closely watched union election. Since 2002, Council 31 of the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees has been trying to organize thousands of employees at Resurrection Health Care, a nonprofit
...recognized the union. To gain a foothold, AFSCME asked the National Labor Relations Board to hold an election among about 290 registered nurses...

Republicans turn labor dispute with Boeing into political headache for Obama
Washington Post – 06/29/11 03:36 –
1 other source (The Associated Press)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — The government’s labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration’s economic policies.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board’s lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...
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LEADING THE NEWS

Supreme Court

Senate Panel Discusses Wal-Mart Case
As Part of High Court’s ‘Pro-Business’ Tilt

A Senate Democratic leader June 29 decried the U.S. Supreme Court’s recent decisions in Wal-Mart Stores Inc. v. Dukes and AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion as the latest examples of a pro-business court intent on denying individual...

NEWS

AFL-CIO

Podhorzer Named AFL-CIO Political Director

Michael Podhorzer, the acting political director of the AFL-CIO, has been named to direct the federation’s political program, AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka announced June 28....

Agriculture

California Governor Vetoes Bill
Giving Farmworkers Card Check Option

SACRAMENTO, Calif.—As dozens of farmworkers held a vigil outside his office, Gov. Jerry Brown (D) vetoed a bill (S.B. 104) an hour before his midnight deadline June 28 that would have given them the option of using a card check election...

Airlines

Flight Attendants at United Continental
Pick AFA Over IAM as Post-Merger Union

Flight attendants at United Continental Holdings Inc. have chosen the Association of Flight Attendants-Communications Workers of America over the International Association of Machinists to represent them in collective bargaining,...

Discrimination

No Retaliation Claim for Worker Who Witnessed Sex in the Closet
The retaliation complaint of a former grounds worker, who alleged he was subjected to sexual harassment when he witnessed a supervisor having sex with another employee in a supply closet and was fired after he complained about the incident,...

**Employment**

**Former President Clinton, AFL-CIO Announce Job Creation Partnership**

CHICAGO—President Bill Clinton, together with the leadership of the AFL-CIO, announced a major job creation initiative June 29 that will invest assets from union pension funds into national infrastructure projects, facilitate...

**Equal Pay Act**

**New Orleans Anesthesiologist Can Keep Pay Offered as Bonus for Post-Katrina Extra Work**

A federal appeals court June 28 affirmed a judgment awarding an anesthesiologist Equal Pay Act (EPA) damages after finding that a hospital failed to prove that it had acceptable reasons for paying a male physician, but not the plaintiff, a bonus...

**FMLA**

**Durbin, Maloney Offer Bill to Allow Workers To Take Leave for Same-Sex Spouse, Others**

Assistant Senate Majority Leader Richard Durbin (D-Ill.) and Rep. Carolyn Maloney (D-N.Y.) recently introduced legislation (H.R. 2364) that would allow employees to take unpaid leave to care for a same-sex spouse or partner, parent-in-law,...

**Government Contracts**

**DOD Final Rule Extends Prohibition On Mandatory Arbitration of Title VII Claims**

The Defense Department June 29 issued a final rule extending an existing restriction on the use of mandatory arbitration agreements for contracts in excess of $1 million (76 Fed. Reg. 38,047)....

**Government Contracts**

**Rule Would Ensure Contractor Employees Are Aware of Definition of ‘Sexual Assault’**

The Defense Department June 29 issued a final rule to amend the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement to ensure contractor employees accompanying U.S. Armed Forces are made aware of the department's definition of sexual...

**Health Care Employees**

**Kaleida, Three Unions Reach Agreement On Contract for 8,000 Workers in Buffalo**

Kaleida Health Care and three unions June 28 reached tentative agreement on a new two-year master contract for some 8,000 workers at five hospitals and other facilities in Buffalo, N.Y., just hours before a strike authorization vote was scheduled...

**Hiring**

**June Help-Wanted Ads Decline by 99,700**
To Nearly 4.4 Million, Conference Board Says
The number of online help-wanted ads declined in June by 99,700, or about 2.2 percent, to nearly 4.4 million, the Conference Board said June 29....

Immigration
Obama Calls for Immigration Overhaul, Does Not Support Stand-Alone E-Verify Bill
President Obama June 29 reiterated his support for a comprehensive immigration bill and made clear that he does not support stand-alone E-Verify legislation....

Job Training
DOL Awards $84 Million in Farmworker Jobs Grants
The Labor Department has awarded $83,941,360 in grants through the National Farmworker Jobs Program to provide career training and housing assistance to migrant and seasonal farmworkers, DOL announced June 29....

NAFTA
DOT Not Expected to Make Wholesale Changes to Mexico Trucking Proposal
The Transportation Department will clarify and tweak some matters in its planned cross-border trucking pilot program with Mexico but does not anticipate "wholesale changes" to what was proposed, a DOT official said June 29....

New Publications
BNA Books Publishes Pregnancy Discrimination Act Volume

NLRA
Bill Proposes Eliminating NLRB Jurisdiction Over Tribal-Owned Concerns on Indian Lands
Rep. Kristi Noem (R-N.D.) offered legislation (H.R. 2335) June 23 that would amend the National Labor Relations Act to exclude tribal-owned enterprises on Indian lands from the definition of an "employer" under the federal labor...

NLRB
NLRB Official Siegel Retires After 37 Years
National Labor Relations Board Associate General Counsel Richard A. Siegel is retiring after 37 years with the board, and he will be replaced by Anne G. Purcell, a 37-year veteran of the agency, Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon announced...

Pensions
Conflicting Rules for Multiple Employer Plans Add Uncertainty to the Market, Attorney Says
The Internal Revenue Service and the Labor Department generally have not coordinated their rules for multiple employer plans, resulting in a regulatory disconnect that could discourage
the adoption of MEPs by small employers, a benefits...

Safety & Health
Jury Acquits Two Companies in 2007 Deaths Of Workers at Colorado Hydroelectric Plant
DENVER—A federal jury June 28 found two companies not guilty of criminal violations of occupational safety and health laws in the 2007 deaths of five workers in a fire at a Georgetown, Colo., hydroelectric plant (United States v. Xcel...

Safety & Health
MSHA Officials Reveal Massey Kept Two Sets Of Safety Records for Upper Big Branch Mine
Massey Energy Co. kept two sets of records on safety hazards at its Upper Big Branch mine, where 29 miners died in April 2010, top officials of the Labor Department’s Mine Safety and Health Administration revealed at a June 29 briefing...

Unfair Labor Practices
President Obama Comments on Boeing Case: Firms Free to Relocate, Must Follow the Law
President Barack Obama commented briefly on the highly publicized National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. in a White House press conference June 29....

SPECIAL REPORT

Safety & Health
Comments on Musculoskeletal Disorder Recordkeeping Proposal Show Deep Divisions
Business interests, labor groups, and public interest advocates are deeply divided over how the Labor Department’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration should proceed with its proposed recordkeeping rule and whether it...

CONVENTION REPORT

Teamsters
Card-Check Agreement Covering Clerks At UPS Freight Announced at IBT Meeting
LAS VEGAS—The International Brotherhood of Teamsters June 28 announced at its 28th international convention that it had reached a voluntary card check agreement with UPS Freight, allowing the union to gather signatures of clerks...

Teamsters
Teamsters Delegates Approve Resolutions On Political Action Committee, Elections
LAS VEGAS—Delegates to the convention of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters June 29 approved two resolutions related to the union's political activities, including a resolution supporting, among other things, the...
ECONOMIC NEWS

Collective Bargaining

Review of 2011 Bargaining Data Shows Average First-Year Wage Hike of 1.4 Percent

An analysis of collective bargaining data compiled by BNA through June 27 for all settlements showed that the average first-year wage increase was 1.4 percent, compared with 1.6 percent in the comparable period of 2010. The median first-year...

Major Settlements Reported to Date in 2011
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**ALJ Denies Boeing Bid to Dismiss Complaint, Allowing Trial of Unfair Labor Practice Issues**

*Posted June 30, 2011, 4:09 P.M. ET*

The National Labor Relations Board administrative law judge hearing Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon's allegations that Boeing Co. unlawfully transferred jetliner production work from Washington state to South Carolina June 30 denied the airplane manufacturer's motion to dismiss the complaint (Boeing Co., NLRB ALJ, No. 19-CA-32431, 6/30/11).

ALJ Clifford H. Anderson said it is rare to dismiss unfair labor practice allegations in an NLRB proceeding before the board’s general counsel has even begun to introduce evidence. He further observed that Boeing has not yet established facts to support its argument that Solomon has taken out of context the allegedly unlawful comments Boeing executives made about the opening of the South Carolina plant.

Anderson rejected Boeing's challenge to Solomon's allegation that the company illegally discriminated against union-represented employees in Washington when it built a second assembly line for 787 Dreamliners at a nonunion site in South Carolina. Boeing argued there could be no finding that it violated the National Labor Relations Act without proof that building the South Carolina line adversely affected the Washington workers represented by the International Association of Machinists, but the ALJ disagreed, finding that NLRB precedent could support Solomon's claim of unlawful discrimination.

Finally, the ALJ refused to strike from the administrative complaint Solomon's request that Being be ordered to have the second Dreamliner assembly line handled by the unionized workers in Washington rather than the nonunion workforce in South Carolina. Anderson observed that the acting general counsel has not disputed the company's right to oppose the requested remedy as unduly burdensome, but the ALJ said it would be inappropriate to issue a pretrial ruling that would preclude the parties from making a full record on the question of remedial relief to be ordered if the complaint against Boeing is sustained.

Eleventh Circuit Reinstates Fired White Supervisor's Reverse Race Bias Claims

Posted June 30, 2011, 2:23 P.M. ET

A white supervisor fired by a Lockheed-Martin Corp. subsidiary for forwarding to another employee a racially insensitive “joke” e-mail disparaging African Americans may pursue federal law race discrimination claims based on evidence the company disciplined black employees less harshly for similar offenses, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit ruled today (Smith v. Lockheed-Martin Corp., 11th Cir., No. 09-15428, 6/30/11).

In reversing a district court's grant of summary judgment, the Eleventh Circuit said Anthony Mitten's failure to identify black supervisors who were treated more leniently for comparable offenses was not fatal to his race discrimination claims under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the Civil Rights Act of 1866 (42 U.S.C. § 1981).

The U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Georgia had reasoned that Mitten, who was fired in 2005 by Lockheed-Martin Aeronautics Co. for violating a “zero-tolerance” policy against “transmission of ethnic slurs or racial comments,” failed to establish a prima facie case of discrimination because he could not identify a black comparator who was treated more leniently. Although Mitten did identify two black employees who received only temporary suspensions for sending similarly racially offensive e-mails, the district court found that those employees were not similarly situated to Mitten because they were not supervisors who have heightened obligations to prevent and report violations of Lockheed's internal anti-discrimination policies.

The Eleventh Circuit, however, ruled that Mitten produced adequate circumstantial evidence of disparate discipline of white and black employees for similar offenses to establish a prima facie case of race discrimination and raise triable claims under Title VII and Section 1981.

Among other things, the court said, a reasonable jury could find that adverse media publicity about shootings at a Lockheed plant in Meridian, Miss., and a pending Equal Employment Opportunity Commission investigation of an alleged racially hostile work environment at Lockheed may have contributed to management firing Mitten as an example of taking a hard line against racial harassment. A jury should resolve whether racial considerations contributed to Mitten's termination while black employees were disciplined less harshly for using racist speech, the appeals court said.


First Circuit Interprets 'Calendar Year' for Setting Caps on Damages Under Title VII

Posted June 30, 2011, 4:15 P.M. ET

A federal district court abused its discretion when it reduced to $50,000 a $300,000 sexual harassment jury verdict in favor of a female former construction worker in Puerto Rico by using the calendar year in which the damages were awarded as the relevant time period for determining damage caps under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit ruled June 29 in an issue of first impression (Hernandez-Miranda v. Empresas Diaz Masso Inc., 1st Cir., No. 10-1639, 6/29/11).

Under 42 U.S.C. § 1981a(b)(3), the appellate court said, damage caps in Title VII claims involving intentional discrimination range from $50,000 to $300,000 depending on the number of employees an employer has "in each of 20 or more calendar weeks in the current
or preceding calendar year."

Reversing and remanding the U.S. District Court for the District of Puerto Rico, the First Circuit joined the Fourth, Fifth, and Seventh Circuits in interpreting Section 1981a(b)(3)'s reference to the "current" calendar year as meaning the time period of the alleged discrimination, and not the time period in which the jury entered its verdict.

To reach its conclusion, the appellate court relied on judicial interpretations of the phrase "current or preceding calendar year" in 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(b), a parallel provision in Title VII that limits the definition of an "employer," as meaning the year of discrimination. Additionally, the court said its interpretation of "current" calendar year "best serves" Title VII's purpose of "encouraging resolution of disputes before litigation commences." Such purpose, it said, is “best advanced by providing clarity and certainty as to the size of potential damage awards from the outset of a dispute.”

In the instant case, the First Circuit said, the district court applied a $50,000 damage cap to the $300,000 awarded to Edna Hernandez-Miranda based on employer Empresas Diaz Masso Inc.'s (DM) employment of 25 individuals in 2008, the year of the jury verdict. However, the court said, Hernandez-Miranda alleged sexual harassment that occurred in 2004, when DM had approximately 247 employees. Based on that employee figure, a $200,000 damage cap instead should apply to Hernandez-Miranda's award, the appellate court held.

Chief Judge Sandra L. Lynch wrote the court's opinion, joined by Judges Juan R. Torruella and Eugene E. Siler.


**Fired Supervisor's `Cat's Paw' Claim Failed With No Intent, Causation Proof, Court Says**

*Posted June 30, 2011, 5:39 P.M. ET*

A former supervisor in an Iowa hog-processing plant did not prove he was retaliated against for seeking accommodations for an injured worker under the "cat's paw" theory of employer liability because he did not show that an intermediate supervisor had any retaliatory animus, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit held June 28 (Diaz v. Tyson Fresh Meats Inc., 8th Cir., No. 10-1472, 6/28/11).

Affirming summary judgment for Tyson Fresh Meats Inc. on the claim brought under the Iowa Civil Rights Act, Judge D.P. Marshall said there was "some tension" in James Diaz's assertion of the cat's paw theory in this case. "We need not, however, resolve the doctrinal tension in Diaz's case because his cat's paw theory fails on its own terms," the court concluded.

The undisputed evidence showed that Diaz's supervisor, Tom Hanson, may have lied during an investigation into the failure to accommodate the injured worker, but Hanson's actions were intended to protect himself from discipline, not to dupe a neutral decisionmaker into making a discriminatory decision, the court said.

Even if Hanson had set up Diaz to be fired, the court said, the plant manager's decision to fire Diaz was "untainted" because it was based on Diaz's admission that he did not honor work restrictions set by a company nurse.

A full report will appear in the next issue of Daily Labor Report. Click here for the latest
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Overtime
California Justices Say State Overtime Laws Apply to Employees Residing in Other States
The California Labor Code's overtime provisions apply to three nonresident Oracle Corp. instructors for work performed in the state, and these claims may serve as predicates for claims under the state's unfair competition law,...
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Disabilities
Fired Supervisor's 'Cat's Paw' Claim Failed With No Intent, Causation Proof, Court Says
A former supervisor in an Iowa hog-processing plant did not prove he was retaliated against for seeking accommodations for an injured worker under the "cat's paw" theory of employer liability because he did not show that an intermediate...

Energy
White House Announces Commitments For Energy-Efficient Building Retrofitting
CHICAGO—Building on a White House budget proposal seeking to retrofit thousands of commercial buildings with energy-efficient technologies, the Obama administration unveiled June 30 a related initiative that will solicit large-scale,...

ERISA
Citing Amara, DOL Urges Seventh Circuit To OK Money Damages for Fiduciary Breach
The Labor Department filed an amicus brief June 13 urging the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit to hold that under a recent U.S. Supreme Court ruling monetary damages can be awarded under Section 502(a)(3) of the Employee Retirement...
Court Affirms Ruling Against Employees Challenging Payment Policies for ESOPs
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit June 28 upheld a lower federal court decision that former employees of a seafood company who alleged that the company wrongfully revised the payment policy of its employee stock ownership plan...

Federal Employees
AFGE Certified as Airport Screener Union
The Federal Labor Relations Authority has certified that more than 43,000 federal airport screeners employed by the Transportation Security Administration will be represented by the American Federation of Government Employees, AFGE...

Federal Employees
OPM Withdraws, Revises Interim Regulations On Calculating FEHBP Premiums Using MLR
The Office of Personnel Management has withdrawn an interim rule and replaced it with a revised interim rule on the agency’s planned use of a medical loss ratio threshold to calculate premiums for community-rated plans in the Federal...

FLSA
Georgia Food Distributor to Pay Employees $312,000
A federal court in Georgia has ordered Chueng Kong Holding Inc., doing business as wholesale food distributor United Food, and its owner to pay $311,905 to 41 employees for minimum wage and overtime violations, the Labor Department announced...

FLSA
Judge Rules Sprinkler Installers May Proceed With FLSA Claims for Daily Warehouse Work
Five fire sprinkler company pipefitters may proceed to trial with their Fair Labor Standards Act claims for unpaid wages for time spent loading and unloading supplies at a company warehouse and traveling between the warehouse and job sites,...

Immigration
Conservatives Speak Out Against Bill to Mandate E-Verify for New Hires
Not all conservatives support mandatory E-Verify legislation, and some say such a bill would burden businesses without addressing the underlying immigration problems in the United States, speakers said during a June 30 teleconference...

Immigration
Michigan Dairy Farm, Owners Plead Guilty To Immigration Violations, to Pay $2.7 Million
LANSING, Mich.—A Michigan dairy farm and its owners pleaded guilty to charges of employing illegal immigrants and agreed to pay over $2.7 million in fines, according to a plea agreement filed June 28 in the U.S. District Court for the...

International Labor
Canada Average Earnings Up 0.7 Percent
In April as Payroll Jobs Rise 0.2 Percent
OTTAWA—Canadian workers’ average weekly earnings increased 0.7 percent in April, a turnaround from the revised 0.2 percent decrease in March and the 0.2 percent decrease in February, Statistics Canada reported June 30....

Manufacturing
IUE-CWA, UE Members Ratify Contract
With General Electric by 70 Percent Vote
Members of United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America and the International Union of Electronic Workers, an affiliate of the Communications Workers of America, have voted by 70 percent of those voting to ratify four-year national...

NLRB
NLRB Studying Possible Office Reorganizations
The National Labor Relations Board announced June 29 that it is engaged in a study of the agency’s organization and structure in its Washington, D.C., headquarters and its regional offices located throughout the United States. ...

Race Discrimination
Court Rules Fired White Supervisor
Raises Triable Race Discrimination Claims
A white supervisor fired by a branch of Lockheed-Martin Corp. for forwarding to another employee a racially insensitive "joke" e-mail disparaging African Americans may pursue federal race discrimination claims based on evidence...

Representation Elections
Senators Seek NLRB Delay of Rules Meeting,
While House Panel Sets Hearing Next Week
Three Republican senators told National Labor Relations Board Chairman Wilma B. Lieberman in a letter June 30 that the board’s announcement of a July 18 public meeting on a notice of proposed rulemaking concerning representation case procedures...

Sexual Harassment
First Circuit Says ‘Current’ Calendar Year
Is Year of Discrimination for Title VII Caps
A federal district court abused its discretion when it reduced to $50,000 a $300,000 sexual harassment jury verdict in favor of a female former construction worker in Puerto Rico by using the calendar year in which the damages were awarded as...

Sexual Orientation
WLAD Sexual Orientation Amendment Applies
Prospectively Only, State Appeals Court Holds
A state university employee raised a jury issue of sexual orientation harassment with allegations that her supervisor mistreated her after finding out she is gay, the Washington Court of Appeals ruled June 27, although her claim ultimately...

Sick Leave
Philadelphia Mayor Nutter Vetoes
Paid Sick Leave Mandate for Businesses
PHILADELPHIA—Philadelphia Mayor Michael A. Nutter (D) June 28 vetoed a proposed ordinance that would have required all businesses in the city with more than five employees to provide workers with paid sick leave to take care of their...

Steel
USW, Allegheny Technologies Reach Accord for 3,000
The United Steelworkers and Allegheny Technologies Inc. (ATI) June 30 announced that they have reached tentative agreement on new four-year contracts covering some 3,000 employees at the company’s Allegheny Ludlum stainless steel...

Trade
Republicans Block FTA Mock Markup;
Hatch Objects to Inclusion of TAA, Process
Republican Senate Finance Committee members boycotted and successfully blocked a June 30 "mock" markup hearing on three pending free trade agreements, with ranking member Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) blasting the planned inclusion...

Unfair Labor Practices
ALJ Denies Boeing Bid to Dismiss Complaint,
Allowing Trial of Unfair Labor Practice Issues
The National Labor Relations Board administrative law judge hearing Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon's allegations that Boeing Co. unlawfully transferred jetliner production from Washington state to South Carolina June 30...
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Teamsters
Delegates to IBT Convention Nominate
Hoffa, Pope, Gegare for General President
LAS VEGAS—Delegates to the 28th convention of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters June 30 nominated James P. Hoffa, Sandy Pope, and Fred Gegare as candidates for the office of international general president. ...

Teamsters
UAW’s King Tells IBT Delegates to Mobilize
Members in Advance of 2012 Election
LAS VEGAS—United Auto Workers President Bob King told delegates to the International Brotherhood of Teamsters’ convention June 29 that the two unions were in strong solidarity with each other, and that union leaders must educate...
ECONOMIC NEWS

Economic Outlook
Growth to Improve to 3.2 Percent in 2012, As Jobless Rate Declines, BNA Survey Finds
After a weak first half of the year, U.S. economic growth will strengthen in the remainder of 2011 and in 2012, supported by lower energy prices, improved consumer confidence and job growth, and rising business investment and exports, according...

Unemployment Insurance
First-Time UI Claims Edge Down 1,000 To 428,000 in Latest Week, ETA Reports
The number of jobless workers filing individual unemployment insurance claims decreased by 1,000 in the week ended June 25 following an increase of 9,000 the preceding week, according to seasonally adjusted figures released June 30 by the...
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Bill Proposes Eliminating NLRB Jurisdiction Over Tribal-Owned Concerns on Indian Lands
Rep. Kristi Noem (R-N.D.) offered legislation (H.R. 2335) June 23 that would amend the National Labor Relations Act to exclude tribal-owned enterprises on Indian lands from the definition of an "employer" under the federal labor...

NLRB Official Siegel Retires After 37 Years
National Labor Relations Board Associate General Counsel Richard A. Siegel is retiring after 37 years with the board, and he will be replaced by Anne G. Purcell, a 37-year veteran of the agency, Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon announced...

Two Studies Conclude NLRB Elections Should Be Held in Shorter Period of Time
As the National Labor Relations Board continues to consider a proposed rule that would result in union representation elections being conducted in a shorter period of time after the filing of an election petition, two new studies buttress...

Court Grants NLRB Section 10(j) Injunction, Ordering Reinstatement, But Not Bargaining
A National Labor Relations Board regional director is entitled to a preliminary injunction requiring a West Virginia mining company to reinstate six workers who were laid off the morning after they signed authorization cards for the United...

Hair Salon Chain Settles ULP Allegations With Nationwide NLRB Notice, DVD Showing
Regis Corp., which owns, franchises or holds ownership interests in more than 12,000 beauty and hair salons, has agreed to a National Labor Relations Board settlement that will require the company to post NLRB notices in approximately 6,500...
California Governor Vetoes Bill Giving Farmworkers Card Check Option

SACRAMENTO, Calif.—As dozens of farmworkers held a vigil outside his office, Gov. Jerry Brown (D) vetoed a bill (S.B. 104) an hour before his midnight deadline June 28 that would have given them the option of using a card check election...

Flight Attendants at United Continental Pick AFA Over IAM as Post-Merger Union

Flight attendants at United Continental Holdings Inc. have chosen the Association of Flight Attendants-Communications Workers of America over the International Association of Machinists to represent them in collective bargaining,...

Kaleida, Three Unions Reach Agreement On Contract for 8,000 Workers in Buffalo

Kaleida Health Care and three unions June 28 reached tentative agreement on a new two-year master contract for some 8,000 workers at five hospitals and other facilities in Buffalo, N.Y., just hours before a strike authorization vote was scheduled...

President Obama Comments on Boeing Case: Firms Free to Relocate, Must Follow the Law

President Barack Obama commented briefly on the highly publicized National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. in a White House press conference June 29....

House Education and the Workforce

July 7, "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice"

10 a.m., 2175 Rayburn House Office Building

The House Education and the Workforce Committee will hold a hearing July 7 titled "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice." That hearing will examine NLRB's proposal to change union election rules.

Republicans argue that the NLRB proposal would make it harder for employers to communicate with workers about the decision to start a union. The NLRB has said it is looking to improve union election processes that now result in "unnecessary delays, allow wasteful litigation and fail to take advantage of modern communication technologies."
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President Obama says he hopes Boeing, workers can resolve labor conflict
Washington Post
Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board’s lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV interview aired Friday night. The president restated an earlier comment that “businesses should be able to locate wherever they want to operate” ...
See all stories on this topic »
House Panel Holds Hearing on NLRB Proposal
To Revise Its Representation Case Procedures
During the House Education and the Workforce Committee's hearing July 7 on "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice," Republican panel members consistently...

IBEW, CBS Reach Tentative Agreement
Covering 2,800 Technicians in Nine Cities
The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and CBS Corp. have reached an early tentative collective bargaining agreement covering 2,800 technicians in nine cities, the union and company announced July 5....

Independent Union Ratifies Contract
With Rhode Island Hospital for 2,200
Members of the union representing more than 2,200 registered nurses and other professional employees at Rhode Island Hospital in Providence July 1 ratified a four-year contract that guarantees job security for workers with more than five...

Rep. Kline considers bill to block overhaul of union election process
The Hill – 07/07/11 19:45 –
Words matched: Wilma Liebman, Craig Becker
Rep. John Kline (R-Minn.) said Thursday that he is considering offering legislation to block new union election rules from the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) that would likely hasten labor organizing.

Confidentiality clause found to be overboard by 1st Circuit
Dolan Media Company – 07/07/11 18:58 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
by Christina Pazzanese and Thomas E. Egan Dolan Media News wires BOSTON, MA -- A temporary employment agency could not enforce a confidentiality provision barring workers from disclosing the terms of their employment to "other parties," the 1st Circuit has ruled.
...compensation went to a prime area of concern under Section 7 [of the National Labor Relations Act], the court said. The 1st Circuit went on to...

“Worse than Obamacare,” conservatives demonize the NLRB
The Hill - Blog – 07/07/11 16:08 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
In a recent editorial, The National Review states that while the government “take over” of healthcare stands out for most Americans as the Obama Administration’s most extreme act, “even more remarkable is its radicalization of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), part of its tireless campaign
the Boeing complaint involves a relatively standard violation of the National Labor Relations Act (in this case, retaliation against workers...

Bill that would allow N.J. public workers to opt out of joining union has no chance to pass, Sheila Oliver says
NJ.com – 07/08/11 07:33 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
TRENTON — Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn’t stand a chance.
...system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary?” The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics ...
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APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections - AP Politics - The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be displayed properly. We recommend The Charleston Gazette – 06/21/11 06:48 –  
Words matched: Brian Hayes  
A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is expected to irritate Republicans and business groups who have complained about the board’s pro-labor actions.  
...has been a perennial problem.* The board’s lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

Fight between labor and Boeing puts Obama in a bind  
Washington Post – 06/20/11 23:39 –  
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB  
NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. — With the federal government’s labor board stepping into a bitter fight between aerospace giant Boeing and its main union, President Obama faces a political quandary because of his administration’s close ties to both sides.  
...at stake in Wisconsin and other states. And he has reshaped the National Labor Relations Board, which enforces labor laws and has moved to a...
Board Allows Limited Boeing Case Role
To South Carolina Workers Who Filed Motion
The National Labor Relations Board ruled June 20 that three workers from Boeing Co.’s South Carolina aircraft plant should be allowed a limited opportunity to participate in the unfair labor practice case in which Acting General Counsel...

Justices Decline to Review Conviction
Of UAW Official Charged With Conspiracy
The U.S. Supreme Court June 20 declined to review a federal appeals court decision upholding the conviction of a former United Auto Workers official on charges of conspiracy to violate labor laws and extort jobs from General Motors Corp. in...

Frontier Pilots Approve Contract Extension
That Includes Concessions, Equity Stake
DENVER—Members of the Frontier Airline Pilots Association ratified a new labor agreement June 17 that provides them with an equity stake in the flagging Denver airline but also came with deep concessions. ...

SAG, AFTRA Members Meet
To Map Out Details of Possible Merger
Members of the Screen Actors Guild and the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists held a weekend meeting to discuss details of a possible merger of the two entertainment unions, SAG and AFTRA announced June 19. ...

General Electric Reaches Tentative Contracts
With Unions That Represent 15,200 Workers
The International Union of Electrical Workers, an affiliate of the Communications Workers of America, and the United Electrical Workers June 19 reached tentative agreement with the General Electric Co. on four-year national contracts...

UMW Members Ratify Agreement With BCOA;
Union to Take Same Pact to Other Operators
Members of the United Mine Workers have overwhelmingly ratified a new five and one-half year agreement with the Bituminous Coal Operators Association, the union announced late June 17....

Workers at Long Island Target Store
Reject UFCW Representation as Charges Filed
Workers at a Target Corp. retail store in Valley Stream, N.Y., June 17 voted 137-95 to reject representation by the United Food and Commercial Workers, a National Labor Relations Board official told BNA June 20. ...

UNITE HERE Conducts One-Day Strike
At Hyatt Regency Chicago Over Stalled Talks
UNITE HERE Local 1 June 20 began a one-day strike at the Hyatt Regency Chicago in protest over stalled collective bargaining for renewal of a labor contract that expired 20 months ago and against outsourced work and alleged dangerous working...

Professors and the Unionization of Graduate Students
The Chronicle of Higher Education Blogs – 06/21/11 04:22 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Here is a notice from Peter Schmidt in the Chronicle about a decision by an official at the National Labor Relations Board that opens the door to considering graduate students university employees, thus clearing them to unionize.
...in the Chronicle about a decision by an official at the National Labor Relations Board that opens the door to considering graduate students university...

Commerce secretary nominee faces tough road
The Seattle Times – 06/21/11 00:38 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Tapping a respected Southern California businessman as the next commerce secretary seemed an astute move by President Obama to mend fences with corporate America, but former Edison International Chief Executive John Bryson still faces a rocky road for
confirmation.
...to hold up the nomination until Obama speaks out against a National Labor Relations Board complaint that accuses Boeing of building a nonunion...
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Subject: Legal News FYI

APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections - AP Politics - The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be displayed properly. We recomm

The Charleston Gazette  – 06/21/11 06:48 –

Words matched: Brian Hayes

A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is expected to irritate Republicans and business groups who have complained about the board's pro-labor actions. ...

...has been a perennial problem. *The board's lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...
Fight between labor and Boeing puts Obama in a bind
Washington Post – 06/20/11 23:39 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. — With the federal government’s labor board stepping into a bitter fight between aerospace giant Boeing and its main union, President Obama faces a political quandary because of his administration’s close ties to both sides.
...at stake in Wisconsin and other states. And he has reshaped the National Labor Relations Board, which enforces labor laws and has moved to a...

Board Allows Limited Boeing Case Role
To South Carolina Workers Who Filed Motion
The National Labor Relations Board ruled June 20 that three workers from Boeing Co.’s South Carolina aircraft plant should be allowed a limited opportunity to participate in the unfair labor practice case in which Acting General Counsel...

Justices Decline to Review Conviction
Of UAW Official Charged With Conspiracy
The U.S. Supreme Court June 20 declined to review a federal appeals court decision upholding the conviction of a former United Auto Workers official on charges of conspiracy to violate labor laws and extort jobs from General Motors Corp. in...

Frontier Pilots Approve Contract Extension
That Includes Concessions, Equity Stake
DENVER—Members of the Frontier Airline Pilots Association ratified a new labor agreement June 17 that provides them with an equity stake in the flagging Denver airline but also came with deep concessions. ...

SAG, AFTRA Members Meet
To Map Out Details of Possible Merger
Members of the Screen Actors Guild and the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists held a weekend meeting to discuss details of a possible merger of the two entertainment unions, SAG and AFTRA announced June 19. ...

General Electric Reaches Tentative Contracts
With Unions That Represent 15,200 Workers
The International Union of Electrical Workers, an affiliate of the Communications Workers of America, and the United Electrical Workers June 19 reached tentative agreement with the General Electric Co. on four-year national contracts...

UMW Members Ratify Agreement With BCOA;
Union to Take Same Pact to Other Operators
Members of the United Mine Workers have overwhelmingly ratified a new five and one-half year agreement with the Bituminous Coal Operators Association, the union announced late June 17....

Workers at Long Island Target Store
Reject UFCW Representation as Charges Filed
Workers at a Target Corp. retail store in Valley Stream, N.Y., June 17 voted 137-95 to reject representation by the United Food and Commercial Workers, a National Labor Relations Board official told BNA June 20. ...

UNITE HERE Conducts One-Day Strike
At Hyatt Regency Chicago Over Stalled Talks
UNITE HERE Local 1 June 20 began a one-day strike at the Hyatt Regency Chicago in protest over stalled collective bargaining for renewal of a labor contract that expired 20 months ago and against outsourced work and alleged dangerous working...

Professors and the Unionization of Graduate Students
The Chronicle of Higher Education Blogs – 06/21/11 04:22 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Here is a notice from Peter Schmidt in the Chronicle about a decision by an official at the National Labor Relations Board that opens the door to considering graduate students university employees, thus clearing them to unionize.
...in the Chronicle about a decision by an official at the National Labor Relations Board that opens the door to considering graduate students university...

**Commerce secretary nominee faces tough road**

*The Seattle Times* – 06/21/11 00:38 –

*Words matched:* National Labor Relations Board

Tapping a respected Southern California businessman as the next commerce secretary seemed an astute move by President Obama to mend fences with corporate America, but former Edison International Chief Executive John Bryson still faces a rocky road for confirmation.

...to hold up the nomination until Obama speaks out against a National Labor Relations Board complaint that accuses Boeing of building a nonunion...
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Subject: Legal News FYI

APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections - AP Politics - The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports -
You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be displayed properly. We recomm
The Charleston Gazette – 06/21/11 06:48 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is expected to irritate Republicans and business groups who have complained about the board's pro-labor actions.
...has been a perennial problem." The board's lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

Fight between labor and Boeing puts Obama in a bind
Washington Post – 06/20/11 23:39 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. — With the federal government's labor board stepping into a bitter fight between aerospace giant Boeing and its main union, President Obama faces a political quandary because of his administration's close ties to both sides.
...at stake in Wisconsin and other states. And he has reshaped the National Labor Relations Board, which enforces labor laws and has moved to a...
Board Allows Limited Boeing Case Role To South Carolina Workers Who Filed Motion
The National Labor Relations Board ruled June 20 that three workers from Boeing Co.’s South Carolina aircraft plant should be allowed a limited opportunity to participate in the unfair labor practice case in which Acting General Counsel...

Justices Decline to Review Conviction Of UAW Official Charged With Conspiracy
The U.S. Supreme Court June 20 declined to review a federal appeals court decision upholding the conviction of a former United Auto Workers official on charges of conspiracy to violate labor laws and extort jobs from General Motors Corp. in...

Frontier Pilots Approve Contract Extension That Includes Concessions, Equity Stake
DENVER—Members of the Frontier Airline Pilots Association ratified a new labor agreement June 17 that provides them with an equity stake in the flagging Denver airline but also came with deep concessions. ...

SAG, AFTRA Members Meet To Map Out Details of Possible Merger
Members of the Screen Actors Guild and the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists held a weekend meeting to discuss details of a possible merger of the two entertainment unions, SAG and AFTRA announced June 19. ...

General Electric Reaches Tentative Contracts With Unions That Represent 15,200 Workers
The International Union of Electrical Workers, an affiliate of the Communications Workers of America, and the United Electrical Workers June 19 reached tentative agreement with the General Electric Co. on four-year national contracts...

UMW Members Ratify Agreement With BCOA; Union to Take Same Pact to Other Operators
Members of the United Mine Workers have overwhelmingly ratified a new five and one-half year agreement with the Bituminous Coal Operators Association, the union announced late June 17....

Workers at Long Island Target Store Reject UFCW Representation as Charges Filed
Workers at a Target Corp. retail store in Valley Stream, N.Y., June 17 voted 137-95 to reject representation by the United Food and Commercial Workers, a National Labor Relations Board official told BNA June 20. ...

UNITE HERE Conducts One-Day Strike At Hyatt Regency Chicago Over Stalled Talks
UNITE HERE Local 1 June 20 began a one-day strike at the Hyatt Regency Chicago in protest over stalled collective bargaining for renewal of a labor contract that expired 20 months ago and against outsourced work and alleged dangerous working...

Professors and the Unionization of Graduate Students
The Chronicle of Higher Education Blogs – 06/21/11 04:22 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Here is a notice from Peter Schmidt in the Chronicle about a decision by an official at the National Labor Relations Board that opens the door to considering graduate students university employees, thus clearing them to unionize.

...in the Chronicle about a decision by an official at the National Labor Relations Board that opens the door to considering graduate students university...

Commerce secretary nominee faces tough road
The Seattle Times – 06/21/11 00:38 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Tapping a respected Southern California businessman as the next commerce secretary seemed an astute move by President Obama to mend fences with corporate America, but former Edison International Chief Executive John Bryson still faces a rocky road for
confirmation.
...to hold up the nomination until Obama speaks out against a National Labor Relations Board complaint that accuses Boeing of building a nonunion...
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News Report from Meltwater News

Report overview:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Media Type</th>
<th>Hits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - Additional US Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>3 in 8 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - Blog Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>1 in 8 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Additional US Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>22 in 8 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Blog Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>8 in 8 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - International Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>1 in 8 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Major Outlets</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>17 in 8 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Prominent Mentions</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>6 in 8 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfair Labor Practices</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>1 in 8 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Federal Business Opportunities** – 06/27/11 11:10 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
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**Judge mulls lawsuit over Idaho anti-union laws**

**Idaho Business Review** – 06/27/11 10:17 –

Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act
A judge could rule this week on whether Idaho’s newest anti-union laws should be stalled until a lawsuit plays out in federal court. The laws, intended to weaken the power of labor organizations in Idaho, were passed during the 2011 legislative session and go into effect July 1.

...power to regulate interstate commerce, and it has done so in the National Labor Relations Act. The Idaho law is the state of Idaho’s attempt...

Harold Meyerson: Protecting undocumented workers
LimaOhio.com – 06/27/11 09:49 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Nearly every day for three years, Josue Melquisedec Diaz reported to work by going to a New Orleans street corner where contractors, subcontractors and people fixing up their places went to hire day laborers.

...agricultural and domestic workers accorded the right to unionize under the National Labor Relations Act (though farm workers have won this right...
Emergency calls had to be routed through another county while crews worked to restore a cut cable.

...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program


4. Legal Issues Abound When it Comes to Marcellus

Last week, the union extremists controlling the U.S. Department of Labor and the National Labor Relations Board conducted a coordinated attack on America’s job creators.

...extremists controlling the U.S. Department of Labor and the National Labor Relations Board conducted a coordinated attack on America’s job creators.

The chopper was fixed and moved off of the roadway, authorities said.

U.S. Route 61 was closed near Handley because of a coal truck accident.

Circumventing Congress: Failed Dream Act Mandated by ICE Director

The director of Immigration and Customs Enforcement has made official the Obama administration’s declaration that the DREAM Act — the amnesty bill for illegal aliens — is now federal law, despite the bill’s having failed in the Senate last year.

...Attorneys or Department of Justice, the Department of Labor, or National Labor Relations Board, among others. Hilariously, Morton wrote...
2 Schools Compete for Prizes
State Journal – 06/27/11 12:36 –
Two Lincoln County grade schools are in the running for prize money from Big Lots.
...to Offer 'Serious Gaming' Certificate Program3. W.Va. Attorney: NLRB v. Boeing a Case to Watch4. Legal Issues Abound When It Comes to Marcellus ...
Agency meddling in Boeing affair
LancasterOnline.com – 06/27/11 08:53 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Democrat-dominated National Labor Relations Board's meddling into the business decisions of Boeing, the nation's largest manufacturer, is troublesome.
Agency meddling in Boeing affair The Democrat-dominated National Labor Relations Board's meddling into the business decisions of Boeing, the nation's...

Woolsey Supports Commonsense NLRB Election Reforms
TMCnet.com – 06/27/11 08:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Jun 27, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Rep. Lynn Woolsey issued the following statement in response to the National Labor Relations Board revisions to the union election process: "Working people in this country have a fundamental right to bargain collectively... Woolsey Supports Commonsense NLRB Election Reforms Jun 27, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Rep. Lynn...

Weekly Standard: Unionized States Of America?
WAMC Northeast Public Radio – 06/27/11 08:11 –
1 other source (Vermont Public Radio)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Unionized labor is at the center of contentious party debates and, most recently, the center of airline employee debates. Following the appointment by the president of two pro-unioners to the National Mediation Board some anti-union pundits are questioning the president's agenda...
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board Unionized labor is at the center of contentious party debates and, most recently, the center of airline employee debates. Following the appointment by the president of two pro-unioners to the National Mediation Board some anti-union pundits are questioning the president's agenda just as the folks who run the Department of Labor and control the National Labor Relations Board are his people. So he's responsible for elevating...

CBO Sells Obama's Low-Growth Hoax: Opinion
Yahoo! Finance Canada – 06/27/11 07:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Late June NLRB overreach roundup
Doug Ross @ Journal – 06/27/11 11:34 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, nlrb
Boeing headquarters, Chicago The first day of summer has passed, the days are getting shorter, but the NLRB overreach continues. From Investor's Business Daily: Unwilling to let a private company freely run its business, the Obama administration, through its appointees on the National Labor Relat
Late June NLRB overreach roundup Boeing headquarters, Chicago The first day of summer has passed, the days are getting shorter, but the NLRB ...

Court considers blocking new anti-union laws
The Spokesman-Review - Blogs – 06/27/11 11:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
A federal judge is now pondering whether Idaho's newest anti-union laws should be blocked while they're challenged in court, the Associated Press reports; the two laws, intended to weaken the power of labor organizations in Idaho, were passed during the 2011 legislative session and are scheduled to...
Court considers blocking new anti-union laws The Spokesman-Review - Blogs – 06/27/11 11:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board A federal judge is now pondering whether Idaho's newest anti-union laws should be blocked while they're challenged in court, the Associated Press reports; the two laws, intended to weaken the power of labor organizations in Idaho, were passed during the 2011 legislative session and are scheduled to...

Krauthammer's Take
The Corner - National Review Online Blog – 06/27/11 11:10 –
Words matched: NLRB
From Friday night's Fox News All-Stars.
Sen. Cardin: New NLRB Rules Afford Workers the Right to Vote

Speaking on the Senate floor, Maryland Sen. Ben Cardin (D) eloquently described why new rules proposed by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) last week would help level the playing field for financially struggling workers and their families.

Boeing-NLRB Fight Provides Grand Forum for Useless Political Saber-Rattling

It seems that every politician in Washington these days wants to wade into the fight between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing over the aircraft maker's decision to build a non-union plant in South Carolina.

The Morning Plum

* Could GOP accept defense cuts as part of deficit compromise? Lori Montgomery and Paul Kane have the read of the morning: House Republicans are now entertaining defense cuts as an area of compromise that is more likely than tax hikes to prove acceptable to Republicans.

Workbook: How to compromise on a compromise

In general, debt deals consist of spending cuts to make conservatives happy and tax increases to make liberals happy. But given the narrowing space for compromise, we're going to need to go even more specific than that: we're going to need spending cuts that make liberals happy and tax increases that...
Board are causing manufacturers, who are enjoying some new growth, to...

### NLRB Major Outlets to the top

#### As 2012 Approaches, We Still Don't Know What Obama Stands For
FoxNews.com – 06/27/11 13:59 –
Words matched: NLRB
President Obama has finally agreed to weigh in on the debt ceiling talks. High time too. Much of the time, the Obama presidency drifts in the breeze, with all the gravitas of an inflated beach ball. ...the EPA on utilities and energy producers. Labor unions losing ground? Set the NLRB on Boeing. The list goes on and on. Rarely a day goes by...

#### Mr. Bernanke’s dismal tidings
Free Republic – 06/27/11 13:22 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Two big changes; one big mess. In 2008, Americans elected Democrat Barack Obama president, exhibiting stunning naivete in their willingness to believe his “hope and change” rhetoric. ...administrations have produced. Consider, for example, the increasingly toxic National Labor Relations Board. The NLRB famously has tried to block the...

#### Retailer plays on workers’ fears of losing jobs to flush union bid
Free Republic – 06/27/11 13:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
From the moment the election was set to determine whether a Target Corp. store would be unionized for the first time, the company got very tough, very fast. ...those same charges and others into formal objections in an appeal with the National Labor Relations Board to get a new election. “This is only...

#### A Long Summer For Boeing, Labor Agency
Road Runner – 06/27/11 12:18 –
Words matched: NLRB
The NLRB administrative law judge who is hearing the case ruled against Boeing's subpoena request for the NLRB’s internal communications related to its investigation.
A Long Summer For Boeing, Labor Agency The NLRB administrative law judge who is hearing the case ruled against Boeing’s subpoena request for...

#### NLRB and Boeing: A Long Summer Ahead
Road Runner – 06/27/11 12:18 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Melanie Trotman The National Labor Relations Board dodged a bullet last week in the formal hearing about its labor-law violation complaint against Boeing Co. NLRB and Boeing: A Long Summer Ahead Melanie Trotman The National Labor Relations Board dodged a bullet last week in the formal hearing about...

#### Weekly Standard: Unionized States Of America?
Road Runner – 06/27/11 11:40 –
1 other source (National Public Radio)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The Obama administration is working with the Cloud2 Commission to assess standards in area such as ubiquitous encryption of data in flight and at rest with simple key management. ...NMB, just as the folks who run the Department of Labor and control the National Labor Relations Board are... Full Article at NPR Pelosi: Tax cuts...

#### Kick Off: NYRB’s recent stretch has club’s Estonian fuming
Road Runner – 06/27/11 11:40 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The Obama administration is working with the Cloud2 Commission to assess
standards in area such as ubiquitous encryption of data in flight and at rest with simple key management.

...NM, just as the folks who run the Department of Labor and control the National Labor Relations Board are... Full Article at NPR Pelosi: Tax cuts...

- **Congressional committee hearing on NLRB's Boeing complaint this Friday**
  - Topic – 06/27/11 11:28 –
  - Words matched: NLRB
  - The U.S. House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform has an active interest in the latest developments regarding Boeing and its labor practices, and of their relativity to South Carolina, too.
  - Congressional committee hearing on NLRB's Boeing complaint this Friday The U.S. House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform has an active...

- **Questioning takes partisan tone in NLRB-Boeing lawsuit hearing**
  - Topic – 06/27/11 11:28 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - With partisan shots, Congressional members on Friday opened the hearing over the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing's decision to locate a Dreamliner manufacturing facility in South Carolina.
  - Questioning takes partisan tone in NLRB-Boeing lawsuit hearing With partisan shots, Congressional members on Friday opened the hearing over the...

- **SC Gov., NLRB counsel to testify at Boeing hearing**
  - Topic – 06/27/11 11:28 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - A congressional committee investigating a National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co.
  - SC Gov., NLRB counsel to testify at Boeing hearing A congressional committee investigating a National Labor Relations Board complaint against ...

- **NLRB lawyer on the hot seat**
  - Topic – 06/27/11 11:28 –
  - Words matched: NLRB
  - Gov. Nikki Haley speaks during the ribbon cutting ceremony of the Boeing South Carolina Final Assembly Building on June 10.
  - NLRB lawyer on the hot seat Gov. Nikki Haley speaks during the ribbon cutting ceremony of the Boeing South Carolina Final Assembly Building on...

- **USA: NLRB election proposal draws union praise, GOP flak**
  - Road Runner – 06/27/11 11:26 –
  - Words matched: NLRB
  - The board would also postpone lawsuits on voter eligibility until after votes are cast, and would force employers to provide an entire voter list soon after the election is scheduled.
  - USA: NLRB election proposal draws union praise, GOP flak The board would also postpone lawsuits on voter eligibility until after votes are cast ,

- **He May Not Have Kept His Promise And Walked With Them But Obama Is On Their(Our) Side On This One**
  - Democratic Underground – 06/27/11 10:47 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - He May Not Have Kept His Promise And Walked With Them But Obama Is On Their(Our) Side On This One
  - ...23, 2011 | Posted by Deaniac83 When President Obama's National Labor Relations Board stopped Boeing from illegally punishing its employees for...

- **Obama 2012 has 300,000+ donors - Bachmann today: 'We can't afford four more years of Obama' - New Josh Bolten firm - Brian Stelter writing book on morning-show wars - Teddy White goes digital**
  - Politico – 06/27/11 08:55 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
ELEVATOR POINT: The more Bachmann is attacked, the more it helps her.

BULLETIN: THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) - International Criminal Court judges
issue arrest warrant for Moammar Gadhafi.

...for POLITICO, Defending Virginians' right to work: The National Labor Relations
Board's complaint against Boeing's locating some production...

CBO Sells Obama's Low-Growth Hoax: Opinion

Yahoo! Finance US – 06/27/11 08:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The following commentary comes from an independent investor or market observer
as part of TheStreet's guest contributor program, which is separate from the
company's news coverage.

...President Obama's thumb-on-the-scale-for-unions National Labor Relations
Board are causing manufacturers, who are enjoying some new growth, to...

Geithner's Big Idea: Small Business Should Be Smaller

Free Republic – 06/27/11 06:43 –
Words matched: NLRB

My wife is a woman of vision and for years we have thought about owning a small
business. She's met with the SBA in our town and with several companies that offer
franchises.

...right to work state, but that doesn't seem to be slowing down the NLRB in South
Carolina. And now Turbo Tim Geithner wants to hike taxes on small...

Service union to rally at Inglewood Ralphs

Los Angeles Business Journal – 06/27/11 00:28 –
Words matched: NLRB

Enlarge Image The Service Employees International Union Service Employees
International Latest from The Business Journals NLRB ripped on union electionsLabor Relations Board business groups spar over union election
issueBusiness rips NLRB proposal to speed union elections Follow this company
...Service Employees International Union Latest from The Business Journals NLRB
ripped on union electionsLabor Relations Board business groups spar...

NLRB Prominent Mentions

Bank Exec Charged with Embezzling $19M

MSG – 06/27/11 15:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Obama administration is considering a fleetwide average of ... A closely watched
Iowa poll has found that former Massachusetts... The National Labor Relations
Board (NLRB) dodged a bullet last ... WikiLeaks leader Julian Assange is bringing in
two of the.

The Latest From Obama's Labor Dept: “You Might Be Union Busting If...”

RedState – 06/27/11 14:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Last week, the union extremists controlling the U.S. Department of Labor and the
National Labor Relations Board conducted a coordinated attack on America's job
creators.

Sires Statement In Support of National Labor Relations Board Proposal

Politics and Technology – 06/27/11 12:31 –
1 other source (TMCnet.com)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Jun 27, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via
COMTEX) -- Washington, D.C.-- Today, Congressman Sires issued the following
statement on the National Labor Relations Board proposal regarding the process for
union organizing elections: "I believe that all workers should be abl

Sen. Cardin: New NLRB Rules Afford Workers the Right to Vote

Translate
Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA

AFL-CIO – 06/27/11 09:31 –
**Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Share Speaking on the Senate floor, Maryland Sen. Ben Cardin (D) eloquently described why new rules proposed by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) last week would help level the playing field for financially struggling workers and their families.

Agency meddles in Boeing affair
LancasterOnline.com – 06/27/11 08:53 –
**Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board
The Democrat-dominated National Labor Relations Board's meddling into the business decisions of Boeing, the nation's largest manufacturer, is troublesome.

Woolsey Supports Commonsense NLRB Election Reforms
TMCnet.com – 06/27/11 08:43 –
**Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board
Jun 27, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Rep. Lynn Woolsey issued the following statement in response to the National Labor Relations Board revisions to the union election process: "Working people in this country have a fundamental right to bargain collectively..."

Unfair Labor Practices
to the top

Retailer plays on workers’ fears of losing jobs to flush union bid
Free Republic – 06/27/11 13:14 –
**Words matched**: unfair labor practice
From the moment the election was set to determine whether a Target Corp. store would be unionized for the first time, the company got very tough, very fast. ...the edge." In New York, UFCW Local 1500 has filed **unfair labor practice** charges against Target for threatening to fire a union supporter for...
Microsoft Outlook
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Subject: Legal News FYI

Bill Proposes Eliminating NLRB Jurisdiction Over Tribal-Owned Concerns on Indian Lands
Rep. Kristi Noem (R-N.D.) offered legislation (H.R. 2335) June 23 that would amend the National Labor Relations Act to exclude tribal-owned enterprises on Indian lands from the definition of an "employer" under the federal labor... 

NLRB Official Siegel Retires After 37 Years
National Labor Relations Board Associate General Counsel Richard A. Siegel is retiring after 37 years with the board, and he will be replaced by Anne G. Purcell, a 37-year veteran of the agency, Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon announced...

Two Studies Conclude NLRB Elections Should Be Held in Shorter Period of Time
As the National Labor Relations Board continues to consider a proposed rule that would result in union representation elections being conducted in a shorter period of time after the filing of an election petition, two new studies buttress...

Court Grants NLRB Section 10(j) Injunction, Ordering Reinstatement, But Not Bargaining
A National Labor Relations Board regional director is entitled to a preliminary injunction requiring a West Virginia mining company to reinstate six workers who were laid off the morning after they signed authorization cards for the United...

Hair Salon Chain Setslles ULP Allegations With Nationwide NLRB Notice, DVD Showing
Regis Corp., which owns, franchises or holds ownership interests in more than 12,000 beauty and hair salons, has agreed to a National Labor Relations Board settlement that will require the company to post NLRB notices in approximately 6,500...

California Governor Vetoes Bill Giving Farmworkers Card Check Option

1
SACRAMENTO, Calif.—As dozens of farmworkers held a vigil outside his office, Gov. Jerry Brown (D) vetoed a bill (S.B. 104) an hour before his midnight deadline June 28 that would have given them the option of using a card check election...

**Flight Attendants at United Continental Pick AFA Over IAM as Post-Merger Union**

Flight attendants at United Continental Holdings Inc. have chosen the Association of Flight Attendants-Communications Workers of America over the International Association of Machinists to represent them in collective bargaining,...

**Kaleida, Three Unions Reach Agreement On Contract for 8,000 Workers in Buffalo**

Kaleida Health Care and three unions June 28 reached tentative agreement on a new two-year master contract for some 8,000 workers at five hospitals and other facilities in Buffalo, N.Y., just hours before a strike authorization vote was scheduled...

**President Obama Comments on Boeing Case: Firms Free to Relocate, Must Follow the Law**

President Barack Obama commented briefly on the highly publicized National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. in a White House press conference June 29....

**House Education and the Workforce**

July 7, "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice"

10 a.m., 2175 Rayburn House Office Building

The House Education and the Workforce Committee will hold a hearing July 7 titled "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice." That hearing will examine NLRB's proposal to change union election rules.

Republicans argue that the NLRB proposal would make it harder for employers to communicate with workers about the decision to start a union. The NLRB has said it is looking to improve union election processes that now result in "unnecessary delays, allow wasteful litigation and fail to take advantage of modern communication technologies."
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**President Obama Comments on Boeing Case: Firms Free to Relocate, Must Follow the Law**

President Barack Obama commented briefly on the highly publicized National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. in a White House press conference June 29....
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The House Education and the Workforce Committee will hold a hearing July 7 titled "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice." That hearing will examine NLRB's proposal to change union election rules.
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**Bill Proposes Eliminating NLRB Jurisdiction Over Tribal-Owned Concerns on Indian Lands**
Rep. Kristi Noem (R-N.D.) offered legislation (H.R. 2335) June 23 that would amend the National Labor Relations Act to exclude tribal-owned enterprises on Indian lands from the definition of an "employer" under the federal labor...

**NLRB Official Siegel Retires After 37 Years**
National Labor Relations Board Associate General Counsel Richard A. Siegel is retiring after 37 years with the board, and he will be replaced by Anne G. Purcell, a 37-year veteran of the agency, Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon announced...

**Two Studies Conclude NLRB Elections Should Be Held in Shorter Period of Time**
As the National Labor Relations Board continues to consider a proposed rule that would result in union representation elections being conducted in a shorter period of time after the filing of an election petition, two new studies buttress...
Court Grants NLRB Section 10(j) Injunction, Ordering Reinstatement, But Not Bargaining
A National Labor Relations Board regional director is entitled to a preliminary injunction requiring a West Virginia mining company to reinstate six workers who were laid off the morning after they signed authorization cards for the United...

Hair Salon Chain Settles ULP Allegations With Nationwide NLRB Notice, DVD Showing
Regis Corp., which owns, franchises or holds ownership interests in more than 12,000 beauty and hair salons, has agreed to a National Labor Relations Board settlement that will require the company to post NLRB notices in approximately 6,500...

California Governor Vetoes Bill Giving Farmworkers Card Check Option
SACRAMENTO, Calif.—As dozens of farmworkers held a vigil outside his office, Gov. Jerry Brown (D) vetoed a bill (S.B. 104) an hour before his midnight deadline June 28 that would have given them the option of using a card check election...

Flight Attendants at United Continental Pick AFA Over IAM as Post-Merger Union
Flight attendants at United Continental Holdings Inc. have chosen the Association of Flight Attendants-Communications Workers of America over the International Association of Machinists to represent them in collective bargaining,...

Kaleida, Three Unions Reach Agreement On Contract for 8,000 Workers in Buffalo
Kaleida Health Care and three unions June 28 reached tentative agreement on a new two-year master contract for some 8,000 workers at five hospitals and other facilities in Buffalo, N.Y., just hours before a strike authorization vote was scheduled...

President Obama Comments on Boeing Case: Firms Free to Relocate, Must Follow the Law
President Barack Obama commented briefly on the highly publicized National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. in a White House press conference June 29....

House Education and the Workforce
July 7, "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice"
10 a.m., 2175 Rayburn House Office Building

The House Education and the Workforce Committee will hold a hearing July 7 titled "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice." That hearing will examine NLRB's proposal to change union election rules.

Republicans argue that the NLRB proposal would make it harder for employers to communicate with workers about the decision to start a union. The NLRB has said it is looking to improve union election processes that now result in "unnecessary delays, allow wasteful litigation and fail to take advantage of modern communication technologies."
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Two Studies Conclude NLRB Elections Should Be Held in Shorter Period of Time
As the National Labor Relations Board continues to consider a proposed rule that would result in union representation elections being conducted in a shorter period of time after the filing of an election petition, two new studies buttress...

Court Grants NLRB Section 10(j) Injunction, Ordering Reinstatement, But Not Bargaining
A National Labor Relations Board regional director is entitled to a preliminary injunction requiring a West Virginia mining company to reinstate six workers who were laid off the morning after they signed authorization cards for the United...

**Hair Salon Chain Settles ULP Allegations With Nationwide NLRB Notice, DVD Showing**
Regis Corp., which owns, franchises or holds ownership interests in more than 12,000 beauty and hair salons, has agreed to a National Labor Relations Board settlement that will require the company to post NLRB notices in approximately 6,500...
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SACRAMENTO, Calif.—As dozens of farmworkers held a vigil outside his office, Gov. Jerry Brown (D) vetoed a bill (S.B. 104) an hour before his midnight deadline June 28 that would have given them the option of using a card check election...

**Flight Attendants at United Continental Pick AFA Over IAM as Post-Merger Union**
Flight attendants at United Continental Holdings Inc. have chosen the Association of Flight Attendants-Communications Workers of America over the International Association of Machinists to represent them in collective bargaining,....

**Kaleida, Three Unions Reach Agreement On Contract for 8,000 Workers in Buffalo**
Kaleida Health Care and three unions June 28 reached tentative agreement on a new two-year master contract for some 8,000 workers at five hospitals and other facilities in Buffalo, N.Y., just hours before a strike authorization vote was scheduled...

**President Obama Comments on Boeing Case: Firms Free to Relocate, Must Follow the Law**
President Barack Obama commented briefly on the highly publicized National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. in a White House press conference June 29....

**House Education and the Workforce**
July 7, "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice"

10 a.m., 2175 Rayburn House Office Building

The House Education and the Workforce Committee will hold a hearing July 7 titled "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice." That hearing will examine NLRB's proposal to change union election rules.

Republicans argue that the NLRB proposal would make it harder for employers to communicate with workers about the decision to start a union. The NLRB has said it is looking to improve union election processes that now result in "unnecessary delays, allow wasteful litigation and fail to take advantage of modern communication technologies."
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Rep. Kristi Noem (R-N.D.) offered legislation (H.R. 2335) June 23 that would amend the National Labor Relations Act to exclude tribal-owned enterprises on Indian lands from the definition of an "employer" under the federal labor...

NLRB Official Siegel Retires After 37 Years  
National Labor Relations Board Associate General Counsel Richard A. Siegel is retiring after 37 years with the board, and he will be replaced by Anne G. Purcell, a 37-year veteran of the agency, Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon announced...
Two Studies Conclude NLRB Elections Should Be Held in Shorter Period of Time
As the National Labor Relations Board continues to consider a proposed rule that would result in union representation elections being conducted in a shorter period of time after the filing of an election petition, two new studies buttress...

Court Grants NLRB Section 10(j) Injunction, Ordering Reinstatement, But Not Bargaining
A National Labor Relations Board regional director is entitled to a preliminary injunction requiring a West Virginia mining company to reinstate six workers who were laid off the morning after they signed authorization cards for the United...

Hair Salon Chain Settles ULP Allegations With Nationwide NLRB Notice, DVD Showing
Regis Corp., which owns, franchises or holds ownership interests in more than 12,000 beauty and hair salons, has agreed to a National Labor Relations Board settlement that will require the company to post NLRB notices in approximately 6,500...

California Governor Vetoes Bill Giving Farmworkers Card Check Option
SACRAMENTO, Calif.—As dozens of farmworkers held a vigil outside his office, Gov. Jerry Brown (D) vetoed a bill (S.B. 104) an hour before his midnight deadline June 28 that would have given them the option of using a card check election...

Flight Attendants at United Continental Pick AFA Over IAM as Post-Merger Union
Flight attendants at United Continental Holdings Inc. have chosen the Association of Flight Attendants-Communications Workers of America over the International Association of Machinists to represent them in collective bargaining,...

Kaleida, Three Unions Reach Agreement On Contract for 8,000 Workers in Buffalo
Kaleida Health Care and three unions June 28 reached tentative agreement on a new two-year master contract for some 8,000 workers at five hospitals and other facilities in Buffalo, N.Y., just hours before a strike authorization vote was scheduled...

President Obama Comments on Boeing Case: Firms Free to Relocate, Must Follow the Law
President Barack Obama commented briefly on the highly publicized National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. in a White House press conference June 29....

House Education and the Workforce
July 7, "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice"
10 a.m., 2175 Rayburn House Office Building
The House Education and the Workforce Committee will hold a hearing July 7 titled "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice." That hearing will examine NLRB's proposal to change union election rules.

Republicans argue that the NLRB proposal would make it harder for employers to communicate with workers about the decision to start a union. The NLRB has said it is looking to improve union election processes that now result in "unnecessary delays, allow wasteful litigation and fail to take advantage of modern communication technologies."
House Panel Holds Hearing on NLRB Proposal
To Revise Its Representation Case Procedures
During the House Education and the Workforce Committee's hearing July 7 on "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice," Republican panel members consistently...

IBEW, CBS Reach Tentative Agreement
Covering 2,800 Technicians in Nine Cities
The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and CBS Corp. have reached an early tentative collective bargaining agreement covering 2,800 technicians in nine cities, the union and company announced July 5....

Independent Union Ratifies Contract
With Rhode Island Hospital for 2,200
Members of the union representing more than 2,200 registered nurses and other professional employees at Rhode Island Hospital in Providence July 1 ratified a four-year contract that guarantees job security for workers with more than five...

Rep. Kline considers bill to block overhaul of union election process
The Hill – 07/07/11 19:45 –
Words matched: Wilma Liebman, Craig Becker
Rep. John Kline (R-Minn.) said Thursday that he is considering offering legislation to block new union election rules from the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) that would likely hasten labor organizing.
...NLRB will likely be reduced from four members to two. NLRB Chairwoman Wilma Liebman's term ends this August, while board member Craig Becker who...

Confidentiality clause found to be overboard by 1st Circuit
Dolan Media Company – 07/07/11 18:58 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
by Christina Pazzanese and Thomas E. Egan Dolan Media Newswires BOSTON, MA -- A temporary employment agency could not enforce a confidentiality provision barring workers from disclosing the terms of their employment to "other parties," the 1st Circuit has ruled.
...compensation went to a prime area of concern under Section 7 [of the National Labor Relations Act], the court said. The 1st Circuit went on to...

“Worse than Obamacare,” conservatives demonize the NLRB
The Hill - Blog – 07/07/11 16:08 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
In a recent editorial, The National Review states that while the government “take over” of healthcare stands out for most Americans as the Obama Administration’s most extreme act, "even more remarkable is its radicalization of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), part of its tireless campaign the Boeing complaint involves a relatively standard violation of the National Labor Relations Act (in this case, retaliation against workers..."

Bill that would allow N.J. public workers to opt out of joining union has no chance to pass, Sheila Oliver says
NJ.com – 07/08/11 07:33 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
TRENTON — Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn’t stand a chance.
...system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary?” The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics ...
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Subject: Legal News FYI

Court Halts NLRB Unfair Labor Practice Case, Citing Tribal Sovereignty of Chickasaw Nation
A federal district court in Oklahoma July 11 granted the Chickasaw Nation’s request for a preliminary injunction barring the National Labor Relations Board from proceeding to hear charges by International Brotherhood of Teamsters...

IAM Files Charges Against AFA-CWA With NMB Over United-Continental Election
CHICAGO—The International Association of Machinists filed charges with the National Mediation Board July 11 protesting the conduct of the Association of Flight Attendants-Communications Workers of America during the recent representation...

Massachusetts Governor Approves Limits On Union Say in Municipal Health Bargaining
BOSTON—Massachusetts Gov. Deval Patrick (D) July 11 signed into law a fiscal 2012 budget (H.B. 3535) that includes curbs on public employee health bargaining aimed at saving cities and towns $100 million a year....

NLRB's Weekly Summary of Cases, Dated July 4-8, 2011

Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records
Chicago Tribune – 07/13/11 07:24 –
28 other sources (Road Runner, Belleville News-Democrat, ...)

Words matched: Lafe Solomon
The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board's chief

...Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues ...

McCormick Place union accepts new labor rules: report
Chicago Real Estate Daily – 07/12/11 19:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Air France, Alitalia suspend flights to O'Hare McCormick Place union accepts new labor rules: report Groupon begins travel discounts with Expedia Booth startups net $85 million — a record for U of C biz school Groupon offers first car deal Jewel facing $75,000 OSHA fine for warehouse lapses View AI

...federal judge ruled in March that the labor reforms violate the National Labor Relations Act. The Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority.
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House Panel Presses NLRB for Documents, Calling Boeing Case Disclosures Incomplete
National Labor Relations Board Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon has not satisfied lawmakers’ requests for documents concerning an unfair labor practice complaint against Boeing Co., Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Calif.), chairman...

Eighth Circuit Revives ABF Freight Lawsuit Against YRC, Teamsters Over Concessions
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit July 6 revived a previously dismissed lawsuit filed by ABF Freight System against the International Brotherhood of Teamsters and competing trucking company YRC Worldwide over allegations...

Global Unions File Complaint With OECD Against Deutsche Telekom for ‘Union Busting’
The Communications Workers of America, the UNI Global Union federation, and the German-based ver.di union July 12 alleged that Deutsche Telekom AG, the parent company of T-Mobile USA, has violated the guidelines of the Organization for Economic...

TV union plans protest over new contract
Pjstar.com – 07/13/11 23:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Rally will be at UAW Local 974, near the WEEK/WHOI property
...time. "We could legally challenge (the contract) with the National Labor Relations Board. We wanted to have another bargaining meeting with...

Players reject Louisville Orchestra offer; Letter ultimatum spurs union rally
The Courier-Journal (AP) – 07/13/11 01:39 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
On the day Louisville Orchestra players were supposed to respond to an ultimatum from managers, they rallied and delivered personal messages to the CEO’s office.
...through the musicians’ union, could be grounds for a complaint with the National Labor Relations Board, Tichenor said a federal suit isn’t in the...
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Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon testifies at Oversight Committee field hearing in South Carolina

NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon today appeared before the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform at a field hearing in South Carolina called regarding his decision to issue a complaint against the Boeing Company on April 20.

In his opening statement, Mr. Solomon said he would do his best to answer the questions of committee members while also protecting the due process rights of all parties in the ongoing case. "I am actively involved in overseeing the Boeing litigation and in strategic decisions necessary for the prosecution of this case," he noted. "My obligation to protect the independence of the Office of the General Counsel and the integrity of the enforcement process restricts my ability to offer insight into the decision-making here."

The Acting General Counsel also described the Agency’s investigative process, and his attempts to facilitate a settlement before the complaint was issued. He said, "The issuance of the complaint was not intended to harm the workers of South Carolina, but rather, to protect the rights of workers, regardless of where they are employed, to engage in activities protected by the National Labor Relations Act, without fearing discrimination. Boeing has every right to manufacture planes in South Carolina, or anywhere else, for that matter, as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations."

Read the full statement here (in pdf).
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Liebman Notes ‘Profound Divide’ Over NLRA
But Says She will Not Be Swayed by Pressure

NEW YORK—The recent barrage of criticism of the board has been driven by a “very profound divide in our country” and a “profound lack of understanding” of the role of labor law and labor unions in American history, National Labor Relations Board Chairman Wilma B. Liebman told an audience at New York University June 10.

Speaking at the 64th Annual Conference on Labor, co-sponsored by NYU, St. John's University, and Cornell University, Liebman said that the good news from recent criticism of the agency has been that there is now an increased public awareness about collective bargaining and the employee rights protected by the National Labor Relations Act.

But Liebman said she has been surprised by some of the “threats and assaults” on NLRB, and told the audience “what we have to do is enhance the public's understanding of collective bargaining.”

NLRB Subject of Vigorous Criticism

Liebman, who has served as a board member since November 1997 and was named as chairman by President Obama on Jan. 20, 2009, said she dates the recent contention over the board to September 2007, when a President Bush-appointed board majority issued approximately 50 decisions that organized labor referred to as “the massacre,” and that was followed by a congressional hearing on the board and its rulings.

Immediately after Obama's inauguration, she said, the agency again came under fire, with increasingly heated rhetoric about board nominees being “radical” and claims that the board was pursuing an agenda that improperly favored organized labor. Criticism of NLRB coincided with a legislative battle over the proposed Employee Free Choice Act, which failed to win congressional approval, Liebman observed.

The NLRB chairman said that recent criticism of the board has been particularly strident, and she said she recognizes that it may be influenced by the sense of economic insecurity some Americans have. Liebman said she recently received an unsigned letter reading, “Withdraw the Boeing complaint, you partisan progressive Marxist moron,” referring to the Boeing unfair labor practice complaint issued by the NLRB's acting general counsel, which has not yet come before the board.

But Liebman said she was surprised by the subject of some of the criticism. Noting that the board's invitations for the filing of amicus briefs in recent cases have been questioned and criticized, Liebman said, “I thought it was something that was a good thing,” not an action that would be controversial.

Some people have never accepted the NLRA or NLRB, Liebman said, and they now label the agency “job-killing,” while supporters of the act and collective bargaining are frustrated and disillusioned.

Chairman Links NLRB Information to Understanding

Public misunderstanding of the act may be partly attributable to the lack of experience of younger workers with the act and with labor unions in general, Liebman said. Even the judiciary is sometimes misinformed about the NLRA, she commented, but with private-sector union membership below 7 percent, fewer and fewer Americans even know anyone who belongs to a union.

The lack of public understanding is the reason the board issued its notice of proposed rulemaking to provide for employer posting of a notice of employee rights, Liebman said. The board received 7,000 comments on the proposal and is still in the process of reviewing comments and deciding what to do with the proposed rule, she said.
Liebman's current term on the board ends Aug. 27, and there has been no announcement about whether she will seek or receive renomination, but the chairman told the New York audience that as long as she serves on the board she “will fight for the values” embodied in the NLRA.

Former Board Member Decries Attacks on Board

Marshall B. Babson, who served as a member of the NLRB from 1985 to 1988 and who was a panelist at the NYU conference, commented after Liebman's remarks that he is “very, very concerned” about recent attacks on the board.

Stating that there has been a repeated effort to “trash the agency and trash the process” created by the NLRA, Babson said, “I will not stand by” when the agency is unfairly attacked.

Citing as an example comments that NLRB's acting general counsel has undertaken “unprecedented” action by issuing a complaint in the Boeing case, Babson told the audience that “you need to stand up and be heard” in opposition to attacks on the agency.

The former board member is now a partner at Seyfarth Shaw in New York where he represents employers in labor and employment law matters.
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From: Exemption 6 - Rich Ahearn personal address
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2011 2:37 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Charleston City Paper: Recommended article from rich

Exemption 6 - Rich Ahearn personal address has recommended the following article from Charleston City Paper:

"AFL-CIO, local labor leader blast Boeing hearing"

(To view the article, please click the above link.)
I am writing to inform you that that, based on a merit determination by Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon, I issued a Complaint today against Boeing, alleging violations of 8(a) (1) and (3) by their decision and various statements that they decided to place the second line for the 787 Dreamliner production at a non-union site in So. Carolina rather than with the IAM represented unit here because the union had engaged in past strikes and in order to avoid the consequences of future potential strikes. As striking constitutes protected concerted activity under the NLRA, transferring work to retaliate against employees for engaging in such activity violates the statute. The remedy we seek includes restoration of the second line here but does not seek to interfere with Boeing’s opportunity to place work anywhere, including So.Carolina, for non-discriminatory reasons. The Complaint issued only after Lafe made numerous efforts to reach a negotiated settlement.

I want to particularly recognize the hard work of Dianne, who investigated this case and who did a superb job of assembling the evidence and analyzing the legal principles. Mara is currently assigned the trial; I expect to select another attorney to work with her and of course remain open to further settlement opportunities.

I expect this case may generate significant public and press interest. Please direct any such inquiries to me.

Many thanks.

Rich
Richard L. Ahearn
Regional Director, Region 19, Seattle
206 220 6310
The Right to Work folks say they’ll ask to intervene representing SC workers, according to this story. (And they think it would be terrible if there was a settlement in the case.)

Mix said his worry is that the company will agree to a settlement that weakens right-to-work laws. A top concern is that Boeing will allow the machinists union to try to organize its local plant by signing cards -- a method know as check-card voting -- instead of by secret ballot, he said.


---

Nancy Cleeland  
NLRB Director of Public Affairs  
(202) 273-0222  
nancy.cleeland@nltb.gov
I'm just glad it's not getting silly.

Sent from my iPhone; please excuse any typographical errors.
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The Right to Work folks say they'll ask to intervene representing SC workers, according to this story. (And they think it would be terrible if there was a settlement in the case.)

Mix said his worry is that the company will agree to a settlement that weakens right-to-work laws. A top concern is that Boeing will allow the machinists union to try to organize its local plant by signing cards -- a method known as check-card voting -- instead of by secret ballot, he said.
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Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov
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Awesome. I knew this case was missing something.
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Mix said his worry is that the company will agree to a settlement that weakens right-to-work laws. A top concern is that Boeing will allow the machinists union to try to organize its local plant by signing cards -- a method know as check-card voting -- instead of by secret ballot, he said.
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News 2 new results for National labor relations board

The Machinists' Catch 22: Boeing Employee Files NLRB Charge Against Union
RedState
Since President Obama's NLRB announced its prosecution of the Boeing Company some weeks ago for its opening a second 787 assembly line in South Carolina, the media and politicians have had much to say about the NLRB's attack on business, Right to Work ...
See all stories on this topic »

Boeing Production to 'Stay Ramped Up': CEO
CNBC.com
The general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has filed an unfair labor charge against Boeing, after the company announced that it would move a production line to South Carolina. “This will probably have long legs,” McNerney said. ...
See all stories on this topic »

Tip: Use quotes (“like this”) around a set of words in your query to match them exactly. Learn more.

Remove this alert.
Create another alert.
Manage your alerts.
These are strange times in U.S. labor relations, and they are getting stranger by day. The past two weeks have seen several important developments in the bizarre ongoing saga between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing, which has become a cause célèbre for conservative politicians and pundits, even forming part of the discussion during the New Hampshire Republican presidential debate, with former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich calling for abolition of the labor board.

So what happened? First, after more than a year of construction, Boeing opened its new billion-dollar facility in North Charleston, S.C., which will act as a final assembly plant for the 787 Dreamliner, widely considered the future of commercial aviation. Then, the NLRB started its administrative law judge hearing that will decide the fate of the complaint issued by the acting general counsel, which accuses Boeing of breaking the law by moving work from a unionized plant in Washington state to a non-union plant in South Carolina in retaliation for strike action at the union plant.

Adding to the drama, South Carolina Sen. Lindsey Graham announced that he would block President Obama's nomination for secretary of Commerce — despite the nominee being a member of Boeing's board of directors — until the president states publicly that Boeing is an "ethical" corporation. Then Boeing refused a settlement offer from the machinists union that involved keeping the disputed work in South Carolina.

Congressional Republicans, meanwhile, called a hearing of the House Oversight Committee in Charleston to "discuss" the NLRB's actions. With considerable reluctance, Lafe Solomon, the acting general counsel who issued the complaint, testified at the hearing only after Republicans threatened to subpoena him if he refused to appear. Republicans accused the NLRB of waging "class" and "regional" warfare, attacked Solomon for "prosecutorial misconduct" and quizzesed him about the case — a clear threat to due process. So much for Southern hospitality.

Conservative politicians and pundits have tried to make this dispute about anything other than the key question: Did Boeing violate the law? Fox News has run stories on South Carolina workers with headlines like: "What would you do if the government tried to kill your job?" But South Carolina is not the issue — the legal issues would be identical if Boeing had transferred the jobs to the moon.

The NLRB is not telling a private company where it can and cannot do business. Under U.S. law, Boeing has a right to transfer work from Washington to South Carolina for good reasons, bad reasons, or no reason at all. But it is not allowed to transfer work for discriminatory reasons — in this case, retaliation for Washington workers exercising their right to strike.

Boeing has claimed that the NLRB complaint takes out of context remarks on the motivation behind the transfer of work. The comments in question are about as clear as one could imagine. The "overriding factor" in the decision to locate the jobs in South Carolina, Boeing's EVP explained, was the need to avoid further work stoppages.
In its defense, Boeing states that, not only has it not cut jobs in Washington, but it actually has added new jobs. True, but these new jobs involve "rework" and "out of sequence work" needed to remedy ongoing problems in Boeing's complex and dysfunctional global supply chain. When the supply-chain problems are fixed, the jobs will disappear.

Boeing also states that the South Carolina jobs are new jobs, which will surprise the workers on the 'surge line' in Washington state who are doing final assembly work on the Dreamliner, and whose work will be wound down as the South Carolina plant becomes fully functional.

So what is this really about? Though they would never say so, it is about Republicans' visceral hatred of the current NLRB and the workplace rights it protects. Republicans have been looking for an issue with which to attack the NLRB since their sweeping election victories last November. Several previous attempts floundered, but Boeing has provided red meat for those who would like to destroy the last vestiges of workers' rights in America.

If Boeing reads the situation right, it will settle this dispute. Based on the evidence so far, it probably will lose based on the legal issues. But the Republicans who have used the Boeing dispute as a pretext to attack the NLRB will never settle. For them, there always will be another reason to attack the agency mandated with protecting the right to form unions. For it is that basic right on which they have really declared war.

John Logan is professor and director of Labor Studies at San Francisco State University.
Congressional Republicans meddle with NLRB case that involves Boeing The NLRB is months, if not years, away from determining whether Boeing built a manufacturing plant in South Carolina to punish its unionized workers in Everett, Wash. But that hasn't halted the GOP's brazen campaign of interference.

Michael Hiltzik

June 26, 2011
Advertisement

In the quaint old days, even the most ravenous publicity hounds in Congress would hold off announcing a big investigation until they had something to investigate. As is shown by the furor enveloping a National Labor Relations Board case involving Boeing Co., those days are gone.

The NLRB is looking into whether Boeing chose to establish a manufacturing plant for its new 787 airliner in South Carolina to punish its unionized workers in Everett, Wash., which would be illegal. But the board is months, if not years, away from making any such determination or taking any concrete action against Boeing. An administrative law judge convened a hearing June 14, but thus far has heard not a single word of testimony.

Yet one would gather from the rhetoric that the case is shaking the republic to its foundations. A few weeks ago, Senate Republicans openly intimidated the NLRB's general counsel, a career public servant named Lafe Solomon, by threatening to kill the confirmation of his appointment.

Functioning as Boeing's full-time henchmen, they've interfered with the NLRB's work by flagrantly misrepresenting the nature of the case, its precedents and its legal underpinnings, and introducing special-interest legislation to protect the company from the board. Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Vista), who as chairman of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is striving to make himself into that chamber's outstanding hot air machine, has already held a hearing on the matter. Its very objective-sounding title: "The NLRB's Holding Pattern on Free Enterprise."

And from your elected Democrats? Silence. To paraphrase a song from "Monty Python and the Holy Grail," they've bravely turned their tails and fled.

The issues in the case arose last year when Boeing decided to build three 787s a month outside Charleston, S.C. Its existing manufacturing facility in Everett would still build seven a month.

Boeing negotiated at length with the machinists union in Everett, seeking concessions, before it decided instead to expand in South Carolina. The union subsequently filed a complaint with the NLRB, alleging that Boeing acted to punish the Everett workers for exercising their legal rights to bargain collectively and to strike. NLRB counsel Solomon spent months trying to broker a settlement between the two sides. When that failed he went ahead and filed a complaint against Boeing on April 20, citing the union allegation.
Here's the fundamental law governing the case: Every business has the right to manufacture its products anywhere it wishes. But if it moves jobs in reprisal for workers exercising their legal rights, including the right to strike, that's against the law.

There's nothing doubtful about that principle or novel in its application. There's even a legal term for it: the "runaway shop" doctrine. The key Supreme Court precedent dates from 1965. Another important ruling was handed down in appellate court in 1967 by Warren Burger, whose conservative bona fides were established two years later when he was named chief justice of the U.S. by President Nixon.

Boeing has never made it a secret that among its goals in establishing the new manufacturing line was to keep it away from the International Assn. of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, which represents the Everett workers. During a conference call in 2009, Boeing Chairman and Chief Executive Jim McNerney observed that the "modest inefficiencies" associated with manufacturing in South Carolina would be "more than overcome" by avoiding the strikes that were occurring "every three or four years" in Washington state.

Boeing's general counsel, J. Michael Luttig, told a Senate committee in May that a 2008 machinists strike that shut down the 787 line for 58 days cost the company more than $1 billion and damaged its standing with customers and investors. He said Boeing was "legitimately concerned" about the possibility of further strikes.

Those statements appear to be admissions that the factory decision was aimed against the union. But Boeing also says it was motivated by the lavish incentives offered by South Carolina, which have been estimated at $900 million — more than the construction cost of the plant. Luttig mentioned the state's "exceptional business environment." That includes its "right-to-work" law, which prohibits union membership from being a condition of employment and raises other obstacles to union organizing.

The NLRB's task is to determine how these factors played into Boeing's decision and to fashion a remedy if it finds the company's real motivation was to punish union workers. Either the union or the company can appeal an adverse decision in court.

The process won't be short or easy, even without the GOP's hysterical posturing. Rep. Issa opened his hearing (staged in the South Carolina community that hosts the Boeing plant) by announcing that the NLRB case would have "disastrous consequences." His star witnesses against the NLRB included a corporate labor attorney, a local headhunter employed by Boeing, a local Boeing employee and Alan Wilson, the attorney general of South Carolina.

Wilson took a swipe at the union, claiming that its last strike "caused customers to question whether or not to buy from Boeing ever again." That's amusing, because Boeing claims that the 787 is the fastest-selling aircraft in history and that it has 850 orders in hand.

Boeing has also confessed that when the machinists struck in 2008 the 787 was already 15 months behind schedule — chiefly because the company had outsourced engineering and parts manufacturing around the world and failed to manage that process competently.

Among the problem locations were — hello — South Carolina, where a manufacturing subcontractor turned out such wretched work that Boeing had to take over the operation, at a cost of $1 billion. If customers have any doubts about Boeing, the reason is more likely management ineptitude than union activity.

Issa and his GOP colleagues maintain that the NLRB action is a union-inspired assault on "right-to-work" states and therefore on the working person's right to be free of union oppression. So it's proper to examine the effect of "right-to-work" laws.
There's no consistent evidence that "right-to-work" laws contribute materially to economic growth. The 22 "right-to-work" states generally rank among the poorest in the nation: The only two with average household incomes higher than the U.S. median are North Dakota and Wyoming, which have tiny workforces. South Carolina ranks 45th in median household income at $41,101.

There are indications, however, that business proprietors in those states keep more of their income, meaning that less of it trickles down to workers — a clue to why managements like Boeing's may be so enamored of the South Carolinas of the world.

This is, of course, the American malady — a race to the economic bottom in which decisions are made to benefit managers and shareholders at the expense of the workforce or, indeed, the product. The trend is certainly enabled by the decline of union representation, which has shrunk from more than 20% to less than 12% just since 1983, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. This is roughly the same period in which the middle class has lost its grip on the benefits of economic growth and productivity.

And this is the trend that "right-to-work" advocates and their water carriers in the GOP seek to perpetuate. One has to ask: Why aren't President Obama and congressional Democrats pushing back, hard, against this brazen campaign of interference with the legal deliberations of an independent government agency? Or are they content to stand by while the American worker is led further down the road to serfdom?

Michael Hiltzik's column appears Sundays and Wednesdays. Reach him at mhiltzik@latimes.com, read past columns at latimes.com/hiltzik, check out facebook.com/hiltzik and follow @latimeshiltzik on Twitter.
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The NLRB is looking into whether Boeing chose to establish a manufacturing plant for its new 787 airliner in South Carolina to punish its unionized workers in Everett, Wash., which would be illegal. But the board is months, if not years, away from making any such determination or taking any concrete action against Boeing. An administrative law judge convened a hearing June 14, but thus far has heard not a single word of testimony.

Yet one would gather from the rhetoric that the case is shaking the republic to its foundations. A few weeks ago, Senate Republicans openly intimidated the NLRB's general counsel, a career public servant named Lafe Solomon, by threatening to kill the confirmation of his appointment.
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And from your elected Democrats? Silence. To paraphrase a song from "Monty Python and the Holy Grail," they've bravely turned their tails and fled.

The issues in the case arose last year when Boeing decided to build three 787s a month outside Charleston, S.C. Its existing manufacturing facility in Everett would still build seven a month.

Boeing negotiated at length with the machinists union in Everett, seeking concessions, before it decided instead to expand in South Carolina. The union subsequently filed a complaint with the NLRB, alleging that Boeing acted to punish the Everett workers for exercising their legal rights to bargain collectively and to strike. NLRB counsel Solomon spent months trying to broker a settlement between the two sides. When that failed he went ahead and filed a complaint against Boeing on April 20, citing the union allegation.
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There's nothing doubtful about that principle or novel in its application. There's even a legal term for it: the "runaway shop" doctrine. The key Supreme Court precedent dates from 1965. Another important ruling was handed down in appellate court in 1967 by Warren Burger, whose conservative bona fides were established two years later when he was named chief justice of the U.S. by President Nixon.

Boeing has never made it a secret that among its goals in establishing the new manufacturing line was to keep it away from the International Assn. of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, which represents the Everett workers. During a conference call in 2009, Boeing Chairman and Chief Executive Jim McNerney observed that the "modest inefficiencies" associated with manufacturing in South Carolina would be "more than overcome" by avoiding the strikes that were occurring "every three or four years" in Washington state.

Boeing's general counsel, J. Michael Luttig, told a Senate committee in May that a 2008 machinists strike that shut down the 787 line for 58 days cost the company more than $1 billion and damaged its standing with customers and investors. He said Boeing was "legitimately concerned" about the possibility of further strikes.

Those statements appear to be admissions that the factory decision was aimed against the union. But Boeing also says it was motivated by the lavish incentives offered by South Carolina, which have been estimated at $900 million — more than the construction cost of the plant. Luttig mentioned the state's "exceptional business environment." That includes its "right-to-work" law, which prohibits union membership from being a condition of employment and raises other obstacles to union organizing.
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Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlnrb.gov

Congressional Republicans meddle with NLRB case that involves Boeing

The NLRB is months, if not years, away from determining whether Boeing built a manufacturing plant in South Carolina to punish its unionized workers in Everett, Wash. But that hasn't halted the GOP's brazen campaign of interference.

Michael Hiltzik

June 26, 2011

In the quaint old days, even the most ravenous publicity hounds in Congress would hold off announcing a big investigation until they had something to investigate. As is shown by the furor enveloping a National Labor Relations Board case involving Boeing Co., those days are gone.

The NLRB is looking into whether Boeing chose to establish a manufacturing plant for its new 787 airliner in South Carolina to punish its unionized workers in Everett, Wash., which would be illegal. But the board is months, if not years, away from making any such determination or taking any concrete action against Boeing. An administrative law judge convened a hearing June 14, but thus far has heard not a single word of testimony.

Yet one would gather from the rhetoric that the case is shaking the republic to its foundations. A few weeks ago, Senate Republicans openly intimidated the NLRB's general counsel, a career public servant named Lafe Solomon, by threatening to kill the confirmation of his appointment.

Functioning as Boeing's full-time henchmen, they've interfered with the NLRB's work by flagrantly misrepresenting the nature of the case, its precedents and its legal underpinnings, and introducing special-interest legislation to protect the company from the board. Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Vista), who as chairman of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is striving to make himself into that chamber's outstanding hot air machine, has already held a hearing on the matter. Its very objective-sounding title: "The NLRB's Holding Pattern on Free Enterprise."
And from your elected Democrats? Silence. To paraphrase a song from "Monty Python and the Holy Grail," they've bravely turned their tails and fled.

The issues in the case arose last year when Boeing decided to build three 787s a month outside Charleston, S.C. Its existing manufacturing facility in Everett would still build seven a month.

Boeing negotiated at length with the machinists union in Everett, seeking concessions, before it decided instead to expand in South Carolina. The union subsequently filed a complaint with the NLRB, alleging that Boeing acted to punish the Everett workers for exercising their legal rights to bargain collectively and to strike. NLRB counsel Solomon spent months trying to broker a settlement between the two sides. When that failed he went ahead and filed a complaint against Boeing on April 20, citing the union allegation.

Here's the fundamental law governing the case: Every business has the right to manufacture its products anywhere it wishes. But if it moves jobs in reprisal for workers exercising their legal rights, including the right to strike, that's against the law.

There's nothing doubtful about that principle or novel in its application. There's even a legal term for it: the "runaway shop" doctrine. The key Supreme Court precedent dates from 1965. Another important ruling was handed down in appellate court in 1967 by Warren Burger, whose conservative bona fides were established two years later when he was named chief justice of the U.S. by President Nixon.

Boeing has never made it a secret that among its goals in establishing the new manufacturing line was to keep it away from the International Assn. of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, which represents the Everett workers. During a conference call in 2009, Boeing Chairman and Chief Executive Jim McNerney observed that the "modest inefficiencies" associated with manufacturing in South Carolina would be "more than overcome" by avoiding the strikes that were occurring "every three or four years" in Washington state.

Boeing's general counsel, J. Michael Luttig, told a Senate committee in May that a 2008 machinists strike that shut down the 787 line for 58 days cost the company more than $1 billion and damaged its standing with customers and investors. He said Boeing was "legitimately concerned" about the possibility of further strikes.

Those statements appear to be admissions that the factory decision was aimed against the union. But Boeing also says it was motivated by the lavish incentives offered by South Carolina, which have been estimated at $900 million — more than the construction cost of the plant. Luttig mentioned the state's "exceptional business environment." That includes its "right-to-work" law, which prohibits union membership from being a condition of employment and raises other obstacles to union organizing.

The NLRB's task is to determine how these factors played into Boeing's decision and to fashion a remedy if it finds the company's real motivation was to punish union workers. Either the union or the company can appeal an adverse decision in court.

The process won't be short or easy, even without the GOP's hysterical posturing. Rep. Issa opened his hearing (staged in the South Carolina community that hosts the Boeing plant) by announcing that the NLRB case would have "disastrous consequences." His star witnesses against the NLRB included a corporate labor attorney, a local headhunter employed by Boeing, a local Boeing employee and Alan Wilson, the attorney general of South Carolina.

Wilson took a swipe at the union, claiming that its last strike "caused customers to question whether or not to buy from Boeing ever again." That's amusing, because Boeing claims that the 787 is the fastest-selling aircraft in history and that it has 850 orders in hand.
Boeing has also confessed that when the machinists struck in 2008 the 787 was already 15 months behind schedule — chiefly because the company had outsourced engineering and parts manufacturing around the world and failed to manage that process competently.

Among the problem locations were — hello — South Carolina, where a manufacturing subcontractor turned out such wretched work that Boeing had to take over the operation, at a cost of $1 billion. If customers have any doubts about Boeing, the reason is more likely management ineptitude than union activity.

Issa and his GOP colleagues maintain that the NLRB action is a union-inspired assault on "right-to-work" states and therefore on the working person's right to be free of union oppression. So it's proper to examine the effect of "right-to-work" laws.

There's no consistent evidence that "right-to-work" laws contribute materially to economic growth. The 22 "right-to-work" states generally rank among the poorest in the nation: The only two with average household incomes higher than the U.S. median are North Dakota and Wyoming, which have tiny workforces. South Carolina ranks 45th in median household income at $41,101.

There are indications, however, that business proprietors in those states keep more of their income, meaning that less of it trickles down to workers — a clue to why managements like Boeing's may be so enamored of the South Carolinas of the world.

This is, of course, the American malady — a race to the economic bottom in which decisions are made to benefit managers and shareholders at the expense of the workforce or, indeed, the product. The trend is certainly enabled by the decline of union representation, which has shrunk from more than 20% to less than 12% just since 1983, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. This is roughly the same period in which the middle class has lost its grip on the benefits of economic growth and productivity.

And this is the trend that "right-to-work" advocates and their water carriers in the GOP seek to perpetuate. One has to ask: Why aren't President Obama and congressional Democrats pushing back, hard, against this brazen campaign of interference with the legal deliberations of an independent government agency? Or are they content to stand by while the American worker is led further down the road to serfdom?

Michael Hiltzik's column appears Sundays and Wednesdays. Reach him at mhiltzik@latimes.com, read past columns at latimes.com/hiltzik, check out facebook.com/hiltzik and follow @latimeshiltzik on Twitter.
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ALJ Denies Boeing Bid to Dismiss Complaint, Allowing Trial of Unfair Labor Practice Issues

Posted June 30, 2011, 4:09 P.M. ET

The National Labor Relations Board administrative law judge hearing Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon's allegations that Boeing Co. unlawfully transferred jetliner production work from Washington state to South Carolina June 30 denied the airplane manufacturer's motion to dismiss the complaint (Boeing Co., NLRB ALJ, No. 19-CA-32431, 6/30/11).

ALJ Clifford H. Anderson said it is rare to dismiss unfair labor practice allegations in an NLRB proceeding before the board’s general counsel has even begun to introduce evidence. He further observed that Boeing has not yet established facts to support its argument that Solomon has taken out of context the allegedly unlawful comments Boeing executives made about the opening of the South Carolina plant.

Anderson rejected Boeing's challenge to Solomon's allegation that the company illegally discriminated against union-represented employees in Washington when it built a second assembly line for 787 Dreamliners at a nonunion site in South Carolina. Boeing argued there could be no finding that it violated the National Labor Relations Act without proof that building the South Carolina line adversely affected the Washington workers represented by the International Association of Machinists, but the ALJ disagreed, finding that NLRB precedent could support Solomon's claim of unlawful discrimination.

Finally, the ALJ refused to strike from the administrative complaint Solomon's request that Being be ordered to have the second Dreamliner assembly line handled by the unionized workers in Washington rather than the nonunion workforce in South Carolina. Anderson observed that the acting general counsel has not disputed the company's right to oppose the requested remedy as unduly burdensome, but the ALJ said it would be inappropriate to issue a pretrial ruling that would preclude the parties from making a full record on the question of remedial relief to be ordered if the complaint against Boeing is sustained.
I will be out of the office from Monday, July 18 through Friday, July 29. During my absence, DRA Marty Eskenazi will be Acting RA for the week of July 18, and DRA Brian Sweeney will be Acting RA for the week of July 25. All matters Boeing related will be handled directly by Rich.

Thanks.

Anne P. Pomerantz  
Regional Attorney | National Labor Relations Board | Region 19  
2948 Jackson Federal Building, 915 Second Ave., Seattle, WA 98174  
 anne.pomerantz@nlrb.gov | ☎ (206) 220-6311 | ☀ (206) 220-6305  
 Please consider the environment before printing this email  

Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon testifies at Oversight Committee field hearing in South Carolina

NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon today appeared before the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform at a field hearing in South Carolina called regarding his decision to issue a complaint against the Boeing Company on April 20.

In his opening statement, Mr. Solomon said he would do his best to answer the questions of committee members while also protecting the due process rights of all parties in the ongoing case. “I am actively involved in overseeing the Boeing litigation and in strategic decisions necessary for the prosecution of this case,” he noted. “My obligation to protect the independence of the Office of the General Counsel and the integrity of the enforcement process restricts my ability to offer insight into the decision-making here.”

The Acting General Counsel also described the Agency’s investigative process, and his attempts to facilitate a settlement before the complaint was issued. He said, “The issuance of the complaint was not intended to harm the workers of South Carolina, but rather, to protect the rights of workers, regardless of where they are employed, to engage in activities protected by the National Labor Relations Act, without fearing discrimination. Boeing has every right to manufacture planes in South Carolina, or anywhere else, for that matter, as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations.”

Read the full statement here (in pdf).
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From: Martin, Andrew
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2011 8:54 AM
To: Abruzzo, Jennifer; Ahearn, Richard L.; Ananthanayagam, Shanti; Arlook, Martin M.; Baniszewski, Joseph; Barker, Joseph; Becker, Craig; Bleyer, Alvin P.; Bonett Jr., Edward J.; Boren, Dennis R.; Broido, Julie; Burdick, Ruth E.; Burton, Spence; Byas, Stacie; Carlton, Peter J.; Chester, Robert W.; Christman Jr., Thomas J.; Cleeland, Nancy; Colwell, John F.; Cowen, William B.; Dietz, Jessica; Dreeben, Linda J.; Edmins-Hill, Rosalind Elaine; Englehart, Bob; Farrell, Ellen; Fedorova, Ioulia; Ferguson, John H.; Fies-Keller, Cara L.; Figueroa, Marta; Flynn, Terence F.; Franklin, Kirk; Garza, Jose; Glasser, Stephen M.; Gold, Wayne R.; Goldstein, Dawn; Gottschalk, Irving E.; Graham, David; Grant, Regina; Griffin, Jill; Guest, Matt; Habenstreit, David; Hankins, Raymond; Hayes, Brian; Heinzmann, Kym; HELTZER, LES (Hdqs); Hirozawa, Kent; Hollo, Elana R.; Hooks, Ronald K.; Hoyte, Joan E.; Hubbel, Daniel L.; Jacob, Fred B.; James, Kathleen; Jones, Harry; Joseph, Gloria; Kane, Robert F.; Karsh, Aaron; Katz, Judy; Kearney, Barry J.; Kelly, David A.; Kilpatrick, Elizabeth; Kinard, Martha E.; Krafts, Andrew J.; Lee, Sydney A.; Lennie, Rachel G.; Levin, Nelson; Levitan, Daniel; Ley, Rhonda; Lieber, Margery E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Lightner, J. Michael; Lineback, Rik D.; Martin, David P.; Mattina, Celeste J.; McDermott, James J.; McKinney, M. Kathleen; Mills, Jacqueline; Moore-Duncan, Dorothy L.; Moran, Gail R.; Morgan, Terry A.; Murphy, James R.; Ohr, Peter S.; Osthus, Marlin O.; Overstreet, Cornele; Pearce, Mark G.; Purcell, Anne G.; Reynolds, Vanita S.; Rivchin, Julie Y.; Robinson, Miles A.; Rosenberg, Josh; Saunders, Josh D.; Schiff, Robert; Shapiro, Ken; Siegel, Richard A.; Simms, Abby; Smith, Barry F.; Solomon, Lafe E.; Sophir, Jayme; Spector, Jennifer R.; Tellem, Elbert F.; Tendrich, Robert; Thompson, Scott C.; Tuli, Manisha E.; Wagner, Anthony R.; Williams, Harold; Yaffe, Deborah; Zick, Lara S.

Subject: Legal News FYI

Bill Proposes Eliminating NLRB Jurisdiction Over Tribal-Owned Concerns on Indian Lands
Rep. Kristi Noem (R-N.D.) offered legislation (H.R. 2335) June 23 that would amend the National Labor Relations Act to exclude tribal-owned enterprises on Indian lands from the definition of an "employer" under the federal labor...

NLRB Official Siegel Retires After 37 Years
National Labor Relations Board Associate General Counsel Richard A. Siegel is retiring after 37 years with the board, and he will be replaced by Anne G. Purcell, a 37-year veteran of the agency, Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon announced...

Two Studies Conclude NLRB Elections Should Be Held in Shorter Period of Time
As the National Labor Relations Board continues to consider a proposed rule that would result in union representation elections being conducted in a shorter period of time after the filing of an election petition, two new studies buttress...

Court Grants NLRB Section 10(j) Injunction, Ordering Reinstatement, But Not Bargaining
A National Labor Relations Board regional director is entitled to a preliminary injunction requiring a West Virginia mining company to reinstate six workers who were laid off the morning after they signed authorization cards for the United...

Hair Salon Chain Settles ULP Allegations With Nationwide NLRB Notice, DVD Showing
Regis Corp., which owns, franchises or holds ownership interests in more than 12,000 beauty and hair salons, has agreed to a National Labor Relations Board settlement that will require the company to post NLRB notices in approximately 6,500...

**California Governor Vetoes Bill Giving Farmworkers Card Check Option**  
SACRAMENTO, Calif.—As dozens of farmworkers held a vigil outside his office, Gov. Jerry Brown (D) vetoed a bill (S.B. 104) an hour before his midnight deadline June 28 that would have given them the option of using a card check election...

**Flight Attendants at United Continental Pick AFA Over IAM as Post-Merger Union**  
Flight attendants at United Continental Holdings Inc. have chosen the Association of Flight Attendants-Communications Workers of America over the International Association of Machinists to represent them in collective bargaining,...

**Kaleida, Three Unions Reach Agreement On Contract for 8,000 Workers in Buffalo**  
Kaleida Health Care and three unions June 28 reached tentative agreement on a new two-year master contract for some 8,000 workers at five hospitals and other facilities in Buffalo, N.Y., just hours before a strike authorization vote was scheduled...

**President Obama Comments on Boeing Case: Firms Free to Relocate, Must Follow the Law**  
President Barack Obama commented briefly on the highly publicized National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. in a White House press conference June 29....

**House Education and the Workforce**

July 7, "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice"

10 a.m., 2175 Rayburn House Office Building

The House Education and the Workforce Committee will hold a hearing July 7 titled "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Workers' Free Choice." That hearing will examine NLRB's proposal to change union election rules.

Republicans argue that the NLRB proposal would make it harder for employers to communicate with workers about the decision to start a union. The NLRB has said it is looking to improve union election processes that now result in "unnecessary delays, allow wasteful litigation and fail to take advantage of modern communication technologies."

Andrew Martin  
Librarian (Law)  
National Labor Relations Board  
1099 14th Street NW  
Suite 800  
Washington, DC 20570  
(202) 273-3724  
(202) 273-2906 fax  
andrew.martin@nrlb.gov
It's Boeing. The Machinists filed a ULP charge when Boeing decided to build some of the 787s in SC rather than Seattle.

Good morning Lafe,

As we discussed yesterday, I am putting together bios for you and a few other facts for your meetings tomorrow. I believe you mentioned that Ms. Murray might be interested in a Lockheed Martin contract? Is that correct? I apologize – I could not remember which company you named and I have been unable to information on the issue.

I will run the backgrounder by Bob and get you something this afternoon. Thanks!

Jose P. Garza
Special Counsel for
Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs
National Labor Relations Board
202-273-0013
Thank you, Lafe. I’m looking for any public statements on that issue now. I hope to have something for you to review soon.

It’s Boeing. The Machinists filed a ULP charge when Boeing decided to build some of the 787s in SC rather than Seattle.

Good morning Lafe,

As we discussed yesterday, I am putting together bios for you and a few other facts for your meetings tomorrow. I believe you mentioned that Ms. Murray might be interested in a Lockheed Martin contract? Is that correct? I apologize – I could not remember which company you named and I have been unable to information on the issue.

I will run the backgrounders by Bob and get you something this afternoon. Thanks!

Jose P. Garza
Special Counsel for
Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs
National Labor Relations Board
202-273-0013
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Microsoft Outlook

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:55 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.
Subject: FW: Senator Graham's statements

Just got this message back from the top producer on CNN's State of the Union. I sent him a copy of the fact check and explained a little more about our concerns. He may offer to do another show. We'll see.

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
First error: the White House is not involved.

Just got this message back from the top producer on CNN’s State of the Union. I sent him a copy of the fact check and explained a little more about our concerns. He may offer to do another show. We’ll see.

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nltb.gov

Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by
the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov
From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Garza, Jose
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:28 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Jose P. Garza
Special Counsel for
Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs
National Labor Relations Board
202-273-0013

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: CNN questions on correction

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements
Dear Nancy,
Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:
1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:
Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring-→ does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.
Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Hi - hope the talk went well.

You probably know that Sens Alexander and Graham introduced an amendment to section 14 of the NLRA. They say it would prevent something like the Boeing complaint from being issued. Wanted you to see it. Reporters are asking for comment, but I think we should say

---

From: Lauren Smith [LaurenSmith@cqrollcall.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:12 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: RE: question for daily story

Here is a copy of the amendment:

They say it: “Strengthen the existing protection in the National Labor relations Act of state right-to-work law to ensure that state laws cannot be pre-empted by union contracts or the NLRB. It provides necessary clarity to prevent the NLRB from moving forward in their case against Boeing or attempting a similar strategy against other companies. It updates the current law with the following:

Nothing in the Act shall be construed to limit the application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise places restraints upon, agreements between labor organizations and employers, or that require the payment of dues or fees to such organizations, a condition of employment either before or after hiring.”

---

From: Cleeland, Nancy [mailto:Nancy.Cleeland@nrb.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:05 PM
To: Lauren Smith
Subject: RE: question for daily story

Hi Lauren,

I realize I was mistaken. I'd gotten the idea that this was a national right to work bill from another reporter; it turns out that’s not what this is. We're trying to figure out exactly what it would do.

---

From: Lauren Smith [LaurenSmith@cqrollcall.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:03 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: question for daily story

Hey Nancy -- Thanks for helping me out with this. I really appreciate it!

For the daily story about Sens. Alexander and Graham's right-to-work legislation, I'd love to get a comment on the ramifications of the language, both for labor and for the NLRB. Something similar to what we talked about over the phone:
That this is an attempt to mandate all states adopt right-to-work policies. That this legislation is really nothing new and has been introduced by the GOP many times before.

To give you a better sense of what I'm looking into for my feature story: I'm writing about the natural oscillation of the board and it's pro-union vs. pro-business decisions depending on which party is controlling the White House. My argument is that the Boeing case provides ammunition to those that are trying to prove the NLRB has an activist agenda, but in reality, the NLRB under Obama is no more pro-union than it was pro-business under the previous Bush administration. The NLRB is also under much greater scrutiny on the whole due to the larger labor environment. I would love to get a comment about the natural progression of the board becoming politicized, and how it's historically seesawed between pro-union and pro-business decisions based on the administration.

Thanks so much and please let me know if you have any questions! I'm on my cell today: 617-633-0425

Best,
Lauren

Lauren Smith
Staff Writer
lsmith@cq.com
(o): 202-650-6604 **please note new number!
(m): 617-633-0425

Congressional Quarterly
77 K St., NE
Washington, DC 20002

CQ ROLL CALL

This e-mail may contain confidential material. If you are not an intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies. It may also contain personal views which are not the views of CQ Roll Call or its owner, The Economist Group. We may monitor e-mail to and from our network. For company information go to http://legal.economistgroup.com.
AMENDMENT NO._______ Calendar No._______

Purpose: To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor Act to clarify the applicability of such Act with respect to States that have right to work laws in effect.


S. 493

To reauthorize and improve the SBIR and STTR programs, and for other purposes.

Referred to the Committee on _______________ and ordered to be printed

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT intended to be proposed by Mr. ALEXANDER
(for himself and Mr. GRAHAM)

Viz:

1 At the appropriate place, insert the following:

2 SEC. ___. PROTECTION OF RIGHT TO WORK.

3 (a) APPLICABILITY OF NLRA TO STATE RIGHT TO WORK LAWS.—Section 14 of the National Labor Relations Act (29 U.S.C. 164) is amended by striking subsection (b) and inserting the following:

4 “(b) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to limit the application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise places restraints upon, agreements between labor or organizations and employers that make membership in the
labor organization, or that require the payment of dues or fees to such organization, a condition of employment either before or after hiring.”.

(b) APPLICABILITY OF RAILWAY LABOR ACT TO STATE RIGHT TO WORK LAWS.—Title II of the Railway Labor Act (45 U.S.C. 181 et seq.) is amended by adding at the end the following:

“SEC. 209. EFFECT ON STATE RIGHT TO WORK LAWS. “Nothing in this Act shall be construed to limit the application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise places restraints upon, agreements between labor organizations and carriers that make membership in the labor organization, or that require the payment of dues or fees to such organization, a condition of employment either before or after hiring.”.
Lafe, do you have time to meet with me and Nancy this afternoon? Sometime before 4?

Getting a lot of questions from the hill and the press.

Sorry to be a bother.
I am speaking with Chuck Cohen and Susan Davis; will be curious about their observations. I tip my hat to you for remaining calm and steadfast in the face of all this...pretty impressive.

Cheers,

Rich

On May 4, 2011, at 5:15 PM, Solomon, Lafe E. wrote:

Boeing lawyer rejects NLRB charges in 787 case

In a forceful letter to the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), top Boeing lawyer Michael Luttig rejected the labor agency's complaint against the company's opening of a South Carolina 787 plant, writing that its charges "fundamentally misquote or mischaracterize statements by Boeing executives."

---

http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/businesstechnology/2014961873_boeing.html
William Gould, a Stanford University law professor who was appointed to head the NLRB by President Bill Clinton, has his doubts about this complaint. "It's perfectly reasonable for a company to want to avoid strikes," he told me.

In his view, the board’s general counsel "is wrong when he says the company can't divert work from a union facility when it can't get a no-strike clause, so long as it offers some other means to resolve differences. I don't infer from that anti-union animus, which is prohibited."


outrageous, if he really said it!

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov
Microsoft Outlook

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 9:51 AM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Solomon, Lafe E.
Subject: Right to Work and Boeing

The Right to Work folks say they’ll ask to intervene representing SC workers, according to this story. (And they think it would be terrible if there was a settlement in the case.)

Mix said his worry is that the company will agree to a settlement that weakens right-to-work laws. A top concern is that Boeing will allow the machinists union to try to organize its local plant by signing cards -- a method known as check-card voting -- instead of by secret ballot, he said.


Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov
Microsoft Outlook

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 5:26 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.
Subject: are you still here?

Now I think I've made the Machinists mad. Can I come discuss?

_Nancy Cleeland_
_NLRB Director of Public Affairs_
_(202) 273-0222_
_nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov_
Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA

Microsoft Outlook

From: afternoonreport@meltwaternews.com
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2011 4:03 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.
Subject: 25 articles from Meltwater News
Attachments: icon_translate.gif; icon_tips.gif; icon_archive.gif; logo_header.jpg; dot.gif; 1pix.gif

News Report from Meltwater News

Report overview:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Media Type</th>
<th>Hits</th>
<th>Your contact person:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key Individuals</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>7 in 8 hours</td>
<td>Name: Ryan Kerlew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Major Outlets</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>15 in 8 hours</td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:ryan.kerlew@meltwater.com">ryan.kerlew@meltwater.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfair Labor Practices</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>3 in 8 hours</td>
<td>Phone: (917)677-5455</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key Individuals to the top

2 Democrats want NLRB attorney's testimony delayed

WCBD-TV 2 – 06/16/11 15:54 –
1 other source (The Seattle Times)

COLUMBIA, S.C. - Two ranking Democrats say a labor board attorney shouldn't have to testify about an ongoing lawsuit over South Carolina's Boeing plant.

...unethical to call on National Labor Relations Board Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon to answer questions about the agency's case against Boeing.

Haley's message to Obama on NLRB suit: 'This bullying has got to stop'

Post and Courier (AP) – 06/16/11 12:38 –

Gov. Nikki Haley said she hopes to send a message to President Barack Obama by testifying Friday in North Charleston at a congressional hearing spurred by the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing Co.

Workers there are not represented by a union. The NLRB's top attorney, Lafe Solomon, is requesting that the new 787 line be moved to Everett, Wash.

Enormt ballongprojekt förbereds

Norrbottens Kuriren – 06/16/11 11:15 –

På Esrange utanför Kiruna pågår arbetet med den stora ballongen som skall sändas upp inom några veckor. Med ett specialbyggt teleskop ska man studera röntgenstrålning ute i rymden, något som aldrig tidigare gjorts.

...för det är ingen som har mätt på det här sättet tidigare, säger Mark Pearce, professor i partikel- och astrofysik på KTH. Ballongen som kommer...

Unikt ballongprojekt på Ersrange

Lokala Nyheter Stockholm – 06/16/11 10:45 –

1 other source (Sveriges Radio: Norrbotten)

Projektet PoGOLite är det hittills största svenskledda ballongprojektet. Vi besökte Ersrange i Kiruna där professor och projektledare Mark Pearce från KTH i Stockholm och hans team förbereder ballongen.

...ballongprojektet. Vi besökte Ersrange i Kiruna där professor och projektledare Mark Pearce från KTH i Stockholm och hans team förbereder ballongen.
There's room to make way for commuters

The Sydney Morning Herald – 06/16/11 10:19 –
Words matched: Mark Pearce
LETTERS Dealing with the overcrowding at Wynyard station by Barangaroo commuters might be solved if some of the partially completed and unused rail infrastructure around inner Sydney was to be harnessed ("No rail plans for Barangaroo's commuters", June 16).
...contestants' efforts on that show exhibit some persuasive qualities. Mark Pearce
Richmond Through the ashes While the reduction in human interaction...

South Carolina Boeing Employee Files Retaliation Charge Against Machinist Union

Lucianne.com – 06/16/11 09:46 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Yesterday (6/15/2011) National Right To Work Legal Defense Foundation attorneys filed Unfair Labor Practice (ULP) charges against the Machinist union (IAM) for their client Dennis Murray, who previously led a successful effort to decertify the Machinist union at Boeing’s Charleston facility.
...Obama appointee National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) General Counsel Lafe Solomon's complaint against Boeing that would eliminate over 1,000...

DeMint right to pursue full story on Boeing

TheTandD.com – 06/16/11 07:00 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
THE ISSUE: Seeking NLRB documents OUR VIEW: What is behind Boeing complaint needs to be known U.S. Sen. Jim DeMint is intent on finding out what was behind the National Labor Relations Board’s decision to file a complaint against the Boeing Co.
Republican Rep. Darrell Issa, committee chair, called for testimony from Lafe Solomon, NLRB acting general counsel, but Solomon said he wouldn’t...

2 Democrats want NLRB attorney’s testimony delayed

The Seattle Times – 06/16/11 15:44 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Two ranking Democrats say a labor board attorney shouldn't have to testify about an ongoing lawsuit over South Carolina's Boeing plant.
2 Democrats want NLRB attorney's testimony delayed Two ranking Democrats say a labor board attorney shouldn't have to testify about an ongoing ...

Learn your employer’s social media policies

TampaBay.com – 06/16/11 15:24 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Employees are allowed to discuss the conditions of their employment with co-workers — in the break room, in the parking lot or on Facebook. That was the National Labor Relations Board's basic position involving an unfair labor practices case the agency brought against an employer.
...room, in the parking lot or on Facebook. That was the National Labor Relations Board's basic position involving an unfair labor practices case...

United Tech exec sees Boeing winning in NLRB fight

Boston.com – 06/16/11 15:23 –
4 other sources (Hartford Courant, Times Union, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
HARTFORD, Conn.—The chief financial officer of United Technologies Corp. said Thursday that Boeing Co. will ultimately prevail in its battle with the National Labor Relations Board over the plane-maker's decision to build a non-union production line in South Carolina.

United Tech exec sees Boeing prevailing in NLRB battle over shifting work to low-cost South

The Republic (AP) – 06/16/11 14:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
HARTFORD, Conn. — The chief financial officer of United Technologies Corp. said Thursday that Boeing Co. will ultimately prevail in its battle with the National Labor Relations Board over the plane-maker's decision to build a non-union production line in South Carolina.
Haley: Congressional pressure good in Boeing fight

The Seattle Times – 06/16/11 14:02 –
1 other source (My San Antonio (AP))

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Pressure from members of South Carolina's congressional delegation to intervene in a national labor dispute over a Boeing assembly line has been helpful in showing President Barack Obama that the state is serious about protecting its employers, Gov. Nikki Haley said Thursday.

...Reform, which is meeting Friday in North Charleston to probe a National Labor Relations Board lawsuit. The federal board sued Chicago-based Boeing...

SC Governor Nikki Haley ups criticism of Obama over NLRB suit

Politics - Yahoo! News – 06/16/11 13:31 –
2 other sources (Daily Caller, Yahoo! News)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley had some new, choice words for President Obama Thursday in a conference call with reporters about the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit with Boeing.

SC Governor Nikki Haley ups criticism of Obama over NLRB suit South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley had some new, choice words for President Obama...

Boeing employee files unfair labor practice

Boston.com – 06/16/11 13:09 –
2 other sources (Forbes.com, Yahoo! Finance US)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C.—An employee of Boeing Co. in South Carolina has filed an unfair labor practice against the union at the center of a national labor dispute.

Dennis Murray said in the complaint filed Wednesday with the National Labor Relations Board that the International Association of Machinists is...

Gov. Haley thanks SC congressional delegation for keeping pressure high during Boeing dispute

The Republic (AP) – 06/16/11 12:11 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

COLUMBIA, S.C. — Pressure from members of South Carolina’s congressional delegation to intervene in a national labor dispute over a Boeing assembly line has been helpful in showing President Barack Obama that the state is serious about protecting its employers, Gov.

...Reform, which is meeting Friday in North Charleston to probe a National Labor Relations Board lawsuit. The federal board sued Chicago-based Boeing...

NLRB Off the Wall on Facebook Regulation

RealClearPolitics – 06/16/11 10:51 –

Words matched: NLRB

Last year a salesman at Karl Knauz BMW in Lake Bluff was miffed that his dealership served bargain-brand hot dogs and bottled water for customers, and he aired his beef on his Facebook page for all to see.

NLRB Off the Wall on Facebook Regulation Last year a salesman at Karl Knauz BMW in Lake Bluff was miffed that his dealership served bargain -brand...

Did Boeing Illegally Retaliate?

RealClearPolitics – 06/16/11 10:51 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The National Labor Relations Board accused Boeing earlier this year of illegally retaliating against unionized workers by expanding its facilities in a largely nonunion state, South Carolina.

Did Boeing Illegally Retaliate? The National Labor Relations Board accused Boeing earlier this year of illegally retaliating against unionized ...

2011 Santa Clara Sports Law Symposium

Business Insider – 06/16/11 09:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Trainer Take: Time Off To Take Off Kelvin Sheppard Actually A Todd France (FAAM)

Client Evolution Management + Marketing Signs Enes Kanter On To The Next One: Rodney Stuckey More About Kris Humphries’ Switch From Lagardère To Pinnacle


...Strife (Keynote: William B. Gould, IV, former Chairman of the National Labor Relations Board), and the Use of Player Images (Keynote: Sonny Vaccaro...
The NLRB vs. Boeing

The Sacramento Bee – 06/16/11 08:08 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The following editorial appeared in the Los Angeles Times on Wednesday, June 15: The National Labor Relations Board accused Boeing earlier this year of illegally retaliating against unionized workers by expanding its facilities in a largely nonunion state, South Carolina.

Outsiders vs. Insiders: The Struggle for the Soul of the GOP

Yahoo! News – 06/16/11 03:10 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
1 hr 28 mins ago "Barack Obama has failed America," Mitt Romney said unequivocally at his first New Hampshire town meeting, repeating the signature line of his presidential-campaign announcement speech a day earlier.
...Environmental Protection Agency too. Gingrich wants to defund the National Labor Relations Board. All of them blasted government regulation of...

Nikki Haley’s Pay-to-Play Politics

Yahoo! News – 06/15/11 13:05 –
1 other source (Politics - Yahoo! News)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The Nation -- Columbia South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley's star has maintained a rather controlled burn across America's conservative galaxy in the lead-up to the 2012 elections, and the national narrative providing much of its thrust has focused on her personal biography and the hypnotic allure...earned the airline manufacturer a lawsuit (still pending) from the National Labor Relations Board. Haley has lately made national news by asking...

Interview: Sen. Rand Paul on Unions (Video)

Zimbio – 06/15/11 08:41 –
Words matched: NLRB
From Fox Business: Sen. Rand Paul, (R-Ky.), on Wisconsin Supreme Court letting the state’s union law go into effect and Boeing’s court battle with the NLRB. ...the state's union law go into effect and Boeing's court battle with the NLRB. Watch the latest video at video.foxbusiness.com if video does not...
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LEADING THE NEWS

Labor Law

Democrats Miller, Cummings Call for Delay Or Limits on House Panel's Boeing Hearing
The ranking Democrats on two House committees June 16 told Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Calif.), chairman of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, that he should either delay a June 17 hearing on the National Labor Relations Board complaint...

NEWS

Arbitration

Arbitrator Must Decide Arbitrability Of Sheen's Claims, California Court Rules
LOS ANGELES—Actor Charlie Sheen's breach of contract and wrongful termination lawsuit filed against a producer and a studio after he was fired from the hit television sitcom Two and a Half Men must be submitted to an arbitrator to...

Discrimination

Court Denies Meatpacker's Bid to Dismiss EEOC Bias Suit for Somali Muslim Workers
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission may proceed with a broad discrimination suit against the meatpacking firm JBS Swift & Co. on behalf of black Somali Muslim workers even though the relevant union local is not a party to the suit,...

Federal Employees

OPM Touts Increase in Veterans Hired
The Office of Personnel Management June 15 released a report showing an increase in the hiring of veterans in the federal government last year, despite a decrease in overall hiring....

Federal Employees

Three-Year Agreement Between FAA, NATCA
Cost $669 Million More Than Previous Pact
A 2009 collective bargaining agreement between the Federal Aviation Administration and the will cost FAA an estimated $669 million more than it would have cost to extend a 2006 agreement, according to a report issued June 16 by the Transportation...

Health Care
Obama Administration Denies Employers Will Drop Health Insurance Under Health Law
The head of the federal office that regulates private health insurance told a congressional subcommittee June 15 that the Obama administration does not believe that large numbers of employers will drop employee health insurance once state...

Hotels
UNITE HERE Launches Boycott in Hawaii
At Hyatt Regency Waikiki as Bargaining Lags
UNITE HERE Local 5 is set to launch June 17 a consumer boycott of the Hyatt Regency Waikiki in Honolulu where the union represents 500 employees whose collective bargaining agreement expired nearly one year ago, the union announced June 16....

Immigration
Mandatory E-Verify Legislation Unlikely To Clear Senate, Become Law, Opponents Say
Opponents of legislation (H.R. 2164) that would mandate use of the federal government's employment verification system, E-Verify, are confident the bill will not become law, officials with the Service Employees International Union...

International Labor
Canada Contracts Negotiated in April Produced Average Wage Gain of 2.4 Percent
OTTAWA—Major collective bargaining agreements reached in Canada during April produced average base rate wage increases of 2.4 percent, more than double the 1.1 percent average in March, Human Resources and Skills Development Canada...

International Labor
ILO Adopts New Convention On Protection of Domestic Workers
GENEVA—Representatives from governments, labor unions, and employer groups attending the International Labor Organization's annual general assembly meeting in Geneva voted June 16 to adopt a new global convention on the...

International Labor
Solis, Ambassadors Sign Pacts to Protect Workers From Guatemala and Nicaragua
Labor Secretary Hilda Solis and the ambassadors from Guatemala and Nicaragua June 16 signed declarations intended to help the Labor Department protect the rights of Guatemalan and Nicaraguan citizens who work in the United States....
National Origin

EEOC National Origin, Race Case
Results in $125,000 Settlement
RALEIGH, N.C.—Ricoh Americas Corp. has agreed to pay
$125,000 to settle charges that three employees were
subjected to harassment based on their national origin and race
and were fired after they complained, the Equal Employment
Opportunity...

Organizing

House Republicans Revive NLRA Proposal
To Eliminate Protection for Union 'Salting'
Six Republican House members June 13 introduced legislation
(H.R. 2153) that would amend the National Labor Relations Act
to eliminate protection for employees and job applicants who
seek or obtain employment as part of a campaign to "salt"...

Pensions

ASPPA, ICI Highlight Advantages
Of Broader Use of Electronic Disclosure
Allowing defined contribution pension plans to provide plan
disclosure and information in an electronic format would give
participants easier access to the information in a more user-
friendly format, according to a white paper released...

Public Employees

Chicago Teachers Enter Negotiations
After Losing Bargained Wage Increase
CHICAGO—The Board of Education of the Chicago Public Schools
voted June 15 to rescind a previously bargained 4 percent wage
increase for thousands of district employees, touching off a
wave of accusations from unions representing...

Race Discrimination

No Bias in Union's Refusal to Refer Worker
In Hiring Hall, Tenth Circuit Determines
A black worker failed to show that race discrimination motivated
his union's failure to refer him for employment after it received
"no-rehire" letters about him from employers, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Tenth Circuit...

Religious Discrimination

Fired Jehovah's Witness May Not Proceed
With Discrimination Claims, Court Determines
A Michigan rehabilitation assistant and Jehovah's Witness who
was fired after missing two meetings scheduled on his days off
failed to prove his religious accommodation and retaliation
claims under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights...

Retail Stores

RWDSU, Macy's Reach Tentative Agreement
Covering 4,000 Workers at New York Stores
Macy's and Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union Local
1-S June 16 announced they have reached a tentative five-year
collective bargaining agreement covering more than 4,000
workers at four Macy's department stores in the...
Safety & Health

**MSHA to Hold Hearing on Work Area Exams and POV**
The Labor Department's Mine Safety and Health Administration will hold an additional public hearing July 12 on its proposed rules regarding work area examinations and pattern of violations, MSHA's deputy assistant secretary for...

Safety & Health

**West Virginia Metal Plant Cited Over 'Fine Metal' Blast That Killed Three Workers**
The Labor Department’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration proposed more than $150,000 in penalties against AL Solutions Inc.'s West Virginia facility June 14 for a 2010 "fine metal" explosion that killed...

Trade

**DOL Reviewing AFL-CIO Submission Alleging Violations of U.S.-Bahrain FTA**
The Labor Department's Office of Trade and Labor Affairs in a June 16 Federal Register notice said it has accepted for review an AFL-CIO submission alleging that Bahrain has violated its obligations in the U.S.-Bahrain Free Trade Agreement...

Trade

**Members of House, Labor Leaders Oppose Passage of U.S.-Colombian Trade Agreement**
Several members of Congress joined with U.S. and Colombian labor leaders June 16 in calling on the Obama administration to delay submitting implementing legislation on the U.S.-Colombia free trade agreement until there is verification...

Wage & Hour

**New York City Restaurant Chain to Pay $5.1 Million in Record State Settlement**
NEW YORK—A sandwich restaurant chain based in New York City has agreed to pay $5.1 million in back wages, damages, and penalties to settle state minimum wage and overtime violations, New York Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo (D) announced June 14....

Workforce Reductions

**Lockheed Martin to Cut 1,200 Space Systems Jobs**
Lockheed Martin Corp. June 14 announced that one of its subsidiaries, Lockheed Martin Space Systems Co., would eliminate approximately 1,200 jobs by the end of 2011. ...

**ALSO IN THE COURTS**

**Also in the Courts: A Roundup of Recent Labor and Employment Rulings**

**ECONOMIC NEWS**
Unemployment Insurance
First-Time UI Claims Decrease 16,000
To 414,000 in Latest Week, ETA Reports

The number of jobless workers filing individual unemployment insurance claims decreased by 16,000 in the week ended June 11 following an increase of 4,000 the preceding week, as revised, according to seasonally adjusted figures released...
Microsoft Outlook
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- Charleston welcomes Boeing, hopes it stays
  Seeking Alpha – 06/17/11 07:16 –
  1 other source (The Washington Times)
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  about: June 17--NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. -- Boeing Co. means everything to this community. At a time when jobs are hard to come by, the giant aerospace manufacturer has given this small Southern town a reason to hope by building a $750 million plant here.
  ...and eliminate thousands of new jobs. Republican lawmakers say they will grill Lafe Solomon, the NLRB’s acting general counsel, about the “inappropriate “

- NLRB going overboard on labor issues
  Telegram.com – 06/17/11 06:13 –
  Words matched: Craig Becker
  The National Labor Relations Board was established in 1935 to protect the rights of employees and employers and to encourage collective bargaining. The board consists of four members and a general counsel; of the five, one’s a Republican.
  ...five, one s a Republican. The recent recess appointment of Craig Becker disregards the Senate s bipartisan rejection in 2010 for his appointment ... 

- Govt cuts down on procurement red tape
  AIB Corporate Banking – 06/17/11 05:53 –
  2 other sources (FX Centre, Business World)
  Words matched: Brian Hayes
  A Standardised Suite of Procurement Documents was launched by the Government today, designed to make the process easier and cheaper for firms. Brian Hayes, Minister of State at the Department of Finance with special responsibility for the Office of Public Works (OPW) said that it is a significant i ...today, designed to make the process easier and cheaper for firms. Brian Hayes, Minister of State at the Department of Finance with special responsibility ...

- Haley, Dems weighing in before SC Boeing hearing
  Stamford Advocate – 06/17/11 05:45 –
  140 other sources (Greenwich Time, Times Union, ...)
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — Republicans and Democrats jockeyed Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations...
Board’s suit against Boeing Co.
...at least to direct committee members not to ask NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon about the litigation. “You have every intention at the upcoming...

Maeve Dineen: Man with a mission but is he a man with a plan?
Independent.ie – 06/17/11 05:11 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
IS Michael Noonan a man with a plan or out of his depth? The straightforward answer is that we just don't know. His unexpected announcement this week that this country would not repay €3.
...from the emergency talks in Brussels this week. He sent Junior Minister Brian Hayes instead, while he was on his solo mission to Washington and...

Boeing vs. labor board hearing rife with politics
Tulsa World (AP) – 06/17/11 03:32 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
COLUMBIA, S.C. - Republicans and Democrats jockeyed Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board’s suit against Boeing Co.
...at least to direct committee members not to ask NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon about the litigation. Solomon initially turned down Issa’s...

NLRB lawyer on the hot seat
Post and Courier (AP) – 06/17/11 01:31 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Solomon reluctantly coming to town for Boeing hearing
...today. It's not shaping up to be a hospitable visit. Lafe Solomon, the acting general counsel for the National Labor Relations Board, is one...

Haley: Congressional pressure good in Boeing fight
TheState.com – 06/17/11 00:57 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Governor to give testimony at hearing
...unethical to call on National Labor Relations Board acting general counsel Lafe Solomon to answer questions about the agency’s case against Boeing ...

Man with a mission but is he a man with a plan?
Independent.ie – 06/17/11 00:00 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
IS Michael Noonan a man with a plan or out of his depth? The straightforward answer is that we just don't know. His unexpected announcement this week that this country would not repay €3.
...from the emergency talks in Brussels this week. He sent Junior Minister Brian Hayes instead, while he was on his solo mission to Washington and...

Boeing unveils new 787 plant amid protest
Champion – 06/16/11 23:02 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Boeing opened a new USD$750 million 787 Dreamliner final assembly plant on Friday in South Carolina; even though the federal government has complained the company located the plant in a non-union state.
...the National Labor Relations Act, "the board’s Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon said in April. "We also recognise the rights of employers ...

Hearing on Boeing NLRB complaint spurs political debate
Herald Net – 06/16/11 22:45 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Questions could put due process rights in jeopardy, some Democrats say.
...at least to direct committee members not to ask NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon about the litigation. “You have every intention at the upcoming...

NLRB’s top lawyer to get grilled about Boeing lawsuit
Post and Courier (AP) – 06/16/11 22:07 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
The government lawyer seeking, in effect, to shut down Boeing Co.’s new aircraft assembly plant in North Charleston is flying into South Carolina on Friday.
...on Friday. It’s not shaping up to be a hospitable visit. Lafe Solomon, the acting general counsel for the National Labor Relations Board, is...

NLRB attorney facing cool reception at Friday’s Boeing hearing
The Island Packet – 06/16/11 21:13 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
BY JOHN P. McDERMOTT jmcdermott@postandcourier.com The government
lawyer seeking, in effect, to shut down Boeing Co.’s brand-new aircraft assembly plant in North Charleston is flying into South Carolina today.
...Carolina today. It’s not shaping up to be a hospitable visit. Lafe Solomon, the acting general counsel for the National Labor Relations Board, is...

Haley, Dems weighing in before SC Boeing hearing - AP Politics - The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be displayed properly. We recommend
The Charleston Gazette – 06/16/11 20:48 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
The board sued the Chicago-based aircraft manufacturer in April, saying Boeing broke the law when it built a non-union passenger jet assembly line in South Carolina, a right-to-work state, instead of Washington state.
...at least to direct committee members not to ask NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon about the litigation. "You have every intention at the upcoming...

Haley, Dems weighing in before SC Boeing hearing - AP Politics
The Charleston Gazette – 06/16/11 20:36 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
The Associated Press COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - Republicans and Democrats jockeyed Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board's suit against Boeing Co.
...at least to direct committee members not to ask NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon about the litigation. "You have every intention at the upcoming...

Any plans for Bloomsday holiday may need backing of bailout troika
Irish Times – 06/16/11 20:17 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
HOPES THAT Ireland might turn Bloomsday into an annual public holiday were dashed yesterday when it was revealed that the troika of the IMF, European Commission and the ECB would probably have to be consulted about such a request.
...of writers. Minister of State for Public Service Reform Brian Hayes said designating an additional public holiday would need serious examination...

Government actions so far do not inspire confidence
Irish Times – 06/16/11 20:02 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
The Coalition has been in power for 100 days. It has failed to deliver on many commitments AN ADMINISTRATION’S first 100 days in office are usually overhyped – any evaluation of a new government can only be partial after such a short period.
...before the election. They have continued to do so since. Brian Hayes rattled private sector interest groups when he signalled an intention in...

U.S. politicians weighing in before Boeing hearing
WIS News 10 – 06/16/11 18:46 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Thursday, June 16, 2011 5:46 PM EST Updated: Thursday, June 16, 2011 5:46 PM EST COLUMBIA, South Carolina (AP) - Republicans and Democrats jockeyed Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board's suit against Boeing Co.
...at least to direct committee members not to ask NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon about the litigation. "You have every intention at the upcoming...

US politicians weighing in before Boeing hearing
Khou.com (AP) – 06/16/11 18:00 –
3 other sources (R&D Mag, Poten & Partners, ...)
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
COLUMBIA, South Carolina (AP) — Republicans and Democrats jockeyed Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board's suit against Boeing Co.
...at least to direct committee members not to ask NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon about the litigation. "You have every intention at the upcoming...

Haley, Dems weighing in before SC Boeing hearing
Juneau Empire – 06/16/11 17:38 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
-- COLUMBIA, S.C. — Republicans and Democrats jockeyed Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board's suit against Boeing Co.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haley, Dems Weighing in Before SC Boeing Hearing</td>
<td>06/16/11</td>
<td>The New York Times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Democrats want NLRB attorney's testimony delayed</td>
<td>06/16/11</td>
<td>WSAV TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox Wildly Misrepresents Allegation That Boeing Engaged In Unlawful Union Busting</td>
<td>06/16/11</td>
<td>Media Matters for America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB assault on Boeing will cost countless jobs</td>
<td>06/16/11</td>
<td>Washington Examiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley, Dems Weighing In Before Boeing Hearing</td>
<td>06/16/11</td>
<td>OfficialWire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing begins in complaint against Boeing</td>
<td>06/15/11</td>
<td>Casa Grande Valley Newspaper (AP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing begins in labor complaint against Boeing</td>
<td>06/14/11</td>
<td>Herald-Review</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...at least to direct committee members not to ask NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon about the litigation. "You have every intention at the upcoming...

2 Democrats want NLRB attorney's testimony delayed

WSAV TV – 06/16/11 16:52 – 9 other sources (Live5News.com, KNDO/KNDU, ...)

COLUMBIA, S.C. - Two ranking Democrats say a labor board attorney shouldn't have to testify about an ongoing lawsuit over South Carolina’s Boeing plant.

...unethical to call on National Labor Relations Board Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon to answer questions about the agency's case against Boeing.

Haley, Dems Weighing in Before SC Boeing Hearing

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — Republicans and Democrats jockeyed Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board's suit against Boeing Co.

...at least to direct committee members not to ask NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon about the litigation. "You have every intention at the upcoming...

Fox Wildly Misrepresents Allegation That Boeing Engaged In Unlawful Union Busting

COLUMBIA, S.C. - Two ranking Democrats say a labor board attorney shouldn't have to testify about an ongoing lawsuit over South Carolina’s Boeing plant.

...unethical to call on National Labor Relations Board Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon to answer questions about the agency's case against Boeing.

NLRB assault on Boeing will cost countless jobs

SEATTLE -- It's a cloudy day in Seattle. On the road leaving the airport, one of Boeing's plants stretches out next to the highway, just before the cranes of the port.

...Boeing by National Labor Relations Board's acting general counsel, Lafe Solomon. Boeing makes seven Dreamliner 787 planes a month in its plant...

Haley, Dems Weighing In Before Boeing Hearing

Republican and Democrats jockeyed Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board's suit against Boeing Co.

...at least to direct committee members not to ask NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon about the litigation. "You have every intention at the upcoming...

Hearing begins in complaint against Boeing

SEATTLE — Boeing on Tuesday asked a judge in Seattle to dismiss a case brought by the National Labor Relations Board that accuses the plane maker of breaking the law when it built a non-union production line in South Carolina.

...in South Carolina. The complaint by NLRB acting general counsel Lafe Solomon accused Boeing Co. of illegally retaliating against union workers...

Hearing begins in labor complaint against Boeing

Boeing on Tuesday asked a judge in Seattle to dismiss a case brought by the National Labor Relations Board that accuses the plane maker of breaking the law when it built a non-union production line in South Carolina.

...in South Carolina. The complaint by NLRB acting general counsel Lafe Solomon accused Boeing Co. of illegally retaliating against union workers...

Today in Labor History June 16 FDR signed the National Industrial Recovery
...spurred massive union organizing. Finally, in 1935, Congress passed the National Labor Relations Act, the foundation of today's labor law. Charles...

**Unpacking FDR's Court-Packing: Echoes Book of the Week**
Bloomberg – 06/16/11 17:47 –  
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act  
Fiscal and monetary policy aren't the only ways government affects the economy. In 1937 -- the year we've been discussing on Echoes since last week -- the issue nearly everyone was talking about was the audacious legislation that President Franklin D. Roosevelt pushed through Congress, the National Labor Relations Act, a centerpiece of the New Deal, unconstitutional. The...

**Pawlenty Compares Boeing Investigation To The 1950s Soviet Union**
Business Insider – 06/16/11 16:59 –  
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act  
Just months after fights to limits labor rights in Wisconsin and other states grabbed national attention, another messy labor dispute is getting headlines. ...the case aren't Federal labor law specifically, the National Labor Relations Act protects workers from retaliation or threats of retaliation ...

---

**NLRB Major Outlets**

**House panel takes up NLRB complaint against Boeing**
AllVoices – 06/17/11 07:36 –  
20 other sources (Boston.com, Forbes.com, ...)  
Words matched: NLRB  
Board complaint against aircraft manufacturer Boeing over a non-union jet assembly line built in the state...House Committee on Oversight and Government convenes Friday in North Charleston with four GOP committee members.  
*House panel takes up NLRB complaint against Boeing Board complaint against aircraft manufacturer Boeing over a non-union jet assembly line built ...*

**Charleston welcomes Boeing, hopes it stays**
Seeking Alpha – 06/17/11 07:16 –  
1 other source (The Washington Times)  
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB  
| about: June 17--NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. -- Boeing Co. means everything to this community. At a time when jobs are hard to come by, the giant aerospace manufacturer has given this small Southern town a reason to hope by building a $750 million plant here.  
...about losing Boeing. The company is fending off accusations from the National Labor Relations Board that it moved work away from Puget Sound ,

**Obama reneges on exports**
Asbury Park Press (AP) – 06/17/11 06:13 –  
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board  
WASHINGTON — -- “Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected,” observed President Barack Obama this week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.  
...facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats including one former union...  

**Haley, Dems weighing in before SC Boeing hearing**
Times Union – 06/17/11 05:45 –  
23 other sources (FoxNews.com, Townhall.com, ...)  
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB  
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — Republicans and Democrats jockeyed Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board's suit against Boeing Co.  
...Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board's suit against Boeing Co. The board sued...

**Basu: No breaks for Obama; a socialist and a shill for business?**
The Des Moines Register – 06/17/11 05:41 –  
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board  
It is easy to criticize President Barack Obama for all the things he has not done, or...
National Labor Relations Board was established in 1935 to protect the rights of employees and employers and to encourage collective bargaining. The board consists of four members and a general counsel; of the five, one’s a Republican. **NLRB going overboard on labor issues National Labor Relations Board was established in 1935 to protect the rights of employees and employers.**

House panel takes up NLRB complaint vs. Boeing

Washington Post – 06/17/11 04:45 –

1 other source (The Republic (AP))

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. — A congressional panel is holding a hearing in South Carolina on a National Labor Relations Board complaint against aircraft manufacturer Boeing over a non-union jet assembly line built in the state. **Congressional panel probes National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. A congressional panel is holding a...**

House panel takes up NLRB complaint vs. Boeing

Seattlepi.com – 06/17/11 04:31 –

2 other sources (The Seattle Times, Washington Examiner)

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) — A congressional committee is holding a hearing on the National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing. The U.S. House Committee on Oversight and Government convenes Friday in North Charleston with four GOP committee members, including three from South Carolina. **House panel takes up NLRB complaint vs. Boeing NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) A congressional committee is holding a hearing on the National Labor...**

Congressional panel probes National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — A congressional committee is holding a hearing in South Carolina on a National Labor Relations Board complaint against aircraft manufacturer Boeing over a non-union jet assembly line built in the state. **Congressional panel probes National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. A congressional panel is holding a...**

On Democrats, look for the union label: The party acts like it's owned and operated by big labor

NY Daily News – 06/17/11 04:00 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

"Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama this week, enjoying a chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus. **...facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats - including one former union...**

Boeing vs. labor board hearing rife with politics

Tulsa World (AP) – 06/17/11 03:32 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

COLUMBIA, S.C. - Republicans, and Democrats jockeyed Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board's suit against Boeing Co. **...Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board's suit against Boeing Co. The board sued...**

SOUTH CAROLINA: Worker alleges union complaint is retaliation

The News Tribune – 06/17/11 03:05 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

A worker who led the successful campaign to decertify the Machinists Union in Boeing’s South Carolina plants has filed an unfair-labor-practice charge against the union. **...against him and workers who voted against union representation there . The National Labor Relations Board, to whom both the union and Murray have...**
Viewpoints: Democrats’ attempt to appease unions costs U.S. jobs, trade

The Sacramento Bee – 06/17/11 03:00 –

*Words matched: *National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

"Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Barack Obama this week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

*facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats including one former union*

BC-CT–Connecticut News Digest, CT

NOLA.com – 06/17/11 02:02 –

*Words matched: *National Labor Relations Board

Connecticut at 2 a.m. The breaking news staffer is Mark Pratt, followed by Sylvia Lee Wingfield at 9 a.m. To reach the AP bureau in Boston, call 617-357-8100 or 1-800-882-1407.

...Corp. is offering sympathy to the Boeing Co. for its fight with the National Labor Relations Board over the plane-maker's decision to build a non-union...

Boeing's union problem

Deseret News – 06/17/11 02:00 –

*Words matched: *National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The following editorial appeared recently in the Los Angeles Times: The National Labor Relations Board accused Boeing earlier this year of illegally retaliating against unionized workers by expanding its facilities in a largely nonunion state, South Carolina.

...editorial appeared recently in the Los Angeles Times: The National Labor Relations Board accused Boeing earlier this year of illegally retaliating...

Krauthammer: Union owned and operated

NewsOK (AP) – 06/17/11 01:28 –

*Words matched: *National Labor Relations Board

WASHINGTON — "Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Barack Obama this week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

...production facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats, is trying to get...

US politicians weighing in before Boeing hearing

Road Runner – 06/17/11 01:05 –

*Words matched: *National Labor Relations Board

Republicans and Democrats jockeyed Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board’s suit against Boeing Co.

...Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board’s suit against Boeing Co. The board sued...

Union Owned and Operated

National Review Online – 06/17/11 00:00 –

*Words matched: *National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Democratic fealty to unions subverts and circumvents the popular will.

...facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats including one former union...

Lockout II - In N.B.A., Effects Are Immediate


*Words matched: *National Labor Relations Board

They are holding meetings, swapping proposals, rhetoric and suspicious glances, and pursuing a labor deal that could stabilize the N.B.A. and avert a costly lockout. The referees union filed an unfair labor practice charge with the National Labor Relations Board earlier this year. The lockout’s first glaring ...

Reince Priebus on NLRB, Boeing

Road Runner – 06/16/11 21:55 –

*Words matched: *National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

RedState has had extensive and in-depth coverage of the National Labor Relations Board prosecution of Boeing, most recently here and here. For an excellent analysis of why this is so important, and the possible consequences of this prosecution, read the.

Reince Priebus on NLRB, Boeing RedState has had extensive and in-depth coverage of the National Labor Relations Board prosecution of Boeing,.

NLRB threatens Boeing’s job growth in Texas, other states
My San Antonio (AP) – 06/16/11 21:20 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
In 2009, with the nation deeply mired in an economic downturn, the Boeing Co. made a billion dollar investment in American resilience. Thanks to high demand for its 787 Dreamliner, Boeing decided to build a new manufacturing facility for the Dreamliner in South Carolina.

NLRB threatens Boeing’s job growth in Texas, other states
In 2009, with the nation deeply mired in an economic downturn, the Boeing Co. made...

Unfair water bill
MiamiHerald.com – 06/16/11 20:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Unfair water bill
...Lawrence, Miami Labor law review Re the June 6 article, DeMint seeks NLRB communications : Right-wing politicians and pundits have taken aim at one of...

A White House Union-Owned And Operated
Investor’s Business Daily – 06/16/11 18:54 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
CHARLES KRAUTHAMMER "Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama this week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.
...in South Carolina to build its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats including a former union lawyer...

Statesriseupagainstfederaloverreach
The Washington Times – 06/16/11 18:23 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Labor board’s attack on Boeing seen as threat to state commerce
...federal government's authority. Sixteen states filed a brief opposing the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) effort to block the Boeing Co.

The Economy Dems Now Own
Investor’s Business Daily – 06/16/11 18:22 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Politics: The head of the Democratic National Committee says the administration has turned the economy around. So let us give discredit where discredit is due.
...speak at the new Boeing plant in South Carolina that his National Labor Relations Board has placed under siege because Boeing wants to create...

Unpacking FDR’s Court-Packing: Echoes Book of the Week
Bloomberg – 06/16/11 17:47 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Fiscal and monetary policy aren't the only ways government affects the economy. In 1937 -- the year we've been discussing on Echoes since last week -- the issue nearly everyone was talking about was the audacious legislation that President Franklin D.
...weeks after the switch, the court upheld the Wagner Act in National Labor Relations Board v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation, allowing for...

2 Democrats want NLRB attorney’s testimony delayed
Road Runner – 06/16/11 17:29 –
Words matched: NLRB
COLUMBIA - Two ranking Democrats say a labor board attorney shouldn't have to testify about an ongoing lawsuit over South Carolina's Boeing plant. U.S.
2 Democrats want NLRB attorney s testimony delayed COLUMBIA - Two ranking Democrats say a labor board attorney shouldn't have to testify about...

Should Boeing be allowed to open its new plant in South Carolina?
CNBC – 06/16/11 17:21 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
A Congressional panel is holding a hearing in South Carolina this morning (Friday) over Boeing's new plant. Washington State, aided by the National Labor Relations Board says Boeing should not be allowed to build a new factory in South Carolina. over Boeing's new plant. Washington State, aided by the National Labor Relations Board says Boeing should not be allowed to build a new factory...

Haley, Dems Weighing in Before SC Boeing Hearing
The New York Times – 06/16/11 17:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — Republicans and Democrats jockeyed Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board's suit against Boeing Co.
Pawlenty Compares Boeing Investigation To The 1950s Soviet Union

Business Insider – 06/16/11 16:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Just months after fights to limit labor rights in Wisconsin and other states grabbed national attention, another messy labor dispute is getting headlines.

Fox Wildly Misrepresents Allegation That Boeing Engaged In Unlawful Union Busting

Media Matters for America – 06/16/11 16:28 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Fox repeatedly spread misinformation about a case brought by the National Labor Relations Board's office of general counsel alleging that Boeing retaliated against workers in Washington state who had previously gone on strike by moving work to South Carolina.

United Tech exec sees Boeing winning in NLRB fight

Forbes.com – 06/16/11 16:13 –
6 other sources (Boston.com, Hartford Courant, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
HARTFORD, Conn. -- The chief financial officer of United Technologies Corp. said Thursday that Boeing Co. will ultimately prevail in its battle with the National Labor Relations Board over the plane-maker's decision to build a non-union production line in South Carolina.

2 Democrats want NLRB attorney's testimony delayed

Seattlepi.com – 06/16/11 15:45 –
1 other source (The Seattle Times)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — Two ranking Democrats say a labor board attorney shouldn't have to testify about an ongoing lawsuit over South Carolina's Boeing plant. 2 Democrats want NLRB attorney's testimony delayed COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) Two ranking Democrats say a labor board attorney shouldn't have to testify ...  

American Labor's Next Target

The Huffington Post – 06/16/11 12:44 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. -- Workers at a Target store in Long Island have a different twist on the discount retailer's famous catch phrase, "Expect More. Pay Less. In recent days, the UFCW has filed numerous charges with the National Labor Relations Board accusing the company of "unlawful denial of access...  

White House cites progress in Libya; Boehner wants more explanation - John Weaver labels GOP field 'weakest since 1940,' derides 'Mitt 6.0,' calls Pawlenty 'nice guy [pretending] that he's angry'

Politico – 06/16/11 08:45 –
Words matched: NLRB
FIRST LOOK – Mark Penn helpfully describes to GQ's Lisa DePaolo five ways that President Obama could lose reelection: "Obviously he took the biggest risk of his presidency with the Osama operation, and it completely paid off. ...last union strikes at Washington facilities disrupted production. While the NLRB is an independent agency, the president does appoint its five ...  

NLRB assault on Boeing will cost countless jobs

Washington Examiner – 06/16/11 08:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
SEATTLE -- It's a cloudy day in Seattle. On the road leaving the airport, one of Boeing's plants stretches out next to the highway, just before the cranes of the port.  

The union-owned Democrats

Washington Post – 06/16/11 03:08 –

...back and lay out the facts. What the controversy s about The National Labor Relations Board has alleged that Boeing scrapped its plans for a new...
Unfair Labor Practices

**Lockout II - In N.B.A., Effects Are Immediate**
Words matched: unfair labor practice
They are holding meetings, swapping proposals, rhetoric and suspicious glances, and pursuing a labor deal that could stabilize the N.B.A. and avert a costly lockout.
...progress on a new agreement. The referees union filed an unfair labor practice charge with the National Labor Relations Board earlier this year.

**Worker rights + Washington state + Dennis Kucinich = a perfect hearing**
Cleveland.com – 06/15/11 16:00 –
Words matched: unfair labor practice
WASHINGTON, D.C. -- Democratic congressman Dennis Kucinich of Ohio is a member of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. He doesn't
chair it; that's the job of Darrell Issa, who grew up in Cleveland Heights but has long represented Southern California as a House Republican. ...unionized Washington workers for striking. If so, that could be an unfair labor practice, violating federal labor laws. This will be a matter...
Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon testifies at Oversight Committee field hearing in South Carolina

NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon today appeared before the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform at a field hearing in South Carolina called regarding his decision to issue a complaint against the Boeing Company on April 20.

In his opening statement, Mr. Solomon said he would do his best to answer the questions of committee members while also protecting the due process rights of all parties in the ongoing case. "I am actively involved in overseeing the Boeing litigation and in strategic decisions necessary for the prosecution of this case," he noted. "My obligation to protect the independence of the Office of the General Counsel and the integrity of the enforcement process restricts my ability to offer insight into the decision-making here."

The Acting General Counsel also described the Agency’s investigative process, and his attempts to facilitate a settlement before the complaint was issued. He said, "The issuance of the complaint was not intended to harm the workers of South Carolina, but rather, to protect the rights of workers, regardless of where they are employed, to engage in activities protected by the National Labor Relations Act, without fearing discrimination. Boeing has every right to manufacture planes in South Carolina, or anywhere else, for that matter, as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations."

Read the full statement here (in pdf).
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- SC Gov wants labor board-Boeing complaint dropped
  1350 KSRO – 06/17/11 15:51 – 55 other sources (WICD ABC 15, Seattlepi.com, ...)
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing.
  ...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board’s general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to...

- SC Gov. Wants Boeing Complaint Dropped
  Manufacturing.net – 06/17/11 15:27 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) -- South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing.
  ...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board’s general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to...

- SC gov wants labor board-Boeing complaint dropped - AP Politics
  The Charleston Gazette – 06/17/11 15:19 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  The Associated Press NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) - South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing.
  ...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board’s general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to...

- AP-US-BoeingUnions
  WSMI Radio – 06/17/11 15:14 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  ...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board’s general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to...

- Gov Wants Labor Board-Boeing Complaint Dropped
  OfficialWire – 06/17/11 15:12 –

...
South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing.

...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board's general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to...

**IAM Charges GOP Senator with Ethics Violations in Boeing Case**

Aeroweb-fr.net – 06/17/11 14:57 –

18 other sources (Alamogordo Daily News, News Blaze, ...)

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

WASHINGTON--(BUSINESS WIRE)--The International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM) today released a letter sent to the Senate Select Committee on Ethics calling for an investigation into South Carolina Republican Sen. ...Sen. Graham and others to pressure NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon to drop the law enforcement proceeding against Boeing. I believe...

**Labor board offers to help Boeing's 787 fight with union**

Chicago Business – 06/17/11 14:55 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Today's Headlines 6/17/2011 Labor board offers to help Boeing's 787 fight with union Durbin aims to thwart Midway, Amtrak privatizations Humana offers to extend Ill. ...a second assembly line in South Carolina for its 787 Dreamliner, Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board ,

**BC-US--Boeing Unions, 1st Ld-Writethru,138**

KABB Fox San Antonio – 06/17/11 14:42 –

2 other sources (WICS ABC News Channel 20, WZTV FOX17)

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

SC gov wants labor board-Boeing complaint dropped By BRUCE SMITH Associated Press NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) -- South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing.

...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board's general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to...

**Obama Won't Budge on Libya War**

My Fox Phoenix – 06/17/11 14:30 –

2 other sources (Myfoxdc.com, FoxNews.com)

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Dems Wince as Obama Takes Fight Over Libya War to the Brink "... (A)ny president, if we are attacked, if our country is attacked, has even under the War Powers Act very strong powers to go after that country.

...hearing, your insistence on (National Labor Relations Board Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon's) personal appearance, and the nature of your June...

**UPDATE 1-U.S. labor board open to helping Boeing, IAM**

Reuters Global Markets News – 06/17/11 14:17 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

* NLRB counsel testifies at congressional hearing * Republicans defend anti-union climate in South Carolina CHARLESTON, South Carolina, June 17 (Reuters) - A U. ...a second assembly line in South Carolina for its 787 Dreamliner, Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board ,

**SC gov wants labor board-Boeing complaint dropped**

Juneau Empire – 06/17/11 14:12 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

-- NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. — South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing.

...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board's general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to...

**Union Charges Senator with Ethics Violations in Boeing Case**

Industry Week – 06/17/11 14:05 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Group calls for investigation of Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC) on conduct regarding the NLRB pending complaint against Boeing.

...by Sen. Graham and others to pressure NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon to drop the law enforcement proceeding against Boeing. "I believe...

**Haley, GOP govs seek NLRB complaint dismissal**
Haley and 15 other GOP governors wrote to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to create jobs.

**Justice Department Reaches Settlement with Nixon State Bank to Resolve Allegations of Lending Discrimination**

*The Judicial View* – 06/17/11 13:28 –

1 other source (The United States Department of Justice)

Words matched: Mark Pearce

Department of Justice

...fair lending laws, including the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, said Mark Pearce, Director of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation’s (FDIC)

**Haley, governors call for dismissal of NLRB complaint against Boeing**

GreenvilleOnline.com (AP) – 06/17/11 13:08 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Haley and 15 other GOP governors wrote to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to create jobs.

**BRIEF-Nlrb counsel lafe solomon tells congress he is open to helping Boeing, iam union settle 787/ South Carolina dispute;says settlement would serve interests of parties**

XE – 06/17/11 12:31 –

Words matched: lafe solomon

**S.C. Workers Say Boeing Should Not Break Law to Move Jobs There**

AFL-CIO – 06/17/11 12:30 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Share In advance of a politically motivated hearing, South Carolina working men and women called today on lawmakers to focus on creating good jobs instead of mounting a political three-ring circus in defense of Boeing lobbyists and CEOs.

...on Issa to delay his demand that the NLRB’s Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon testify at today’s hearing about the Boeing case, which is currently...

**NLRB Counsel, Local and National Republicans Square Off in the South**

Fox Business – 06/17/11 12:19 –

1 other source (Business - Cbs5.com)

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

NORTH CHARLESTON, SC -- Condemned by local officials and called to testify at a congressional field hearing Friday, Lafe Solomon, the acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, justified his decision to prosecute Boeing, questioning whether the company’s expansion in South Carolina...

...and called to testify at a congressional field hearing Friday, Lafe Solomon, the acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board,.

**NLRB top lawyer, Democrats arrive at airport for Boeing hearing**

Post and Courier (AP) – 06/17/11 11:00 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Today’s Republican-led congressional field hearing in North Charleston could feature some high-powered spectators from the other side of the aisle. U...

...International Airport around 10 a.m. from Washington, D.C. Lafe Solomon, the chief attorney for the NLRB who has been summoned to testify in...

**Post 120 stays hot**

Effingham Daily News – 06/17/11 10:56 –

Words matched: Brian Hayes

Effingham now 11-1 after DH sweep of T-town...

...Post 120 had the game tied. All on his own, Post 120 coach Brian Hayes said about Hecht's steal of home. If you start calling it and talking ...

**NLRB Assault on Boeing Will Cost Countless Jobs**

Hudson Institute – 06/17/11 10:27 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

...Boeing by National Labor Relations Board's acting general counsel, Lafe
Hayes: Public spending cuts to fund Budget savings

Eircom Net – 06/17/11 10:24 –
4 other sources (BreakingNews.ie, Sunday Business Post Online, ...)

Words matched: Brian Hayes

on 17/06/2011 14:57:32 The Minister of State at the Department of Finance Brian Hayes has said cuts in public spending will be used to achieve savings in December’s Budget.

...14:57:32 The Minister of State at the Department of Finance Brian Hayes has said cuts in public spending will be used to achieve savings in December’s...

Councils warned on public contracts

Belfast Telegraph – 06/17/11 10:05 –
14 other sources (Drogheda Independent, Wexford People, ...)

Words matched: Brian Hayes

Councils have been warned to use a central system for awarding public contracts or face being named and shamed. Junior finance minister Brian Hayes has said state bodies should not favour local rate-paying businesses for contracts over the Government's procurement service.

...public contracts or face being named and shamed. Junior finance minister Brian Hayes has said state bodies should not favour local rate-paying ...

NLRB lawyer on the hot seat in S.C. with Boeing case

Independent Mail (AP) – 06/17/11 10:01 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

The government lawyer seeking, in effect, to shut down Boeing Co.'s new aircraft assembly plant in North Charleston is flying into South Carolina today.

...today. It's not shaping up to be a hospitable visit. Lafe Solomon , the acting general counsel for the National Labor Relations Board, is one...

The List, Obama’s One Hundred and Twenty Fifth Week in Office

Free Republic – 06/17/11 09:53 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Obama’s One Hundred and Twenty Fifth Week in Office "The List" for 6/16/2011 Gunrunner-Gate ATF Agent to Bosses on Gun-Running Scheme: ‘Prepared to Attend Funeral of a Slain Agent’? Obama and Agenda 21 Principles We Can Live With: The Obama Administration Promises to Support Sustainable Develop ... (NLRB) has reluctantly agreed to appear at a congressional hearing Friday. Lafe Solomon , the NLRB's acting general counsel, said he decided to...

MBIA-BofA, Credit Suisse, Bayer, Microsoft in Court News

Bloomberg Businessweek – 06/17/11 09:42 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

(Adds MBIA, Primary Global and TCF in Trials, Ex-IMF Chief Strauss-Kahn in Lawsuits and Toshiba in New Suits ) June 17 (Bloomberg) – MBIA Inc. hid potential losses of as much as $950 million on commercial real estate debt as it sought New York regulators' approval to restructure its insurance busi ... Obscurity Appearing under threat of a subpoena isn't the only reason Lafe Solomon may be uncomfortable when U.S. lawmakers question unfair-labor...

NLRB top lawyer, Democrats arrive at airport for Boeing hearing (in Charleston)

Free Republic – 06/17/11 09:20 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Today’s Republican-led congressional field hearing in North Charleston could feature some high-powered spectators from the other side of the aisle. U. ...International Airport around 10 a.m. from Washington, D.C. Lafe Solomon , the chief attorney for the NLRB who has been summoned to testify in...

MBIA-BofA, Credit Suisse, Bayer, EIIB, Heineken, Microsoft in Court News

Bloomberg – 06/17/11 09:14 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

MBIA Inc. (MBI) hid potential losses of as much as $950 million on commercial real estate debt as it sought New York regulators' approval to restructure its insurance business in 2008, banks including Bank of America Corp. ...From Obscurity Appearing under threat of a subpoena isn't the only reason Lafe Solomon may be uncomfortable when U.S. lawmakers question unfair-labor...

Haley, Dems weighing in before SC Boeing hearing

Connecticut Post – 06/17/11 05:45 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — Republicans and Democrats jockeyed Thursday over plans for a congressional hearing in South Carolina on the National Labor Relations Board's suit against Boeing Co.

...at least to direct committee members not to ask NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon about the litigation. "You have every intention at the upcoming..."

**2 Democrats want NLRB attorney's testimony delayed**
TheTandD.com – 06/16/11 15:57 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
COLUMBIA - Two ranking Democrats say a labor board attorney shouldn't have to testify about an ongoing lawsuit over South Carolina's Boeing plant. U.S.

...unethical to call on National Labor Relations Board Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon to answer questions about the agency's case against Boeing.

**Organizing on Wobbly Ground: Lessons From Unionizing Efforts at Starbucks**
AlterNet – 06/17/11 15:42 –
Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act
The pamphlet "Solidarity Unionism at Starbucks" highlights an increasingly important feature of today's labor movement—nonunion workers using direct action strategies.

...movement nonunion workers using direct action strategies protected by the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) while examining the Industrial...

**Target Employees At NY Store Vote On Union**
The Post Chronicle – 06/17/11 15:48 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Target Corp workers at the discount chain's Valley Stream, New York, store are voting on Friday on whether they want to join a union. If a majority vote yes, the store would become the first unionized Target in the country, a result that has the potential to send waves across the retail sector.

...already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board, according to an agency spokesman. That...

**Target employees at NY store vote on union**
KUNC NewsRoom – 06/17/11 15:34 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Target Corp workers at the discount chain's Valley Stream, New York, store are voting on Friday on whether they want to join a union.

...already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board, according to an agency spokesman. That...

**SC gov wants labor board-Boeing complaint dropped**
Seattlepi.com – 06/17/11 15:21 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) — South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing.

...Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing. Haley...

**As season ends, a lockout in everything but name; Prospects stay in college, teams lay off scouts, and summer league is off**
LexisNexis – 06/17/11 14:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
BY HOWARD BECK ABSTRACT Amid the labor unrest, top prospects have decided to stay in college, teams have laid off scouts, the summer league has been scrapped, and there will be no tours of Asia or Europe.

The referees' union filed an unfair labor practice charge with the National Labor Relations Board earlier this year. The lockout's first glaring ...

**UPDATE 1-Target employees at NY store vote on union**
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
* Valley Stream, N.Y., workers to vote late into Friday * If majority vote yes, store
Haley, GOP govs seek NLRB complaint dismissal
Seattlepi.com – 06/17/11 12:56 –
1 other source (The Seattle Times)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) — South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing as a congressional hearing over the matter gets under way.

Daley can’t defend Obama’s ‘indefensible’ economic policies
Daily Caller – 06/17/11 13:21 –
1 other source (Yahoo! News)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
White House Chief of Staff Bill Daley took heat from business executives Thursday for the Obama administration’s regulatory expansions. Daley also said he didn’t have any good answers for some of what President Obama is doing and expressed frustration about the “bureaucratic stuff that’s hard to def...

UPDATE 1-U.S. labor board open to helping Boeing, IAM
Reuters Global Markets News – 06/17/11 14:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
* NLRB counsel testifies at congressional hearing * Republicans defend anti-union climate in South Carolina CHARLESTON, South Carolina, June 17 (Reuters) - A U. ...

SC Boeing Employee Files Federal Suit Again Union for Illegal Retaliation
Newsvine – 06/17/11 14:22 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A Charleston-area Boeing Company employee has filed a federal unfair labor practice charge against the union behind the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) high-profile case against Boeing.

IAM Charges GOP Senator with Ethics Violations in Boeing Case
Business Wire – 06/17/11 12:26 –
2 other sources (Yahoo! Finance US, MarketWatch)
WASHINGTON--(BUSINESS WIRE)--The International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM) today released a letter sent to the Senate Select Committee on Ethics calling for an investigation into South Carolina Republican Sen. ...Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham s conduct and statements regarding the National Labor Relations Board s (NLRB) pending complaint against the Boeing...

NLRB Counsel, Local and National Republicans Square Off in the South
Fox Business – 06/17/11 12:19 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NORTH CHARLESTON, SC -- Condemned by local officials and called to testify at a congressional field hearing Friday, Lafe Solomon, the acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, justified his decision to prosecute Boeing, questioning whether the company’s expansion in South Carolina NLRB Counsel, Local and National Republicans Square Off in the South NORTH CHARLESTON, SC -- Condemned by local officials and called to testify ...
Today's Republican-led congressional field hearing in North Charleston could feature Orlando Sentinel NOLA.com

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB Dems Wince as Obama Takes Fight Over Libya War to the Brink "... (A)ny president, if we are attacked, if our country is attacked, has even under the War Powers Act very strong powers to go after that country. ...Gov. Rick Perry, will address the gathering Saturday. Rough Landing for NLRB in Boeing Case "The timing of the hearing, your insistence on (National..."

Business Editors: Among the stories for Friday from The Associated Press: TOP STORIES: FOLLOW THE FARE NEW YORK — Searching for airfares often seems like a game passengers are set up to lose.

...congressional panel is holding a hearing in South Carolina on a National Labor Relations Board complaint against aircraft manufacturer Boeing over a non-union..."

WASHINGTON -- "Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama this week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

...production facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats -- including one former..."

Obama's One Hundred and Twenty Fifth Week in Office "The List" for 6/16/2011

...with an unfair-labor practice complaint, the top lawyer with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has reluctantly agreed to appear at a...

MBIA-BofA, Credit Suisse, Bayer, Microsoft in Court News

Bloomberg Businessweek – 06/17/11 09:42 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Obama's One Hundred and Twenty Fifth Week in Office "The List" for 6/16/2011 Gunrunner-Gate ATF Agent to Bosses on Gun-Running Scheme: 'Prepared to Attend Funeral of a Slain Agent'? Obama and Agenda 21 Principles We Can Live With: The Obama Administration Promises to Support Sustainable Develop ...

...filed since President Barack Obama named him acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board a year ago was a shock after 39 years...

MBIA-BofA, Credit Suisse, Bayer, EIIB, Heineken, Microsoft in Court News

Bloomberg – 06/17/11 09:14 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

MBIA Inc. (MBI) hid potential losses of as much as $950 million on commercial real estate debt as it sought New York regulators' approval to restructure its insurance business in 2008, banks including Bank of America Corp.

...filed since President Barack Obama named him acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board a year ago was a shock after 39 years...

House panel takes up NLRB complaint against Boeing

Seattlepi.com – 06/17/11 08:36 –

15 other sources (Times Union, CBS News, ...)

...s lackluster performance is even more questionable when comes to the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and its campaign against the Boeing..."
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) — A congressional panel is holding a hearing in South Carolina on a National Labor Relations Board complaint against aircraft manufacturer Boeing over a non-union jet assembly line built in the state.

House panel takes up NLRB complaint against Boeing NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) A congressional panel is holding a hearing in South Carolina on...

House Panel Takes up NLRB Complaint Against Boeing

ABC News – 06/17/11 07:32 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

A congressional panel is holding a hearing in South Carolina on a National Labor Relations Board complaint against aircraft manufacturer Boeing over a non-union jet assembly line built in the state.

House Panel Takes up NLRB Complaint Against Boeing A congressional panel is holding a hearing in South Carolina on a National Labor Relations...

Outsourced jobs trickle back to the USA

Chicago Tribune – 06/17/11 06:56 –

Words matched: NLRB

It's still only a trickle compared to the flood of jobs that America lost to overseas outsourcing in recent decades. But some American businesses are bringing jobs home again.

Previous Story More Chicago Breaking Business Motorola's Jha: It's not a wireless world, yet House panel takes up NLRB complaint against Boeing

BRIEF: SOUTH CAROLINA: Worker alleges union complaint is retaliation

Seeking Alpha – 06/17/11 06:34 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

| about: June 17--A worker who led the successful campaign to decertify the Machinists Union in Boeing's South Carolina plants has filed an unfair-labor-practice charge against the union.

...against him and workers who voted against union representation there . The National Labor Relations Board, to whom both the union and Murray have...


Politico – 06/17/11 06:32 –

Words matched: NLRB

By Ben White M.M. PUSH BACK: WALL STREET EDITION - Yesterday's item on why Wall Street wallets are not yet raining cash on President Obama's re-election campaign (fat cat rhetoric, Dodd-Frank etc.

...South Carolina to wade into the bitter dispute between Boeing and the NLRB, which filed suit to stop the aerospace giant from opening a plant ...

Feds protecting online criticism of workplaces

Boston Business Journal – 06/17/11 06:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

It's accepted workplace wisdom in this era of social media that popping off a negative tweet or Facebook post about your boss guarantees a pink slip is in your future.

...your boss a chucklehead on Twitter there's growing evidence the National Labor Relations Board will step in and protect workers who complain ...

Let Boeing build Dreamliners where it wants

NewsObserver – 06/17/11 02:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The following editorial appeared in the Los Angeles Times on Wednesday: LOS ANGELES -- The National Labor Relations Board accused Boeing earlier this year of illegally retaliating against unionized workers by expanding its facilities in a largely nonunion state, South Carolina.

...Los Angeles Times on Wednesday: LOS ANGELES -- The National Labor Relations Board accused Boeing earlier this year of illegally retaliating against...

Unfair Labor Practices

Target Employees At NY Store Vote On Union

The Post Chronicle – 06/17/11 15:48 –

Words matched: unfair labor practice

Target Corp workers at the discount chain's Valley Stream, New York, store are voting on Friday on whether they want to join a union. If a majority vote yes, the store would become the first unionized Target in the country, a result that has the potential
to send waves across the retail sector.

...Friday's election. Target and the union have already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board.

**Target employees at NY store vote on union**

KUNC NewsRoom – 06/17/11 15:34 –
6 other sources (Townhall.com, Politics - Yahoo! News, ...)

Words matched: unfair labor practice

(Reuters) - By Martinne Geller and Jessica Wohl NEW YORK/CHICAGO (Reuters) - Target Corp workers at the discount chain's Valley Stream, New York, store are voting on Friday on whether they want to join a union.

...Friday's election. Target and the union have already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board.

**As season ends, a lockout in everything but name; Prospects stay in college, teams lay off scouts, and summer league is off**

LexisNexis – 06/17/11 14:30 –

Words matched: unfair labor practice

BY HOWARD BECK ABSTRACT Amid the labor unrest, top prospects have decided to stay in college, teams have laid off scouts, the summer league has been scrapped, and there will be no tours of Asia or Europe.

...progress on a new agreement. The referees' union filed an unfair labor practice charge with the National Labor Relations Board earlier this year.

**UPDATE 1-Target employees at NY store vote on union**


* Valley Stream, N.Y., workers to vote late into Friday * If majority vote yes, store would be first union Target * Unions generally do not represent big box store workers
* About 5 pct of U.

...Friday's election. Target and the union have already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board.

**SC Boeing Employee Files Federal Suit Again Union for Illegal Retaliation**

Newsvine – 06/17/11 14:22 –

Words matched: unfair labor practice

A Charleston-area Boeing Company employee has filed a federal unfair labor practice charge against the union behind the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) high-profile case against Boeing.

...Charleston-area Boeing Company employee has filed a federal unfair labor practice charge against the union behind the National Labor Relations...

**NLRB Counsel, Local and National Republicans Square Off in the South**

Fox Business – 06/17/11 12:19 –

Words matched: unfair labor practice

NORTH CHARLESTON, SC -- Condemned by local officials and called to testify at a congressional field hearing Friday, Lafe Solomon, the acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, justified his decision to prosecute Boeing, questioning whether the company's expansion in South Carolina...
LEADING THE NEWS

NLRB
House Panel Conducts Boeing Field Hearing
But Breaks Little New Ground on Controversy
The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee June
17 held a much-anticipated field hearing on the National Labor
Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. over the
company's establishment of a 787 Dreamliner production line...

NEWS

Age Discrimination
Ex-Employee Awarded $103,363 in Front Pay
A former employee who was awarded $87,670 in compensatory
damages by a jury on allegations that his employer violated the
Missouri Human Rights Act by considering his age as a factor in
firing him during a reduction-in-force is entitled to a...

Child Labor
Bill Introduced to Align Agriculture
With Child Labor Law in Other Industries
Rep. Lucille Roybal-Allard (D-Calif.) June 16 announced the
introduction of the Children's Act for Responsible Employment
(CARE Act), which she said would remove the agriculture
industry's exception from child labor laws. ...

Discrimination
Court Declines to Reopen Race Bias Claim
Based on Supreme Court 'Cat's Paw' Ruling
Denying a former federal employee's motion to reconsider his
race discrimination claims, a federal district court in
Washington, D.C., June 14 ruled that a recent U.S. Supreme
Court decision recognizing use of the "cat's paw"

Employment
Obama Launches Marketing Initiative
To Lure Overseas Investors, Spur Job Growth
President Obama has launched the SelectUSA Initiative to combat the nation's 9.1 percent unemployment rate by encouraging foreign and domestic firms to invest in the United States....

ERISA
Among Amara Decision’s Effects Will Be Decrease in Class Actions, Speakers Say
There will be a decrease in the number of employee benefit class actions involving equitable estoppel because of the U.S. Supreme Court's recent decision in CIGNA Corp. v. Amara, a senior staff attorney for AARP Foundation Litigation...

Immigration
Lofgren Immigration Bill Addresses Green Cards, H-1B and L-1 Visa Programs
Legislation (H.R. 2161) that, among other immigration-related provisions, would allow U.S. companies to seek green cards for advanced degree graduates in certain fields and would allow certain entrepreneurs to seek green cards was introduced...

Labor Law
Secret Ballot Union Election Bill Signed by Tennessee Gov. Haslam
RALEIGH, N.C.—Union representation elections in Tennessee must be conducted by secret ballot under a bill (H.B. 1747) signed into law by Gov. Bill Haslam (R) June 16....

OFCCP
DOL Says Comment Period for OFCCP’s VEVRAA Proposal to Be Extended to July 11
The comment period for a proposal issued by the Labor Department's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs to revise rules regarding federal contractors' affirmative action and equal employment opportunity obligations...

OFCCP
ThyssenKrupp Subsidiary Agrees to Settle OFCCP Sex Discrimination in Hiring Claim
ThyssenKrupp Elevator Manufacturing Inc. (TKE) has agreed to pay $288,333 to settle allegations by the Labor Department's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs that the company discriminated against a class of 248 female...

Pensions
PBGC Adds Union Assistant to Advisory Panel
The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation announced June 16 that David S. Blitzstein was sworn in as a member of the PBGC Advisory Committee....

Retail Stores
Group of Wal-Mart Employees Forms New Organization With UFCW Support
Nearly 100 Wal-Mart Stores Inc. workers, who are part of Organization United for Respect at Wal-Mart (OUR Wal-Mart), a
new 501(c)5 nonprofit organization, traveled June 16 to Wal-Mart’s Bentonville, Ark., corporate headquarters to...

Retiree Benefits

Employers Rethinking Retiree Health Care, Have Concerns About Health Law Burden
SAN FRANCISCO—Employers anticipate increased compliance burdens but see health insurance exchanges as an opportunity to get out of the pre-65 retiree health benefit business, panelists said June 16 at an insurance industry conference....

Safety & Health

Republican Budget Cuts Could Threaten To Shut Down Some State Plans, Official Says
Proposed cuts to the fiscal year 2012 budget for the Labor Department's Occupational Safety and Health Administration threaten to shut down some state workplace safety programs, Kevin Beauregard, chairman of the Occupational Safety...

Teamsters

Candidate for IBT President Files Lawsuit Against Hoffa Over 1989 Consent Decree
A 1989 consent decree establishing measures to combat corruption within the International Brotherhood of Teamsters is no longer needed and IBT General President James Hoffa's failure to terminate it has resulted in millions of dollars...

Unfair Labor Practices

Labor Board Invites Filing of Amicus Briefs On NLRA Status of Class Arbitration Waivers
The National Labor Relations Board June 16 invited interested organizations to file briefs in an unfair labor practice case presenting the question whether an employer violated federal labor law by maintaining and enforcing an employment...

Unfair Labor Practices

NLRB 3-0 Orders Hawaii Hotel to Bargain, Reinstate Workers, Pay Negotiating Expenses
The National Labor Relations Board June 14 found that a Waikiki hotel had violated federal labor law and ordered the employer to stop unfair labor practices, recognize and bargain with the employees' union for an initial contract, rescind...

SPECIAL REPORT

Safety & Health

Comments Say POV Proposal Lacks Specifics, Violates Due Process, Will Be Costly to Mines
Commenters are finding many faults with a proposal by the Mine Safety and Health Administration to revamp the pattern of violations process by which the agency holds the most risky mines accountable, with mine operators complaining that the...

CONFERENCE REPORT
Immigration

Mayorkas: USCIS Committed to Addressing Challenges of Legal Immigration Processing
SAN DIEGO—The Department of Homeland Security's U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services is "committed to addressing the challenges" posed by administering the nation's legal immigration system and is making...

ECONOMIC NEWS

Employment

Unemployment Rate Declined in 24 States In May, but 27 States Lost Jobs, BLS Says
The unemployment rate declined in 24 states in May, rose in 13 states and the District of Columbia, and held steady in 13 states, the Labor Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics said June 17....

BNA INSIGHTS

Whistleblower Protection Under the SEC's New Dodd-Frank Regulations: A Practical Guide for Employers
On May 25, 2011, the Securities and Exchange Commission issued its final rules implementing the whistleblower provisions of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (101 DLR AA-1, 5/25/11). Those rules provide employees...
Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
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Subject: 202 articles from Meltwater News
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<table>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key Individuals</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>75 in 2 days, 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - Major Outlets</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>6 in 2 days, 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Major Outlets</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>108 in 2 days, 16 hours</td>
</tr>
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<td>Unfair Labor Practices</td>
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<td>13 in 2 days, 16 hours</td>
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MINISTER ANNOUNCES BALLINASLOE FLOOD FUNDING DURING GALWAY VISIT
Connacht Sentinel – 06/20/11 07:36 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
MINISTER ANNOUNCES BALLINASLOE FLOOD FUNDING DURING GALWAY VISIT
The Minister of State Brian Hayes has announced 80 thousand euro in funding for more flood repair works in Ballinasloe.
...ANNOUNCES BALLINASLOE FLOOD FUNDING DURING GALWAY VISIT
The Minister of State Brian Hayes has announced 80 thousand euro in funding for more flood...

NLRB faces double-edged decision
Seeking Alpha – 06/20/11 06:17 –
1 other source (The Washington Times)
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
| about: June 20--NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. -- The National Labor Relations Board's bid to prevent Boeing from moving to South Carolina could harm the very state it is trying to protect by discouraging businesses from setting up shop there, Republican lawmakers warn.
...manufacture planes in South Carolina, or anywhere else for that matter, "Lafe Solomon, the agency's acting general counsel, testified at the hearing;

Ireland tightens rules on the state
Procurement Asia – 06/20/11 01:57 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
IRISH PROCUREMENT SYSTEM PUBLIC SECTOR CONTRACTS Ireland - The state's procurement system has been promoted as a platform to cut the costs of public sector contracts, and public bodies that do not adhere to the system will be

---

NLRB-FOIA-00003211
WEEK IN REVIEW: Panel holds contentious hearing on Boeing suit

Post and Courier (AP) – 06/20/11 01:18 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

The National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against Boeing for alleged union busting took center stage, as a congressional committee held a politically charged field hearing on the issue in North Charleston.

...charged field hearing on the issue in North Charleston. Among the witnesses was Lafe Solomon. The NLRB's top lawyer, he agreed to appear only...

Gridlock in Congress and federal bureaucrats cause serious problems for nation | Don Brunell

PNW Local News (AP) – 06/19/11 23:19 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Partisan wrangling in Congress over the federal deficit and government spending has created gridlock. Not much else is getting done. Into that void have stepped federal bureaucrats who are circumventing Congress to implement sweeping policy changes.

...Boeing's non-union South Carolina production facility. NLRB General Counsel Lafe Solomon says Boeing acted out of anti-union animus, and its...

Letters to the Editor

Richmond Times-Dispatch (AP) – 06/19/11 14:16 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

NLRB lawsuit seeks to expand government powers Editor Times-Dispatch: While The Economist magazine described it as the "loony left complaint against America's biggest exporter," Ann Hodges praised the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), in her Op/Ed column, "Boeing Should Try its Case in Court," within days of the complaint's filing. NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon, in an interview with The New York Times, claimed that several...

2 Democrats Want NLRB Attorney’s Testimony Delayed

WSPA News Channel 7 – 06/19/11 12:48 –

1 other source (WJBF News Channel 6)

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

COLUMBIA, S.C. -- COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) Two ranking Democrats say a labor board attorney shouldn't have to testify about an ongoing lawsuit over South Carolina's Boeing plant.

...unethical to call on National Labor Relations Board Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon to answer questions about the agency's case against Boeing.

Irish Plan On Senior Bank Debt Was Election Pledge--Minister

The Wall Street Journal Asia – 06/19/11 08:59 –

Words matched: Brian Hayes

DUBLIN (Dow Jones)--The new Irish coalition government is just carrying out its election pledge in seeking to burn senior bondholders in two defunct banks, Brian Hayes, a junior minister in the Irish finance ministry said Sunday.

...pledge in seeking to burn senior bondholders in two defunct banks, Brian Hayes, a junior minister in the Irish finance ministry said Sunday.

Federal labor board's assault on Boeing will cost many jobs

San Francisco Examiner – 06/19/11 07:00 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

It's a cloudy day in Seattle. On the road leaving the airport, one of Boeing's plants stretches out next to the highway, just before the cranes of the port.

...brought against Boeing by National Labor Relations Board acting general counsel Lafe Solomon. Boeing makes seven Dreamliner 787 planes a month in...

Obama and Boeing (WSJ)

Investor Village – 06/18/11 20:49 –

Words matched: Craig Becker

REVIEW & OUTLOOK JUNE 18, 2011 Obama and Boeing Uncharacteristically, the President is silent in a key labor dispute. Did you hear what President Obama said about the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing Co.

...nominees hold a three to two majority. One of those three is Craig Becker, whose antibusiness views are so transparent that he needed a recess...

Boeing suit helps all workers, lawyer says

The Press-Enterprise (AP) – 06/18/11 20:06 –

...identified and shamed. Minister of state for public service reform Brian Hayes said that while some local contracts were bring delivered to local...
1 other source (The Olympian (AP))

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Carolina, or anywhere else for that matter, as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations,” Lafe Solomon, the agency’s acting general counsel, told the House Committee on Oversight and Government Relations meeting in South.

as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations , Lafe Solomon , the agency's acting general counsel, told the House ...

Boeing complaint benefits workers, NLRB says

Herald Net – 06/18/11 17:25 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

"The retaliation is coming from the president. ... It is not coming from Boeing," South Carolina's governor says.
as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations , " Lafe Solomon , the agency's acting general counsel, told the House ...

Tensions High at South Carolina Hearing on NLRB

Industry Week – 06/18/11 15:30 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

National Labor Relations Board is overstepping its bounds in case against Boeing, opponents charge.
...right-to-work state. South Carolina Governor Nikki R. Haley and Lafe Solomon, the NLRB's acting general counsel, were among those who testified .

NLRB general counsel can't provide evidence that Boeing action cost union jobs | Philip Klein | Beltway Confidential | Washington Examiner

Newsvine – 06/18/11 15:08 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

"Testifying in a field hearing held by the House Oversight Committee in South Carolina, National Labor Relations' Board acting general counsel Lafe Solomon couldn't provide evidence that Boeing opening a non-union facility in the state cost union jobs or was retaliatory, even though that's central t ...in South Carolina, National Labor Relations' Board acting general counsel Lafe Solomon couldn't provide evidence that Boeing opening a non- union...

GOP Senator commits ethics violation

Democratic Underground – 06/18/11 13:42 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

GOP Senator commits ethics violation
...Sen. Graham and others to pressure NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon to drop the law enforcement proceeding against Boeing. I believe ...

Councils warned on public contracts

Limerick Leader – 06/18/11 09:44 –

15 other sources (Belfast Telegraph, Drogheda Independent, ...)

Words matched: Brian Hayes

Councils have been warned to use a central system for awarding public contracts or face being named and shamed. Junior finance minister Brian Hayes has said state bodies should not favour local rate-paying businesses for contracts over the Government's procurement service.
...public contracts or face being named and shamed. Junior finance minister Brian Hayes has said state bodies should not favour local rate-paying ...

U.S. Lawyer Fighting Boeing Says He Regrets Causing Job Fears

World Civil Aviation Resource Net – 06/18/11 09:27 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

The U.S. lawyer who filed a labor complaint against Boeing Co. (BA) over a nonunion plant the aerospace company opened in South Carolina said he regrets the fear the dispute has caused workers there about their jobs.
...regret the anxiety this case has caused them and their families," Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, said...

Labor board lawyer: Boeing suit helps all workers (AP)

Rocket News – 06/18/11 07:32 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. – The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that while an NLRB complaint against Boeing Co.
as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations , Lafe Solomon, the agency's acting general counsel, told the House ...

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
The agency's acting general counsel, to the House...

Lawyer tells committee Boeing suit aims to protect workers everywhere as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations, "Lafe Solomon, the agency's acting general counsel, told the House...

House committee hearing on NLRB suit against Boeing
North Charleston, S.C. -- The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that while an NLRB complaint against Boeing Co.

S.C. governor wants labor board to drop Boeing complaint
North Charleston, NLRB lawyer who filed complaint against firm speaks at hearing.

State bodies fail to avail of cash-saving contracts
MOST state bodies have failed to avail of a government initiative to buy cut-price stationery and printing services at a 25pc discount -- four months after it was signed.

Open, and under fire
Labor panel lawyer says Boeing suit is for workers as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations, "Lafe Solomon, the agency's acting general counsel, told the House ...

Labor board lawyer: Boeing suit helps all workers
The Boeing Co. may make South Carolina workers feel vulnerable and anxious, the legal action is aimed at protecting the rights of workers everywhere as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations, "Lafe Solomon, the agency's acting general counsel, told the House ...

NLRB explains its position
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GOP grills labor official at Boeing hearing</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GreenvilleOnline.com (AP)</strong> – 06/18/11 02:12 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Lafe Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrats defend complaint against company during heated meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...of the nearly four-hour hearing was NLRB acting general counsel Lafe Solomon, who reluctantly agreed to testify after being threatened with a...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Business briefs: National</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NewsOK (AP)</strong> – 06/18/11 01:31 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Lafe Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSINESS BRIEFS Nation GM to expand plants, add jobs DETROIT — General Motors says it will invest $65 million in two plants and create or retain 163 jobs at those sites so it can make more four-cylinder engines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...other GOP governors wrote to the board’s general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on Thursday saying the inquiry hamstrings governors who are trying to...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Justice Department Reaches Settlement with Nixon State Bank to Resolve Allegations of Lending Discrimination</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Webnewswire.com</strong> – 06/18/11 01:30 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 other sources (The Judicial View, The United States Department of Justice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Mark Pearce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASHINGTON The Justice Department announced today that Nixon State Bank of Nixon, Texas, will establish uniform pricing policies, conduct employee training, and pay nearly $100,000 as part of a settlement to resolve allegations that it engaged in a pattern or practice of discrimination on the basis...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...fair lending laws, including the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, said Mark Pearce, Director of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporations (FDIC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Governors wants labor board-Boeing complaint dropped</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pittsburgh Tribune Review</strong> – 06/18/11 00:57 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Lafe Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board’s general counsel, Lafe Solomon, saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to create jobs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Solomon: 'Boeing retaliated'</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post and Courier (AP)</strong> – 06/18/11 00:50 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Lafe Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB counsel faces intense questioning at House hearing in North Charleston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil Whitman of Dunhill Staffing, NLRB s acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon and labor and employment attorney Philip Miscimarra are sworn in...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>IAM Charges GOP Senator With Ethics Violations in Boeing Case</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aero-News Network</strong> – 06/18/11 00:43 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 other source (Aero-News Network)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Lafe Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Representing Boeing Workers Says The Senator Interfered With Law Enforcement The International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM) released a letter Friday which has been sent to the Senate Select Committee on Ethics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...Sen. Graham and others to pressure NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon to drop the law enforcement proceeding against Boeing. I believe...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Committee of the absurd</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post and Courier (AP)</strong> – 06/18/11 00:26 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Lafe Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a reason Congress is even less popular with voters than the National Labor Relations Board is at Boeing headquarters, and the people in North Charleston got to see why on Friday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...Carolina’s own, who took the role of pit bull against NLRB General Counsel Lafe Solomon. Gowdy asked if it was fair for a company to consider loss of...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Lawyer defends Boeing lawsuit</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TheState.com</strong> – 06/18/11 00:20 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Lafe Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawyer defends Boeinglawsuit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Committee holds hearing in S.C. on labor board’s legal action

as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations, Lafe Solomon, the agency’s acting general counsel, told the House ...

The NLRB lays an egg

Post and Courier (AP) – 06/18/11 00:19 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Congressional hearings inevitably produce heavy-handed political theater. But they also can deliver revealing exchanges that cut to the heart of controversial issues. ...it are now against the law -- if NLRB acting general counsel Lafe Solomon says so. During Friday’s hearing in Charleston County Council chambers ,

Boeing labor suit a congressional issue

Chron.com – 06/18/11 00:12 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. -The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that while an NLRB complaint against Boeing Co.

as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations," Lafe Solomon, the agency’s acting general counsel, told the House ...

Boeing hearing is politically polarized

Herald Online – 06/18/11 00:01 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

NORTH CHARLESTON -- bpetersen@postandcourier.com The partisan sniping of Washington made its way to North Charleston on Friday via a congressional hearing on whether Boeing illegally built a second assembly line for its new 787 Dreamliner aircraft in South Carolina to avoid unionized workers in Wa.

...of the nearly-four-hour hearing was NLRB acting general counsel Lafe Solomon, who reluctantly agreed to testify after being threatened with a...

Labor board open to helping Boeing, union

My FOX 8 – 06/17/11 22:32 –

16 other sources (WGN Radio, Bay Ledger News Zone, ...)

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

CHARLESTON, South Carolina (Reuters) - A labor board is open to helping Boeing Co and union leaders settle a complaint over management's decision to site a 787 Dreamliner assembly line in non-union South Carolina.

...a 787 Dreamliner assembly line in non-union South Carolina. Lafe Solomon, National Labor Relations Board acting general counsel, also told a...

Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon testifies at Oversight Committee field hearing in South Carolina

Democratic Underground – 06/17/11 22:06 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon testifies at Oversight Committee field hearing in South Carolina

Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon testifies at Oversight Committee field hearing in South Carolina Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon testifies...

Haley, union go to hearing on Boeing factory

The Augusta Chronicle – 06/17/11 21:50 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

NLRB says suit benefits workers

as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations," Lafe Solomon, the agency's acting general counsel, told the House ...

NLRB lawyer: Boeing suit helps all workers

The Seattle Times – 06/17/11 21:14 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that although an NLRB complaint against Boeing may make South Carolina workers feel vulnerable and anxious, the legal action is aimed at protecting the rights of workers everywhere,

as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations," Lafe Solomon, the agency’s acting general counsel, told the House ...

Governor tells committee NLRB suit will hurt business

ABC News 4 – 06/17/11 20:55 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Friday, June 17, 2011 7:55 PM EST Updated: Friday, June 17, 2011 8:26 PM EST

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (WCV) -- Discussion became heated on more than
one instance inside the council chamber as lawmakers discussed the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against Boeing.

...from locating to the U.S. In a letter written to NLRB attorney Lafe Solomon before the hearing, Gov. Haley said, "By issuing complaints against...

**U.S. labor board open to helping Boeing, union**

WGN Radio – 06/17/11 20:49 –
1 other source (Chicago Tribune)

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

A U.S. labor board is open to helping Boeing Co and union leaders settle a complaint over management’s decision to site a 787 Dreamliner assembly line in non-union South Carolina.

...a 787 Dreamliner assembly line in non-union South Carolina. Lafe Solomon, National Labor Relations Board acting general counsel, also told a...

**Curtains controversy drawn to a close**

Irish Times – 06/17/11 20:24 –

Words matched: Brian Hayes

‘2007 IS not 2011,’ Minister of State for Public Sector Reform Brian Hayes said as he defended the €7,000 cost four years ago of curtains for the office of then leas ceann comhairle – and now his boss – Brendan Howlin.

...to a close 2007 IS NOT 2011, Minister of State for Public Sector Reform Brian Hayes said as he defended the €7,000 cost four years ago of curtains...

**State bodies warned to observe purchasing regulations**

Irish Times – 06/17/11 20:24–

Words matched: Brian Hayes

MINISTER OF State for Public Service Reform Brian Hayes will “name and shame” public bodies not using the State’s procurement system, which aims to cut the expense of public sector contracts costing an estimated €14.

...observe purchasing regulations MINISTER OF State for Public Service Reform Brian Hayes will name and shame public bodies not using the State...

**Labor Board Defends Boeing Actions**

2 other sources (The Wall Street Journal, MashGet)

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C.—A National Labor Relations Board official defended the organization's actions against Boeing Co. for the plane maker's decision to build a 787 Dreamliner factory in non-union South Carolina.

...in non-union South Carolina. NLRB acting general counsel, Lafe Solomon, testified at a field hearing here Friday convened by House oversight...

**Haley: Obama, NLRB killing jobs with Boeing case**

The Washington Times – 06/17/11 19:07 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. — At a congressional hearing here Friday, South Carolina officials slammed the Obama administration and the National Labor Relations Board for a federal lawsuit that could cost the state a new $750 million Boeing 787 jet assembly plant and thousands of jobs.

as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations, Lafe Solomon, the agency’s acting general counsel, told the House ...

**Labor Board Lawyer: Boeing Suit Helps All Workers**

WSAV TV – 06/17/11 19:07 –
1 other source (WCBD-TV 2)

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. – NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that while an NLRB complaint against Boeing Co.

as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations, “Lafe Solomon, the agency's acting general counsel, told the House ...

**Rep. Issa Threatens to Eliminate National Labor Relations Board Over Boeing Dispute**

ABC News – 06/17/11 18:56 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

In a hearing rife with partisan disagreement, Rep. Darrell Issa, the chairman of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, threatened to eliminate the National Labor Relations Board at his committee's hearing today in response to a lawsuit the board has filed against Boeing.

...complaint does not depend on whether it is new work or not," said Lafe Solomon,
the NLRB's general counsel, Solomon said the suit was based on...

- **Post 120 stays hot**
  American Chronicle – 06/17/11 18:29 –
  Words matched: Brian Hayes
  By Jack Hittinger, Effingham Daily News, Ill. June 17--EFFINGHAM -- Effingham Post 120 just keeps on winning. Behind strong pitching performances from Cole Braunecker and Drew Levitt, Post 120 swept a doubleheader from Teutopolis Post 924 in Senior American Legion baseball action Thursday night at Effingham.
  ...Post 120 had the game tied. "All on his own," Post 120 coach Brian Hayes said about Hecht's steal of home. "If you start calling it and talking...

- **SC Gov Wants Labor Board-Boeing Complaint Dropped**
  WSAV TV – 06/17/11 18:28 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. – NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing.
  ...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board's general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to...

- **Labor board lawyer: Boeing suit helps all workers - AP Politics**
  The Charleston Gazette – 06/17/11 18:27 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  The Associated Press NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) - The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that while an NLRB complaint against Boeing Co.
  ...as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations," Lafe Solomon, the agency's acting general counsel, told the House...

- **Questioning takes partisan tone in NLRB-Boeing lawsuit hearing**
  Herald Online – 06/17/11 18:27 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  NORTH CHARLESTON – With partisan shots, Congressional members on Friday opened the hearing over the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing’s decision to locate a Dreamliner manufacturing facility in South Carolina.
  ...action if there is no discrimination, is that correct, Issa pressed as Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel for the NLRB, responded. Re -locating...

- **Labor board lawyer: Boeing suit helps all workers - AP Politics - The Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be displayed properly. We recommend**
  The Charleston Gazette – 06/17/11 18:22 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  The NLRB is suing the aeronautics giant alleging the manufacturer located its new 787 jet assembly line in South Carolina to retaliate against union workers in Washington state who went on strike in 2008.
  ...as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations," Lafe Solomon, the agency's acting general counsel, told the House...

- **Boeing Hearing In Charleston Fuels Partisan Anger**
  WFAE 90.7 FM – 06/17/11 17:48 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  A Congressional hearing in Charleston today was an opportunity for Republicans to attack the NLRB's complaint against Boeing for opening a new factory in North Charleston.
  ... Needless to say, the NLRB's acting General Counsel - Lafe Solomon - faced pointed questions from Republicans on the committee, including South...

- **Politicians, Labor Board Lock Horns Over Boeing**
  WYFF – 06/17/11 17:47 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  NLRB Claims Boeing Avoided Labor Unions
  Haley and 15 other GOP governors wrote to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying...

- **Obama, Labor Board Engaged in 'Regional Warfare': Republican**
  The Huffington Post – 06/17/11 17:29 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  WASHINGTON -- Republicans escalated their attacks on the federal labor board
under Obama Friday afternoon, as House Oversight Committee Chairman Darrell
Issa (R-Calif.
...urging the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) general counsel, Lafe
Solomon, to appear before the committee to answer questions regarding a...

**Haley: NLRB lawsuit could chill business expansion**

WTOC – 06/17/11 17:26 –
1 other source (WIS News 10)
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Friday, June 17, 2011 4:26 PM EST Updated: Friday, June 17, 2011 7:21 PM EST
By Jack Kuenzie - bio | email NORTH CHARLESTON, SC (WIS) - Members of
Congress and state leaders squared off in North Charleston Friday on the
controversy launched by a complaint filed against the Boeing Corporation.
...counsel to take Boeing to court. The board's lawyer, Lafe Solomon, filed the
action alleging Boeing built its new 787 Dreamliner assembly plant...

**Labor Board Open to Helping Boeing, Union**

Words matched: Lafe Solomon
CHARLESTON, South Carolina (Reuters) - A labor board is open to helping Boeing
Co and union leaders settle a complaint over management's decision to site a 787
Dreamliner assembly line in non-union South Carolina. Lafe Solomon,
National Labor Relations Board acting general counsel, also told a...

**SC gov wants labor board-Boeing complaint dropped**

WICS ABC News Channel 20 – 06/17/11 17:07 –
64 other sources (MashGet, News 25, ...)
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
By BRUCE SMITH Associated Press NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) -- South
Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the
National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing.
...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board's general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on
Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to...

**UPDATE 2-U.S. labor board open to helping Boeing, union**

Reuters UK – 06/17/11 16:52 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
* NLRB counsel testifies at congressional hearing
...a 787 Dreamliner assembly line in non-union South Carolina. Lafe Solomon,
National Labor Relations Board acting general counsel, also told a...

**ADR: NLRB May Change Arbitration Deferral Standards**

Connecticut Law Tribune – 06/17/11 16:32 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon, Wilma Liebman
Policy shift could affect many unfair labor practice cases
...new approach. The analysis has been completed and current General Counsel
Lafe Solomon has urged the Board to modify its approach and apply a...

**Hearing On Union Complaint Against Boeing Begins**

WYFF – 06/17/11 16:20 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
NLRB Claims Boeing Avoided Labor Unions
Haley and 15 other GOP governors wrote to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon
on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying ...

**SC gov wants labor board-Boeing complaint dropped - AP Politics - The**
**Charleston Gazette - West Virginia News and Sports - You appear to be using an**
**old version of Internet Explorer. As a result, this website will not be**
**displayed properly. We recomm**

The Charleston Gazette – 06/17/11 16:05 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Haley and 15 other GOP governors wrote to the board's general counsel, Lafe Solomon,
on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to
create jobs.
...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board's general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on
Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to...

**GOP Presses NLRB to Drop Case Against Boeing, as Dems Accuse Company**
**of Flouting Law**

FoxNews.com – 06/17/11 15:59 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Republicans are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing and get out of the way of job creation, though Democrats argue Boeing is violating the law by retaliating against union employees.

...Haley and 15 other GOP governors wrote to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon on Thursday saying the probe hamstring governors who are trying...

**SC governor asks labor board to dismiss Boeing complaint as congressional probe begins**

WQAD – 06/17/11 15:19 –

**Words matched:** Lafe Solomon

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) — South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing.

...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board's general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on Thursday saying the probe hamstring governors who are trying to...

**SC gov wants labor boardBoeing complaint dropped**

KXNet – 06/17/11 14:04 –

**Words matched:** Lafe Solomon

SC gov wants labor board-Boeing complaint dropped Eds: APNewsNow.

APNewsNow, By BRUCE SMITH Associated Press NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) South Carolina Gov.

...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board's general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on Thursday saying the probe hamstring governors who are trying to...

**NLRB sues Boeing for locating plant in South Carolina**

The Daily Breeze – 06/17/11 04:57 –

**Words matched:** Lafe Solomon

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. - The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that while an NLRB complaint against Boeing Co.

...as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations, "Lafe Solomon, the agency's acting general counsel, told the House ...

**Haley, union go to hearing on Boeing**

The Augusta Chronicle – 06/17/11 00:19 –

**Words matched:** Lafe Solomon

NLRB says suit benefits workers

...as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations, "Lafe Solomon, the agency's acting general counsel, told the House ...

**Nebulosans hemligheter ska nu avslöjas**

Norrländska Socialdemokraten – 06/17/11 00:00 –

**Words matched:** Mark Pearce

En neutronstjärna har en diameter på bara 20 kilometer. Å andra sidan har den en dragningskraft som är 200 miljarder gånger starkare än jordens. Nu ska svenska forskare studera neutronstjärnor med hjälp av ett teleskop som sänds upp med en jätteballong från Esrange.

...är viktigt att vi får så lång flytgur som möjligt, säger Mark Pearce, professor i astrofysik vid Kungliga tekniska högskolan. Han är...

**Gigantisk ballong mäter rymdröntgen**

Norrbottens Kuriren – 06/16/11 23:07 –

**Words matched:** Mark Pearce


...ute i rymden, något som aldrig tidigare gjorts. Sedan 2004 har Mark Pearce, professor i partikel- och astofysik på KTH, tillsammans med sina...

**USDOJ: Justice Department Reaches Settlement with Nixon State Bank to Resolve Allegations of Lending Discrimination**

7thSpace – 06/16/11 19:07 –

**Words matched:** Mark Pearce

WASHINGTON – The Justice Department announced today that Nixon State Bank of Nixon, Texas, will establish uniform pricing policies, conduct employee training, and pay nearly $100,000 as part of a settlement to resolve allegations that it engaged in a pattern or practice of discrimination on the basis.

...fair lending laws, including the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, said Mark Pearce, Director of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation s (FDIC )

**Unikt ballongprojekt på Esrange - Aktuellt magasin vardagar 15.00–16.30 - Puls**
i P4 Norrbotten
Sveriges Radio – 06/16/11 10:33 –
Words matched: Mark Pearce
Projektet PoGOLite är det hittills största svenskledda ballongprojektet. Vi besökte
Esrange i Kiruna där professor och projektledare Mark Pearce från KTH i Stockholm
och hans team förbereder ballongen.
...ballongprojektet. Vi besökte Esrange i Kiruna där professor och projektledare Mark
Pearce från KTH i Stockholm och hans team förbereder ballongen.

NLRB Major Outlets

Boeing’s Threat to American Enterprise

The Wall Street Journal - World News – 06/20/11 06:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
When major firms move to the South, it's usually a harbinger of quality decline. Why
let that happen?
...by machinists in Seattle. It's a dead bang violation of the National Labor
Relations Act, even if it comes as a surprise to Republicans and many...

Ford signs first contract with autoworkers’ union

History.com – 06/20/11 03:39 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
After a long and bitter struggle on the part of Henry Ford against cooperation with
organized labor unions, Ford Motor Company signs its first contract with the United
Automobile Workers of America and Congress of Industrial Organizations (UAW-CIO) on this day in 1941.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s allies in Congress passed the landmark National
Labor Relations Act—also known as the Wagner Act, after one...

Keira Knightley Wallpaper Pirates

Zimbio – 06/19/11 04:56 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
images Keira Knightley Pirates Of The Keira Knightley Wallpapers And eb3retro04-21 11:54 AMDone..did my small contribution. wallpaper Keira Knightley Wallpapers
And keira knightley pirates.
...right protected by State or Federal labor or employment law (including section 7 of the
National Labor Relations Act) (29 U.S.C. 157)), or for...

Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon testifies at Oversight Committee field
hearing in South Carolina

Democratic Underground – 06/17/11 22:06 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon testifies at Oversight Committee field hearing in South Carolina
...they are employed, to engage in activities protected by the National Labor
Relations Act, without fearing discrimination. Boeing has every right...

GOP Presses NLRB to Drop Case Against Boeing, as Dems Accuse Company
of Flouting Law

FoxNews.com – 06/17/11 15:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Republicans are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its
complaint against Boeing and get out of the way of job creation, though Democrats
argue Boeing is violating the law by retaliating against union employees.
...the committee that a thorough investigation led him to believe that the National
Labor Relations Act had been violated. “The issuance of the...

Primer: In labor board dispute with Boeing, growing controversy clouds facts

Syracuse.com – 06/17/11 10:37 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
By Marian Wang, ProPublica Just months after fights to limits labor rights in
Wisconsin and other states grabbed national attention, another messy labor dispute
is getting headlines.
...case aren't Federal labor law -- specifically, the National Labor Relations Act --
protects workers from retaliation or threats of retaliation...

NLRB Major Outlets
When major firms move to the South, it's usually a harbinger of quality decline. Why let that happen?

Conservatives are in an uproar that the general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board has filed an unfair labor charge against Boeing.

**NLRB faces double-edged decision**

Seeking Alpha – 06/20/11 06:17 –

1 other source (The Washington Times)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

about: June 20--NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. -- The National Labor Relations Board's bid to prevent Boeing from moving to South Carolina could harm the very state it is trying to protect by discouraging businesses from setting up shop there, Republican lawmakers warn.

**WaMu, Primary Global, J&J, Airgas, Credit Suisse in Court News**

Bloomberg Businessweek – 06/20/11 05:52 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

June 20 (Bloomberg) -- Former Washington Mutual Inc. Chief Executive Officer Kerry Killinger and Chief Operating Officer Stephen Rotella are in lawsuit settlement talks with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

...their families, Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, said in testimony at a congressional hearing June...

**Ford signs first contract with autoworkers' union**

History.com – 06/20/11 03:39 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

After a long and bitter struggle on the part of Henry Ford against cooperation with organized labor unions, Ford Motor Company signs its first contract with the United Automobile Workers of America and Congress of Industrial Organizations (UAW-CIO) on this day in 1941.

...guilty of violating the Wagner Act, and in early 1941 the National Labor Relations Board ordered the company to stop interfering with the union's...

**Charles Krauthammer: Democrats sing union song**

Philly.com – 06/20/11 03:21 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

With another election year approaching, President Obama is dancing with the ones who brought him.

...facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats - including one former union...

**Intimidation against Target workers alleged in failed union vote**

The Denver Post (AP) – 06/20/11 03:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Even as the nation's main union for retail workers acknowledged that it lost a unionization vote Friday at a Target store in Valley Stream, N.Y., it demanded a new election and accused the company of illegally intimidating workers.

...and accused the company of illegally intimidating workers. The National Labor Relations Board announced Saturday that workers had voted against...

**Bond v. U.S., A Most Important Victory for Federalism**

Free Republic – 06/20/11 01:02 –

Words matched: NLRB

The Goldwater Institute is praising yesterday's unanimous Supreme Court decision in Bond v. U.S.: Yesterday the U.S. Supreme Court issued one of the best and most important decisions ever on federalism.

...Obamacare lawsuit Monday, and also in our defense of Save Our Secret Ballot against the NLRB challenge, and many more cases to come. ForGod 'sSake

**Target Store Votes Against Union**

The Wall Street Journal – 06/20/11 00:06 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Target Corp.'s Valley Stream, N.Y., store voted 137 to 85 against joining the largest retail union in the U.S. The contentious vote was closely watched by labor organizers, who hoped the vote to join a union would encourage retail workers at other Target stores and elsewhere to follow suit.

...demanding another election.* Both sides filed complaints with the National Labor Relations Board alleging illegal and unfair tactics during the days...
Boeing and Airbus Battle for Air Supremacy
Gather – 06/19/11 23:55 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Since Boeing introduced the 737 in 1967, the company has sold 6,000 of the commercial jets to clients all over the world. But competition from the Airbus A320 has caused another war of words between the two jet manufacturers. 
...labor in the company's headquarters in Seattle, WA. The National Labor Relations Board is trying to block production at the South Carolina site.

Union owned and operated
Chicago Tribune – 06/19/11 20:48 –
2 other sources (CharlotteObserver.com, Orlando Sentinel)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — "Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Barack Obama last week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus. 
...production facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats, is trying to get...

NLRB faces double-edged decision (Ruling for Boeing union could chase away businesses -- in WA)
Free Republic – 06/19/11 20:10 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board’s bid to prevent Boeing from moving to South Carolina could harm the very state it is trying to protect by discouraging businesses from setting up shop there, Republican lawmakers warn. 
NLRB faces double-edged decision (Ruling for Boeing union could chase away businesses -- in WA) The National Labor Relations Board’s bid to prevent...

Boeing says may have decision on 737 by end of year
WNMU NewsRoom – 06/19/11 13:11 –
10 other sources (Zimbio, KUNC NewsRoom, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
By Kyle Peterson PARIS (Reuters) - Boeing Co is aiming to make a decision on whether to re-engine or redesign its 737 narrowbody by the end of the year, but it is not making any promises, the chief executive of Boeing's commercial airplanes division said on Sunday. 
Albaugh also addressed a complaint lodged against the company by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) claims Boeing decided to open new...

Boeing Says May Have Decision on 737 by Year-End
The New York Times – 06/19/11 12:45 –
Words matched: NLRB
PARIS (Reuters) - Boeing Co is aiming to make a decision on whether to re-engine or redesign its 737 narrowbody by the end of the year, but it is not making any promises, the chief executive of Boeing's commercial airplanes division said on Sunday. 
...complaint lodged against the company by the National Labour Relations Board (NLRB) claims Boeing decided to open new operations for 737 wide-body...

UPDATE 1-AIRSHOW-Boeing says may have decision on 737 by yr-end
Reuters Global Markets News – 06/19/11 12:37 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
* Boeing exec says may make decision on 737 by year-end * May shift design resources to 787-10 in 2016 By Kyle Peterson PARIS, June 19 (Reuters) - Boeing Co is aiming to make a decision on whether to re-engine or redesign its 737 narrowbody by the end of the year, but it is not making any promise 
Albaugh also addressed a complaint lodged against the company by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) claims Boeing decided to open new...

Obama's czar Cass Sunstein admits there are job killing regulations
Examiner.com National – 06/19/11 12:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
In its ongoing effort to fight burdensome regulations and protect jobs, the House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations last week examined the Obama administration's attempts at regulatory reform. 
...agency has submitted a regulatory review, and that review by the National Labor Relations Board amounted to a one page document. We learned today...

Boeing exec: Charleston 787 plant could match Everett someday
Seeking Alpha – 06/19/11 11:35 –
1 other source (The Seattle Times)
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

> about: June 19—Ray Conner, the senior executive in charge of Boeing's supply chain, is bullish about the future of the second 787 Dreamliner assembly site in North Charleston, S.

...will "just have to take its course." In April, the National Labor Relations Board charged that Boeing, when it chose Charleston in 2009 for its...

**AIRSHOW-Boeing may have 737 decision by year's end-exec**

*Reuters Stocks* – 06/19/11 11:10 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

PARIS, June 19 (Reuters) - Boeing Co (BA.N) probably will share its decision on whether to re-engine or redesign the 737 narrow-body by the end of the year, the head of Boeing's commercial airplanes division said on Sunday.

...version as early as 2016. Albagghi criticized a complaint by the National Labor Relations Board about Boeing's new nonunion 787 plant in South...

**good puppies for kids**

*Zimbio* – 06/19/11 09:40 –

**Words matched:** NLRB

good puppies for kids Regional NLRB Decision Holds Manhattan College Is Hello as I promise to my friend andy about boxer puppies good with kids, The nation is gearing up for the Good for the kids Homage to Diana: Author Monica Ali ADF Task Flows One of the judges for the Elsevier following graph sh
good puppies for kids good puppies for kids Regional NLRB Decision Holds Manhattan College Is Hello as I promise to my friend andy about boxer...

**Rep. Issa Threatens to Eliminate National Labor Relations Board Over Boeing Dispute**

*Free Republic* – 06/19/11 08:22 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

In a hearing rife with partisan disagreement, Rep. Darrell Issa, the chairman of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, threatened to eliminate the National Labor Relations Board at his committee's hearing today in response to a lawsuit the board has filed against Boeing.

Rep. Issa Threatens to Eliminate National Labor Relations Board Over Boeing Dispute In a hearing rife with partisan disagreement, Rep. Darrell...

**How Boeing became Heritage's 'junior sponsor'**

*Seeking Alpha* – 06/19/11 05:53 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

| about: June 19—When the time came Thursday to thank the sponsors who saved the Heritage golf tournament, Gov. Nikki Haley reached under the podium and pulled out not one but two tartan jackets.

Graham also is helping the company fight a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board about the company's decision to build its North...

**St. Louis Post-Dispatch David Nicklaus column**

*Seeking Alpha* – 06/19/11 05:29 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

| about: June 19—In business as in other areas of life, words spoken in anger often are words we later regret. Boeing executives certainly were angry after a 2008 strike by machinists at the company's commercial airplane factories in Washington state.

...their collective-bargaining rights. The union complained, and the National Labor Relations Board cited Boeing for an unfair labor practice. The...

**Letter to the Editor: Bring jobs back**

*Tulsa World (AP)* – 06/19/11 04:57 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Attacking one of the last remaining protections for workers won't help the economy or create jobs. The National Labor Relations Board is doing its job.

...protections for workers won't help the economy or create jobs. The National Labor Relations Board is doing its job. Now it's time for politicians...

**Charles Krauthammer | Democrats show their fealty to unions**

*The Courier-Journal (AP)* – 06/19/11 04:03 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

WASHINGTON — "Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama last week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

...facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats including one former union...
Charles Krauthammer: Union owned and operated

 IndyStar – 06/19/11 02:46 – 1 other source (STLtoday.com (AP))
 Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

 "Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama this week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

 "facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats -- including one former...

Union owned and operated

 Commentary
 Tampa Bay Online (AP) – 06/19/11 02:26 –
 Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

 "Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama last week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

 "facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats including one former union...

Appeasing unions leads to collateral damage

 Deseret News – 06/19/11 02:00 –
 Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

 WASHINGTON — "Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama this week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

 "facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats including one former union...

NY Target store workers reject unionization (Free Market Victory)

 Free Republic – 06/19/11 01:46 –
 Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

 NY Target store workers reject unionization Workers at NY Target store reject unionization, but union says it will press on nationwide Ellen Gibson, AP Retail Writer, On Saturday June 18, 2011, 6:08 am EDT NEW YORK (AP) -- Workers at a Target store in New York voted against joining the country's la...

 ...followed all the policies and procedures that are outlined by the National Labor Relations Board in a completely lawful manner," Snyder said .

National and world news briefs

 STLtoday.com (AP) – 06/19/11 01:00 –
 Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

 NATO: Rebels bombed in Libya NATO said Saturday that it mistakenly struck a column of Libyan rebel vehicles in an airstrike near an eastern oil town two days earlier.

 ...Stream, N.Y., failed by a vote of 137 to 85, the National Labor Relations Board said Saturday. The vote would have made it the first of Target's...

Imprudent talk, not action, is root of NLRB complaint vs. Boeing

 STLtoday.com (AP) – 06/19/11 01:00 –
 Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

 In business as in other areas of life, words spoken in anger often are words we later regret. Boeing executives certainly were angry after a 2008 strike by machinists at the company's commercial airplane factories in Washington state.

 Imprudent talk, not action, is root of NLRB complaint vs. Boeing In business as in other areas of life, words spoken in anger often are words ...

Export opinion: Obama's unionism hurts free trade

 Boston Herald (AP) – 06/19/11 00:16 –
 Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

 "Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama this week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

 "facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats including one former union...

Losing vote at a N.Y. Target, retail union vows to try again

 TwinCities.com – 06/18/11 21:20 –
 Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

 Even as the nation's main union for retail workers acknowledged that it lost a unionization vote Friday at a Target store in Valley Stream, N.Y., it demanded a new election and accused the company of illegally intimidating workers.

 ...and accused the company of illegally intimidating workers. The National Labor
Gene S. Anderson: memorial to honor trailblazing prosecutor

The Seattle Times – 06/18/11 19:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Gene S. Anderson, who served as U.S. attorney for Western Washington in the 1980s and died March 27 at age 73, will be remembered during a gathering at the U.S. Courthouse in Seattle on Friday.

...Washington, D.C., where Mr. Anderson briefly worked for the National Labor Relations Board before he was drafted into the Army. He then served three...

Joe Klein and Fareed Zakaria: The Gurus of Time Magazine and Their Glaring Blind Spots

Newsvine – 06/18/11 18:35 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

advertisement This week America's most self-important weekly news magazine has a clever cover titled Barackology, which picture potential Republican challengers to the president in a sports type playoff bracket with insiders on the left and outsiders on the right.

...years to build its 787 Dreamliner factory in North Carolina, but the National Labor Relations Board run by Obamunists decreed that no, this can’t...

Target workers at New York store reject union

Yahoo! Business News – 06/18/11 18:24 –
19 other sources (MSN Money - business news, Zimbio, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

CHICAGO (Reuters) – Workers at a Target Corp. discount store in New York voted to reject union representation in what would have been the first unionized Target store in the country, while union officials vowed to press for another election.

...already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board, according to an agency spokesman, and...

Unions can always count on Team Obama for hand

Chron.com – 06/18/11 16:57 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

"Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama last week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

...production facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with union-friendly Democrats, is...

Target Workers Reject Unionization

The Street – 06/18/11 15:36 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

By Ellen Gibson NEW YORK -- Workers at a Target(TGT) store in New York voted against joining the country's largest retail union Friday night, but the union said it would press on and broaden its push to represent the company's workers nationwide.

...followed all the policies and procedures that are outlined by the National Labor Relations Board in a completely lawful manner," Snyder said.

NLRB general counsel can't provide evidence that Boeing action cost union jobs | Philip Klein | Beltway Confidential | Washington Examiner

Newsvine – 06/18/11 15:08 –
Words matched: NLRB

"Testifying in a field hearing held by the House Oversight Committee in South Carolina, National Labor Relations Board acting general counsel Lafe Solomon couldn't provide evidence that Boeing opening a non-union facility in the state cost union jobs or was retaliatory, even though that's central to the Boeing decision."

NLRB general counsel can't provide evidence that Boeing action cost union jobs | Philip Klein | Beltway Confidential | Washington Examiner "Testifying...

Germany's Economic Example

The Oregonian - OregonLive.com – 06/18/11 13:47 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

By Harold Meyerson Special to The Washington Post A heretical idea has entered the national discourse: Maybe some other nations handle their economies better than we do.

...Republican remedy for measles and gout.) Throw in the defunding of the National Labor Relations Board, which Newt Gingrich advocated, and you'd get...

GOP Senator commits ethics violation
Democratic Underground – 06/18/11 13:42 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

GOP Senator commits ethics violation

*Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham s conduct and statements regarding the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) pending complaint against the Boeing...

**UPDATE 1-Target workers at New York store reject union**

Reuters Global Markets News – 06/18/11 12:53 –

*Vote for first union-repped Target store fails * Union vows to press for another election (Updates with comments from union, Target) CHICAGO, June 18 (Reuters) - Workers at a Target Corp (TGT) in New York have voted against joining the country's largest retail union Friday night, but the union said it would press on and broaden its push to represent the company's workers nationwide.

...already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board, according to an agency spokesman, and...

**Long Island Target store workers reject unionization**

NorthJersey.com – 06/18/11 12:22 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

NEW YORK — Workers at a Target store in New York voted against joining the country's largest retail union Friday night, but the union said it would press on and broaden its push to represent the company's workers nationwide.

...followed all the policies and procedures that are outlined by the National Labor Relations Board in a completely lawful manner," Snyder said.

**Obama and Boeing**

RealClearPolitics – 06/18/11 12:07 –


**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

Did you hear what President Obama said about the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing Co.? We didn't either. Mr. Obama has been touting his plan to double the country's export growth by 2015, thereby creating two million new jobs.

Obama and Boeing Did you hear what President Obama said about the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing Co.? We didn't either.

**Target Employees Say No to Union, Union Cries Foul**

Gather – 06/18/11 11:50 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

Target employees in New York state have voted not to unionize with the local grocery workers union. However, the union is alleging intimidation by the company and is calling for federal intervention culminating with a re-vote.

Both the company and the union had filed complaints with the National Labor Relations Board. The union alleged that the company had prevented...

**NY Target store workers reject unionization**

Kare11.com – 06/18/11 11:45 –

30 other sources (Boston Herald (AP), ABC Owned Television Stations, ...)

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

NEW YORK -- Workers at a Target store in New York voted against joining the country's largest retail union Friday night, but the union said it would press on and broaden its push to represent the company's workers nationwide.

...followed all the policies and procedures that are outlined by the National Labor Relations Board in a completely lawful manner," Snyder said.

**N.Y. Target store workers reject unionization**

CBS News – 06/18/11 11:13 –

1 other source (The Washington Times)

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

(CBS News) Workers at a Target store in New York voted against joining the country's largest retail union Friday night, but the union said it would press on and broaden its push to represent the company's workers nationwide.

...followed all the policies and procedures that are outlined by the National Labor Relations Board in a completely lawful manner," Snyder said.

**Sellers: Obama supports Boeing, private sector**

Road Runner – 06/18/11 10:41 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The National Labor Relations Board filed a complaint against Boeing, leading to U.S. House hearings into the issue. During a meeting with senior White House staffers, Deputy Senior Advisor to the President Stephanie Cutter told Sellers the NLRB is an.

Sellers: Obama supports Boeing, private sector The National Labor Relations...
Losing Vote at a Target in New York, Union Vows to Try Again


Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Even as the nation's main union for retail workers acknowledged that it lost a unionization vote on Friday at a Target store in Valley Stream, N.Y., it demanded a new election and accused the company of illegally intimidating workers.

...and accused the company of illegally intimidating workers. The National Labor Relations Board announced on Saturday morning that 137 workers ...

Goldwater Institute - Groundbreaking US Supreme Court decision on the Tenth Amendment

Free Republic – 06/18/11 09:36 –

Words matched: NLRB

Yesterday the U.S. Supreme Court issued one of the best and most important decisions ever on federalism. The Court unanimously held that not just states but individuals have standing to challenge federal laws as violations of state sovereignty under the 10th Amendment.

...Monday, and also in our defense of Our Secret Ballot against the NLRB challenge, and many more cases to come. One other important note: ...

New York Target Store Workers Reject Union

The Huffington Post – 06/18/11 09:33 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

CHICAGO (Reuters) - Workers at a Target Corp discount store in New York voted to reject union representation in a closely watched battle over unionization in the retail sector.

...filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board, according to an agency spokesman. Advertisement ...

Obama CoS: Yeah, that bureaucratic expansion is really indefensible

Free Republic – 06/18/11 08:16 –

Words matched: NLRB

I’ve written plenty about Barack Obama’s regulatory adventurism and his attempt to impose his political agenda by conducting end-aroowns of Congress. The massive expansion of regulation has strangled business, I’ve argued, and stifled economic growth.

...Institute interpreted indefensible at least in part as a reference to the NLRB’s fight with Boeing over its plans to move production to South...

McConnell Accuses White House of Extremism on Trade And Jobs

NationalJournal.com – 06/18/11 07:24 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Mitch McConnell is interviewed in his Senate Minority leader office earlier this month. Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., is suddenly nostalgic for Bill Clinton, contrasting his administration’s pro-trade economic policy and pro-business approach on labor relations with what he calls P

...and outright fury over the dispute between Boeing and the National Labor Relations Board regarding the company’s new 787 Dreamliner plant in...

The Worst May Be Yet To Come From Obama’s Regulatory Board

Free Republic – 06/18/11 06:37 –

1 other source (Townhall.com)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

As more Americans become familiar with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) due to the complaint it filed against the Boeing Company for building a production facility in a right-to-work state against the wishes of the union representing its Washington State employees, the regulatory agency sto

...Obama's Regulatory Board As more Americans become familiar with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) due to the complaint it filed against...

Target Workers at New York Store Reject Union

The New York Times – 06/18/11 06:03 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

CHICAGO (Reuters) - Workers at a Target Corp discount store in New York voted to reject union representation in a closely watched battle over unionization in the retail sector.

...already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board, according to an agency spokesman . That...

Boeing retaliation in question
CharlotteObserver.com – 06/18/11 03:55 –
1 other source (Road Runner)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
In North Charleston, NLRB lawyer who filed complaint against firm speaks at hearing.
Boeing complaint benefits workers, NLRB says

House committee hearing on NLRB suit against Boeing
San Francisco Chronicle – 06/18/11 03:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
North Charleston, S.C. -- The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that an NLRB complaint against Boeing Co. ...
House committee hearing on NLRB suit against Boeing North Charleston , S.C. -- The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional... NLRB lawyer who filed complaint against firm speaks at hearing.
...

S.C. governor wants labor board to drop Boeing complaint
Tulsa World (AP) – 06/18/11 03:42 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. - The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that though an NLRB complaint against Boeing Co...

Boeing complaint benefits workers, NLRB says
Road Runner – 06/18/11 03:30 –
Words matched: NLRB
Haley has made no secret she opposes unions. The International Association of Machinists and AFL-CIO sued earlier this year, asking for a court order telling Haley and state Department of Labor director Catherine Templeton to remain neutral in union.
Boeing complaint benefits workers, NLRB says Haley has made no secret she opposes unions. The International Association of Machinists and AFL -CIO...

NLRB explains its position
Road Runner – 06/18/11 03:20 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
CHARLESTON, S.C. — The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that while an NLRB complaint against Boeing Co.
NLRB explains its position CHARLESTON, S.C. The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that...

Labor suit against Boeing a congressional issue
Road Runner – 06/18/11 03:20 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. - The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that while an NLRB complaint against Boeing Co.
...

Labor board lawyer: Boeing suit helps all workers
The News Tribune – 06/18/11 03:05 –
17 other sources (CharlotteObserver.com, Politics - Yahoo! News, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. — The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that while an NLRB complaint against The Boeing Co. may make South Carolina workers feel vulnerable and anxious, the legal action is aimed at protecting the rights of workers everywhere
...

N.H. closing in on a repeal of union dues rule
Boston.com – 06/18/11 02:48 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Veto override would make it a ‘right-to-work’ state
...

House panel takes up NLRB complaint against Boeing
Topix – 06/18/11 02:19 –
**Boeing, Punishment, and Retaliation**

Road Runner – 06/18/11 02:11 –

**Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board

A law that required me to fly USAir rather than Southwest despite the lousy service would be laughable. I think that's how most people understand rules of the game in our society, and that's why I think the National Labor Relations Board's case against... Full Article at Capital Gains and...

**Your Source for Expert Investment & Personal Finance Opinion, and Financial News**

Townhall.com – 06/18/11 01:51 –

**Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board

Workers at a Target store in New York voted against joining the country's largest retail union Friday night, but the union said it would contest the results and demand a new election, alleging that the company illegally intimidated the workers.

...followed all the policies and procedures that are outlined by the National Labor Relations Board in a completely lawful manner," Snyder said.

**NY Target Store Workers Reject Unionization**

ABC News – 06/18/11 01:44 –

1 other source (WFTV Channel 9)

**Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board

Workers at a Target store in New York voted against joining the country's largest retail union Friday night, but the union said it would contest the results and demand a new election, alleging that the company illegally intimidated the workers.

...followed all the policies and procedures that are outlined by the National Labor Relations Board in a completely lawful manner," Snyder said.

**National Labor Relations Board shows interest in protecting the right of workers to speak freely on Facebook, Twitter**

Mass Live – 06/18/11 01:33 –

**Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

By LISA VAN DER POOL Boston Business Journal It's accepted workplace wisdom in this era of social media that popping off a negative tweet or Facebook post about your boss guarantees a pink slip is in your future.

National Labor Relations Board shows interest in protecting the right of workers to speak freely on Facebook, Twitter By LISA VAN DER POOL Boston...

**Business briefs: National**

NewsOK (AP) – 06/18/11 01:31 –

**Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board

BUSINESS BRIEFS Nation GM to expand plants, add jobs DETROIT — General Motors says it will invest $65 million in two plants and create or retain 163 jobs at those sites so it can make more four-cylinder engines.

...Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing. Haley...

**NLRB defends stance on Boeing suit**

Road Runner – 06/18/11 01:13 –

**Words matched**: NLRB


NLRB defends stance on Boeing suit His [[Solomon's]] testimony today raises questions about the due process rights of litigants," said U.S. Rep.

**Editorial: Other views**

The Detroit News (AP) – 06/18/11 01:00 –

**Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board

No ‘right’ to bargain Michael A. Walsh, New York Post: Now it's over — and the good guys won. In a decision Tuesday with national implications, the Wisconsin State Supreme Court ruled 4-3 that Dane County Judge Maryann Sumi had overstepped her bounds when she invalidated the state's so-called Budge
Governors wants labor board-Boeing complaint dropped
Pittsburgh Tribune Review – 06/18/11 00:57 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing.
...Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing. Haley...

Boeing labor suit a congressional issue
Chron.com – 06/18/11 00:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. -The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that while an NLRB complaint against Boeing Co.
...NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. -The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that while an NLRB complaint...

Democrats, union team up against free markets
My San Antonio (AP) – 06/18/11 00:01 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Labor's assault on Boeing the latest maneuver.
...production facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats is trying to get the...

Interview With South Carolina Attorney General Alan Wilson
LexisNexis – 06/17/11 23:52 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Members of Congress in South Carolina today holding a field hearing into the NLRB’s complaint that Boeing is illegally hiring non-union workers at...

Political Headlines
LexisNexis – 06/17/11 23:52 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Members of Congress in South Carolina today holding a field hearing into the NLRB’s complaint that Boeing is illegally hiring non-union workers at...

In the Crosshairs
Topix – 06/17/11 23:44 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The National Labor Relations Board was a barely-noticed federal agency until recently.
In the Crosshairs The National Labor Relations Board was a barely-noticed federal agency until recently. roboblogger

Boeing hearing is politically polarized - The Herald | HeraldOnline.com
Zimbio – 06/17/11 23:02 –
Words matched: NLRB
MiamiHerald.com Boeing hearing is politically polarized The Herald | HeraldOnline.com The partisan sniping of Washington made its way to North Charleston on Friday via a congressional hearing on whether Boeing illegally built a second assembly line for its new 787 Dreamliner.
...Dreamliner … Labor Board Defends Boeing ActionsWall Street Journal GOP Presses NLRB to Drop Case Against Boeing, as Dems Accuse Company of ...Fox...

Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon testifies at Oversight Committee field hearing in South Carolina
Democratic Underground – 06/17/11 22:06 –
Words matched: NLRB
Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon testifies at Oversight Committee field hearing in South Carolina
...at Oversight Committee field hearing in South Carolina Source: NLRB NLRB Acting General Counsel LAFE SOLOMON today appeared before the House...

Boeing Battle: Was Dreamliner Move to S.C. Legal or Strike Retaliation?
PBS NewsHour – 06/17/11 21:43 –
A new $750 million Boeing factory in South Carolina is at the heart of a controversial National Labor Relations Board case. It was opened as a second location to build 787 Dreamliner jets after a series of union strikes in Washington state plants.

Margaret Warner discusses the matter with The New York Times. "Boeing factory in South Carolina is at the heart of a controversial National Labor Relations Board case. It was opened as a second location to..."

**NLRB lawyer: Boeing suit helps all workers**

The Seattle Times – 06/17/11 21:14 –

The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that although an NLRB complaint against Boeing may make South Carolina workers feel vulnerable and anxious, the legal action is aimed at protecting the rights of workers everywhere.

**Boeing, the Labor Board and Right to Work**

The Seattle Times – 06/17/11 20:36 –

Conservatives have been saying that the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against The Boeing Co. is about right to work—specifically about a company in a non-right-to-work state setting up an assembly line in a right-to-work state.

"...Labor Board and Right to Work Conservatives have been saying that the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against The Boeing Co. is about..."

**GOP Presses NLRB to Drop Case Against Boeing, as Dems Accuse Company of Flouting Law - FoxNews.com**

Newsvine – 06/17/11 20:08 –

Congress holds hearings on NLRB actions against Boeing in South Carolina.

"GOP Presses NLRB to Drop Case Against Boeing, as Dems Accuse Company of Flouting Law - FoxNews.com Congress holds hearings on NLRB actions against..."

**Labor Board Defends Boeing Actions**


2 other sources (Road Runner, The Wall Street Journal)

A National Labor Relations Board official defended the organization’s actions against Boeing Co. for the plane maker’s decision to build a 787 Dreamliner factory in non-union South Carolina.

"Board Defends Boeing Actions NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. A National Labor Relations Board official defended the organization’s actions against Boeing..."

**Haley: Obama, NLRB killing jobs with Boeing case**

The Washington Times – 06/17/11 19:07 –

A congressional hearing here Friday, South Carolina officials slammed the Obama administration and the National Labor Relations Board for a federal lawsuit that could cost the state a new $750 million Boeing 787 jet assembly plant and thousands of jobs.

"Haley: Obama, NLRB killing jobs with Boeing case NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. At a congressional hearing here Friday, South Carolina officials slammed..."

**Charles Krauthammer: Beholden to unions, Obama stalls on free-trade pacts**

Dayton Daily News – 06/17/11 18:35 –

"Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama last week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

"...facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor..."
Republicans gather in New Orleans, Huntsman makes it official, Michelle Obama heads to Africa, and is it all quiet at First Read Manor? Visit msnbc.com for breaking news, world news, and news about the economy. Browse: featured, week-ahead.

---

**Pawlenty camp admits it ’screwed up’ in debate, will take the fight to Romney**
First Read - MSNBC – 06/17/11 18:16 –

By Mark Murray In First Thoughts this morning, we wondered if Tim Pawlenty’s decision to hit Mitt Romney on health care -- after refusing to do so at Monday’s debate -- was a sign of panic or campaign disagreement.

...did exactly that. And what did Obama and the gang do? Why the NLRB sued Boeing for it’s efforts. Now Boeing has hired thousands of new employees...

---

**Labor Board Defends Boeing Actions - Wall Street Journal**
Zimbio – 06/17/11 17:38 –

MiamiHerald.com Labor Board Defends Boeing Actions Wall Street Journal NORTH CHARLESTON, SC—A National Labor Relations Board official defended the organization’s actions against Boeing Co....Boeing Actions Wall Street Journal NORTH CHARLESTON, SC A National Labor Relations Board official defended the organization’s actions against...

---

**Labor board open to helping Boeing, union**
Townhall.com – 06/17/11 17:32 –

4 other sources (Zimbio, Hartford Courant, ...)

By Harriet McLeod CHARLESTON, South Carolina (Reuters) - A labor board is open to helping Boeing Co and union leaders settle a complaint over management's decision to site a 787 Dreamliner assembly line in non-union South Carolina.

...assembly line in non-union South Carolina. Lafe Solomon, National Labor Relations Board acting general counsel, also told a congressional hearing...

---

**GOp vs. NLRB**
Road Runner – 06/17/11 17:29 –

Lawmakers sparred Friday at a rare “on site” hearing in Charleston, S.C., to examine the National Labor Relation Board’s controversial complaint against the Boeing company, which alleges that the airplane manufacturer “unlawfully discriminated”.

**GOP vs. NLRB **Lawmakers sparred Friday at a rare on site hearing in Charleston, S.C., to examine the National Labor Relation Board’s controversial...

---

**Obama, Labor Board Engaged In 'Regional Warfare': Republican**
The Huffington Post – 06/17/11 17:29 –

WASHINGTON -- Republicans escalated their attacks on the federal labor board under Obama Friday afternoon, as House Oversight Committee Chairman Darrell Issa (R-Calif.)...against the Boeing Company. Issa took the unusual step of urging the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) to...

---

**Haley: NLRB lawsuit could chill business expansion**
Jacksonville.com (AP) – 06/17/11 17:18 –

7 other sources (Dayton Daily News, AJC.com, ...)

BRUCE SMITH, Associated Press Google Digg Del.icio.us REddit NewsVine Mixx Facebook Yahoo ...1 of 4 ...NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) — Gov. Nikki Haley has told a congressional committee that the National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing has the potential to affect workers ac

Haley: NLRB lawsuit could chill business expansion BRUCE SMITH, Associated Press Google Digg Del.icio.us REddit NewsVine Mixx Facebook Yahoo...

---

**Labor Board Open to Helping Boeing, Union**
**U.S. labor board open to helping Boeing, union**

Chicago Tribune – 06/17/11 16:55 –

A U.S. labor board is open to helping Boeing Co and union leaders settle a complaint over management’s decision to site a 787 Dreamliner assembly line in non-union South Carolina.

...assembly line in non-union South Carolina. Lafe Solomon, National Labor Relations Board acting general counsel, also told a congressional hearing...

**Darrell Issa Breaks Ethics Rules By Streaming Ads In Oversight Hearing, Watchdog Says**

The Huffington Post – 06/17/11 16:54 –

WASHINGTON -- Rep. Darrell Issa’s Oversight Committee may have violated House ethics rules by streaming a hearing Friday that included commercial advertising.

...a field hearing in North Charleston, S.C., on the National Labor Relations Board, apparently did not transport the gear it needed to stream the...

**Boeing Labor Dispute Attracts Arrows From Republicans**

ABC News – 06/17/11 16:54 –

A U.S. House committee takes to the road today for a politically charged field hearing in North Charleston, S.C., to determine whether the Boeing Co. violated labor laws by moving an assembly operation from Washington State to South Carolina.

...Oversight and Government Reform Committee. At issue is a National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against the airplane manufacturer alleging that...

**Target employees at NY store vote on union**

WNMU NewsRoom – 06/17/11 16:50 –

12 other sources (KERA NewsRoom, WABE Newsroom, …)

By Martinne Geller and Jessica Wohl NEW YORK/CHICAGO (Reuters) - Target Corp workers at the discount chain's Valley Stream, New York, store are voting on Friday on whether they want to join a union.

...already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board, according to an agency spokesman. That...

**THE FAILURE OF RECOVERY SUMMER IS NO LAUGHING MATTER**

LexisNexis – 06/17/11 16:38 –

JOHN KLINE, REPRESENTATIVE, HOUSE For Immediate Release The Failure of Recovery Summer is No Laughing Matter June 17, 2011 One year ago, the Obama administration promised the American people the summer of 2010 was poised to be the most active Recovery Act season yet.

...health care law buries businesses in new mandates, the Obama National Labor Relations Board is pursuing an activist agenda that places even greater...

**GOP, Dems Square Off Over NLRB Case Against Boeing**

TPMDC – 06/17/11 16:17 –

Republicans and Democrats on the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee repeatedly clashed Friday over the politically charged National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co.

GOP, Dems Square Off Over NLRB Case Against Boeing Republicans and Democrats on the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee repeatedly...

**SC Gov. Wants Boeing Complaint Dropped**

Road Runner – 06/17/11 16:12 –

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) -- South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing.

...Gov. Nikki Haley and other Republican governors are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing. Haley...
GOP Presses NLRB to Drop Case Against Boeing, as Dems Accuse Company of Flouting Law
FoxNews.com – 06/17/11 15:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Republicans are calling on the National Labor Relations Board to dismiss its complaint against Boeing and get out of the way of job creation, though Democrats argue Boeing is violating the law by retaliating against union employees. 

Target Employees at NY Store Vote on Union
Fox Business – 06/17/11 08:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Target Corp workers at the discount chain’s Valley Stream, New York, store are voting Friday on whether they want to join a union. If a majority vote yes, the store would become the first unionized Target in the country, a result that has the potential to send waves across the retail sector.

Flight risk for Boeing
Washington Post – 06/17/11 04:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
THE OPENING of a manufacturing plant with nearly 1,000 jobs should be cause for celebration. But Boeing Co.’s $1 billion facility in South Carolina has met a different, less welcome response.

Union-owned and operated
The Orange County Register (AP) – 06/17/11 03:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
“Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected,” observed President Obama this week, enjoying a nice chuckle about the unhappy fate of his near-$1 trillion stimulus.

AARP Flip-Flop on Social Security; Big Business vs. Unions; Security Scare at the Pentagon; ‘Vampire’ Air Attacks on Libya; New York to Legalize Gay Marriage?; Women Climbing in Driver’s Seat in Saudi Arabia; Interview With Congresswoman Michele Bach
LexisNexis – 06/17/11 01:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Wolf Blitzer, Ed Henry, Tom Foreman, Chris Lawrence, Jim Bittermann, Mary Snow, Mohammed Jamjoom, Roland Martin Michele Bachmann, Rich Galen The AARP denies a policy reversal on cuts to the Social Security program.

Democrats slam Romney’s ’I’m also unemployed’ remark
Firstread - MSNBC – 06/16/11 18:48 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
By Carrie Dann As we noted yesterday, former Gov. Mitt Romney’s off-the-cuff confidence about winning the presidency earned him a scolding from a New Hampshire newspaper.

THE WHITE HOUSE REGULAR BRIEFING; BRIEFER: JAY CARNEY, WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY; LOCATION: WHITE HOUSE BRIEFING ROOM, THE WHITE HOUSE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
LexisNexis – 06/15/11 21:25 –
The NLRB filed its complaint against Boeing on April 20, charging unfair labor practices, and the court case started Tuesday in Seattle. On...
...Target," Jenkins said. Target and the union had already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board.

### New York Target Store Workers Reject Union

**The Huffington Post** – 06/18/11 09:33 –
Words matched: unfair labor practice

CHICAGO (Reuters) - Workers at a Target Corp discount store in New York voted to reject union representation in a closely watched battle over unionization in the retail sector.

...Union Local 1500. Target and the union had already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board.

### Target Workers at New York Store Reject Union

**The New York Times** – 06/18/11 06:03 –
Words matched: unfair labor practice

CHICAGO (Reuters) - Workers at a Target Corp discount store in New York voted to reject union representation in a closely watched battle over unionization in the retail sector.

...Union Local 1500. Target and the union had already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board.

### Target workers in Valley Stream reject union

**Road Runner** – 06/18/11 02:11 –
Words matched: unfair labor practice

Target has also filed unfair labor practice complaints with the board against the union. Representatives of the retailer were not present when the vote was announced but issued a statement shortly after saying they would comment later Saturday.

...workers in Valley Stream reject union Target has also filed unfair labor practice complaints with the board against the union. Representatives ...

### Target employees at NY store vote on union

**WNMU NewsRoom** – 06/17/11 16:50 –
12 other sources (KERA NewsRoom, WABE Newsroom, ...)
Words matched: unfair labor practice

By Martinne Geller and Jessica Wohl NEW YORK/CHICAGO (Reuters) - Target Corp workers at the discount chain's Valley Stream, New York, store are voting on Friday on whether they want to join a union.

...Friday's election. Target and the union have already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board.

### Target Employees at NY Store Vote on Union

**Fox Business** – 06/17/11 08:27 –
Words matched: unfair labor practice

Target Corp workers at the discount chain's Valley Stream, New York, store are voting on whether they want to join a union. If a majority vote yes, the store would become the first unionized Target in the country, a result that has the potential to send waves across the retail sector.

...Friday's election. Target and the union have already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board.

### Flight risk for Boeing

**Washington Post** – 06/17/11 04:27 –
Words matched: unfair labor practices

THE OPENING of a manufacturing plant with nearly 1,000 jobs should be cause for celebration. But Boeing Co.'s $1 billion facility in South Carolina has met a different, less welcome response.

...Machinists and Aerospace Workers, hit Boeing with a complaint of unfair labor practices. The board charges that Boeing illegally shipped jobs...
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Facebook, Primary Global, WaMu, Credit Suisse in Court News
Bloomberg Businessweek – 06/20/11 14:43 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
(Adds Facebook and Madoff in Lawsuits section, TCF National Bank in Trials and Colonial Bank’s Kissick in Verdicts. Updates J&J in Verdicts section.) June 20
(Bloomberg) – Paul Ceglia, who says that a 2003 contract entitles him to half the Facebook Inc.
...regret the anxiety this case has caused them and their families, Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board ,

Lines drawn in Boeing congressional hearing
Gsa Business – 06/20/11 13:42 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
The National Labor Relations Board’s top lawyer told a congressional panel on Friday he was reluctant to file the complaint against Boeing Co. in its dispute with the machinists union, a complaint critics say could jeopardize the aerospace giant’s new $750 million plant here and thousands of S.
...S.C. operation. I was reluctant to issue this complaint, Lafe Solomon , acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, told members...

OPW JUNIOR MINISTER DEFENDS GALWAY FLOOD WORKS
Galway City Tribune – 06/20/11 09:01 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
Minister of State for the Office of Public Works, Brian Hayes, has defended the rate of progress of flood relief works being carried out in Galway. The Minister has spent the day visiting Ballinasloe, Kilcolgan, Gort and south Galway flooding locations.
...GALWAY FLOOD WORKS Minister of State for the Office of Public Works, Brian Hayes, has defended the rate of progress of flood relief works being...

The Machinists’ Catch 22: Boeing Employee Files NLRB Charge Against Union
RedState – 06/20/11 07:45 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Since President Obama’s NLRB announced its prosecution of the Boeing Company some weeks ago for its opening a second 787 assembly line in South Carolina, the media and politicians have had much to say about the NLRB’s attack on business, Right to Work States, as well as the obvious overreach of a un
...Obama appointee National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) General Counsel Lafe
Newt Gingrich has not made any efforts to replace his Iowa staff since they resigned.

In the fight for workers' right to organize in America, a 19-year-old migrant construction worker is on the front lines. Josue Diaz is a member of the Congress of Day Laborers in New Orleans.

...of the night without pay. Retaliatory firings are illegal under the National Labor Relations Act. Josue should have been able to go to government...

Republican House Oversight Committee Chairman Darrell Issa has joined the chorus crying foul over what seems to be an aggressive overreach by the Obama administration’s National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) in declaring Boeing's expansion into South Carolina, a non-union state, illegal because it allows...are trying to do, Issa said. The NLRB has interpreted the National Labor Relations Act in a way where they have basically filed suit against...

A National Labor Relations Board official has declared that teaching and research assistants at New York University might be formally considered its employees, potentially clearing the way for them to unionize by seeking the reversal of a 2004 NLRB decision that denied collective-bargaining rights to the assistants at New York University.

Newt Gingrich has not made any efforts to replace his Iowa staff since they resigned en masse on June 9, or campaigned in the state since May 21 and is not scheduled to visit Iowa until July 4, according to the Des Moines Register.

New York University teaching assistants are being formally considered employees by the National Labor Relations Board.

Inside a giant Boeing 747-8 on display at the Paris Air Show, Gov. Christine Gregoire said locations around the state, including Moses Lake, will be considered for the final assembly site of the next new Boeing plane along with the company's current

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
...a year ago when the IAM filed a complaint against Boeing with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) that led to a hearing in Seattle this...

**Facebook, Primary Global, WaMu, Credit Suisse in Court News**

Bloomberg Businessweek – 06/20/11 14:43

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

(Adds Facebook and Madoff in Lawsuits section, TCF National Bank in Trials and Colonial Bank’s Kissick in Verdicts. Updates J&J in Verdicts section.) June 20 (Bloomberg) - Paul Ceglia, who says that a 2003 contract entitles him to half the Facebook Inc.

...their families, Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, said in testimony at a congressional hearing June...

**Target workers at New York store reject union**

International Business Times – 06/20/11 14:36

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Workers at a Target Corp discount store in New York voted to reject union representation in what would have been the first unionized Target store in the country, while union officials vowed to press for another election.

...already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board, according to an agency spokesman, and...

**Utah Democrats mock Jon Huntsman’s unconventional ads**

Politics - Yahoo! News – 06/20/11 14:35

1 other source (Yahoo! News)

Words matched: NLRB

When one makes unconventional videos for an unconventional candidate, it leaves open the door for mockery. Such was the case with Tim Pawlenty’s Hollywood action-adventure ad, and now, such is the case with Jon Huntsman’s odd countdown videos.

...China’ There can only be one: Miss USA [SLIDESHOW] Issa condemns NLRB on Boeing dispute: ‘Far in excess of their mandate’ SCOTUS rules against...

**Nevada candidate’s light-hearted fear-mongering ad**

Politics - Yahoo! News – 06/20/11 14:25

1 other source (Yahoo! News)

Words matched: NLRB

The Republican candidate for Nevada’s special congressional election has released his first ad and he makes one thing clear — vote for me or China will literally take over the United States.

...China’ There can only be one: Miss USA [SLIDESHOW] Issa condemns NLRB on Boeing dispute: ‘Far in excess of their mandate’ SCOTUS rules against...

**Flight risk for Boeing**

Newsvine – 06/20/11 13:45

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

THE OPENING of a manufacturing plant with nearly 1,000 jobs should be cause for celebration. But Boeing Co.’s $1 billion facility in South Carolina has met a different, less welcome response.

...Carolina has met a different, less welcome response. The National Labor Relations Board, spurred by the International Association of Machinists...

**Issa condemns NLRB on Boeing dispute: ‘Far in excess of their mandate’**

Daily Caller – 06/20/11 13:04

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Republican House Oversight Committee Chairman Darrell Issa has joined the chorus crying foul over what seems to be an aggressive overreach by the Obama administration’s National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) in declaring Boeing’s expansion into South Carolina, a non-union state, illegal because it al

Issa condemns NLRB on Boeing dispute: ‘Far in excess of their mandate’ Republican House Oversight Committee Chairman Darrell Issa has joined the...

**Former Hillary Clinton intern becomes porn star**

Politics - Yahoo! News – 06/20/11 12:53

1 other source (Yahoo! News)

Words matched: NLRB

Before she was an adult film star, Sammie Spades worked for Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. TMZ reports that Spades was a community college student in Buffalo, New York in 2006 when she met Clinton at a banquet.

...campaigning in likely swing state Colorado ‘Jackass’ star dies in car accident

Washington Post editorial board condemns Obama’s NLRB, favors Boeing
Boeing CEO is Confident of Winning Labor Case

The Wall Street Journal – 06/20/11 12:27 –
1 other source (The Wall Street Journal - World News)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

LE BOURGET, France—Boeing Co. Chairman and Chief Executive Jim McNerney said he is confident that the company will prevail in its legal battle with the U.S. National Labor Relations Board over the company's decision to build a commercial -airplane...

Washington Post editorial board condemns Obama’s NLRB, favors Boeing

Daily Caller – 06/20/11 10:55 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The reliably liberal Washington Post editorial board ripped President Obama’s National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) for its campaign against the Boeing Company in its Sunday column.

Washington Post editorial board condemns Obama’s NLRB, favors Boeing The reliably liberal Washington Post editorial board ripped President Obama...

Outspoken Gates defends Libya action, criticizes defense spending cuts

Yahoo! News – 06/20/11 10:45 –

Words matched: NLRB

1 hr 23 mins ago Defense Secretary Robert Gates is officially leaving his post on June 30, but he’s not going gently into that good night. Gates has recently been outspoken in opposing defense spending cuts and supporting U.

...from 1991 to 1993. Read more stories from The Daily Caller Issa condemns NLRB on Boeing dispute: 'Far in excess of their mandate' SCOTUS rules ...

AFL-CIO’s Shameless Deceptions

The Huffington Post – 06/20/11 10:26 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The battle over free trade has taken a crass -- and dishonest -- turn thanks to an ad campaign run by the AFL-CIO which suggests a free trade agreement between the United States and Colombia is "about murder" of Colombian labor organizers.

...AFL-CIO. On its official blog Thursday, the union defended the National Labor Relations Board's campaign against Boeing. The union is trying to...

Federal labor board faces double-edged decision

Free Republic – 06/20/11 09:47 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Ruling for Boeing union could chase away businesses. The National Labor Relations Board’s bid to prevent Boeing from moving to South Carolina could harm the very state it is trying to protect by discouraging businesses from setting up shop there, Republican lawmakers warn.

...decision Ruling for Boeing union could chase away businesses. The National Labor Relations Board's bid to prevent Boeing from moving to South...

Romney campaigning in likely swing state Colorado

Yahoo! News – 06/20/11 09:06 –

Words matched: NLRB

1 hr 26 mins ago Mitt Romney isn’t spending Monday in Iowa, New Hampshire or South Carolina. Instead of pressing the flesh in one of these early primary states, the Republican presidential is making his presence known in a state that could prove to be important to him later down the road.

...Colorado 'Jackass' star dies in car accident Washington Post editorial board condemns Obama’s NLRB, favors Boeing Alex Pappas - The Daily Caller

Boeing Production to 'Stay Ramped Up': CEO

CNBC – 06/20/11 08:26 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The aerospace sector is “closer to the beginning than the end” of an upswing in orders, the chief executive of Boeing told CNBC Monday. "We are ramping up production and it’s going to stay ramped up," Jim McNerney said at the Paris Air Show, where the industry gathers for what is expected to be a b

...up with us. Move to South Carolina The general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has filed an unfair labor charge against...

'Jackass' star dies in car accident

Yahoo! News – 06/20/11 08:08 –

Words matched: NLRB

2 hrs 24 mins ago Gossip Cop is reporting that Ryan Dunn, the 34-year-old star of “Jackass,” died in a car crash on Monday morning. According to the website, the accident happened outside of Philadelphia at West Goshen Township, Pennsylvania.
...dies in car accident Washington Post editorial board condemns Obama’s NLRB, favors Boeing Did Howard Kurtz take a veiled shot at Dick Morris?

Washington Post editorial board condemns Obama’s NLRB, favors Boeing

 Former Washington Mutual Inc. (WAMUQ) Chief Executive Officer Kerry Killinger and Chief Operating Officer Stephen Rotella are in lawsuit settlement talks with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

...their families, Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, said in testimony at a congressional hearing June...

Target workers at New York store reject union

Workers at a Target Corp discount store in New York voted to reject union representation in what would have been the first unionized Target store in the country, while union officials vowed to press for another election.

...Target," Jenkins said. Target and the union had already filed unfair labor practice charges against each other with the National Labor Relations Board.

Flight risk for Boeing

THE OPENING of a manufacturing plant with nearly 1,000 jobs should be cause for celebration. But Boeing Co.’s $1 billion facility in South Carolina has met a different, less welcome response.

...Machinists and Aerospace Workers, hit Boeing with a complaint of unfair labor practices. The board charges that Boeing illegally shipped jobs...

Washington Post editorial board condemns Obama’s NLRB, favors Boeing

The reliably liberal Washington Post editorial board ripped President Obama’s National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) for its campaign against the Boeing Company in its Sunday column.

...Boeing is right, and the NLRB is wrong. Employers who engage in unfair labor practices should be penalized, they wrote. But the NLRB’s move goes...
LEADING THE NEWS

First Amendment
Free Speech Clause’s ‘Public Concern’ Test Applies to Employees’ Petition Clause Claims

Public employees who sue under the Civil Rights Act of 1871 (42 U.S.C. §1983) claiming retaliation in violation of the petition clause of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution must show that, as under the First Amendment’s...

Labor Law
Justices Decline to Review Conviction Of UAW Official Charged With Conspiracy
The U.S. Supreme Court June 20 declined to review a federal appeals court decision upholding the conviction of a former United Auto Workers official on charges of conspiracy to violate labor laws and extort jobs from General Motors Corp. in...

Sex Discrimination
Justices Hand Wal-Mart a Big Victory, Reversing Sex Bias Class Certification
Reversing a federal appeals court decision certifying a massive sex discrimination class action against Wal-Mart Stores Inc., a divided U.S. Supreme Court June 20 ruled that the female plaintiffs failed to satisfy the requirements of Rule...

NEWS

Airlines
Frontier Pilots Approve Contract Extension That Includes Concessions, Equity Stake
DENVER—Members of the Frontier Airline Pilots Association ratified a new labor agreement June 17 that provides them with an equity stake in the flagging Denver airline but also came with deep concessions. ...
Disabilities

Boss’s Negative Comments About Employee With Dyslexia Fuel Rehabilitation Act Claims

A former Army employee with dyslexia can proceed with her claims under the Rehabilitation Act that she was fired because of her disability, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of California ruled June 1 (McCoy v. Dep’t of Army,...

Discrimination

University Ordered to Pay $364,500 for Bias Against Chinese-American Female Professor

BOSTON—The Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination June 15 announced that it had taken the “unprecedented step” of ordering a public university to promote an associate professor and also to pay $364,500...

Employment

Chamber Report Highlights Strategies States Use to Stay Competitive, Create Jobs

A report released June 20 by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce discusses specific strategies that all 50 states are using to remain competitive, restore jobs, and bolster economic growth...

Entertainment

SAG, AFTRA Members Meet To Map Out Details of Possible Merger

Members of the Screen Actors Guild and the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists held a weekend meeting to discuss details of a possible merger of the two entertainment unions, SAG and AFTRA announced June 19. ...

FLSA

Businesses Challenge Tip Credit Notice Rule, Claiming DOL Failed to Give Notice of Change

Business groups representing restaurants and other eating and drinking establishments filed a lawsuit June 16 in federal district court in Washington, D.C., alleging that the Labor Department recently implemented a final regulation making...

Labor Law

OLMS Proposes Rule to Expand Reporting Of Persuader Agreements on LM-10s and 20s

A proposed rule from the Labor Department’s Office of Labor-Management Standards would revise the interpretation of "advice" to expand the requirements for reporting persuader agreements between employers and labor relations...

Manufacturing

General Electric Reaches Tentative Contracts With Unions That Represent 15,200 Workers

The International Union of Electrical Workers, an affiliate of the Communications Workers of America, and the United Electrical Workers June 19 reached tentative agreement with the General Electric Co. on four-year national contracts...
Mining
UMW Members Ratify Agreement With BCOA; Union to Take Same Pact to Other Operators
Members of the United Mine Workers have overwhelmingly ratified a new five and one-half year agreement with the Bituminous Coal Operators Association, the union announced late June 17....

Railroads
Smaller Freight Rail Unions Frown On Tentative Railroad Pact Reached by UTU
Following the release of details of a tentative collective bargaining agreement reached between the largest of the 13 unions representing freight railroad workers and the employers' bargaining team, the remaining unions June 16 announced...

Retail Stores
Workers at Long Island Target Store Reject UFCW Representation as Charges Filed
Workers at a Target Corp. retail store in Valley Stream, N.Y., June 17 voted 137-95 to reject representation by the United Food and Commercial Workers, a National Labor Relations Board official told BNA June 20. ...

Safety & Health
Dole, Foreign Agricultural Workers Reach Tentative Settlement on Pesticide Exposure
LOS ANGELES—Dole Food Co. Inc. has agreed to settle pesticide exposure claims filed by more than 5,000 agricultural workers in Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Honduras, an attorney representing the plaintiffs told BNA June 17 (Abarca v....

Safety & Health
MSHA Issues Final Rule for Rock Dust To Reduce Likelihood of Coal Mine Explosions
Operators of underground bituminous coal mines must ensure that rock dust contains higher concentrations of combustible material as a way to reduce the likelihood of mine explosions, the Labor Department’s Mine Safety and Health...

Trade
Greenspan Questions Jobs Focus In Trade Policy, Kirk Stresses Benefits
Former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan June 17 questioned the focus on employment in trade policy at a roundtable discussion while U.S. Trade Representative Ron Kirk stressed the importance of trade-related job creation to make...

Unemployment Insurance
DOL Gives $48.7 Million to Assess UI Recipients
The Labor Department will provide $48.7 million in funding for 37 states and the District of Columbia to implement re-employment and eligibility assessments for beneficiaries of unemployment insurance, DOL announced June 20....

Unfair Labor Practices
Board Allows Limited Boeing Case Role
To South Carolina Workers Who Filed Motion
The National Labor Relations Board ruled June 20 that three workers from Boeing Co.'s South Carolina aircraft plant should be allowed a limited opportunity to participate in the unfair labor practice case in which Acting General Counsel...

Whistleblowers
City Worker's Whistleblower Claim
Not Ripe for Dismissal, District Court Decides
A senior contract specialist for the city of Washington, D.C., who was selected for a reduction in force after he made multiple complaints about fraudulent and wasteful government contracts, may proceed with his claim under the District of...

Work Stoppages
UNITE HERE Conducts One-Day Strike
At Hyatt Regency Chicago Over Stalled Talks
UNITE HERE Local 1 June 20 began a one-day strike at the Hyatt Regency Chicago in protest over stalled collective bargaining for renewal of a labor contract that expired 20 months ago and against outsourced work and alleged dangerous working...

SPECIAL REPORT

Hiring
Using Social Media During Hiring Process
Seen Exposing Employers to Bias Claims
While social media tools such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn allow employers to access vast amounts of information about job applicants, hiring managers who even casually use these tools to gather information about a prospective employee...

CONFERENCE REPORT

Immigration
Attorneys Outline Specific Issues Facing Small Employers in the Immigration Context
SAN DIEGO—Small businesses are likely to be inexperienced in the complexities of hiring immigrant workers, and attorneys should be prepared to help them navigate the process, speakers said June 17 at the American Immigration Lawyers...

Immigration
Attorneys Say L-1B and B-1 Visa Issues Among 'Hottest' in Business Immigration Law
SAN DIEGO—Several visa concerns—including the processing of L-1B visas and the use of B-1 visas in lieu of H-1B visas—top the list of "hottest" issues in business immigration law, speakers said June 16 at the American...
TEXT

Supreme Court Denies Review in Three Labor, Employment Cases June 20, 2011
Following are summaries of the three labor and employment law cases denied Supreme Court review June 20, 2011....

U.S. Supreme Court Decision in Duryea v. Guarnieri

U.S. Supreme Court Decision in Wal-Mart Stores Inc. v. Dukes

CONFERENCE CALENDAR

Calendar of Events
WASHINGTON — Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...has been a perennial problem.” The board’s lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is expected to irritate Republicans and business groups who have complained about the board’s pro-labor actions.

...has been a perennial problem.” The board’s lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

South Carolina worker sues federal gov’t over possible loss of his job
Renew America – 06/21/11 05:42 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Barack Obama's interference in the business operations of Boeing new Dreamliner manufacturing project will likely cause thousands of workers in South Carolina to lose their jobs.

...Friday, National Labor Relations Board's acting general counsel Lafe Solomon could not provide a House Oversight Committee hearing any proof...

**Rules would speed up union elections**

KMOV.com – 06/21/11 04:32 –

Words matched: Brian Hayes

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...has been a perennial problem." The board's lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

**APNewsBreak: Rules Would Speed Up Union Elections**

Wpxi.com – 06/21/11 04:22 –

2 other sources (WSB-TV, WFTV Channel 9)

Words matched: Brian Hayes

WASHINGTON -- Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...has been a perennial problem." The board's lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

**Ballong ska undersöka rymdeexplosion**

Expressen – 06/21/11 04:21 –

Words matched: Mark Pearce


...mätningar av röntgenstrålning från en neutronstjärna tidigare, säger projektledaren Mark Pearce, professor i astropartikelfysik vid KTH i Stockholm.

**APNewsBreak: Time for union elections would speed up under proposed rules**

Duluth News Tribune – 06/21/11 04:02 –

2 other sources (Washington Post, Tyler Paper (AP))

Words matched: Brian Hayes

Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...has been a perennial problem." The board's lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

**Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new**

Pressofatlanticcity.com – 06/21/11 03:23 –

Words matched: Brian Hayes

Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...has been a perennial problem." The board's lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

**Lecturer wins fund Fellowship**

La Trobe University – 06/21/11 01:15 –

Words matched: Mark Pearce

21 Jun 2011 Dr Rachel Buchanan, a lecturer at La Trobe University’s School of Communications, Art and Critical Enquiry, has won the 2011 $5,000 ABR Sidney Myer Fund Fellowship.

...Parihaka Album: Lest We Forget (2009). For media enquiries, contact: Mark Pearce, Media and Communications Unit T: 9479 5246 M: 0423 783 756 E:...

**Labor Board Says It Has Acted Appropriately Against Boeing**

Aero-News Network – 06/21/11 00:37 –

1 other source (Aero-News Network)

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Defends Its Actions In A Congressional Field Hearing In SC An official of the NLRB says the board has acted appropriately in taking action against Boeing for opening...
an assembly plant in right-to-work South Carolina.
...right-to-work South Carolina. NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon said
during a field hearing called by California Republican Congressman Darrell...

MINISTER TO VISIT CLAREGALWAY FLOODING AREAS
Galway City Tribune – 06/20/11 21:01 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
Minister of State for the Office of Public Works, Brian Hayes has confirmed he will
visit the flood-stricken areas of Claregalway in the coming weeks. The Junior
Minister spent yesterday visiting areas in East and South Galway affected by the
November 2009 floods.
...FLOODING AREAS Minister of State for the Office of Public Works, Brian Hayes
has confirmed he will visit the flood-stricken areas of Claregalway ...

Jobs first, product later
Daily Press (AP) – 06/20/11 09:52 –
Words matched: Craig Becker
Albert Shanker, president of the United Federation of Teachers from 1964 to 1984 as
well as president of the American Federation of Teachers from 1974 to 1997, once
famously said, "When school children start paying union dues, that's when I'll start
representing the interests of school children.
...pro-union ideology by making a recess appointment to the NLRB of Craig Becker,
a union attorney. It was a recess appointment because even the...

Letters to the Editor
Richmond Times-Dispatch (AP) – 06/19/11 14:16 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
NLRB lawsuit seeks to expand government powers Editor Times-Dispatch: While
The Economist magazine described it as the "loony left complaint against America's
biggest exporter." Ann Hodges praised the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB),
in her Op/Ed column, "Boeing Should Try Its Case in Court," within days of the complaint's filing. NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon, in an interview with The New York Times, claimed that several ...

NLRA Major Outlets
to the top
Today in Labor History June 20 Taft-Hartley vetoed by Truman, 34 people are
killed 1,300 arrested,
Democratic Underground – 06/20/11 20:44 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Today in Labor History June 20 Taft-Hartley vetoed by Truman, 34 people are killed
1,300 arrested,
...activists and students of labor. Covers such topics as the National Labor
Relations Act, unfair labor practices, the collective bargaining relationship,

FDR's New Deal - How America stumbled into Socialism
Newsvine – 06/20/11 19:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
"In America, the average man has not yet the faintest idea of what socialism means.
It is, therefore, conceivable that the logic of facts may drive him to into it before he
can shrink back in terror.
...production and devastated black tenant farmers who needed work. The National
Labor Relations Act (1935) gave unions monopoly bargaining power...

Boeing's Threat to U.S. Enterprise
RealClearPolitics – 06/20/11 16:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Conservatives are in an uproar that the general counsel of the National Labor
Relations Board has filed an unfair labor charge against Boeing. It seems the
president of Boeing was unwise enough to blurt out that his company would move a
production line to South Carolina as payback for past strikes b
...by machinists in Seattle. It's a dead bang violation of the National Labor
Relations Act, even if it comes as a surprise to Republicans and many...

Boeing Major Outlets
to the top
Boeing employees allowed roles in NLRB suit
Topix – 06/21/11 07:12 –
Words matched: NLRB
Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.’s North
Rules would speed up union elections
Democratic Underground – 06/21/11 06:21 –
1 other source (KMOV.com)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Rules would speed up union elections...campaigns. A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...

APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections
Breitbart – 06/21/11 05:35 –
39 other sources (Times Union, Seattlepi.com, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON (AP) - Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.
...campaigns. A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...

Three Boeing workers in South join NLRB case
AllVoices – 06/21/11 03:53 –
Words matched: NLRB
National Right to Work Legal Defense Foundation, which is helping the employees with their legal case. Boeing, claiming the Chicago-based manufacturer located a new 787 passenger aircraft assembly line in South Carolina -- a right-to-work state -- to retaliate against Washington state union workers.
Three Boeing workers in South join NLRB case National Right to Work Legal Defense Foundation, which is helping the employees with their legal ...

APNewsBreak: Time for union elections would speed up under proposed rules
Washington Post – 06/21/11 03:52 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.
...campaigns. A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...

APNewsBreak: Rules Would Speed Up Union Elections
WSB-TV – 06/21/11 03:51 –
1 other source (WFTV Channel 9)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.
...campaigns. A copy of the planned rules, to be announced by the National Labor Relations Board, was obtained by The Associated Press. The proposal is...

APNewsBreak - Rules Would Speed Up Union Elections
The New York Times – 06/21/11 03:10 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON (AP) — Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules that would dramatically shorten up the time frame for union elections. The move could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and give businesses much less time to mount anti-union campaigns.
...give businesses much less time to mount anti-union campaigns. The National Labor Relations Board plans to announce the new rules on Tuesday. The...

The Observer Forum
CharlotteObserver.com – 06/21/11 00:54 –
Words matched: NLRB
In response to “CMS dupes Mecklenburg citizens, commissioners on budget” (June 19 For the Record): Passionate parents, not paid advocates, wrote Cooksey Good grief! Commissioner Neil Cooksey, take a deep breath.
...accountable; we need them” (June 20 Forum): With Boeing, NLRB paying back
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Words matched</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commerce secretary nominee faces tough road</strong></td>
<td>The Seattle Times</td>
<td>06/21/11</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fight between labor and Boeing puts Obama in a bind</strong></td>
<td>Washington Post</td>
<td>06/20/11</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WashPost Backs Boeing in NLRB/Union Fight Over New Plant</strong></td>
<td>Road Runner</td>
<td>06/20/11</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obama gets very cozy with labor as 2012 nears</strong></td>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>06/20/11</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attorney General Olens joins bi-partisan coalition against NLRB recent action</strong></td>
<td>Examiner.com - Georgia</td>
<td>06/20/11</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boeing's Existential Moment: 'Duopoly With Airbus Is Over' As Labor Dispute Looms</strong></td>
<td>Zimbio</td>
<td>06/20/11</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NLRB tried to save America from dumb, unskilled Southern workers</strong></td>
<td>Free Republic</td>
<td>06/20/11</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Florida Gov. Scott says regulations stifle jobs</strong></td>
<td>Sun-Sentinel.com</td>
<td>06/20/11</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WASHINGTON—Gov. Rick Scott told business leaders and fellow governors on Monday that government regulations are choking business expansion in Florida and depriving the state of new jobs.

...state to the less-unionized state of South Carolina. The National Labor Relations Board has filed suit against Boeing, accusing the aeronautics...

Keeping Redneck Hick Southerners from Taking Manufacturing Jobs
Associated Content – 06/20/11 19:04 –
Words matched: NLRB

COMMENTARY | Thomas Geoghegan, apparently a big supporter of labor unions, has weighed in on the controversy over the NLRB attempting to stop Boeing from using a manufacturing plant in South Carolina.
...of labor unions, has weighed in on the controversy over the NLRB attempting to stop Boeing from using a manufacturing plant in South Carolina.

3 Boeing employees allowed roles in NLRB lawsuit
CharlotteObserver.com – 06/20/11 18:47 –
6 other sources (Seattlepi.com, NOLA.com, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

COLUMBIA, S.C. Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.'s North Charleston plant were allowed on Monday to have limited roles in a federal labor dispute over the company's 787 passenger jet line.

3 Boeing employees allowed roles in NLRB suit COLUMBIA, S.C. Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.'s North Charleston...

'Once You Plant Your Flag In A Union State, You Can Never Leave'
Townhall.com – 06/20/11 17:48 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Rep. Darrell Issa is on fire. Amidst the NLRB-Boeing court case that officially began in Seattle last Tuesday, members of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Relations held a hearing in South Carolina on Friday to investigate whether the National Labor Relations Board abused its authority.
...Can Never Leave’ Rep. Darrell Issa is on fire. Amidst the NLRB-Boeing court case that officially began in Seattle last Tuesday, members of the...

3 SC Boeing employees allowed limited roles in NLRB lawsuit over 787 passenger jet line
The Republic (AP) – 06/20/11 17:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

COLUMBIA, S.C. — Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.'s North Charleston plant were allowed on Monday to have limited roles in a federal labor dispute over the company's 787 passenger jet line.

3 SC Boeing employees allowed limited roles in NLRB lawsuit over 787 passenger jet line COLUMBIA, S.C. Three employees who say they fear losing ...

3 Boeing Employees Allowed Roles In NLRB Suit
The Street – 06/20/11 17:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

MEG KINNARD COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) â€” Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing Co.'s North Charleston plant were allowed on Monday to have limited roles in a federal labor dispute over the company's 787 passenger jet line.

3 Boeing Employees Allowed Roles In NLRB Suit MEG KINNARD COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) â€” Three employees who say they fear losing their jobs at Boeing ...

Mourning in America
Yahoo! News – 06/20/11 17:11 –
Words matched: NLRB

...business, and his regulatory agencies from the EPA to the NLRB to the Federal Reserve to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau have become...

Administration’s union based attack on Boeing heats up
Examiner.com National – 06/20/11 16:56 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

I wrote a few weeks ago regarding an attempt by President Obama’s National Labor Relations Board to punish Boeing for opening a new assembly line in South Carolina.
...wrote a few weeks ago regarding an attempt by President Obama’s National Labor Relations Board to punish Boeing for opening a new assembly line...

McNerney confident on union dispute
Unfair Labor Practices

Boeing CEO is Confident of Winning Labor Case

Boeing Sees Cyber Protection as Promising Growth Market - Wall Street Journal

Boeing CEO is Confident of Winning Labor Case

Boeing's Threat to U.S. Enterprise

Boeing still undecided on small airplane strategy

Hyatt Workers Strike for Pay, Benefits

Today in Labor History June 20 Taft-Hartley vetoed by Truman, 34 people are killed 1,300 arrested,

3 Boeing employees allowed roles in NLRB suit

Unfair Labor Practices
Co.'s North Charleston plant were allowed on Monday to have limited roles in a federal labor dispute over the company's 787 passenger jet line. 

...the Machinists at the North Charleston plant, has also filed an unfair labor practice against the union. In her declaration, Cynthia Ramaker ...
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Key Individuals to the top

- **NLRB Success Shows Value Of Recess Appointments**
  - Campaign for America's Future – 06/21/11 15:36 –
  - Words matched: Craig Becker, Brian Hayes, Mark Pearce
  - AARP Tells Members They Won't Fight Social Security Benefit Cuts...
  - seats on the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). Both appointees, Craig Becker and Mark Pearce, are Democrats nominees. A third nominee, Brian...

- **Boeing hearing amounts to little more than political theater**
  - Charleston City Paper – 06/21/11 14:44 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - On June 17, Lafe Solomon, chief acting legal counsel for the National Labor Relations Board, was summoned to North Charleston under the threat of a subpoena.
  - ...hearing amounts to little more than political theater On June 17, Lafe Solomon, chief acting legal counsel for the National Labor Relations Board...

- **Rules would speed up union elections**
  - 1350 KSRO – 06/21/11 14:24 –
  - 105 other sources (Tri-City Herald, Herald-Review.com, ...)
  - Words matched: Wilma Liebman, Brian Hayes
  - Labor regulators are proposing sweeping new rules that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.
  - ...to take place in as little as 5 to 10 days. Board chairwoman Wilma Liebman said the plan would lead to rules that are simpler and clearer, removing...

- **NLRB offers new rules to speed union certification votes**
  - Chicago Tribune – 06/21/11 14:23 –
  - Words matched: Wilma Liebman, Brian Hayes
  - The National Labor Relations Board unveiled rule changes Tuesday that could speed up votes on whether or not employees at a company want to belong to a union.
  - ...technologies and to allow haphazard case-processing," said Wilma Liebman, NLRB chairwoman. "Resolving representation questions quickly, fairly...

- **Labor regulators seek to tweak rules for union elections**
  - Telegram.com – 06/21/11 13:42 –
  - Words matched: Wilma Liebman, Brian Hayes
WASHINGTON — Labor regulators are proposing sweeping new rules that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...to take place in as little as 5 to 10 days. Board chairwoman Wilma Liebman said the plan would lead to rules that are simpler and clearer, removing...

**New rule would speed up union votes**

**CNN** – 06/21/11 13:01 –

**Words matched:** Wilma Liebman, Brian Hayes

NEW YORK (CNNMoney) -- The National Labor Relations Board unveiled new rule changes Tuesday that could speed up votes on whether or not employees at a company want to belong to a union.

...technologies, and to allow haphazard case-processing," said Wilma Liebman, chairman of the NLRB. "Resolving representation questions quickly,..

**Votes to Unionize Would Be Harder to Block Under Proposed Rules From NLRB**

**Bloomberg** – 06/21/11 11:32 –

**Words matched:** Wilma Liebman, Brian Hayes

Companies would have less time and opportunity to block unions under a proposed U.S. rule that would speed voting in labor elections. The proposed rule issued today by the National Labor Relations Board, an agency that investigates unfair labor practices, would bring changes sought by unions, such

...overriding goal of American labor law for more than 75 years, NLRB Chairman Wilma Liebman said today in a statement. The NLRB's rule is more sweeping...

**Labor Board Proposes New Rules to Speed Up Union Elections**

**FoxNews.com** – 06/21/11 10:56 –

**Words matched:** Wilma Liebman, Brian Hayes

WASHINGTON -- Labor regulators are proposing sweeping new rules that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...to take place in as little as 5 to 10 days. Board chairwoman Wilma Liebman said the plan would lead to rules that are simpler and clearer, removing...

**Rules Would Speed up Union Elections**

**ABC News** – 06/21/11 10:41 –

**Words matched:** Wilma Liebman, Brian Hayes

Labor regulators are proposing sweeping new rules that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...to take place in as little as 5 to 10 days. Board chairwoman Wilma Liebman said the plan would lead to rules that are simpler and clearer, removing...

**Rules would speed up union elections**

**Juneau Empire** – 06/21/11 10:36 –

**Words matched:** Wilma Liebman, Brian Hayes

-- WASHINGTON — Labor regulators are proposing sweeping new rules that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...to take place in as little as 5 to 10 days. Board chairwoman Wilma Liebman said the plan would lead to rules that are simpler and clearer, removing...

**Washington View: Americans under siege from the federal bureaucracy**

**The Columbian** – 06/21/11 10:11 –

**Words matched:** Lafe Solomon

Partisan wrangling in Congress over the federal deficit and government spending has created gridlock. Not much else is getting done. Into that void have stepped federal bureaucrats who are circumventing Congress to implement sweeping policy changes.

...down Boeing’s nonunion South Carolina production facility. NLRB General Counsel Lafe Solomon says Boeing acted out of anti-union animus, and...

**Proposal Would Make It Easier For Unions To Organize New Members**

**Breaking News** – 06/21/11 09:33 –

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

(AP) WASHINGTON – Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move
that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the
time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.
...process has been a perennial problem. The board’s lone Republican, Brian
Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in...

**Time frame for union elections would speed up under proposed rules**

**Tyler Paper (AP)** – 06/21/11 09:32 –

1 other source (Daily Reporter)

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

Associated Press WASHINGTON (AP) -- Labor regulators are proposing sweeping
new rules that would dramatically shorten the time frame for union elections.
...has been a perennial problem.” The board’s lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued
a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

**MaximumEdge.com News - Rules would speed up union elections**

**Maximum Edge** – 06/21/11 09:22 –

**Words matched:** Wilma Liebman, Brian Hayes

**N.L.R.B. Rules Would Streamline Unionizing**

**The New York Times** – 06/21/11 08:55 –

**Words matched:** Wilma B. Liebman, Brian Hayes

In a move that will undoubtedly please labor unions, the National Labor Relations
Board announced on Tuesday morning that it was proposing new rules to speed up
unionization elections, largely by streamlining various procedures.
...that the new proposals will be controversial, the board’s chairwoman, Wilma B.
Liebman, said in a statement. That controversy is unfortunate,

**APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections**

**Columbia Missourian** – 06/21/11 08:23 –

5 other sources (Santa Fe New Mexican (AP), NewsTimes.com (AP), ...)

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would
dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the
time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.
...process has been a perennial problem. The board’s lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued
a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

**Labor Regulators To Propose New Rules Quickening Union Elections**

**The Huffington Post** – 06/21/11 08:10 –

**Words matched:** Lafe Solomon, Wilma B. Liebman

WASHINGTON -- In a move that will surely provoke Republicans and business
interests, the National Labor Relations Board announced Tuesday morning that it will
propose significant new rules for the union election process, streamlining procedures
and possibly making it easier for American workers to u
...want to be represented by a labor union, said NLRB Chairman Wilma B. Liebman
in a statement. Resolving representation questions quickly, fairly,

**Fox Still Misrepresenting NLRB’s Case Against Boeing**

**Media Matters for America** – 06/21/11 12:49 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Act

Fox News has repeatedly suggested that the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)
is engaging in unlawful or "anti-American" activity by filing a complaint against
Boeing for deciding to build a new plant in the "right to work" state of South Carolina.
...activity would be a classic violation of 8(a)(3)" of the National Labor Relations
Act, which makes it illegal for employers "to discriminate [e] in...
NLRB Major Outlets

- **Union files complaint against GOP senator**
  The Huffington Post – 06/21/11 15:40 –
  3 other sources (Salon.com, Yahoo! Finance US, ...)
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  WASHINGTON — The union representing Boeing Co. workers in Washington state has filed an ethics complaint against Sen. Lindsay Graham, alleging the South Carolina Republican is trying to pressure the National Labor Relations Board into dropping a suit targeting the aircraft manufacturer.
  *alleging the South Carolina Republican is trying to pressure the National Labor Relations Board into dropping a suit targeting the aircraft manufacturer.*

- **Union Files Complaint Against GOP Senator**
  The New York Times – 06/21/11 15:36 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  WASHINGTON (AP) — The union representing Boeing Co. workers in Washington state has filed an ethics complaint against Sen. Lindsay Graham, alleging the South Carolina Republican is trying to pressure the National Labor Relations Board into dropping a suit targeting the aircraft manufacturer.
  *alleging the South Carolina Republican is trying to pressure the National Labor Relations Board into dropping a suit targeting the aircraft manufacturer.*

- **Sen. Graham calls ethics complaint in Boeing-NLRB case ‘ridiculous’**
  Daily Caller – 06/21/11 15:29 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham of South Carolina responded Tuesday to ethics complaints lodged by the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM) regarding the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) suit against Boeing.
  *Sen. Graham calls ethics complaint in Boeing-NLRB case ridiculous Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham of South Carolina responded Tuesday to ethics...*

- **Labor Board to Speed Up Union Elections**
  Road Runner – 06/21/11 15:18 –
  Words matched: NLRB
  Wyo.), the ranking member of the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee. Republican lawmakers are already attacking the NLRB for its decision in April to accuse aircraft giant Boeing Co.
  *Labor and Pensions Committee. Republican lawmakers are already attacking the NLRB for its decision in April to accuse aircraft giant Boeing Co.*

- **NLRB Seeks Rule to Streamline Union Elections**
  Topix – 06/21/11 15:08 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  A new set of rules from the National Labor Relations Board would accelerate union elections and introduce an electronic element into the process.
  *NLRB Seeks Rule to Streamline Union Elections A new set of rules from the National Labor Relations Board would accelerate union elections and...*

- **The Legal Issues Behind the Looming NBA Lockout**
  The Huffington Post – 06/21/11 14:52 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  With the NBA finals behind us, it's time to start looking towards next season. And as we get closer to the June 30 expiration of the NBA collective bargaining agreement, it becomes increasingly likely that next season might be at risk.
  *...several months ago). Second, the petition must be filed with the NLRB. The NLRB must verify the petition and then schedule an election. The union...*

- **Boeing labor spat bubbles up in Paris**
  Reuters Deals – 06/21/11 14:35 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  LE BOURGET, France (Reuters) - A fierce debate over Boeing Co's new non-union airplane factory in South Carolina boiled over thousands of miles away this week at the Paris Air Show, with key players swapping at one another in a battle for jobs back home.
  *...another in a battle for jobs back home. In April, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) lodged a complaint in an administrative law court ,*

- **AIRSHOW-Boeing labor spat bubbles up in Paris**
  Reuters Environment News – 06/21/11 14:33 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
* Anti-union South Carolina governor cheers for Boeing * Unions say planned move is punishment for strikes * Dispute could lead to years of litigation.

...another in a battle for jobs back home. In April, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) lodged a complaint in an administrative law court.

### Fox Still Misrepresenting NLRB's Case Against Boeing
**Road Runner** – 06/21/11 14:23 –
1 other source (Media Matters for America)
**Words matched:** NLRB
Kilmeade: "It Seems Anti-American To Think [Boeing] Can't" Open A Plant In South Carolina "For Whatever Reason." On the June 21 edition of Fox News’ Fox & Friends, co-host Brian Kilmeade interviewed Rep. Fox Still Misrepresenting NLRB’s Case Against Boeing Kilmeade: "It Seems Anti-American To Think [Boeing] Can't" Open A Plant In South Carolina...

### NLRB offers new rules to speed union certification votes
**Chicago Tribune** – 06/21/11 14:23 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board unveiled rule changes Tuesday that could speed up votes on whether or not employees at a company want to belong to a union.

NLRB offers new rules to speed union certification votes The National Labor Relations Board unveiled rule changes Tuesday that could speed up...

### New rule would speed up union votes
**Road Runner** – 06/21/11 13:34 –
1 other source (CNN)
**Words matched:** NLRB
It will create strong disincentives for law firms to provide any type of employment advice to employers." The NLRB has come under increasing attack by Republicans in recent months, particularly for its case against Boeing for building a non-union plant.

...provide any type of employment advice to employers." The NLRB has come under increasing attack by Republicans in recent months, particularly ...

### New Union Rules to Aid Unionization Elections
**International Business Times** – 06/21/11 13:32 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A new set of rules proposed by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) today would speed up elections in which employees choose whether to unionize, pleasing labor groups and prompting criticism from business organizations.

...to Aid Unionization Elections A new set of rules proposed by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) today would speed up elections in which...

### N.L.R.B. Rules Would Streamline Unionizing
**Democratic Underground** – 06/21/11 13:11 –
1 other source (The New York Times)
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
N.L.R.B. Rules Would Streamline Unionizing

...Times In a move that will undoubtedly please labor unions, the National Labor Relations Board on Tuesday morning proposed new rules to speed up...

### Rules would speed up union elections
**The Huffington Post** – 06/21/11 12:52 –
30 other sources (Northwest Indiana Times, NorthJersey.com, ...)
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — Labor regulators are proposing sweeping new rules that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns. The National Labor Relations Board announced the new rules on Tuesday, saying the current...

### Statement of United Food and Commercial Workers Union on the Proposed NLRB Rule that would Standardize the Representation Election Process
**Road Runner** – 06/21/11 12:07 –
3 other sources (MarketWatch, Yahoo! Finance US, ...)
**Words matched:** NLRB
The harassment, intimidation and illegal firings were too much. Workers feared for their livelihoods, and they narrowly lost their bid for a union. Today’s proposed rule is an acknowledgement that the pressure and bullying 2 Sisters workers encountered.

...United Food and Commercial Workers Union on the Proposed NLRB Rule that would Standardize the Representation Election Process The harassment ,
The chairman of the House Education and the Workforce Committee harshly attacked on Tuesday proposed new rules from the National Labor Relations Board designed to drastically shorten the period workers have to consider a vote to join a union.

...Committee harshly attacked on Tuesday proposed new rules from the National Labor Relations Board designed to drastically shorten the period workers...

The chairman of the House Education and the Workforce Committee harshly attacked on Tuesday proposed new rules from the National Labor Relations Board designed to drastically shorten the period workers have to consider a vote to join a union.

...Committee harshly attacked on Tuesday proposed new rules from the National Labor Relations Board designed to drastically shorten the period workers...

Companies would have less time and opportunity to block unions under a proposed U.S. rule that would speed voting in labor elections. The proposed rule issued today by the National Labor Relations Board, an agency that investigates unfair labor practices, would bring changes sought by unions, such Votes to Unionize Would Be Harder to Block Under Proposed Rules From NLRB

Companies would have less time and opportunity to block unions under a...

WASHINGTON -- Labor regulators are proposing sweeping new rules that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns. The National Labor Relations Board announced the new rules on Tuesday, saying the current...

MINNEAPOLIS — From the moment the election was set to determine whether a Target Corp. store would be unionized for the first time, the company got very tough, very fast.

...those same charges and others into formal objections in an appeal with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) to get a new election. "This...

WASHINGTON -- Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...speed up union elections (Sweeping new pro-union election rules from NLRB)

WASHINGTON (AP) - Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new...

Labor regulators are proposing sweeping new rules that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns. The National Labor Relations Board announced the new rules on Tuesday, saying the current...
Giving Workers A Voice
Newsvine – 06/21/11 10:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
When workers petition for an election to form a union, they should actually get an election. That’s a basic tenant of democracy, and what the proposed rule announced today by the National Labor Relations Board would do. ...tenant of democracy, and what the proposed rule announced today by the National Labor Relations Board would do. Yet sadly, even this modest change...

Commerce secretary nominee faces tough road
Boston Herald (AP) – 06/21/11 09:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON — Tapping a respected Southern California businessman as the next commerce secretary seemed an astute move by President Barack Obama to mend fences with corporate America, but former Edison International Chief Executive John Bryson still faces a rocky road for confirmation.
...promised to hold up the nomination until Obama speaks out against a National Labor Relations Board complaint that accuses Boeing Co. of building a...

New rules would speed up unionizing procedures
Kansas City – 06/21/11 08:56 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
By The Associated Press Labor regulators are proposing rules that would dramatically shorten the time frame for union elections. The move could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and give businesses much less time to mount anti-union campaigns.
...businesses much less time to mount anti-union campaigns. The National Labor Relations Board announced the rules today, saying the current rules...

Labor Regulators To Propose New Rules Quickening Union Elections
The Huffington Post – 06/21/11 08:10 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON -- In a move that will surely provoke Republicans and business interests, the National Labor Relations Board announced Tuesday morning that it will propose significant new rules for the union election process, streamlining procedures and possibly making it easier for American workers to u
...that will surely provoke Republicans and business interests, the National Labor Relations Board announced Tuesday morning that it will propose ...

Issa and Committee are Multi-tasking
Zimbo – 06/21/11 03:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Not only is Darrell Issa doing a heck of a job as chairman of the House Government oversight Committee, he’s doing it on multiple fronts. While Fast and Furious may be the single most damning investigation on the agenda, this is a big country and a bloated bureaucracy, so Issa has much work to do.
...is looking into other matters. We ve all heard about how the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) went fangs out after Boeing for daring to...

Time frame for union elections would speed up under proposed rules
The Republic (AP) – 06/21/11 03:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON — Labor regulators are proposing sweeping new rules that would dramatically shorten the time frame for union elections. The move could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and give businesses much less time to mount anti-union campaigns.
...businesses much less time to mount anti-union campaigns. The National Labor Relations Board announced the new rules on Tuesday, saying the current...

Not a union
NewsObserver.com – 06/21/11 02:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
In your June 7 front-page article on the N.C. Association of Educators and the state legislature, you referred to the NCAE as a teachers’ union. This is misleading.
Finally, unions gain the right to represent members as the result of a National Labor Relations Board vote by the workers in question. The NCAE does...

Unfair Labor Practices
With the NBA finals behind us, it's time to start looking towards next season. And as we get closer to the June 30 expiration of the NBA collective bargaining agreement, it becomes increasingly likely that next season might be at risk.

"...players have any other moves? Yes, the NBPA has already filed an unfair labor practice charge against the NBA, alleging, among other things, that..."

---

**Pennsylvania AFL-CIO: Following Union Strategy Session...Workers' Rights Groups Say Mismanagement and Corporate Greed Plague Nation's Third-Largest Drug Store Chain**

HARRISBURG, Pa., June 21, 2011 -- HARRISBURG, Pa., June 21, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Two leading workers' rights support groups will jointly release an "investor alert" on June 22 showing how Rite Aid's mismanagement and corporate greed have contributed to the company's poor performance during

"...have been forced out on strike for nearly 15-weeks because of unfair labor practices committed by Rite Aid. Immediately before the company’s..."

---

**New rule would speed up union votes**

NEW YORK (CNNMoney) -- The National Labor Relations Board unveiled new rule changes Tuesday that could speed up votes on whether or not employees at a company want to belong to a union.

"...sides challenge which employees would be in a union and often file unfair labor practices charges against each other. "There are too many choke..."

---

**Murray, Frank & Sailer LLP Announces Class Action Lawsuit against Ford Motor Company**

MURRAY, FRANK & SAILER LLP has filed a class action complaint in the United States District Court for the Northern District of California on behalf of a proposed nationwide class of consumers of certain Ford SUVs that have experienced damage, in the form of a large crack, to the tailgate of their vehicle

"...loss, mismanagement of 401(k) and retirement plans, unfair labor practices, product liability, misrepresentation and false advertising, and many..."

---

**Unions will find retail no easy target**

MINNEAPOLIS — From the moment the election was set to determine whether a Target Corp. store would be unionized for the first time, the company got very tough, very fast.

"...the edge.” In New York, UFCW Local 1500 has filed unfair labor practice charges against Target for threatening to fire a union supporter for..."
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- Berkeley's Medheads Watching Their Backs After Med Mezzanine Takeover
  Last Month
  BerkeleyDaily.org – 06/22/11 15:50 –
  Words matched: Craig Becker
  Ted Friedman Shot from the the mezzanine of Caffe Med after police takeover terrorizes famous Teley haunt. When will danger strike again?-- Last month's 20 minute police "take-over" at Berkeley's hottest South side location, the historic Caffe Mediterraneum (it's Landmarked!), leaves Medheads askin...with Med interventions on behalf of its patrons. Starting with the present owner, Craig Becker, 59, we have this: At the time of his death at...

- Machinists union issues ethics complaint against Sen. Lindsey Graham
  Gsa Business – 06/22/11 15:44 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  The International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers filed an ethics complaint against U.S. Sen. Lindsey Graham in May, arguing the S.C. Republican pressured the National Labor Relations Board not to issue its complaint against Boeing.
  ...the complaint. He thinks Graham communicated with acting general counsel Lafe Solomon to pressure Solomon not to issue the NLRB complaint. Graham...

- The PJ Tatler » NLRB jumps to declare snap union elections
  Pajamas Media – 06/22/11 14:38 –
  Words matched: Brian Hayes
  NLRB jumps to declare snap union elections President Obama put forth an executive order, 13563, that said "before issuing a notice of proposed rulemaking, each agency, where feasible and appropriate, shall seek the views of those likely to be affected.
  ...election process and, in the words of dissenting NLRB member Brian Hayes, effectively eviscerate an employer s legitimate opportunity to express...

- Machinists union issues ethics complaint against Graham
  Gsa Business – 06/22/11 13:52 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  The International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers filed an ethics complaint against U.S. Sen. Lindsey Graham in May, arguing the S.C. Republican pressured the National Labor Relations Board not to issue its complaint against
Boeing.
...the complaint. He thinks Graham communicated with acting general counsel Lafe Solomon to pressure Solomon not to issue the NLRB complaint. Graham...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NLRB Proposals For Union Elections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Campaign for America's Future – 06/22/11 13:11 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Brian Hayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AARP Tells Members They Won't Fight Social Security Benefit Cuts snap elections. WSJ in a roundup of reactions of supporters and critics, Brian Hayes, the sole Republican on the four-member board. &quot;The NLRB...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NLRB Proposes to Amend Union Election Procedures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business and Legal Resources – 06/22/11 12:19 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Brian Hayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) proposed to amend the procedures it follows prior and subsequent to conducting a secret ballot election to determine if employees wish to be represented for purposes of collective bargaining. ...decisions discretionary rather than mandatory. One member of the Board, Brian Hayes, dissented from the NPRM. The Board and General Counsel are...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMEs feel blocked from state contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIB Corporate Banking – 06/22/11 10:47 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Brian Hayes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Red tape and a lack of understanding of how to tap in to the E12 billion in State contracts North and South are major barriers for firms on this island, according to InterTradeIreland today.
...advice on securing tenders. The conference was addressed by Minister Brian Hayes, TD and Minister of State with special responsibility for Public... |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed NLRB Rule Changes To Make It Easier To Unionize</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Insider – 06/22/11 10:31 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Wilma Liebman, Brian Hayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The National Labor Relations Board on Tuesday released a host of regulatory changes aimed at speeding union organizing votes, a move drawing fire from business groups. and the time frame for counting votes would be shortened. Board Chairman Wilma Liebman said in a statement that the changes, when finalized, &quot;will...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Financial Landscape: Small Wins for Unions, Greece; A 'Small' Hit for JPMorgan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daily Finance – 06/22/11 09:30 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Brian Hayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A roundup of news from around the world of finance: Unionizing Gets a Boost: Labor got a piece of good news to take a bit of the sting out of Monday's massive Walmart (WMT) defeat: On Tuesday morning, the National Labor Relations Board proposed new rules to accelerate unionization elections, a proc... employees as well as employees.&quot; The NLRB's sole Republican, Brian Hayes, dissented from the proposal. Greek Government Clears One Hurdle: Greek...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obama Agencies Announce Massive Attack on American Job Creators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RedState – 06/22/11 09:30 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Brian Hayes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Over the last year, the Obama Administration, through its regulatory agencies, has been conducting a quiet war on American business—those enterprises that are the nation’s job creators.
...little as 10 to 21 days. In his dissent, lone Republican NLRB member Brian Hayes noted: [B]y administrative fiat in lieu of Congressional action, |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rough Landing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free Times – 06/22/11 09:01 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Lafe Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing’s Turbulent Flight to South Carolina BY COREY HUTCHINS On June 17, Lafe Solomon, the chief lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board, an independent federal agency that enforces workers' rights, was summoned to North Charleston via threat of a subpoena to sit for a hearing before a bipa...s Turbulent Flight to South Carolina BY COREY HUTCHINS On June 17, Lafe Solomon, the chief lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board, an...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMEs feel blocked from State contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIB Corporate Banking – 06/22/11 08:14 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words matched: Brian Hayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red tape and a lack of understanding of how to tap in to the E12 billion in State...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
contracts North and South are major barriers for firms on this island, according to InterTradeIreland today.

...advice on securing tenders. The conference was addressed by Minister Brian Hayes, TD and Minister of State with special responsibility for Public...

**Rules would speed up union elections**

*KATV Channel 7 – 06/21/11 17:22 –*

2 other sources (KTRE, KLFY TV 10)

**Words matched:** Wilma Liebman, Brian Hayes

Tuesday, June 21, 2011 4:22 PM EST Updated: Tuesday, June 21, 2011 6:12 PM EST By SAM HANANEL Associated Press WASHINGTON (AP) - The National Labor Relations Board proposed sweeping new rules Tuesday to allow unions to hold workplace elections much more quickly, winning praise from Democrats and labor leaders but warning Republicans that the proposal risks undermining the process.

...favor," Trauger said. Anticipating the critics, board chairwoman Wilma Liebman issued a statement predicting the new proposal would be controversial.

**APNewsBreak: Rules would speed up union elections**

*KLFY TV 10 – 06/21/11 04:12 –*

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

Updated: Tuesday, June 21, 2011 7:02 AM EST By SAM HANANEL Associated Press WASHINGTON (AP) - Labor regulators are set to propose sweeping new rules Tuesday that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members.

...has been a perennial problem." The board's lone Republican, Brian Hayes, issued a vigorous dissent, saying the proposal would result in the type...

**Proposed NLRB Rule Changes To Make It Easier To Unionize**

*Business Insider – 06/22/11 10:31 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Act

The National Labor Relations Board on Tuesday released a host of regulatory changes aimed at speeding union organizing votes, a move drawing fire from business groups.

...clearer, and that come closer to achieving the aim of the National Labor Relations Act: making sure that employees are free to choose whether...

**In SC, Huntsman says Obama needed in union fight**

*RealClearPolitics – 06/22/11 15:54 –*

11 other sources (Townhall.com, Forbes.com, ...)

**Words matched:** NLRB

Meg Kinnard GOP presidential candidate Jon Huntsman says President Barack Obama must intervene in a national labor dispute over a Boeing plant being built in South Carolina.

...against the airplane maker could scare businesses away from the state. The NLRB says Boeing decided to build its new 787 jet assembly line in South...

**Obama Commerce nominee tries to reassure Republicans**

*Townhall.com – 06/22/11 15:01 –*

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

By Doug Palmer WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Former energy company executive John Bryson on Tuesday sought to persuade Republicans he would be a strong voice for business in President Barack Obama's administration if confirmed as Commerce Secretary.

...week from Boeing's board of directors, also criticized the National Labor Relations Board's decision to pursue a formal complaint against the...

**In South Carolina, Jon Huntsman Jr. says Obama needed in union fight**

*Deseret News – 06/22/11 15:00 –*

**Words matched:** NLRB

COLUMBIA, S.C. — GOP presidential candidate Jon Huntsman says President Barack Obama must intervene in a national labor dispute over a Boeing plant being built in South Carolina.

...against the airplane maker could scare businesses away from the state. The NLRB says Boeing decided to build its new 787 jet assembly line in South...

**The Runaway NLRB**

*Road Runner – 06/22/11 14:59 –*
Proposed NLRB Rule Changes To Make It Easier To Unionize

Road Runner – 06/22/11 14:59 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

National Labor Relations Board on Tuesday released a host of regulatory changes aimed at speeding union organizing votes, a move drawing fire from business groups.

*Proposed NLRB Rule Changes To Make It Easier To Unionize* *National Labor Relations Board* on Tuesday released a host of regulatory changes aimed...

North Dakota Evacuates Thousands as Flood Looms

Road Runner – 06/22/11 14:59 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Hedge funds are mopping up billions from big investors. With its newest fund, Bridgewater Associates manages more than $100 billion in assets. The National Labor Relations Board proposed the most sweeping changes to the rules governing union organizing.

...Associates manages more than $100 billion in assets. *The National Labor Relations Board* proposed the most sweeping changes to the rules governing...

FedEx's CEO Discusses Q4 2011 Results - Earnings Call Transcript

Seeking Alpha – 06/22/11 14:23 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

[about: Executives Alan Graf - Chief Financial Officer and Executive Vice President Frederick Smith - Founder, Executive Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and President David Rebholz - Chief Executive Officer of FedEx Ground Package System Inc and President of FedEx Ground Package System Inc T. ....from some of the aggressive proposals we're seeing from the National Labor Relations Board, situations like Boeing selecting where it builds a...](https:// SeekingAlpha)

White House To Rig Rules For Big Labor, says Coalition for a Democratic Workplace

Breitbart – 06/22/11 13:31 –


Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Pincer Move From DOL and NLRB Set To Crush Employers, Jobs WASHINGTON, June 22, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Today, the Coalition for a Democratic Workplace (CDW) denounced the White House's apparent strategy on behalf of its benefactors in Big Labor that "if you can't win fairly, rig the rules

...Labor, says Coalition for a Democratic Workplace Pincer Move From DOL and NLRB Set To Crush Employers, Jobs WASHINGTON, June 22, 2011 /PRNewswire - USNewswire /

Dems poised to enact near Employer Free Choice Act via regulation instead of legislation

Democratic Underground – 06/22/11 13:26 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Dems poised to enact near Employer Free Choice Act via regulation instead of
...the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns. The National Labor Relations Board announced the new rules on Tuesday, saying the current...
When: 9:30 a.m. Thursday June 23 2011 Where: Outside the Hilton Hotel corner of Second and Market Streets HARRISBURG Pa. June 22 2011 /PRNewswire-
USNewswire/ -- Rite Aid workers from seven states will rally against management's plan to make employees pay more for their health care and to show support for a 15-week *unfair labor practice* strike by Rite Aid employees at seven stores in Cleveland Ohio.

---

**The Financial Landscape: Small Wins for Unions, Greece; A 'Small' Hit for JPMorgan**

**Daily Finance** – 06/22/11 09:30 –

**Words matched:** unfair labor practices

A roundup of news from around the world of finance: Unionizing Gets a Boost: Labor got a piece of good news to take a bit of the sting out of Monday's massive Walmart (WMT) defeat: On Tuesday morning, the National Labor Relations Board proposed new rules to accelerate unionization elections, a proc...

...agency whose purpose is to facilitate union representation and investigate *unfair labor practices*. Using rhetoric that more or less lays bare ...
Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
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News Report from Meltwater News

Report overview:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Media Type</th>
<th>Hits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee Free Choice Act</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>2 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Individuals</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>10 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRA - Major Outlets</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>7 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRB - Major Outlets</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>29 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfair Labor Practices</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>2 in 16 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Name: Ryan Kerlew
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Phone: (917)877-5455

Employee Free Choice Act

Wendy N. Powell: The Employee Free Choice Act is Back; The National Labor Relations Board has Awakened a Sleeping Giant
Road Runner – 06/22/11 19:57 –
Words matched: Employee Free Choice Act
If no agreement could be reached in 120 days, a government arbitrator would force an agreement. The EFCA did not gain the needed momentum to pass in Congress and was not even supported by major players in the Democratic party.

Key Individuals

Wine Briefs
Napa Valley Register (AP) – 06/23/11 03:00 –
Words matched: Craig Becker
Somerston’s grand opening Saturday The grand opening of Somerston’s winery and tasting room is from noon to 6 p.m. Saturday, June 25. The afternoon includes Somerston estate wines and appetizers made with grass-fed lamb from the ranch, inspired by Somerston winemaker Craig Becker; off-road Polaris
...with grass-fed lamb from the ranch, inspired by Somerston winemaker Craig Becker; off-road Polaris buggy tours of the vineyards and views of...

Guest commentary: What’s really at stake in the Boeing dispute
STLtoday.com (AP) – 06/23/11 01:00 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
These are strange times in U.S. labor relations, and they are getting stranger by day. The past two weeks have seen several important developments in the bizarre ongoing saga between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing, which has become a cause célèbre for conservative politicians and pund
...“discuss” the NLRB’s actions. With considerable reluctance, Lafe Solomon, the acting general counsel who issued the complaint, testified at the...

**Stacking the deck for unions**

New York Post – 06/22/11 23:27 –
Words matched: Craig Becker

With the 2012 election season already under way and the president's poll numbers continuing to sink, Team Obama is desperately trying to shore up his labor-union base, courtesy of the now heavily radicalized National Labor Relations Board. ...office, Obama has packed the NLRB with veteran union activists, like Craig Becker, previously the SEIU's top lawyer and associate general counsel...

**Obama: The Union President...**

Investor Village – 06/22/11 22:38 –
Words matched: Craig Becker, Brian Hayes

The Union ‘Quickie’ More Big Labor help from the NLRB. When Big Labor failed to persuade even a Democratic Congress to pass “card check” legislation, it turned to Plan B: the National Labor Relations Board, which yesterday delivered a plan for “quickie” union elections designed to make organizing easier for workers to unionize. The NLRB proposal makes it easier for workers to unionize. The NLRB proposals would shorten the process by ensuring that employers, employees, and unions receive information sooner and by delaying employer-instigated litigation over many voter...petitions and other materials. One of the board’s four members, Brian Hayes, and Gerald Tremblay had made plans to conduct a site visit...

**NLRB-Boeing fight called evidence of ‘jobs blocking agenda’**

The Washington Times – 06/22/11 20:15 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon, Brian Hayes

Union arguments “ludicrous”, Scott ...force the NLRB to withdraw the complaint, but he could fire Lafe Solomon, the acting general counsel who is leading the fight against Boeing.

**Beech Street Capital Provides $16 Million To Acquire Florida Apartments**

Maddux News Wire – 06/22/11 18:13 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes

JUNE 2011, BETHESDA, MD – Beech Street Capital, LLC announced today that it has provided a $16 million Fannie Mae conventional loan for the acquisition of Sawgrass Cove Apartments, a 336-unit property in Bradenton, Florida.

...executed, the Beech Street underwriting team consisting of Jeff Lee, Brian Hayes, and Gerald Tremblay had made plans to conduct a site visit...

**Labor board rules would make it easier to unionize**

peoplesworld – 06/22/11 17:36 –
Words matched: Wilma Liebman, Brian Hayes

The National Labor Relations Board proposed new rules this week that would make it easier for workers to unionize. The NLRB proposals would shorten the process by ensuring that employers, employees, and unions receive information sooner and by delaying employer-instigated litigation over many voter...petitions and other materials. One of the board's four members, Brian Hayes, the only Republican, dissented from the proposed new rules. The...

**Berkeley's Medheads Watching Their Backs After Med Mezzanine Takeover Last Month**

Berkeley Daily Planet – 06/22/11 16:05 –
1 other source (BerkeleyDaily.org)
Words matched: Craig Becker

Last month’s 20 minute police “take-over” at Berkeley’s hottest South side location, the historic Caffe Mediterranean (it’s Landmarked!), leaves Medheads asking whether their haunt has their backs covered or has inserted a knife.

...with Med interventions on behalf of its patrons. Starting with the present owner, Craig Becker, 59, we have this: At the time of his death at...

**NLRB Pushes New Rules to Facilitate Unionization**

TPMDC – 06/22/11 15:10 –
Words matched: Wilma Liebman

2011 has been a busy year for labor unions across America. After historic budget battles in Wisconsin and Ohio, governors in more states like Florida and New Jersey have been clamping down on collective bargaining rights and targeting state worker benefits in attempts to cut spending and balance bud...

...the possibility of pre-election appeals. According to NLRB chairman Wilma Liebman, "the current rules still seem to build in unnecessary delays ,

**Rules would speed up union elections**

Sify – 06/22/11 11:20 –
3 other sources (KATV Channel 7, KTRE, ...)

...
Labor regulators are proposing sweeping new rules that would dramatically speed up the time frame for union elections, a move that could make it easier for struggling unions to organize new members, and cut the time businesses have to mount anti-union campaigns.

...to take place in as little as 5 to 10 days. Board chairwoman Wilma Liebman said the plan would lead to rules that are simpler and clearer, removing...

A good case against Boeing
Road Runner – 06/22/11 21:19 –
1 other source (Washington Post)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
The board was right to bring the complaint, because the law is on its side, and such complaints are a step in the right direction. The National Labor Relations Act says that it is an unfair labor practice to retaliate against workers for union activity. and such complaints are a step in the right direction. The National Labor Relations Act says that it is an unfair labor practice to retaliate...

McCormick Place suffers big setback as federal judge issues permanent injunction that blocks labor rule changes
Chicago Tribune – 06/22/11 21:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Convention center's hopes for reprieve dashed, and fears grow that trade shows may cancel; unions say they want to talk, negotiate stated in a court filing. Guzman ruled in March that the National Labor Relations Act pre-empts states from enacting legislation that would interfere...

The Employee Free Choice Act is Back; The National Labor Relations Board has Awakened a Sleeping Giant
The Huffington Post – 06/22/11 18:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Keep an eye out for the newly proposed changes to the National Labor Relations Act. They are remarkably similar to the Employee Free Choice Act. The proposed EFCA has been nicely tucked away on the back burner since it died in the Senate in 2009 due to bi-partisan opposition.

...Giant Keep an eye out for the newly proposed changes to the National Labor Relations Act. They are remarkably similar to the Employee Free Choice...

Injunction imposed blocking McCormick Pl. reforms
STLtoday.com (AP) – 06/22/11 18:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
A judge has issued an injunction barring enforcement of state-imposed work-rule changes at Chicago's McCormick Place convention center. U.S. District Judge Ronald Guzman issued the permanent injunction Wednesday in a case involving Local 727 of the Teamsters and the Chicago Regional Council of Carp...legislators' action overturned collective bargaining rights in violation of the National Labor Relations Act. One rule tossed gave exhibitors the right...

Judge issues injunction barring enforcement of state changes to McCormick Place work rules
The Republic (AP) – 06/22/11 18:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
CHICAGO — A judge has issued an injunction barring enforcement of state-imposed work-rule changes at Chicago's McCormick Place convention center. U.S. ...legislators' action overturned collective bargaining rights in violation of the National Labor Relations Act. One rule tossed gave exhibitors the right...

Judge halts McCormick Place labor reforms
Chicago Sun-Times – 06/22/11 17:33 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Updated: June 22, 2011 5:24PM Operators of McCormick Place cannot impose labor reforms while a federal judge’s ruling striking down state-mandated changes is appealed, the judge ruled Wednesday.

...state Legislature overturned collective bargaining rights in violation of the National Labor Relations Act. In Wednesday’s ruling, Guzman writes :

McCormick Place reforms halted — even through appeals process
Chicago Sun-Times – 06/22/11 17:33 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Updated: June 22, 2011 7:46PM Operators of McCormick Place cannot impose labor reforms while a federal judge's ruling striking down state-mandated changes is appealed, the judge ruled Wednesday.

...state Legislature overturned collective bargaining rights in violation of the National Labor Relations Act. In Wednesday's ruling, Guzman writes:

**Letters to The Editor: Cathedral would fit in Holyoke's former Lynch school; debt puts U.S. in jeopardy; and more**

MassLive – 06/23/11 03:23 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Cathedral would fit in old Lynch school The Republican | Mark M. Murray John J.

Lynch Middle School in Holyoke stands above all others options available to the Diocese of Springfield for a temporary home for the tornado-damaged Cathedral High School.

It is just plain common sense. AL DIASCIA, Chicopee The NLRB unfairly targeting Boeing Associated Press One of the most egregious attempts by...

**Editorial: NLRB should back off plan to shorten union-vote time**

The Denver Post (AP) – 06/23/11 03:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Proposed federal rules, which are unfair to employers, slash the length of time workers have before being asked to unionize.

Editorial: NLRB should back off plan to shorten union-vote time Proposed federal rules, which are unfair to employers, slash the length of time...

**Issa camp says Washington Post wrong on Gunrunner story**

Politics - Yahoo! News – 06/23/11 01:15 –

1 other source (Yahoo! News)

Words matched: NLRB

A spokesman for Rep. Darrell Issa, California Republican and the chairman of the House Oversight Committee, told The Daily Caller that the Washington Post is the only news organization to bite on new misleading sentiments from the Justice Department.

...story Democrats reintroduce Equal Rights Amendment similar to 1972 bill Former NLRB chairman: Union 'quickie elections' will hurt employers Obama...

**Guest commentary: What's really at stake in the Boeing dispute**

STLtoday.com (AP) – 06/23/11 01:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

These are strange times in U.S. labor relations, and they are getting stranger by day. The past two weeks have seen several important developments in the bizarre ongoing saga between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing, which has become a cause célebre for conservative politicians and pund...

...seen several important developments in the bizarre ongoing saga between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing, which has become a cause...

**Fealty to unions damages economy**

The Detroit News (AP) – 06/23/11 01:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Washington "Shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected," observed President Obama recently, enjoying a nice chuckle at the unhappy fate of his nearly-$1 trillion stimulus.

...facility in South Carolina for its new 787 Dreamliner. The National Labor Relations Board, stacked with Democrats including one former union...

**Former NLRB chairman: Union 'quickie elections' will hurt employers**

Politics - Yahoo! News – 06/23/11 00:37 –

2 other sources (Daily Caller, Yahoo! News)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

In a conference call today, former National Labor Relations Board Chairman Peter Schaumberg said the “quickie elections” proposed by the NLRB Tuesday will hurt employers and lead to uninformed voters.

Former NLRB chairman: Union quickie elections will hurt employers In a conference call today, former National Labor Relations Board Chairman...

**Swan Song of the Old Right**

LewRockwell.com – 06/22/11 23:40 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

This article is excerpted from chapter 10 of The Betrayal of the American Right. An
...they want representation. The union filed its request with the National Labor Relations Board. The Board wants to help unions seeking to organize...

Stacking the deck for unions

New York Post – 06/22/11 23:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
With the 2012 election season already under way and the president's poll numbers continuing to sink, Team Obama is desperately trying to shore up his labor-union base, courtesy of the now heavily radicalized National Labor Relations Board...
...his labor-union base, courtesy of the now heavily radicalized National Labor Relations Board. Since taking office, Obama has packed the NLRB...

National and international report / Airbus makes record sale with fuel-efficient A320neo

TwinCities.com – 06/22/11 23:07 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Airbus racked up huge orders for its fuel-saving A320neo jetliner on Wednesday, even bagging the biggest single sale in aviation history and overshadowing the arrival of Boeing's much-hyped and much-delayed 787 Dreamliner at the Paris Air Show.
...they want representation. The union filed its request with the National Labor Relations Board along with signature cards from what it believes...

White House To Rig Rules For Big Labor says Coalition for a Democratic Workplace

Business Journals – 06/22/11 22:26 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Pincer Move From DOL and NLRB Set To Crush Employers Jobs WASHINGTON June 22 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Today the Coalition for a Democratic Workplace (CDW) denounced the White House's apparent strategy on behalf of its benefactors in Big Labor that "if you can't win fairly rig the rules of th...
...Labor says Coalition for a Democratic Workplace Pincer Move From DOL and NLRB Set To Crush Employers Jobs WASHINGTON June 22 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire /

Huntsman Calls On Obama To Intervene In The Boeing Labor Dispute

Road Runner – 06/22/11 21:19 –
1 other source (Business Insider)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
During his campaign announcement tour to the state, the Associated Press is reporting Huntsman said the President must intervene in the lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board on behalf of Boeing's largest union, or else the case would...
...Huntsman said the President must intervene in the lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board on behalf of Boeing's largest union, or...

Projections Releases 'Ultimate Defense Kit' in Light of Proposed NLRB Rules

Yahoo! Business News – 06/22/11 21:14 –
1 other source (San Francisco Chronicle)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The NLRB proposed new union election rules today that will shorten the petition-to-election time frame; make it more difficult for companies to communicate with their employees, and making it easier for unions to gain new members. Projections Releases 'Ultimate Defense Kit' in Light of Proposed NLRB Rules The NLRB proposed new union election rules today that will shorten ...

Commerce secretary nominee John Bryson promises 'relentless focus' on jobs

Los Angeles Times – 06/22/11 21:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
John Bryson, a former Southern California utility executive, tried to ease concerns that his environmental views are too liberal at his Senate confirmation hearing.
...wouldn't push for it now. Bryson also was pressed about a recent National Labor...
Union files for election at Ikea's first U.S. factory
Los Angeles Times – 06/22/11 21:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The International Assn. of Machinists and Aerospace Workers is seeking to represent workers at the plant in Danville, Va., who have complained about low wages, long working hours and even discrimination.
of Machinists and Aerospace Workers filed its request with the National Labor Relations Board on Monday along with signature cards from what...

'Card check' empowers unions, not union workers
Los Angeles Times – 06/22/11 20:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The problem with the 'card check' bills, such as SB 104, that California Democrats keep sending to the governor is that they empower unions, not union workers.
...for the UFW's organizing efforts. On Tuesday, the National Labor Relations Board proposed new rules that could prevent employers from misusing...

NLRB-Boeing fight called evidence of 'jobs blocking agenda'
Road Runner – 06/22/11 20:48 –
Words matched: NLRB
Mr. Solomon, a career civil servant, has said in previous interviews he was simply following establishing labor law in filing the Boeing case. The NLRB is also taking heat over its proposal to speed up the union election process.
NLRB-Boeing fight called evidence of 'jobs blocking agenda' Mr. Solomon, a career civil servant, has said in previous interviews he was simply ...

NLRB-Boeing fight called evidence of 'jobs blocking agenda'
The Washington Times – 06/22/11 20:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Union arguments 'ludicrous': Scott
NLRB-Boeing fight called evidence of jobs blocking agenda Union arguments ludicrous : Scott Rep. Tim Scott of South Carolina said Wednesday the ...

Wendy N. Powell: The Employee Free Choice Act is Back; The National Labor Relations Board has Awakened a Sleeping Giant
Road Runner – 06/22/11 19:57 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
If no agreement could be reached in 120 days, a government arbitrator would force an agreement. The EFCA did not gain the needed momentum to pass in Congress and was not even supported by major players in the Democratic party.
...N. Powell: The Employee Free Choice Act is Back; The National Labor Relations Board has Awakened a Sleeping Giant If no agreement could be reached...

South Carolina Workers To Congress And Boeing: NLRB Correct To Enforce Labor Law
Democratic Underground – 06/22/11 18:51 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
South Carolina Workers To Congress And Boeing: NLRB Correct To Enforce Labor Law
South Carolina Workers To Congress And Boeing: NLRB Correct To Enforce Labor Law South Carolina Workers To Congress And Boeing: NLRB Correct ...

The Employee Free Choice Act is Back; The National Labor Relations Board has Awakened a Sleeping Giant
The Huffington Post – 06/22/11 18:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Keep an eye out for the newly proposed changes to the National Labor Relations Act. They are remarkably similar to the Employee Free Choice Act. The proposed EFCA has been nicely tucked away on the back burner since it died in the Senate in 2009 due to bi-partisan opposition.
The Employee Free Choice Act is Back; The National Labor Relations Board has Awakened a Sleeping Giant Keep an eye out for the newly proposed...

In SC, Huntsman says Obama needed in union fight
Washington Examiner – 06/22/11 18:35 –
15 other sources (Deseret News, Chron.com, ...) Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
In his first trip to early-voting South Carolina since launching his presidential campaign, former Utah Gov. Jon Huntsman did the governor's bidding and demanded Wednesday that President Barack Obama end a lawsuit by a federal
labor agency in a dispute over a Boeing plant being built in South Carolina.

...Haley has asked all GOP presidential hopefuls to weigh in on the National Labor Relations Board’s lawsuit, which claims Boeing decided to build...

- ** Obama ignoring real world impact of his actions  
  Washington Examiner – 06/22/11 18:31 –  
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

President Obama recently joked, in reference to the make-work projects in his failed $821 billion economic stimulus package, that "shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected.

...been no more egregious example of this than the actions of the National Labor Relations Board, which Obama has packed with union-friendly appointees.

- ** Meet Scabby, the Union Rat  
  Examiner.com - New York – 06/22/11 17:46 –  
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

If you live and/or work in New York City, sooner or later you’ll see it: a twenty-foot tall, inflatable rat, with large teeth and front paws held upright in a threatening position.

...and courts have ruled both ways. In the May ruling, the National Labor Relations Board upheld the presence of The Rat. While other cities have...

- ** Jon Huntsman: Obama Must Intervene In Labor Dispute Over Boeing Plant  
  The Huffington Post – 06/22/11 16:49 –  
  Words matched: NLRB

COLUMBIA, S.C. – GOP presidential candidate Jon Huntsman says President Barack Obama must intervene in a national labor dispute over a Boeing plant being built in South Carolina.

...against the airplane maker could scare businesses away from the state. The National Labor Relations Board says Boeing decided to build its new 787 jet assembly line in South...

- ** NLRB Pushes New Rules to Facilitate Unionization  
  TPMDC – 06/22/11 15:10 –  
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

2011 has been a busy year for labor unions across America. After historic budget battles in Wisconsin and Ohio, governors in more states like Florida and New Jersey have been clamping down on collective bargaining rights and targeting state worker benefits in attempts to cut spending and balance bud

* NLRB says Boeing decided to build its new 787 jet assembly line in South Carolina.

...NLRB Pushes New Rules to Facilitate Unionization 2011 has been a busy year for labor unions across America. After historic budget battles in ...

- ** NLRB proposes new rules to help unions organize  
  Examiner.com - California – 06/22/11 05:47 –  
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has recently been in the spotlight over the complaint its General Counsel filed against Boeing seeking to reverse the company's decision to build a facility in South Carolina for production of the Dreamliner.

* NLRB pushes new rules to help unions organize *The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has recently been in the spotlight over the complaint...

- ** Union files for election at Ikea’s first US factory  
  The Sacramento Bee – 06/22/11 04:00 –  
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NEW YORK -- A labor union looking to organize IKEA’s first American factory has asked the government to allow workers to vote on whether they want representation.

...of Machinists and Aerospace Workers filed its request with the National Labor Relations Board on Monday along with signature cards from what...

- ** A good case against Boeing  
  Washington Post – 06/21/11 20:05 –  
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected.

* Boeing Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has...

Unfair Labor Practices to the top
The board was right to bring the complaint, because the law is on its side, and such complaints are a step in the right direction. The National Labor Relations Act says that it is an unfair labor practice to retaliate against workers for union activity...
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- **NLRB Holds Union’s Display of Inflatable Rat at Secondary Employer to be Lawful**
  - Varnum Law – 06/23/11 13:09 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - On May 26, 2011, the National Labor Relations Board ruled that a union did not violate the National Labor Relations Act ("Act") when it displayed a 16-foot inflatable rat on public property near a hospital worksite where a non-union contractor was installing an HVAC system.
  - "...otherwise interfere with the business of the hospital." Dissenting member Brian Hayes found the display to be coercive and, therefore, unlawful.

- **NLRB’s GOP Member Slams Secretive Process In Pro-Union Election Ruling**
  - Lucianne.com – 06/23/11 12:44 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - Lost in the clamor over Tuesday’s proposed National Labor Relations Board rules for labor elections was how surprising the action was in the first place.
  - In his official dissent, the NLRB’s lone Republican appointee, Brian Hayes, claimed that the board’s majority skipped numerous steps that would...

- **Just Shut It**
  - Mackinac Center – 06/23/11 10:11 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - The Obama administration moves to silence employers
  - "...shorten that time period down to two, maybe three weeks. (NLRB member Brian Hayes, the lone dissenter, lays out his concerns here.) The timing...

- **SC gov wants labor board-Boeing complaint dropped**
  - KFVS12 – 06/23/11 07:49 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - "...15 other GOP governors wrote to the board's general counsel, Lafe Solomon, on Thursday saying the probe hamstrings governors who are trying to...

- **Stacking the deck for unions (Barack Obama radicalizes labor relations)**
  - Free Republic – 06/23/11 04:32 –
  - Words matched: Craig Becker

1

NLRB-FOIA-00003317
With the 2012 election season already under way and the president's poll numbers continuing to sink, Team Obama is desperately trying to shore up his labor-union base, courtesy of the now heavily radicalized National Labor Relations Board. ...office, Obama has packed the NLRB with veteran union activists, like Craig Becker, previously the SEIU's top lawyer and associate general counsel...

**FOLLOW THE MONEY for June 22, 2011**

LexisNexis – 06/22/11 15:40 –
Words matched: Craig Becker
Eric Bolling Juan Williams, Ann Coulter, Thaddeus McCotter, Jeff Landry, John Gibson, Monica Crowley, George Allen, John Nygren ERIC BOLLING, FBN ANCHOR: Tonight on FOLLOW THE MONEY, ...side of the argument. BOLLING: Now, the NLRB, the latest appointment, Craig Becker. He was a recess appointment if I'm not mistaken about a year...

**NLRB allows local Boeing employees to intervene in labor dispute**

Gsa Business – 06/22/11 11:34 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
The National Labor Relations Board has partially granted the appeal of three local Boeing Co. employees to intervene in the NLRB’s case against the aerospace company. ...appealed the judge’s decision, arguing that acting general counsel Lafe Solomon’s prosecution of Boeing and remedy violates their rights under...

**NLRB Major Outlets**

- George Pataki, ex-NY governor, closer to joining 2012 GOP race
  Cafe Mom – 06/23/11 15:00 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  George Pataki, ex-NY governor, closer to joining 2012 GOP race Share retweet
  Email Print By Yahoo! News - news.yahoo.com - By Maureen Mackey
  The Fiscal Times He may deny it for now, but former New York Governor George Pataki sounds increasingly like a candidate for the GOP President ...just touch on one more. TFT: Yes, sure. GP: A fair NLRB [National Labor Relations Board] and not one that penalizes Boeing for looking to build...

- USW Hails Consent Order Achieved By NLRB Following Decade-Plus Struggle at Kentucky River Medical Center
  Pittsburgh Business Times – 06/23/11 14:11 –
  5 other sources (Philadelphia Business Journal, PR Newswire, ...)
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  Company Ordered to Bargain in Good Faith; Make $300000 Back-pay Settlement PITTSBURGH June 23 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- The United Steelworkers (USW) today lauded the proposed consent order entered by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and the Kentucky River Medical Center in Jackson K
  USW Hails Consent Order Achieved By NLRB Following Decade-Plus Struggle at Kentucky River Medical Center Company Ordered to Bargain in Good Faith ;

- Former Union Leader Says Obama Ultimately May Ease Tax Rule
  Bloomberg Businessweek – 06/23/11 13:25 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  June 23 (Bloomberg) – Andy Stern, former head of the fastest-growing U.S. labor union and a close ally of President Barack Obama, predicted the White House will drop its opposition to the easing of tax rules to encourage companies with overseas profits to return the cash to the U.
  ...1955. The primary government agency that mediates union elections, the National Labor Relations Board, is rather outdated and also needs to change .

- NLRB Should Back Off Unfair Union-Vote Plan
  RealClearPolitics – 06/23/11 12:50 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  Here we go again. Rule changes proposed this week by the National Labor Relations Board that would make it easier for unions to organize are yet another effort to tilt the playing field in favor of labor.
  NLRB Should Back Off Unfair Union-Vote Plan Here we go again. Rule changes proposed this week by the National Labor Relations Board that would...

- Enough Is Enough: Congress Must Step In
  Townhall.com – 06/23/11 12:26 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  On Tuesday, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) delivered more payback to
union bosses at the expense of workers rewarding President Obama’s top political contributors and in the process sacrificing worker freedoms and jobs.

*Enough Is Enough: Congress Must Step In On Tuesday, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) delivered more payback to union bosses at the expense*

**NLRB’s GOP Member Slams Secretive Process In Pro-Union Election Ruling**

Free Republic – 06/23/11 12:14 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Lost in the clamor over Tuesday’s proposed National Labor Relations Board rules for labor elections was how surprising the action was in the first place. *NLRB’s GOP Member Slams Secretive Process In Pro-Union Election Ruling Lost in the clamor over Tuesday’s proposed National Labor Relations Board…*

**ORGANIZED CRIME AND THE LABOR UNIONS**

Newsvine – 06/23/11 11:30 –
Words matched: NLRB

Organized crime has had union ties for a long time. The most significant result of organized crime influence over the labor unions is the resulting political influence. ...candidates. Judges and prosecutors must curry their favor. Unions need to be cleaned up before the NLRB make moves like this. Seeded by RV in GB#1

**Government blocking jobs**

Politico – 06/23/11 06:28 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

A job is essential to achieving the American dream. But today, there are millions of Americans out of work. We continue to wait for the economy to bounce back, and start creating the jobs to keep America strong. Companies that are trying to grow. For example, the National Labor Relations Board’s recent complaint to prevent Boeing from expanding production...

**A good case against Boeing**

Free Republic – 06/23/11 06:04 –
Words matched: NLRB

[snip] In its October 2009 quarterly conference call to shareholders, Boeing used unequivocal language when it proposed moving work on the 787 Dreamliner to South Carolina because of “strikes happening every three to four years in Puget Sound.

...that we can’t afford to have a work stoppage every three years. The NLRB is not claiming, as columnist George F. Will has argued, that moving...

**Stacking the deck for unions (Barack Obama radicalizes labor relations)**

Free Republic – 06/23/11 04:32 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

With the 2012 election season already under way and the president’s poll numbers continuing to sink, Team Obama is desperately trying to shore up his labor-union base, courtesy of the now heavily radicalized National Labor Relations Board. *...his labor-union base, courtesy of the now heavily radicalized National Labor Relations Board. Since taking office, Obama has packed the NLRB…*

**FOLLOW THE MONEY for June 22, 2011**

LexisNexis – 06/22/11 15:40 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, national labor relations board, NLRB

Eric Bolling Juan Williams, Ann Coulter, Thaddeus McCotter, Jeff Landry, John Gibson, Monica Crowley, George Allen, John Nygren ERIC BOLLING, FBN ANCHOR: Tonight on FOLLOW THE MONEY.

...it tonight. Ann Coulter and Congressmen Thad McCotter are here. The NLRB just made it easier to unionize. Now the job killers will have even...

**Proposed rules would streamline unionizing**

Contra Costa Times – 06/21/11 19:34 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

In a move that pleased labor unions, the National Labor Relations Board proposed new rules Tuesday to speed up unionization elections. The labor board wants to tighten up the process by ensuring that employers, employees and unions receive needed information sooner and by delaying litigation over m

...streamline unionizing in a move that pleased labor unions, the National Labor Relations Board proposed new rules Tuesday to speed up unionization ...

**Obama Commerce pick hits fed fight with Boeing**

Road Runner – 06/21/11 17:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
In its October 2009 quarterly conference call to shareholders, Boeing used unequivocal language when it proposed moving work on the 787 Dreamliner to South Carolina because of "strikes happening every three to four years in Puget Sound. ...to right-to-work states constitutes prima facie evidence of unfair labor practices. Contrary to what Boeing chief executive Jim McNerney and...
Negligence
Supreme Court 5-4 Finds FELA Injury Claims Do Not Require Showing of 'Proximate Cause'
The U.S. Supreme Court June 23 held 5-4 that the Federal Employers' Liability Act, which renders railroads liable for worker injuries or deaths resulting "in whole or in part" from employer negligence, does not require an injured...

NEWS

Airlines
FAA Training Rule Comment Period Extended
The Federal Aviation Administration has extended the public comment period on proposed rules designed to overhaul training of airline pilots, flight attendants, and dispatchers, according to a notice published June 23 in the Federal Register...

Arbitration
Arbitrator Orders RNs in New York Hospitals To Begin Making Premium Contributions
More than 14,500 registered nurses represented by the New York State Nurses Association at 40 hospitals and nursing homes in the New York City area will be required to begin making premium contributions for their health insurance, under an...

Civil Rights
One-Stop Center Job Ads Should Not Exclude Applicants with Criminal Records, NELP Says
Labor Department one-stop centers in three states have posted job advertisements that discriminate against job applicants with criminal backgrounds in violation of the Workforce Investment Act and Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act,...
ERISA
Company and Its Owner Found Liable
For Failing to Pay Benefit Contributions
An elevator company and its owner are liable for failing to pay employee benefit contributions to several multiemployer funds as required by the terms of a collective bargaining agreement, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District...

ERISA
Ninth Circuit Rules ERISA Benefit Actions
Not Limited Against Plan and Administrators
Entities other than an Employee Retirement Income Security Act plan or plan administrator may be sued in ERISA benefit actions under the law’s civil enforcement provision, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, sitting en banc,...

Federal Employees
AFGE Wins Runoff Election to Represent
43,000 Federal Airport Screeners at TSA
Approximately 43,000 federal airport screeners employed by the Transportation Security Administration will be represented by the American Federation of Government Employees, based on the results of a runoff election announced by the...

Immigration
E-Verify Provision of Immigration Law
Upheld by Oklahoma’s Supreme Court
AUSTIN, Texas—A provision in a 2007 Oklahoma immigration law requiring use of E-Verify, the federal employment verification system, does not violate the state constitution, the Oklahoma Supreme Court ruled June 14 (Thomas v. Henry,...

Immigration
House Judiciary Committee Advances Bill
To Reauthorize Nurse Guestworker Program
The House Judiciary Committee June 23 approved a bill (H.R. 1933) to reauthorize for three years the H-1C temporary visa program for foreign nurses who work in areas with professional shortages....

Immigration
Louisiana Gov. Jindal Signs
E-Verify Requirement Bill
HOUSTON—Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal (R) June 23 signed legislation (H.B. 646) into law requiring employers to verify citizenship and employment eligibility, and setting civil penalties or suspending licenses or permits of businesses...

Manufacturing
IUE, UE Conference Boards Recommend
Ratification of Tentative Contract With GE
The conference boards of the United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America and the International Union of Electronic Workers, an affiliate of the Communications Workers of America, have voted to endorse tentative four-year national...
Judging Bars

Chicago Convention Centers
From Imposing Controversial Work Rules
CHICAGO—Union-represented carpenters, decorators, and electricians working in Chicago convention venues will perform their duties without the labor directive imposed by Illinois last year, following a federal judge's ruling...

OFCCP

OFCCP Rescinds Scheduling Letters in Midwest
The Labor Department’s Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs has rescinded 860 scheduling letters sent June 3 to federal contractors within the agency's Midwest region, a DOL spokesman June 22 told BNA....

Pregnancy Discrimination

Pregnant Cop Forced to Take Leave
Can Pursue PDA, Retaliation Claims
A female police officer in Texas who was placed on involuntary medical leave and then terminated while pregnant can proceed with pregnancy discrimination and retaliation claims under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, but cannot proceed...

Retail Stores

RWDSU Members Ratify Macy’s Contract,
Raising Hourly Wages $3.05 in New York
Members of Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union Local 1-S have voted by a 10-1 ratio of members voting to ratify a new five-year collective bargaining agreement with Macy's covering some 4,000 workers at four Macy's department...

State Laws

Michigan Residents' Complaint Targets Law
Empowering Unelected Emergency Managers
A recently enacted Michigan law permitting the state's governor to appoint emergency managers to replace the governments of municipalities in dire financial straits violates the Michigan Constitution, according to a lawsuit filed...

Unfair Labor Practices

ALJ Grants NLRB's Petition
To Revoke Boeing's Document Subpoena
SEATTLE—An administrative law judge June 23 rejected an attempt by Boeing Co. attorneys to turn the tables on National Labor Relations Board attorneys by seeking through subpoena a wide range of documents that would reveal the identity...

Unfair Labor Practices

Court Enforces NLRB Back Pay Order,
Finding Adequate Mitigation of Damages
Ruling in a case that has spanned more than a decade, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit June 23 enforced a National Labor Relations Board back pay order in favor of two New Jersey warehouse company employees fired in 1999 (NLRB
v. St....

Women
Bill Would Create Program to Advance Low-Income Women Into Higher-Wage Jobs
Legislation (bill numbers not available) that would create a $100 million federal grant program to help recruit and retain low-income women in high-demand, high-wage occupations was introduced June 23 in the House and the Senate....

ALSO IN THE COURTS

Also in the Courts: A Roundup of Recent Labor and Employment Rulings

ECONOMIC NEWS

Unemployment Insurance
First-Time UI Claims Increase 9,000 To 429,000 in Latest Week, ETA Reports
The number of jobless workers filing individual unemployment insurance claims increased by 9,000 in the week ended June 18, following a decrease of 10,000 the preceding week, as revised, according to seasonally adjusted figures released...

TEXT

NLRB's Weekly Summary of Cases, Dated June 13-17, 2011

U.S. Supreme Court Decision in CSX Transportation Inc. v. McBride

BNA INSIGHTS

EEOC Moves Toward Guidance Addressing Leave As a Reasonable Accommodation Under the ADA
Recently, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission held a public meeting on the topic of reasonable accommodations and leaves of absence under the Americans with Disabilities Act, with the expectation of issuing written guidance on...
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Labor board lawyer: Boeing suit helps all workers
Las Vegas Sun – 06/24/11 06:43 – Words matched: Lafe Solomon
The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that while an NLRB complaint against Boeing Co. may make South Carolina workers feel vulnerable and anxious, the legal action is aimed at protecting the rights of workers everywhere, as long as those decisions are based on legitimate business considerations, "Lafe Solomon, the agency's acting general counsel, told the House...

NLRB ripped on union elections
Buffalo Business First – 06/24/11 06:00 – Words matched: Brian Hayes
Business groups criticized proposed National Labor Relations Board rule changes that aim to streamline union organizing elections. Under the proposal unions would be allowed to transmit election petitions electronically pre-election hearings would be held more quickly and most litigation over voter...expeditious resolution of questions concerning representation. Board member Brian Hayes voted against the rule changes contending they would...

Businesses: NLRB giving unions unfair advantages
Pacific Business News – 06/24/11 06:00 – Words matched: Brian Hayes
Business groups are criticizing proposed National Labor Relations Board rule changes that aim to streamline union organizing elections. Under the proposal unions would be allowed to transmit election petitions electronically pre-election hearings would be held more quickly and most litigation over...expeditious resolution of questions concerning representation. Board member Brian Hayes voted against the rule changes contending they would...

Search for first fire chief down to top 10
The Galveston County Daily News (AP) – 06/24/11 01:15 – Words matched: Brian Hayes
LEAGUE CITY — The list of candidates under consideration to be the city's first full-time fire chief is down to 10. That list could be trimmed to four to six finalists by the end of next week, League City human resources director said...and Glenn Turner, also are among the list of semifinalists, said Brian Hayes, the
Business groups rip NLRB plan to speed union elections

Portland Business Journal – 06/23/11 16:00 –

Words matched: Brian Hayes

Business groups criticized proposed National Labor Relations Board rule changes that aim to streamline union organizing elections. Under the proposal unions would be allowed to transmit election petitions electronically pre-election hearings would be held more quickly and most litigation over voter ...expeditious resolution of questions concerning representation. Board member Brian Hayes voted against the rule changes contending they would...

Conservatives Fight to Let Corporate Bosses Break Laws Protecting Their Workers

Democratic Underground – 06/24/11 07:23 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Conservatives Fight to Let Corporate Bosses Break Laws Protecting Their Workers...enforcing the very modest protections for organized workers afforded by the National Labor Relations Act. The agency, according to former NLRB...

Protecting undocumented workers

Los Angeles Times – 06/24/11 08:22 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Legislation would expand the protection of 'U visas' to those who come forward to report workplace violations. ...agricultural and domestic workers accorded the right to unionize under the National Labor Relations Act (though farm workers have won this right...
05:44 PM

Having worked for short periods of time in Germany and Netherlands, I would say that they very much make you feel that you are a foreigner, you can never fit in and are most unwelcome in the country.

...right protected by State or Federal labor or employment law (including section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act (29 U.S.C. 157)), or for...

**Not Much Has Changed in 76 Years**

*Examiner.com - California* – 06/23/11 03:40 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

It seems that not much has changed in the 76 years since Congress enacted the "National Labor Relations Act" in 1935. This ground-breaking law gave employees in the private sector the right to organize into labor unions and engage in the process of "Collective Bargaining" for the first time.

...not much has changed in the 76 years since Congress enacted the National Labor Relations Act in 1935. This ground-breaking law gave employees ...

---

**stanley cup 2011 bracket**

*Zimbio* – 06/23/11 01:45 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

images May 23, 2011 apr stanley cup standings Almond07-05 01:36 PMFinancial situation of all the non paying members is so bad that they earn 55-60K on avg and beyond.

...right protected by State or Federal labor or employment law (including section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act (29 U.S.C. 157)), or for...

---

**NLRB Major Outlets**

**Conservatives Fight to Let Corporate Bosses Break Laws Protecting Their Workers**

*Democratic Underground* – 06/24/11 07:23 –

1 other source (AlterNet)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Conservatives Fight to Let Corporate Bosses Break Laws Protecting Their Workers

*This desire lays at the heart of a recent barrage of assaults on the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), a New Deal agency that for over 75...*

**Labor board lawyer: Boeing suit helps all workers**

*Las Vegas Sun* – 06/24/11 06:43 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that while an NLRB complaint against Boeing Co. may make South Carolina workers feel vulnerable and anxious, the legal action is aimed at protecting the rights of workers everywhere.

...lawyer Boeing suit helps all workers The top lawyer for the National Labor Relations Board told a congressional committee Friday that while an NLRB...

**NLRB ripped on union elections**

*Buffalo Business First* – 06/24/11 06:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Business groups criticized proposed National Labor Relations Board rule changes that aim to streamline union organizing elections. Under the proposal unions would be allowed to transmit election petitions electronically pre-election hearings would be held more quickly and most litigation over voter

*NLRB ripped on union elections Business groups criticized proposed National Labor Relations Board rule changes that aim to streamline union organizing...

**Businesses: NLRB giving unions unfair advantages**

*Pacific Business News* – 06/24/11 06:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Business groups are criticizing proposed National Labor Relations Board rule changes that aim to streamline union organizing elections. Under the proposal unions would be allowed to transmit election petitions electronically pre-election hearings would be held more quickly and most litigation over

*Businesses: NLRB giving unions unfair advantages Business groups are criticizing proposed National Labor Relations Board rule changes that aim...

**Putting it to a vote**

*Road Runner* – 06/24/11 05:23 –

Words matched: NLRB

The NLRB proposal would allow petitions and other documents to be filed electronically, helping to speed up the process. It also would require pre-election
hearings to begin seven days after a petition is filed and eliminate pre-election appeals of.

**Putting it to a vote The NLRB proposal would allow petitions and other documents to be filed electronically, helping to speed up the process.**

- **NLRB got it right with labor complaint against Boeing**
  The News Tribune – 06/24/11 03:05 –
  **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected. The board was right to bring the complaint, because the law is on its side, and such complaints are a step in the right direction.
  *NLRB got it right with labor complaint against Boeing Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board...*

- **Finally, Nurses Are Set to Vote on Unionizing**
  The New York Times – 06/24/11 00:45 –
  **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
  It’s easier to be elected president than to win a union representation election these days. I’m looking at a 2004 photo of a little-known state senator, Barack Obama, addressing a rally at a West Side Chicago church on behalf of an organizing campaign at Resurrection Health Care, a nonprofit, church
  ...resistance and filed 50 complaints about unfair labor practices with the National Labor Relations Board. The company voluntarily settled 18 of the...

- **Union files for election at IKEA's first U.S. factory**
  Pittsburgh Tribune Review – 06/24/11 00:37 –
  **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
  A labor union looking to organize IKEA’s first American factory has asked the government to allow workers to vote on whether they want representation. The International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers filed its request with the National Labor Relations Board along with signature car
  ...of Machinists and Aerospace Workers filed its request with the National Labor Relations Board along with signature cards from what it believes...

- **Conservative Media Leap To Demonize NLRB's Changes To Rules On Unionizing**
  Media Matters for America – 06/23/11 23:07 –
  **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  The right-wing media have vilified a proposal by the National Labor Relations Board to change rules regarding union organizing elections, accusing the NLRB of trying to establish “quickie elections.
  *Conservative Media Leap To Demonize NLRB’s Changes To Rules On Unionizing
  The right-wing media have vilified a proposal by the National Labor...*

- **USW Hails Consent Order Achieved By NLRB Following Decade-Plus Struggle at Kentucky River Medical Center**
  **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  Company Ordered to Bargain in Good Faith; Make $300000 Back-pay Settlement
  PITTSBURGH June 23 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- The United Steelworkers (USW) today lauded the proposed consent order entered by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and the Kentucky River Medical Center in Jackson K
  *USW Hails Consent Order Achieved By NLRB Following Decade-Plus Struggle at Kentucky River Medical Center Company Ordered to Bargain in Good Faith ;*

- **Congresswoman Edwards Stands with NLRB Ruling Supporting Workers’ Rights**
  Democratic Underground – 06/23/11 21:06 –
  **Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  Congresswoman Edwards Stands with NLRB Ruling Supporting Workers’ Rights
  *Congresswoman Edwards Stands with NLRB Ruling Supporting Workers Rights Congresswoman Edwards Stands with NLRB Ruling Supporting Workers Rights ...*

- **Sen. Graham calls ethics complaint in Boeing-NLRB case ‘ridiculous’**
  Topix – 06/23/11 20:03 –
  **Words matched:** NLRB
  Amanda Carey is a reporter for The Daily Caller. She previously worked for Reason magazine and Robert Novak.
  *Sen. Graham calls ethics complaint in Boeing-NLRB case 'ridiculous' Amanda Carey is a reporter for The Daily Caller. She previously worked for...*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Headline</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Words matched</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opposing view: Boeing not above the law</td>
<td>USA Today</td>
<td>06/23/11</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There has been no rest for an American public weary of corporate wrongdoers parading before Senate hearing rooms, blue-ribbon commissions and law enforcement panels. So they brought their case to the independent law enforcers at the National Labor Relations Board, which, in April, took action against Boeing.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our view: Boeing vs. union threatens Dreamliner investment</td>
<td>USA Today</td>
<td>06/23/11</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For decades, aircraft maker Boeing has had rocky relations with the union workers who build its planes in Washington state. Since 1977, the union has gone on strike five times, including a 58-day walkout three years ago that cost Boeing an estimated $2 billion and infuriated some of the company's customers. ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They're known derisively as &quot;union busters.&quot; But the consultants who advise employers on how to avert union organizing or collective bargaining demands soon may have to reveal a good deal more about themselves and their operations.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOP vs. NLRB</td>
<td>Road Runner</td>
<td>06/23/11</td>
<td>NLRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrats meanwhile, protested the hearing itself, arguing that it was inappropriate to force Solomon to testify about the NLRB complaint while legal proceedings are currently underway in Seattle.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business groups rip NLRB plan to speed union elections</td>
<td>Portland Business Journal</td>
<td>06/23/11</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board, NLRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business groups criticized proposed National Labor Relations Board rule changes that aim to streamline union organizing elections. Under the proposal unions would be allowed to transmit election petitions electronically pre-election hearings would be held more quickly and most litigation over voter registration would be</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former Union Leader Stern Says Obama Ultimately May Ease Tax Rule</td>
<td>Bloomberg</td>
<td>06/23/11</td>
<td>National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy Stern, former head of the fastest-growing U.S. labor union and a close ally of President Barack Obama, predicted the White House will drop its opposition to the easing of tax rules to encourage companies with overseas profits to return the cash to the U.S. ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfair Labor Practices</td>
<td>The News Tribune</td>
<td>06/24/11</td>
<td>unfair labor practices, unfair labor practice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There has been no rest for an American public weary of corporate wrongdoers parading before Senate hearing rooms, blue-ribbon commissions and law enforcement panels. So they brought their case to the independent law enforcers at the National Labor Relations Board, which, in April, took action against Boeing.
Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected. The board was right to bring the complaint, because the law is on its side, and such complaints are a step in the right direction.

The National Labor Relations Act says that it is an unfair labor practice to retaliate against workers for union activity such as organizing.

New DOL Rule Would Require More Disclosure of Employer Consultants

免费共和国 – 06/23/11 17:50 –

词语匹配：不公平劳动行为，不公平劳动行为

他们被贬称为“工会破坏者”。但为雇主提供如何防止工会组织或集体谈判要求的顾问可能很快需要透露更多关于他们和他们操作的信息。

unfair labor practice
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- How many new pro-union rules will the NLRB ram through in coming months?
  - AllVoices – 06/24/11 14:04 –
  - Words matched: Wilma Liebman, Craig Becker
  - Board's new proposed rules to speed up union elections, which would punish small businesses in an attempt to expand union membership...In August, the current chair Wilma Liebman’s term will expire.
  - ...an attempt to expand union membership...In August, the current chair Wilma Liebman’s term will expire. Later in the year, the term of recess-appointed...

- NLRB rulemaking would streamline union elections
  - Fleet Owner Magazine – 06/24/11 12:24 –
  - Words matched: Wilma B. Liebman
  - The National Labor Relations Board has issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) to amend its existing rules and regulations governing union elections—changes the Board stated will “reduce unnecessary litigation, streamline pre- and post-election procedures, and facilitate the use of electronic
  - ...employees want to be represented by a labor union, said Chairman Wilma B. Liebman in a statement. Resolving representation questions quickly ,

- Nominations Submitted to the Senate [Daily Compilation of Presidential Documents]
  - TMNet.com – 06/24/11 11:21 –
  - Words matched: Craig Becker
  - (Daily Compilation of Presidential Documents Via Acquire Media NewsEdge)
  - Administration of Barack Obama, 2011 June 10, 2011 The following list does not include promotions of members of the Uniformed Services, nominations to the Service Academies, or nominations of Foreign Service Officers.
  - ...remainder of the term expiring September 19, 2011, vice Ron Silver. Craig Becker, of Illinois, to be a member of the National Labor Relations ...

- Business rips NLRB proposal to speed union elections
  - Phoenix Business Journal – 06/24/11 11:20 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - WASHINGTON – Business groups are criticizing proposed National Labor Relations Board rule changes that aim to streamline union organizing elections. Under the proposal, unions would be allowed to transmit election petitions electronically, pre-election hearings would be held more quickly, and most
...expeditious resolution of questions concerning representation. Board member
Brian Hayes voted against the changes, contending they would force...

**NLRB takes giant step toward smoothing path for unions**

HRMorning.com – 06/24/11 11:06 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes

The National Labor Relations Board has made its most aggressive move yet toward
making it easier for your employees to unionize. The NLRB proposes to change the
rules governing the time frame and administration of the elections companies hold to
decide whether the majority of their employees wish t
...leaders saw things differently. The lone Republican member of the board, Brian
Hayes, said in a dissent to the proposed amendments: In truth ,

**Post 120 keeps on rolling**

Effingham Daily News – 06/24/11 10:59 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes

EFFINGHAM — A week between games and five games lost to rain in the process
had Effingham Post 120 a little rusty Thursday night against Lawrence County Post
28 at Paul Smith Field.
...going to bring somebody in and have them throw a little bit, Post 120 coach Brian
Hayes said. (Bushue) wouldn’t have any part of it. He wanted...

**Enough Is Enough: Congress Must Step In**

Free Republic – 06/24/11 08:12 –
Words matched: Craig Becker

On Tuesday, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) delivered more payback to
union bosses at the expense of workers rewarding President Obama’s top political
contributors and in the process sacrificing worker freedoms and jobs.
...from this administration starting with radical nominees like board member Craig
Becker who favored giving workers less time to decide whether...

**Labor Relations Board business groups spar over union election issue**

Pittsburgh Business Times – 06/24/11 06:00 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes

Business groups criticized proposed National Labor Relations Board rule changes
that aim to streamline union organizing elections. Under the proposal unions would
be allowed to transmit election petitions electronically pre-election hearings would be
held more quickly and most litigation over voter
...expeditious resolution of questions concerning representation. Board member
Brian Hayes voted against the rule changes contending they would...
Paul, Minn. Regis Corporation has reached an agreement with the National Labor Relations Board over alleged anti-union activities. Regis had...

- **How many new pro-union rules will the NLRB ram through in coming months?**
  - AllVoices – 06/24/11 14:04 –
  - Words matched: NLRB
  - Board’s new proposed rules to speed up union elections, which would punish small businesses in an attempt to expand union membership...In August, the current chair Wilma Liebman’s term will expire.
  - How many new pro-union rules will the NLRB ram through in coming months?
  - Board’s new proposed rules to speed up union elections, which would...

- **Canada’s Cup sorrows soothed by NHL’s return to Winnipeg**
  - The Detroit News (AP) – 06/24/11 13:22 –
  - Words matched: NLRB
  - Canada might be the only nation on earth that invented its favorite sport, has no other sport that’s even half as popular, and remains arguably the best in the world at playing it.
  - ...don’t even know what NCIS is. Is it related to CSI? The CIA? The NLRB? I have no idea but whatever it is, it’s still more popular than the biggest...

- **Charlotte and Seattle, tales of two cities**
  - The Seattle Times – 06/24/11 13:15 –
  - Words matched: NLRB
  - Some 100 business and civic leaders from Charlotte, host of the 2012 Democratic National Convention, have been in Seattle this week as part of the Charlotte Chamber’s annual inter-city visit.
  - ...thing that is happening: Stock buybacks. Is the outrage against the NLRB in the Boeing dispute being misdirected? One writer says yes, laying...

- **LIUNA Welcomes Proposed NLRB Rules on Union Elections as Common-Sense Reform**
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - WASHINGTON, June 24, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Today LIUNA – the Laborers' International Union of North America – gave its support to new rules proposed by the National Labor Relations Board that would modernize and streamline the process for union elections.
  - LIUNA Welcomes Proposed NLRB Rules on Union Elections as Common-Sense Reform WASHINGTON, June 24, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Today LIUNA ...

- **Herman Cain in Iowa: An All-Business Pitch**
  - The Atlantic – 06/24/11 12:48 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - Visiting this week for a tea-party bus tour, the former CEO of Godfather's pizza sells himself with straight talk and fast-food know-how MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA -- In a full, small side room of Legends American Grill, a spacious sports-themed eatery at the edge of a WalMart Supercenter parking lot on We including a growing burden of debt, new regulations on business, and the National Labor Relations Board's legal complaint against Boeing’s new non-union...

- **Herman Cain in Iowa: An All-Business, Tea-Party Pitch**
  - The Atlantic – 06/24/11 12:48 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - Visiting this week for a bus tour, the former CEO of Godfather's pizza sells himself with straight talk and fast-food know-how MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA -- In a full, small side room of Legends American Grill, a spacious sports-themed eatery at the edge of a WalMart Supercenter parking lot on Wednesday, H including a growing burden of debt, new regulations on business, and the National Labor Relations Board's legal complaint against Boeing’s new non-union...

- **The List, Obama's One Hundred and Twenty Sixth Week in Office**
  - Free Republic – 06/24/11 11:02 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - Obama's One Hundred and Twenty Sixth Week in Office "The List" for 6/23/2011 Gunrunner-Gate Federal ATF chief said to resist pressure to step down: Kenneth E. ..........-Holder: There is no room for politics in justice Labor regulators (NLRB) are set to propose sweeping new rules that would dramatically speed up...

- **LIUNA Welcomes Proposed NLRB Rules On Union Elections As Common-**
Sense Reform
The Street – 6/24/11 10:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON, June 24, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Today LIUNA – the Laborers’ International Union of North America – gave its support to new rules proposed by the National Labor Relations Board that would modernize and streamline the process for union elections.
LIUNA Welcomes Proposed NLRB Rules On Union Elections As Common-Sense Reform WASHINGTON, June 24, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Today LIUNA...

The Next Big Labor Brawl
RealClearPolitics – 6/24/11 10:24 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
So today the labor movement got some good news when the National Labor Relations Board proposed new rules to streamline and speed up the unionization process.
...Brawl So today the labor movement got some good news when the National Labor Relations Board proposed new rules to streamline and speed up the...

Are Catholic Colleges Catholic Enough?
Free Republic – 6/24/11 09:28 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Federal regulators pass judgment on religious character. It's not just Boeing that the National Labor Relations Board is picking on: For the second time this year, the NLRB has ruled against a Catholic college.
...pass judgment on religious character. It's not just Boeing that the National Labor Relations Board is picking on: For the second time this year,

Major NLRB Victory for 57,000 Employees of the Regis Corporation
Democratic Underground – 6/24/11 09:15 –
Words matched: NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD, National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Major NLRB Victory for 57,000 Employees of the Regis Corporation
Major NLRB Victory for 57,000 Employees of the Regis Corporation Major NLRB...

Enough Is Enough: Congress Must Step In
Free Republic – 6/24/11 08:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
On Tuesday, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) delivered more payback to union bosses at the expense of workers rewarding President Obama’s top political contributors and in the process sacrificing worker freedoms and jobs.
Enough Is Enough: Congress Must Step In On Tuesday, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) delivered more payback to union bosses at the expense...

Union files for election at Ikea's first U.S. factory
Democratic Underground – 6/24/11 07:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Union files for election at Ikea's first U.S. factory
Union files for election at Ikea's first U.S. factory of Machinists and Aerospace Workers filed its request with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) on Monday along with signature cards from what...

NLRB responds: Boeing action 'destructive’
St. Louis Business Journal – 6/24/11 07:46 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board calls Boeing Boeing Latest from The Business Journals Airbus 'trouncing' Boeing at Paris Air ShowArchitecture Outlook: DLR Group KKEForget saving the planet; save money instead Follow this company 's decision to build a South Carolina assembly plant "inherently des
NLRB responds: Boeing action 'destructive’ The National Labor Relations Board calls Boeing Boeing Latest from The Business Journals Airbus 'trouncing '

Airbus 'trouncing’ Boeing at Paris Air Show
St. Louis Business Journal – 6/24/11 07:30 –
Words matched: NLRB
Airbus is "trouncing" Boeing Boeing Latest from The Business Journals NLRB responds: Boeing action 'destructive’Architecture Outlook: DLR Group KKEForget saving the planet; save money instead Follow this company in the race to be the world's biggest planemaker claiming more than $72 billion in order
...Airbus is "trouncing’ Boeing Boeing Latest from The Business Journals NLRB responds: Boeing action 'destructive’Architecture Outlook: DLR Group...
Bill blocks requirement for contractors’ political data

Pittsburgh Business Times – 06/24/11 06:00 –
Words matched: NLRB

The Senate Armed Services Committee approved legislation that would prohibit procurement officers from requiring companies to disclose political spending before they are awarded defense contracts.

U.S. Chamber of Commerce

Labor Relations Board business groups spar over union election issue

Pittsburgh Business Times – 06/24/11 06:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Business groups criticized proposed National Labor Relations Board rule changes that aim to streamline union organizing elections. Under the proposal unions would be allowed to transmit election petitions electronically pre-election hearings would be held more quickly and most litigation over voter...groups spar over union election issue National Labor Relations Board rule changes that aim to streamline union...

NLRB: Boeing 'inherently wrong'

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The National Labor Relations Board calls Boeing’s decision to build a South Carolina assembly plant “inherently destructive” to the planemaker’s Puget Sound area unions in a formal response to Boeing’s motion to dismiss the NLRB’s case against the company.

NLRB: Boeing ‘inherently wrong’ The National Labor Relations Board calls Boeing’s decision to build a South Carolina assembly plant inherently...

Unfair Labor Practices

New fines bring Upper Crust pizzeria labor violations tab over $420K

Business Journals – 06/24/11 08:23 –
Words matched: unfair labor practices

Labor problems continue at a fast-growing Boston-based gourmet pizza chain – this time costing a Salem Mass. franchisee more than $80000 the U.S. Department of Labor reports.

...was the subject of a 2009 Department of Labor investigation into unfair labor practices including cheating workers out of overtime at some of...
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<td>News</td>
<td>1 in 2 days, 16 hours</td>
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<td>Key Individuals</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>16 in 2 days, 16 hours</td>
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<td>News</td>
<td>5 in 2 days, 16 hours</td>
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<tr>
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<td>News</td>
<td>65 in 2 days, 16 hours</td>
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<td>Unfair Labor Practices</td>
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<td>1 in 2 days, 16 hours</td>
</tr>
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Employee Free Choice Act

The Employee Free Choice Act is Back; The National Labor Relations Board has Awakened a Sleeping Giant
Newsvine – 06/24/11 12:43 –
Words matched: Employee Free Choice Act
Keep an eye out for the newly proposed changes to the National Labor Relations Act. They are remarkably similar to the " [target="_hplink"]Employee Free Choice Act.

Key Individuals

Proposed Changes to Labor Laws Raise Concerns
Supermarket News – 06/27/11 05:00 –
Words matched: Craig Becker, Brian Hayes
WASHINGTON — Business leaders, including retailers, last week denounced proposed rule changes by the National Labor Relations Board and the U.S. Department of Labor as an end-around to achieving the same pro-union goals as the so-called “card check” legislation that died last year in Congress.

stalled in Congress. Concerns grew last spring when President Obama appointed Craig Becker, an outspoken union lawyer, to fill a vacancy on the ...

Kona Marathon 2011: Gillette reigns again
Hawaii 24/7 – 06/27/11 03:40 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
Karin Stanton | Hawaii 24/7 Justin Gillette is making the race his own. The 28-year-old Indiana runner scored his fourth straight title Sunday morning in the Kona Marathon.

...Chiba, Japan, was second, coming in at 2:52:16. Rounding out the top three was Brian Hayes, of Kaneohe, in a time of 2:58:37. On the women s side ,

MP Publishing: From Man to America
Publishers Weekly – 06/27/11 00:26 –
Words matched: Mark Pearce
More than three years ago, Mark Pearce, a successful architect and property developer, started MP Publishing on the Isle of Man. Pearce immediately started buying book rights (mostly electronic) of work written by U. "Publishing: From Man to America More than three years ago, Mark Pearce, a successful architect and property developer, started MP Publishing ...

NLRB election proposal draws union praise, GOP flak
Workday Minnesota – 06/26/11 21:23 –
Words matched: Wilma Liebman
WASHINGTON - A National Labor Relations Board proposal to set standards and timetables for union recognition elections drew praise from union leaders and flak from Minnesota Congressman John Kline, the Republican who chairs the House Education and the Workforce Committee. ...haphazard case-processing, by not adopting best practices, said NLRB Chairman Wilma Liebman. It is worth asking, again, whether the board can now...

Today's LA Times: The GOP and Boeing by Michael Hiltzik.
Democratic Underground – 06/26/11 17:04 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
Today's LA Times: The GOP and Boeing by Michael Hiltzik. ...intimidated the NLRB's general counsel, a career public servant named Lafe Solomon, by threatening to kill the confirmation of his appointment. The...

A Long Summer For Boeing, Labor Agency
My Fox Los Angeles – 06/26/11 16:11 –
9 other sources (My Fox Tampa Bay, My Fox Houston, ...) Words matched: Lafe Solomon
(MyNewsCore) - WASHINGTON - The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) dodged a bullet last week in the formal hearing about its complaint against Boeing, an initial step in a legal battle that is expected to last through the summer, The Wall Street Journal reported Sunday. ...trying to punish them for past strikes. NLRB acting general counsel Lafe Solomon has proposed that Boeing shift the work in South Carolina back...

Jätteballong lyfter – tävla med DN.se
DN.se – 06/26/11 08:44 –
Words matched: Mark Pearce
Om några dagar skickas en forskningsballong upp från rymdbasen Esrange utanför Kiruna. Ombord har den vetenskapliga instrument men också ett antal brev som DN.se-läsarna kan vinna när ballongen väl landat igen. ...och hela projektet leds av professorn i astropartikelkemi vid KTH i Stockholm, Mark Pearce som hoppas på en lång flygtur. Ju längre tid vi har...

Labor bill battle reborn with NLRB's new union election rules
The Hill – 06/26/11 06:00 –
Words matched: Wilma Liebman, Craig Becker
The National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) proposed rules that could speed up union elections are drawing comparisons to a contentious union bill that failed to move last Congress. ...NLRB will likely be reduced from four to just two members Chairwoman Wilma Liebman's term ends this August while board member Craig Becker s...

Lehigh Valley is Portland cement industry's birthplace
Lehigh Valley News – 06/26/11 05:39 –
Words matched: Craig Becker
The Portland cement industry for the United States was born in the Lehigh Valley. A narrow, but deep band of limestone arcs just below the ground from eastern Berks County, through upper Lehigh and Northampton counties to western Warren County, according to the book "The Lehigh Valley Cement Indust ...County: Essroc originated as Coplay Cement in 1866, according to Craig Becker, senior vice president of human resources at Essroc. The original ...

Congressional Republicans meddle with NLRB case that involves Boeing
Los Angeles Times – 06/26/11 03:42 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
The NLRB is months, if not years, away from determining whether Boeing built a manufacturing plant in South Carolina to punish its unionized workers in Everett, Wash. But that hasn't halted the GOP's brazen campaign of interference. ...the NLRB's general counsel, a career public servant named Lafe Solomon , by threatening to kill the confirmation of his appointment. Functioning ...
**NLRB to change union elections**
The Journal Gazette  – 06/26/11 03:00 – 1 other source (FortWayne.com)

**Words matched:** Wilma Liebman, Brian Hayes
Shortening process aids organized labor
...to take place in as little as five to 10 days. Board Chairwoman Wilma Liebman said the plan would lead to rules that are simpler and clearer.

---

**NLRB shows bias — again**
Post and Courier (AP)  – 06/26/11 01:47 –

**Words matched:** Lafe Solomon, Brian Hayes
Two months ago, the National Labor Relations Board's acting general counsel did organized labor's bidding by filing a far-fetched complaint against Boeing.
...were promised by President Obama?" The lone Republican NLRB member, Brian Hayes, expressed justified dismay of his own in this written dissent:

---

**Kuvaoskaupunki Kiiruna on myös avaruusasema**
Helsingin Sanomat – 06/25/11 15:25 –

**Words matched:** Mark Pearce
...yläkerroksissa, se on kahden Globenin kokoinen", sanoo astrofysiikan professori Mark Pearce. Tämä on Pearcen hanke ja hänen ensimmäinen tutkimuspallonsa. Teknikot...

---

**Avaruusasema Kiiruna**
Helsingin Sanomat – 06/25/11 15:25 –

**Words matched:** Mark Pearce
...yläkerroksissa, se on kahden Globenin kokoinen", sanoo astrofysiikan professori Mark Pearce. Tämä on Pearcen hanke ja hänen ensimmäinen tutkimuspallonsa. Teknikot...

---

**How many new pro-union rules will the NLRB ram through in coming months?**
Lucianne.com – 06/24/11 20:43 –

**Words matched:** Wilma Liebman
Earlier this week, I wrote about the real world problems with the National Labor Relations Board’s new proposed rules to speed up union elections, which would punish small businesses in an attempt to expand union membership.
...three-to-one Democratic majority on the NLRB. In August, the current chair Wilma Liebman’s term will expire. Later in the year, the term of recess-appointed...

---

**China Health Program graduates**
La Trobe University – 06/23/11 20:48 –

**Words matched:** Mark Pearce
24 Jun 2011 HARBIN, China: La Trobe University and Harbin Medical University today celebrated ten years of cooperation in joint teaching with the graduation of 180 students who have successfully completed their studies in the renowned China Health Program.
...32,000 students and 2500 staff. ENDS For more information please contact: Mark Pearce, Media and Communications, Tel: 0423783756 E: m.pearce @latrobe.edu.au

---

**NLRA Major Outlets** to the top

---

**Republicans continue to flip out over NLRB doing its job**
Newsvine – 06/26/11 22:50 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Act
he great Republican NLRB freakout of 2011 is a little hard to write about, because by explaining what’s going on in a way that makes it more interesting than watching paint dry, you’ve almost certainly done the Republicans a favor by sensationalizing it.
...union, to improve their wages and working conditions. Under the National Labor Relations Act, the NLRB is tasked with protecting workers from...

---

Yahoo! News – 06/26/11 12:34 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
20 mins ago Contribute content like this. Start here. Bikini Day Some may think it's the reason for summer: the bikini. Credit for the bikini goes to Louis Reard, who first showed a two-piece bathing suit at a July 5, 1946, show in Paris.

July 5: Bikini Day, National Labor Relations Act, National Apple Turnover Day, Work-a-holics Day 20 mins ago Contribute content like this. Start...

- **Labor bill battle reborn with NLRB's new union election rules**
  - The Hill – 06/26/11 06:00 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
  - The National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) proposed rules that could speed up union elections are drawing comparisons to a contentious union bill that failed to move last Congress.
  - ...is not as bad as a 15-day statutory amendment to the [National Labor Relations Act] that maybe unions should have pushed through two years ago...

- **Kate Bronfenbrenner | The NLRB got it right in complaint against Boeing**
  - The Courier-Journal (AP) – 06/24/11 16:03 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
  - Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected, and such complaints are a step in the right direction. The National Labor Relations Act says that it is an unfair labor practice to retaliate...

- **The Employee Free Choice Act is Back; The National Labor Relations Board has Awakened a Sleeping Giant**
  - Newsvine – 06/24/11 12:43 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
  - Keep an eye out for the newly proposed changes to the National Labor Relations Act. They are remarkably similar to the "target="_hplink"Employee Free Choice Act. ...Sleeping Giant Keep an eye out for the newly proposed changes to the National Labor Relations Act. They are remarkably similar to the "target="_hplink"Employee..."
Geithner’s Big Idea: Small Business Should Be Smaller

Townhall.com – 06/27/11 01:06 –
Words matched: NLRB
My wife is a woman of vision and for years we have thought about owning a small business. She’s met with the SBA in our town and with several companies that offer franchises.
...right to work state, but that doesn’t seem to be slowing down the NLRB in South Carolina. And now Turbo Tim Geithner wants to hike taxes on small...

Boeing suffered setbacks at Paris Air Show, but analysts debate outlook

Chicago Tribune – 06/26/11 13:23 –
8 other sources (Los Angeles Times, MiamiHerald.com, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Boeing mostly sat on the sidelines as its chief rival, Airbus, racked up record orders of its new A320neo jetliner. Still, the Chicago company’s short-term future looks bright.
...payrolls in the last five months. The company is also fighting the National Labor Relations Board to open a new plant in South Carolina. And...

Union push sinking the Boathouse

New York Post – 06/26/11 23:23 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Accessible by gondola, rowboat, swan-back or foot, Central Park’s famed Boat house has graced this city like a precious jewel for more than a century, the romantic scene of 100,000 marriage proposals and one monumental Meg Ryan heartbreak. Earlier this year, 11 Boathouse employees signed a letter to the National Labor Relations Board complaining of harassment -- by union organizers.

NLRB-Boeing Fracas Imperils Obama, Democrats

Road Runner – 06/26/11 23:19 –
Words matched: NLRB
Post reported. However, the administration may not be able to stay out of the fray for long. In addition to McNerney’s broadside, congressional hearings have been convened, and GOP presidential candidates have attacked the decision. NLRB-Boeing Fracas Imperils Obama, Democrats Post reported. However, the administration may not be able to stay out of the fray for long. In ...

Defending Virginians’ right to work

Road Runner – 06/26/11 23:19 –
1 other source (Politico)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Those words are the uplifting principles of a free society. Unfortunately these principles are being ignored by the powers in Washington. The National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing’s locating some production facilities in South...
...principles are being ignored by the powers in Washington. The National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing’s locating some production...

Republicans continue to flip out over NLRB doing its job

Newsvine – 06/26/11 22:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
he great Republican NLRB freakout of 2011 is a little hard to write about, because by explaining what’s going on in a way that makes it more interesting than watching paint dry, you’ve almost certainly done the Republicans a favor by sensationalizing it. Republicans continue to flip out over NLRB doing its job he great Republican NLRB freakout of 2011 is a little hard to write about, because by...

For O, It’s all about ‘being there’

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Which past leader does Barack Obama most closely resemble? His admirers used to compare him to Abraham Lincoln and Franklin D. Roosevelt. Well, Obama announced his candidacy in Lincoln’s hometown two days before Abe’s birthday, and he did expand the size and scope of government.
...wanted to double exports in five years has nothing to say about his National Labor Relations Board appellate’s attempt to shut down a $1 billion...

DREAM Act Implemented Through Executive ICE Memo

Newsvine – 06/26/11 22:15 –

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA

NLRB-FOIA-00003359
1. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has proposed rules changes to ease the union organizing process. The response from the business community and the GOP has been uniformly negative.

2. The NLRB is proposing relatively minor rules changes to shorten the unionizing process. Among others, seeded by 2blunt4drivels:

   - NLRB to ease rules for forming/joining unions
   - Democratic Underground – 06/26/11 17:42 –
   - NLRB to ease rules for forming/joining unions
   - NLRB to ease rules for forming/joining unions

   Seeded by 2blunt4drivels. Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA.

3. Robert Reich: GOP war on workers' rights threatens middle class
   - Democratic Underground – 06/26/11 15:11 –
   - Robert Reich: GOP war on workers' rights threatens middle class

4. Big business v the NLRB | John Logan
   - AllVoices – 06/26/11 13:41 –
   - Big business v the NLRB | John Logan

5. Civility Watchdog: Republicans Waging War?
   - Associated Content – 06/26/11 12:40 –
   - Robert Reich Says They Are movements in New Hampshire and Missouri, and resistance to the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) shortening the unionizing process. Reich...

6. DREAM Act Enacted Through Executive ICE Memo
   - Townhall.com – 06/26/11 11:57 –
   - DREAM Act Enacted Through Executive ICE Memo

...wanted to double exports in five years has nothing to say about his National Labor Relations Board appointee’s attempt to shut down a $1 billion...
Labor bill battle reborn with NLRB’s new union election rules proposal

AllVoices – 06/26/11 11:32 –
Words matched: NLRB
We’re hoping to get a guarantee of ten days or less for an election...The bill, campaigned for by unions who touted newly-elected President Obama's backing, had more than enough votes in the House to pass but couldn't secure 60 votes in the Senate to beat back a Republican-led filibuster.

Congressional Republicans happen with NLRB box that involves Boeing

Road Runner – 06/26/11 10:47 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
In an old-fashioned aged days, even a many voracious broadside hounds in Congress would reason off announcing a large review until they had something to investigate.

Cenk Uygur - Republicans Declare War On The Middle Class

Democratic Underground – 06/26/11 10:33 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Cenk Uygur - Republicans Declare War On The Middle Class...following suit. Republicans in Congress are taking aim at the National Labor Relations Board, which is proposing relatively minor rules changes...

GOP war on workers’ rights threatens middle class

Free Republic – 06/26/11 10:04 –
1 other source (San Francisco Chronicle)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The battle has resumed in Wisconsin. The state Supreme Court has allowed Gov. Scott Walker to strip bargaining rights from state workers. Meanwhile, legislators in New Hampshire and officials in Missouri are attacking private unions, seeking to make the states so-called "open shop," where workers can...following suit. Republicans in Congress are taking aim at the National Labor Relations Board, which is proposing relatively minor rules changes...

There Are No Socialists

Free Republic – 06/26/11 09:52 –
Words matched: NLRB
Are There Really Socialists? Two unconnected developments were announced this past week. President Obama is releasing oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, despite the absence of a global embargo or horrific natural disaster — and despite a litany of assertions from 2008 that drilling and incre...

GOP War on Workers’ Rights

RealClearPolitics – 06/26/11 08:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The battle has resumed in Wisconsin. The state Supreme Court has allowed Gov. Scott Walker to strip bargaining rights from state workers. Meanwhile, legislators in New Hampshire and officials in Missouri are attacking private unions, seeking to make the states so-called "open shop," where workers can...following suit. Republicans in Congress are taking aim at the National Labor Relations Board, which is proposing relatively minor rules changes...

NLRB to change union elections

AllVoices – 06/26/11 07:05 –
Words matched: NLRB
Board announced the new rules Tuesday, saying the current rules build in unnecessary delays and encourage wasteful litigation. The proposal is expected to irritate Republicans and business groups who have complained about the board's pro-labor actions.

Labor bill battle reborn with NLRB's new union election rules

The Hill – 06/26/11 06:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Labor disputes simmer on several fronts, and no one seems to be turning down the heat

Chicago Tribune – 06/26/11 04:30 –

The jarring economic turmoil of the last few years has ruffled governments, employers and workers alike, leading to a series of labor skirmishes. This is, it would seem, a critical juncture for the union movement.

...health care costs and unprecedented furloughs. It's the National Labor Relations Board accusing Chicago-based Boeing of establishing a plant...

Congressional Republicans meddle with NLRB case that involves Boeing

Los Angeles Times – 06/26/11 03:42 –

The NLRB is months, if not years, away from determining whether Boeing built a manufacturing plant in South Carolina to punish its unionized workers in Everett, Wash. But that hasn't halted the GOP's brazen campaign of interference.

Congressional Republicans meddle with NLRB case that involves Boeing The NLRB is months, if not years, away from determining whether Boeing built...

NLRB rules would streamline unionizing

The Columbus Dispatch (AP) – 06/26/11 03:11 –

The National Labor Relations Board has proposed rules to speed up unionization elections. The board wants to tighten up the process by ensuring that employers, employees and unions receive needed information sooner and by delaying litigation over many voter-eligibility issues until after workers vote...

NLRB rules would streamline unionizing The National Labor Relations Board has proposed rules to speed up unionization elections. The board wants...

Labor union files for election at Ikea's first U.S. factory

The Denver Post (AP) – 06/26/11 03:00 –

NEW YORK — A labor union looking to organize Ikea's first American factory has asked the government to allow workers to vote on whether they want representation. ...of Machinists and Aerospace Workers filed its request with the National Labor Relations Board last week along with signature cards from what...

Obama and labor: Taking sides

Road Runner – 06/26/11 01:30 –

Congress refused to pass the "card check" legislation so deeply desired by big labor, the Obama administration happily carries union hod. The National Labor Relations Board not only has attacked Boeing for opening a plant in South Carolina, it also has. ...labor, the Obama administration happily carries union hod. The National Labor Relations Board not only has attacked Boeing for opening a plant...

NLRB: All the President's Union Henchmen

Townhall.com – 06/26/11 00:49 –

On June 10, Boeing cut the ribbon on a new factory for its 787 Dreamliner in Charleston, South Carolina. The plant cost $750M, the largest industrial investment in the state's history.

NLRB: All the President's Union Henchmen On June 10, Boeing cut the ribbon on a new factory for its 787 Dreamliner in Charleston, South Carolina.

NLRB tilts field

Boston Herald (AP) – 06/26/11 00:15 –

It's as plain as the nose on your face that the National Labor Relations Board, controlled by Democrats, wants to tilt the union-management playing field further toward unions.

NLRB tilts field It's as plain as the nose on your face that the National Labor Relations Board, controlled by Democrats, wants to tilt the union-management...

Another labor sop: Bum's rush
The Republic (AP) – 06/26/11 00:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The National Labor Relations Board's proposed new rules that would unduly hurry along workplace union-certification elections -- to unions' advantage -- constitute the latest NLRB sop to Big Labor.

Another labor sop: Bum's rush The National Labor Relations Board's proposed new rules that would unduly hurry along workplace union-certification ...

Unions should be able to demand a fair share

Kansas City – 06/25/11 23:15 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The battle has resumed in Wisconsin. The state Supreme Court has allowed Gov. Scott Walker to strip bargaining rights from state workers. Meanwhile, legislators in New Hampshire and officials in Missouri are attacking private unions, seeking to make the states so-called "open shop," where workers can ...of anything. Republicans in Congress are taking aim at the National Labor Relations Board, which is proposing relatively minor rules changes...

Like Chauncey Gardiner, Obama is profoundly aloof

Washington Examiner – 06/25/11 20:03 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Which past leader does Barack Obama most closely resemble? His admirers, not all of them liberals, used to compare him with Abraham Lincoln and Franklin Roosevelt. ...wanted to double exports in five years has nothing to say about his National Labor Relations Board appointee's attempt to shut down a $1 billion...

Anti-Union Life at Target

Democratic Underground – 06/25/11 15:03 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Anti-Union Life at Target
...acts by Target management. As a result, he called on the National Labor Relations Board to direct a new election and order Target to cease its...

Sodexo denies labor board charges

NOLA.com – 06/25/11 12:30 –

1 other source (My San Antonio (AP))

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — A food service company is denying accusations that it spied on employees, used police to interfere with union activities or threatened to fire employees who signed union cards at two New Orleans universities. ...Inc. denies the allegations in its answer to charges filed by the National Labor Relations Board. A hearing on the charges has been set for Sept.

Sodexo denies labor board charges alleging spying, other anti-union activity at Tulane, Loyola

The Republic (AP) – 06/25/11 12:30 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NEW ORLEANS — A food service company is denying accusations that it spied on employees, used police to interfere with union activities or threatened to fire employees who signed union cards at two New Orleans universities. ...Inc. denies the allegations in its answer to charges filed by the National Labor Relations Board. A hearing on the charges has been set for Sept.

Obama Admin. Accused of Backing Union Agenda with NLRB

Newsvine – 06/25/11 12:27 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

TSA workers were given the right to unionize in February, and recently chose the American Federation of Government Employees to represent them. That's one of the few areas of growth for unions, whose percentage of the workforce has steadily declined in recent years.

Obama Admin. Accused of Backing Union Agenda with NLRB TSA workers were given the right to unionize in February, and recently chose the American ...

Dick Morris TV; Lunch ALERT! Obama's Forced Unionization Program (video)

Free Republic – 06/25/11 11:23 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Dick Morris exposes how Obama is using the National Labor Relations Board to force employees to join unions.
...Unionization Program (video) Dick Morris exposes how Obama is using the National Labor Relations Board to force employees to join unions. Signalman

Boeing's not worried


TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION workers were given the right to unionize in Obama Administration Accused of Backing Union Agenda With NLRB. They ought to be able to hear from both sides, management and union making their strongest case.

Obama Administration Accused of Backing Union Agenda With NLRB

Analysts say there’s little doubt that Boeing got roughed up at the 49th annual Paris Air Show this week.

...payrolls in the last five months. The company also is fighting the National Labor Relations Board to open a new plant in South Carolina.

...for his union buddies, this time by backing the union agenda with the NLRB. Filed under: antisemitism, Barack Hussein Obama, Islam, Muslim, religion...

As Obamanomics Causes Deepening of U.S. Economic Crisis, $20 Million Ad Campaign Highlights Bogus “Shovel Ready” Claim

remember Obama touting “shovel ready” jobs while advocating blowing about a trillion dollars on corruption-laden union payback government jobs that actually ended up bleeding about 1.

...payrolls in the last five months. The company also is fighting the National Labor Relations Board to open a new plant in South Carolina.

Gregoire tours Airbus after promoting Boeing

OLYMPIA, Wash. -- Gov. Chris Gregoire traveled with some of Washington's aerospace executives Friday to tour an Airbus facility in Germany, saying Boeing's chief rival should work with state suppliers on future planes.

...Air Show this week along with signature cards from what...

NLRB abuses authority

EDITORIAL: NLRB abuses authority | about: June 25–The National Labor Relations Board, dominated by Democratic appointees, says airplane manufacturer Boeing can build a new plant in China, but not in South Carolina.

As Obamanomics Causes Deepening of U.S. Economic Crisis, $20 Million Ad Campaign Highlights Bogus “Shovel Ready” Claim

...payrolls in the last five months. The company also is fighting the National Labor Relations Board to open a new plant in South Carolina.

Jostled Boeing is still cruising

...payrolls in the last five months. The company also is fighting the National Labor Relations Board to open a new plant in South Carolina.

Gregoire tours Airbus after promoting Boeing

...payrolls in the last five months. The company also is fighting the National Labor Relations Board to open a new plant in South Carolina.

Bid to unionize Ikea workers

...payrolls in the last five months. The company also is fighting the National Labor Relations Board to open a new plant in South Carolina.

Obamacare Administration Accused of Backing Union Agenda With NLRB

...payrolls in the last five months. The company also is fighting the National Labor Relations Board to open a new plant in South Carolina.

Obama Accused of Backing Union Agenda With NLRB

...payrolls in the last five months. The company also is fighting the National Labor Relations Board to open a new plant in South Carolina.

NLRB OKs Fast Union Elections

...payrolls in the last five months. The company also is fighting the National Labor Relations Board to open a new plant in South Carolina.

EDITORIAL: NLRB abuses authority

Seeking Alpha – 06/25/11 08:10 –

NLRB

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

As Obamanomics Causes Deepening of U.S. Economic Crisis, $20 Million Ad Campaign Highlights Bogus “Shovel Ready” Claim

Zimbio – 06/25/11 04:29 –

NLRB

Words matched: NLRB

Jostled Boeing is still cruising

STLtoday.com (AP) – 06/25/11 01:00 –

NLRB

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Gregoire tours Airbus after promoting Boeing

Forbes.com – 06/24/11 20:48 –

NLRB

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Obama Administration Accused of Backing Union Agenda With NLRB

Myfoxdc.com – 06/24/11 20:10 –

NLRB

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, national labor relations board, NLRB

Obama Accused of Backing Union Agenda With NLRB

Road Runner – 06/24/11 20:08 –

NLRB

Words matched: NLRB

NLRB OKs Fast Union Elections
End to mill strike is nowhere in sight
My San Antonio (AP) – 06/24/11 19:29 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
C.H. Guenther & Son Inc., union are not budging.
...their positions. The union, meanwhile, filed with the National Labor Relations Board an unfair labor practices charge alleging the company engaged...

AFL-CIO exec says future is younger workers
The Salt Lake Tribune – 06/24/11 18:56 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
To make her point, Elizabeth Shuler asked all 200 delegates attending the Utah AFL-CIO convention to stand. Then, the secretary treasurer for the national AFL-CIO asked those delegates aged 55 years and older to sit down...
...the labor movement, including the recent rules promulgated by the National Labor Relations Board that are designed to make organizing "a little...

Rush's Morning Update: Under the Boot
RushLimbaugh – 06/24/11 18:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
According to documents acquired by AP, Obama's enforcers at the National Labor Relations Board are planning sweeping new rules ... that would greatly benefit unions.
...to documents acquired by AP, Obama's enforcers at the National Labor Relations Board are planning sweeping new rules that would greatly benefit...

No movement in flourmill strike
My San Antonio (AP) – 06/24/11 17:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Two months into the strike at San Antonio flourmill C.H. Guenther & Son Inc., neither the company nor the union for warehouse and production workers is willing to budge from their positions.
...their positions. The union, meanwhile, filed with the National Labor Relations Board an unfair labor practices charge alleging the company engaged...

Kate Bronfenbrenner | The NLRB got it right in complaint against Boeing
The Courier-Journal (AP) – 06/24/11 16:03 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected.
Kate Bronfenbrenner | The NLRB got it right in complaint against Boeing Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National...

Just Shut It - The Obama administration moves to silence employers
Free Republic – 06/24/11 14:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
There really is no other way to interpret recent actions by the Department of Labor and the National Labor Relations Board: It is the goal of this administration to muzzle employers who for whatever reason prefer a non-union workforce and who want to make the case to their employees...
...way to interpret recent actions by the Department of Labor and the National Labor Relations Board: It is the goal of this administration to muzzle...

The Plane Truth: Unions Don't Equal Quality
The Huffington Post – 06/24/11 14:10 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
There's been a lot of overheated rhetoric around the pending National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)/Boeing matter, in which the NLRB is considering whether Boeing's attempt to move plane production to South Carolina from Washington State, because of the more employer-friendly labor laws in the former...
...Equal Quality There's been a lot of overheated rhetoric around the pending National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)/Boeing matter, in which the NLRB...

Herman Cain in Iowa: Politics With a Side of Fast-Food Know-How
Meltwater News Inc. is a global specialist in online media monitoring. We help more than 17,000 of the world’s most admired companies and organizations keep track of business critical information published online. Founded in Norway in 2001 we have grown to 50 offices in Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, North America and South America. Meltwater News is fully owned by its founders and employees.

The Atlantic – 06/24/11 12:48 – Words matched: National Labor Relations Board Visiting this week for a bus tour, the former CEO of Godfather's pizza sells himself with an all-business pitch MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA -- In a full, small side room of Legends American Grill, a spacious sports-themed eatery at the edge of a WalMart Supercenter parking lot on Wednesday, Herman Cain hold including a growing burden of debt, new regulations on business, and the National Labor Relations Board’s legal complaint against Boeing ’s new non-union...

The Employee Free Choice Act is Back; The National Labor Relations Board has Awakened a Sleeping Giant Newsvine – 06/24/11 12:43 – Words matched: National Labor Relations Board Keep an eye out for the newly proposed changes to the National Labor Relations Act. They are remarkably similar to the " target="_hplink" Employee Free Choice Act. The Employee Free Choice Act is Back; The National Labor Relations Board has Awakened a Sleeping Giant Keep an eye out for the newly proposed...

Crossroads GPS to go up with big ad buy hitting Obama on economy Firstread - MSNBC – 06/24/11 12:01 – Words matched: NLRB By Mark Murray Crossroads GPS, one of the two Karl Rove-founded GOP outside groups that played such a big role in last year's midterm elections, is back on the air. Jesse Jackson Jr blaming iPads and Kindles for loss of jobs. Obama s NLRB blaming Boeing for moving 787 production to a right-to-work state .

Fox News All-Stars LexisNexis – 06/24/11 00:38 – Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB Chris Wallace, Charles Krauthammer, Steve Hayes, Jeff Zeleny (BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) REP. BRAD SHERMAN, CALIFORNIA: The war powers act is the law of the land, and if we don't stand up for it now, when will we? And if this president won't obey it, which president will? REP. ...this. That is a tough sell. WALLACE: And finally, the National Labor Relations Board continues to come down on the side of unions. They have...

Political Headlines LexisNexis – 06/24/11 00:38 – Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB Chris Wallace, Carl Cameron, Rick Leventhal, Wendell Goler, James Rosen, Alicia Acuna, Jim Angle, Amy Kellogg, Doug McKelway (BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) CHRIS WALLACE, FOX NEWS ANCHOR (voice-over): Lawmakers send mixed messages over U. ...having the rest of it. There is concern that new rules from the National Labor Relations Board may not be good for business. It is part of a...

Where is the key element of retaliation in the Boeing labor case? Washington Post – 06/23/11 22:50 – Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB Kate Bronfenbrenner’s June 23 op-ed column, “The NLRB got it right on Boeing,” contended that Boeing Co. ‘s decision to expand its business to Charleston, S. ...Boeing labor case? Kate Bronfenbrenner’s June 23 op-ed column, The NLRB got it right on Boeing, contended that Boeing Co. ’s decision to expand...

Unfair Labor Practices

Kate Bronfenbrenner | The NLRB got it right in complaint against Boeing The Courier-Journal (AP) – 06/24/11 16:03 – Words matched: unfair labor practice Business, politicians and the media have made much over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected. ...direction. The National Labor Relations Act says that it is an unfair labor practice to retaliate against workers for union activity such as organizing...
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**As 2012 Approaches, We Still Don't Know What Obama Stands For**

FoxNews.com – 06/27/11 13:59 –

Words matched: NLRB

President Obama has finally agreed to weigh in on the debt ceiling talks. High time too. Much of the time, the Obama presidency drifts in the breeze, with all the gravitas of an inflated beach ball.

...the EPA on utilities and energy producers. Labor unions losing ground? Set the NLRB on Boeing. The list goes on and on. Rarely a day goes by...

---

**Mr. Bernanke's dismal tidings**

Free Republic – 06/27/11 13:22 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Two big changes; one big mess. In 2008, Americans elected Democrat Barack Obama president, exhibiting stunning naivete in their willingness to believe his "hope and change" rhetoric.

...administrations have produced. Consider, for example, the increasingly toxic National Labor Relations Board. The NLRB famously has tried to block the...

---

**Retailer plays on workers’ fears of losing jobs to flush union bid**

Free Republic – 06/27/11 13:14 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

From the moment the election was set to determine whether a Target Corp. store would be unionized for the first time, the company got very tough, very fast.

...those same charges and others into formal objections in an appeal with the National Labor Relations Board to get a new election. “This is only...”

---

**A Long Summer For Boeing, Labor Agency**

Road Runner – 06/27/11 12:18 –

Words matched: NLRB

The NLRB administrative law judge who is hearing the case ruled against Boeing's subpoena request for the NLRB’s internal communications related to its investigation.

A Long Summer For Boeing, Labor Agency The NLRB administrative law judge who is hearing the case ruled against Boeing's subpoena request for...

---

**NLRB and Boeing: A Long Summer Ahead**

Road Runner – 06/27/11 12:18 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Melanie Trotman The National Labor Relations Board dodged a bullet last week in...
the formal hearing about its labor-law violation complaint against Boeing Co.  

**Weekly Standard: Unionized States Of America?**  
Road Runner – 06/27/11 11:40 –  
1 other source (National Public Radio)  
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board  
The Obama administration is working with the Cloud2 Commission to assess standards in area such as ubiquitous encryption of data in flight and at rest with simple key management.  
...NMB, just as the folks who run the Department of Labor and control the National Labor Relations Board are... Full Article at NPR Pelosi: Tax cuts...

**Kick Off: NYRB’s recent stretch has club’s Estonian fuming**  
Road Runner – 06/27/11 11:40 –  
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board  
The Obama administration is working with the Cloud2 Commission to assess standards in area such as ubiquitous encryption of data in flight and at rest with simple key management.  
...NMB, just as the folks who run the Department of Labor and control the National Labor Relations Board are... Full Article at NPR Pelosi: Tax cuts...

**Congressional committee hearing on NLRB’s Boeing complaint this Friday**  
Topix – 06/27/11 11:28 –  
**Words matched:** NLRB  
The U.S. House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform has an active interest in the latest developments regarding Boeing and its labor practices, and of their relativity to South Carolina, too.  
Congressional committee hearing on NLRB’s Boeing complaint this Friday The U.S. House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform has an active...

**Questioning takes partisan tone in NLRB-Boeing lawsuit hearing**  
Topix – 06/27/11 11:28 –  
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB  
With partisan shots, Congressional members on Friday opened the hearing over the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing’s decision to locate a Dreamliner manufacturing facility in South Carolina.  
Questioning takes partisan tone in NLRB-Boeing lawsuit hearing With partisan shots, Congressional members on Friday opened the hearing over the...

**SC Gov., NLRB counsel to testify at Boeing hearing**  
Topix – 06/27/11 11:28 –  
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB  
A congressional committee investigating a National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co.  
SC Gov., NLRB counsel to testify at Boeing hearing A congressional committee investigating a National Labor Relations Board complaint against ...

**NLRB lawyer on the hot seat**  
Topix – 06/27/11 11:28 –  
**Words matched:** NLRB  
Gov. Nikki Haley speaks during the ribbon cutting ceremony of the Boeing South Carolina Final Assembly Building on June 10.  
NLRB lawyer on the hot seat Gov. Nikki Haley speaks during the ribbon cutting ceremony of the Boeing South Carolina Final Assembly Building on...

**USA: NLRB election proposal draws union praise, GOP flak**  
Road Runner – 06/27/11 11:26 –  
**Words matched:** NLRB  
The board would also postpone lawsuits on voter eligibility until after votes are cast, and would force employers to provide an entire voter list soon after the election is scheduled.  
USA: NLRB election proposal draws union praise, GOP flak The board would also postpone lawsuits on voter eligibility until after votes are cast.

**He May Not Have Kept His Promise And Walked With Them But Obama Is On Their(Our) Side On This One**  
Democratic Underground – 06/27/11 10:47 –  
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB  
He May Not Have Kept His Promise And Walked With Them But Obama Is On Their(Our) Side On This One
...23, 2011 | Posted by Deaniac83 When President Obama's National Labor Relations Board stopped Boeing from illegally punishing its employees for...

**Obama 2012 has 300,000+ donors - Bachmann today: 'We can't afford four more years of Obama' - New Josh Bolten firm - Brian Stelter writing book on morning-show wars - Teddy White goes digital**

**Politics** – 06/27/11 08:55 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

ELEVATOR POINT: The more Bachmann is attacked, the more it helps her.

BULLETIN: THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) - International Criminal Court judges issue arrest warrant for Moammar Gadhafi.

...for POLITICO, Defending Virginians' right to work: The National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing's locating some production...

**CBO Sells Obama's Low-Growth Hoax: Opinion**

**Yahoo! Finance US** – 06/27/11 08:00 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

The following commentary comes from an independent investor or market observer as part of TheStreet's guest contributor program, which is separate from the company's news coverage.

...President Obama's thumb-on-the-scale-for-unions National Labor Relations Board are causing manufacturers, who are enjoying some new growth, to...

**Geithner's Big Idea: Small Business Should Be Smaller**

**Free Republic** – 06/27/11 06:43 –

**Words matched:** NLRB

My wife is a woman of vision and for years we have thought about owning a small business. She’s met with the SBA in our town and with several companies that offer franchises.

...right to work state, but that doesn't seem to be slowing down the NLRB in South Carolina. And now Turbo Tim Geithner wants to hike taxes on small...

**Service union to rally at Inglewood Ralphs**

**Los Angeles Business Journal** – 06/27/11 00:28 –

**Words matched:** NLRB

Enlarge Image The Service Employees International Union Service Employees International Union Latest from The Business Journals NLRB ripped on union electionsLabor Relations Board business groups spar over union election issueBusiness rips NLRB proposal to speed union elections Follow this company

...Service Employees International Union Latest from The Business Journals NLRB ripped on union electionsLabor Relations Board business groups spar...

Unfair Labor Practices
to the top

**Retailer plays on workers' fears of losing jobs to flush union bid**

**Free Republic** – 06/27/11 13:14 –

**Words matched:** unfair labor practice

From the moment the election was set to determine whether a Target Corp. store would be unionized for the first time, the company got very tough, very fast.

...the edge." In New York, UFCW Local 1500 has filed unfair labor practice charges against Target for threatening to fire a union supporter for...
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NLRB Major Outlets

“Bipartisan” CBO peddling Obama’s low-growth hoax
United Press International – 06/28/11 06:52 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
COLLEGE PARK, Md., June 28 (UPI) – The U.S. economy is skidding and President Barack Obama is fresh out of "progressive" fixes. To create the appearance of action, the president promotes education, even though millions of recent graduates are working at venues like Starbucks, and taps the strategi...and Obama’s thumb-on-the-scale-for-unions National Labor Relations Board are causing manufacturers, who are enjoying some new growth, to expand...

Streamlining union certification process will reduce worker harassment, says study
PhysOrg.com – 06/28/11 04:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Federal regulators need to streamline the process for unionization. By the time a petition for collective bargaining representation is filed, serious anti-union intimidation is in full swing, according to a new study by researchers at Cornell and Columbia universities.
...universities. The study supports a long-term effort by the National Labor Relations Board to shorten the time between filing a petition for unionization...

Letter to the Editor: Ridiculous action
Tulsa World (AP) – 06/28/11 04:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board has been in the headlines lately as the result of its attack on the Boeing Co. Boeing has just completed the construction of a new manufacturing facility in South Carolina, costing $750 million.
Letter to the Editor: Ridiculous action The National Labor Relations Board has been in the headlines lately as the result of its attack on the...

Disengaged Obama leaves country without leadership
The Columbus Dispatch (AP) – 06/28/11 03:04 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Which past leader does Barack Obama most closely resemble? His admirers, not all of them liberals, used to compare him to Abraham Lincoln and Franklin Roosevelt.
...wanted to double exports in five years has nothing to say about his National Labor Relations Board appointee’s attempt to shut down a $1 billion...
Romney: Labor board case could cost Iowa jobs
San Francisco Chronicle – 06/28/11 02:44 –
42 other sources (Madison.com, RealClearPolitics, ...)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
(06-27) 20:59 PDT New York (AP) -- Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney accused the Obama administration on Monday of jeopardizing the very manufacturing jobs the Democratic president plans to promote when he visits an aluminum plant in Iowa.

...former governor of Massachusetts, said a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing could stifle jobs at Alcoa in Iowa.

Real Union Enemy Isn't Boeing, It's Competition: Ramesh Ponnuru
Bloomberg Businessweek – 06/28/11 02:14 –
1 other source (Bloomberg)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
June 28 (Bloomberg) -- The liberal writer John B. Judis, who means to offer a compliment, says it "may be the most radical thing the Obama administration has done.

...thing the Obama administration has done. He is referring to the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing Co. The company wants...

Obama to talk economy, not politics, in Iowa
RealClearPolitics – 06/28/11 01:48 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Erica Werner President Barack Obama will tout manufacturing as a key to America's economic success during a trip to Iowa, as he seeks to counter criticism of his policies by Republican presidential candidates who have descended on the state.

...former governor of Massachusetts, said a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing could stifle jobs at Alcoa in Iowa.

Letters
The Detroit News (AP) – 06/28/11 01:00 –

Words matched: NLRB
Obama's oil gambit The release of oil from the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserves is nothing less than a political move by President Barack Obama. At a time when the price of oil is on its way down and at a time there's no shortage of oil and four months after Obama's illegal military action in Lib

...nationwide effort to dismantle public education. Dave Waltz, Commerce Township

NLRB overreach Reading Jay Ambrose's April 25 column about the NLRB...

Allen: Former DNC chairman Kaine won't take position on union complaint
Daily Caller – 06/28/11 00:31 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Tim Kaine is being criticized by a potential opponent for the U.S. Senate for not taking a stand on a hot labor lawsuit that's being closely watched across the country.

...a conservative state, has been quiet about a complaint by the National Labor Relations Board that has conservatives upset, according to Sen

Romney: Labor board case could cost Iowa jobs (Do Pander Bears drink ethanol?)
Free Republic – 06/27/11 22:29 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney accused the Obama administration on Monday of jeopardizing the very manufacturing jobs the Democratic president plans to promote when he visits an aluminum plant in Iowa.

...former governor of Massachusetts, said a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing could stifle jobs at Alcoa in Iowa.

Bank Exec Charged with Embezzling $19M
Road Runner – 06/27/11 20:05 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Obama administration is considering a fleetwide average of ... A closely watched Iowa poll has found that former Massachusetts... The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) dodged a bullet last ... WikiLeaks leader Julian Assange is bringing in two of the.

...A closely watched Iowa poll has found that former Massachusetts The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) dodged a bullet last WikiLeak...

Rejected union seeks new Target vote
Road Runner – 06/27/11 20:05 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Even if a new vote were ordered, the chances of a different result are slim, experts
said. In a petition filed with the National Labor Relations Board in Brooklyn Friday evening, the union alleges that Target sought to curry favor with workers by...

...are slim, experts said. In a petition filed with the National Labor Relations Board in Brooklyn Friday evening, the union alleges that Target...

NLRB proposed rule to streamline pre- and post-election procedures
Road Runner – 06/27/11 20:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Texas-The National Labor Relations Board has published Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, which proposes amendments to its existing rules and regulations governing procedures in representation cases.

NLRB proposed rule to streamline pre- and post-election procedures Texas -The National Labor Relations Board has published Notice of Proposed ...

Businesses worry about NLRB’s proposal for new union rules
Road Runner – 06/27/11 20:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board has proposed rules that would cut down the time it takes workers to unionize by methods including delaying lawsuits until after an election.

Businesses worry about NLRB’s proposal for new union rules The National Labor Relations Board has proposed rules that would cut down the time...

Romney: Labor Board Case Could Cost Iowa Jobs
WSB-TV – 06/27/11 19:42 –
2 other sources (WFTV Channel 9, KTVU)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK – Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney accused the Obama administration on Monday of jeopardizing the very manufacturing jobs the Democratic president plans to promote when he visits an aluminum plant in Iowa. ...former governor of Massachusetts, said a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing could stifle jobs at Alcoa in Iowa ,

Romney: national labor board case could stifle job growth at Iowa plant Obama will visit
Washington Post – 06/27/11 19:35 –
1 other source (The Republic (AP))
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney accused the Obama administration on Monday of jeopardizing the very manufacturing jobs the Democratic president plans to promote when he visits an aluminum plant in Iowa. ...former governor of Massachusetts, said a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing could stifle jobs at Alcoa in Iowa ,

Romney - Labor Board Case Could Cost Iowa Jobs
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK (AP) — Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney accused the Obama administration on Monday of jeopardizing the very manufacturing jobs the Democratic president plans to promote when he visits an aluminum plant in Iowa. ...former governor of Massachusetts, said a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing could stifle jobs at Alcoa in Iowa ,

NLRB announces July 18 open meeting to receive comments on proposed election rule amendments...
Democratic Underground – 06/27/11 18:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NLRB announces July 18 open meeting to receive comments on proposed election rule amendments...
NLRB announces July 18 open meeting to receive comments on proposed election rule amendments... NLRB announces July 18 open meeting to receive ...
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- **Breschi Announces 12-Man Recruiting Contingent for UNC Class of 2015**
  Carolina Tar Heels – 06/28/11 15:16 –
  Words matched: Terence Flynn
  Tar Heels sign five defensemen among 12-man class.
  ...graduated with high honors from Moorestown. Watch Highlights of Dane Dickey Andrew **Terence Flynn-Hayes is the son of Andy and Diane Hayes. He...**

- **Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and that Obama shares blame**
  WGN Radio – 06/28/11 14:58 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon, Craig Becker
  Former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney didn’t even wait for President Obama to arrive in Iowa on Tuesday before he launched his latest attack on the president’s job policies.
  ...his state thousands of jobs. Republicans have long criticized the NLRB. **Craig Becker, a former top union lawyer, was nominated to the board but...**

- **Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and Obama shares blame**
  Los Angeles Times – 06/28/11 13:21 –
  2 other sources (The CW 38, FOX 13, …)
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon, Craig Becker
  Before President Obama set foot in Iowa to visit an Alcoa plant, Mitt Romney’s campaign released an interview in which the former Massachusetts governor blasted the president for an National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co. which he says threatens jobs both in South Carolina and...
  ...his state thousands of jobs. Republicans have long criticized the NLRB. **Craig Becker, a former top union lawyer, was nominated to the board but...**

- **Only €30,000 Spent On Durrow Works In 2010**
  Tullamore Tribune – 06/28/11 13:14 –
  Words matched: Brian Hayes
  JUST 30,000 Euros was spent on restoration and development works at Durrow monastic site in 2010, figures obtained from the Office of Public Works reveal.
  ...of Public Expenditure and Reform with Special Responsibility for the OPW, **Brian Hayes to discuss the future of Durrow Abbey. ’The situation for...**

- **From National Right to Work Committee - Call Your Senators!**
  Gather – 06/27/11 14:41 –
...men have historically clocked more hours than women, and according to the National Labor Relations Board, NLRB, one-third of working Americans. According to a recent survey from the National Labor Relations Bureau, 35% of the nation’s workforce doesn’t have the weekend off. 
...men have historically clocked more hours than women, and according to the NLRB still work on average 40 minutes more per day than women.

Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and that Obama shares blame

Before President Obama set foot in Iowa to visit an Alcoa plant, Mitt Romney’s campaign released an interview in which the former Massachusetts governor blasts the president for a National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co. Romney says it threatens jobs both in South Carolina and ...which the former Massachusetts governor blasts the president for a National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co. Romney says...

Charleston businessman says NLRB dispute hurts him

The owner of a Charleston staffing company says in a video released by a congressional committee that a national labor lawsuit over a South Carolina Boeing plant could force his business to close. CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) – The owner of a Charleston staffing company says in a video released...

Obama Extends Helping Hand to Businesses

As the 2012 election looms, the White House tries to mend fences by delaying government rules that might lead to layoffs and cut investment. 
...of hours that long-haul truckers must rest between shifts. The National Labor Relations Board will also remain firmly on the side of workers.

Weekends Mean More Work for Many Americans

Sleeping late on a Saturday or Sunday doesn't seem to be an option for more than one-third of working Americans. According to a recent survey from the National Labor Relations Bureau, 35% of the nation’s workforce doesn’t have the weekend off. 
...men have historically clocked more hours than women, and according to the NLRB still work on average 40 minutes more per day than women.

Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and Obama shares blame

Before President Obama set foot in Iowa to visit an Alcoa plant, Mitt Romney’s campaign released an interview in which the former Massachusetts governor blasted the president for an National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co. which he says threatens jobs both in South Carolina an ...which the former Massachusetts governor blasted the president for an National Labor Relations Board complaint against the Boeing Co. which he...

NYT: (Obama’s) N.L.R.B. Rules Would Streamline Unionizing

...21, 2011 In a move that pleased labor unions, the National Labor Relations Board proposed new rules on Tuesday to speed up unionization elections.

Charleston businessman says he fears having to close company if NLRB succeeds in Boeing suit

The Republic (AP) – 06/28/11 12:06 –

...
Carolina Boeing plant could force his business to close.

Charleston businessman says he fears having to close company if NLRB succeeds in Boeing suit CHARLESTON, S.C. The owner of a Charleston staffing...

**Romney: Labor board case could cost Iowa jobs**

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NEW YORK (AP) — Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney accused the Obama administration on Monday of jeopardizing the very manufacturing jobs the Democratic president plans to promote when he visits an aluminum plant in Iowa.

...former governor of Massachusetts, said a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing could stifle jobs at Alcoa in Iowa.

**Mitt Romney: ‘Obama Will Cost This Company Jobs,’ Company: ‘No, He Won’t’**

TPMDC – 06/28/11 10:56 –
Words matched: NLRB
Mitt Romney took a dig at President Obama for visiting an Alcoa plant in Iowa, saying the White House’s labor appointees will soon force them to lay off workers.

...independent agency whose members are appointed by the White House. The NLRB recently sided with unions in Washington State who claim that a new...
...officials at key positions at DOL and other federal agencies like the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and National Mediation Board (NMB).

Unfair Labor Practices

Pacific Beach Hotel violated U.S. labor law, agency rules
Honolulu Star-Advertiser — 06/28/11 08:50 —
Words matched: unfair labor practices, unfair labor practice
The hotel is ordered to reinstate workers and pay back wages and union expenses...legal fees.” The NLRB, a federal agency that investigates unfair labor practices,
upheld most provisions that were outlined in an earlier decision...
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- **Mercyhurst College to Host Global Intelligence Forum in Dungarvan, County Waterford**
  - Waterford County Local Authorities – 06/29/11 05:23 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - The goal of the three-day summit is to explore how leaders in national security, business, law enforcement and government can effectively establish and use the intelligence process to reduce uncertainty and enhance decision-making in an increasingly globalized world.
  - *Lt. General Seán McCann, Chief of Staff, Irish Defence Forces; Brian Hayes TD, Minister of State at the Department of Finance, and Stephen Myers,*

- **Ann Coulter’s "Demonic" UNDERstated the direness of America’s situation**
  - Renew America – 06/28/11 22:12 –
  - Words matched: Craig Becker
  - The stealth socialists’ ongoing transformation of America must be rejected and reversed because they reject America’s traditional values and exceptionalism.
  - ...SEIU and ACORN founder Wade Rathke by appointing radical former SEIU lawyer Craig Becker to the National Labor Relations Board. Upon Becker’s...

- **Warren County police blotter: Greenwich Township drug arrest, Phillipsburg thefts**
  - Words matched: Craig Becker
  - Here’s a roundup of Warren County police news: GREENWICH TOWNSHIP: A North Plainfield, N.J., man faces drug charges following a June 12 traffic stop in Greenwich Township, according to police.
  - ...block of Heckman Street was shattered with a rock Saturday, according to police.
  - Craig Becker Jr., 24, and Nathan Becker, 21, both of the first...

- **Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and that Obama shares blame**
  - 39online.com – 06/28/11 18:24 –
  - 14 other sources (WNEP, WGN Radio, ...)
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon, Craig Becker
  - Former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney didn’t even wait for President Obama to arrive in Iowa on Tuesday before he launched his latest attack on the president’s job policies.
  - ...his state thousands of jobs. Republicans have long criticized the NLRB. Craig
Becker, a former top union lawyer, was nominated to the board but...

**AED: Administration Proposes Pro-Union Rules**
ForconstructionPros.com – 06/28/11 18:17 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
Confirming the business community's worst fears, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and the Department of Labor (DoL) are once again using the rulemaking process to circumvent Congress to implement big labor's policy priorities. ...across the country." In his dissent to the NPRM, Board Member Brian Hayes summarized the Board's action stating, "The principal purpose for this...

**NLRB Rule Would Burden Employers with Fast-Track Union Elections**
Free Republic – 06/28/11 16:03 –
Words matched: Wilma Liebman, Terence Flynn, Craig Becker, Brian Hayes
Union leaders, frustrated over their inability to sway Congress, more than ever are relying upon the National Labor Relations Board to enact stealth legislation. ...currently Democrat by a 3-1 margin. Each Democrat - Chairman Wilma Liebman, Craig Becker and Mark Gaston Pearce - has extensive experience as...

---

**NLRA Major Outlets**

**72-- CAMP LODGING**
Scottrade – 06/29/11 07:51 –
Words matched: National labor Relations Act
FedBizOpps NOTICE TYPE: Combine Solicitation DATE POSTED: 28-JUN-11
OFFICE ADDRESS: Department of the Army; National Guard Bureau; USPFO for Washington; Building 32, Camp Murray, Tacoma, WA 98430-5170 SUBJECT: 72--CAMP LODGING CLASSIFICATION CODE: 72 - Household & commercial furnishings & appl
...Persons; FAR 52.222-99 (DEV), Notification of Employee Rights under the National labor Relations Act, (Only if over $100K) FAR 52.225-1, Buy...

**Today in Labor History June 27 IWW founded, Congress passes Wagner Act, A 26-day strike of NYC hotel**
Democratic Underground – 06/28/11 21:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Today in Labor History June 27 IWW founded, Congress passes Wagner Act, A 26-day strike of NYC hotel ...is an injury to all." - 1905 Congress passes the National Labor Relations Act, creating the structure for collective bargaining in the United...

---

**NLRB Major Outlets**

**Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama**
StarTelegram.com – 06/29/11 06:54 –
48 other sources (CharlotteObserver.com, Seattlepi.com, ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

**Boeing Labor Dispute Turns Into Headache For Obama**
WSB-TV – 06/29/11 03:55 –
1 other source (WFTV Channel 9)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON -- The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

**Republicans turn labor dispute with Boeing into political headache for Obama**
Washington Post – 06/29/11 03:36 –
1 other source (The Associated Press)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

Boeing Labor Dispute Turns Into Headache for Obama


WASHINGTON (AP) — The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.

...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

What owners, players want in new CBA

Sports - ESPN – 06/29/11 02:32 –

As we watch the sandglass of time expire in the existing collective bargaining agreement between the NBA and the National Basketball Players Association, there does not appear to be much hope of a resolution prior to midnight ET Friday.

...hand, let's look at what has gone on outside the negotiations: NLRB filing On May 24, the NBA filed an unfair labor practice complaint with the...

Tuesday, June 28 2011

Bloomberg – 06/28/11 22:16 –

Today, the Greek government will try to push through Parliament an austerity package to avert a default on billions of euros in government debt. Success, though, will only postpone an unsavory choice that the euro area’s leaders will face sooner or later: Let Greece go and put both the European economy and the euro in doubt.

...thing the Obama administration has done. He is referring to the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against Boeing Co. Op-Eds Shilling:

Listen Now! AFGE Fights Back Against Anti-worker Legislation on "Inside Government"

Business Journals – 06/28/11 21:08 –

4 other sources (Washington Business Journal, PR Newswire, ...)

WASHINGTON June 28 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Tune in now to AFGE's "Inside Government" as the union fights back against legislators looking to shrink the federal work force.

...Democratic Action National Director Michael J. Wilson discussed a recent National Labor Relations Board proposal to speed up union elections . Wilson...

Michele Bachmann checks the Boeing box

Politico – 06/28/11 20:53 –

MYRTLE BEACH, S.C.—It only took Michele Bachmann five minutes in her first South Carolina speech as a presidential candidate to attack the National Labor Relations Board for trying to block Boeing from opening a new plant in the state.

...first South Carolina speech as a presidential candidate to attack the National Labor Relations Board for trying to block Boeing from opening a...

LA Times: Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and that Obama shares blame

Democratic Underground – 06/28/11 20:44 –

LA Times: Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and that Obama shares blame.

...Romney campaign sent out to reporters, Romney attacked Obama for a National Labor Relations Board move against Boeing, which has built a new...

House passes two more jobs bills as part of GOP plan for America’s job creators

Examiner.com - Georgia – 06/28/11 20:35 –

(Paulding County, Georgia) – A report by the Georgia GOP states that as part of the GOP Plan for America’s Job Creators, the House passed two more jobs bills last week: a bill eliminating permit delays that stifle energy production and one streamlining the patent process to help America’s innovators.

...more. Furthermore, the Obama Administration is also taking heat for its National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) job-crushing effort to block...
### New Whitepaper Details Recent Online Organizing Successes by Unions

**San Francisco Chronicle** – 06/28/11 20:31 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Norcross, GA (PRWEB) June 28, 2011 Employee communications company Projections, Inc. has today released a whitepaper titled, "Organized Labor's Secret Online Weapons: And 5 Things You Can Do Now to Defend Your Company" with all-new updated information.

...face of the current labor-friendly administrations and pending changes to NLRB rules. Last week, the National Labor Relations Board published an...

### Romney: Labor board case could cost Iowa jobs

**Times Union** – 06/28/11 20:31 –

3 other sources (The Washington Times, RealClearPolitics, ...)

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

NEW YORK (AP) — Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney accused the Obama administration on Monday of jeopardizing the very manufacturing jobs the Democratic president plans to promote when he visits an aluminum plant in Iowa.

...former governor of Massachusetts, said a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing could stifle jobs at Alcoa in Iowa.

### Michele Bachmann: 2012 will be about Obama

**Politico** – 06/28/11 20:17 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

MYRTLE BEACH, S.C.—Michele Bachmann arrived at her first South Carolina campaign stop since declaring her presidential candidacy in a brand new campaign bus.

...tipped her hat to all three with talk about the family, the National Labor Relations Board’s controversial Boeing decision, and her role on the...""

### S.C. businessman says NLRB-Boeing dispute hurts him

**The Asbury Park Press (AP)** – 06/28/11 18:19 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

CHARLESTON, S.C. — The owner of a Charleston staffing company says in a video released by a congressional committee that a national labor lawsuit over a South Carolina Boeing plant could force his business to close.

S.C. businessman says NLRB-Boeing dispute hurts him CHARLESTON, S.C. The owner of a Charleston staffing company says in a video released by a...

### Listen Now! AFGE Fights Back Against Anti-worker Legislation On "Inside Government"

**The Street** – 06/28/11 17:03 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board


WASHINGTON, June 28, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Tune in now to AFGE’s "Inside Government" as the union fights back against legislators looking to shrink the federal work force.

...Democratic Action National Director Michael J. Wilson discussed a recent National Labor Relations Board proposal to speed up union elections . Wilson...

### DINE: Industry strife doesn’t need demagogues

**The Washington Times** – 06/28/11 16:50 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

ANALYSIS/OPIINION: The National Labor Relations Board functions in relative obscurity, drawing scant attention beyond management and union types who focus on industrial relations and labor issues.

...strife doesn’t need demagogues ANALYSIS/OPIINION: The National Labor Relations Board functions in relative obscurity, drawing scant attention ...

### NLRB Rule Would Burden Employers with Fast-Track Union Elections

**Free Republic** – 06/28/11 16:03 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Union leaders, frustrated over their inability to sway Congress, more than ever are relying upon the National Labor Relations Board to enact stealth legislation.

**NLRB Rule Would Burden Employers with Fast-Track Union Elections** Union leaders, frustrated over their inability to sway Congress, more than ever...

### Union-Busting Tactics More Pervasive Than Previously Thought: Study

**The Huffington Post** – 06/28/11 15:48 –

**Words matched:** NLRB

In the last half-century of American organized labor, the deck has rarely been so stacked against workers, say labor historians. When it comes to union-busting, employers’ tactics are more pervasive than previously thought, according to a new
working study produced by the Institute for Social and E
...closing, and, Bronfenbrenner continued, the most recent data drawn from the
NLRB’s document database of unfair labor practices, shows 57 percent of...

- **Mitt Romney says labor board is a job-killer, and that Obama shares blame**
  
  *Orlando Sentinel* – 06/28/11 14:01 –
  
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  
  Former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney didn’t even wait for President Obama to arrive in Iowa on Tuesday before he launched his latest attack on the president’s job policies.
  
  “Romney campaign sent out to reporters, Romney attacked Obama for a National Labor Relations Board move against Boeing, which has built a new...

- **The Peronist in the White House**
  
  *Free Republic* – 06/28/11 13:57 –
  
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  
  Controlling the economy, appeasing the masses. “Obama is a Marxist,” Mark Levin, my favorite talk-show host, proclaims. Levin is probably the smartest guy on radio.
  
  “line, over the bondholders in the GM bailout. (Now Obama’s National Labor Relations Board is preventing Boeing from moving to right-to-work South...

- **Oversight committee makes NLRB-Boeing fight personal**
  
  *Daily Caller* – 06/28/11 13:36 –
  
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  
  Having already sunk its teeth into the ATF’s “Fast and Furious” this year, not to mention “celebrating” the anniversary of President Obama’s “recovery summer,” Rep.
  
  Oversight committee makes NLRB-Boeing fight personal Having already sunk its teeth into the ATF’s Fast and Furious this year, not to mention ...

- **Deadly Attack in Kabul’s Luxury Hotel; Fires, Floods Threaten U.S. Nukes**
  
  *LexisNexis* – 06/28/11 01:27 –
  
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  
  Eliot Spitzer, Tom Foreman Bette Dam, Erin Cunningham, James Rubin, Patricia Degennaro, Michio Kaku, Herman Cain, Saiz Ahmed At least eight people dead in an attack on Kabul's Intercontinental Hotel by Taliban insurgents.
  
  ...Street, give me one example. CAIN: Let's take what the National Labor Relations Board did recently to Boeing in South Carolina. SPITZER : Right .

### Unfair Labor Practices

- **Gov. Jerry Brown vetoes farmworkers’ bill**
  
  *Los Angeles Times* – 06/29/11 02:54 –
  
  Words matched: unfair labor practices
  
  Despite intense pressure, Brown rejects measure making it easier for laborers to organize. The United Farm Workers vows to continue the campaign.
  
  ...would have created excessive new fines against growers found to be committing unfair labor practices, and the “card check” provision would allow...

- **What owners, players want in new CBA**
  
  *Sports - ESPN* – 06/29/11 02:32 –
  
  Words matched: unfair labor practice
  
  As we watch the sandglass of time expire in the existing collective bargaining agreement between the NBA and the National Basketball Players Association, there does not appear to be much hope of a resolution prior to midnight ET Friday.
  
  ...negotiations: NLRB filing On May 24, the NBPA filed an unfair labor practice complaint with the National Labor Relations Board as an opening ...

- **Union-Busting Tactics More Pervasive Than Previously Thought: Study**
  
  *The Huffington Post* – 06/28/11 15:48 –
  
  Words matched: unfair labor practices
  
  In the last half-century of American organized labor, the deck has rarely been so stacked against workers, say labor historians. When it comes to union-busting, employers' tactics are more pervasive than previously thought, according to a new working study produced by the Institute for Social and E
  
  the most recent data drawn from the NLRB's document database of unfair labor practices, shows 57 percent of employers making such threats . ‘The...
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- **Obama Says ‘Balanced Approach’ Needed to Reduce Deficit**
  - *Bloomberg Businessweek* – 06/29/11 14:58 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - (Updates with Obama remarks on economy, debt ceiling, beginning in first paragraph.) June 29 (Bloomberg) -- President Barack Obama cast his disagreements with Republicans in deficit negotiations as a struggle between the interests of hedge-fund managers and corporate jet owners against those of the...because labor and management can t come to a sensible agreement. Lafe Solomon, the National Labor Relations Board s acting general counsel, filed...

- **Deficit Fight Pits Fund Chiefs vs. Elderly: Obama**
  - *Bloomberg* – 06/29/11 14:43 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - President Barack Obama cast his disagreements with Republicans in deficit negotiations as a struggle between the interests of hedge-fund managers and corporate jet owners against those of the elderly and college students as he pressed congressional leaders to accept tax increases.
  -...because labor and management can t come to a sensible agreement. Lafe Solomon, the National Labor Relations Board s acting general counsel, filed...

- **Boeing, NLRB, and Obama’s Proxy**
  - *Seattle Weekly* – 06/29/11 11:32 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - The labor fight no one wants to be left out of.
  -...Congress have threatened to derail the appointment confirmation of NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon. Meanwhile, Rep. Darrell Issa (R -Also Not...

- **Around the greens - June 29**
  - *North Wales Chronicle* – 06/29/11 10:49 –
  - 1 other source (North Wales Pioneer)
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - Welsh Counties League THIS WEEK the Welsh Counties League paired St Asaph against hosts Conwy in what looked a tight game, the visitors higher up the table in the last game before the turn in the fixtures.
  - with Andy Jones returning the only winning card 21-13 against Esclusham captain Brian Hayes. The home side had the game in the bag with a Geoff...
BY DAN COOK It’s not just illegal immigrants who will bear the brunt of South Carolina’s new immigration law — it’s also local law enforcement agencies and businesses.

...April 20th, Senator Lindsey Graham communicated with NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon in one or more attempts to pressure him not to do...

Scott Walker: Collective Bargaining Is an "Expensive Entitlement." Um, No
Mother Jones – 06/29/11 00:09
Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act
WisPolitics.com/Flickr In an interview with the , Wisconsin Republican Governor Scott Walker, the man who lit the fuse of 2011’s nationwide union protests, made the not-so-shocking admission that his administration "had not built enough of the case" to slash collective bargaining rights for public trade unions for the protection of his interests. Then there’s the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) here in the US, which "explicitly grants...

Obama Says ‘Balanced Approach’ Needed to Reduce Deficit
Bloomberg Businessweek – 06/29/11 14:58 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
(Updates with Obama remarks on economy, debt ceiling, beginning in first paragraph.) June 29 (Bloomberg) -- President Barack Obama cast his disagreements with Republicans in deficit negotiations as a struggle between the interests of hedge-fund managers and corporate jet owners against those of the...
...can t come to a sensible agreement. Lafe Solomon, the National Labor Relations Board’s acting general counsel, filed a complaint against the...

Deficit Fight Pits Fund Chiefs vs. Elderly: Obama
Bloomberg – 06/29/11 14:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Barack Obama cast his disagreements with Republicans in deficit negotiations as a struggle between the interests of hedge-fund managers and corporate jet owners against those of the elderly and college students as he pressed congressional leaders to accept tax increases.

...can t come to a sensible agreement. Lafe Solomon, the National Labor Relations Board’s acting general counsel, filed a complaint against the...

Obama: Congress Should Extend Payroll Tax Cut
NewsChannel5.com – 06/29/11 14:27 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Wednesday, June 29, 2011 1:54 PM EST WASHINGTON (AP) - President Barack Obama is calling on Congress to extend a payroll tax cut for one more year to boost the economy.

...was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...

Highlights of Obama's Press Conference
NationalJournal.com – 06/29/11 14:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
And at his first White House press conference in three months, Obama lectured corporate jet owners. We kid somewhat--this was one of many, many notable moments in a content-packed presser--but the tongue-lashing for rich folks wanting lower taxes will surely be one of the takeaway memes from Obama's...
...gave a tepid defense of Boeing in its recent dustup with the National Labor Relations Board. After cautioning that the NLRB is 'an independent...

Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama
Boston Herald (AP) – 06/29/11 14:04 –
5 other sources (The Asbury Park Press (AP), Ksl.com, ...) Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — The government’s labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration’s economic policies.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board’s lawsuit against the aerospace giant. Obama...

Obama says US companies need freedom to relocate

Boston.com – 06/29/11 13:40 –
31 other sources (Seattlpi.com, Omaha.com, ...)

Washington—President Barack Obama says it would defy common sense for Boeing Co. to have to shut down a new aircraft plant or lay off workers as a result of a labor dispute with the government.

Obama Dodges Question About Unions And Boeing

RealClearPolitics – 06/29/11 13:06 –

Obama on National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and Boeing trying to build a plant in South Carolina, a right to work state: "I don’t want to get in all the details of all the case.

Obama Says US Companies Need Freedom To Relocate


WASHINGTON (AP) — President Barack Obama says it would defy common sense for Boeing Co. to have to shut down a new aircraft plant or lay off workers as a result of a labor dispute with the government.

President Obama Demands Action From House GOP on Jobs, Taxes

TPMDC – 06/29/11 12:37 –

WASHINGTON — President Barack Obama says it would defy common sense for Boeing Co. to have to shut down a new aircraft plant or lay off workers as a result of a labor dispute with the government.

Bachmann meets S.C. voters on bus tour

Washington Post – 06/29/11 10:04 –

CHARLESTON, S.C. — Rep. Michele Bachmann is mingling with Republican voters in this key primary state Wednesday, trying to capitalize on the momentum her upstart presidential campaign has built in recent weeks.

Business to GOP presidential candidates: Turn up heat on NLRB

The Hill – 06/29/11 09:29 –

A pro-business group asked Republican presidential candidates to make attacks on the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) a centerpiece of their campaigns.
group asked Republican presidential candidates to make attacks on...

A welcome tilt
Boston Herald (AP) – 06/29/11 09:02 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board is only trying to level the playing field after eight years of anti-union policies under President Bush ("NLRB tilts field," June 26).
A welcome tilt The National Labor Relations Board is only trying to level the playing field after eight years of anti-union policies under President...

NBA collective bargaining agreement scheduled to expire
LexisNexis – 06/29/11 08:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NBA collective bargaining agreement scheduled to expire, unless a new deal can been agreed, with failure to reach agreement possibly leading to a lockout next season.
...Basketball Players Association filed an unfair labor charge with the National Labor Relations Board late last month looking for an injunction...

Administration's Labor Dispute With Boeing Hampers Obama Biz Outreach
FoxNews.com – 06/29/11 08:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON -- The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

Boeing-NLRB labor dispute turns into headache for Obama
The Seattle Times – 06/29/11 03:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.
Boeing-NLRB labor dispute turns into headache for Obama The government 's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for...

Scott Walker: Collective Bargaining Is an "Expensive Entitlement." Um, No
Mother Jones – 06/29/11 00:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WisPolitics.com/Flickr In an interview with the , Wisconsin Republican Governor Scott Walker, the man who lit the fuse of 2011's nationwide union protests, made the not-so-shocking admission that his administration "had not built enough of the case" to slash collective bargaining rights for public according to the scholars at Cornell University Law School. Or as the National Labor Relations Board's website puts it, the NLRA "protects employees "
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LEADING THE NEWS

Supreme Court

Senate Panel Discusses Wal-Mart Case As Part of High Court’s ‘Pro-Business’ Tilt

A Senate Democratic leader June 29 decried the U.S. Supreme Court’s recent decisions in Wal-Mart Stores Inc. v. Dukes and AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion as the latest examples of a pro-business court intent on denying individual...

NEWS

AFL-CIO

Podhorzer Named AFL-CIO Political Director

Michael Podhorzer, the acting political director of the AFL-CIO, has been named to direct the federation’s political program, AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka announced June 28....

Agriculture

California Governor Vetoes Bill Giving Farmworkers Card Check Option

SACRAMENTO, Calif.—As dozens of farmworkers held a vigil outside his office, Gov. Jerry Brown (D) vetoed a bill (S.B. 104) an hour before his midnight deadline June 28 that would have given them the option of using a card check election...

Airlines

Flight Attendants at United Continental Pick AFA Over IAM as Post-Merger Union

Flight attendants at United Continental Holdings Inc. have chosen the Association of Flight Attendants-Communications Workers of America over the International Association of Machinists to represent them in collective bargaining,...

Discrimination

No Retaliation Claim for Worker Who Witnessed Sex in the Closet
The retaliation complaint of a former grounds worker, who alleged he was subjected to sexual harassment when he witnessed a supervisor having sex with another employee in a supply closet and was fired after he complained about the incident,...

Employment
Former President Clinton, AFL-CIO
Announce Job Creation Partnership
CHICAGO—President Bill Clinton, together with the leadership of the AFL-CIO, announced a major job creation initiative June 29 that will invest assets from union pension funds into national infrastructure projects, facilitate...

Equal Pay Act
New Orleans Anesthesiologist Can Keep Pay
Offered as Bonus for Post-Katrina Extra Work
A federal appeals court June 28 affirmed a judgment awarding an anesthesiologist Equal Pay Act (EPA) damages after finding that a hospital failed to prove that it had acceptable reasons for paying a male physician, but not the plaintiff, a bonus...

FMLA
Durbin, Maloney Offer Bill to Allow Workers
To Take Leave for Same-Sex Spouse, Others
Assistant Senate Majority Leader Richard Durbin (D-Ill.) and Rep. Carolyn Maloney (D-N.Y.) recently introduced legislation (H.R. 2364) that would allow employees to take unpaid leave to care for a same-sex spouse or partner, parent-in-law,...

Government Contracts
DOD Final Rule Extends Prohibition
On Mandatory Arbitration of Title VII Claims
The Defense Department June 29 issued a final rule extending an existing restriction on the use of mandatory arbitration agreements for contracts in excess of $1 million (76 Fed. Reg. 38,047)....

Government Contracts
Rule Would Ensure Contractor Employees
Are Aware of Definition of 'Sexual Assault'
The Defense Department June 29 issued a final rule to amend the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement to ensure contractor employees accompanying U.S. Armed Forces are made aware of the department's definition of sexual...

Health Care Employees
Kaleida, Three Unions Reach Agreement
On Contract for 8,000 Workers in Buffalo
Kaleida Health Care and three unions June 28 reached tentative agreement on a new two-year master contract for some 8,000 workers at five hospitals and other facilities in Buffalo, N.Y., just hours before a strike authorization vote was scheduled...

Hiring
June Help-Wanted Ads Decline by 99,700
To Nearly 4.4 Million, Conference Board Says
The number of online help-wanted ads declined in June by 99,700, or about 2.2 percent, to nearly 4.4 million, the Conference Board said June 29....

Immigration
Obama Calls for Immigration Overhaul, Does Not Support Stand-Alone E-Verify Bill
President Obama June 29 reiterated his support for a comprehensive immigration bill and made clear that he does not support stand-alone E-Verify legislation....

Job Training
DOL Awards $84 Million in Farmworker Jobs Grants
The Labor Department has awarded $83,941,360 in grants through the National Farmworker Jobs Program to provide career training and housing assistance to migrant and seasonal farmworkers, DOL announced June 29....

NAFTA
DOT Not Expected to Make Wholesale Changes to Mexico Trucking Proposal
The Transportation Department will clarify and tweak some matters in its planned cross-border trucking pilot program with Mexico but does not anticipate "wholesale changes" to what was proposed, a DOT official said June 29....

New Publications
BNA Books Publishes Pregnancy Discrimination Act Volume

NLRA
Bill Proposes Eliminating NLRB Jurisdiction Over Tribal-Owned Concerns on Indian Lands
Rep. Kristi Noem (R-N.D.) offered legislation (H.R. 2335) June 23 that would amend the National Labor Relations Act to exclude tribal-owned enterprises on Indian lands from the definition of an "employer" under the federal labor...

NLRB
NLRB Official Siegel Retires After 37 Years
National Labor Relations Board Associate General Counsel Richard A. Siegel is retiring after 37 years with the board, and he will be replaced by Anne G. Purcell, a 37-year veteran of the agency, Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon announced...

Pensions
Conflicting Rules for Multiple Employer Plans Add Uncertainty to the Market, Attorney Says
The Internal Revenue Service and the Labor Department generally have not coordinated their rules for multiple employer plans, resulting in a regulatory disconnect that could discourage
the adoption of MEPs by small employers, a benefits...

Safety & Health
Jury Acquits Two Companies in 2007 Deaths Of Workers at Colorado Hydroelectric Plant
DENVER—A federal jury June 28 found two companies not guilty of criminal violations of occupational safety and health laws in the 2007 deaths of five workers in a fire at a Georgetown, Colo., hydroelectric plant (United States v. Xcel...

Safety & Health
MSHA Officials Reveal Massey Kept Two Sets Of Safety Records for Upper Big Branch Mine
Massey Energy Co. kept two sets of records on safety hazards at its Upper Big Branch mine, where 29 miners died in April 2010, top officials of the Labor Department’s Mine Safety and Health Administration revealed at a June 29 briefing...

Unfair Labor Practices
President Obama Comments on Boeing Case: Firms Free to Relocate, Must Follow the Law
President Barack Obama commented briefly on the highly publicized National Labor Relations Board complaint against Boeing Co. in a White House press conference June 29....

SPECIAL REPORT

Safety & Health
Comments on Musculoskeletal Disorder Recordkeeping Proposal Show Deep Divisions
Business interests, labor groups, and public interest advocates are deeply divided over how the Labor Department’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration should proceed with its proposed recordkeeping rule and whether it...

CONVENTION REPORT

Teamsters
Card-Check Agreement Covering Clerks At UPS Freight Announced at IBT Meeting
LAS VEGAS—The International Brotherhood of Teamsters June 28 announced at its 28th international convention that it had reached a voluntary card check agreement with UPS Freight, allowing the union to gather signatures of clerks...

Teamsters
Teamsters Delegates Approve Resolutions On Political Action Committee, Elections
LAS VEGAS—Delegates to the convention of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters June 29 approved two resolutions related to the union’s political activities, including a resolution supporting, among other things, the...
Collective Bargaining

Review of 2011 Bargaining Data Shows Average First-Year Wage Hike of 1.4 Percent

An analysis of collective bargaining data compiled by BNA through June 27 for all settlements showed that the average first-year wage increase was 1.4 percent, compared with 1.6 percent in the comparable period of 2010. The median first-year...

Major Settlements Reported to Date in 2011

NLRB's Weekly Summary of Cases, Dated June 20-24, 2011
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Key Individuals to the top

- Romanian Man Sentenced to 48 Months in Prison for Role in International Fraud Scheme Involving Online Auction Websites
  TMCnet.com – 06/30/11 07:01 –
  Words matched: Brian Hayes
  Jun 30, 2011 (JUSTICE DEPARTMENT DOCUMENTS AND PUBLICATIONS/ContentWorks via COMTEX) -- Wednesday, June 29, 2011
  Romanian Man Sentenced to 48 Months in Prison for Role in International Fraud Scheme Involving Online Auction Websites WASHINGTON -- A Romanian man was sentenced today to 48 months in prison for his role in moving and hiding the illicit proceeds of an international fraud scheme, announced Assistant Attorney General Lanny A. ...Chicago case is being prosecuted by Assistant U.S. Attorney Brian Hayes with the Northern District of Illinois. The Washington case is being...

- Obama passes NLRB buck
  Post and Courier (AP) – 06/30/11 00:51 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  President Barack Obama called it a "good thing" Wednesday that Boeing decided to put a new aircraft plant in the United States instead of in a foreign nation.
  ...hide behind the "independent agency" excuse for NLRB acting general counsel Lafe Solomon's far-fetched case against Boeing. However, the president...

- Pro-union rulings stir up debate
  Kansas City – 06/29/11 23:25 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  Organized labor has lost a lot of clout over the last decade but recently received some power boosts. The National Labor Relations Board last week proposed regulations that would give labor a better chance to win union-organizing elections.
...an unfair labor charge filed in April by the board’s chief lawyer. Lafe Solomon, acting as the agency’s top prosecutor, charged Boeing Corp.

### FIRECRACKER SENIOR LEGION TEAMS

#### Journal Gazette & Times-Courier – 06/29/11 23:22 –
**Words matched:** Brian Hayes
POOL A MATTOON POST 88 High schools: Mattoon, Neoga Quick pitch: Vince Anello, who can play several positions while always hitting, is back after a season at Lake Land and first baseman Derrick Zavarella is transferring to the Lakers after a year at Kaskasia.
...players for Post 120. "I just think we’re well-balanced,” coach Brian Hayes said. "I felt we could put our players in a bucket and throw them out..."

### Obama dodges question on NLRB’s Boeing suit

#### Lucianne.com – 06/29/11 20:55 –
**Words matched:** Lafe Solomon
During his press conference, President Obama just dodged a question about whether the suit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing was contributing to a bad regulatory environment that was hurting businesses.
...filed by Obama’s appointed (but unconfirmed) pick for general counsel, Lafe Solomon, but Obama hasn’t directly addressed the suit. Asked about it...

### Government ‘convinced’ IMF under Lagarde will back cut in bailout rate

#### Irish Times – 06/29/11 19:45 –
**Words matched:** Brian Hayes
THE GOVERNMENT is “absolutely convinced” the International Monetary Fund will remain supportive of a reduction in the cost of Ireland’s bailout under the leadership of Christine Lagarde, Minister of State for Finance Brian Hayes has said.
...bailout under the leadership of Christine Lagarde, Minister of State for Finance Bryan Hayes has said. Ms Lagarde, who stepped down as France s...

### NLRB launches review of Los Angeles and Winston Salem regional offices, part of restructuring study

#### Democratic Underground – 06/29/11 18:17 –
**Words matched:** Lafe Solomon
NLRB launches review of Los Angeles and Winston Salem regional offices, part of restructuring study
...making the best use of new technologies, Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon announced today. The review was prompted by the recent retirements,...

### Minister urged to clarify future of A&E at St Columcille’s Hospital

#### Dublin People – 06/29/11 17:38 –
**Words matched:** Brian Hayes
THERE have been calls on Health Minister James Reilly to clarify the Government’s position on the future of services at St Columcille’s Hospital in Loughlinstown.
...s. In an adjournment debate in the Dail on Thursday (June 16) Deputy Brian Hayes (FG), speaking on behalf of Minister Reilly, said: There is...

### Boeing Complaint: Obama Declines To Back Own Labor Board (VIDEO)

#### The Huffington Post – 06/29/11 13:59 –
**Words matched:** Lafe Solomon
WASHINGTON -- At a press conference today, President Obama was asked for his take on the controversial spat between the federal labor board and the Boeing Company.
...had an existing workforce of unionized employees. The general counsel, Lafe Solomon, alleged that Boeing’s move was illegal retaliation against...
Boeing dispute is political hot potato
The News Tribune – 06/30/11 05:36 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — The government's labor dispute with The Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.

...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. Obama...

Cut, Cap, and Balance
National Review Online – 06/30/11 04:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
A path to fiscal responsibility...

...job-crushing energy restrictions that Congress already rejected; the National Labor Relations Board (staffed by Obama appointees who avoided Senate...

HBO doc captures fall of NYC manufacturing at Stella D’oro factory
NY Daily News – 06/30/11 04:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
A new film will show how the Stella D’oro cookie company crumbled and examine the Bronx's battered manufacturing sector. Workers laid off when the beloved bakery closed in 2009 will reunite Friday for a private screening of the HBO documentary "No Contract, No Cookies: The Stella D’oro Strike. ...

...a strike. They notched a victory in July 2009, when a National Labor Relations Board judge ruled Brynwood had negotiated in bad faith. But rather...

L.A.'s 405 Freeway closure; California's new budget; the NLRB vs. Boeing
Los Angeles Times – 06/30/11 03:50 –
Words matched: NLRB
To drive the 405 Re "Plan to shut 405 alarms hospital leaders," June 25, and "Gearing up for a lost weekend," June 29 The temporary closure of the 405 Freeway in a little more than two weeks is causing so much anxiety.

L.A.'s 405 Freeway closure; California's new budget; the NLRB vs. Boeing To drive the 405 Re "Plan to shut 405 alarms hospital leaders," June...

ICE agents slam Obama immigration policy
Road Runner – 06/30/11 03:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
As with other federal agencies under his command — such as the Environmental Protection Agency, the National Labor Relations Board, and other government entities — President Barack Obama is expected to use agencies he controls and executive orders to...

...his command such as the Environmental Protection Agency, the National Labor Relations Board, and other government entities President Barack Obama...

Supreme Court strikes a note for liberty
WND – 06/30/11 01:04 –
Words matched: NLRB
In a June 20 ruling, the U.S. Supreme Court struck a note for liberty when it overruled federal courts in San Francisco that had allowed all women who worked for Wal-Mart since December 1998 to join in a single, nationwide suit seeking back pay. ...

...against his will even without the new card-check legislation being proposed by the NLRB. And, worse, it is a violation of the rights of an employer...

Obama getting snared in Boeing dispute
Pittsburgh Tribune Review – 06/30/11 00:13 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON — The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.

...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. Obama...

Pro-union rulings stir up debate
Road Runner – 06/30/11 00:13 –
1 other source (Kansas City)
Words matched: NLRB
The election proposals came on top of the NLRB’s unprecedented lawsuit against an employer that moved jobs from a union plant to a nonunion one, and a groundbreaking decision that protected a worker’s right to speak ill of her employer on Facebook.

...rulings stir up debate The election proposals came on top of the NLRB's
unprecedented lawsuit against an employer that moved jobs from a union ...

**SEIU cheers NLRB**

Pittsburgh Tribune Review – 06/30/11 00:07 –
1 other source (Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (AP))

* Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce claims a National Labor Relations Board proposal to modernize and streamline union elections in the workplace would restrict employers' ability to express their views about unionization ("NLRB, Chamber at odds over revising union-rep elections," June 22 and TribLIVE.

SEIU cheers NLRB The U.S. Chamber of Commerce claims a National Labor Relations Board proposal to modernize and streamline union elections in...

**A lockout is coming to NBA and it'll be here for some time**

Los Angeles Times – 06/29/11 23:07 –

* Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The players' union and owners will meet Thursday, but don't expect a new collective bargaining agreement until both sides start missing paychecks in September.

...Stem. Why would the union go to court? A court, or the National Labor Relations Board, might rule in its favor, as the federal court in Minnesota...

**Today in Labor History June 29 FDR establishes NLRB, IWW strikes Weyerhauser, SCOTUS rules on CWA**

Democratic Underground – 06/29/11 21:00 –

* Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Today in Labor History June 29 FDR establishes NLRB, IWW strikes Weyerhauser, SCOTUS rules on CWA

Today in Labor History June 29 FDR establishes NLRB, IWW strikes Weyerhauser , SCOTUS rules on CWA Today in Labor History June 29 FDR establishes...

**Other voices: Don't let NLRB usurp Congress' role**

TwinCities.com – 06/29/11 20:51 –

* Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

MADISON, WIS. - When Democrats ran the state Capitol in Madison last legislative session, they expanded the collective bargaining power of public workers.

Other voices: Don't let NLRB usurp Congress' role MADISON, WIS. - When Democrats ran the state Capitol in Madison last legislative session, they...

**Obama weighs in on Boeing dispute**


* Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Aerospace giant battling NLRB Obama weighs in on Boeing dispute battling NLRB In his first public comments on a simmering labor-management battle, President ...

**NLRB ALLEGES WRONGFUL TERMINATION OF UNION SUPPORTER AT ITV IN WRITERS GUILD, EAST CAMPAIGN**

Democratic Underground – 06/29/11 20:36 –

* Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NLRB ALLEGES WRONGFUL TERMINATION OF UNION SUPPORTER AT ITV IN WRITERS GUILD, EAST CAMPAIGN

NLRB ALLEGES WRONGFUL TERMINATION OF UNION SUPPORTER AT ITV IN WRITERS GUILD, EAST CAMPAIGN NLRB ALLEGES WRONGFUL TERMINATION OF UNION SUPPORTER ...
Obama's Absurd Press Conference
RushLimbaugh – 06/29/11 19:29 –
Words matched: NLRB
RUSH: So Obama delays this sorry excuse for a press conference in order to overlap the start of the big show today as much as possible, just as he always does, but we will not be deterred.
...community cites is the regulatory environment. So do you think the NLRB complaint against Boeing is an example of the kind of regulations that...

Obama's Labor Board Defends Workers, Conservatives Freak Out
Democratic Underground – 06/29/11 19:24 –
Words matched: NLRB
Obama's Labor Board Defends Workers, Conservatives Freak Out
...pay a big price for illegally punishing workers. Last month the National Labor Relations Board, the federal body that enforces labor law, issued...

Obama dodges on gays and war
Politico – 06/29/11 19:24 –
Words matched: NLRB
Here’s a rundown of President Obama’s press conference at the White House on Wednesday: -- Does Obama support gay marriage publicly yet? No. “I'm not going to make news on that today,” he told The Wall Street Journal’s Laura Meckler.
...NBC’s Chuck Todd pressed him. -- Does Obama have anything to say on the NLRB-Boeing dispute? Not much: It's an independent agency. It's going...

NLRB files complaint vs. ITV, says WGAE
AllVoices – 06/29/11 19:10 –
1 other source (Variety)
Words matched: NLRB
NLRB files complaint vs. ITV, says WGAE Board has issued a formal complaint against ITV/Kirstall for allegedly firing an unidentified producer for his support of the guild’s efforts to organize ITV employees.

Job, Income Gains Much Higher In Right-To-Work States
Investor's Business Daily – 06/29/11 19:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint vs. Boeing's new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: "right-to-work" laws.
...In Right-To-Work States The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint vs. Boeing's new South Carolina...

Right-To-Work States Working
Yahoo! Finance US – 06/29/11 19:09 –
1 other source (Seeking Alpha)
Right-To-Work States Working The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint vs. Boeing's new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: "right-to-work" laws.
...Right-To-Work States Working The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint vs. Boeing's new South Carolina...

Jobs, Income Data Show Right-To-Work States Working
Investor's Business Daily – 06/29/11 19:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint vs. Boeing's new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: "right-to-work" laws.
...Right-To-Work States Working The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint vs. Boeing's new South Carolina...

Press Conference by the President
The White House – 06/29/11 19:04 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
East Room 11:40 A.M. EDT THE PRESIDENT: Good morning, everybody. Have a seat, please. I just want to say a few words about the economy before I take your questions.

...repeatedly cites is the regulatory environment. So do you think that the NLRB complaint against Boeing, that this has created some of the --

Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama
Washington Examiner – 06/29/11 18:50 –
6 other sources (Boston Herald (AP), The Asbury Park Press (AP), ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.

...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. Obama...

Herman Cain unveils economic plan
Free Republic – 06/29/11 18:33 –
1 other source (Daily Caller)
Words matched: NLRB
Herman Cain announced an economic plan Wednesday that includes eliminating taxes on capital gains. The former CEO of Godfather’s Pizza turned presidential candidate, known for usually speaking in generalities when it comes to policy, came out with the plan while stumping in South Carolina.

...South Carolina and how federal interference, most recently with the NLRB, impedes job creation. Cain's business experience also includes serving...

Labor expert outlines legal issues around lockout
Sporting News – 06/29/11 18:24 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Alongside the basics of how the NBA will be run in the future, there are a number of legal issues that are lingering around the potential lockout. We asked John Hancock Jr.

...law for more than 30 years, to explain some of them. NLRB complaint. The union filed a complaint with the federal government's National Labor...

NLRB launches review of Los Angeles and Winston Salem regional offices, part of restructuring study
Democratic Underground – 06/29/11 18:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
NLRB launches review of Los Angeles and Winston Salem regional offices, part of restructuring study

NLRB launches review of Los Angeles and Winston Salem regional offices, part of restructuring study NLRB launches review of Los Angeles and Winston...

Mitt Romney: Seven Rules That Can Revive Our Economy
Business Insider – 06/29/11 17:47 –
Words matched: NLRB
Obama Chastises GOP over Taxes, Debt Deadlock Wal-Mart Cuts Gas Prices to Help Consumers Greece Passes Austerity Bill, Avoids Default Home Contracts Up in May: A Promising Sign Minnesota Faces Government Shutdown Mitt Romney has this going for him: He is a proven turnaround artist.

...new rounds of rules and regulations. The energized staffs at the EPA, NLRB, OSHA, FDA and other agencies seem convinced that the country's woes...

More Obama Soak-the-Rich Rhetoric
CNBC – 06/29/11 17:35 –
Words matched: NLRB
As I wrote yesterday, Democrats are obsessed with repealing the Bush tax cuts, especially the upper-end. They could use a 12-step program and a Higher Power. the president did seem to side with Boeing BA [ ] in the NLRB dispute about adding jobs in South Carolina and the state of Washington. Obama...

Obama Withholds From Criticizing NLRB In Boeing Case, But Says Company Should Be Free To Move
Business Insider – 06/29/11 16:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
President Barack Obama today addressed the ongoing dispute between the National Labor Relations Board and Boeing. He did not bend to Republican pressure to criticize the independent agency for trying to prevent the opening of the aerospace
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Words matched</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obama's Press Conference Full of Inaccuracies (and a outright lie or two)</td>
<td>Free Republic</td>
<td>06/29/11 15:51</td>
<td>Words matched: NLRB, Boeing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing shouldn't have to shut down S.C. plant, Obama says</td>
<td>Seattlepi.com</td>
<td>06/29/11 15:48</td>
<td>Words matched: NLRB, National Labor Relations Board, Boeing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing Complaint: Obama Declines To Back Own Labor Board (VIDEO)</td>
<td>The Huffington Post</td>
<td>06/29/11 13:59</td>
<td>Words matched: NLRB, National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama says US companies need freedom to relocate</td>
<td>Hawaii News Now</td>
<td>06/29/11 13:47</td>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't let NLRB usurp Congress</td>
<td>Madison.com</td>
<td>06/29/11 06:00</td>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockout is coming to NBA, and it'll be here for some time</td>
<td>The Sacramento Bee</td>
<td>06/29/11 04:00</td>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama frames 2012 campaign</td>
<td>LexisNexis</td>
<td>06/29/11 03:36</td>
<td>Words matched: National Labor Relations Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Dispute Turns Into Headache For Obama</td>
<td>The Huffington Post</td>
<td>06/29/11 03:11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WASHINGTON — The government’s labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration’s economic policies.

"Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board’s lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The..."
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Obama's labor union problem
Daylife – 06/30/11 13:51 –
1 other source (CNN)
Words matched: Craig Becker
That's a big financial hit. Changing the rules is a strategy also deployed by the higher-profile National Labor Relations Board, where the President opted for a recess appointment of union lawyer Craig Becker after it became clear his confirmation would...
...Relations Board, where the President opted for a recess appointment of union lawyer Craig Becker after it became clear his confirmation would...

New labor rules could help IKEA workers' organizing effort in Virginia
Southern Studies – 06/30/11 13:16 –
Words matched: Wilma Liebman
By Jenny Brown and Mischa Gaus, Labor Notes The IKEA furniture factory in Danville, Va., is hot in the summer, but workers can expect it to be even hotter this year.
...a gift to "Big Labor." "Today," replied Board Chair Wilma Liebman, "the Board is routinely criticized for doing what the statute requires it...

Nominations Submitted to the Senate [Daily Compilation of Presidential Documents]
TMCnet.com – 06/30/11 11:55 –
Words matched: Craig Becker
(Daily Compilation of Presidential Documents Via Acquire Media NewsEdge)
Administration of Barack Obama, 2011 June 17, 2011 The following list does not include promotions of members of the Uniformed Services, nominations to the Service Academies, or nominations of Foreign Service Officers.
...remainder of the term expiring September 19, 2011, vice Ron Silver. Craig Becker, of Illinois, to be a member of the National Labor Relations...

Signature of the Joint Council of Europe/OECD Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters
Revenue – 06/30/11 08:53 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
The Minister of State at the Department of Finance, Mr. Brian Hayes TD, at a special signing ceremony at the OECD today, signed, on behalf of the Government, the Joint
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pro-union rulings stir up debate</td>
<td>The Sacramento Bee – 06/30/11 04:00 –</td>
<td>Organized labor has lost a lot of clout in the past decade but recently received some power boosts. The National Labor Relations Board last week proposed regulations that would give labor a better chance to win union-organizing elections. Agency's top prosecutor, charged Boeing Corp. with violating the National Labor Relations Act after Boeing's CEO said that a production line...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim Kaine, Quickly Echoing Obama on NLRB</td>
<td>Road Runner – 06/30/11 15:55 –</td>
<td>Tim Kaine, to address the National Labor Relations Board decision barring Boeing from moving operations to a plant in South Carolina. It is a classic divide-the-opposition move; Virginia is a right-to-work state, and unions are neither particularly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case</td>
<td>25 other sources (FoxNews.com, Breitbart, ...) – 06/30/11 12:29 PDT WASHINGTON (AP) –</td>
<td>A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co's request to dismiss a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPDATE 1-Judge rejects Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB complaint</td>
<td>Business News &amp; Financial News - Reuters – 06/30/11 15:31 –</td>
<td>Judge rejects Boeing's motion to dismiss NLRB complaint * Hearing set to resume on July 6 CHICAGO, June 30 (Reuters) - An administrative law judge has rejected Boeing Co's (BA).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Talks Deadlocked, N.B.A. Heads for a Shutdown</td>
<td>The New York Times – 06/30/11 15:29 –</td>
<td>About two weeks after celebrating an electric championship series and a revitalizing season, the N.B.A. is shutting down — perhaps for a very long time. Complaint, filed by the National Basketball Players Association, is pending with the National Labor Relations Board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Denies Boeing Motion For Dismissal In Labor Lawsuit</td>
<td>Business Insider – 06/30/11 14:28 –</td>
<td>A federal judge has refused to dismiss the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
against Boeing in response to the opening of the aerospace giant's new production line in South Carolina.

...In Labor Lawsuit A federal judge has refused to dismiss the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing in response to the opening...

**NLRB judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss**

Business Journals – 06/30/11 14:24 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson on Thursday denied Boeing Co. Boeing Co. Latest from The Business Journals US Airways plans M offering while American eyes 250 new planes USAA Air Force Association develops co-branded cardReports: American mulls big plane buy Follow this company 's request

**Top questions as lockout looms**

St.com – 06/30/11 13:47 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

With the NBA's collective bargaining agreement set to expire at midnight tonight, a lockout appears all but certain. Here are the most pressing issues facing the league as players and owners convene one last time before the deadline: 1) What would a lockout mean? It would mean that the NBA and its ...pursue the unfair labor practices charge it filed in May with the National Labor Relations Board. In its charge, the players contend that the...

**Judge Denies Boeing Motion to Dismiss Labor Case**


Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

WASHINGTON (AP) — A judge has denied Boeing Co.'s request to dismiss a federal lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.

The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson allows the National Labor Relations Board to move ahead in presenting its case against...

**Congressman Fattah Declares Support for Proposed NLRB Rule**

Washington Business Journal – 06/30/11 13:03 –

4 other sources (Business Journals, PR Newswire, ...)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

WASHINGTON, June 30, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Congressman Chaka Fattah (D-PA) issues the following statement on a new rule proposed by the National Labor Relations Board for representation elections in the workplace: (Logo: http://photos.)

**Obama's labor union problem**

CNN – 06/30/11 12:59 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

...the rules is a strategy also deployed by the higher-profile National Labor Relations Board, where the President opted for a recess appointment...

**The president and the unions: The community organizer isn't a labor organizer**

The Seattle Times – 06/30/11 12:50 –

Words matched: NLRB

The dominant media theme is that President Obama "is on the defensive" because of the NLRB ruling that Boeing broke the law by moving some 787 production to a non-union plant in North Charleston in direct retaliation against unions in the Puget Sound.

...theme is that President Obama "is on the defensive" because of the NLRB ruling that Boeing broke the law by moving some 787 production to a non-union...

**Aviation Industry Assails Obama for 'Cynical' Call to End Corporate Jet Tax Break**

FoxNews.com – 06/30/11 10:44 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

General aviation employs 1.2 million Americans and generates $150 billion a year in revenue. President Obama praises it as one of America's industries that still maintains an advantage over other countries' manufacturers.

Obama said, as he called on Boeing, union workers and the National Labor Relations Board to resolve a contentious dispute that's dragged on for...
In our view: NLRB Case Weaker
Road Runner – 06/30/11 09:59 –
Words matched: NLRB
In mid-May, The Columbian asked three questions in an editorial: Why doesn’t the federal government work this hard to keep jobs from moving overseas? Why did it take the NLRB more than a year to oppose Boeing’s decision? And why was President Barack.
In our view: NLRB Case Weaker In mid-May, The Columbian asked three questions in an editorial: Why doesn’t the federal government work this hard...

Sensible streamlining
Boston Herald (AP) – 06/30/11 08:59 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board’s proposed regulatory amendments, by avoiding unnecessary litigation and delays and taking advantage of modern technologies, would lessen the costs of regulation (“NLRB tilts field,” June 26).
Sensible streamlining The National Labor Relations Board’s proposed regulatory amendments, by avoiding unnecessary litigation and delays and...

Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama
9News.com – 06/30/11 08:54 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON (AP) - The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. Obama...

aquatic food chain examples
Zimbio – 06/30/11 08:46 –
Words matched: NLRB
aquatic food chain examples talk to myself like that too. This is sadly not exaggerated AT ALL. Yeah, the Even though the level at the lower levels of the food chain (often referred Tree vs Rock A more realistic depiction of who eats whom is called a food web; an example Others (e. ...appeared This section further discusses aquatic food chains. Regional NLRB Decision Holds Manhattan College Is Example from Florida aquatic food...

Jobs, Income Data Show Right-To-Work States Working
Free Republic – 06/30/11 08:37 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint vs. Boeing’s new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: “right-to-work” laws.
...Right-To-Work States Working The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board’s complaint vs. Boeing's new South Carolina...

NYT: Finally, Nurses Are Set to Vote on Unionizing
Democratic Underground – 06/30/11 07:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NYT: Finally, Nurses Are Set to Vote on Unionizing ...
...resistance and filed 50 complaints about unfair labor practices with the National Labor Relations Board. The company voluntarily settled 18 of the...

Pro-union rulings stir up debate
The Sacramento Bee – 06/30/11 04:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
KANSAS CITY, Mo. -- Organized labor has lost a lot of clout in the past decade but recently received some power boosts. The National Labor Relations Board last week proposed regulations that would give labor a better chance to win union-organizing elections.
...past decade but recently received some power boosts. The National Labor Relations Board last week proposed regulations that would give labor...

A lockout is coming to NBA and it’ll be here for some time
Sun-Sentinel.com – 06/29/11 23:07 –
1 other source (Hartford Courant)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The players’ union and owners will meet Thursday, but don’t expect a new collective bargaining agreement until both sides start missing paychecks in September.
...Stern. Why would the union go to court? A court, or the National Labor Relations Board, might rule in its favor, as the federal court in Minnesota...
Labor-board case against Boeing puts Obama on defensive

The Seattle Times – 06/29/11 22:29 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The NLRB allegation that Boeing retaliated against its unionized work force in Washington by opening a new production line for its 787 airplane in South Carolina, a right-to-work state, has prompted criticism by the GOP and business.

President Obama’s Press Conference

RealClearPolitics – 06/29/11 15:45 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

11:40 A.M. EDT THE PRESIDENT: Good morning, everybody. Have a seat, please. I just want to say a few words about the economy before I take your questions...repeatedly cites is the regulatory environment. So do you think that the NLRB complaint against Boeing, that this has created some of the --

Unfair Labor Practices

With Talks Deadlocked, N.B.A. Heads for a Shutdown


Words matched: unfair labor practices

About two weeks after celebrating an electric championship series and a revitalizing season, the N.B.A. is shutting down — perhaps for a very long time. ...and labor complaints that further muddy the situation. An unfair labor practices complaint, filed by the National Basketball Players Association,

Top questions as lockout looms

SI.com – 06/30/11 13:47 –

Words matched: unfair labor practices

With the NBA's collective bargaining agreement set to expire at midnight tonight, a lockout appears all but certain. Here are the most pressing issues facing the league as players and owners convene one last time before the deadline: 1) What would a lockout mean? It would mean that the NBA and its ...CBA, the players' association could also continue to pursue the unfair labor practices charge it filed in May with the National Labor Relations...

NYT: Finally, Nurses Are Set to Vote on Unionizing

Democratic Underground – 06/30/11 07:50 –

Words matched: unfair labor practices

NYT: Finally, Nurses Are Set to Vote on Unionizing ...times. The union has met resistance and filed 50 complaints about unfair labor practices with the National Labor Relations Board. The company voluntarily...
LEADING THE NEWS

Overtime
California Justices Say State Overtime Laws Apply to Employees Residing in Other States
The California Labor Code’s overtime provisions apply to three nonresident Oracle Corp. instructors for work performed in the state, and these claims may serve as predicates for claims under the state’s unfair competition law,...

NEWS

Disabilities
Fired Supervisor’s ‘Cat’s Paw’ Claim Failed With No Intent, Causation Proof, Court Says
A former supervisor in an Iowa hog-processing plant did not prove he was retaliated against for seeking accommodations for an injured worker under the “cat’s paw” theory of employer liability because he did not show that an intermediate...

Energy
White House Announces Commitments For Energy-Efficient Building Retrofitting
CHICAGO—Building on a White House budget proposal seeking to retrofit thousands of commercial buildings with energy-efficient technologies, the Obama administration unveiled June 30 a related initiative that will solicit large-scale,...

ERISA
Citing Amara, DOL Urges Seventh Circuit To OK Money Damages for Fiduciary Breach
The Labor Department filed an amicus brief June 13 urging the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit to hold that under a recent U.S. Supreme Court ruling monetary damages can be awarded under Section 502(a)(3) of the Employee Retirement...
Court Affirms Ruling Against Employees Challenging Payment Policies for ESOPs
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit June 28 upheld a lower federal court decision that former employees of a seafood company who alleged that the company wrongfully revised the payment policy of its employee stock ownership plan...

Federal Employees
AFGE Certified as Airport Screener Union
The Federal Labor Relations Authority has certified that more than 43,000 federal airport screeners employed by the Transportation Security Administration will be represented by the American Federation of Government Employees, AFGE...

Federal Employees
OPM Withdraws, Revises Interim Regulations On Calculating FEHBP Premiums Using MLR
The Office of Personnel Management has withdrawn an interim rule and replaced it with a revised interim rule on the agency’s planned use of a medical loss ratio threshold to calculate premiums for community-rated plans in the Federal...

FLSA
Georgia Food Distributor to Pay Employees $312,000
A federal court in Georgia has ordered Chueng Kong Holding Inc., doing business as wholesale food distributor United Food, and its owner to pay $311,905 to 41 employees for minimum wage and overtime violations, the Labor Department announced...

FLSA
Judge Rules Sprinkler Installers May Proceed With FLSA Claims for Daily Warehouse Work
Five fire sprinkler company pipefitters may proceed to trial with their Fair Labor Standards Act claims for unpaid wages for time spent loading and unloading supplies at a company warehouse and traveling between the warehouse and job sites,...

Immigration
Conservatives Speak Out Against Bill to Mandate E-Verify for New Hires
Not all conservatives support mandatory E-Verify legislation, and some say such a bill would burden businesses without addressing the underlying immigration problems in the United States, speakers said during a June 30 teleconference...

Immigration
Michigan Dairy Farm, Owners Plead Guilty To Immigration Violations, to Pay $2.7 Million
LANSing, Mich.—A Michigan dairy farm and its owners pleaded guilty to charges of employing illegal immigrants and agreed to pay over $2.7 million in fines, according to a plea agreement filed June 28 in the U.S. District Court for the...

International Labor
Canada Average Earnings Up 0.7 Percent
In April as Payroll Jobs Rise 0.2 Percent
OTTAWA—Canadian workers’ average weekly earnings increased 0.7 percent in April, a turnaround from the revised 0.2 percent decrease in March and the 0.2 percent decrease in February, Statistics Canada reported June 30....

Manufacturing
IUE-CWA, UE Members Ratify Contract
With General Electric by 70 Percent Vote
Members of United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America and the International Union of Electronic Workers, an affiliate of the Communications Workers of America, have voted by 70 percent of those voting to ratify four-year national...

NLRB
NLRB Studying Possible Office Reorganizations
The National Labor Relations Board announced June 29 that it is engaged in a study of the agency's organization and structure in its Washington, D.C., headquarters and its regional offices located throughout the United States. ...

Race Discrimination
Court Rules Fired White Supervisor
 Raises Triable Race Discrimination Claims
A white supervisor fired by a branch of Lockheed-Martin Corp. for forwarding to another employee a racially insensitive "joke" e-mail disparaging African Americans may pursue federal race discrimination claims based on evidence...

Representation Elections
Senators Seek NLRB Delay of Rules Meeting,
While House Panel Sets Hearing Next Week
Three Republican senators told National Labor Relations Board Chairman Wilma B. Lieberman in a letter June 30 that the board’s announcement of a July 18 public meeting on a notice of proposed rulemaking concerning representation case procedures...

Sexual Harassment
First Circuit Says ‘Current’ Calendar Year
Is Year of Discrimination for Title VII Caps
A federal district court abused its discretion when it reduced to $50,000 a $300,000 sexual harassment jury verdict in favor of a female former construction worker in Puerto Rico by using the calendar year in which the damages were awarded as...

Sexual Orientation
WLAD Sexual Orientation Amendment Applies
Prospectively Only, State Appeals Court Holds
A state university employee raised a jury issue of sexual orientation harassment with allegations that her supervisor mistreated her after finding out she is gay, the Washington Court of Appeals ruled June 27, although her claim ultimately...

Sick Leave
Philadelphia Mayor Nutter Vetoes
Paid Sick Leave Mandate for Businesses
PHILADELPHIA—Philadelphia Mayor Michael A. Nutter (D) June 28 vetoed a proposed ordinance that would have required all businesses in the city with more than five employees to provide workers with paid sick leave to take care of their...

Steel
USW, Allegheny Technologies Reach Accord for 3,000
The United Steelworkers and Allegheny Technologies Inc. (ATI) June 30 announced that they have reached tentative agreement on new four-year contracts covering some 3,000 employees at the company’s Allegheny Ludlum stainless steel...

Trade
Republicans Block FTA Mock Markup;
 Hatch Objects to Inclusion of TAA, Process
Republican Senate Finance Committee members boycotted and successfully blocked a June 30 "mock" markup hearing on three pending free trade agreements, with ranking member Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) blasting the planned inclusion...

Unfair Labor Practices
ALJ Denies Boeing Bid to Dismiss Complaint,
Allowing Trial of Unfair Labor Practice Issues
The National Labor Relations Board administrative law judge hearing Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon's allegations that Boeing Co. unlawfully transferred jetliner production from Washington state to South Carolina June 30...

ALSO IN THE COURTS
Also in the Courts: A Roundup of Recent Labor and Employment Rulings

CONVENTION REPORT
Teamsters
Delegates to IBT Convention Nominate
Hoffa, Pope, Gegare for General President
LAS VEGAS—Delegates to the 28th convention of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters June 30 nominated James P. Hoffa, Sandy Pope, and Fred Gegare as candidates for the office of international general president. ...

Teamsters
UAW’s King Tells IBT Delegates to Mobilize
Members in Advance of 2012 Election
LAS VEGAS—United Auto Workers President Bob King told delegates to the International Brotherhood of Teamsters’ convention June 29 that the two unions were in strong solidarity with each other, and that union leaders must educate...
ECONOMIC NEWS

Economic Outlook
Growth to Improve to 3.2 Percent in 2012, As Jobless Rate Declines, BNA Survey Finds
After a weak first half of the year, U.S. economic growth will strengthen in the remainder of 2011 and in 2012, supported by lower energy prices, improved consumer confidence and job growth, and rising business investment and exports, according...

Unemployment Insurance
First-Time UI Claims Edge Down 1,000 To 428,000 in Latest Week, ETA Reports
The number of jobless workers filing individual unemployment insurance claims decreased by 1,000 in the week ended June 25 following an increase of 9,000 the preceding week, according to seasonally adjusted figures released June 30 by the...
Lehigh Valley is Portland cement industry's birthplace

Aggregate Research Industries – 07/01/11 03:46 –
Words matched: Craig Becker

The Portland cement industry for the United States was born in the Lehigh Valley. A narrow, but deep band of limestone arcs just below the ground from eastern Berks County, through upper Lehigh and Northampton counties to western Warren County, according to the book "The Lehigh Valley Cement Indust
...County: Essroc originated as Coplay Cement in 1866, according to Craig Becker, senior vice president of human resources at Essroc. The original ...

Margaret's Musings: Cast out the whole 'bloody' lot

Hudson Star-Observer – 07/01/11 03:42 –
Words matched: Craig Becker

If you think I am talking about voting out the recalled senators you are wrong. I am talking about Wisconsinites having the strength and fortitude to cast out the outside interests who invaded our state in February and remain fostering their own agenda, which is concerned with power on a national le
...Obama appointees to the National Labor Relations Board is former SEIU lawyer Craig Becker. The NLRB is suing Boeing, an American company , because...

Ghost - The Musical

musicalzentrale - Musical-Guide – 07/01/11 00:17 –
Words matched: Mark Pearce

Liebe ist stärker als der Tod
...- Ivan de Freitas Subway Ghost - Adebayo Bolaji Hospital Ghost - Mark Pearce
Clara - Lisa Davina Phillip Louise - Jenny Fitzpatrick Ensemble :

Obama Gives 1000 Jobs the Silent Treatment

ABBA Network – 06/30/11 19:17 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Obama Gives 1,000 Jobs the Silent Treatment NRCC – Pressed yesterday about the National Labor Relations Board's actions to destroy jobs in South Carolina, President Obama "dodged" the issue, claiming that "it's an independent agency" despite the fact that he has appointed three out of its four curr
...in South Carolina. National Labor Relations Board acting general counsel Lafe Solomon couldn't provide evidence that Boeing opening a non-union...
President Barack Obama called it a "good thing" Wednesday that Boeing decided to put a new aircraft plant in the United States instead of in a foreign nation.

...hide behind the "independent agency" excuse for NLRB acting general counsel Lafe Solomon's far-fetched case against Boeing. However, the president...

This has gone on long enough. When will we grasp the fact that mandatory helmets for cyclists has nothing to do with safety? It has everything to do with politicians exercising their power over the masses.

...perhaps the removal of these types from the gene pool may not be such a bad thing.

MARK PEARCE Pacific Haven, Qld Mark Pearce: Pacific Haven, QLD

'Complaining on Regulations

"Keep in mind," President Obama cautioned reporters halfway through his hour-long news conference Wednesday morning, "that the business community is always complaining about regulations.

...they should. At bit later, while discussing Boeing's battle with the National Labor Relations Board over the site of a new plant, Obama said he...

The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while.

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

NEW YORK -- The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

Rules would make it easier to form union

Businesses and unions are at odds over proposed National Labor Relations Board rule changes that aim to streamline union organizing elections. The NLRB in Washington D.

...form union Businesses and unions are at odds over proposed National Labor Relations Board rule changes that aim to streamline union organizing...

President Obama's core message in his Wednesday press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. "You go talk to your constituents and ask them, 'Are you willing to compromise your kids' safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?'"

...company is being told by Obama's union-hack-packed National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina.

Boeing lawsuit can proceed

...
The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans and business groups for bringing the case.

...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

**Some advice for Republicans wanting to challenge Obama**

Sun-Sentinel.com – 07/01/11 04:24 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

I have to agree with Stephen L. Goldstein that President Barack Obama is the most "transformational president in 30 years." If he keeps on his current path, he'll transform the United States into another Greece, which has been brought to its knees by welfare-state freeloaders and debt accumulation.

...school children, to tacit support for the outrageous effort by the National Labor Relations Board to block the opening of a Boeing assembly plant...

**Boeing's request to toss labor lawsuit denied**

Tulsa World (AP) – 07/01/11 03:47 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

WASHINGTON - A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co.'s request to toss out a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.

...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

**Obama's Amnesty for Illegals Sidesteps the Law Again**

Human Events – 07/01/11 03:10 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The only announced Democrat candidate for President has repeatedly called for complete immigration reform while consistently failing to enforce the federal immigration laws on the books now.

...failure of cap-and-trade legislation to pass Congress. His National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has relaxed the rules governing employee elections...

**Dow Jones goes out with a bang in June**

CharlotteObserver.com – 07/01/11 02:23 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Four days, 480 points. That's how the Dow Jones industrial average closed the final four days of June. Among the factors driving the week's rally: Greece cleared the final hurdle needed to receive its next installment of emergency loans, manufacturing picked up around Chicago, and Nike Inc.

...to South Carolina. It's an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans and business...

**NBA owners institute lockout**

NewsObserver.com – 07/01/11 02:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

NEW YORK -- The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep...

....filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**NBA Lockout Begins As Sides Fail to Reach Deal**

National Public Radio – 07/01/11 01:53 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The NBA locked out its players Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second pro sports league shut down by labor strife.

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**Judge Rules For NLRB Over Boeing, Graham Piping Mad**

Democratic Underground – 07/01/11 01:33 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Judge Rules For NLRB Over Boeing, Graham Piping Mad

Judge Rules For NLRB Over Boeing, Graham Piping Mad Judge Rules For NLRB Over Boeing, Graham Piping Mad A federal judge denied Boeing's motion...

**NBA Lockout Begins as Sides Fail to Reach Deal**

FoxNews.com – 07/01/11 01:29 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK — The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

Judge denies Boeing motion
Road Runner – 07/01/11 01:29 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans and business groups for bringing the case.
...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

NBA locks out players
STLtoday.com (AP) – 07/01/11 01:25 –
Words matched: NLRB
...the players, Stern said. NBA and union officials are awaiting an NLRB ruling on an unfair labor practice complaint filed by the union in May.

National and world business briefs
NewsOK (AP) – 07/01/11 01:06 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
National and world business briefs
...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

NBA lockout begins
The Detroit News (AP) – 07/01/11 01:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
New York — The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

National news headlines
STLtoday.com (AP) – 07/01/11 01:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
...Senators staying on the job The Senate will work next week instead of taking a lengthy Fourth of July recess after President Barack Obama insisted that lawmakers should stay in Washington to try to resolve the impasse over how to reduce federal deficits and raise the debt ceiling.
...to South Carolina. The ruling is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans and...

Letters to the editor, July 1
STLtoday.com (AP) – 07/01/11 01:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
...I admire James Cofer's choice to return to teaching to increase his contact with the student body. The economy isn't growing. First is the decision by the National Labor Relations Board to prohibit Boeing from expanding its operations into South...

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case
Pittsburgh Tribune Review – 07/01/11 00:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A judge has denied Boeing Co.'s request to dismiss a federal lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.
The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson allows the National Labor Relations Board to move ahead in presenting its case against...

NBA Lockout 2011: Lockout Begins As Sides Fail To Reach Deal
The Huffington Post – 07/01/11 00:13 –
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NEW YORK — The NBA’s thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron’s move to Miami and Dirk’s title in Dallas couldn’t hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren’t interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they’d keep
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

NEW YORK (AP) - The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron’s move to Miami and Dirk’s title in Dallas couldn’t hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren’t interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they’d keep
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

NEW YORK — The NBA’s thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron’s move to Miami and Dirk’s title in Dallas couldn’t hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren’t interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they’d keep
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...
subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep I
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

Boeing Dispute Becomes Political Football in South Carolina
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C. — Boeing’s gigantic new $750 million airplane factory here is the pride of South Carolina, the biggest single investment ever made in a state that is far more associated with old-line textile mills than state-of-the-art manufacturing.
...cause célèbre among Republican lawmakers and presidential hopefuls, the National Labor Relations Board has accused Boeing of illegally setting up...

Boeing loses ruling in labor dispute
Chron.com – 06/30/11 21:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON — A federal judge Thursday denied Boeing Co.'s request to toss out a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.
....Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

Boeing Loses Motion In Union Lawsuit
Road Runner – 06/30/11 20:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Boeing Loses Motion In Union Lawsuit The National Labor Relations Board (NRLB) judge hearing the case ruled against what he called Boeing "s "impassioned "

Singers, Musicians Want City Opera's George Steel to Go, Company to Stay
Bloomberg – 06/30/11 20:03 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
In a protest as melodious as it was rueful, New York City Opera musicians and singers took to the sidewalk outside Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts to pan General Manager George Steel’s plan to vacate the David H. stage managers and a dancer, has sought an injunction from the National Labor Relations Board to block the move and charged NYCO with unfair...

500 More Kaiser Professionals Unite for Good Jobs, Quality Services Across California in SEIU-UHW
Breitbart.com: Business Wire – 06/30/11 19:05 –
3 other sources (Business Wire, Yahoo! Finance US, ...) Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A group of 500 information technology professionals at Kaiser facilities across California overwhelmingly said â€œyesâ€ to join Service Employees International Union, United Healthcare Workers â€œWest (SEIU-UHW) on Thurs.
...problems on the job.â€œ The election, certified Thursday afternoon by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), was conducted by a â€œcard checkâ€

Boeing Loses Key Motion In Union Lawsuit
My Fox New York – 06/30/11 19:03 –
1 other source (Myfoxdc.com) Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
(W NewsCore) - WASHINGTON - Boeing was dealt a blow Thursday in its effort to make a union complaint against the company go away. The National Labor Relations Board (NRLB) judge hearing the case ruled against what he called Boeing's "impassioned" motion to dismiss it.
...effort to make a union complaint against the company go away. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) judge hearing the case ruled against what...

Judge Denies Boeing Motion to Dismiss Labor Case
FoxNews.com – 06/30/11 19:01 –
1 other source (The New York Times) Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A judge has denied Boeing Co.’s request to dismiss a federal lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina. The ruling by Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson allows the National Labor Relations Board to move ahead in presenting its case against...

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB lawsuit
Democratic Underground – 06/30/11 18:17 –

I doubt many Floridians have even heard of the National Labor Relations Board. I
doubt many of them know that under President Obama, this unelected board of bureaucrats and political appointees is doing the bidding of Big Labor, or that it has the power to kill jobs in America.

Big Labor, Bill Nelson and the NLRB in Assault on Pro-Job Florida I doubt many Floridians have even heard of the National Labor Relations Board.

- **Judge denies Boeing's request to drop labor complaint**
  - AllVoices – 06/30/11 16:19 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - The National Labor Relations Board has accused Boeing of retaliating against its Machinists for strikes in Washington when the company decided to establish a second 787 line in South Carolina.
  - Judge denies Boeing's request to drop labor complaint The National Labor Relations Board has accused Boeing of retaliating against its Machinists...

- **Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB case**
  - Free Republic – 06/30/11 16:11 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - A judge dismissed airplane manufacturer Boeing's attempt to have a National Labor Relations Board case against it dismissed Thursday. The NLRB has alleged Boeing chose to locate a new plant to build 787 airplanes in South Carolina instead of Washington state in retaliation for strikes by unionized machinists.
  - Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss NLRB case A judge dismissed airplane manufacturer Boeing's attempt to have a National Labor Relations Board...

- **Judge denies Boeing's motion to dismiss lawsuit claiming union retaliation**
  - The Associated Press – 06/30/11 15:47 –
  - 1 other source (The Republic (AP))
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - WASHINGTON (AP) -- A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co.'s request to toss out a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina.
  - ...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

- **NLRB judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss**
  - St. Louis Business Journal – 06/30/11 15:42 –
  - 1 other source (Business Journals)
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson on Thursday denied Boeing's request to dismiss the case against it before the National Labor Relations Board.
  - NLRB judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson on Thursday denied Boeing's request to dismiss the case ...

- **NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal**
  - Newsvine – 06/30/11 11:18 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - NEW YORK — The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.
  - ...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

- **NBA lockout begins as owners, players fail to reach deal**
  - Detroit Free Press – 06/30/11 00:27 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - NBA commissioner David Stern listens to a reporter's question June 28, 2011. / AP
  - Sports Detroit Pistons Related Links Mike Woodson has second interview with Pistons: 'I thought it went well' NEW YORK — The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag.
  - ...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

Unfair Labor Practices

- **NBA locked out; season in jeopardy**
  - Boston.com – 07/01/11 01:44 –
  - Words matched: unfair labor practices
  - Any hopes the NBA and its Players Association would avoid the same path as their NFL brethren were squelched yesterday afternoon when the sides agreed to...
disagree on a new collective bargaining agreement, and the owners instituted the second lockout in league history.

which would allow individual players to file lawsuits against the league for unfair labor practices, i.e. not allowing willing employees to work.

Singers, Musicians Want City Opera's George Steel to Go, Company to Stay
Bloomberg – 06/30/11 20:03 –
Words matched: unfair labor practices
In a protest as melodious as it was rueful, New York City Opera musicians and singers took to the sidewalk outside Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts to pan General Manager George Steel’s plan to vacate the David H.

...National Labor Relations Board to block the move and charged NYCO with unfair labor practices because the union wasn’t consulted. To contact the...
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- **Walks hurt Post 120 in opener**
  - *Effingham Daily News* – 07/01/11 11:31 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - MATTOON — The Evansville (Ind.) Funkhouser Post 8 runners that reached base safely on a hit weren’t the batters that gave Effingham Post 120 the most trouble Thursday at Grimes Field in Mattoon.
  - victory in a run-shortened six innings. Walks killed us, Post 120 coach **Brian Hayes** said. That sums it up in 10 words or less. Especially in a...

- **FIRECRACKER SENIOR LEGION TEAMS**
  - *Journal Gazette & Times-Courier* – 06/29/11 23:22 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - POOL A MATTOON POST 88 High schools: Mattoon, Neoga Quick pitch: Vince Anello, who can play several positions while always hitting, is back after a season at Lake Land and first baseman Derrick Zavarella is transferring to the Lakers after a year at Kaskaskia.
  - ...players for Post 120. "I just think we're well-balanced," coach **Brian Hayes** said. "I felt we could put our players in a bucket and throw them out..."

NLRB Major Outlets

- **Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case**
  - *Democratic Underground* – 07/01/11 15:11 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case
  - ...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the **National Labor Relations Board**, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

- **The NLRB's bid to remain relevant | Michael Paarlberg**
  - *Road Runner* – 07/01/11 14:46 –
  - Words matched: NLRB
  - The quasi-judicial federal agency recently released a proposal for new rules governing union elections. These rules would speed up the process, by shortening the time between when workers seeking union representation petition for an election and when.
  - The **NLRB's bid to remain relevant | Michael Paarlberg** The quasi-judicial federal...
| **agreed** | after | according to | agreement | expiry | liable for what their employees post on social media, the National Labor Relations Board has recently filed a number of complaints against employers.

| **Why LeBron James is to blame for the NBA lockout** | 07/01/11 13:47 | National Labor Relations Board | New York, NY — The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.

| **Obama seeks to avoid Boeing-labor battle** | 07/01/11 12:14 | National Labor Relations Board, NLRB | President Obama and aides don't want to talk much about a big legal dispute between Boeing and labor unions. "I don't know all the facts," Obama said at this week's news conference.

| **NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach new deal** | 07/01/11 11:53 | National Labor Relations Board | New York (AP) - The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.

| **NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach deal** | 07/01/11 10:25 | National Labor Relations Board | By Brian Mahoney, AP Basketball Writer NEW YORK (AP) — The NBA locked out its players Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second pro sports league shut down by labor strife.

| **The List, Obama's One Hundred and Twenty Seventh Week in Office** | 07/01/11 09:27 | NLRB | Obama's One Hundred and Twenty Seventh Week in Office "The List" for 6/29/2011 Obama Ethics, Year 3 Obama Says He Doesn't Have to Answer Whether War Powers Resolution Is Constitutional Obama Calls People Earning $250,000 a Year 'Jet Owners'.

| **NBA lockout begins after collective bargaining agreement expiry** | 07/01/11 09:03 | National Labor Relations Board | U.S: NBA lockout begins after collective bargaining agreement with the National Basketball Players Association expired yesterday. Talks involving owners, the league, and the union took place - with one final meeting held in New York yesterday - but foundered on topics incl revenue sharing and salary caps, with the union filing an unfair labor charge against the National Labor Relations Board in late May looking for an injunction against the...
President Obama's core message in his Wednesday press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. “You go talk to your constituents and ask them, ‘Are you willing to compromise your kids’ safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?” This was just one company is being told by Obama’s union-hack-packed National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina.

NEW YORK, New York - The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife. 

filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

NEW YORK - - The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife. 

filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...

The stakes are high for both Boeing Co. and the state of South Carolina as the National Labor Relations Board ponders whether Boeing illegally set up a new 787 production line in that southern state to avoid union strikes.

Stakes high for both Boeing Co. and the state of South Carolina as the National Labor Relations... 

The stakes are high for both Boeing Co. and the state of South Carolina as the National Labor Relations Board ponders whether Boeing illegally set up a new 787 production line in that southern state to avoid union strikes.

Stakes high for Boeing Co. and the state of South Carolina as the National Labor... 

John Kline, Representative, House For Immediate Release Kline: If the President Will Not Hold the NLRB Accountable, Congress Will...

...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA’s...
Obama's Amnesty for Illegals Sidesteps the Law Again

LexisNexis – 06/30/11 10:48 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Roger Hedgecock Our dictator President has ruled his education and amnesty agenda for illegal aliens into place, and defied the will of Congress and the people, by refusing to prosecute those who sneak across the border.

...failure of cap-and-trade legislation to pass Congress. His National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has relaxed the rules governing employee elections...
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Key Individuals
Drumcree Orangemen meet with Paterson
Topix – 07/03/11 16:31 –
Words matched: Mark Pearce

Quasirandom Ramblings
American Scientist – 07/03/11 15:29 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes

Something wicked
New Bern Sun Journal (AP) – 07/02/11 21:12 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Landry Presides Over House, Blocks Recess Appointments
Free Republic – 07/02/11 08:00 –
Words matched: Craig Becker

WASHINGTON, DC – Continuing his efforts to prevent President Obama from making another recess appointment, Congressman Jeff Landry (R, LA-03) today presided over a pro forma session in the United States House of Representatives. ...to Washington. The last recess appointment President Obama made was Craig Becker to the National Labor Relations Board. Becker’s nomination was...
Letters to the editor
Post-Gazette.com – 07/02/11 00:23 –
Words matched: Craig Becker
Do the health giants even care about patients? This is in response to the Highmark-UPMC debacle. To Highmark and UPMC officials and employees: Do any of you have empathy for the patients using your services? Empathetic and compassionate officials, employees, doctors, nurses, please step forward! ...for Republicans or in courtrooms representing corporate interests. Second, Craig Becker’s nomination was blocked by a small minority of senators...

Wilde about Paris memorial
Irish Times – 07/01/11 21:46 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
To gay Paree, where we hear Brian Hayes was swanning around Père Lachaise cemetery wearing a green carnation in his lapel and dropping bon mots with abandon.

Garbe pitches no-hitter in Effingham Post 120 win at Firecracker
Journal Gazette & Times-Courier – 07/01/11 17:49 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
MATTOON – When Effingham Post 210 right fielder Derek Cox charged Michael Webb’s line drive on the first hop and threw him out at first base, pitcher Nathan Garbe just thought it was an big play.

Nikki Haley’s rise raises tensions back home
Politico – 07/04/11 04:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Even before she was sworn in, Nikki Haley was a political star, a sought after presidential primary endorsement and a buzzed about vice presidential contender. ...all come calling even latching onto her pet issue of attacking the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing she s put the first-in-the-South...

Plane truth is presidential demagoguery
Boston Herald (AP) – 07/04/11 00:20 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Barack Obama’s core message in his Wednesday press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. “You go talk to your constituents and ask them, ‘Are you willing to compromise your kids’ safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?’ ” This was Well, that company is being told by Obama s union-hack-packed National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new plant in South Carolina, because...

Judge denies Boeing motion to dismiss labor case
Times Union – 07/03/11 15:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal judge on Thursday denied Boeing Co.’s request to toss out a government lawsuit that claims the company illegally retaliated against unionized workers by moving some work from Washington state to South Carolina. ...Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

In life, you get what you negotiate, says union president
NorthJersey.com – 07/03/11 02:41 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Here are the facts of working life, according to Harvey Whille: "You don't get what you have coming to you. You don't get what you deserve. You don't get what you have earned.

...federal Employee Free Choice Act in 2008 and 2009, but the National Labor
Relations Board last week released a pro-union proposal that could...

Is U.S. headed the way of Greece? Letters
NOLA.com – 07/03/11 02:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The so-called "PIIGS" -- acronym for Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece and Spain -- are either on the verge of bankruptcy, or bankrupt, like Greece. Their bloated governments and overspending over the years have led them to this dire situation. Obama-care, EPA stopping Shell Oil from drilling in Alaska, the National Labor Relations Board trying to stop Boeing from operating a new plant in...

Gov. Haley has high profile and higher hopes
CharlotteObserver.com – 07/03/11 02:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
COLUMBIA Nikki Haley, at 39 the nation's youngest governor, loves her iPod. When she signed a long-fought bill to bring more transparency to legislative voting, the Black Eyed Peas blasted through the Capitol rotunda here. ...plant that Boeing opened in North Charleston in June. The National Labor Relations Board sued the aeronautics giant over the plant, contending...

Forces work against economic freedoms
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (AP) – 07/03/11 00:11 –
1 other source (Pittsburgh Tribune Review)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
"Hey, who are you people? We're closed. It's a national holiday." "Exactly why we're here. It's July Fourth, and we're who it's all about -- the People. ...again it's not here. And won't get here unless ordered by the National Labor Relations Board, now controlled by leftist ... er, that is, liberal...

The NLRB's bid to remain relevant | Michael Paarlberg
Topix – 07/02/11 21:03 –
1 other source (Road Runner)
Words matched: NLRB
The labour relations regulator is in activist mode, but that only serves to highlight the neglect of successive administrations Protest signs at a union rally in April 2011, in Cleveland, Ohio. The NLRB's bid to remain relevant | Michael Paarlberg The labour relations regulator is in activist mode, but that only serves to highlight the...

South Carolina's Young Governor Has a High Profile and Higher Hopes
Free Republic – 07/02/11 18:51 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
"We are now what every state is going to want to look like," Ms. Haley said in an interview in her office almost six months into her administration. "We are now the state that is very excited," she said, referring to a catchphrase — "Get excited" — that she uses in virtually every speech, bill sign ...plant that Boeing opened in North Charleston in June. The National Labor Relations Board sued the aeronautics giant over the plant, contending...

Gov. Nikki Haley Has a High Profile and Higher Hopes
The New York Times – 07/02/11 18:41 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
COLUMBIA, S.C. — Nikki Haley, at 39 the nation’s youngest governor, loves her iPod. When she signed a long-fought bill to bring more transparency to legislative voting, the Black Eyed Peas blasted through the Capitol rotunda here. ...plant that Boeing opened in North Charleston in June. The National Labor Relations Board sued the aeronautics giant over the plant, contending...

'Horrible' director behaves otherwise
Boston.com – 07/02/11 18:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
“There’s a model of directing where the director is the guy with the iron fist - essentially, the horrible boss,” says Seth Gordon. “I’m not cut from that cloth. ...directing? The movie takes employer-employee relations to places the National Labor Relations Board dare not go. Kevin Spacey terrorizes Jason Bateman .

Q&A on progress of NFL labor talks
Los Angeles Times – 07/02/11 17:43 –
1 other source (Chicago Tribune)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Times' NFL columnist Sam Farmer's Q&A gives a sense of when labor talks might end and how to tell who won.
SAMP FARMER / ON THE NFL Q&A on progress of NFL labor talks

The Baltimore Sun – 07/02/11 17:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Times' NFL columnist Sam Farmer's Q&A gives a sense of when labor talks might end and how to tell who won.

Lingering issues need solving in NBA lockout

Road Runner – 07/02/11 17:16 –
1 other source (Sporting News)
Words matched: NLRB
Adam Silver said, "It became business as usual to pay the tax. And therefore, it created a league of haves and have-nots, where you have the Lakers at $110 million and Sacramento at $45 million. ...you have the Lakers at $110 million and Sacramento at $45 million. NLRB status. There is an outstanding complaint by the... Full Article at Sporting...

Phila.'s New Media charter school contends it's not a public school

Road Runner – 07/02/11 17:16 –
1 other source (Philly.com)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The Chicago Mathematics and Science Academy Charter School - one of 120 schools nationwide inspired by the teachings of Turkish imam Fethullah Gulen - asserted in papers filed with the National Labor Relations Board that it is not a public school or "a...
...teachings of Turkish imam Fethullah Gulen - asserted in papers filed with the National Labor Relations Board that it is not a public school or "a...

Merit has little to do with Obama's policy positions

Road Runner – 07/02/11 17:16 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
To be fair, Alcoa's biggest customers are the big manufacturers of commercial jets - like Boeing. Well, that company is being told by Obama's National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina, because to do.
...Boeing. Well, that company is being told by Obama's National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina.

Station request for sanctions against Culinary backed

Road Runner – 07/02/11 17:16 –
1 other source (ReviewJournal.com (AP))
Words matched: NLRB
Murz] said the Culinary Union's deception was another chapter in "the union's campaign of lies." "The union lied to the judge, the NLRB and the public," she said. ...union's campaign of lies." "The union lied to the judge, the NLRB and the public," she said. But an attorney for UNITE HERE saw it differently.

Judge denies Boeing's motion to dismiss NLRB case

Topix – 07/02/11 15:37 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The administrative law judge overseeing the National Labor Relations Board's case against Boeing Co.
Judge denies Boeing's motion to dismiss NLRB case The administrative law judge overseeing the National Labor Relations Board's case against...

NFL labor outcome could be a bellwether for NBA dispute

Boston Herald (AP) – 07/02/11 10:12 –
5 other sources (Orlando Sentinel, The Baltimore Sun,...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
LOS ANGELES — As the NBA lockout took hold Friday, legal experts said the NFL's four-month-long labor dispute and ongoing antitrust case would play a key role in determining the next steps in pro basketball's labor stoppage.
..."might choose to decertify." Yet another wild card is the National Labor Relations Board. Last month the NBA players union filed an unfair labor...

Right-to-work states have better workforces, too

Washington Examiner – 07/02/11 08:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
It's not exactly news, but labor unions are struggling badly in today's modern economy. Widespread gains in workplace protections and the precarious situation of many union pension plans have rendered unions far less important and far less attractive to American workers.
...the bailout of the automakers and continuing most recently with his National Labor Relations Board's persecution of Boeing for expanding its...

**Landry Presides Over House, Blocks Recess Appointments**
Free Republic – 07/02/11 08:00 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
WASHINGTON, DC – Continuing his efforts to prevent President Obama from making another recession appointment, Congressman Jeff Landry (R, LA-03) today presided over a pro forma session in the United States House of Representatives.
...last recession appointment President Obama made was Craig Becker to the National Labor Relations Board. Becker's nomination was rejected by the...

**NBA lockout begins Players, owners fail to reach a deal**
LexisNexis – 07/02/11 07:23 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
The Associated Press NEW YORK, N.Y. The NBA locked out its players Friday when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second pro sports league shut down by labour strife.
...filed an unfair labour charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...

**Obama's Absurd Press Conference**
Free Republic – 07/02/11 06:06 –
**Words matched:** NLRB
RUSH: So Obama delays this sorry excuse for a press conference in order to overlap the start of the big show today as much as possible, just as he always does, but we will not be deterred.
...community cites is the regulatory environment. So do you think the NLRB complaint against Boeing is an example of the kind of regulations that...

**Top 10 Obama Attacks on Capitalism**
Human Events – 07/02/11 04:02 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
President Obama occasionally coozies up to the corporate world, especially during fund-raising time, and delivers a modicum of support for business. But have no doubt about it, this is a man who honors the power of government over the marketplace.
9. Boeing silence: That Obama doesn't want to talk about the National Labor Relations Board's Boeing action speaks volumes. The Obama -packed NLRB...

**The lockout has begun, and so has the posturing**
The Sacramento Bee – 07/02/11 04:00 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board
LOS ANGELES -- Oh, no, am I here all alone? Actually, the world didn't end when the NBA locked its players out. The NBA didn't even end, even if it felt as if it was about to as darkness moved across the land.
the NBA has perfect cover. Players, seeking relief through the National Labor Relations Board, could also decertify and file an antitrust suit...

**Al Gore and the Referees**
Mother Jones – 07/02/11 01:08 –
**Words matched:** NLRB
Walter Russell Mead, in yet another lengthy critique of liberals who think that facts and empirical evidence ought to be taken seriously, explains to Al Gore the role of the referee in professional wrestling: Among other things, professional wrestling works as a kind of folk satire — and well meani
...referee at a wrestling match is a populist portrait of the FCC, the NLRB, NPR, the editorial board and everyone else who does exactly what Al...

**Alan Tonelson: Boeing’s real problem isn’t the NLRB**
The Providence Journal (AP) – 07/02/11 01:00 –
**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
WASHINGTON The National Labor Relations Board's charge that the Boeing Co.'s decision to produce aircraft in right-to-work South Carolina violates American labor law is easy to portray as a clear-cut example of wild government overreach.
Alan Tonelson: Boeing’s real problem isn’t the NLRB WASHINGTON The National Labor Relations Board's charge that the Boeing Co.'s decision to...

**10 Ways to Save the Economy: Obama Assails Business Community's**
...said. Meanwhile, the union also awaits a ruling...Boeing's battle with the National Labor Relations Board over the site of a new plant. Obama said he...

Letters to the editor
Post-Gazette.com – 07/02/11 00:23 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Do the health giants even care about patients? This is in response to the Highmark-UPMC debacle. To Highmark and UPMC officials and employees: Do any of you have empathy for the patients using your services? Empathetic and compassionate officials, employees, doctors, nurses, please step forward!
...other people are forced to pay for. THOMAS GILLOOLY Forest Hills

A 'Policy' of demagogic dishonesty
New York Post – 07/01/11 22:26 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Obama's core message in his Wednesday press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. "You go talk to your constituents and ask them, 'Are you willing to compromise your kids' safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?'" This was just on that company is being told by Obama's union-hack-packed National Labor Relations Board that it can't open a new manufacturing plant in South...

Lockout on for NBA
LexisNexis – 07/01/11 22:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Mike Monroe and Jeff McDonald, STAFF In his five months as a vice president of the National Basketball Players Association, Spurs forward Matt Bonner has been through enough bargaining sessions to cross one potential post-playing career job off his list.
...said. Meanwhile, the union also awaits a ruling by the National Labor Relations Board on an unfair labor practices complaint it filed weeks ago,

This one could last a while Players, owners far apart on issues -BYLN- By Brian Mahoney AP Basketball Writer
LexisNexis – 07/01/11 21:19 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK The NBA's thrilling season came with a high price tag. LeBron's move to Miami and Dirk's title in Dallas couldn't hide a simple fact: Owners insisted they were losing money, perhaps $300 million this season, and weren't interested in subsidizing a system they felt guaranteed they'd keep lo...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA...

Biden to Teamsters: You Protect the Middle Class
PR Newswire – 07/01/11 19:12 –
4 other sources (ShareBuilder, MarketWatch, …)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
-- Download image Vice President Addresses Teamsters' 28th International Convention LAS VEGAS, July 1, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Vice President Joe Biden said today at the Teamsters’ 28th International Convention that unions are the only institution protecting the middle class worker miscategorization, stopping the war on workers, supporting the National Labor Relations Board and preserving jobs and standards. Founded in...

NBA owners in lock step with football; Lockout hits pro basketball
LexisNexis – 07/01/11 18:24 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NEW YORK (AP) - The memories of a thrilling NBA season might have to last for a while. There's no telling when basketball will be back. The NBA locked out its players early today when its collective bargaining agreement expired, becoming the second major pro sport shut down by labor strife.
...filed an unfair labor charge against the league with the National Labor Relations Board for unfair bargaining practices, complaining the NBA's...
Boeing's request to toss out a highly criticized lawsuit by the National Labor Relations Board. That ruling is an early victory for the NLRB.

---

Nurses reject union at Resurrection

Orlando Sentinel – 07/01/11 13:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Nurses at Our Lady of the Resurrection Medical Center in Chicago rejected union representation by the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Workers (AFSCME) Council 31, the hospital and union confirmed this morning.

NBA in lockout after sides fail to reach new deal

NOLA.com – 07/01/11 08:53 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

BC-BKN~NBA Labor, 15th Ld-Writethru,1776 NBA lockout begins as sides fail to reach deal Eds: Recasts. Adds background on lockouts in 1994. AP Video. This story is part of AP's general news and sports services.

---

Corporate jets and tax breaks

National and world business briefs

Chicago Tribune – 07/01/11 09:48 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

President Obama's core message in his Wednesday press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. "You go talk to your constituents and ask them, 'Are you willing to compromise your kids' safety so some corporate-jet owner can get a tax break?'" This was just one... company is being told by Obama's union-hack-packed National Labor Relations Board that it cannot open a new manufacturing plant in South Carolina.

National and world business briefs

NewsOK (AP) – 07/01/11 01:06 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

National and world business briefs

....Administrative Law Judge Clifford Anderson is an early victory for the National Labor Relations Board, which has been widely criticized by Republicans...

National news headlines

STLToday.com (AP) – 07/01/11 01:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

...Senators staying on the job The Senate will work next week instead of taking a lengthy Fourth of July recess after President Barack Obama insisted that lawmakers should stay in Washington to try to resolve the impasse over how to reduce federal deficits and raise the debt ceiling.

---

Lou Dobbs Tonight for June 30, 2011

LexisNexis – 06/30/11 06:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Lou Dobbs, Chris Stirewalt, Corey Stewart, Tito Munoz, Vince Cefalu, Josh Feinman, Alan Colmes, Ron Christie, Hank Sheinkopf LOU DOBBS, FOX BUSINESS HOST: Good evening, everyone.

...Boeing's attempt to toss out a highly criticized lawsuit by the National Labor Relations Board. That ruling is an early victory for the NLRB.
Obama says US companies need freedom to relocate
San Francisco Chronicle – 06/29/11 23:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
(06-29) 09:38 PDT WASHINGTON (AP) -- President Barack Obama says it would defy common sense for Boeing Co. to have to shut down a new aircraft plant or lay off workers as a result of a labor dispute with the government.
...was responding to a question about a lawsuit filed by the National Labor Relations Board against Boeing, accusing the aerospace company of illegally...

Boeing labor dispute turns into headache for Obama
San Francisco Chronicle – 06/29/11 23:02 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
(06-29) 00:11 PDT WASHINGTON (AP) -- The government's labor dispute with Boeing Co. is turning into a political headache for President Barack Obama, giving his Republican rivals a fresh opening to bash the administration's economic policies.
...Republicans are keeping up a steady drumbeat of criticism over the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant. The...

Unfair Labor Practices

NFL labor outcome could be a bellwether for NBA dispute
Boston Herald (AP) – 07/02/11 10:12 –
5 other sources (Orlando Sentinel, The Baltimore Sun, ...)
Words matched: unfair labor practices
LOS ANGELES — As the NBA lockout took hold Friday, legal experts said the NFL’s four-month-long labor dispute and ongoing antitrust case would play a key role in determining the next steps in pro basketball's labor stoppage.
...Labor Relations Board. Last month the NBA players union filed an unfair labor practices complaint against the league with the NLRB, alleging "harsh..."

Lockout on for NBA
LexisNexis – 07/01/11 22:25 –
Words matched: unfair labor practices
Mike Monroe and Jeff McDonald, STAFF In his five months as a vice president of the National Basketball Players Association, Spurs forward Matt Bonner has been through enough bargaining sessions to cross one potential post-playing career job off his list.
...also awaits a ruling by the National Labor Relations Board on an unfair labor practices complaint it filed weeks ago, a decision that could change...

Station request for sanctions against Culinary backed
ReviewJournal.com (AP) – 07/01/11 21:21 –
Words matched: unfair labor practices, unfair labor practice
An administration law judge has ruled in favor of Station Casinos LLC's request for sanctions against the Culinary Workers Union Local 226, but the union's unfair labor practice case against the locals gaming company will continue.
...the Culinary Workers Union Local 226, but the union's unfair labor practice case against the locals gaming company will continue. Judge Geoffrey...
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Key Individuals

- **Cloudium Systems wins LEAP award for cloud-based IP**
  - Silicon Republic – 07/05/11 05:29 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - Set up three years ago, Cloudium Systems has won the ‘Best IP’ award at the LEAP Business Awards 2011 for its innovative cloudAccel and cloudRDP technology.
  - Hickey, CEO, Cloudium Systems; Mayor of Limerick Maria Byrne; Minister Brian Hayes, TD; Dr Maria Hinfelaar, president, LIT; and Peter Shelley.

- **Ireland signs OECD convention to fight offshore tax evasion**
  - Irish Examiner.com – 07/04/11 21:23 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - IRELAND has further tightened up its offshore tax evasion protection by signing up to the Joint Council of Europe/OECD multilateral convention on mutual administrative assistance in tax matters.
  - information on tax matters. Minister of State at the Department of Finance Brian Hayes signed the convention for Ireland at a ceremony in the OECD s...

NLRA Major Outlets

- **Economy, Trade Policies, Social Security, Taxes**
  - About.com – 07/05/11 07:16 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
  - Provides articles, news and analysis on economic issues including trade policies, Social Security, income and estate tax issues, economic indicators and theories, and economic opinion leaders.
  - check” legislation, would cause three major pro-labor changes to the National Labor Relations Act, which was established by Congress in 1935...

- **Obama's day: Afghanistan meetings**
  - USA Today – 07/05/11 06:56 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
  - Good morning from The Oval. On this day in 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act, permitting labor unions to organize for the purposes of collective bargaining.
  - this day in 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act, permitting labor unions to organize for the purposes...
Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011. There are 179 days left in the year.

Today's Highlight in History: On July 5, 1811, Venezuela became the first South American country to declare independence from Spain.

...in Montboudif. In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard...

The bikini, created by Louis Reard, was introduced in 1946. In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard...

Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011. There are 179 days left in the year.

Today's Highlight in History: On July 5, 1811, Venezuela became the first South American country to declare independence from Spain.

...in Montboudif. In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard...

Happy 5th!

President Franklin D. Roosevelt on July 5, 1935, signed into law the National Labor Relations Act, a landmark in U.S. labor relations. Here's...

People: Chord Overstreet dropped from 'Glee'

Chord Overstreet, who plays heartthrob transfer student Sam Evans on "Glee," won't be returning to the hit television series for its third season, according to TV Line.

...Salvation Army in London. 1935: President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. 1946: The bikini, created by Louis Reard, was introduced in 1946. In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard...

Obama's positions not decided on the merits

President Barack Obama's core message in last Wednesday's press conference, his first since March, could be found in his advice to Republicans. "You go talk to your constituents and ask them, 'Are you willing to compromise your kids' safety so some
Jobs won't come until Obama goes
NJ.com – 07/05/11 03:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
To the Editor: In my opinion, there will be no surge in jobs until President Barack Obama is defeated in 2012, a Republican president is put in charge and a Republican-majority U.S. Congress is in session. 

...and long-lasting climate will exist. For instance, the National Labor Relations Board under Obama wants to block Boeing from opening a plant in South Carolina.

Anti-business Obama helps GOP
Chicago Sun-Times – 07/04/11 23:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Updated: June 7, 2011 2:08AM The surge in dismal economic news demonstrates something more than just evidence that President Barack Obama’s policies have failed to lift the country out of fiscal crisis.

...the administration is openly hostile to investment. Consider the National Labor Relations Board's attempt to block Boeing from building jetliners.

Letter: Democrats are anti-business, which translates into anti-jobs
Michigan Live – 07/04/11 20:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Voice: Richard Morrissett, Davison The National Labor Relations Board has filed a lawsuit against Boeing for setting up a new plant to build airplanes in South Carolina.

...translates into anti-jobs
Voice: Richard Morrissett, Davison The National Labor Relations Board has filed a lawsuit against Boeing for setting up a new plant to build airplanes in South Carolina. The Boeing Co., for example, has...
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- Allegations that NLRB’s Craig Becker is violating Obama’s ‘ethics pledge’ resurface with Boeing case
  - Lucianne.com – 07/05/11 14:56 –
  - 2 other sources (Road Runner, Daily Caller)
  - Words matched: Craig Becker
  - National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) member Craig Becker must recuse himself from the case against Boeing or violate President Barack Obama’s ethics pledge, critics say.
  - Allegations that NLRB’s Craig Becker is violating Obama’s ethics pledge resurface with Boeing case National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) member ...

- So-Called “Independent” Agency Not Independent From President Obama
  - Townhall.com – 07/05/11 13:25 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon, Craig Becker
  - Last week, when asked about the controversy surrounding the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) complaint against the Boeing Company for building a facility in the right-to-work state of South Carolina, President Obama responded that the regulatory agency was “independent.
  - ...regulatory agency’s actions as he has appointed both Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon and Board Member Craig Becker, in addition to nominating each ...

- Allegations that NLRB’s Craig Becker is violating Obama’s ‘ethics pledge’ resurface with Boeing case (Daily Caller)
  - Enterprise Post News – 07/05/11 12:48 –
  - Words matched: Craig Becker
  - Daily Caller – National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) member Craig Becker must recuse himself from the case against Boeing or violate President Barack Obama’s ethics pledge, critics say.
  - Allegations that NLRB’s Craig Becker is violating Obama’s ‘ethics pledge’ resurface with Boeing case (Daily Caller) Daily Caller National ...

- Managing Corporate Communications
  - ArticlesBase.com – 07/05/11 11:54 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - Company accused of firing over Facebook post by Greenhouse. It is illegal to fire employees after they discuss working condition on any social sites. The employees have a right to form or join any unions and this is according to the National Labor
...any social network sites (Greenhouse, November 18, 2010). According to Lafe Solomon (as cited by Greenhouse, November 18, 2010), the case was...

**Post 120 gets first tourney win**

Effingham Daily News – 07/05/11 11:29 –

Words matched: Brian Hayes

MATTOON — Effingham Post 120 got a little extra time between games Thursday in the Mattoon Post 88 Firecracker Classic when the game before theirs went to 10 innings at Mattoon High School.

...Vandalia Post 95 and the I-70 Thunder to end. Post 120 coach Brian Hayes had his team in the batting cage at Mattoon High School, and Effingham...

**Third dimension**

The Glazine – 07/05/11 10:55 –

Words matched: Mark Pearce

Emplas has launched the ‘Third Dimension’ element of its Fifth Dimension marketing programme – No Quality Shocks. The trade fabricator has built a strategy into its fabrication and marketing that has won it – and kept – customers: it thoroughly checks each product before it leaves the factory.

...consistent high levels of product quality. One such happy customer is Mark Pearce from KJM Windows in Andover. KJM employs four installation teams...

**Tax evaders tackled**

Herald.ie – 07/05/11 10:53 –

Words matched: Brian Hayes

IRELAND has signed up to a European and OECD convention to tighten up its offshore tax evasion policies. The Joint Council of Europe/OECD multilateral convention on mutual administrative assistance in tax matters is aimed at fighting offshore tax avoidance.

...matters is aimed at fighting offshore tax avoidance. Minister Brian Hayes said the convention would bolster our international reputation. The...

**NLRA Major Outlets**

**The Almanac - July 5**

The Post Chronicle – 07/05/11 13:36 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011 with 179 to follow. The moon is waxing. The morning stars are Mercury and Saturn. The evening stars are Jupiter, Neptune, Uranus, Mars and Venus.


**Managing Corporate Communications**

ArticlesBase.com – 07/05/11 11:54 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Company accused of firing over facebook post by Greenhouse It is illegal to fire employees after they discuss working condition on any social sites. The employees have a right to form or join any unions and this is according to the National Labor Relations Act.

November 18, 2010, the case was a straight forward one under the National Labor Relations Act and does it not matter where it took place. This sort...

**Daily Almanac**

The Columbus Dispatch (AP) – 07/05/11 03:07 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011. There are 179 days left in the year. Highlights in History â¢ On July 5, 1811, Venezuela became the first South American country to declare independence from Spain.

...from Spain. â¢ In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. â¢ In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard,
By those “commitments he made to Congress,” Wszolek is referring to Becker’s Senate confirmation hearing in February 2010. In response to questioning from Utah GOP Sen. Allegations that NLRB s Craig Becker is violating Obama s ethics pledge resurface with Boeing case By those commitments he made to Congress.

**So-Called “Independent” Agency Not Independent From President Obama**

Townhall.com – 07/05/11 13:25 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Last week, when asked about the controversy surrounding the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) complaint against the Boeing Company for building a facility in the right-to-work state of South Carolina, President Obama responded that the regulatory agency was “independent.

...Obama Last week, when asked about the controversy surrounding the National Labor Relations Board s (NLRB) complaint against the Boeing Company...

**Mitt Romney praises labor at New Hampshire town hall**

Politic – 07/05/11 12:32 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

With organized labor at the center of several nasty state budget fights, Mitt Romney spoke warmly of unions at a town hall on Tuesday. "Unions have played a very important role historically in balancing in some cases the egregious actions of some employers and have been important to the development

...responding to a question from a participant who criticized a recent National Labor Relations Board ruling against Boeing's decision to locate a...

**The Failure Of Al Gore Part Three: Singing The Climate Blues**

Business Insider – 07/05/11 10:46 –

Words matched: NLRB

Reversing Field Orange Peels A Letter from Tirana Some readers are wondering why I am spending so much time analyzing the political problems of a former vice president.

...referee at a wrestling match is a populist portrait of the FCC, the NLRB, NPR, the New York Times editorial board and everyone else who does...

**Jobs, Income Data Show Right-To-Work States Have Advantage**

Road Runner – 07/05/11 08:31 –

Words matched: NLRB

Boeing's new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: "right-to-work" laws. Right-to-work states have generally lower unemployment, higher job growth, lower taxes and better business climates.

...Right-To-Work States Have Advantage Boeing's new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: "right-to-work "

**NBA risks alienating fans for good with prolonged lockout**

SI.com – 07/05/11 08:27 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Dueling lockouts. Call me when they're over. My strategy with sports labor stories is pretty simple: ignore, ignore, ignore. Back in the days when I was a baseball beat reporter I spent far too much time speaking with Marvin Miller, Ray Grebey, Donald Fehr, Gene Orza, Ken Moffett, Mark Belanger and ....sports. We didn't get into this business to spend time dealing with the National Labor Relations Board. So here's my take on the NFL and the NBA...

**500 Kaiser Permanente IT workers vote to join SEIU’s United Healthcare Workers West local**

Business Journals – 07/04/11 22:54 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The Service Employees International Union said late last week that 500 Kaiser Permanente information technology workers voted “overwhelmingly” to join SEIU’s Oakland-based United Healthcare Workers West local.

...West local. The vote was certified June 30 by the National Labor Relations Board according to the union which represents about 150000 health...
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New Rules Outrage Employers

Proposals from the National Labor Relations Board and the Department of Labor to streamline union elections and require more disclosures about employers' usage of labor consultants have the business community hopping mad.

...new rules was not a unanimous one. The sole Republican member, Brian Hayes, dissented, releasing a statement saying the new process is one that...

Free Access To OPW Heritage Sites

Free access to all Office of Public Works (OPW) Heritage sites on the first Wednesday of every month, launches today. The Minister of State at the Department of Finance, Brian Hayes, said: "I have decided to waive the entry fee to all OPW managed heritage properties in order to stimulate an interest...

...month, launches today. The Minister of State at the Department of Finance, Brian Hayes, said: I have decided to waive the entry fee to all OPW...

Free entry to heritage sites

Tweet The Rock of Cashel, one of the sites free to visit today. Access to most heritage sites managed by the Office of Public Works (OPW) is free today and on the first Wednesday of every month for the rest of the year.

...access was made by the Minister of State responsible for the OPW, Brian Hayes, who said it was done to stimulate interest in the built heritage...

Social welfare offices top priority

NEW social welfare offices for Balbriggan and Swords offering the full range of services have been set as a 'top priority' for the Department of Social Protection.

...writing to the Minister with responsibility for the Office for Public Works Brian Hayes to seek a definite timeline for when the plans for a...
The city has issued a request for proposals of executive search firms, Brian Hayes, League City's human resources director, said. I would assume...

---

**Ierland behaalt doelen voor steun EU en IMF**

Nuzakelijk – 07/06/11 06:19 –

1 other source (Nieuws)

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

AMSTERDAM - De instellingen die Ierland financiële steun hebben geboden, erkennen dat Ierland de aan de steun verbonden doelen heeft behaald.

...land strenger bezuinigingsmaatregelen te wachten, meldt staatssecretaris van Financiën Brian Hayes woensdag. Het bericht van Hayes komt op het...

---

**Ierland behaalt doelen steun EU/IMF - Staatssecretaris**

MT Management team – 07/06/11 05:40 –

3 other sources (Nieuws, ABN AMRO Beleggen, ...)

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

DUBLIN (Dow Jones)--De instellingen die Ierland financiele steun hebben geboden, erkennen dat Ierland de aan de steun verbonden doelen heeft behaald, ondanks dat het land strenger bezuinigingsmaatregelen te wachten staan, meldt staatssecretaris van financiën Brian Hayes woensdag.

...strenger bezuinigingsmaatregelen te wachten staan, meldt staatssecretaris van financiën Brian Hayes woensdag. Het bericht van Hayes komt op het...

---

**Hayes: 'Fair degree of scepticism' about hospital's funding**

Eircom Net – 07/06/11 04:32 –

3 other sources (Irish Examiner.com, BreakingNews.ie, ...)

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

on 06/07/2011 08:56:37 A junior Minister at the Department of Finance, Brian Hayes, has said that "there is a fair degree of scepticism" about funding for the proposed National Children's Hospital.

...06/07/2011 08:56:37 A junior Minister at the Department of Finance, Brian Hayes, has said that "there is a fair degree of scepticism" about funding...

---

**Free chance to learn your history but on just one day a month**

Independent.ie – 07/06/11 04:28 –

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

A new initiative giving free access to Ireland's historic sites on the first Wednesday of every month has been announced. The scheme which will take in such sites as the Rock of Cashel and the State apartments in Dublin Castle is an effort to encourage tourists and local people to visit some of the

...Public Works. Minister of State with special responsibility for the OPW, Brian Hayes said that this scheme which will run until the end of the...

---

**DJ Ireland Meeting Its EU/IMF Bailout Targets - Minister**

Trading Charts – 07/06/11 04:01 –

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

(Dow Jones Commodities News Select via Comtex) – Ireland's lenders have accepted the country is meeting its bailout targets even though it faces more difficult austerity, Brian Hayes, junior minister in the finance ministry said Wednesday.

...meeting its bailout targets even though it faces more difficult austerity, Brian Hayes, junior minister in the finance ministry said Wednesday. His...

---

**Roundup: E10m of Dell fund is unspent**

FX Centre – 07/06/11 03:08 –

2 other sources (AIB Corporate Banking, Business World)

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

News In Brief ## Minister of state Alan Kelly has said that he understands that up to 10m euros of funding that formed part of a 22.8m euro European Globalisation Fund for former Dell workers is unspent.

...revenue from wealthy tax exiles and high earners. Junior finance minister Brian Hayes says that if a levy aimed at wealthy tax exiles and high ...

---

**City manager seeks to leave early**

The Galveston County Daily News (AP) – 07/06/11 01:48 –

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

LEAGUE CITY — City Manager Marcus Jahns has asked the council whether he could leave the job sooner than he had initially requested. Jahns, who had planned to resign Aug.

The city has issued a request for proposals of executive search firms, Brian Hayes, League City's human resources director, said. I would assume...

---

**OPW launches free entry initiative**

RTE.ie – 07/06/11 01:31 –

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

Access to all historic sites managed by the OPW is free for today and for the first
The Labor Board Is Giving Employees More Rights To Complain.

4 Hotelliers – 07/05/11 21:27 –
Words matched: Wilma Liebman, Craig Becker
Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) grants employees the right to "engage in, concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection.
As explained by the current Chair of the Labor Board, Wilma Liebman, despite years of precedent dictating whether employee activity is truly...

'Cliff hanger' between McGuinness and Mitchell expected at Saturday selection

Irish Times – 07/05/11 21:13 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
MINISTER OF State Ciaraóin Cannon and the other former Progressive Democrats in Fine Gael have thrown their weight behind former European Parliament president Pat Cox as the party's presidential nominee.
...Harris, Peter Fitzpatrick, Brendan Griffin and Tom Hayes. Minister of State Brian Hayes said Gay Mitchell had his backing. He would give us massive...

Hayes warns Domicile levy 'could go further'

RTE.ie – 07/05/11 16:15 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
Fine Gael have warned that they may consider further measures to bring in revenue from wealthy tax exiles and high earners.
...and high earners. The Minister of State at the Department of Finance Brian Hayes has warned that if a levy aimed at wealthy tax exiles and high...

Today in Labor History July 5 FDR signs NLRB act, Battle of Rincon Hill, Pullman strike

Democratic Underground – 07/05/11 20:56 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Today in Labor History July 5 FDR signs NLRB act, Battle of Rincon Hill, Pullman strike
...http://www.sf museum.org/hist4/maritime17.html National Labor Relations Act, providing workers rights to organize and bargain collectively, signed...

Federal judge blocks Idaho anti-union law | OregonLive.com

OregonLive.com – 07/05/11 16:26 –
Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act, labor relations
View full sizelatherine Jones / Idaho Statesman / Associated PressBOISE, Idaho -- A federal judge has blocked a new state law that sought to strip labor unions of power, ruling the measure passed this year during a flurry of anti-union zeal in the Idaho Legislature likely conflicts with federal law.
...sought to pre-empt matters already governed by the federal National Labor Relations Board. "This creates a risk of conflicting rulings from the...

Today in History

Forbes.com – 07/05/11 00:25 –
2 other sources (Townhall.com, Syracuse.com)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011. There are 179 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History: On July 5, 1811, Venezuela became the first South American country to declare independence from Spain.
...in Montboudif. In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard...

National Labor Relations Board may sue over effort to nix card check option in union votes

Topix – 07/06/11 06:03 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Last Modified: Friday, July 1, 2011 at 11:27 p.m. MONTGOMERY The National Labor Relations Board might make a federal case out of a proposed state

Wednesday of every month for the rest of this year.
...decision was made by the Minister of State responsible for the OPW, Brian Hayes, who said it was done to stimulate interest in the built heritage...
constitutional amendment that would guarantee a secret-ballot election when employees are choosing whether to unionize.

National Labor Relations Board may sue over effort to nix card check option in union votes Last Modified: Friday, July 1, 2011 at 11:27 p.m.

GOP Rep. McCotter’s union ties to be tested
The Hill – 07/06/11 05:40 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Labor is keeping a close eye on Rep. Thaddeus McCotter (R-Mich.) to see whether he disavows his pro-union record as he campaigns for the White House. McCotter is among a small group of Republicans on Capitol Hill who have a history of supporting the labor movement.

...year. McCotter voted against an amendment that would have defunded the National Labor Relations Board. He also voted against a measure that would...

Unions Rethink Obama 2012 Support
Zimbio – 07/06/11 02:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
AP In this Aug. 4, 2010, file photo President Barack Obama stands with AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka after speaking about jobs and the economy in Washington.

...the expense of today’s struggling economic recovery. He stacked the National Labor Relations Board with some labor union stooges, Romney said.

Pro-Con: Is Labor Board Right About Boeing Plant?
Topix – 07/06/11 01:01 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Business, politicians and the media have made much of the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected.

...Plant? Business, politicians and the media have made much of the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has...

Political Headlines
LexisNexis – 07/05/11 23:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

...recovery. MITT ROMNEY, (R) PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE: And he stacked the National Labor Relations Board with some labor union stooges. And again, if you...

Today in Labor History July 5 FDR signs NLRB act, Battle of Rincon Hill, Pullman strike
Democratic Underground – 07/05/11 20:56 –
Words matched: NLRB
Today in Labor History July 5 FDR signs NLRB act, Battle of Rincon Hill, Pullman strike

Today in Labor History July 5 FDR signs NLRB act, Battle of Rincon Hill, Pullman strike Today in Labor History July 5 FDR signs NLRB act, Battle ...

Unions Wedded To -- But Wary Of -- Obama In 2012
FoxNews.com – 07/05/11 20:45 –
1 other source (Myfoxdc.com)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Bracing for an election cycle that will be marked by heavy outside spending, massive voter registration drives, and 16 months of presidential politicking, the American labor movement confronts a daunting slate of demographic changes and other trends that could make 2012 a rocky year for unions.

...the expense of today’s struggling economic recovery. He stacked the National Labor Relations Board with some labor union stooges, Romney said.

National Labor Relations Board may sue over effort to nix card check option in union votes (AI)
Democratic Underground – 07/05/11 19:07 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
National Labor Relations Board may sue over effort to nix card check option in union votes (AI)

National Labor Relations Board may sue over effort to nix card check option in union votes (AI) National Labor Relations Board may sue over effort...

Federal judge blocks Idaho anti-union law | OregonLive.com
OregonLive.com – 07/05/11 16:26 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

4
A federal judge has blocked a new state law that sought to strip labor unions of power, ruling the measure passed this year during a flurry of anti-union zeal in the Idaho Legislature likely conflicts with federal law.

"Idaho sought to pre-empt matters already governed by the federal National Labor Relations Board. This creates a risk of conflicting rulings ..."
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- **Around the greens - June 29**
  - **Rhyl Journal** – 07/06/11 14:31 –
  - **Words matched:** Brian Hayes
  - Welsh Counties League THIS WEEK the Welsh Counties League paired St Asaph against hosts Conwy in what looked a tight game, the visitors higher up the table in the last game before the turn in the fixtures.
  - > with Andy Jones returning the only winning card 21-13 against Esclusham captain **Brian Hayes.** The home side had the game in the bag with a Geoff...

- **Ireland May Be Next State to Face Junk Rating After Moody’s Cuts Portugal**
  - **Bloomberg** – 07/06/11 10:11 –
  - **Words matched:** Brian Hayes
  - Ireland’s credit rating may be cut to junk by Moody’s Investors Service after Portugal yesterday lost its investment grade rating, according to analysts.
  - > ...is achieving the targets of its rescue agreement, Irish junior minister **Brian Hayes** said in an interview with Dublin-based broadcaster RTE, ahead...

- **Free Access To OPW Heritage Sites**
  - **4IE - Ireland On The Internet** – 07/06/11 09:06 –
  - **Words matched:** Brian Hayes
  - Free access to all Office of Public Works (OPW) Heritage sites on the first Wednesday of every month, launches today. The Minister of State at the Department of Finance, Brian Hayes, said: “I have decided to waive the entry fee to all OPW managed heritage properties in order to stimulate an interesn ...month, launches today. The Minister of State at the Department of Finance, **Brian Hayes**, said: I have decided to waive the entry fee to all OPW...

- **Christmas in July fundraiser underway**
  - **Binghamton/Oneonta - YNN** – 07/06/11 08:59 –
  - **Words matched:** Brian Hayes
  - It’s an annual fundraiser to help meet the needs of families of hospitalized children. The Ronald McDonald House of Central New York is once again seeking donations for its Christmas in July campaign.
  - > ...can go out and get them as the families come through,” said **Brian Hayes**, special events coordinator for the Ronald McDonald House of CNY. More...

- **So-Called “Independent” Agency Not Independent From President Obama**
  - **Free Republic** – 07/06/11 07:17 –

© 2011 Meltwater, Morningstar, Inc.
Last week, when asked about the controversy surrounding the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) complaint against the Boeing Company for building a facility in the right-to-work state of South Carolina, President Obama responded that the regulatory agency was “independent. ...regulatory agency’s actions as he has appointed both Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon and Board Member Craig Becker, in addition to nominating each...
Teamsters Local 727 to file unfair labor practice charges at the National Labor Relations Board and its employees to strike.

2012: Romney rakes in $18m, Gingrich $2m
Firstread - MSNBC – 07/06/11 09:23 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
A new University of New Hampshire poll shows Mitt Romney in the lead in the Granite State with 35%. Michele Bachmann is second with 12% -- followed by Ron Paul and Rudy Giuliani 7%, Rick Perry 4%, Tim Pawlenty and Sarah Palin 3%, Herman Cain and Jon Huntsman 2%, and Gingrich, Johnson, and Santorum 1 on Tuesday morning. He went on, however, to criticize the National Labor Relations Board's ruling against Boeing's relocation of a plant to South...

Democrats Heading for the Cliff
Free Republic – 07/06/11 08:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Let's give the president and his base the benefit of the doubt. President Obama honestly thought that his smash-mouth press conference on Wednesday June 29th and his obsession over the Obama-Reid-Pelosi corporate jet stimulus tax credit was nothing more than good presidential leadership.
...the governing party is just plain thuggery. When you pack the National Labor Relations Board with your cronies (see Boeing) and the National ...

Pro-union rulings stir up debate
Democratic Underground – 07/06/11 07:55 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Pro-union rulings stir up debate
...last decade but recently received some power boosts. The National Labor Relations Board last week proposed regulations that would give labor...

So-Called "Independent" Agency Not Independent From President Obama
Free Republic – 07/06/11 07:17 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Last week, when asked about the controversy surrounding the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) complaint against the Boeing Company for building a facility in the right-to-work state of South Carolina, President Obama responded that the regulatory agency was "independent.
...Obama Last week, when asked about the controversy surrounding the National Labor Relations Board's (NLRB) complaint against the Boeing Company...

Unfair Labor Practices

Alderwoods Funeral Homes, Operated By Industry Giant SCI, Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike
PR Newswire – 07/06/11 12:36 –
1 other source (Morningstar)
Words matched: unfair labor practices, Unfair Labor Practice, unfair labor practice
CHICAGO, July 6, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- The funeral industry giant that operates four Alderwoods funeral homes in the Chicago area has forced Teamsters Local 727 to file unfair labor practice charges at the National Labor Relations Board and its employees to strike.
Alderwoods Funeral Homes, Operated By Industry Giant SCI, Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike CHICAGO, July 6, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire / --
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**Ireland joins fight against tax evasion**

Yahoo! Finance UK – 07/07/11 07:04 –
1 other source (Telegraph.co.uk)

Words matched: Brian Hayes

Ireland (Berlin: IIK.BE - news) is the latest country to sign up to an international convention designed to help fight tax evasion. Brian Hayes, minister of state at Ireland’s department of finance, signed up to The Multilateral Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters at a mee
...up to an international convention designed to help fight tax evasion. Brian Hayes, minister of state at Ireland’s department of finance, signed...

**Moody’s hints of ratings downgrade for Ireland**

All Headline News – 07/07/11 06:38 –

Words matched: Brian Hayes

Topics: Politics, Government, National Government, Economy, Business And Finance, Macro Economics, Credit And Debt Ratings agency Moody’s Investors Service is still on a credit downgrade mode.
...of its rescue agreement with the EU and IMF, Irish Junior Minister Brian Hayes said ahead of Ireland’s talks with representatives of the IMF,

**€12.8m for flood project**

The Clare Champion – 07/07/11 06:15 –

Words matched: Brian Hayes

The Minister for Finance, Michael Noonan, has signed an order to sanction €12.8 million for Phase 2 of the Ennis Main Drainage Scheme. Clare Fine Gael TD Pat Breen, who was advised of the order by Mr Noonan on Wednesday evening, said the project would be advanced as a matter of urgency.
...added. The junior minister with responsibility for the Office of Public Works, Brian Hayes, will visit Ennis on Friday, July 15 to outline further...

**Ireland May Be next to Face Junk Status after Moody’s Downgrades Portugal**

(Bloomberg)-07/07/11 Ireland’s credit rating may be cut to junk by Moody’s Investors Service after Portugal yesterday lost its investment grade rating, according to analysts.
...is achieving the targets of its rescue agreement, Irish junior minister Brian Hayes
said in an interview with Dublin-based broadcaster RTE, ahead...

**OPW Minister Brian Hayes to visit Cork East constituency next week**

*Corkman.ie – 07/07/11 03:14 –*

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

MINISTER of State for the Office of Public Works Brian Hayes, TD, will visit the Cork East constituency on Monday, July 18, on a tour that will include a visit to Doneraile Court.

**Ireland May Be Next to Face Junk As Moody’s Cuts Portugal**

*Bloomberg Businessweek – 07/06/11 21:05 –*

**(Updates bond yields starting in third paragraph.) July 6 (Bloomberg) -- Ireland’s credit rating may be cut to junk by Moody’s Investors Service after Portugal yesterday lost its investment grade rating, according to analysts.**

...*is achieving the targets of its rescue agreement, Irish junior minister Brian Hayes said in an interview with Dublin-based broadcaster RTE, ahead...*

**Pledged allegiances: Internal support for Fine Gael candidates**

*Irish Times – 07/06/11 20:10 –*

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

BELOW ARE the members of the Fine Gael parliamentary party who have declared for one of the party’s potential candidates. The party has 76 TDs, 19 Senators and 4 MEPs.

...**MITCHELL (10) Gay Mitchell, Minister Alan Shatter, Minister of State Brian Hayes, Minister of State Lucinda Creighton, John Deasy, Derek Keating.**

**Heritage sites for sore eyes as grateful public take advantage of a free look**

*Irish Times – 07/06/11 20:03 –*

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

THE QUEUE to get into Kilmichael Gaol yesterday was unusually long for a rainy midweek afternoon, as dozens of tourists were joined by even larger numbers of locals keen to take advantage of an initiative offering free admission to all sites run by the Office of Public Works (OPW) on the first Wednes ...**national monuments by Minister of State for the Office of Public Works Brian Hayes, who yesterday expressed the hope it would serve to foster...**

**Beyond Boeing**

*The Washington Times – 07/06/11 19:18 –*

**Words matched:** Lafe Solomon, Craig Becker, Wilma B. Liebman

The Obama labor board’s forced-unionism agenda ...*the attention. The complaint against Boeing by Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon is as preposterous as it is unprecedented, and the sought -for...

**MIX: Beyond Boeing**

*The Washington Times – 07/06/11 19:18 –*

**Words matched:** Lafe Solomon, Craig Becker, Wilma B. Liebman

The Obama labor board’s forced-unionism agenda ...*the attention. The complaint against Boeing by Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon is as preposterous as it is unprecedented, and the sought -for...

**Federal Bank Regulators Scrutinizing Mortgage Lawsuits Against Banks, Opening New Worry For Investors, Bankers**

*The Huffington Post – 07/06/11 18:07 –*

**2 other sources (Zmarter, Huffington Post Canada)**

**Words matched:** Mark Pearce

WASHINGTON -- Federal bank regulators are scrutinizing more than 150 home loan-related lawsuits directed at lenders and mortgage companies, a top official at the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation plans to say Thursday, underscoring the threat the largest U. ...*practices, according to FDIC Director of Depositor and Consumer Protection Mark Pearce’s prepared remarks for a Thursday congressional panel.*

**Ireland May Be Next To Face Junk As Moody’s Cuts Portugal**

*Financial Advisor Magazine – 07/06/11 16:02 –*

**Words matched:** Brian Hayes

(Bloomberg News) Ireland’s credit rating may be cut to junk by Moody’s Investors Service after Portugal yesterday lost its investment grade rating, according to analysts. ...*is achieving the targets of its rescue agreement, Irish junior minister Brian Hayes...*
said in an interview with Dublin-based broadcaster RTE, ahead...

**Sport**

*The Riverina Leader* – 07/05/11 20:59 –

**Words matched**: Mark Pearce

BWW IT IS with a lot of sadness that we bid farewell to one of our great riding mates and true gentleman John Lehmann. John passed away at 9.30am on July 1 after a fall the previous Sunday whilst participating in our 2pm ride.

Jim Carroll 22-21 Wednesday blind draw pairs: (winners) Mick Foxall, **Mark Pearce** 25 points, (runners-up) Ted Worldon, Ken Chappelow, Peter Reid...

**'Well worth 58 year wait' says Sammy**

*Drogheda Independent* – 07/05/11 19:41 –

**Words matched**: Brian Hayes

NORTHERN Ireland Finance minister Sammy Wilson proudly looked around the Oldbridge Estate last Friday morning and declared his 58-year wait to see it was well worth it.

...down for the first time to the Battle of the Boyne site by Brian Hayes TD, Minister of State at the Department of Finance with responsibility ...

### NLRA Major Outlets

**United States: The NLRB’s New Regulation of Social Media**

*LexisNexis* – 07/06/11 08:26 –

**Words matched**: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act

Katherine Marques and Michael Starr Katherine Marquez is an Associate and Michael Starr a Partner in our New York office Companies should know that online activities can trigger rights under federal labor law for even nonunion employees.

...unions think that they are unaffected by the pronouncements of the National Labor Relations Board. They should think again. In a series of recent...

**The almanac**

*United Press International* – 07/05/11 03:30 –

**Words matched**: National Labor Relations Act

Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011 with 179 to follow. The moon is waxing. The morning stars are Mercury and Saturn. The evening stars are Jupiter, Neptune, Uranus, Mars and Venus.


**Today in History**

*The Sacramento Bee* – 07/05/11 00:08 –

**Words matched**: National Labor Relations Act

Today is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 2011. There are 179 days left in the year.

Today’s Highlight in History: On July 5, 1811, Venezuela became the first South American country to declare independence from Spain.

...in Montboudif. In 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act. In 1946, the bikini, created by Louis Reard...

### NLRB Major Outlets

**Pro-Con: Is Labor Board Right About Boeing Plant?**

*Topix* – 07/07/11 02:31 –

**Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board

Business, politicians and the media have made much of the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has been misdirected.

...Plant? Business, politicians and the media have made much of the National Labor Relations Board's complaint against Boeing, but the outrage has...

**Capitalism: The purest form of freedom**

*WND* – 07/07/11 01:57 –

**Words matched**: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Americans are easy prey when it comes to political distraction debates. The NLRB’s outrageous attempt to block Boeing from opening a new plant in South Carolina is a distraction.

...Americans are easy prey when it comes to political distraction debates. The NLRB’s outrageous attempt to block Boeing from opening a new plant in...

**Capitalism: The Purest Form of Freedom**

*Free Republic* – 07/06/11 20:30 –

---

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA

NLRB-FOIA-00003542
Americans are easy prey when it comes to political distraction debates. The NLRB’s outrageous attempt to block Boeing from opening a new plant in South Carolina is a distraction.

...are easy prey when it comes to political distraction debates. The NLRB's outrageous attempt to block Boeing from opening a new plant in South...

Rep. Raúl M. Grijalva Praises National Labor Relations Board Efforts to Modernize Union Vote Process
Democratic Underground – 07/06/11 19:41 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Rep. Raúl M. Grijalva Praises National Labor Relations Board Efforts to Modernize Union Vote Process

Beyond Boeing
The Washington Times – 07/06/11 19:18 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Obama labor board’s forced-unionism agenda
...and other concerned people have correctly expressed outrage at the Obama National Labor Relations Board's persecution of the Boeing Co. for creating...

MIX: Beyond Boeing
The Washington Times – 07/06/11 19:18 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Obama labor board’s forced-unionism agenda
...and other concerned people have correctly expressed outrage at the Obama National Labor Relations Board's persecution of the Boeing Co. for creating...

Jobs, Income Data Show Right-To-Work States Working
Newave – 07/06/11 19:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint vs. Boeing's new South Carolina production line. For NLRB critics, the case boils down to one thing: "right-to-work" laws.
...Right-To-Work States Working The business world is abuzz over the National Labor Relations Board's complaint vs. Boeing's new South Carolina...

NLRB had to act against Boeing
STLtoday.com (AP) – 07/06/11 17:59 –
Words matched: NLRB
| Loading... Referencing Mr. Rich Stevens' letter "Scared to Death", PD 7-1-11. It is against the law to retaliate against union employees who participate in a legally authorized strike against a company. NLRB had to act against Boeing | Loading Referencing Mr. Rich Stevens' letter "Scared to Death", PD 7-1-11. It is against the law to retaliate...

Labor unions: the latest moves to empower or weaken them
Christian Science Monitor (AP) – 07/06/11 17:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Obama administration is showing support for labor unions, while some states, like Wisconsin, work to strip some of their key powers. If the job market continues to weaken, could Obama's support for unions hinder his reelection campaign?
BUT FIGHT ISN'T OVER YET Some of the latest signs: The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), an independent panel whose current four members...

Graham pushes Boeing fight as 2012 campaign issue
Road Runner – 07/06/11 17:06 –
1 other source (The Washington Times)
Words matched: NLRB
"This goes to the heart and soul of who we are as a party. And I think that most people are with us here." Some GOP presidential candidates — including Mitt Romney, Michele Bachmann, and Jon Huntsman — have slammed the NLRB action in campaign trips to...
...including Mitt Romney, Michele Bachmann, and Jon Huntsman have slammed the NLRB action in campaign trips to... Full Article at Washington Times

OPINION: On freedom and Sunday conversations
Seeking Alpha – 07/06/11 10:37 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
| about: July 06—I'm not among those conspiracy theorists who believe the U.S.

NLRB-FOIA-00003543
government is out to enslave its people (unless one counts enslavement to entitlements).
...plant in any state it wants. But again, my government disagrees. The National Labor Relations Board won't let Boeing open a brand-new plant in...

**United States: The NLRB's New Regulation of Social Media**

LexisNexis – 07/06/11 06:26 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Katherine Marques and Michael Starr

Katherine Marquez is an Associate and Michael Starr a Partner in our New York office

Companies should know that online activities can trigger rights under federal labor law for even nonunion employees.

**Unfair Labor Practices**

- **Strike set for Tuesday may hit Wilmette’s Weinstein Funeral Home**

  Chicago Sun-Times – 07/06/11 16:36 –

  Words matched: unfair labor practice

  Updated: July 6, 2011 3:46PM

  The union representing funeral directors, embalmers and drivers at four Chicago area funeral homes, including Weinstein Funeral Home in Wilmette, has scheduled a strike for Tuesday night if a new contract agreement isn’t reached.

  *International-owned Alderwoods funeral homes of bad-faith bargaining in unfair labor practice charges it says it filed against the company.* The...

- **Strike set for Tuesday at four Chicago area funeral homes**

  Chicago Sun-Times – 07/06/11 14:32 –

  Words matched: unfair labor practice

  Updated: July 6, 2011 4:50PM

  The union representing funeral directors, embalmers and drivers at four Chicago area funeral homes has scheduled a strike for Tuesday night if a new contract agreement isn’t reached.

  *International-owned Alderwoods funeral homes of bad-faith bargaining in unfair labor practice charges it says it filed against the company.* The...
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- **Joint Hearing on Federal Regulation of Mortgage Servicing**
  - DSNews – 07/07/11 14:46 –
  - Words matched: Mark Pearce
  - At a hearing this morning, two Financial Services subcommittees came together to discuss the role of federal agencies in the creation of new mortgage servicing standards and settlements for the nation’s largest mortgage servicers on foreclosure practices.
  - ...delinquent loans. Improving mortgage servicing will take both market reforms and regulatory reforms, said Mark Pearce of the FDIC. Krista Franks

- **Algoma University Moves Into New Building**
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes

- **OCC to release foreclosure review results without naming banks**
  - Housing Wire – 07/07/11 13:23 –
  - Words matched: Mark Pearce
  - Federal regulators will release findings from the upcoming mortgage servicer reviews along with the amount of financial remediation needed, leaving bank-specific information under wraps.
  - ...servicers 200 per servicer and found possibilities of widespread problems. Mark Pearce, director of the consumer protection division at the FDIC.

- **UPDATE: US Consumer Bureau Says Mortgage Servicing Fixes Are A Priority**
  - NASDAQ – 07/07/11 12:31 –
  - 2 other sources (ADVFN, Morningstar News)
  - Words matched: Mark Pearce
  - (Adds quotes from lawmakers, details throughout.) -Consumer Bureau says it has tools to address mortgage servicing woes -Republicans raise concerns about settlement negotiations -Alabama state attorney general concerned settlement talks going too far -Witnesses call for national mortgage servici
  - ...effort to require banks to cut mortgage balances for troubled homeowners. Mark Pearce, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.’s director of consumer ...

- **Beyond Boeing**
  - Road Runner – 07/07/11 12:12 –
It’s not every day that federal labor board proceedings catch the media spotlight, but there’s good reason for all the attention. The complaint against Boeing by Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon is as preposterous as it is unprecedented, and the... for all the attention. The complaint against Boeing by Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon is as preposterous as it is unprecedented, and the...

How to Create Jobs Without Spending a Dime
Road Runner – 07/07/11 12:12 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
While Mr. Obama knows that burdensome regulations crimp job creation, his agencies continue to interfere with private sector job creation. Here are just a few examples. ...are just a few examples. The acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, Lafe Solomon,...

US Consumer Bureau Says Mortgage Servicing Fixes Are A Priority
ADVFN – 07/07/11 08:29 –
3 other sources (ADVFN India, NASDAQ, ...)
Words matched: Mark Pearce
Fixing the U.S. mortgage servicing market, an enormous market plagued with allegations of shoddy home-foreclosure practices, will be one of the new U.S. ...the investigation,” Strange said in his prepared testimony. However, Mark Pearce, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.’s director of consumer...

Defeat Obama
Road Runner – 07/07/11 12:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
It is common knowledge that the nation needs good jobs, yet Obama is doing his best to eliminate them. An example is the Obama-appointed National Labor Relations Board trying to kill 2,000 Boeing jobs in South Carolina.

Obama's Useless Twitter Town Hall
Road Runner – 07/07/11 12:12 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The moderators could have chosen, for example, to feature a tweet from another Republican, South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley, criticizing the administration’s handling of a dispute between Boeing and the National Labor Relations Board—but they didn’t.

Legislators, Academics, and Workers Stand Up for Employees’ Right to Vote
Road Runner – 07/07/11 11:51 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
D.C. – The National Labor Relations Board’s recently proposed rule to modernize union elections is a modest and positive step toward restoring a level playing field for workers and employers, according to speakers on a press call organized by American. ...Stand Up for Employees’ Right to Vote D.C. The National Labor Relations Board’s recently proposed rule to modernize union elections is a modest...

2 Large Caps With Reasonable Valuations That Have Underperformed the Market
Seeking Alpha – 07/07/11 10:47 –
Words matched: NLRB
| about: After the rally over the last seven days, bargains are not as easy to find as
they were in June. Here are two large cap, well known companies that have great products, reasonable valuations, and have underperformed the S&P by at least 8% over the last 52 weeks for consideration.

...hurting its stock recently. It is currently embroiled in a nasty NLRB dispute that is temporarily keeping it from opening a line in South Carolina...

Obama's Useless Twitter Town Hall
Road Runner – 07/06/11 20:24 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Brand new format, same old answers. Reams of hype, most of it delivered in 140-character chunks, couldn't make President Obama's Twitter town hall on Wednesday as exciting as promised.

criticizing the administration's handling of a dispute between Boeing and the National Labor Relations Board—but they didn't. DAVID A. GRAHAM...
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- **Threat to flood scheme**
  Bray People – 07/08/11 05:46 –
  Words matched: Brian Hayes
  
  "insert this snippet for each ad call /" adpos = "position23"; //-- By MARY FOGARTY Wednesday July 06 2011 CONCERN is mounting that the long-awa
  Deputy Anne Ferris tabled a Dáil question recently to Minister for State Brian Hayes, asking when the funding for the work will be authorised .

- **How To Create Jobs Without Spending A Dime – OpEd**
  Eurasia Review – 07/08/11 04:22 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  By Diana Furchtgott-Roth Most Americans know the biggest problem in America today: too few jobs. Yet, by executive action alone, President Obama could create more jobs without spending another dime, generating billions of additional dollars in income tax revenues for Treasury coffers.
  ...examples. The acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, Lafe Solomon, wants to stop the Boeing Company, which has a backlog...

- **Call for ‘partnership’ to improve health service**
  Irish Times – 07/07/11 19:54 –
  Words matched: Brian Hayes
  A WELL-FUNCTIONING health service could be run within budget – even allowing for repayments on the EU-IMF bailout – if the Government shares control of services it provides with the communities they serve, a health policy expert said yesterday.
  ...social services. Minister of State for Public Service Reform Brian Hayes said a closer relationship between health providers, the voluntary ...

- **Rep. Kline considers bill to block overhaul of union election process**
  The Hill – 07/07/11 19:45 –
  Words matched: Wilma Liebman, Craig Becker
  Rep. John Kline (R-Minn.) said Thursday that he is considering offering legislation to block new union election rules from the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) that would likely hasten labor organizing.
  ...NLRB will likely be reduced from four members to two. NLRB Chairwoman Wilma...
GOP discussing blocking Obama from making future NLRB recess appointments

Free Republic – 07/07/11 17:57 –
Words matched: Craig Becker

House Republicans have been in talks with their counterparts in the Senate about blocking President Obama from filling two upcoming vacancies to the National Labor Relations Board through recess appointments, which would leave the body deadlocked with just two members, Rep. ...the year, including that of the recess-appointed former union lawyer Craig Becker.

If the vacancies are left unfilled, it would mean the board...

Mr. President, pick up the phone and call in some jobs

Washington Examiner – 07/07/11 08:05 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon

Most Americans know America's biggest problem: too few jobs. Yet President Obama could create more jobs by executive action, at no cost, generating billions of additional dollars in income tax revenues.

...and oil rigs lost to the region. Let's not forget that Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, wants to stop...

Consumer Bureau: Mortgage Servicing Fixes a Priority

Fox Business – 07/07/11 00:42 –
Words matched: Mark Pearce

WASHINGTON -(Dow Jones)- Fixing the U.S. mortgage servicing market, an enormous market plagued with allegations of shoddy home-foreclosure practices, will be one of the new U.

...the investigation,” Strange said in his prepared testimony. However, Mark Pearce, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.'s director of consumer ...

Judge Blocks Idaho Anti-Union Law

Democratic Underground – 07/07/11 19:23 –
Words matched: Labor Relations, NLRA, National Labor Relations Act

Judge Blocks Idaho Anti-Union Law

...union contractors win bids, a practice known as job targeting and permitted by the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA). U.S. District Judge B.

Bill that would allow N.J. public workers to opt out of joining union has no chance to pass, Sheila Oliver says

NJ.com – 07/08/11 07:33 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

TRENTON — Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn't stand a chance.

...system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary?” The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics ...

Sotomayor's Baseball Ruling: Conservatives Go To Bat

The Huffington Post – 07/08/11 07:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

It was destined to come to this. The initial salvos in the Supreme Court confirmation battle for Sonia Sotomayor are being played out on fairly traditional lines.

...Sonia Sotomayor, at the behest of the general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, stepped up to the plate to enforce the national...

AP: Right-to-work bill is DOA in N.J, lawmaker says

The Seattle Times – 07/08/11 07:11 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn't stand a chance.

...system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary?” The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics ...
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AllVoices – 07/08/11 01:57 –
1 other source (Free Republic)
Words matched: NLRB
Board through recess appointments, which would leave the body deadlocked with just two members, Rep. John Kline, R-Minn., said on Thursday...Right now, Democrats on the board outnumber Republicans by 3-to-1, but the terms of two Democrats will expire by the end of the year, including that of the rec...GOP discussing blocking Obama from making future NLRB recess appointments Board through recess appointments, which would leave the body deadlocked ...

Commonsense & fair
Pittsburgh Tribune Review – 07/08/11 00:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The proposed National Labor Relations Board rule ensures that workers have a right to vote -- a right all Americans cherish. By cutting back on needless, bureaucratic delays and costly litigation, the rule removes unfair obstacles to workers making their own choices about whether to form a union.

Right-to-work movement comes to Michigan
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A couple weeks back I explained how Michigan citizens should be concerned about the war against Boeing by the National Labor Relations Board: If the NLRB prevents Boeing from setting up shop in South Carolina, states like Michigan might never be galvanized to fight for right-to-work laws.
...citizens should be concerned about the war against Boeing by the National Labor Relations Board: If the NLRB prevents Boeing from setting up...

Rep. Kline considers bill to block overhaul of union election process
The Hill – 07/07/11 19:45 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Rep. John Kline (R-Minn.) said Thursday that he is considering offering legislation to block new union election rules from the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) that would likely hasten labor organizing.
...considering offering legislation to block new union election rules from the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) that would likely hasten labor...

Behind the NLRB attacks (top GOP donors!)
Democratic Underground – 07/07/11 19:13 –
Words matched: NLRB
Behind the NLRB attacks (top GOP donors!)

Mr. President, pick up the phone and call in some jobs
Washington Examiner – 07/07/11 08:05 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Most Americans know America's biggest problem: too few jobs. Yet President Obama could create more jobs by executive action, at no cost, generating billions of additional dollars in income tax revenues.
Let's not forget that Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, wants to stop Boeing from using its new aircraft...

Haley tweets
LexisNexis – 07/07/11 06:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Staff report Gov. Nikki Haley, who has lashed out repeatedly at President Barack Obama over the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing Co.
who has lashed out repeatedly at President Barack Obama over the National Labor Relations Board lawsuit against Boeing Co., used social media...

Laura Dresser: NLRB change is modest and needed
Madison.com – 07/07/11 05:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board has proposed a modest but important set of rule changes to the union election process. You'd be forgiven if you couldn't tell that from reading this paper's rant against these changes in the June 29 editorial “Don't let NLRB usurp Congress.

Laura Dresser: NLRB change is modest and needed
Madison.com – 07/07/11 05:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board has proposed a modest but important set of rule changes to the union election process. You'd be forgiven if you couldn't tell that from reading this paper's rant against these changes in the June 29 editorial “Don't let NLRB usurp Congress.

Laura Dresser: NLRB change is modest and needed
Madison.com – 07/07/11 05:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board has proposed a modest but important set of rule changes to the union election process. You'd be forgiven if you couldn't tell that from reading this paper's rant against these changes in the June 29 editorial “Don't let NLRB usurp Congress.

Laura Dresser: NLRB change is modest and needed
Madison.com – 07/07/11 05:30 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board has proposed a modest but important set of rule changes to the union election process. You'd be forgiven if you couldn't tell that from reading this paper's rant against these changes in the June 29 editorial “Don't let NLRB usurp Congress.
Laura Dresser: NLRB change is modest and needed The National Labor Relations Board has proposed a modest but important set of rule changes to...
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to the top

- **Ad of the Day: HP TouchPad**
  Adweek – 07/08/11 14:45 –
  Words matched: Brian Hayes
  Russell Brand peddles robot butlers
  ...artists: Syam Sundar, Tony Barger
  Artists: Tom O Neil, Brian Hayes, Jen Stavish
  3D Lead: Adam Carroll
  Recording Studio Lime Mixer
  Loren Silber...

- **CFPB Sets Sights On Servicers**
  Mortgage Orb – 07/08/11 12:26 –
  Words matched: Mark Pearce
  Tweet Regulation of the mortgage servicing industry will be a key priority for the
  Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) when it opens its doors later this
  month.
  ...serviced, Date replied. I think we should all share that concern. Mark Pearce,
  director of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. s (FDIC ) division...

- **The List, Obama’s One Hundred and Twenty Eighth Week in Office**
  Free Republic – 07/08/11 10:57 –
  Words matched: Craig Becker
  Obama’s One Hundred and Twenty Eighth Week in Office "The List" for 7/7/2011 It’s
  3am and Nobody’s There Flashback: Terrorist Mark Rudd’s Warning on the
  Destruction of America’s Defenses The House of Representatives voted to forbid the
  Pentagon from providing military equipment, training, advice
  ...on the decline Obama Ethics, Year 3 Allegations that NLRB s Craig Becker is
  violating Obama s ethics pledge resurface with Boeing case Obama...

- **Media Advisory - Teaching and Learning with Monarch Butterflies**
  CNW Group – 07/08/11 09:59 –
  6 other sources (CNW, Daily Commercial News, ...)
  Words matched: Brian Hayes

NLRA Major Outlets
to the top

- **Gov. Chris Christie’s budget cuts protect the rich, hurts the weak**
  NJ.com – 07/08/11 05:50 –
  Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
The burden wasn’t shared. It was with great disappointment that we read of the budget signed by Gov. Chris Christie. After many speeches about shared responsibility, the burden of the balanced budget falls on the backs of the most vulnerable and least able to defend themselves.

...in private companies. This is flat-out wrong. The National Labor Relations Act of 1935 specifies that employers and union representatives are...

**NLRB Major Outlets**

- **NFL Lockout Can Continue as Appeals Court Reverses Judge**
  - *Bloomberg Businessweek* – 07/08/11 15:40 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - (Updates with status of labor talks in ninth paragraph.) July 8 (Bloomberg) -- National Football League team owners can continue their player lockout, a divided U. ...practices. The league countered that the dispute is governed by the National Labor Relations Board and the court lacked jurisdiction to issue the injunction.

- **Government Releases Job Numbers for June; Debt Ceiling Talks Continue; Casey Anthony to Spend a Little More Time in Jail; Space Shuttle Atlantis Makes Its Final Mission; Shooting Spree in Michigan; Mexican Executed in Texas; Bret Baier Interview; Madi**
  - *LexisNexis* – 07/08/11 15:02 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - Connell McShane, Peter Barnes, Dagen McDowell, Ray Hennessy, Diane Macedo, Nicole Collins, Bret Baier, Rich Edson, Marianne Rafferty, David Asman, Juan Williams; Andrew Napolitano, Stuart Varney, Katie Sargent Kathleen Madigan CONNELL MCSHANE, FBN CORRESPONDENT: There's cautious optimism this morn
  - *No, but you also see the government and whether it's the National Labor Relations Board, the Labor Department, making moves to strengthen the unions...*

- **8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals backs validity of the NFL lockout**
  - *Road Runner* – 07/08/11 14:31 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - "Obviously this appears to be a great victory for the owners," said Stanford law professor William B. Gould, former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board. said Stanford law professor William B. Gould, former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board. "But both sides had to be bargaining in...

- **Appeals court backs NFL lockout**
  - *The Morning Call* – 07/08/11 12:19 –
  - 3 other sources (Fox 8, The Baltimore Sun, ...)
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - In a decision that is significant but not surprising, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit issued a ruling in favor of the NFL on Friday, five weeks after hearing oral arguments on whether the league could lock out its players.
  - *said Stanford law professor William B. Gould, former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board. "But both sides had to be bargaining in...

- **Committee Investigates Activist NRLB**
  - *Free Republic* – 07/08/11 12:06 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - Chairmen of the Committee of Education and the Workforce Rep. John Kline (R-MN) held a hearing on whether Big Labor’s pressure to speed up union elections has a detrimental impact of workers’ free choice.
  - *...union elections have a detrimental impact of workers free choice. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has introduced a new proposal, ostensibly...

- **To Keep Unions Out, Charter Argues It’s Not a Public School**
  - *Democratic Underground* – 07/08/11 12:06 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - To Keep Unions Out, Charter Argues It's Not a Public School
  - *...teachings of Turkish imam Fethullah Gulen asserted in papers filed with the National Labor Relations Board that it is not a public school or "...

- **GOP discussing blocking Obama from making future NLRB recess appointments**
  - *Road Runner* – 07/08/11 11:31 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - Republicans have been in talks with their counterparts in the Senate about blocking President Obama from filling two upcoming vacancies to the National Labor
Relations Board through recess appointments, which would leave the body deadlocked with just.

GOP discussing blocking Obama from making future NLRB recess appointments

Republicans have been in talks with their counterparts in the Senate...

The List, Obama's One Hundred and Twenty Eighth Week in Office

Free Republic – 07/08/11 10:57 –

Words matched: NLRB

Obama's One Hundred and Twenty Eighth Week in Office "The List" for 7/7/2011 It's 3am and Nobody's There Flashback: Terrorist Mark Rudd's Warning on the Destruction of America's Defenses The House of Representatives voted to forbid the Pentagon from providing military equipment, training, advice

...With Gay Activists? Obama tries to distance himself from the NLRB Board he himself appointed ICE Memo Reveals new Obama Administration Plan to...

Right-to-work bill is DOA in NJ, lawmaker says

Philly.com – 07/08/11 10:13 –

3 other sources (Seattlepi.com, The Seattle Times, ...)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

TRENTON, N.J. - Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn't stand a chance.

...and flow of battles over right-to-work measures. The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics giant retaliated...

Lawmaker says anti-union bill is DOA in N.J.

NorthJersey.com – 07/08/11 09:13 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn't stand a chance.

...system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary?" The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics...

NJ right-to-work bill is DOA, Assembly speaker says

The Asbury Park Press (AP) – 07/08/11 08:59 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

TRENTON — Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn't stand a chance.

...school system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary? The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics...

It's...Back! The Misery Index Rises Again

Free Republic – 07/08/11 08:49 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Remember the Misery Index? It tends to reappear whenever the economy exhibits a couple of unwelcome trends in unusual tandem: not just a high unemployment rate but more inflation, too.

...about reducing unemployment, he'd call off his hounds at the National Labor Relations Board and get them to stop blocking that new Boeing plant...

House Education and the Workforce Committee Hearing: "Rushing Union Elections: Protecting the Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Worker's Free Choice.": Testimony by Peter Schloerb, Former Chairman, National Labor Relations Board

LexisNexis – 07/08/11 08:21 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

...Interests of Big Labor at the Expense of Worker's Free Choice." Testimony by Peter Schloerb, Former Chairman, National Labor Relations Board

AP: Right-to-work bill is DOA in NJ, lawmaker says

Seattlepi.com – 07/08/11 07:18 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature last month, are being told a new anti-union bill doesn't stand a chance.

...system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary?" The National Labor Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics...

HEARING EXPOSES HARMFUL IMPACT OF NLRB'S PROPOSAL TO RUSH UNION ELECTIONS
HEARING EXPOSES HARMFUL IMPACT OF NLRB'S PROPOSAL TO RUSH UNION ELECTIONS

John Kline, Representative, House

For Immediate Release

Hearing Exposes Harmful Impact of NLRB's Proposal to Rush Union Elections

Contact: Press Office (202) 226-9440

July 7, 2011

WASHINGTON, D.C.

John Kline, Representative, House, for immediate release.

The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) recently proposed a rule change that would allow the agency to conduct unfair labor practice elections in as little as 10 days, down from the current 24-42 days.

Unfortunately, this rule change, if implemented, will have a harmful impact on the fairness of elections and the free choice of employees to form or remain in a union.

Union elections are a critical aspect of American free labor. Employees have the right to choose whether or not to join a union, and an election process that is timely, orderly, and impartial is essential to protecting these rights.

This rule change would undermine the free choice of employees by distorting elections. Employers are more likely to intimidate employees or improperly influence them. And employees are more likely to be coerced, intimidated, or persuaded to change their minds in a 10-day election than in a 24-42 day election.

The NLRB also proposed another rule change that would eliminate the right of employees to have union stewards present at polling places during the election. If this rule change is implemented, employees will be less likely to seek assistance from union stewards and will be more likely to go unaided when marking their ballots. The result will be an election that is even less fair than the currently proposed 10-day election.

The NLRB's proposals will also undermine the rights of non-voting employees. If this rule change is implemented, and the election is conducted in 10 days, non-voting employees will be less likely to have an opportunity to express their own preferences, and the outcome of the election will be less reflective of the true preferences of employees.

The NLRB should maintain the current election timeline, and should not eliminate the right of employees to have union stewards present at polling places. The NLRB should also be required to keep the 10-day election period applicable to all of the elections authorized by the National Labor Relations Act.
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Key Individuals

- **Putting 'labor' back in NLRB**
  - Ohio Standard – 07/11/11 06:59 – Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, second left, listens to a witness testify at a House Oversight and Government Reform Committee hearing in North Charleston, South Carolina, U. Putting 'labor' back in NLRB Lafe Solomon, acting general counsel of the National Labor Relations Board, second left, listens to a witness testify...

- **Fionnan Sheahan: Race to the Aras has just got a lot more interesting**
  - Independent.ie – 07/11/11 03:33 – Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - LOUGH Eske in Co Donegal was the unlikely venue for the start of the campaign to make a working-class Dub the President of Ireland. Just five weeks ago, on the 31st anniversary of their marriage, Gay and Norma Mitchell were attending the wedding of Fine Gael's Dublin regional organiser Colm Jordan ...

- **Let's not put Oscar behind bars again**
  - Independent.ie – 07/11/11 00:08 – Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - Public Works Minister Brian Hayes wants to put bars around Oscar Wilde's tomb at Pere Lachaise cemetery in Paris to prevent his admirers leaving lipstick traces, flowers and mementos.

- **As Government Nears Accord With Banks, Questions Swirl Over Scope Of Investigation**
  - The Huffington Post – 07/11/11 00:07 – 1 other source (Huffington Post Canada)
  - Words matched: Mark Pearce
  - WASHINGTON -- State and federal prosecutors are pressing to complete a proposed settlement with the nation's five largest home loan companies over alleged mortgage abuses, even though they've only initiated a limited investigation that hasn't examined the full extent of the alleged wrongdoing, accor
...recover until mortgage servicing and foreclosure problems are resolved," Mark Pearce, the FDIC's director of deposito and consumer protection.

- **Race to the Aras has just got a lot more interesting**
  - *Independent.ie* – 07/11/11 00:03 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - LOUGH Eske in Co Donegal was the unlikely venue for the start of the campaign to make a working-class Dub the President of Ireland. Just five weeks ago, on the 31st anniversary of their marriage, Gay and Norma Mitchell were attending the wedding of Fine Gael's Dublin regional organiser Colm Jordan...a group that included ministers Frances Fitzgerald, Alan Shatter and Brian Hayes; former minister Nora Owens; deputies Terence Flanagan and Eoghan...

- **Putting Wilde behind bars again in Paris**
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - DID you hear the latest nonsense from cloud cuckoo land by the Minister of Public Works, Brian Hayes?...latest nonsense from cloud cuckoo land by the Minister of Public Works, Brian Hayes? He wants to put restraining bars around Oscar's tomb at...

- **Blur frontman set to open Cork Jazz Festival weekend**
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - BLUR frontman Damon Albarn is set to open the world-famous Guinness Cork Jazz Festival this October. ...House for the first time since 2008. This appeared in the printed version of the Irish Examiner Monday, July 11, 2011 By Brian Hayes, Curtin...

- **Landry takes on high-profile debate**
  - *DailyComet.com* – 07/10/11 07:01 –
  - Words matched: Craig Becker
  - BATON ROUGE — The Republican leadership picked U.S. Rep. Jeff Landry, who represents Terrebonne and Lafourche parishes on Capitol Hill, to serve as speaker pro tempore earlier this month to thwart the president's attempts to make recess appointments.

- **Mr. President, pick up the phone and call in some jobs**
  - *San Francisco Examiner* – 07/10/11 07:00 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - Most Americans know America’s biggest problem: too few jobs. Yet President Barack Obama could create more jobs by executive action, at no cost, generating billions of additional dollars in income tax revenues...

- **Inexplicable largesse in funding restoration of Oscar Wilde memorial despite challenging time for economy**
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - WHAT is it about Irish governments and overseas funding?...Wilde's grandson. Minister of State for Public Service Reform Brian Hayes travelled to Paris to formalise and oversee the Government's commitment...

- **Exelixis Cabozantinib Update Transcript**
  - *Alacra Store* – 07/06/11 18:48 –
  - Words matched: Terence Flynn
  - Abstract: Final Transcript of EXEL conference call or presentation, 6-Jul-11 3:00pm PT Brief Excerpt: ...Charles Butler Exelixis Inc - VP IR Mike Morrissey Exelixis Inc - President & CEO Gisela Schwab Exelixis Inc - EVP and Chief Medical Officer.

- **Exelixis Cabozantinib Update Summary**
  - *Alacra Store* – 07/06/11 18:36 –
  - Words matched: Terence Flynn
  - Abstract: Edited Brief of EXEL conference call or presentation, 6-Jul-11 3:00pm PT Brief Excerpt: ...Charles Butler Exelixis Inc - VP IR Mike Morrissey Exelixis Inc - President & CEO Gisela Schwab Exelixis Inc - EVP and Chief Medical Officer.

---

 Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
Putting ‘labor’ back in NLRB

New rules from the board curtail some of the maneuvers used to keep workers from organizing.

One of Congress’ responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between employers and employee representatives.

Thumbs up to Sting, thumbs down to Jerry Brown

Farmworkers are exempted from the National Labor Relations Act, the federal law that gives most workers their collective bargaining rights.

Give me liberty or give me debt

Many times in life we find ourselves at major crossroads. When we do, difficult and often painful decisions must be made. America finds itself in that very position today.

...that is why we need unions. Government departments like the National Labor Relations Board and unions will protect the people and meet their needs.

New Order to Nix Bad Regulations

President Barack Obama is expanding his administration’s campaign against what he has referred to as “dumb” regulations by pressuring independent agencies to comb their books for outdated rules.

...regulations. Independent agencies including the Securities and Exchange Commission and National Labor Relations Board were exempt from the rule, raising...
couple of unwelcome trends in unusual tandem: not just a high unemployment rate but more inflation, too.

...about reducing unemployment, he’d call off his hounds at the National Labor Relations Board and get them to stop blocking that new Boeing plant...

### Letter: Right-wing disinformation is agenda-driven, not truth

**Michigan Live** – 07/10/11 17:28 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Voice: Patrick Hardin, Flint Readers of the Flint Journals ‘Your Voices’ should understand that the view expressed there are not fact checked, Sadly, this has allowed the section to become a venue for right wing, anti-worker disinformation.

...anti-jobs, Your Voices, July 5) is the latest example. The National Labor Relations Board is an independent U.S. government agency. Its purpose is...

### Bears & Bulls: 'Government! & Hollywood' jobs are increased by unions

**Examiner.com** – 07/10/11 14:06 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

It isn't often that an unemployment question literally puts the Fox News Bulls and Bears team in stitches but this challenge did just that Sunday: "Give me one example where unions have actually increased employment. ....days of a union gathering enough signatures to file a petition Proposed National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) rule would force elections in 10-21...

### Economic skid: Progressive fixes show no signs of working

**Sun-Sentinel.com** – 07/10/11 04:19 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The economy is skidding, and President Obama is fresh out of "progressive" fixes. To create the appearance of action, the President promotes education, even though millions of recent graduates are working at venues like Starbucks, and taps the strategic petroleum reserve, when stalling growth has a...President Obama's thumb-on-the-scale-for-unions National Labor Relations Board are causing manufacturers, who are enjoying some new growth, to...

### Payne: Obama’s War on Jobs

**The Detroit News (AP)** – 07/10/11 01:17 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

June's backward slide to 9.2 percent unemployment - just 18,000 jobs were created - at a time when Americas is two years into recovery, should come as no surprise. ...economist Sean McAlinden. -The War on Boeing Obama appointees at the National Labor Relations Board have opened a new front against Boeing, one the...

### Editorial: Get to work creating jobs

**The Detroit News (AP)** – 07/10/11 01:00 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Current approach isn't working, so let's try something different Another distressing jobs report should move the Obama administration and Congress toward a far different approach to putting Americans back to work.

...protested a sharp tilt in favor of unions at Obama’s National Labor Relations Board. Job creators are looking for assurance that the federal...

### Two Lockouts That Have Different Playbooks


Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The N.F.L.’s labor dispute commenced in March with all of the subtlety of an eight-man blitz. Within hours, the players had dissolved their union and sued the league, and the owners had imposed a lockout.

...alternative is to seek an advantage through labor law, and specifically through the National Labor Relations Board. In May, the N.B.A. players...

### NFL, players get closer to deal that would end lockout

**Minnesota Public Radio** – 07/09/11 22:11 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Aaron Kuriloff and Eben Novy-Williams (Bloomberg) -- Negotiators for National Football League owners and players are close to agreeing on how to divide a projected $9.

...practices. The league countered that the dispute is governed by the National Labor Relations Board and the court lacked jurisdiction to issue the injunction.

### N.B.A. Lockout Puts Prospective Players on Hold


Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The N.F.L.'s labor dispute commenced in March with all of the subtlety of an eight-man blitz. Within hours, the players had dissolved their union and sued the league, and the owners had imposed a lockout.

...alternative is to seek an advantage through labor law, and specifically through the National Labor Relations Board. In May, the N.B.A. players...

Obama wants Boeing, workers resolve conflict
9News.com – 07/09/11 10:51 –
32 other sources (CBS MoneyWatch.com, Jacksonville.com (AP), ...)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
SEATTLE (AP) - President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court.

..."wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV...

Obama quiere que Boeing solucione su conflicto laboral
Chron.com – 07/09/11 09:32 –
2 other sources (Charter, MSN Latino)
Words matched: NLRB
El presidente Barack Obama pidió una vez más a la Boeing Co. y sus obreros que solucinen su desacuerdo laboral sin "perder mucho tiempo en los tribunales".

...presentando por la demanda que presentó la Junta Nacional de Relaciones Laborales (NLRB, por sus siglas en inglés) contra la empresa por su empeño...

John Mackey: A revolutionary player on the field, a true force off of it
Chicago Tribune – 07/09/11 08:00 –
1 other source (The Baltimore Sun)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Former Colts tight end made his most lasting contributions as head of the players union

..."team," and the NFLPA became the first sports union recognized by the National Labor Relations Board. In 1970, Mr. Mackey organized the league's...

Obama quiere que la Boeing y sus obreros solucionen conflicto laboral
MSN Latino – 07/09/11 07:33 –
1 other source (Chron.com)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
SEATTLE (AP) — El presidente Barack Obama pidió una vez más a la empresa aeronáutica Boeing Co. y sus obreros que soluciones el diferendo laboral sin "perder mucho tiempo en los tribunales" y que impide a la firma producir sus aviones en una nueva planta que montó en el estado de Carolina del Sur, d

..."inoada por el organismo federal Junta Nacional de Relaciones Laborales (National Labor Relations Board) contra la empresa por su empeño de trasladar...

The Economic Uncertainty Caused by Political Uncertainty
ArticlesBase.com – 07/09/11 03:55 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Although every single economic enhancement program launched by this administration has been a failure, you do have to give it credit for trying since the failures happened is so many different ways: - Failure Type 1 - these failures spent a lot of taxpayer money to incentivize economic behavior tha

...give them to Americans. However, the Obama administration via the National Labor Relations Board has intervened and sued Boeing over the move .

Dismal jobs report sours nation's mood
Pittsburgh Tribune Review – 07/09/11 03:25 –
1 other source (Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (AP))
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
The news on Friday that the U.S. economy again is slumping put a damper on Ryan McNamara's plans to take in a Pirates game. McNamara, 21, of Grove City will graduate next year from Indiana University of Pennsylvania with a degree in communications, and he said the outlook for a local job was bad.

...by agencies, such as the Environmental Protection Agency and the National Labor Relations Board, make business owners reluctant to hire. Economic...

Lawmaker: N.J. unions needn't sweat right-to-work bill
Philly.com – 07/09/11 03:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
TRENTON - Labor leaders in blue-leaning New Jersey, still licking their wounds after losing a fight last month over pension and health benefits in the Democratic Legislature, are being told a new antunion bill doesn't stand a chance.

...system and fire departments if paying taxes was voluntary?" The National Labor
Relations Board has sued Boeing Co., claiming the aeronautics...

**Scorecard: By the numbers**

TwinCities.com – 07/09/11 01:29 –

WORDS MATCHED: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

...two-week extension of the original strike deadline caused by a National Labor Relations Board action, players stage first midseason strike in baseball...

**Obama Wants Boeing, Workers Resolve Conflict**

WSB-TV – 07/08/11 21:59 –

3 other sources (The New York Times, WFTV Channel 9, ...)

WORDS MATCHED: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
SEATTLE — President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court.

..."wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV...

**President Obama says he hopes Boeing, workers can resolve labor conflict**


1 other source (The Republic (AP))

WORDS MATCHED: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
SEATTLE — President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court.

...without wasting a lot of time in court. Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV...

**Sport-by-Sport Stoppages Chronology**

My San Antonio (AP) – 07/08/11 21:53 –

WORDS MATCHED: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
BASEBALL 1972 March 31 — Player representatives of the Major League Baseball Players Association, in a 47-0 vote, authorize a strike to begin April 1.

...two-week extension of the original strike deadline caused by a National Labor Relations Board action, players stage first midseason strike in baseball...

**Details released on July 18-19 open meeting about proposed election rule amendments**

Democratic Underground – 07/08/11 21:49 –

WORDS MATCHED: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Details released on July 18-19 open meeting about proposed election rule amendments

...and advocacy communities have registered to make presentations at the National Labor Relations Board's open meeting on its recently-proposed...

**John C. Truesdale, NLRB chairman and staff member, dies at 89**


WORDS MATCHED: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
John C. Truesdale, a stalwart of the National Labor Relations Board who was called back from retirement to serve as chairman and tackled a severe backlog of cases at the core of the agency’s functions, died of cancer July 3 at a hospital in Martinsburg, W.

John C. Truesdale, NLRB chairman and staff member, dies at 89 John C . Truesdale, a stalwart of the National Labor Relations Board who was called...

**Five Ways Obama Tanked Employment**

Free Republic – 07/08/11 19:24 –

WORDS MATCHED: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
President Obama’s defenders are taking to the airwaves to rebut the charge that his actions have caused the dire employment figure we see today. The rebuttals mirror those the President is making, and they sure don’t lack in audacity.

...emphasizes the Labor Department’s focus on litigation against employers. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) is twisting the law into pretzels...

**NLRB finds merit in union charge**

My San Antonio (AP) – 07/08/11 18:31 –

WORDS MATCHED: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The National Labor Relations Board has “found merit” to a charge made by the union representing striking workers at San Antonio flour mill C.H. Guenther & Son Inc. NLRB finds merit in union charge The National Labor Relations Board has found merit to a charge made by the union representing striking workers...
"Obviously this appears to be a great victory for the owners," said Stanford law professor William B. Gould, former chairman of the National Labor Relations Board.

"But both sides had to be bargaining in..."
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Week of ProFootballTalk - NBC Sports – 07/11/11 00:29 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
MONDAY: Zakk & Jack/FOX Sports Radio (8:00 a.m. ET); Brian Hayes/ TSN Radio 1050 Toronto (10:30 a.m. ET). TUESDAY: Armando Salguero and Larry Milian/WFTL Ft.
Week of MONDAY: Zakk & Jack/FOX Sports Radio (8:00 a.m. ET); Brian Hayes/ TSN Radio 1050 Toronto (10:30 a.m. ET). TUESDAY: Armando Salguero and...

---

NLRA Major Outlets

Putting Labor Back in the NLRB
RealClearPolitics – 07/11/11 08:34 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
One of Congress' responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between employers and workers to negotiate the terms and conditions of employment.
...One of Congress' responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between...

---

NLRB Major Outlets

Pres. Obama comments on Boeing labor dispute
Topix – 07/11/11 15:50 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Obama is urging Chicago-based Boeing and its workers to resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court," following a lawsuit the National Labor Relations Board filed against the company.
...differences without "wasting a lot of time in court," following a lawsuit the National Labor Relations Board filed against the company. roboblogger

---

Obama wants Boeing, workers resolve conflict
Topix – 07/11/11 15:47 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
President Barack Obama is calling once again for Boeing Co. and its workers to
resolve their differences without "wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV interview aired Friday night.

... "wasting a lot of time in court." Obama was asked about the National Labor Relations Board's lawsuit against the aerospace giant in a KING-TV...  

The looming debt limit deadline has spurred widespread speculation of some sort of grand bargain on taxes and spending. I consider it likely that some deal will be announced and that the limit will be raised.

...these are only the most visible things. From the EPA to the NLRB to whatever government agency you can name, regulators are raising both costs...

Union says hospital not bargaining in good faith
Buffalo Business First – 07/11/11 12:22 –  
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Bertrand Chaffee Hospital Bertrand Chaffee Hospital Latest from The Business Journals Springville picket focuses on labor Bertrand Chaffee union seek new deal
Emerling named Dealer of Year finalist Follow this company and the adjacent Jennie B.

...SEIU United Healthcare Workers East the charges filed with the National Labor Relations Board cite the facilities failure to bargain in good...

Dead Mega Debt Deal Lowers Expectations
FoxNews.com – 07/11/11 11:23 –  
1 other source (Myfoxdc.com)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Obama to Talk About Debt Negotiations With Lowered Expectations "Despite good-faith efforts to find common ground, the White House will not pursue a bigger debt reduction agreement without tax hikes.
the Dodd/Frank financial regulation, EPA, and now the National Labor Relations Board. And of course the uncertainty over Obamacare and taxes .

LeClairRyan Webinar to Focus on Implications of NLRB and DOL Actions in Support of Organized Labor
Auto Motix – 07/11/11 09:55 –  
2 other sources (PR Newswire, The Sacramento Bee)
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
By LeClairRyan RICHMOND, Va., July 11, 2011 /PRNewswire/ -- The implications of recent National Labor Relations Board and Department of Labor actions in support of organized labor will be the focus of a free webinar on August 4 from noon to 1:00 p.
LeClairRyan Webinar to Focus on Implications of NLRB and DOL Actions in Support of Organized Labor By LeClairRyan RICHMOND, Va., July 11, 2011...

The jobs debacle: Here's why it's so bad
CBS News – 07/11/11 09:37 –  
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
(The Weekly Standard) This is a tale of two cities. Well, two streets, Wall Street and Main Street, with a stop on Pennsylvania Avenue along the way. On Wall Street all is cheery, if you don't count the investment banks that are faced with rising costs, lower incomes, and the need to pare staffs.
Alabama plant. Not to be outdone in the job-stifling race, the National Labor Relations Board is challenging Boeing's right to open a new plant on...

Putting Labor Back in the NLRB
RealClearPolitics – 07/11/11 08:34 –  
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
One of Congress' responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between employers and workers to negotiate the terms and conditions of employment.

Putting Labor Back in the NLRB One of Congress' responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages...

Unfair Labor Practices

SCI-Operated Alderwoods Funeral Homes Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike
Sun Herald – 07/11/11 14:23 –  
2 other sources (SYS-CON Media, Investor Point)
Words matched: unfair labor practices, Unfair Labor Practice, unfair labor practice
CHICAGO, July 11, 2011 -- Teamsters Local 727 Funeral Directors, Livery Drivers Set to Walk Out Tuesday; Union to Hold Rally CHICAGO, July 11, 2011

/PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Service Corporation International (NYSE: SCI), the funeral industry giant that owns four Alderwoods funeral homes in the Chi

SCI-Operated Alderwoods Funeral Homes Force Unfair Labor Practice Strike

CHICAGO, July 11, 2011 -- Teamsters Local 727 Funeral Directors, Livery...
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- **Calls for update on future of Connolly Barracks in Longford**
  - **Shannonside** – 07/12/11 04:55 –
  - **Words matched**: Brian Hayes
  - A Longford Westmeath Fianna Fail TD is calling on the Government to stop dragging its heals on Connolly Barracks in Longford. It's over a month since the Minister for State for Public Service Reform and the Office of Public Works Brian Hayes came down to review the site.
  - ...for State for Public Service Reform and the Office of Public Works Brian Hayes came down to review the site. The Minister was also presented ...

- **Man pleads guilty to charges in fatal crash**
  - **Observer-Reporter.com (AP)** – 07/12/11 04:00 –
  - **Words matched**: Brian Hayes
  - By Linda Metz, Staff writer lmetz@observer-reporter.com Kenneth L. Lloyd Jr.
  - Monday pleaded guilty to having consumed both alcohol and marijuana prior to crashing his car on Toll 43, killing his girlfriend, 24-year-old Erin Myers.
  - ...Fallowfield Township Oct. 10, 2009. According to state police Trooper Brian Hayes, Lloyd was traveling southbound when his car went off the right...

- **La Trobe Uni podcasts sharing Gaga-like rankings**
  - **Heidelberg Leader** – 07/12/11 02:30 –
  - **Words matched**: Mark Pearce
  - WHAT do Lady Gaga and La Trobe University have in common? Both are topping the charts on iTunes. The Bundoora university has become the online music distributor’s No.
  - ...downloaded list. La Trobe s director of media and communications, Mark Pearce, said when the uni s podcasts featured on the iTunesU homepage ...

- **Runaway board**
  - **Fredericksburg.com** – 07/12/11 00:51 –
  - **Words matched**: Craig Becker
  - Remember card check? It's baaaahhak! ...parties. President Obama's nomination for the swing vote, Craig Becker (associate general counsel of the Service Employees International Union),

- **The budget will be harsh — and Enda can’t deny it**
  - **Irish Examiner.com** – 07/11/11 20:45 –
  - **Words matched**: Brian Hayes
JUST a few short weeks ago, as the Government marked its first 100 days in office
with a press conference, Taoiseach Enda Kenny stressed that there would be no
income tax increases in December’s budget.
...the €3.6bn originally intended. And his junior minister at finance, Brian Hayes, has
suggested cutting as much as possible. “It may well be sensible...
STEVE HUNTLEY. shuntley.cst@gmail.com Oil prices hovered around $95 a barrel Monday - about where they were two weeks ago when President Barack Obama ordered the release of 30 million barrels of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve to force down fuel costs.

...regulations on business, the administration's hostility to oil drilling and coal, the NLRB's assault on Boeing's new plant in right-to-work South...

**Labor Relations Expert Oliver Bell Selected to Present Before the NLRB: Opposes Adverse Employee Impact of Proposed Changes to Union Election Procedures**

PRWeb – 07/12/11 03:06 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Oliver J. Bell, a leading labor relations consultant, is one of about 60 individuals selected to participate in a National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) hearing process on July 18th -19th to offer public comments regarding recent proposed changes in the union election process.

**Insider Trading, News Corp., FCC, FSA, Dodd-Frank: Compliance**

Bloomberg Businessweek – 07/12/11 01:06 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

July 12 (Bloomberg) -- Rajat Gupta, the former Goldman Sachs Group Inc. director, can proceed with a suit claiming the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission violated his rights when it filed an administrative action accusing him of passing illegal stock tips.

...bodies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Labor Relations Board, excluded from the effort among federal departments...

**Insider Trading, News Corp., FCC, FSA, Dodd-Frank, Stress Test: Compliance**

Bloomberg – 07/12/11 00:34 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Rajat Gupta, the former Goldman Sachs Group Inc. (GS) director, can proceed with a suit claiming the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission violated his rights when it filed an administrative action accusing him of passing illegal stock tips.

...bodies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Labor Relations Board, excluded from the effort among federal departments...

**Boeing & the GOP**

Pittsburgh Tribune Review – 07/12/11 00:04 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Any 2012 GOP presidential candidate who doesn’t heed fellow Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham’s call to make a major campaign issue of the National Labor Relations Board’s attempt to prevent the opening of Boeing Co.

...Sen. Lindsey Graham’s call to make a major campaign issue of the National Labor Relations Board’s attempt to prevent the opening of Boeing Co.’s...

**Louisville Orchestra offer hits sour note with players**

The Courier-Journal (AP) – 07/11/11 23:06 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

The discord between the Louisville Orchestra and its musicians reached new levels Monday as the players said they would unanimously reject a blunt offer from the orchestra’s management to perform on a “per-service model” or risk losing their positions.

...had with the union, the union could file a complaint to the National Labor Relations Board, he said, adding that whether the board upholds it...

**Littler Attorneys Steven Biddle and Robert Long Inducted as College of Labor & Employment Lawyers**

PRLg – 07/11/11 22:03 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Littler Attorneys Steven Biddle and Robert Long Inducted as College of Labor & Employment Lawyers

D.C., was founded in 1995 on the 60th anniversary of the National Labor Relations Board and the 30th anniversary of Title VII and Executive Order...

**LA Times: Putting ‘labor’ back in NLRB**

Democratic Underground – 07/11/11 19:23 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

LA Times: Putting ‘labor’ back in NLRB

LA Times: Putting ‘labor’ back in NLRB LA Times: Putting ‘labor’ back in NLRB http://www.latimes.com/news/opinion/la-ed-nlrb-20110711... New...
New border gun rules a distraction from Fast and Furious scandal, Issa says
Daily Caller – 07/11/11 18:41 –
Words matched: NLRB
The Obama administration bolstered sales reporting requirements for gun dealers in border states on Monday. Rep. Darrell Issa, House oversight committee chairman, said these new reporting requirements are just an effort to deflect attention from the ongoing Operation Fast and Furious scandal. …firearms from lawful commerce to criminals and criminal organizations. (NLRB breaking Obama s rule on quickie union elections, senator says )

Obama Urges Independent Agencies to Shed Burdensome Rules
Democratic Underground – 07/11/11 18:23 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Obama Urges Independent Agencies to Shed Burdensome Rules …bodies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Labor Relations Board, excluded from the effort among federal departments...

NLRB breaks Obama’s rule on ‘quickie’ union elections, Senate Republican says
Daily Caller – 07/11/11 17:43 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Senate Republicans ripped into the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) for ignoring a new executive order from President Barack Obama regarding to “quickie” union elections. NLRB breaks Obama s rule on quickie union elections, Senate Republican says Senate Republicans ripped into the National Labor Relations Board...

What’s a Catholic school? National Labor Relations Board shouldn’t decide (but they do).
Free Republic – 07/11/11 06:24 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Which schools are Catholic and which are not? And who decides? Even the Church’s modern-day efforts to assert itself as the arbiter — beginning with the 1990 apostolic constitution “Ex Corde Ecclesiae” — have proven somewhat controversial, despite the clear reading of canon law: “[N]o university ma
What’s a Catholic school? National Labor Relations Board shouldn’t decide (but they do). Which schools are Catholic and which are not? And who...

NLRB Plans Conference at Posh DC Hotel on the Taxpayers’ Dime
Free Republic – 07/11/11 05:01 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Perhaps it’s because the union extremists at the National Labor Relations Board have 40% less work than their predecessors in 2001, yet have nearly $67 million more in their budget that they now have money to blow on an August conference in Washington, D.
NLRB Plans Conference at Posh DC Hotel on the Taxpayers Dime Perhaps it s because the union extremists at the National Labor Relations Board...

NLRB breaks Obama’s rule on ‘quickie’ union elections, Senate Republican says
Free Republic – 07/11/11 04:15 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
Senate Republicans ripped into the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) for ignoring a new executive order from President Barack Obama regarding to “quickie” union elections. NLRB breaks Obama s rule on quickie union elections, Senate Republican says Senate Republicans ripped into the National Labor Relations Board...

NLRB Trying to overturn law that allows for a secret ballot on union membership - continuing saga
Free Republic – 07/11/11 02:25 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
In June, the Obama National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) proposed new union certification election rules designed to grease the skids to force workers under union-boss control. NLRB Trying to overturn law that allows for a secret ballot on union membership - continuing saga In June, the Obama National Labor Relations ...

COMMITTEE LEADERS WELCOME OBAMA EFFORT TO PROD INDEPENDENT AGENCIES TO IDENTIFY JOB-SMOTHERING RED TAPE MOVE COMES ON HEELS OF OVERSIGHT HEARING THAT SHINED THE SPOTLIGHT ON INDEPENDENT AGENCIES’ REGULATORY REGIME
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The following information was released by the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Energy and Commerce: Energy and Commerce Committee leaders welcomed today’s action by President Obama to encourage independent government agencies to identify and weed out outdated independent agency had submitted a regulatory review, and that review by the National Labor Relations Board amounted to a one page document. July 12,
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Key Individuals

- **House Panel May Subpoena NLRB For Boeing Probe Documents -CNBC**
  - ADVFN India – 07/12/11 15:27 –
  - 3 other sources (ADVFN, NASDAQ, ...)
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - The U.S. House of Representatives Oversight and Government Reform Committee might subpoena the National Labor Relations Board if it doesn't hand over documents related to its investigation of a decision by Boeing Co. ...

- **Nominations Submitted to the Senate [Daily Compilation of Presidential Documents]**
  - TMCnet.com – 07/12/11 11:49 –
  - Words matched: Craig Becker
  - Administration of Barack Obama, 2011 June 24, 2011 The following list does not include promotions of members of the Uniformed Services, nominations to the Service Academies, or nominations of Foreign Service Officers. ...

- **Ghost the Musical Original Cast Recording to Be Released July 18; Free Streaming On Facebook Begins July 12**
  - TheaterMania.com – 07/12/11 10:30 –
  - Words matched: Mark Pearce
  - The original cast recording of Ghost the Musical will be available for purchase in the U.K. and digital download on July 18. In anticipation of the album's release, the recording will be streamed on the show's Facebook page, beginning July 12.

- **Quinn may call back lawmakers to take up McCormick Place rules**
  - Chicago Tribune – 07/12/11 13:20 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Act
Gov. Pat Quinn says lawmakers may need to return to Springfield again this summer to take up changes to labor rules at McCormick Place. Quinn said action is needed after an appeals court ruled Monday that new regulations governing work at the convention center should not be kept in place as official.

U.S. District Judge Ronald Guzman ruled in March that the National Labor Relations Act pre-empts states from enacting legislation that interferes...

### Court won't keep McCormick Place reforms in place

**ABC Owned Television Stations** – 07/12/11 09:42 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act

A federal appeals court has rejected a request by McCormick Place officials to keep labor changes in effect while they appeal a ruling the changes violated federal law.

...the legislators' action overturned collective bargaining rights in violation of the National Labor Relations Act. Although the U. S. Court of...

### Putting 'labor' back in NLRB

**The Sacramento Bee** – 07/12/11 08:18 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Act's, National Labor Relations Act

The following editorial appeared in the Los Angeles Times on Monday, July 11: One of Congress' responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between employers and workers to negotiate the terms and conditions of employment.

One of Congress’ responses to the Depression was the National Labor Relations Act, which officially encourages collective bargaining between...

---

**NLRB Major Outlets**

---

### House Panel May Subpoena NLRB For Boeing Probe Documents -CNBC

**NASDAQ** – 07/12/11 15:13 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

DOW JONES NEWSWIRES The U.S. House of Representatives Oversight and Government Reform Committee might subpoena the National Labor Relations Board if it doesn’t hand over documents related to its investigation of a decision by Boeing Co.

*House Panel May Subpoena NLRB For Boeing Probe Documents -CNBC DOW JONES NEWSWIRES The U.S. House of Representatives Oversight and Government...*

### As Unionization Becomes Easier, Projections Releases New Resources to Help Employers Connect with Employees

**San Francisco Chronicle** – 07/12/11 14:50 –

1 other source (PRWeb)

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Norcross, GA (PRWEB) July 12, 2011 Today, employee communications company Projections, Inc. announced the launch of their new 'Employee Communication Resources' page on their website, which will serve as a clearinghouse for information on promoting positive employee relations and remaining union-fr

...relations and remaining union-free. Just two weeks ago, the National Labor Relations Board published an official “Notice of Proposed Rulemaking."

### $160 million in escrow money to be returned to players

**NBA** – 07/12/11 13:13 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

Escrow money withheld from all NBA players' paychecks each season will be returned to them this offseason for the first time, providing a $160 million infusion of cash in the midst of the league's labor lockout.

...declined to comment after the players' union amended its National Labor Relations Board claim against the league to include the cancellation ...

### NLRB Holds Interviews On NBA Players' Charge

**Click On Detroit** – 07/12/11 11:04 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

NLRB Reviewing Conduct Of Owners

**NLRB Holds Interviews On NBA Players' Charge**

**NLRB Reviewing Conduct Of Owners**

The National Labor Relations Board interviewed between seven and...

### Steward Holy Family Hospital RNs Vote by 70 Percent for Union Representation by Massachusetts Nurses Association

**PR Newswire** – 07/12/11 10:15 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

-USNewswire/ -- Culminating a two-year effort to win union..."/ Download image
METHUEN, Mass., July 12, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Culminating a two-year effort to win union representation to improve patient care, registered nurses at Steward Holy Family Hospital voted last night by 70 percent

a 70 percent margin in a secret ballot election conducted by the National Labor Relations Board. MNA will represent 357 RNs at the hospital which...

### Putting 'labor' back in NLRB

**Road Runner** – 07/12/11 09:25 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The act has been undermined in recent decades by rules from a National Labor Relations Board hostile to union organizing and too ready to accept the claims of businesses that they are beset by hard-charging labor officials.

*Putting 'labor' back in NLRB The act has been undermined in recent decades by rules from a National Labor Relations Board hostile to union organizing...*

### San Pablo Casino workers irked over no raises

**San Francisco Chronicle** – 07/12/11 09:14 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

Casino San Pablo might be drawing all aces these days, but luck may have run out for its workers. Cocktail waitresses, bartenders, floorwalkers and other union members are locked in a secret ballot stalemate with the tribe that owns the booming East Bay gambling hub.

...voted yes on the contract. The tribe then petitioned the National Labor Relations Board for help moving forward, but meanwhile negotiations with...

### Insider Trading, News Corp., Dodd-Frank: Compliance

**Bloomberg Businessweek** – 07/12/11 08:13 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board

(Adds AT&T and Janney Montgomery Scott in Compliance Action and Deutsche Bank in Courts.) July 12 (Bloomberg) -- Rajat Gupta, the former Goldman Sachs Group Inc.

...bodies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Labor Relations Board, excluded from the effort among federal departments...

### Unfair Labor Practices

**PLI Publishes Labor Management Law Answer Book 2011-12**

**KXXV-TV News Channel 25** – 07/12/11 13:42 –

**Words matched:** unfair labor practice


...employers; protected and unprotected activity; duty to bargain; unfair labor practice case procedures; and regulation of union dues and administration.

**NLRB Holds Interviews On NBA Players’ Charge**

**KJCT8.com** – 07/12/11 10:26 –

**Words matched:** unfair labor practice

NLRB Reviewing Conduct Of Owners

...10 witnesses in relation to the NBA Players Association’s unfair labor practice charge against the NBA, the Sports Business Journal reported...

---
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- **Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records**
  Chicago Tribune – 07/13/11 07:24 –
  28 other sources (Road Runner, Belleville News-Democrat, ...)
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board's chief ...Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues ...

- **EDITORIAL: Obama should back Boeing’s job creation**
  New Haven Register – 07/13/11 05:32 –
  1 other source (New Haven Register)
  Words matched: Craig Becker, Wilma B. Liebman, Mark Pearce
  1 President Barack Obama may try, but he can’t walk away from an attempted radical reinterpretation of labor laws he set in motion. If this attempt is successful, it would drive more jobs overseas, seriously harm the economy and Boeing, the nation’s largest exporter.
  ...with labor union lawyers. On his first day in office, Obama appointed Wilma B. Liebman as chairwoman of the NLRB. Liebman is a former attorney...

- **Many tax preparers don’t register in U.S.**
  Herald Net – 07/13/11 04:43 –
  Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  About 100,000 paid tax preparers worked on 2011 returns but did not follow new rules requiring them to register with the Internal Revenue Service, the agency said Tuesday.
  ...Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues ...

- **UAE ambassador meets Irish Minister of State**
  WAM - Emirates News Agency – 07/13/11 04:31 –
  Words matched: Brian Hayes
  WAM Dublin, July 13th, 2011 (WAM) -- UAE Ambassador to Ireland Khaled Nasser Lootah called on Irish Minister of State for Public Sector Reform Brian Hayes at his office.
Congress could release records of Boeing probe

The Augusta Chronicle – 07/12/11 22:25 –

COLUMBIA -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over Boeing's North Charleston 787 assembly plant is preparing to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board seeking documents related to a controversial complaint filed by the regulatory agency against aerospace giant Boeing (NYSE: BA).

...Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon, the committee wrote, in order to fulfill the Committee s...

Records demanded in Boeing case

The Spokesman-Review – 07/13/11 03:22 –

Words matched: Lafe Solomon

GOP congressman threatens NLRB with subpoenas

...Relations Board's chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues ...
### Congress may force release of NLRB’s Boeing records

**Business Journals** – 07/13/11 04:00 –

Workers at the world’s largest gold mine in Indonesia returned to work Wednesday ending an almost two-week strike that brought operations to a halt the Associated Press. Latest from The Business Journals. Subpoena sought in Boeing NLRB case. Gay marriage to lead to increase in adoption rates. Comptroller to release...  

### Stop Killing Jobs Now: An Action Plan

**Human Events** – 07/13/11 02:23 –

Last week’s unemployment numbers are devastating. They are far worse than what economists had been projecting. A net of just 18,000 jobs were created in June. That should include a drastic reduction in the authority of the National Labor Relations Board so that it cannot kill manufacturing jobs in South...  

### Freeport-McMoRan workers end strike at Indonesian gold mine

**Business Journals** – 07/13/11 04:00 –

Workers at the world’s largest gold mine in Indonesia returned to work Wednesday ending an almost two-week strike that brought operations to a halt the Associated Press. Latest from The Business Journals. Subpoena sought in Boeing NLRB case. Gay marriage to lead to increase in adoption rates. Comptroller to release...  

### Paul Greenberg: The misery index rides again

**NewsOK (AP)** – 07/13/11 02:00 –

Remember the Misery Index? It tends to reappear whenever the economy exhibits a couple of unwelcome trends in unusual tandem: not just a high unemployment rate but more inflation, too.  

### FDA calls for more congressional oversight on global drug economy

**Daily Caller** – 07/13/11 00:32 –

The Food and Drug Administration called on Congress Tuesday to make the laws that govern the global prescription drug economy stronger. “There’s only so much the FDA can do under the current law,” said Deborah Autor, an FDA compliance...
...Health Group, said in a statement. (Oversight committee demands NLRB documents on Boeing suit) Now, in a global pharmaceutical economy where...

**The prez is clueless -- and we're all jobless**

*New York Post* – 07/12/11 22:38 –

**Words matched:** NLRB

The issue: Whether Pres. Obama's economic policies will lead to more jobs for Americans. ***'Are we all clueless about jobs,'* Editorial, July 9? After all, if mankind could manage the economy, the Soviet Union would still be in business.

...unemployment. Let's fire the entire federal Education Department, the EPA, the NLRB and the FDA. I'm sure other agencies would benefit from having no employees.

**NLRB Threatened With Subpoena Over Boeing Documents**

*Fox Business* – 07/12/11 18:43 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

A congressional committee threatened to subpoena the National Labor Relations Board seeking documents related to a controversial complaint filed by the regulatory agency against aerospace giant Boeing (NYSE: BA).

**NLRB, Boeing Amend Unfair Labor Practices Charge**

A congressional committee threatened to subpoena the National Labor Relations Board seeking...

**Oversight committee demands NLRB documents on Boeing suit**

*Daily Caller* – 07/12/11 17:17 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

House oversight committee chairman Rep. Darrell Issa demanded Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) provide his committee with all internal communications about the ongoing case against The Boeing Company.

**Oversight committee demands NLRB documents on Boeing suit**

House oversight committee chairman Rep. Darrell Issa demanded Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) provide his committee with all internal communications about the ongoing case against The Boeing Company.

**Congress may force release of NLRB's Boeing records**

*The Seattle Times* – 07/12/11 17:02 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The chairman of a congressional committee probing the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant says he may use subpoenas.

**Congress may force release of NLRB's Boeing records**

The chairman of a congressional committee probing the ongoing labor dispute over a South...

**US House chairman may use subpoenas to compel NLRB to release documents on SC Boeing probe**

*The Republic (AP)* – 07/12/11 16:52 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

COLUMBIA, S.C. — The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board seeking...

**US House chairman may use subpoenas to compel NLRB to release documents on SC Boeing probe**

COLUMBIA, S.C. The chairman of a congressional committee...

**SBJ: NBPA amends unfair labor practices charge, says league canceled summer league without bargaining**

*Sporting News* – 07/12/11 16:45 –

**Words matched:** National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The National Basketball Players Association has amended the unfair labor practices charge it filed against the NBA with the National Labor Relations Board to include an allegation that the league canceled the annual summer league without bargaining with the union, as it was required to do.

**...unfair labor practices charge it filed against the NBA with the National Labor Relations Board to include an allegation that the league canceled...**

**Ultimate Rant: The Epic Failures of Obama (add your own and Bookmark)**

*Free Republic* – 07/12/11 08:43 –

**Words matched:** NLRB

Despite widespread media complicity, the nation is actually at the point where impeachment proceedings could begin for general and acute incompetence. This will not happen, but Barack Obama will be voted out of office in 2012, leaving four years of Blitzkrieg-level damage in his wake.

**costing the private company hundreds of millions of dollars. Obama, Holder, NLRB step in, telling Boeing no, they are not allowed (allowed ??)**

---

**Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA**
Even liberals in Arlington want to balance the budget I attended Rep. Jim Moran’s budget workshop Monday night in Ballston and was stunned by the number of concerned Northern Virginians who were committed to cutting billions of dollars in government spending in an effort to balance the budget and...learn how to live in peace with each other. Bernard Helinski Baltimore NLRB has become a political tool for liberals Re: “Obama wants Boeing”,
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- **Gingrich: Obama could halt NLRB case against Boeing immediately**
  - Post and Courier (AP) – 07/13/11 14:31 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - Boehner presidential contender Newt Gingrich toured the Boeing plant in North Charleston today and afterward called on President Obama to remove the National Labor Relations Board general counsel and the complaint challenging the company's expansion to South Carolina.
  - ...their own money; “he said. The NLRB and general counsel Lafe Solomon sued the airplane giant in April, saying it had illegally retaliated against...

- **Offalians urged to take advantage of OPW Free Days**
  - Offaly Independent – 07/13/11 12:02 –
  - Words matched: Brian Hayes
  - Fine Gael TD for Laois/Offaly Marcella Corcoran-Kennedy is urging locals to take advantage of the OPW's Free Days, which allows visitors entry to otherwise ticketed OPW attractions for free on the first Wednesday of each month. Clonmacnoise is one of the sites covered by the scheme that's part of a ...that's part of a tourism initiative announced by Minister for State Brian Hayes.
  - "This is a fantastic opportunity for families and independent travellers...

- **Congress May Force NLRB to Release Boeing Docs**
  - Manufacturing.net – 07/13/11 10:41 –
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) -- The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor...

- **Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records**
  - Chicago Real Estate Daily – 07/13/11 09:32 –
  - 2 other sources (Chicago Business, Free Republic)
  - Words matched: Lafe Solomon
  - ComEd power outages linger for thousands Cook County Hospital narrows CEO choice to 3 Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records Oak Forest Hospital plan set for public hearing Quinn to sign bill boosting Leucadia's coal-to-gas
WASHINGTON - President Barack Obama’s campaign against what he referred to as “dumb” federal rules doesn’t go far enough to rein in the government’s regulatory reach, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s prescription for getting the economy growing again.

Obama and other federal regulatory agencies—such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Labor Relations Board—have brought an unfair labor practice charge against owners to the National Labor Relations Board, which reportedly has interviewed up to 10 witnesses...

**NBA Will Return $160 Million To Players**

Click On Detroit – 07/13/11 14:57 –

*3 other sources (WMUR, WSB-TV, ...)*

**GE head Immelt: No magic potion on jobs**

Star-Telegram.com – 07/13/11 14:38 –

*1 other source (Forbes.com)*

...has brought an unfair labor practice charge against owners to the National Labor relations Board, which reportedly has interviewed up to 10 witnesses...

**Players and league agree it is time to end lockout**

FoxNews.com – 07/13/11 14:38 –

*2 other sources (Hartford Courant, Fox 31 KDVR)*

...it through the lockout. Also pending is a ruling by the National Labor Relations Board on an unfair labor charge brought in February by league...

**US Chamber: Obama’s Regulatory Review Doesn’t Go Far Enough**

NASDAQ – 07/13/11 12:47 –

**Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records**

Topix – 07/13/11 12:14 –

*2 other sources (Topix, Free Republic)*

**Boeing boosts Air Force tanker costs**


**Congress May Force NLRB To Release Boeing Docs**

Road Runner – 07/13/11 11:37 –

South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley, a persistent union critic, has asked GOP presidential hopefuls stumping in the state -- home to the first-in-the-South Republican primary -- to weigh in on the dispute.

**Cong records ress may force release of NLRB Boeing**

NLRB records The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South Carolina Boeing plant is prepared to use subpoenas to force labor officials to hand over documents from their investigation, according to a letter sent Tuesday to the National Labor Relations Board's chief

Congress may force release of NLRB Boeing records The chairman of a congressional committee investigating the ongoing labor dispute over a South...

**Boeing boosts Air Force tanker costs**

Boeing Co. Boeing Co. Latest from The Business Journals Boeing staffs upNLRB documents eyed in Boeing caseCongress may subpoena NLRB documents in Boeing case Follow this company has boosted the costs for the U. ...Boeing staffs upNLRB documents eyed in Boeing caseCongress may subpoena NLRB documents in Boeing case Follow this company has boosted the costs...

**Congress May Force NLRB To Release Boeing Docs**

South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley, a persistent union critic, has asked GOP presidential hopefuls...
Jay Ambrose: Foot-dragging on trade treaty slows recovery

The Orange County Register (AP) – 07/13/11 09:51 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
By JAY AMBROSE Syndicated columnist speaktojay@aol.com

You believe in this president, right? You still think Barack Obama, if not exactly the saint you once venerated, is way ahead of the Republicans, which is to say, you have missed the kiss-the-unions joke of tying highly needed trade treaties
...energy-diminishing phantom chasing, the Obama-snare health plan and a berserk National Labor Relations Board now headed by a wild-eyed radical. None...

General Electric CEO Immelt says there is no magic potion on jobs but urges private hiring

The Republic (AP) – 07/13/11 04:01 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
GREENVILLE, S.C. — The chairman of President Barack Obama's jobs and competitiveness council said Wednesday there is no magic potion to jobs creation, but the panel is devising pragmatic plans to put people back to work.
...like this," he said. Asked about the fuss over the National Labor Relations Board investigating aircraft maker Boeing Co. for opening a plant...

NLRB documents eyed in Boeing case

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

A U.S. congressional committee may subpoena the National Labor Relations Board asking for more documents involving the NLRB’s complaint against Boeing Co.

NLRB documents eyed in Boeing case A U.S. congressional committee may subpoena the National Labor Relations Board asking for more documents involving...

Congress may subpoena more Boeing/NLRB documents

Business Journals – 07/12/11 19:18 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
A U.S. Congressional committee may subpoena the National Labor Relations Board asking for more documents involving the NLRB’s complaint against Boeing Co.

Congress may subpoena more Boeing/NLRB documents A U.S. Congressional committee may subpoena the National Labor Relations Board asking for more...

Unfair Labor Practices to the top

NBA Will Return $160 Million To Players

KMBC.com – 07/13/11 15:19 –
1 other source (KJCT8.com)
Words matched: unfair labor practice
Keeping Money Was Sign Of Bad Faith For Negotiators
...bad-faith negotiation by the owners. The union has brought an unfair labor practice charge against owners to the National Labor relations Board,
LEADING THE NEWS

Independent Contractors
Technicians' Employment Status Under FLSA, State Law Is Jury Question, Court Determines
Whether three DirecTV Inc. satellite television technicians are employees or independent contractors under the Fair Labor Standards Act and Louisiana law is a jury question, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana...

NEWS

Arbitration
High Court's AT&T Arbitration Decision Has No Effect on PAGA Waivers, Court Says
LOS ANGELES—The U.S. Supreme Court's recent ruling finding preempted by the Federal Arbitration Act California courts' practice of invalidating class action waivers in consumer arbitration agreements does not apply to...

EEOC
House Subcommittee Clears Spending Bill That Would Give EEOC No Boost for FY 2012
The House Appropriations Committee July 13 approved a fiscal year 2012 Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies spending bill that would give the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission a $366.5 million budget for the next fiscal...

Employment
Employee Confidence Retreats To Recession Levels, Poll Finds
As the "economy falters amid recent market volatility and mixed labor reports," employee confidence related to job security, pay raises, and the job market has retreated to levels last seen during the depths of the recent recession,...
Report Says Market, Policy Challenges Hinder 'Clean' Sector From Achieving Potential
The U.S. private sector "clean" economy employs millions of people in "green" jobs across some of the largest metropolitan areas, but market challenges and policy uncertainty have hindered the sector's ability to...

Federal Employees
Congressional Committee Approves Update To Federal Employees' Compensation Act
Legislation (H.R. 2465) that would update the Federal Employees' Compensation Act by allowing treatment and certification by physicians' assistants and nurse practitioners, clarifying that injuries caused by terrorist attacks...

Health Care
Factors Other Than PPACA, Recession To Affect Health Costs in 2012, Speakers Say
Two factors that many people fear will have a major impact on health care costs in 2012—the federal health care law and the recent economic recession—actually will not play a big part in cost trends next year, speakers said during...

Labor Law
Eighth Circuit Revives ABF Freight Lawsuit Against YRC, Teamsters Over Concessions
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit July 6 revived a previously dismissed lawsuit filed by ABF Freight System against the International Brotherhood of Teamsters and competing trucking company YRC Worldwide over allegations...

Minimum Wage
Employment Fell Sharply in U.S. Territories After Minimum Wage Hike, GAO Report Says
Employment fell drastically in American Samoa and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) during the period when minimum wages were increased, according to a recent Government Accountability Office report....

NLRB
House Panel Presses NLRB for Documents, Calling Boeing Case Disclosures Incomplete
National Labor Relations Board Acting General Counsel Lafe E. Solomon has not satisfied lawmakers' requests for documents concerning an unfair labor practice complaint against Boeing Co., Rep. Darrell Issa (R-Calif.), chairman...

Organizing
Global Unions File Complaint With OECD Against Deutsche Telekom for 'Union Busting'
The Communications Workers of America, the UNI Global Union federation, and the German-based ver.di union July 12 alleged that Deutsche Telekom AG, the parent company of T-Mobile USA, has violated the guidelines of the Organization for Economic...
Pensions

**DOL Extends Applicability Deadlines For Service Provider Fee Disclosure Rules**
The Labor Department’s Employee Benefits Security Administration issued a final rule July 13 that extends by three months the applicability date of the department’s interim final rule on fee disclosures by plan service providers...

Pensions

**Employers Say Funding, Accounting Rules Caused Exodus From Defined Benefit Plans**
Defined benefit pensions are engines of economic growth and middle-class retirement security, but employers will not offer them in the future unless they see significant changes in defined benefit funding and accounting rules that are damaging...

Race Discrimination

**Black Bank Manager Raises Bias Claim On Termination, but Lacks Harassment Claim**
A black assistant bank manager fired for an alleged violation of ethical rules raised a triable issue of race discrimination under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act when he produced direct evidence that his supervisor twice made racial...

Race Discrimination

**Fifth Circuit Splits on Grant of JAML In Reverse Race Discrimination Case**
Judgment as a matter of law was proper in an employment discrimination case by a white attorney who was fired by a hospital board and replaced by a black attorney, a divided U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit ruled July 8 (Dulin v. Board...

Safety & Health

**Contractor Faces $354,000 Trenching Fine**
BOSTON—A Massachusetts contractor with what federal officials called "a long history of violating workplace standards" faces $354,000 in new proposed fines related primarily to alleged trenching hazards, the Labor Department's...

Safety & Health

**Illinois Metal Fabricator Fined $214,830 By OSHA Following Two Amputation Incidents**
CHICAGO—The Labor Department's Occupational Safety and Health Administration has proposed penalties of $214,830 against an Illinois metal fabrication company, alleging that a series of safety failures led to two separate...

Safety & Health

**Indiana Safety Agency, Notre Dame Reach Settlement Over Death of Student Employee**
The Indiana Department of Labor and the University of Notre Dame agreed on a settlement related to the death of a student employee whereby the school will launch a nationwide safety education program, the agency announced July 1....
Safety & Health
Prerule for Steel Reinforced Concrete, Construction Delivered to OMB for Review
An early version of a proposed worker safety standard for steel reinforced concrete and post-tensioned steel construction now is with the White House Office of Management and Budget for review. The Labor Department’s Occupational...

Safety & Health
Regulatory Agenda Sends Mixed Signals
On OSHA’s Path Forward, Safety Reps Say
The Labor Department’s latest semiannual regulatory agenda contained a number of obsolete deadlines, leaving some safety representatives interviewed by BNA unclear about the direction of DOL’s Occupational Safety and Health...

Wage & Hour
Commenters Question Wisdom of Applying FLSA to Home Care, Burden of Right-to-Know
Judging from the discussion on a live web chat hosted July 13 by the Labor Department’s Wage and Hour Division, the public is very concerned about WHD’s intentions to modify rules relating to pay for in-home companions and workers’...

ECONOMIC NEWS

Compensation
Private Sector Workers Likely to See Higher Pay Increases, BNA Index Signals
Private sector workers likely will see higher annual pay increases in the near future, according to the final second quarter Wage Trend Indicator scheduled for release July 14 by BNA....

Listing
WTI Components and Index, 1st Quarter 2003 — 1st Quarter 2011
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- **Ennis Flood Scheme to continue in September**
  The Clare Champion – 07/14/11 05:55 –
  **Words matched:** Brian Hayes
  WORK on phase two of the Ennis Flood Relief Scheme, which last week had €12.8 million in funding sanctioned by the Minister for Finance, is expected to begin in September.
  ...Fergus. Junior Minister with responsibility for the Office of Public Works, **Brian Hayes**, will visit Ennis this Friday to outline further details of...

- **No coal comfort … but foresight is warming**
  The Sydney Morning Herald – 07/14/11 05:29 –
  **Words matched:** Mark Pearce
  LETTERS Australia has done well out of coal, even though so much of the profit has gone overseas. But like it or not, as the world gradually wakes up to the implications of climate change, there will be a shift away from burning fossil fuels, and modern, clean, renewable technologies such as solar,
  ...misinformation, whingeing and division in this country in the meantime. **Mark Pearce**
  Richmond Many traditional investors deride the rise of the ethical investment...

- **Newt Gingrich wants Boeing lawsuit gone**
  The Post and Courier (AP) – 07/14/11 01:57 –
  **Words matched:** Lafe Solomon
  GOP presidential hopeful says Obama has authority to end NLRB case now
  ...their own money,” he said. The NLRB and General Counsel **Lafe Solomon** sued Boeing in April, saying it had illegally retaliated against unionized...

- **NLRB’s Boeing records pursued**
  TheState.com – 07/14/11 00:28 –
  **Words matched:** Lafe Solomon
  Congress is preparing to issue subpoenas to get the information
  ...Relations Board’s chief attorney. In the letter to NLRB general counsel **Lafe Solomon**, Republican U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa of California argues...

- **Keep the heat on NLRB**
  The Post and Courier (AP) – 07/14/11 00:18 –
  **Words matched:** Lafe Solomon
  Congressman Darrell Issa is still trying to find out why the National Labor Relations

---

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
Board filed a wildly overreaching legal complaint against Boeing three months ago. …hearing here to demand answers from, among others, NLRB Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon. Then on Tuesday, Rep. Issa set a July 26 deadline ...

**Issa talks tough to NLRB - threatens "compulsory process"**

Investor Village – 07/13/11 21:20 –
Words matched: Lafe Solomon
House oversight committee chairman Rep. Darrell Issa demanded Tuesday that the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) provide his committee with all internal communications about the ongoing case against The Boeing Company. …communications about the ongoing case against The Boeing Company. NLRB general counsel Lafe Solomon has provided Issa’s team with some, but all of the...

**Tax part of partners Bill passes stage two**

Irish Times – 07/13/11 19:36 –
Words matched: Brian Hayes
SEANAD REPORT: MINISTER OF State for Finance Brian Hayes said he believed it was in the public interest that the State encourage people to live together and that the wish of those in loving relationships would have them recognised through civil partnerships or marriage. …Bill passes stage two SEANAD REPORT: MINISTER OF State for Finance Brian Hayes said he believed it was in the public interest that the State...

**10 reasons even liberals should root for the GOP**

WND – 07/14/11 01:09 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
Incredibly weak recovery: President Barack Obama’s tax/spend/regulation policy – "stimulus"; continuation of TARP; bank, insurance company and auto industry bailouts; “quantitative easing” (aka the printing of money); cash for clunkers; minimum-wage hikes; new regulatory rules on businesses; tripling …Second Amendment and the legality of Obamacare. Boeing vs. the National Labor Relations Board: In a recent press conference, Obama falsely called...

**Editorial: Obama administration labor rule changes unfair to employers**

The Detroit News (AP) – 07/14/11 01:00 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The Obama administration’s labor relations agencies are embarked on an aggressive campaign to change the rules of collective bargaining with a clear goal of boosting private-sector union membership.

Fairness requires that it be amended to do so. Meanwhile, the National Labor Relations Board, which oversees union issues in other industries , is...

**Panel focusing on practical steps to create jobs**

The Seattle Times – 07/13/11 21:49 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
The chairman of President Obama’s jobs and competitiveness council, GE Chairman Jeffrey Immelt, said the panel is devising pragmatic plans to put people back to work. …this,” he said. Asked about the fuss over the National Labor Relations Board investigating aircraft maker Boeing for opening a plant in South ...

**Billy Hunter sends memo to players**

ESPN – 07/13/11 19:31 –
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
NBA players association executive director Billy Hunter sent a memo to all players Tuesday saying he supports all members of the union in their attempts to play elsewhere.

…promising to continue negotiations with the NBA and work with the National Labor Relations Board to protect the players’ rights. Hunter ends...

**General Electric CEO Immelt says there is no magic potion on jobs but urges private hiring**

Washington Post – 07/13/11 18:35 –
1 other source (The Republic (AP))
Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
GREENVILLE, S.C. — The chairman of President Barack Obama’s jobs and competitiveness council said Wednesday there is no magic potion to jobs creation, but the panel is devising pragmatic plans to put people back to work.

...like this, he said. Asked about the fuss over the National Labor Relations Board investigating aircraft maker Boeing Co. for opening a plant...

2

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA

NLRB-FOIA-00003648
**Time To Cut, Cap And Balance National Labor Relations Board**
*Investor's Business Daily – 07/13/11 18:22 – 1 other source (Free Republic)*

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

On the average workday the National Labor Relations Board spends more than $1 million, ostensibly to protect employees’ right to collectively bargain — or not — as is their choice. *Time To Cut, Cap And Balance National Labor Relations Board* on the average workday the National Labor Relations Board spends more than $1 million.

**NBA Will Return $160 Million To Players**
*KTVU – 07/13/11 18:14 – 5 other sources (WFTV Channel 9, Click On Detroit, ...)*

Words matched: National Labor relations Board

Keeping Money Was Sign Of Bad Faith For Negotiators ...has brought an unfair labor practice charge against owners to the National Labor relations Board, which reportedly has interviewed up to 10 witnesses...

**Burr: NLRB backs Boeing assault with new attack**
*The Washington Times – 07/13/11 17:59 – NLRB*

It’s another blow to America’s job creators

Burr: NLRB backs Boeing assault with new attack It’s another blow to America’s job creators Even as the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB )

**NLRB backs Boeing assault with new attack**
*The Washington Times – 07/13/11 17:59 – NLRB*

It’s another blow to America’s job creators

NLRB backs Boeing assault with new attack It’s another blow to America’s job creators Even as the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB ) is pilloried...

**Attorney General Closes Humane Society Investigation**
*Hartford Courant – 07/13/11 17:53 – 1 other source (Hartford Courant)*

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

The Hartford Courant 5:35 p.m. EDT, July 13, 2011 NEWINGTON —— Attorney General George Jepsen has closed a 30-month investigation into alleged financial mismanagement by the Connecticut Humane Society and said Wednesday no further action will be taken against the organization.

...the society has yet to be settled. Last month a National Labor Relations Board administrative judge ruled that two society workers were illegally...

**Immi: 'Way in Support' of Boeing in NLRB Battle**
*Fox Business – 07/13/11 17:49 – NLRB*

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

General Electric (GE) chief executive Jeffrey Immelt offered a bit of impromptu support Wednesday for another corporate giant and some-time competitor Boeing (BA).

Immelt: 'Way in Support' of Boeing in NLRB Battle General Electric ( GE) chief executive Jeffrey Immelt offered a bit of impromptu support Wednesday...

**NBPA’s Hunter backs playing in Europe in memo**
*ABC Owned Television Stations – 07/13/11 16:31 – NLRB*

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

NBPA’s Hunter backs playing in Europe in memo NBA players association executive director Billy Hunter sent a memo to all players Tuesday saying he supports all members of the union in their attempts to play elsewhere.

...promising to continue negotiations with the NBA and work with the National Labor Relations Board to protect the players’ rights. Hunter ends...

**Support Keeps Coming for NLRB Rule Change**
*Topix – 07/13/11 16:02 – NLRB*

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB

Support keeps coming to pour in for the National Labor Relations Board’s A proposed ruleA designed to ensure a fair process A for workers who want to vote on whether to formA a union.

Support Keeps Coming for NLRB Rule Change Support continues to pour in for the National Labor Relations Board’s A proposed ruleA designed to...

**Players reject Louisville Orchestra offer; letter ultimatum spurs union rally**
*The Courier-Journal (AP) – 07/13/11 02:30 – NLRB*

Players reject Louisville Orchestra offer; letter ultimatum spurs union rally

Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA

NLRB-FOIA-00003649
On the day Louisville Orchestra players were supposed to respond to an ultimatum from managers, they rallied and delivered personal messages to the CEO's office. 

*through the musicians' union, could be grounds for a complaint with the National Labor Relations Board, Tichenor said a federal suit isn't in the...*  

**Players reject Louisville Orchestra offer; Letter ultimatum spurs union rally**

The Courier-Journal (AP) – 07/13/11 01:39 –

Words matched: National Labor Relations Board

On the day Louisville Orchestra players were supposed to respond to an ultimatum from managers, they rallied and delivered personal messages to the CEO's office. 

*through the musicians' union, could be grounds for a complaint with the National Labor Relations Board, Tichenor said a federal suit isn't in the...*  

---

**Unfair Labor Practices**

- **NBA Will Return $160 Million To Players**
  - KTVU – 07/13/11 18:14 –
  - 2 other sources (KMBC.com, KJCT8.com)
  - Words matched: unfair labor practice

Keeping Money Was Sign Of Bad Faith For Negotiators

*bad-faith negotiation by the owners. The union has brought an unfair labor practice charge against owners to the National Labor relations Board,*
Obtained by Judicial Watch November 18, 2011 through FOIA
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Email: ryan.kerlew@meltwater.com  
Phone: (917)677-5455

Key Individuals to the top

- **Ingen ny ballongfärd i år**
  - Norrbottens Kuriren – 07/14/11 14:39 –
  - Words matched: Mark Pearce
  - Jätteballongen sändes upp från Esrange Kiruna natten till den 7 juli men man tvingades ta ned den direkt. Nu står det klart att det inte blir någon ny ballongfärd i år.
  - ...kontrollera statusen för de olika systemen efter landningen, säger professor **Mark Pearce**, projektledare på KTH. Trots att själva landningen var...

NLRB - Major Outlets to the top

- **GE Head Immelt: No Magic Potion on Jobs**
  - AOL Jobs – 07/14/11 08:53 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board, NLRB
  - By SUSANNE M. SCHAFER GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP) -- The chairman of President Barack Obama's jobs and competitiveness council said Wednesday there is no magic potion to jobs creation, but the panel is devising pragmatic plans to put people back to work.
  - ..."like this," he said. Asked about the fuss over the **National Labor Relations Board** investigating aircraft maker Boeing Co. for opening a plant...

- **Ten Reasons Why Even American Liberals Should Root for the GOP**
  - Free Republic – 07/13/11 11:30 –
  - Words matched: National Labor Relations Board
  - 1) Incredibly weak recovery: President Barack Obama's tax/spend/regulation policy -- "stimulus"; continuation of TARP; bank, insurance company and auto industry bailouts; "quantitative easing" (aka the printing of money); cash for clunkers; minimum wage hikes; new regulatory rules on businesses; tri
  - ..."Amendment and the legality of ObamaCare. 7) Boeing vs. the **National Labor Relations Board**: In a recent press conference, Obama falsely called...
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From: Sophir, Jayme  
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:06 AM  
To: Cleeland, Nancy  
Subject: RE: latest news release  

Looks great.

From: Cleeland, Nancy  
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:36 AM  
To: Ahearn, Richard L.; Mattina, Celeste J.; Abruzzo, Jennifer; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Wagner, Anthony R.  
Subject: latest news release  

Attached is the latest, and perhaps final, version of the Boeing release with some nice additions by Rich and Celeste. Fact sheet will be coming soon. We'll link to that in the release if it's ready. Thanks everyone.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipient</th>
<th>Delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cleeland, Nancy</td>
<td>Delivered: 4/20/2011 10:06 AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Microsoft Outlook

From: Sophir, Jayme
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:46 AM
To: Willen, Debra L
Subject: FW: latest news release
Attachments: boeingreleasefinal.doc

FYI

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:36 AM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.; Mattina, Celeste J.; Abruzzo, Jennifer; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Wagner, Anthony R.
Subject: latest news release

Attached is the latest, and perhaps final, version of the Boeing release with some nice additions by Rich and Celeste. Fact sheet will be coming soon. We'll link to that in the release if it's ready. Thanks everyone.
Recipient
Willen, Debra L

Delivery
Delivered: 4/20/2011 10:46 AM
Exemption 5
Microsoft Outlook

From: Farrell, Ellen
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: Boeing - CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Ellen Farrell
Deputy Associate General Counsel
Division of Advice, NLRB
202-273-3810
Ellen.Farrell@nrb.gov

From: Solomon, Lafe E.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: CNN questions on correction
Thanks

Nancy Cleeland  
NLRB Director of Public Affairs  
(202) 273-0222  
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM  
To: Cleeland, Nancy  
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:
1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring-> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.
These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show's title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Thanks for the great ideas everyone. I will try to consolidate them into a couple of answers and circulate them for suggestions.

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

Exemption 5

Rich

Exemption 5

Exemption 5

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland
Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:

1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the
process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

---

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
From: Sophir, Jayme  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:01 PM  
To: Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

---

From: Farrell, Ellen  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

---

Ellen

Ellen Farrell  
Deputy Associate General Counsel  
Division of Advice, NLRB  
202-273-3810  
Ellen.Farrell@nrlb.gov

---

From: Solomon, Lafe E.  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM  
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

---

From: Cleeland, Nancy  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: CNN questions on correction

To:
Subject: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,
Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:
1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a 'Fact
Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:
Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring-> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say,
and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom BETTAG

Tracking: 4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipient</th>
<th>Delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farrell, Ellen</td>
<td>Delivered: 4/29/2011 4:01 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon, Lafe E.</td>
<td>Delivered: 4/29/2011 4:01 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleeland, Nancy</td>
<td>Delivered: 4/29/2011 4:01 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garza, Jose</td>
<td>Delivered: 4/29/2011 4:01 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kearney, Barry J.</td>
<td>Delivered: 4/29/2011 4:01 PM</td>
</tr>
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Microsoft Outlook

From: Cleeoland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 5:15 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: Boeing - CNN questions on correction

---

Nancy Cleeoland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeeland@nlrb.gov

---

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 5:04 PM
To: Cleeoland, Nancy; Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: FW: CNN questions on correction

---
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---

Exemption 5

---

Exemption 5

---

Exemption 5
Nancy Cleeland  
NLRB Director of Public Affairs  
(202) 273-0222  
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Sophir, Jayme  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:01 PM  
To: Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

From: Farrell, Ellen  
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM  
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme  
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction
From: Solomon, Lafe E.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

---

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: CNN questions on correction

---

Thanks

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nwb.gov

---

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,

Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:
1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen.
Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nrb.gov> wrote:

Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring-> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said ‘NLRB rules against Boeing’, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs
From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,

I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Microsoft Outlook

From: Liebman, Wilma B.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 6:24 PM
To: Farrell, Ellen; Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: Boeing - CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Farrell, Ellen
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

Ellen

Ellen Farrell
Deputy Associate General Counsel
Division of Advice, NLRB
202-273-3810
Ellen.Farrell@nrb.gov

From: Solomon, Lafe E.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Exemption 5

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.

Subject: CNN questions on correction

Thank you for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact
Check' that attempted to correct the misinformation we've seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:

Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel <http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-company-unlawfully-transferring> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB's statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board's authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show's title said 'NLRB rules against Boeing', it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel – who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job - merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question – basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I'd be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we've been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I'm a long time journalist myself – just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I'm also a fan of Candy Crowley's, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?

There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say,
and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

Ellen
Ellen Farrell
Deputy Associate General Counsel
Division of Advice, NLRB
202-273-3810
Ellen.Farrell@nlrb.gov

______________________________________________________________
From: Solomon, Lafe E.
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme
Subject: RE: CNN questions on correction

______________________________________________________________
From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Solomon, Lafe E.; Liebman, Wilma B.; Garza, Jose; Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: CNN questions on correction

______________________________________________________________
Thanks

Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Re: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Nancy,
Let me come back to you at the end of the week with where we are. We’ll do something on Sunday, but it will be very short.

It seems there are two significant points, and correct me if you think there are more:
1) You say in your fact check that news organizations erroneously report that Boeing is being ordered to close its plant when it is only being challenged on its production of Dreamliners. That should be duly noted, but Boeing and Sen. Graham (among others) contend that the purpose of the plant was to specifically produce Dreamliners. I understand your point, but isn’t it fair to say that both things can be true?

2) You make a point of the separation between the Board and the General Counsel and point to the show’s title as being “NLRB rules against Boeing.” I can only point to your news release which uses this headline: “National Labor Relations Board issues complaint against Boeing Company for unlawfully transferring work to a non-union facility.” Everyone we turn to for guidance says this is a blurry line, and that a complaint by the General Counsel can be called a complaint by the NLRB. Is this as critical as your desire do be clear about not ordering the plant closed?

I can see that this has become broad enough that this will quickly get to be a headache for you. We’re going to try to get past it. And FYI the White House declines comment.

Tom

On 4/27/11 3:52 PM, "Cleeland, Nancy" <Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov> wrote:
Hi Tom,

Thanks so much for getting back to me. I appreciate the opportunity to explain my concerns. Yesterday, we put out a ‘Fact Check’ that attempted to correct the misinformation we’ve seen out there, which was repeated on your show – not only by Sen. Graham but by Candy Crowley herself. This is what we said:
Several news outlets have erroneously reported in recent days that the National Labor Relations Board has ordered the Boeing Company to close its operations in South Carolina. In
fact, the complaint issued on April 20 by the Acting General Counsel
<http://www.nlrb.gov/news/national-labor-relations-board-issues-complaint-against-boeing-
company-unlawfully-transferring-> does not seek to have the South Carolina facility closed. It seeks to halt the transfer of a specific piece of production work due to allegations that the transfer was unlawfully motivated. The complaint explicitly states that Boeing may place work where it likes, including at its South Carolina facility, as long as the decision is not made for discriminatory reasons.

In addition, the Board has not yet considered or ruled on the allegations in the complaint. Under the NLRB’s statute, the General Counsel and the Board are separate and independent, with the General Counsel functioning as prosecutor and the Board functioning as a court. The case is scheduled to be tried before an administrative law judge, acting under the Board’s authority. That decision could then be appealed to the Board itself for its decision.

These may seem to be fine points, but in fact they are very significant. When the show’s title said “NLRB rules against Boeing”, it fed into the idea that this was a political decision made by a political body. In fact, the Acting General Counsel — who is a career NLRB attorney recently named to the job — merely issued a complaint, which is the first step in the process. He alleged that Boeing broke the law, but now the case must be heard by an NLRB judge and perhaps ultimately the Board.

Also, both Candy Crowley and Sen. Graham repeatedly said that the NLRB told Boeing they had to close the South Carolina plant. That is absolutely not true. There is a finite amount of work in question — basically 3 planes a month. Boeing has tremendous backlogs and could locate more work in SC.

I’d be happy to discuss this further. For better or worse, we’ve been in the news a fair amount lately, and probably will continue to be. I’m a long time journalist myself — just left the LATimes three years ago after a decade as their labor writer, and have been here at the NLRB for a year and a half. I’m also a fan of Candy Crowley’s, so was sorry to have to write that comment.

Thanks again,

Nancy Cleeland

NLRB Director of Public Affairs

(202) 273-0222

nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov

From: Tom Bettag [mailto:Tom.Bettag@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: Senator Graham's statements

Dear Ms. Cleeland,
I am the executive producer of State of the Union. Your e-mail was passed to me, and I am the correct person to deal with.

You say there are “some errors,” and:
Please contact me to avoid repeating them. Also, why no attempt to contact us to balance your piece with Sen. Graham?
There is a simple answer to your question. We are a Sunday morning talk show where we allow guests to have their say, and we are more than happy to continue reporting on what they say if the record needs correcting. We made it clear after we aired Senator Graham’s statements that we would continue reporting in order to give the full story. The truth of the matter is that we did send word to our contact at the White House that this issue was going to come up, and there has been no response whatsoever.

We pride ourselves on accurate and fair reporting, and we are more than happy to pursue this further. What is it in Sen. Graham’s statements that you consider to errors?

Tom Bettag
Tell him lafe is thinking about it. I had unsatisfactory conversation with Kilberg. I'll fill everyone in on Wed. I answered his questions and he is getting back to Boeing. I'll call again Friday if I don't hear sooner.

------------------------
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

David Campbell just called.
His client wants to know what's going on.
Recipient
Willen, Debra L

Read
Read: 2/7/2011 3:56 PM
Microsoft Outlook

From: Willen, Debra L
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:01 AM
To: Szapiro, Miriam
Subject: FW: latest news release
Attachments: boeingreleasefinal.doc

From: Sophir, Jayme
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:46 AM
To: Willen, Debra L
Subject: FW: latest news release

FYI

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:36 AM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.; Mattina, Celeste J.; Abruzzo, Jennifer; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Wagner, Anthony R.
Subject: latest news release

Attached is the latest, and perhaps final, version of the Boeing release with some nice additions by Rich and Celeste. Fact sheet will be coming soon. We'll link to that in the release if it's ready. Thanks everyone.
The Right to Work folks say they’ll ask to intervene representing SC workers, according to this story. (And they think it would be terrible if there was a settlement in the case.)

Mix said his worry is that the company will agree to a settlement that weakens right-to-work laws. A top concern is that Boeing will allow the machinists union to try to organize its local plant by signing cards -- a method know as check-card voting -- instead of by secret ballot, he said.


Nancy Cleeland
NLRB Director of Public Affairs
(202) 273-0222
nancy.cleeland@nltb.gov
From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 9:30 AM
To: ML-R19-Everyone (R); ML-RES-POR-Everyone (R); ML-RES-ANC-Everyone (R)
Subject: Boeing Complaint

I am writing to inform you that that, based on a merit determination by Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon, I issued a Complaint today against Boeing, alleging violations of 8(a) (1) and (3) by their decision and various statements that they decided to place the second line for the 787 Dreamliner production at a non-union site in So. Carolina rather than with the IAM represented unit here because the union had engaged in past strikes and in order to avoid the consequences of future potential strikes. As striking constitutes protected concerted activity under the NLRA, transferring work to retaliate against employees for engaging in such activity violates the statute. The remedy we seek includes restoration of the second line here but does not seek to interfere with Boeing’s opportunity to place work anywhere, including So.Carolina, for non-discriminatory reasons. The Complaint issued only after Lafe made numerous efforts to reach a negotiated settlement.

I want to particularly recognize the hard work of Dianne, who investigated this case and who did a superb job of assembling the evidence and analyzing the legal principles. Mara is currently assigned the trial; I expect to select another attorney to work with her and of course remain open to further settlement opportunities.

I expect this case may generate significant public and press interest. Please direct any such inquiries to me.

Many thanks.
Rich
Richard L Ahearn
Regional Director, Region 19, Seattle
206 220 6310
I am writing to inform you that that, based on a merit determination by Acting General Counsel Lafe Solomon, I issued a Complaint today against Boeing, alleging violations of 8(a) (1) and (3) by their decision and various statements that they decided to place the second line for the 787 Dreamliner production at a non-union site in So. Carolina rather than with the IAM represented unit here because the union had engaged in past strikes and in order to avoid the consequences of future potential strikes. As striking constitutes protected concerted activity under the NLRA, transferring work to retaliate against employees for engaging in such activity violates the statute. The remedy we seek includes restoration of the second line here but does not seek to interfere with Boeing’s opportunity to place work anywhere, including So.Carolina, for non-discriminatory reasons. The Complaint issued only after Lafe made numerous efforts to reach a negotiated settlement.

I want to particularly recognize the hard work of Dianne, who investigated this case and who did a superb job of assembling the evidence and analyzing the legal principles. Mara is currently assigned the trial; I expect to select another attorney to work with her and of course remain open to further settlement opportunities.

I expect this case may generate significant public and press interest. Please direct any such inquiries to me.

Many thanks.
Rich
Richard L Ahearn
Regional Director, Region 19, Seattle
206 220 6310
Microsoft Outlook

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2011 5:39 PM
To: Todd, Dianne
Subject: FW: Charleston City Paper: Recommended article from rich

FYI; the SC AFL-CIO person.
R

-----Original Message-----
From: Exemption 6 - Privacy
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2011 2:37 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: Charleston City Paper: Recommended article from rich

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exemption 6 - Privacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

has recommended the following article from Charleston City Paper:

"AFL-CIO, local labor leader blast Boeing hearing"

(To view the article, please click the above link.)
William Gould, a Stanford University law professor who was appointed to head the NLRB by President Bill Clinton, has his doubts about this complaint. "It's perfectly reasonable for a company to want to avoid strikes," he told me.

In his view, the board's general counsel "is wrong when he says the company can't divert work from a union facility when it can't get a no-strike clause, so long as it offers some other means to resolve differences. I don't infer from that anti-union animus, which is prohibited."


outrageous, if he really said it!

Nancy Cleeland  
NLRB Director of Public Affairs  
(202) 273-0222  
nancy.cleeland@nlrb.gov
Microsoft Outlook

From: Sophir, Jayme
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:46 AM
To: Willen, Debra L
Subject: FW: latest news release
Attachments: boeingreleasefinal.doc

FYI

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:36 AM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.; Mattina, Celeste J.; Abruzzo, Jennifer; Kearney, Barry J.; Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme; Solomon, Lafe E.; Garza, Jose; Wagner, Anthony R.
Subject: latest news release

Attached is the latest, and perhaps final, version of the Boeing release with some nice additions by Rich and Celeste. Fact sheet will be coming soon. We'll link to that in the release if it's ready. Thanks everyone.
Exemption 5
From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:23 PM
To: Kearney, Barry J.
Subject: FW: question for daily story

From a Congressional Quarterly reporter, in case this sheds any light on the amendment

From: Lauren Smith [LaurenSmith@cqrollcall.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:12 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: RE: question for daily story

Here is a copy of the amendment:

They say it: "Strengthen the existing protection in the National Labor relations Act of state right-to-work law to ensure that state laws cannot be pre-empted by union contracts or the NLRB. It provides necessary clarity to prevent the NLRB from moving forward in their case against Boeing or attempting a similar strategy against other companies. It updates the current law with the following:

Nothing in the Act shall be construed to limit the application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise places restraints upon, agreements between labor organizations and employers, or that require the payment of dues or fees to such organizations, a condition of employment either before or after hiring."

From: Cleeland, Nancy [mailto:Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:05 PM
To: Lauren Smith
Subject: RE: question for daily story

Hi Lauren,

I realize I was mistaken. I'd gotten the idea that this was a national right to work bill from another reporter; it turns out that's not what this is. We're trying to figure out exactly what it would do.
From: Lauren Smith [LaurenSmith@cqrollcall.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:03 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: question for daily story

Hey Nancy -- Thanks for helping me out with this. I really appreciate it!

For the daily story about Sens. Alexander and Graham's right-to-work legislation, I'd love to get a comment on the ramifications of the language, both for labor and for the NLRB. Something similar to what we talked about over the phone: That this is an attempt to mandate all states adopt right-to-work policies. That this legislation is really nothing new and has been introduced by the GOP many times before.

To give you a better sense of what I'm looking into for my feature story: I'm writing about the natural oscillation of the board and it's pro-union vs. pro-business decisions depending on which party is controlling the White House. My argument is that the Boeing case provides ammunition to those that are trying to prove the NLRB has an activist agenda, but in reality, the NLRB under Obama is no more pro-union than it was pro-business under the previous Bush administration. The NLRB is also under much greater scrutiny on the whole due to the larger labor environment. I would love to get a comment about the natural progression of the board becoming politicized, and how it's historically seesawed between pro-union and pro-business decisions based on the administration.

Thanks so much and please let me know if you have any questions! I'm on my cell today: 617-633-0425

Best,
Lauren

Lauren Smith
Staff Writer
lsmith@cq.com
(o): 202-650-6604 **please note new number!
(m): 617-633-0425

Congressional Quarterly
77 K St., NE
Washington, DC 20002

______________________________
This e-mail may contain confidential material. If you are not an intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies. It may also contain personal views which are not the views of CQ Roll Call or its owner, The Economist Group. We may monitor e-mail to and from our network. For company information go to http://legal.economistgroup.com.
AMENDMENT NO._________  Calendar No.______

Purpose: To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor Act to clarify the applicability of such Act with respect to States that have right to work laws in effect.


S. 493

To reauthorize and improve the SBIR and STTR programs, and for other purposes.

Referred to the Committee on _______________ and ordered to be printed

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT intended to be proposed by Mr. ALEXANDER
(for himself and Mr. GRAHAM)

Viz:
1  At the appropriate place, insert the following:
2  SEC. ___. PROTECTION OF RIGHT TO WORK.
3  (a) APPLICABILITY OF NLRA TO STATE RIGHT TO
4  WORK LAWS.—Section 14 of the National Labor Rela-
5  tions Act (29 U.S.C. 164) is amended by striking sub-
6  section (b) and inserting the following:
7        “(b) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to limit
8        the application of any State law that prohibits, or other-
9        wise places restraints upon, agreements between labor or-
10        ganizations and employers that make membership in the

NLRB-FOIA-00003709
labor organization, or that require the payment of dues
or fees to such organization, a condition of employment
either before or after hiring.”.

(b) Applicability of Railway Labor Act to
State Right to Work Laws.—Title II of the Railway
Labor Act (45 U.S.C. 181 et seq.) is amended by adding
at the end the following:

“SEC. 209. EFFECT ON STATE RIGHT TO WORK LAWS.

“Nothing in this Act shall be construed to limit the
application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise
places restraints upon, agreements between labor organi-
zations and carriers that make membership in the labor
organization, or that require the payment of dues or fees
to such organization, a condition of employment either be-
fore or after hiring.”.
Ellen

Ellen Farrell
Deputy Associate General Counsel
Division of Advice, NLRB
202-273-3810
Ellen.Farrell@nlrb.gov

From: Kearney, Barry J.
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:39 PM
To: Farrell, Ellen; Sophir, Jayme; Szapiro, Miriam; Willen, Debra L
Subject: FW: question for daily story

From: Ahearn, Richard L.
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:23 PM
To: Kearney, Barry J.
Subject: FW: question for daily story

From: Cleeland, Nancy
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 12:18 PM
To: Ahearn, Richard L.
Subject: FW: question for daily story

From a Congressional Quarterly reporter, in case this sheds any light on the amendment

From: Lauren Smith [LaurenSmith@cqrollcall.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:12 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: RE: question for daily story

Here is a copy of the amendment:

They say it: "Strengthen the existing protection in the National Labor relations Act of state right-to-work law to ensure that state laws cannot be pre-empted by union contracts or the NLRB. It provides necessary clarity to prevent the NLRB from moving forward in their case against Boeing or attempting a similar strategy against other companies. It updates the current law with the following:
Nothing in the Act shall be construed to limit the application of any State law that prohibits, or otherwise places restraints upon, agreements between labor organizations and employers, or that require the payment of dues or fees to such organizations, a condition of employment either before or after hiring."

From: Cleeland, Nancy [mailto:Nancy.Cleeland@nlrb.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:05 PM
To: Lauren Smith
Subject: RE: question for daily story

Hi Lauren,

I realize I was mistaken. I'd gotten the idea that this was a national right to work bill from another reporter; it turns out that's not what this is. We're trying to figure out exactly what it would do.

From: Lauren Smith [LaurenSmith@cqrollcall.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 3:03 PM
To: Cleeland, Nancy
Subject: question for daily story

Hey Nancy -- Thanks for helping me out with this. I really appreciate it!

For the daily story about Sens. Alexander and Graham's right-to-work legislation, I'd love to get a comment on the ramifications of the language, both for labor and for the NLRB. Something similar to what we talked about over the phone: That this is an attempt to mandate all states adopt right-to-work policies. That this legislation is really nothing new and has been introduced by the GOP many times before.

To give you a better sense of what I'm looking into for my feature story: I'm writing about the natural oscillation of the board and it's pro-union vs. pro-business decisions depending on which party is controlling the White House. My argument is that the Boeing case provides ammunition to those that are trying to prove the NLRB has an activist agenda, but in reality, the NLRB under Obama is no more pro-union than it was pro-business under the previous Bush administration. The NLRB is also under much greater scrutiny on the whole due to the larger labor environment. I would love to get a comment about the natural progression of the board becoming politicized, and how it's historically seesawed between pro-union and pro-business decisions based on the administration.

Thanks so much and please let me know if you have any questions! I'm on my cell today: 617-633-0425

Best,
Lauren

Lauren Smith
Staff Writer
lsmith@cq.com
(o): 202-650-6604  **please note new number!
(m): 617-633-0425

Congressional Quarterly
77 K St., NE
Washington, DC 20002